Stereo Review®
has just uncovered
our second most closely
guarded secret
1
The exceptional
tone-burst response
of the Gale GS401A
is illustrated at ( left to
right) 100, 1,000 and
10,000 Hz The upper
trace is the input Signal
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In tone- burst tests, the Gale GS40IA displayed some surprising properties. For one
thing, the tone bursts were virtually perfect at
every frequency, with little or no sign of the
interference effects that usually make it necessary to find specific frequencies and microphone positions in order to obtain a reasonable-looking putout from a multidriver speaker system. Wherever we moved the microphone, from a few inches to a few feet from
the speaker, and whatever frequency we

used, the but sts had almost ideal shapes, with
no ringing, slow start-up, or other faults.
At this point. we began to wonder whether
this implied some special degree of phase coherence (although Gale makes no mention of
that subject it their literature, and nothing in
the appearance of the speaker suggests any
unusual physical arrangement of the drivers).
We then drove the speaker with a 500-Hz
square wave. To our surprise, the acousticoutput waveform was recognizable as that of

a square wave. We do not know what significance this has, but it is certainly worthy of
special mention, if only because this is the
first conventional speaker we have measured
that has been able to produce a recognizable
square wave in a " live"-room measurement.
Incidentally, several so-called " phase-coherent — systems that we have tested have failed
completely in this test.
Reproduced from
Stereo Review April1979.

Reprinted by permission from the April 1979 issue of STEREO REVIEW magazine Copyright i1979 by Ziff- Davis Publishing Company All rights reserved

*Although we have never mentioned the fact in our
advertising, Gale has been producing a phase coherent
loudspeaker since 1973.
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GALE ELECTRONICS : 19 AND 23 BRUTON PLACE : LONDON W1X 7AB : TEL: 01-499 9966.
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Turntables and cassettes have important rôles
in this issue, in Noel Keywood's review of five
expensive disc players and in Angus McKenzie's discussion
of tape developments. But our picture is not meant to presage
giant cassettes ( courtesy of TDK) or miniature turntables, nor
does the encroaching tangle of tape signify anything in particular— or does it?
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Superexcellence from the US of A.
Superex
TRL-77

./°.°Ilne**

A stereophone utilising the perfected,
open design ' Trans- Linear' principle.
Also featured is ahigh efficiency
Mylar driverwhich helps to generate a
realistic ' solid- bass'. The TRL-77
features apadded, fully adjustable
stainless- steel headband and comes
complete with 7foot ' Y' cord.
Specifications:
Frequency Response: 45-20,000Hz
Impedance: 80 Ohms ( II-IF standards)
Maximum Input: 5volts
High Efficiency Mylar Driver

SUPEREX
Send for details
of the Superex
range of stereophones,
from about £22.

Weight: 11Y2 oz ( less cable)
Cable: 7foot 'Y' cord with moulded
plug and strain relief

Name
Address

® Gold ring
Sound,pure and simple
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Goldring Products Limited, Anglian Lane, Bury St. Edmunds IP32 6SS
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HiFi Enthusiasts over
the World buy
Monitor Audio
sst

(it

Monitor Audio has established an enviable reputation
both at home and abroad for development and manufacture of
hi-fi equipment to the very highest standards of quality.
Critics of the world's leading hi-fi magazines have
acclaimed time and again that the comprehensive range of
Monitor Audio loudspeakers and hi-fi equipment is one of
the best you can buy..
Of course, we don't only export, our home market is
thriving too as more and more people are seeking the higher
standards Monitor Audio can give them.
.
So, if you want to upgrade your present hi-fi
equipment or are thinking of buying for the first time
and want to get it right, it's got to be Monitor Audio.
For further information write or telephone
Monitor Audio and we will send you our latest colour literature
and test reports. If you prefer, why not go to your nearest
dealer and hear the difference for yourself.

1U

Monitor 347 Cherry Hinton Road,
AU dio Ltd Cambridge
Tel: (0223) 42898.
'
The Big Name in Hi -Fi

ONE YEAR ON.

Neil McCormack
McCormack's of Glasgow

Martin Morris
Victor Morris Audio Visual

Edi Johnson
Audio Aids

James Young
Vennal Audio Visual

Brian Peaston
Holburn Hi Fi

George Russell
Russell Hi- Fi

Colin MacKenzie
The Gramophone/Hi-Fi Corner

Jim Martin
The Hi Fi Shop

AND STILL GIVING
GREAT HI
BARGAINS.
It's ayear this month since we took the plunge to set up as agroup. Our reasons for
joining forces were that together we could offer you really good hi-fi bargains on quality
equipment. And yet still give our full services as hi-fi specialists, which are not usually
available with the normal discount outlets.
Well in the past twelve months we've offered you aset of Senneiser headphones free,
an Ortofon cartridge free as well as taking off over thirty percent on an Aiwa cassette deck.
And we even ran ahighly successful competition where the
winner won aDual turntable.
And now for the future, we still intend to make you special
offers, nothing has changed, except that some of us have afew
more grey hairs and wrinkles. So make sure to look out
for some really great buys in our next year of business. &I
•

INCORPORATING NORTHERN IRELAND

ABERDEEN HOLBURN HI-E, 445 HOLBURN ST., TEL: ABERDEEN 25713. AYR/KILMARNOCK VENNAL AUDIO VISUAL 115 HIGH ST, AYR. TEL: AYR 64124.
49 THE FOREGATE, KILMARNOCK. TEL: KILMARNOCK 34826. EDINBURGH AUDIO AIDS, 52 GEORGE ST., TEL: 031 226 3979. 43 SOUTH CLERK St, TEL: 031 667 2877.
THE GRAMOPHONE TELEVISION & WIRELESS CO., PEDESTRIAN PRECINCT ROSE ST. TEL: 031 225 9535.
111-F1 CORNER, 1HADDINGTON PLACE, LEITH WALK. TEL: 031 556 7901. FALKIRK/STIRLING RUSSELL HI-F1, 44 COW VVYND, TEL: FALKIRK 29011.
8MAXWELL PLACE, STIRLING. TEL: STIRLING 64304. GLASGOW NEIL McCORMACK LTD., 1050 POLLOCKSHAVVS RD. SHAWLANDS, GLASGOW. TEL: 041-6494164.
VICTOR MORRIS AUDIO VISUAL 340 AR YLE ST, TEL: 041 221 8958. 810 GLASSFORD ST., TEL: 041 552 2483.
NORTHERN IRELAND THE HI-F1SHOP, 21 RAILWAY ROAD, COLERAINE, CO. LONDONDERRY. TEL: COLERAINE 52843.
23 SHAFTSBURY SQ. BELFAST. TEL: BELFAST 40644. 9BELMONT ROAD, BELFAST.
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Nakamichi
in conjunction with

Hampshire Audio Ltd.

MC- 2C+ FORMULA 4Mk III
The best sounding universal pick-up
Geometry optimised for 12" LP Discs.
Stevenson, ' Wireless World,' May & June, 1966
Variable mass damped arm for
high or low compliance Styli.

present a unique opportunity to owners of any Nakamichi
cassette deck at Hampshire Audio's 5th Annual Hi -Fi Exhibition on Sunday, October 28th at the Royal Hotel, Central
Southampton, to have their machines spot checked and re-

•

biased to their requirements completely free of charge by

1m gold plated 2phono to 1
2 phono leads £3.90

Nakamichi's service engineers.
Acceptance of this free offer requires prior booking with
Hampshire Audio, and Nakamichi will need a sample of the
tape that you wish to use ( if not Maxell), together with an additional tape previously recorded on the Nakamichi machine
being calibrated.

Hampshire Audio's
FIFTH
ANNUAL

11111-F1

MC-2C MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE. Some
would charge DOUBLE.
Only £4485
T24 Universal MC Transformer, the quietest

best step-up available.

REVIEWED BY REG. WILLIAMSON
SEPTEMBER ' HI-FI FOR PLEASURE'
Formula 4
Alignment Proctractor

—

Enables correct setting up of
all Pick-up assenblies and
measuring tracking accuracy
over entire disc surface. £2.99

r•
4
progrenco for 0.1, ova., env de.

Original ' Hi -Fi News'
Review available

IVAYWARE LTD ( Dept. HFN 9)
P.O. Box 58 Edgware, Middlesex HA8 9UH
Telephone:

01- 958 9421

EXHIBITION
on SUNDAY, 28th OCTOBER
10 am-6 pm

ROYAL HOTEL
CENTRAL SOUTHAMPTON
ADMISSION

RAC SIGNPOSTED
FREE

SPECIAL FEATURES:

GLOSSOP ROAD GOSSIP
A really superb low cost disc playing system—
ARISTON RD 11E turntable+mat+arm+cartridge
***** ***** amp., we are not disclosing this to avoid preconceived ideas. Listen, then judge!
SPEAKERS TO TASTE— some of the usual recommenda-

fions—ot. rfirst choice is rare, unusual, small and costs
£159.00+ V.A.T.

• UK public premier of a totally new noise reduction system.
• Recording of solo piano and string quartet in conjunction with Radio
Victory.
• ' Developments in Hi -Fi' by Peter Elliot of Revox.
• B & W loudspeakers' unique comparison of live v. recorded sound
performed by George Hooley on clarinet, bass clarinet, glockenspiel
and xylophone.
• " Loudspeaker Design" by Bob Stuart of Meridian.
• Demonstration of metal tape on the world's first commercially available half speed cassette deck.
• Open forum on the rôle of hi-fi magazines—Trevor Preece, Editor
of " Hi -Fi for Pleasure".

• Free re- calibration of Nakamichi machines ( prior booking with
Hampshire Audio required).
• Hear selected items from Ariston, B & w, Entre, Grace, Grado,
Lentek, Linn-Sondek, Maxell, Meridian, Mission, Nakamichi, Revox,
Rogers, Supex, Yamaha, and others.
S.a.e. for timetable
HAMPSHIRE AUDIO LTD
8 & 12 Hursley Road, Chandler's Ford
Tel. Chandler's Ford ( 04215) 2827 and 65232

Meridian 105— always good value, but with latest improvement,

one of the best at any price.
Allison Loudspeakers we have a point to prove about these

speakers— would you like to call our bluff?
Ariston RD 11S Turntable— Latest version reaches the very

highest standards—alongside a select few— on comparative demonstration.
Demonstrations by appointmment.

Fop

AUDIO CENTRE SHEFFIELD
284 Glossop Road
Sheffield S10 2HS
Telephone: 0742-737893
Export and Professional Dept. 730064

Speaks volumes
for Britain.

In over twenty countries, hi-fi enthusiasts listen
to our smallest speaker in their thousands.
The Rogers LS3 /5A Monitor.
But its international popularity is hardly surprising.
For we meticulously construct this superb little
monitor according to the much acclaimed BBC
design for small speakers. • .
Its vital statistics are 185 x 300 x 160mm,
25 watts speech and music and15 ohms impedance.
And to make sure it really is agreat little speaker,
we test every one, on the most revealing equipment
available.
Which includes Bruel and Kjaer automatic
curve tracing.
We're also just as exacting in selecting our
8

stockists. So your nearest Rogers dealer may not be
quite as close as your local high street.
But avisit to him will convince you that in the
world of small speakers there bnothing to equal the
Rogers LS3 /5A.
If you'd like the full technical story and review
reprints, just send alarge, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to:- Swisstone Electronics Limited, 4/14
Barmeston Road, London SE6 3BN. Tel: 01-697 8511
Telex 847777 Swisselec 492

Rogers
BRITEHfflHIGH•FIDEUTY

THE GRIFFIN
APERIODIC'

A GRIFFIN WHAT?

THE GRIFFIN TYPE 27 ' APERIODIC'
LOUDSPEAKER
The ' Aperiodic 27' loudspeaker incorporates a revolution3ry crossover design
featuring degrees of inheFent mid- range
and treble damping and coil controi
previous,y
only
obtainable
by
th amplification.
The frequency range extends from below
30Hz to 25kHz within -L 2dB with
exceptional smoothness and the dispersion characteristics are very wide at
all frequencies. There is no significant
beaming, unlike conventional speaker
systems
The ' Aperiodic 27' is suitable for amplifiers
from 30 — 100 watts RMS.

Please send details of your full range of loudspeakers and list of selected dealers

NAME
ADDRESS

n

POST THIS COUPON TO

af

i

H.K. GRIFFIN & CO ( Electronics) Siddons Factory
Estate. Howard Stree:, West Brornwrch. West
Midlands B70 OSU Tel 021-556 6825/6823

Audio-T Audio-T Audio-T Audio-T Auc io-T

Audio-T

EXPORT
Personal shoppers can take advantage of
our ' over the counter' export scheme.
We also ship directly abroad, contact us
for tax free price quotes and delivery
costs to anywhere in the world.

FT

o
o

ult.
Koopt uw—Hi-Fglo in
ed Engleand,
dan
bent u
koper r u
Vslij exporteren direkt naa.
Gf kopa Din Hi-fi
enom
af i
anlaggning ran England kan
Du ecspara pengar.
VI at
spialister pa direkt °di

Phone for our competitive
prices, available on most
makes of equipment.

Credit facilities available
to personal callers.

Wenn m
land kauft an Hi- Fi von Eng,kann man
sParen. VVir spezialiseren Geld
in Dir ekt und Privatexport.uns
Si vouserre
achetez vot re Hi- Fi
d'Anglet
vous pouvez faire
des economies.
Nous nous
specialisons dans l'exportation
directe et personne/le.

personlig export.

FT
o

Audio T

The Audio Consultants

190 West End Lane
London NJW61SQ
Tel. 01-7947848.
Mon- Wed

11 - 6 Thurs-Fri

11 - 7 Sot 10- 5

Audio-T Audio-T Audio-T Audio-T Audio-T Audio -T
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RECORD DECKS

CASSETTE DECKS

AR ISTON

JVC

RDII-S
RDII-E

224.00
89.95

LINN
Personal Callers only 294.40
MICHELL
Focus One
Hydrualic Ref.
Electronic

STD
3050
305M
THOREN'S
TO1608C
TD104
TD105
DUAL
504
604
704
721
SONY
P&T1
P.ST20
TECHNICS
SL5200
SL200 incl.cart.
SANSUI
SR222Il
While Stocks Last

125.00
179.00
209.00

265.00
199.00

106.00
99.00
120.00

102.00
141.00
175.00
226.00

78.00
92.00

145.00
69.00

69.00

KD720
KDIOB
KDA5
KDA2

100.50
133.00
216.50
104.50

HITACHI
0220
D75S
0900

108.00
170.00
293.00

PIONEER
CTF500
CT F600
CT F650
CTF 1250

AIWA
AD6350
AD6400
AD6900

147.00
180.00
389.00

161.00
167.90
161.00

99.95
122.50
172.90
459.90

HAFLER
(Kit) DH- 101
(Ass.) DH- 101

184.00
276.00

105.00
105.00
174.00
216.00

MERIDIAN
101
103
103D
105 Mono
104

172.00
186.00
281.52
186.00
202.40

RSMIO
RSM22
RSM33
RSM56
RSM65

103.50
186.00
212.00
269.00
247.00

QUAD
33
303
405
44
FM3

135.00
128.00
201.00
249.00
128.00

SONY
TCKIA
TCK2
TCK6B
TCK88

95.00
102.00
270.00
479.00

RADFORD
ZD22
ZD100
TT100

230.00
424.00
661.00

TANDBERG
TCD320
TCD340

312.00
552.00

SUGDEN
A48
T48

221.00
129.00

TECHNICS

Free Securicor delivv y on above items only

7 Demonstration areas on 3 floors
ensure that you will benefit from the
most extensive facilities in the
business ... couple this with our
friendly, professional advice and you
have the best way of buying HiFi
equipment ... the Radford way.
Tape and Accessories are found on
the 1st floor at prices hard to equal.
Service Department with 3qualified
engineers plus 2 workshops add up
to first class after sales service.
Credit in the form of Access and
Barclaycard plus normal finance
arrangements including up to £500
INSTANT CREDIT for personal
callers. NEW- in house Credit Card
Mail Order service to anywhere in
the UK by Securicor. Why not
phone your order using Access or
Barclaycard?
Personal Export to most parts of
the World.

112.00
143.00
206.00
153.00
306.00

PRE- AMPS
AMPS and TUNERS
A&R
A60
A60E
T21

SANSUI
SC1110
SC1120
SC2110
SC3110

TECHNICS
SU8011
SU8022
SU8055
SU 001
SE- 001

RECEIVERS

PIONEER
SX590
SX690
SX790
SX980
SXI080
SX1980

127.50
152.50
203.50
398.50
459.95
737.95

SONY
STRV3I
STRV4L
STRV5

178.00
258.00
330.00

TECHNICS
SA100L
SA200
SA300
SA500

YAMAHA
CR220
CR620
CR420
CR820

116.00
162.00
252.00
314.00

124.00
192.00
172.00
222.00

SPEAKERS
AR 18
AR10
AR90
B&VV DM2/11
B&VV DM7s/s
B&W DM6s/s
GALE GS401A
KEF Celeste
KEF Concorde
KEF 104ab
KEF 105
KLH 331
KLH 317
Marantz 4G/3

84.00
350.00
673.00
299.00
367.00
434.00
445.00
101.00
168.00
274.00
730.00
89.00
1 19.00
74.00

MONITOR AUDIO
Mini
MA4/11
MAI/11 s/s

99.00
189.00
259.00

OMAR
CR251
Lincoln

79.00
119.00

RADFORD
T90
M90

310.00
477.00

ROGERS
L53/5A

183.00

SPENDOR
BC1

310.00

BOSE
901/1V

626.00

YAMAHA
NS1000M

695.00

Personal No- VAT Export Facilities

Prices Include VAT

• o The Radford Choice

The Radford Super Plan

oADC
oAKG
AF. RCAMBRIDGE
oACOUSTIC RESEARCH
oAIWA
ARISTON
AUDIOMASTER
oAUDI TECHNICA
oBASF
BGW
oBOSE
BOWERS 8. WILKINS
oCELESTION
CHARTWELL
oCONNOISSEUR
DECCA
DE NON
DAHLOUIST
oDUAL
oENIGMA
oEMPIRE
FERROGRAPH
oFIDELITY RESEARCH
oFUJI
oGALE
oGOLDRING
GRACE
oGRIFFIN
HADCOCK
HAFLER
OHARMON KARDON
OHITACHI
oIMF
INFINITY
oJBL
OJR
oJVC
oKEF
OKLH
oLECSON
LE NIER
LINN
oLUX
KIXR
oMARANTZ

• 3years guarantee- full parts and
labour.

MAYWARE
MERIDIAN
MICHELL
oMICRO SEIKI
oMICRO ACOUSTICS
oMISSION
oMONITOR AUDIO
oMORDAUNT SHORT
oNAKAMICHI
oNATIONAL PANASONIC
NEAL
NIGHTINGALE
oOMAR
oOPTONICA
oORTOFON
OPIONEER
oOED
QUAD
RADFORD
oRAM
ROGERS
oSANSUI
oSENNHEISER
oSME
SPENDOR
oSTANTON
oSTAY
STD
oSTUDIOCRAFI"
oSHURE
SUGDEN
oSUPEX
OTANDBERG
TANGENT
oTANNOY
oTEAC
OTECHNICS
oTHORENS
oTOSHIBA
oTRIO
TVA
oUHER
oVIDEOTONE
OWAR
oYAMAHA

• Free setting up and installation
within the Bristol area.
• Free Securicor delivery
Ask for full details of this plan
The Radford Economy Plan
o 1year guarantee full parts and
labour.
o Prices as keen as discount houses
but with Radford service and
backup.

7-

Or
1011111

or Latest Price
+Expert Advice

Radford HiF' Limi ed
52/54 Gloucester Road Bristol BS7 8BH
Tel. (0272) 422709/44593 Telex: 449315

The only
advantage
loudspeakers have
over these headphones is
that more than one person can listen
RE-261 (Top) — Professional series
Rare-earth metal supermagnet
headphones. Matching Imp: 8to
1000 Ohms. Response: 9to
26,000 Hz. Sens: 115 db. SPL at
lmW. Weight: 160 gm.
Around £26.00
RE-272 (
Top right) — Studio monitor
Samarium Cobalt supermagnet headphones.
Matching Imp: 8to 1000 Ohms. Response:
8to 28,000 Hz. Sens: 125 db. SPL at ImW.
Weight: 160 gm. Around £37 00
RE-258 (
Bottom right) — Professional
series Rare-earth metal supermagnet
headphones. Matching Imp: 8to
1000 Ohms. Response: 10 to 25.000 Hz.
Sens: 125 db. SPL at 1mW.
Weight: 150 gm. Around £22.00

It's aqualified advantage. Only one of the
loudspeaker audience will be sitting in the optimum
listening place and none of them will hear accurate
bass. On the other hand, Ross headphones do
provide an unobstructed link between the listeners
ears and apair of superb drive units that do produce
accurate bass, midrange and treble — all coming
from the right directions. You could buy 2pairs . . . .
Write or phone for information
on the full range of Ross Headphones.

ROSS
ELECTRONICS
32 Rathbone Place. London W1P lAD. Telephone: 01-580 7112.

MICRO HI-FI

LABORATORY SERIES
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The trend in audio design today is getting better sound from asmaller size —
and that is exactly what the new micro AMSTRAD Hi Fi series does.
Arranged together (as in the photograph above) the Laboratory series
measures just over 16 inches long and only 5inches high which means that
having to re-arrange your furniture to accommodate your Hi Fi system is now
athing of the past; it will fit almost anywhere — bookshelf, table or cabinet.

STEREO TUNER 1101
PRE- AMPLIFIER P101

POWER
AMPLIFIER
0101

In developing this series, AMSTRAD's engineers have used the very latest
silicon chip technology to build micro components that serve to reduce
sound distortion and provide optimum power and clarity. And with achoice
of two finishes (matt black and brushed ' silver') to show off its elegant lines,
it has been designed to be not only pleasing to the ear, but also to the eye.
The Pre-Amplifier bristles with controls and switching facilities. It
features bass, middle and treble click stop type controls, athree way
selector for record deck, tuner and auxiliary input, plus atape monitor
button for monitoring tape recordings and playing them back. We've
incorporated loudness switching, tone defeat circuitry, and rumble and
scratch filters.
At the heart of the system is aminiature powerhouse, the AMSTRAD
Power Amplifier, providing 25 watts RMS per channel at an excellently low
distortion level of o.o8°).„. At any one time the level of power being driven
through the system is instantaneously registered through 2large power watt
meters and ten red LED peak indicators. You'll also find ameter range
quietness button which improves volume sensitivity and meter registering
at atime when you require the sound level to be low, and afacility for
separately switching to two pairs of loudspeakers.
The Tuner operates on three Wave Bands — MW, LW and Stereo and mono
FM and is impressively styled around features that have been made
available' by the recent advancements in electronic technology. There's a
digital frequency display, an FM tuning indicator, FM mute and Automatic
Frequency Control and asignal strength LED meter.
We've even developed apair of matching micro loudspeakers that measure
only 7inches in height and just over 4inches in width and offer incredible
performance for their size. However, the Laboratory series is just as happy,
if not happier, driving apair of conventional sized loudspeakers.
And if you're wondering about coupling this mini HiFi system to
conventional record or tape decks, rest assured, the AMSTRAD micro
HiFi series is completely compatible with virtually all makes of record and
tape decks, including those from the very successful AMSTRAD range.
MODEL R.R.P.Inc. VAT TYPICAL PRICE
MODEL R.R.P. inc. VAT TYPICAL PRICE
PIOI
£41.81
£33• 00
Tun
£111.51 £85.00
AIOI £69.70

£55.00

LS IOI £ 58-74 £45.00

(
per pair)

A sophisticated stepped red LED
indicating system working off both left
and right channels gives instantaneous
registering of decibel level relative to
peak output. This system is
supported by two large illuminated
power watt meters.

signal
Signal Strength
metering is provided
by aprogressive green
LED read out in a1-5
scale. With the signal
strength at its peak, all
five LED units are
lit up.

The green LED frequency display
enables quick and precise tuning and at
aglance lets you know where you are on
any of the three tuning scales.

AMSTRAD LS roi
Micro HiFi Laboratory
Speakers are capable of
handling up to 30 watts
RMS. They
incorporate an ioomm
woofer and 15nun
tweeter and offer stable
performance over a
wide frequency
spectrum of 6ozo,000Hz.
Size: 7inches in height,
4inches in width
approx.

The advanced FM tuning indicator gives
tuning guidance - the red I.ED arrows
pointing in the direction to which the
frequency must be altered for exact
station tuning. When this is so, the
central green LED is fit up.

FIP

LABORATORY SERIES
Please send illustrated literature and address of nearest stockist

0Amstrad
Micro

Name
Address

HNIO

Available e Noréanowle All branches of COMET; TRIDENT: HALFORDLTEMPO. London How Coil.. ANALOGUE XIV ELL SWI. Ill
APPLEMART Kingston ARUTS SEI 9 ' PRELIM NI II I
I ELECTRICS SW16 SRIDGE RADIO Harrow. CAVENDISH El CANONSURY RADIO
NI ' CENTRE OF SOUND WII CHELMSFORD ELECTRONICS Beaune CHELSEA CAR STEREO SAE COSMIC RADIO Addlestone. CRAIG
Rumford DISCOUNT AUDIO W1 DURATY RADIO 5E5 ELECTRONICS T.V A. SWI FILL OF LONDON SW9 HALCYON Bromley HI-FI
CONNECTIONS Beckenham HI-FI GENERAL SW12 HI WAY HI-FI WI JUPITER AUDIO SW17. MAGNET NIT MARTINS NIS McOONALO
STORES WI . MANGOS el? NU- SOUND Wt. SEIS. WCI . NI . 1Iford PAK WAREHOUSE Hounslow RADIO UNLIMITED El? ROSIN HOOD Wembley,
RUSH AUDIO Romford. Chelmsford. SARAYS Nit SEXTONS IN CAR WC1. SEI . SPECTRON Ne. TELERADIO NI7. Comore),ADAMS U DACE Norma.
AMPLITONE Notonghern ASHFORD AU 010 Kent AUDIO HYPERMARKETS Gillmghern Rochester SANGHAMS Kent / ARRETTS Centerbury.
!REMITS Aldershot J. CAINE Horsham CAMBRIDGE TRANSISTOR SERVICES Camhodge CAMERA 14I- Fl Kent. CAMPKIIIS Cenrbodge. CAPITAL
CAMERAS Crawley CARREFOUR Eestleigh. Mineiorth COVENTRY HI-FI Coventry. DAYS OF SWINDON Smndon, ELECTRA CENTRE Preston ERIC
EVANS Flee,. EMU Bononghern FORRESTERS Bournemouth FRADAR logh Lancs FRAMPTONS Plymouth C. J. FREEMAN PortIshead.
FURNESS ELECTRONICS Barrow H GEE Carnbodge HEWITT N SALE Noddesdon. GODFREYS Besoldon F. A. GOOSE Northainetee HERMITS
Ti Auslell INCA Welwyn E. I. & Ce Manchester MAINTAIN AVIEW Wolverhampton MOBILE RADIO WellIngborough NORTH WEST AUDIO
VISUAL Preston PORTSMOUTH HI-FI Portsmouth POTTERS WellIngborough P. R. SOUNDS Melksharn REMO Cambrolge SAVE A CENTRE
Gillingham SEXTONS IN CAR Southampton. SHEPHERD IL SPARKS Hoghteidge SMITH IF. LI Chelmslord STAMFORD
Stemlord STANDONS
Tunbridge SOUTHEND RADIO Southend TELEVISION PARLOUR Fweham TRICITY HOUSE Medenhead WALKUP( T.V Sheffield W. F. WAITE
arehem WESTERN HART Portsmouth. D. T. WICKS Colchester . WIRELESS SUPPLIES Bournemouth Scotland TILE ON THE SLINK Inverness
R M E Glasgow VICTOR MORRIS Glasgow. trend COLOUR VISION Belles, C. S. C. Belfael FOSTERS Casterley

AMSTRAD
CONSUMER
ELECTRONICS
LIMITED
1-7 GARMAN ROAD,
TOTTENHAM. LONDON
N17 OUF
Telephone 01- 801 4431
Telex: 264869 AMSELEG

*Typical selling prices
are unofficial guide
lines which in our
opinion are
representative of the
typical retail buying
price of our products.
However retailers are
entitled to sell at more
or less than those
prices suggested. All
prices quoted include
VAT at 15%

WILMSLOW
o
The firm for Speakers
HI-FI
DRIVE
UNITS

PA GROUP &
DISCO UNITS

WILMSLOW
AUDIO
KITS FOR MAGAZINE DESIGNS etc. -

Audaz
Audaz
Audaz
Audaz
Audaz

HDI2.9D25
HD 13D34H
HDIIP2.5EBC
HD201325H4
HD24S45C

Baker Superb

..

£7.65
£12.75
£6-65
£13.25
£20.50

.•

£25.00

Castle Super 8RS/DD
£12.65
Chartwell CEA205 r bass,
matched pairs only, 8ohm pair £61.25
Coles 4001
£7.65
Coles 3000
£7.65
Celestion HFI300 11
£8.45
elestion HF2000
£10.25

Dalesford DIO tweeter
Dalesford D30/110 5' ..
IDalesford 050/153 6r..
,Dalesford 0 50/200 8- • •
Dalesford D70/250 I0'..
Dalesford ABR 10' ..
Dalesford DI00/310
Decca London horn .. .
Decca 0K30 horn ..
Decca C0/1000/8 .. • .

£8.45
£1115
£12 25
£12 25
£22 25
£10 25
£35 75

£57•25
£43-75
£10.25
EMI I4A/770 14"x 9" 8 ohm .. £ 19•50
EMI 8"x 5" clic, 10 watt, 4ohm £4-05
EMI Type 350 4ohm .. £ 9.45
sophon KK8/B • •
sophon KKI0/8

£8 IS
£8 45
Jordan Watts Module .. £20.40
Jordan Watts HF kit .. £ 9 15
Jordan 50mm unit .. £23.00
Jordan CB crossover, pair . £23 00
Jordan Mono crossover, pair .. £ 23 00
I
Kef T27
..
£ 945
;Kef 8110
..
..
£ 12 00
iKef 8200
..
..
£ 13 25
Kef 8139
.
£27•00
KEF DN I
3
..
£5.40
[Kef DNI2
£8.65
Kef DN22 •
pair £40 85
1Lowther PM6
..
£51 00
Lowther PM7
018•45

Tannoy DC386 IS"
Tannoy DC296 10'

wee()
£ 107•35

..

Baker Group 35

£ 15.45

Baker Group 50/12

£23.45

Baker Group 50/15

£35.15

Celestion Powercell 12/150 ..

ese•so

Celestion Powercell 15/250 .. £69.25
Celestion GI2/50 Twin cone .. £ 15.95
Celestion GI2/80 Cambric edge

ems

Celestion G12/80 Twin cone .. £ 19.65
Celestion G 12/125 Cambric edge £35.1 0
Celestion G15/100 Cambric edge £31.95
Celestion GI5/100 Twin cone..
Celestion GI8/200
Celestion MHI000
Fane Pop 10

£3115
£53•25
£15•95
£1150

Fane Pop 501-1
Fane Pop 75

£13•80
£19.70

Fane Pop 65

••

Fane Pop 80
Fane Pop 100 ..

£2125
£25.50
£41 80

Fane Guitar SOL..

£26.10

Fane Guitar 80E1

••
••
••

Fane Disco 80 ..
Fane PA80
Fane Bass 85 ..
Fane Crescendo 12E

£27.15
£27.15
£26.10
£34.00

)- OF WILMSLOW
The firm for Hi -Fi

5Swan Street.
Wilmslow. Cheshire.

PRO9-TL ( Rogers) • • • • £ 138.00
Felt panels for PRO9-TL Len plus £ 1.60
carriage.
HI- F1 ANSWERS MONITOR
(Rogers) • • £ 146430
HI-FI NEWS STATE OF THE
ART (Atkinson) .. £ 182•00
HI-FI NEWS MINILINE (Atkinson) &woo
Plus CI-66 carriage
Hl- FI FOR PLEASURE COMPACT
MONITOR (Colloms).. £ 115.00
Plus £5.2.5 carriage
POPULAR HI-FI MINI MONITOR
(Colloms)
£74•00
POPULAR HI-FI ROUND SOUND
(Stephens) including complete
cabinet kit
..
£71•00
POPULAR HI-FI (Jordan)
Plus £2.66 carriage

WIRELESS WORLD TRANSMISSION LINE ( Bailey) KEF

£94•75

Fane 1104

£13.75

WIRELESS WORLD TRANSMISSION LINE ( Bailey)
RADFORD
..

£6.90

Fane J73

£9.75

Fane HPXI/HPX2

£3•45

Richard Allan HDI5P
Richard Allan Atlas 15"

£44.45

..

Richard Allan Atlu 18"

£85•15

£ 110.75

PRICES

INCLUDE

£934)0

PRACTICAL HI-F1 & AUDIO
BSC3 ( Rogers)
£65.00
PRACTICAL H141 & AUDIO
MONITOR ( Giles) • • £155-00
PRACTICAL HI- F1 & AUDIO
TRIANGLE (Giles) .. £99-00
PRACTICAL HI-FI & AUDIO
MINI TRIANGLE (Giles) .. chum

Fane Crescendo 18E
Fane 144

ALL

SWIFT

PRACTICAL HI-FI & AUDIO

£5150
£74.50

Fane Crescendo 15E

Fane HPX3A
£5•60
Fane HPX3B
£4.55
Peerless KOIODT
£9.45
Peerless DTIOHFC
[ 10.50 Goodman. 8PA
£5.05
Peerless K040MRF
£ 12.25 Goodman. 12P..
£21-00
Radford BD25 II
t.b.a. Goodman. I2PD
£23•95
Radford MD9
..
.
t.b.a.
Goodman. I2PG
£23•65
Radford MD6 . . .. • •
t.b.a.
Radford FN8/FN831
t.b.a. Goodmans I8P
£48•45
Richard Allan DT20 .. • •
£13.95 Goodman* Hilas 50HX
£21.85
Richard Allan DT30
£9.45 Motorola Piezo Horn 3r ..
£8.50
'Richard Allan CG8T
£11.25
Motorola Piezo horn 2'x 6" ..
£12.2.5
'Richard Allan CG 12T Super ..
£25-30 Richard Allan HD8T
Richard Allan LP8B
£17.00
£11.75
Richard Al Ian HP8B
£17.60 Richard Allan HDIOT
£18•50
Richard Allan HPI2B
£28.40 Richard Allan HDI2T
£2445
SEAS H107
£8.95
Richard Allan HDI5
£43.40
Shackman Electrostatic, c/w
polar network and crossover ..
pair £ 130.00

Kits include drive units, crossovers, BAF/
long fibre wool etc for a pair of speakers
carriage £3.75.

£ 122.00

£ 184.00

HI-FI NEWS TABOR (Jones)
with 14 bass units ..

£60.00

HI-FI NEWS TABOR (Jones)
with H4 bass units ..

£66.00

SMART BADGES FREE WITH ALL
ABOVE KITS (to give that professional
touch to your diy speakers) Send SOP for
up to 6 reprints/construction details of
above designs.

Carriage and
Insurance
TWEETERS/CROSSOVERS £0-50 each
SPEAKERS 4*--6} £0•80 each
SPEAKERS 8"-•10 £ 1•00 each
SPEAKERS 12, 13" X 8",
14" x 9" • • .. £ 175 each
SPEAKERS 15'
£2.75 each
SPEAKERS 18' ..
ee•oe each
SPEAKER KITS £ 1.75 each, £3•00 pair
MAG. DESIGN KITS .. £3.75 pair
PRICES CORRECT AT 18.6.79
VAT (
ri: ISO.'

Send 15p stamp for free 38 pagel
catalogue 'Choosing aSpeaker'

SPEAKER
KITS
PRICES PER PAIR - CARRIAGE £2.66
Dalesford
Dalesford
Dalesford
Dalesford
Dalesford
Dalesford
Eagle
Eagle
Eagle
Eagle
Eagle

System
System
System
System
System
System

mum Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders! VI

£54.00
£57.00
£104.00
£110.00
£142.00
£95.00

9(210
SK2I5
SK320
SK325
SK335

£17.60
£32.60
£40.80
£68 50
£93.00

Goodman. DIN 20 4ohm
(special offer) ..

£27.60

"LS3/5A" equivalent kit

£71.00

Lowther PM6 kit ..
Lowther PM6 Mk 1kit
Lowther PM7 kit

£105•30
£110.40
£176.85

Peerless
Peerless
Peerless
Peerless

£124.70
£142-10
£51-10
£67•40

Radford
Radford
Radford
Radford

1070
1120
2050
2060
Studio 90 kit ..
Monitor 180 kit ..
Studio 270 kit
Studio 360 kit

£184.00
£218-00
£350.00
£440.00

Ram Kit 50 ( makes RAM 100)..

£71-50

Richard
Richard
Richard
Richard
Richard
Richard
Richard
SEAS
SEAS
SEAS
SEAS

Allan
Al Ian
Allan
Allan
Allan
Allan
Allan

Tango Twin kit
Maramba kit ..
Charisma kit ..
Super Triple kit
RA8 kit
RA82 kit
RA82L kit

223
253
403
603

Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale

£49.00
£69.00
£131.20
£81.70
£52•65
£83•30
£89.90

.. £40-85
.. £63.10
.. £ 76-60
£122•60
Denton XP2 kit ..
Shelton XP2 kit ..
XP2 kit ..
Glendale XP2 kit

£31•45
£40.40
£5610
£69.00

Everything in stock for the
SPEAKER CONS1 RUCTOR!
BAF. LONG FIBRE WOOL, FOAM,
CROSSOVERS, FELT PANELS,
COMPONENTS, ETC.
LARGE SELECTION OF GRILLE
FABRICS
(Send 15p in stamps for grille fabric
samples)

WILMSLOW

Telephone : Speakers, Mail Order and Export :

0625 529599 Hi Fi: 0625 526213

1
2
3
4
5
6

The firm for

Speakers

Swan Works, Bank Square,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.

Sound Guard your
stylus.
1:112,
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Sound Guard Stylus Care Kit
One of the most critical factors in
ahi-fi system is the performance
at the stylus/record interface.
The Sound Guard stylus care kit
contains all necessary
components for keeping the
stylus environment in optimum
working order The kit includes
cleaning solution with applicator
brush, adry brush for cleaning
the stylus between record plays,
abulb air blower to remove
particulates from the cartridge
shell and a3X and 10X
magnifier for stylus inspection
Suggested Retail Price £ 5.45.
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Sound Guard Record Care Work Pad

Sound Guard Record Cleaner Kit
To remove oily deposits and dirt that have worked their way down into
the.grooves. just spray Sound Guard cleaner directly on your record
and let it sit tor about 30 seconds It literally lifts the dirt and oily
deposits trocs the grooves Then with our moistened non-abrasive
sponge you remove the contaminants with alight wiping Finally any
remaining contaminants and cleaning fluid are removed trocs the
grooves with acleaning pad
Suggested Retail Price f4 49 Refill £2 99

The Sound Guard recoro care work pad is non-abrasive so
dwon't scratch. It prevents the record from slipping while
you're buffing too. It's non-conductive. sod can resist the
transfer of particles from dirty records. And its not afabnc.
30 it has no lint to spread around Ingenious channels collect
.srly excess fluid, so dwon't run over to the other side of
your record. The ideal surface for record preparation.
Suggested Retail Price £ 4 99

Sound Guard Anti-static Record Preservation Kit
A by-product of dry lubricants developed for aerospace technology.
with unique anti- static and lubricating qualities which significantly
reduce ' notion and wear Its so thin, less than 0 000003 in. that the
most delicate modulations aren tdisturbed Used as directed, your
record keeps its full fidelity and maintains the same absence of
surface noise and harmonic distortion as it did the first time it was
played Application is easy. Simply spray it on and butt it in
Suggested Retail Price £ 4 99. 59m1 refill £ 3 24

Total Record Care Pack comprising Record Cleaner Kit and Record Preservative Kit f9 48 ( Suggested Retail Price)

For further details of Sound Guard products write to Pyser Ltd., Fircroft Way, Edenbridge, Kent TN8 6HA.

Sound
Guard

Telephone: Edenbridge ( 0732: 864111 ( 8 lines).
Name

Address

Sansui
sound thinking.
HiFi Markets
-sound value.
A-40 Amplifier £75.00

Power output 25 watts RMS per channel, both
channels driven, into 8ohms, from 35Hz to
20kHz, with no more than 0.09% THD. Twin
power meters, defeatable Tone Controls,
Variable Loudness. Permits use of two stereo
speaker systems.

bid

kom

A-60 Amplifier £99.90

AU- 117 Mk1lAmplifier £86.50

a..

The very latest from Sansui with beautiful studio
styling and new technology giving pure
musicality under all conditions. Power output 25
watts RMS per channel, both channels driven,
into 8ohms, from 20Hz to 20kHz with no more
than 0.17% THD. Features include high filter,
very sensitive balance control, loudness switch,
tape monitoring.

A-80 Amplifier £ 129.90
Power output 65 watts RMS per channel, both
channels driven, into 8ohms, from 20Hz to
20kHz with no more than 0.05% THD. The A-80
has Power Output Meters with LED Peak Power
Display and abuilt-in ' head amplifier' for moving
coil cartridges. The newly-developed DC-Servo
amp configuration gives cleaner and fresher
musical reproduction.

AU-217 Mk1lAmplifier £115.50
Features the same pure performance qualities
as the AU- 117 MkIlwith musical response
improved even further by use of unique currentdifferential push-pull driver in the middle stage
of the power amp. Power output 40 watts RMS
per channel, both channels driven', into 8ohms,
from 20Hz to 20kHz with no more than 0.06%
THD.

T-60 Tuner

TU 217 Mk11 Tuner £99.90

T-80 Tuner

Pure performance from low-TIM, high slew rate
circuitry in Sansui's DC power amp. Power
output 60 watts RMS per channel, both
channels driven, into 8ohms, from 20Hz to
20kHz with no more than 0.03% THD.
Defeatable tone controls, brand new design
phonoequalizer, twin power protection circuit,
mic. mixing, and much more.

R-30 Receiver £99.90
AM/FM Stereo Receiver with LED Signal/Tune
Display. Power output 25 watts RMS per
channel, both channels driven, into 8ohms,
from 40Hz to 20kHz with no more than 0.09%
THD. Controls include bass/treble tone controls
with defeat, loudness, tape monitor/record
(stereo), LED signal-strength/centre-tune
display, speakers switch for two stereo- Pairs.
FM muting, balance/volume, and more.

TU-317 Mk1lTuner £ 115.50
Matching AM/FM tuner for AU-317.
Extraordinary wide stereo image ensured by
highly reliable IC stereo demodulator. Signals
from faint or remote stations are reproduced
with exceptional stability thanks to the fabulous
sensitivity, and FM fidelity is furthermore
improved by the noise canceller. Also muting to
suppress interstation noise while tuning, and
twin meters.

R-50 Receiver £ 116.00
Power output 45 watts RMS per channel, both
channels driven, 30Hz to 20kHz, 0.09% THD at
8ohms. AM/FM tuner section with LED Peak
Power Level Display and LED Signal/Tune
Display. Other features include two-deck tape
monitor and recording/dubbing facilities,
phono/AUX inputs, etc.

-

SR-222 Mk2 Turntable £59.90

i

FRQ-5 Turntable £ 159.00
The very latest automatic, quartz lock turntable
from Sansui, with awhole host of outstanding
features.

D-90 Cassette Deck £87.00
Front-loading model with avery precise drive
system using aDC motor to give low wow/flutter,
high signal-to-noise ratio and wide frequency
response. Super- hard Permalloy Rec/Play head
and astrong Ferrite erase head. Also Dolby
noise reduction system, Bias and Equalization
switches, Roc Level Control and VU Meters.

TU417 Mk1lTuner £ 145.00
Matching AM/FM tuner for AU-417. Achieves
mpressively high sensitivity pulling in extremely
weak stations. Likewise immune to overloading
from too strong stations. The output level knob
controls the volume before the signal goes to the
amp — an extra but useful refinement. Other
features include muting switch, FM noise
canceller, twin tuning meters.

£ 105.00

Digitally Quartz- Locked AM/FM Stereo Tuner.
Circuitry includes error-free digital processor for
spot-on tuning. In addition to conventional
tuning dial there is also adigital display of tuned
frequencies for FM and AM. Also digital signal
strength and centre tune display. Additional
features include noise canceller and FM muting
switches.

AU-317 Mk1lAmplifier £ 174.00

Newly designed DC amp with vital steady-state
and transient response factors raised to new
levels. This gives lower total harmonic
distortion, lower noise and low transient
intermodulation distortion. In musical terms it
means exceptional reproduction of both classical
and modern music. Power output 65 watts RMS
per channel, both channels driven, into 8ohms,
from 20Hz to 20kHz with no more than 0.02%
THD.

£75.00

AM/FM Tuner featuring high quality FM stereo
circuitry including 3-ganged variabler capacitor
and PLL stereo multiplex demodulator. Also
Junction FET to help pull in distant stations with
pure hi-fi sound. Five-LED signal display, LED
indicator for FM centre tune, built-in FM Muting,
plus many more outstanding features.

Matching tuner for AU- I17 and AU- 2I7 gives hifi performance on FM as well as AM. Clear stereo
image is assured by the phase- locked-loop IC
stereo demodulator. Reliable IC construction
provides high stability in channel separation.
Twin meters — one for signal- strength for FM
and AM, the other aprecision tune-meter for FM
centre-of-channel indication.

AU-417 Mk1lAmplifier £199.90

Power output 45 watts RMS per channel, both
channels driven, into 8ohms, from 20Hz to
20kHz, with no more than 0.05% THD. LED
Peak Power Display, DC—Servo amplifier
circuitry. The A-60 also offers facilities for two
dubbable stereo tape decks plus Rec Out Selector
Bass/Treble Tone Controls, and much/more.

FRD-3 Turntable £87.00
Direct drive turntable offering aphenomenally
low wow/flutter of only 0.028% (WRMS) and a
very high signal-to-noose ratio of 72dEl. Unique
'brushless' design motor offers virtually
noiseless operation at all times. There's a
smooth, automatic tonearm return and shut off
system, also perfect pitch with strobe and ± 3%
speed change control.

Highly accurate platter speed and precision
tonearm performance plus Sansui sproven belt
drive/synchronous motor type drive system. The
SR-222 protects the tonality of your records by
making sure they are reproduced with never
more than 0.045% wow/flutter (WRMS).
Beautiful black lustre cabinet design.

Rack Systems
Rack Systems available. Ask your local Hi Fi
Markets for full details.

111•FI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi
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HiFi Markets
Instant Credit Card

The Tape Counter
„„,„„,,

•Not all our branches have discount
Tape Counters Please check with your
nearest branch

TDK

DC 46 £0.60
DC 60 £0.67
DC 90 £0.92
DC 120 f1.24
DC 180 f2.99

Now you can obtain
instant credit at any
of the 180 Hi Fi
Markets and
Photomarkets Stores
throughout the U.K.
Simply open a
Subscription Account
with Hi Fi Markets
and you can purchase
new equipment

without having to wait
until the cash
becomes available.
You buy at today's
prices, enjoying your
Hi Fi while you're
paying for it. Call in at
your local Hi Fi
Markets for an
application form.

ADC 60 £0.97
ADC 90 f1.36
ADC 120 f1.83
ODC 60 £ 1.10
ODC 90 £ 1.59

£ 106
£ 121
£ 127
£ 183

Fuji
FX- IC46
£1.06
FX-I C60
£1.18
FX 1C90 £ 163

SAC 60
f1.22
SAC 90 £ 1.74
SA-XC 60 £ 1.56
SA-XC 90 £2.22
MA-RC 60 £4.60

UDXL1 C60
UDXL1 C90
UDXL11 C60
UDXL 11 C90

£1.46
£1.83
£1.46
f1.83

FX 11 c46
FX-11 C60
FX 11 C90

f1.17
f1.30
£1.77

Fuji Video
cassettes
E30 VHS
E60 VHS

.
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Prices shown apply only when 10 or more cassettes are purchased

Maxell
UD C46
UD C60
U0 C90
LID C120

"File

Hie

£5.60
f6.76

E120 VHS
E180 VHS

f9.57
f11.56

Hifi Markets-the largest specialist hi-fi retailer in the country

INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE AT ALL BRANCHES

LONDON
London El
317 Whitechapel Road.
Tel: 01-247 3453/4
London EC2
48 London Wall. Tel: 01-6280537
London E17
199 Hoe Street. Tel: 01-520 3635
London NI
88 Pentonville Road.
Tel: 01-837 4416
London N13
359 Green Lanes. Tel: 01-882 5888
London W1
In- Store at Lion House
227 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-580 7383
231 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-580 3459
242 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-636 5979
185 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-631 2987
London W2
38 Edgware Road. Tel: 01-723 3071
London SE18
131-137 Bellegrove Road.
Tel: 01-303 5341/1211
London SW7
14 Bute Street. Tel 01-589 2586
REST OF BRITAIN
Aldershot
81 High Street. Tel: 0252 20728
Aftrincham
162-164 Ashley Road, Hale Village.
Tel: 061 928 7665
Amersham
16 Hill Avenue. Tel: 02403 21343
Aylesbury
8Bourbon Street. Tel: 0296 89419
Banbury
5-6 South Bar. Tel: 0295 59859
Barking Essex
89 East Street. Tel 01-594 3626
Barrow
122 Dalton Road. Tel: 0229 20473
Bedford
29 St Peters Street. Tel 0234 46058

Birmingham
35-37 Hurst Street. Tel 021 622 2323
Blackpool
4Deansgate. Tel: 0253 28357
Bolton
166 Blackburn Road. Tel: 0204 22636
Boston Spa, Yorks
168 High Street. Tel 0937 843131
Bournemouth
254 Old Christchurch Road.
Tel 0202 291524
Bristol
36 Union Street. Tel: 0272 294183
Bromley, Kent
38 W.idmore Road. Tel: 01-464 2260

Hitchin
Hermitage Road. Tel. 0462 4537

Shaftesbury
33 High Street. Tel: 0747 2649

Kettering
68 Stamford Road. Tel: 0536 515266
Leeds
196 Selby Road. Tel 0532 643347

Sheffield (Totley)
172 Baslow Road. Tel: 0742 360295

Cambridge
19-20 Market Street. Tel: 0223 51791
Chelmsford
5-6 Cored!. Tel: 0245 57593/64393

Newcastle-upon-Tyne
142/144 Grainger Street
Tel: 0632 21922
Norwich
In- Store at Bonds of Norwich,
All Saints Green. Tel: 0603 60021
Oxford
256 Banbury Road.
Tel: 0865 53072/511767

Cheltenham
287 High Street. Tel: 0242 22317
Chesterfield
135 Sheffield Road. Tel 0246 34923
Croydon
352-354 Lower Addiscom be Road.
Tel: 01-654 1231/2040
Dereham (Norfolk)
8-10 Norwich Street. Tel: 0362 2323
Dunstable
45 Katherine Drive. Tel 0582 67750
Eastbourne
32 Grove Road. Tel: 0323 27362
East Grinstead
2High Street. Tel 0342 27787
Fareham (Hants)
135 West Street. Tel: 0329 233544
Gillingham (Dorset)
The Square. Tel: 07476 2474/2728
Hamilton
8Cadzow Street. Tel 0698 283193
Harlow, Essex
2Westgate. Tel: 0279 26155
Harrow. Middx.
10 Weald Lane, Harrow Weald.
Tel 01-427 1227
Hartlepool
7The Shopping Centre.
Tel: 0429 66347

Liverpool
20-22 Whitechapel. Tel: 051-709 9898
Loughton, Essex
152 High Road. Tel 01-5080247
Manchester
25-29 Station Road, Urmston.
Tel 061-747 5181
New Malden
35 High Street. Tel 01-942 9567

Slough
5Old Crown Buildings, Windsor Road.
Tel 75 37021
Southampton
37 Bedford Place. Tel: 0703 28434
Southend
149 Leigh Road, Leigh-on- Sea.
Tel: 0702 79150
Southport
6 Princes Street. Tel 0704 36901
Stamford
9Red Lion Square. Tel 0780 2128

Plymouth
90/92 Cornwall Street.
Tel 075260254
Preston
51 Fishergate. Tel: 0772 53057
Reading
49 Wokingham Road
Tel: 0734 61416
103 Crockhamwell Road. Woodley.
Tel: 0734 691758
130-131 Friar Street
Tel 0734 599527
Rochdale
52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706 524652
Romford
38 North Street. Tel 70 268403
Rushden
14 Church Street. Tel: 093 34 2342

Stubbington (Hants)
27 The Green. Tel: 03295 61144
Sunderland
20 22 Waterloo Place.
Tel 0783 57578
Swansea
31 Oxford Street. Tel: 0792 54747
Swindon
91 92 Commercial Road.
Tel: 0793 28383
Tunbridge Wells
67 Grosvenor Road. Tel: 0892 21069
Warwick
44 Emscote Road. Tel: 0926 43796
Watford
131 The Parade. Tel: 92 34644
Wetherby
28 Market Place. Tel: 0937 64480
Wigan
12 Woodcock Street. Tel 0942 37977
Wishaw
36 Caledonian Road.
Tel 06983 73876
Witney
29 Corn Street. Tel: 0993 2414
Woking (Surrey)
27 Chobham Road. Tel 04862 4926
IIARCLAYCARD

St. Austell
25 Trinity Street. Tel: 0726 5088
Salisbury
17 Butcher Row, Tel: 0722 22746

Hie MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

Ail Prices include VAT @ 15%

Lowest Prices DELTA (HOUNSLOW) LTD. 50 BELLR0AD H0UNSL0W

m 1D D x . 0 1-5i2 22 85 /6 647

at
27/6/79

ALL PRICES INC. VAT. CALL IN OR SEND CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER

Pleasing ring for the make and model not advertised

MUSIC CENTRES
Akai AC3750 L
Aiwa AC5300
Garrard GA150
Hitachi 170..
Hitachi 300..
Hitachi 400..
Hitachi 7785
JVC MF45 DLS
JVC MF33 L
Sanyo 1001
Sanyo C21001
Sanyo 5001
Sanyo 2001
Sanyo 3001
Sanyo 4001
Sànyo 2811 Sup.
Sharp 315 ..
Sharp 320 ..
Sharp 400 ..
Sharp 450 ..
Sharp 460 ..
Sony HMK11
Sony HMK33
Sony HMD70
Toshiba 2900
Toshiba 2950
Toshiba 3750

£239 00
£390 00
£195 00
£290 00
£359 00
£329 00
£329 00
£249 00
£269 00
£132 00
£159 00
£279 00
£189 00
£189 00
£244 00
£317.00
£209 00
£239 00
£295 00
£369 00
£389 00
£193.00
£259 00
£299 00
£199 00
£265 00
£415-00

COMPLETE SYSTEMS
Akai Pro 100/BL ..
Akai Pro 200/BL ..
Akai Pro 300/BL ..
Pioneer X50 H ..
Pioneer X70 H ..
Pioneer X90 H
Sansui System I ..
Sansui System II ..
Sansui System A
Sony series 1 ..
Toshiba System 230

£449 00
£515.00
£620 00
£409 00
£447.00
£505 00
£309.00
£495.00
£399 00
£249.00
£395.00

AMPLIFIERS
Aiwa A A8700
Akai 2250 ..
Akai 2350 ..
Akai 2450 ..
Armstrong 621
Hitachi HA250
Hitachi HA706
Hitachi SA8500 Mk2
Hitachi SA9500 M
Hitachi SA408 • .
JVC AS3 .. • •
JVC AAS22 • •
JVC JAS44
JVC JAS55
JVC JAS77
JVC JAS5.. • •
JVC JAS10
JVC JAS11 G
Marantz 1072
Marantz 1090 ..
Marantz 3200 Powr
Amp ..
Marantz 1050 ..
National SU2300
Pioneer SA506 ..

£249.00
£82.00
£113 00
£125.00
£107.00
£89.00
£155.00
£225.00
£307 00
£69.00
£63 00
£93.00
£155 00
£183.00
£209 00
£75.00
£69.00
£78 00
£97 00
£119.00
£139 00
£75.00
£65 00
£75 00

Pioneer SA606
Pioneer SA706
Pioneer SA8500
Mk11
Pioneer SA9500
Mk 11
.•
QUAD
•
QUAD 33 ..
QUAD 303..
QUAD 405.. • •
Radford ZD50 • •
Radford ZD100 • •
Sansui AU117 • •
Sansui AU217 . •
Sansui AU317 • .
Sony TA73
Sony TA212
Sony TA313
Sony TA5650
Sony TA515
Sony TA53A
TAF4A
Technics SU7300
Technics SU8011
Trio KA1500 II ..
Trio KA3700
Trio KA5500 Mk 2
Yamaha CA710 ..
Yamaha CA410 ..
Rote! RA214
Rotel RA314
Rote! RA414

£100-00
£139.00
£199.00
£289.00
P.O.A.
£109.00
£99 00
£160 00
£260 00
£370.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£57 00
£65 00
£83 00
£159 00
£129 00
£87 00
£99 00
£125 00
£85 00
£87 00
£85 00
£157 00
£149 00
£99 00
£69 00
£77 00
£99 00

TUNERS
Aiwa AD9700
Armstrong 624
Armstrong 623
Akai 2250 ..
Akai 2450 ..
Akai AT2200
Hitachi FT340
JVC JTV1OL
JVC 3V3L
JVC TV5L
JVC 340P ..
Marantz 2050
Marantz 20100 ..
Pioneer TX606
Pioneer TX8500 II
Pioneer TX9500 Il
Pioneer TX408L
Sansui TU217 . •
Sansui TU517 • •
Sony ST73.. • •
Sony ST212L • •
Sony ST5150 . •
Trio KT5300 II
Trio KT3134
Yamaha CT1410
Yamaha CT710 .
Yamaha CT510

£249.00
£93 00
£119 00
£76 00
£127 00
£80 00
£97 00
£79.00
£68 00
£86 00
£144.00
£75 00
£89 00
£99 00
£183 00
£239 00
£69.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£49.00
£79 00
£149 00
£89 00
£90 00
£81 00
£129 00
£98 00

Aiwa A F3070
Armstrong 625
Armstrong 626
JVC JRS 61 L
JVC JRS 81
JVC JRS 201 L
Marantz 1530L
Marantz 1550L
Marantz 2285B
Marantz 2230
Marantz 2238
Marantz 1215L
Pioneer SX590
Pioneer SX690
Pioneer SX790
Pioneer LX690
Sansui G301
Sansui G401
Sony STR1800
Sony STRV3L
Sony 3TR4L
Sony STR4800
Sony 11ST 89A
Tandberg 1055
Tandberg 2025
Tandberg 2080
Tandberg 2075
Tandberg 2205 ..
Technics SA5070
Yamaha CR200
Yamaha CR620 .
Yamaha CR820 ..
Yamaha CR1000 ..

£305 00
£170 00
£195.00
£109.00
£159.00
£235.00
£140.00
£200.00
£339.00
£195.00
£228.00
£113 00
£115 00
£169.00
£160.00
£169.00
£140.00
£160.00
£89 00
£175.00
£255.00
£169 00
£249.00
£199.00
£225 00
£540 00
£419 00
£225 00
£97.00
£139 00
£149 00
£249 00
£350.00

TURNTABLES
AR77-XB
Akai AP100
Connoisseur BD1
Kit
JVC JLA20
JVC JLA11
JVC QLA2
JVC QLF4
Pioneer PL512
Pioneer PL514
Pioneer PL516
Pioneer PL518
Sansui SR222 II
Sony PST1
Sony PST20
Sony PSX40
Technics SL150
Thorn TD160 Mk II
BC
Thorn TD104
.•
Thorn TD110
Thorn TD115
Trio KD1033 B

£53.00
£75.00
£19.00
£61.00
£69.00
£137.00
£129.00
£54.00
£65 00
£89.00
£115.00
£63.00
£85 00
£89.00
£128 00
£139.00
£96.00
£95 00
£117.00
£133 00
£63.00

CASSETTE DECKS
RECEIVERS
Akai 1115 BL
Akai 1125 ..
Akai 1135 ..
Akai 1134 BL
Aiwa AX7400
Aiwa AX7600

£129 00
£113-00
£143 00
£143-00
£147 00
£215.00

Aiwa AD6350 •. £ 149 00
Aiwa AD6400 •. £179.00
Aiwa AD6550 . • £197.00
Aiwa AD6900 £359.00
Akai 703 D .. • • £89.00
Akai 704 D .. • . £117.00
Akai 706 D .. • • £ 137.00
Akai 709 D .. . • £163.00
Hitachi 220 .. • • £79.00

JVC KD25
£ 149 00
JVC K55 .. £ 177.00
JVC KD720
£ 89.00
JVC KDA3 .. £ 139.00
JVC KDA5 .. £ 199.00
JVC KDS201 .. £201 00
JVC KD85
£319.00
JVC KD95
£339.00
JVC KDA2 .. £95.00
JVC KD1OB £ 119.00
National 612 .. £ 93.00
Pioneer CTF500 .. £ 105.00
Pioneer CT506 £ 109.00
Pioneer CT606 .. £ 149.00
Sansui 1220 .. £ 121.00
Sanyo 5050 .. £ 69.00
Sanyo 1120 .. £ 121.00
Sharp RT1144 .. £ 99.00
Sony TCU2 .. £ 99.00
Sony TCK4 A .. £ 138.00
Sony TCK5 A .. £ 187.00
Technics RS641 .. £209.00
Technics RS615 .. £117.00
Technics RS676 .. £ 259.00
Technics RS616 .. £ 139.00
Teac A360
£ 159.00
Teac A420
£ 199.00

TAPE DECKS
Akai 4000D
Akai 4000DB
Revox A77 Dolby
Revox A70 Dolby
Sony TC399
Sony TC645
Tandberg TD20 A
Teac 3440 ..
Teac 3300 ..

£193 00
£219 00
£579 00
£579 00
£259 00
£345.00
£529 00
£880 00
£532 00

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
AR 18
..
£81.00
AR 15
£ 159.00
AR 17
..
£ 119.00
Akai SW7
£ 78.00
Akai SW137 .. £ 137 00
Celestion Ditton 22 £155.00
15XR
£110.00
Goodmans RB 18 £ 66.00
Goodmans RB 20 £85 00
Goodmans RB 35 £ 119.00
Goodmans RB 65 £ 139.00
Monitor Audio
MA5..
£ 139 00
MA8•
•
£ 113.00
MA2•.
£ 259 00
MA4•
• £205.00
MA6
£148.00
MA7
..
£ 98.00
Pioneer C5323 • • £ 57.00
Pioneer CS424 . • £ 105.00
Pioneer CS525 • • £ 129.00
Pioneer HPM40 • • £ 159-00
Pioneer HMP60 • • £217.00
Wharfedale Linton
XP2
£79.00
Wharfedale Glendale
XP2
£ 115.00
Yamaha NS1000M
£888-00

*HARMAN * KARDON * HITACHI * IMF*JBL*JVC*LECSON*MARANTZ*MONITOR AUDIO* NAKAMICHI * NATIONAL* NEAL * ORTOPHON *
Is

RX2

RX1 HIGH OUTPUT
LOW NOISE

-

EXTRA
HIGH-ENERGY
Bias and equalization normal 120i4s.
C60 — 74p, C90 — £ 1.01, C120 — £ 1.33.
MC40 Microcassette — £ 1 43.
Write or ohone for information on the
full range of Ross Cassettes.
Prices include VAT.

Bias and equalization normal 123ps
030— 44p, C60 — 48p.
C90 — 69p, C120 — 94p.

ROSS
ELECTRONICS
32 Rathbone Place, London W1P 1AD
Telephone: 01-580 7112.

WARNING:
ROSS CASSETTES CAN BE HABIT FORMING

Not everyone will appreciate

the sound this turntable produces.
Of course those who
understand the difference a
high-quality turntable can
make to the sound of a
system will really appreciate
the RIMS.
The RD11S, atwo-speed
belt-driven unit, runs from a
synchronous motor to an
inner platter hub. The outer
platter snuggly sits upon the
inner hub. The platter is
extremely heavy, probably
the heaviest to be found on
any deck today, which
Shown above

Anston RD11S Turntable

certainly contributes to it's
quality of sound. And what's
more it's balanced not by
drilling or adding weights,
but by precise machining
that ensures perfect balance
whilst maintaining optimum
peripheral mass distribution.
Another major feature
of the RIY11S is that there are
no flashing lights or hordes
of controls. Only aprecision
made turntable capable of
reproducing everything the
recording engineer inserted.

The RevolutIonary Anston Mat

Ultracratt Tone Arm

Write now for our RD11S
brochure. And we'll also send
you our list of dealers so you
can hear it for yourself. Then
we're sure you'll appreciate
the sound the RD11S produces
is second to none.

o

ARISTON RD 11S
sheer perfection

Ariston Acoustics Limited,
Society Street, Maybole,
Ayrshire, Scotland. KA19 7BH

The RDIIS Turntable PlInth Is flrushed In Teak. Walnut or Black
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NEW
_7HT1NGALES

GRACE,
SUPEX AND
GAMMA LAB
PRODUCTS
Imported Sounds of Lancaster
Gate, London, has been
established to offer top quality
imported equipment at highly
Competitive prices

All equipment is FULLY GUARANTEED, demonstrations can be
arranged ( by appointment only) and mail order is available.

See and hear them at your authorized dealer. For full details
and dealer list, send a stamped, addressed envelope to:—

Initially, we offer at unbelievably low prices, GRACE á
SUPEX products, generally recognised as the best arm/
moving coil combination available:GRACE G-707 improved arm. SUPEX 900 SUPER cartridge.
If you are still not satisfied, we can offer you the SUPEX
1000, top of the range and not, as yet, available in the U.K.
Exclusively available to Imported Sounds is the GAMMALAB pre- pre- amp, featuring gold-plated twin layer circuitry.

Nightingale Acoustics, 26 Station Rd., Bexhill-on- Sea,
East Sussex, TN40 1RG.

IMPORTED SOUNDS
2A CRAVEN TERRACE, LONDON W2. ( 01) 262 6275

NM point 5

Hadcock GH228 ' D' Type Arm
FEATURES
• Detachable headshell fitting for easy
fitting.
• Accepts all cartridges from 2.0 grm
to 13 grm weight.
Su itable f
or Decca London cartridge.
• Supplied with counterweight Sleeves
as standard for heavier cartridges
up to 13 grm.
• Silicone fluid damping provided.

• Adjustable bias wheel assembly.
• Tracking force adjustment.
• Counterweight decoupled.
• Alignment protractor provided.

The Hadcock GH 228 '
D' Type is a logical
development of the GH228 by providing the fine
pick-up wires with a plug and socket to facilitate
ease of installation.

• Single hole fixing.
• Separate headshells available.
• Intergrated uni -lift provided.

The GH 228 '
D' Type arm is a unipivot design for
the finest cartridges available to- day and allows
the ultimate performance of any cartridge to be
achieved.

All home and export enquires to:

GH
MADE IN ENGLAND

24

G. F. C. HADCOCK
Audio Division, Doveridge, Derby DE6 5NN

Telephone:
Uttoxeter 2452

]1
'01tDHAMS
Philips and Pye atrio
of Quality

Over the past two decades, we at Fordhams have steadily built up an
unparalleled reputation as exclusive Philips and Pye stockists and are
geared to supply virtually anything from the comprehensive ranges of
these two internationally renowned companies at special Mail Order
prices.

AMPLIFIERS Et PRE- AMPS

This months selection
Pye Model TA12000 Stereo Receiver
Separate signal strength and centre tuning meters
Phase- lock stereo decoder.
Ceramic filters
Separate integrated
circuits for AM
reception.

Contour and High Filter
switches.
Microphone mixing facility
Triple stereo speaker
outlets.

ONLY
£235.00

Pye model 5684 Turntable
Belt drive 2 speed turntable

Automatic and manual play

Variable pitch controls
Floating sub- chassis
Stroboscope
for tine speed
control
Viscous damped cueing
device.
LED strobe light
Philips GP401
Super- M Mk. lI
Cartridge.

SPECIAL
PR ICE:
£77.95.

To

FOROHAM'S AUDIO b Hi.i 50 Lloyds Chambers.Cornhill IPSWICH IPl 3HE.Suffolk

PYE

A 8000
139.95
A 12000
159.00
PHILIPS
RA 551
119.75
AH 384
144.95
AH 386
162.95
AH 590
89.95
AH 594
114.75
TUNER-AMPLIFIERS/RECEIVERS
PYE
TA 4000
134.75
TA 6000
184.75
TA 8000
184.75
TA 12000
235.00
PHILIPS
AH 682
139.75
AH 683
179.75
AH 684
229.75
RH 743
99.95
AH 794
179.75
TUNERS
PYE
T 8000
139.95
PHILIPS
AH 186
139.50
RH 640
69.95
AH 690
87.95
AH 694
99.75
TURNTABLES with cartridges
PYE
5673
57.95
5877
124.95
5684
77.95
PHILIPS
GA 209
119.75
GA 222
114.75
GA 312
77.75
GA 418
44 .75
GA 427
39 .95
GA 437
54 75
AF 677
76 .75
59 .75
AF 685
86 .95
AF 777
AF 877
124 75
AF 977
197 75
CASSETTE SLAVE DECKS
PYE
3533
84 75
3537
129 .75
PHILIPS
N 2515
67 .75
N 2521
199.75
N 2533
89.95
N 2534
109.75
134.75
N 2538
N 2541
114.75
N 2543
143.75
N 2544
146.75
REEL to REEL SLAVE DECKS
PHILIPS
N 4512
199.50
N 4515
298.00
N 4520
749.00

LOUDSPEAKERS singly
RYE
5775
41.75
5777
94.50
PHILIPS
RH 443
19.95
14.95
AH 460
AH 470
23.75
AH 482
29.75
AH 484
42.50
AH 485
37.95
AH 486
54.75
AH 487
66.75
RH 541
94.75
RH 545
595.00
MUSIC CENTRES
PYE
1600
129.75
1601
129.75
1604
157.50
1605
217.75
TAPC 6000
299.95'
PHILIPS
AH 970
156.75
AH 972
176.75
189.95
AH 979
AH 985
289.75'
AH 988
206.75
AH 989
219.75
AH 990
134.75
AUDIO/STEREO SYSTEMS
PYE
ZU
5I
139.75"
ZU 530
199.75
PHILIPS
AH 590
399.95
AH 594
529.00
AH 683
499.00
RH 802
99.95"
RH 837
208.00
RH 852
99.95'
N
2415LS
85.95
N 2415WE
85.95
SUPER M CARTRIDGES
PHILIPS GP 400 Mkt
9.95
GP 400 Mk2
11.95
GP 401 Mk2
15.75
GP 4121\4(2
37.75
GP 422 Mk2
54.75
Loudspeakers NOT included.

BOOKS • CATALOGUES
RYE BOOK OF AUDIO 0.95p
PYE CATALOGUES Et
PRICE LISTS
0.20p stamps
PHILIPS BLACK TULIP
RANGE CATALOGUE 0.20p stamps

NAME

Please send cheque/postal order made payable to Fordhams
or complete your Barclayca ,d/Access number in the approviate squares.

DELIVERY. ADDRESS

MODELS REQUIRED
MODEL No

(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE/

MODEL No
MODEL No
MODEL No
All goods new and guaranteed fo , 12 months. TOTAL
Registered No. 750598

ETP

BARCLAYCARD/ACCESS No.

Prices quoted above include VAT & carriage and will be honoured for
60 days from publication date-subieCt to Government VAT changes.
Order with confidence Every order acknowledged. Goods despatched
quickly and efficiently in original .boxas. Carriage and insurance
covered for all deliveries in England. Wales & Scotland.

ORDHAMS
The Best From Philips & Pye

PHILIPS

THE END OF OPEN
New BASF Chromdioxid Super
finally enables the cassette owner to
achieve aquality of recording as high as
that of reel-to-reel sound
The irrefutable case for chrome
Needles of Cr02 are ideal for
optimising magnetic parameters like
coercivity and remanence so important
in sound recording. BASF alone control
every stage in the creation of Chrome
tapes. Their ability to optimise the
physical properties of Chrome explains
why BASF Chromdioxid Super cassettes
are able to match the technical data of
open-reel recording tape.

The supremacy of Chromdioxid Super
is explained by six important factors.
i) Background noise
The homogeneous shape and
minimal size of BASF's Cr02 particles
reduce background noise to the lowest
point possible today.
Studio performance in the
LF range
A 3dB dynamic improvement in the
low frequency range, compared to
conventional Cr02 cassettes, puts
Chromdioxid Super (with Dolby) on the
same quality level as the famous BASF
Studio tape, SPR 50 LH at 38 cms.

Double the performance at
high frequencies
The unsurpassed high frequency
MOL of Chromdioxid Super (see graph)
causes an up to 6dB improvement in the
10 KHZ to 20 KHZ range, when compared
with ordinary Cr02 cassettes.
iv) Balanced MOL
BASF's new Chromdioxid Super is
the first cassette to achieve abreakthrough in the balance between low

REEL SUPREMACY
frequency MOL and high frequency MOL
The factor which has, until now, kept
the cassette lagging behind professional
or semi-professional, reel-to-reel
systems is lack of output at the HF end,
causing intermodulation distortion when
recording music with alot of top.
Chromdioxid Super breaks this
The truth about the recording
capability of cassettes

particular sound barrier by greatly
improving MOL in the 10 KHZ to 20 KHZ
range. This new cassette enables you to
capture the many harmonics of critical
instruments without which your recording
will lack the reality and presence of a
live performance. With the introduction of
Chromdioxid Supe4 the recording capability of cassettes can exceed
even that of 9cms reel-to-reeL

MOL at 3 . 1tatt men lot III tapes has been set 0dB
Studio Tape
BASF SPR 50 LB
at 38 emir
Vere entical nus!

v) Modulation noise
No other cassette surpasses
the modulation noise properties of
Chromdioxid Super
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vi) Low headwear
BASF's unrivalled expertise with
Chrome explains why their Chromium
Dioxide cassettes wear less than most
Cr02 substitutes, especially on those
heads where wear is still a
relevant factor

SPOT-ON
SOUND

BASF United Kingdom Limited,
Haddon House, 2-4 Fitzroy Street,
London W113 5AD. Tel: 01-637 8971.

Now Available for General Release in Britain,

Quad dealers in
the North East
and Scotland

14 Models from:

Cleveland
Billingham: Gilson Audio Middlesbrough: Gilson Audio McKenna & Brown Redcar: McKenna & Brown
Hartlepool: Regent Studios Stockton: McKenna & Brown
Co. Durham
Darlington: Gilson Audio - McKenna & Brown
Bishop Auckland: McKenna & Brown
Humberside
Grimsby: G. E. Manders - Grimsby Hi Fi Centre
Northumberland
Ashington Photomarkets
North Yorkshire
Settle : J. W. Garnett Scarborough: John W. Gray
York: Multisound Hi Fi - John Saville - York Photo Audio

Probably one of the most interesting ranges
of loudspeakers currently available today.
British Made

Solidly Made

British Designed

Real Wood Veneers

FF RANGE — Bextrene Coned bass drivers.
Dome Treble.
Quality
Amp.
Rating
(watts)

Typical
Buying
Prices
per pair

To 50

£89.00

FF1, 2- Way

14"x9"x9i"

FF2, 2- Way

22"x 10"x 9i"

To 50

£109.00

FF3, 2- Way

27"x 10,T
3"
x124-"

To 65

£149.00

FF4, 3- Way

14"x 9"x 9r

To 50

£159.00

FF5, 3- Way

22"x 10"x 9"

To 50

£199.00

FF6, 3- Way

30"x 10t" x 12,1"

To 100

£259.00

NEW!
Pro Casa range, superb practical sound
PC 1 — Two Bass Machines ( Sub Woofers) and
Two Medium / Treble Units. For Amps to
100 watts. Buying Price £299.00 complete.

ENVIRONMENTAL SOUND
NORTHALLERTON, NORTH YORKSHIRE,
ENGLAND.

Tel.. 0609 5434.

Tyne & Wear
Newcastle-upon-Tyne: Hi Fi Opportunities - J. G. Windows
Sunderland: Saxons Gateshead: Lintone Audio
West Yorkshire
Leeds: Goff Jackson Gramophone - Super Fidelity - Audio
Projects Bradford: Erricks Huddersfield: Huddersfield Hi Fi
Halifax: Tape Recorder Centre Castleford: Eric Wiley

Example

Size

South Yorkshire
Barnsley: Geoffrey Barnard Doncaster: Fotoflair Audio
Sheffield: Micron Audio - Sheffield Sound Centre Audio Centre

SCOTLAND
Central
Stirling: Graham & Morton - Russell Hi Fi Falkirk: Russell
lii Ii Montrose: Robert Ritchie
Grampian
Elgin: Elena Mae Aberdeen:
Holborn Hi Fi - Telemech Audio
Video Engineers Lossiemouth:
John Munro
Lothian
Haddington: Allan Williams
Hi Fi Edinburgh: Audio Aids Russ Andrews Hi Fi Edinburgh Audio - Elena Mae Gramophone TV & Wireless Hi Fi Corner
Strathclyde
Ayr: Vennal Audio Visual
Kilmarnock: Vennal Audio
Visual Glasgow: James Kerr McCormack's - Talisman Hi Fi
Greenock: Lectro-Mek Sound
Systems
Tayside
Dundee: Larg & Sons Arbroath:
Elena Mae Perth: Elena Mae
For details of QUAD dealers in
other areas, write to The
Acoustical Manufacturing Co.
Ltd., Huntingdon, PE18 7DB

QUAD

=le

for the closest approach to the original sound
QUAD
tradu

dr,

Peace and quiet
The quietest sound the ear can hear moves
the eardrum about 10 -9 cm, one tenth the diameter
of ahydrogen molecule. Movement due to
random thermal bombardment of the eardrum
by air molecules is around this same level and
largely accounts for this limit of sensitivity.*
But the distortion contribution from aQUAD
405 amplifier in normal use (say 85dBa) moves
the eardrum less than this amount.
Perhaps sitting in avery quiet room at -100°C
and without the music we might nearly hear them
....but "tis bitter cold."
For further details on the full range of QUAD
products write to:
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Huntingdon, PE18 7DB. riel: (0480) 52561.
*Sensitivity is never made more acute by the presence of other sounds.

QUAD

for the closest approach
to the original sound
QUAD is aRegistered Trade Mark

• T

e •

reariaStat andrilice
The only safe way to eliminate
static completely and have
clean, dust free records.
Permostat is auniquely formulated fluid
which, with just ONE application, totally eliminates
static electricity for the normal considered record life
expectancy of one hundred continuous plays....
without any change in either sound quality surface
noise or frequency response.
Today's PVC gramophone records are very
susceptible to electrostatic charging, particularly by
frictional contact which takes place when records are
merely removed from their sleeves or with their
attempted cleaning.
Not unlike acommon magnet attracting iron
particles, static scavenges, attracts and holds dust to
the record, particularly in the grooves, causing
premature record and stylus wear..., and audible
'crackles' that to-day's sophisticated high fidelity
equipment will reproduce with alarming clarity.
To demonstrate Permostat's unique anti-static
qualities and prove its effectiveness, adust chamber
was used to perform accelerated dust pick-up tests.

1

Teiltall
OFF - THE
- RECORD

Pixall doesn't simply push dirt around and
around. It is the first cleaner actually to LIFT dust and
dirt from your records.
The key to Pixall's success lies in its specially
formulated adhesive tape, designed not merely to
remove surface dust but more specifically to LIFT and
dispose of damaging microdust particles embedded
and held by static deep inside the grooves.
This unique British cleaner so impressed the
Jury at the International Stereo Compo in Japan that it
was aptly honoured with THE GRAND
PRIX AWARD.
Independent tests have shown that arecord
treated with Pixall visually results in leaving the
record in pristine condition, whilst audibly it makes
sound, sound better

1«•010 ,
43 i
At Untreated record _ average static charge reading:
15000 volts. The record readily attracted and scavenged a
considerable amount of dust.
BIRecord treated with claimed anti-static product _ static
charge reading: 300 volts. Dust attraction reduced, but
still adirty record.
CI Record treated with Permostat _ static charge reading:
0 volts. No visible evidence of dust pick-up.
Available either in kit form or refill
pack, one bottle of Permostat treats
approximately 25 LP.'s.
Easy to use — just spray it on — buff
well — and Permostat does the rest.

IIIMM

Iffl

I
Iyou have difficulty obtaining supplies
please complete this coupon.
lb: Milty Products Ltd.,
New Mansion House,
173/191 Wellington Road South,
Stockport, Cheshire SKI 3UA.
061-480 8142/3. Telex: 667700.
State quantity required.
Pixall Cleaner

at £ 3.74 inc. P& P

Pixall Refill

at £0.79 inc. P & P

Permostat Kit

at £5.30 inc. P& P

Permostat Refill at £3.59 inc. P & P
Three records, one untreated, one exposed to
claimed anti-static devices and one treated with
Permostat were suspended vertically within the dust
chamber and simulated dust particles were
circulated creating an effective dust storm.
Only the record treated
with Permostat showed no dust
pick-up and no residual
charge.

Ienclose cheque/P.O. value

(Please do not send postage stamps.)
NAME
anti-static
record
preseuvative
.rio.r7k

ADDRESS

o

POSTCODE
(BLOCK CA PIDA LS PLEASE.)
PM:es only apply to the U.K.

Milty — record care techn" ology that works. 1

1

A few minutes in the company of the new
Ditton 332 will convince you that you're
listening to,and looking at,something
A iliar outstanding in loudspeaker systems.
Whether the programme be heavy rock,James
Last, or Beethoven's ' Pastoral; the Ditton 332
gives you astonishing clarity of detail,

rom the home
of advanced louds aker
technology.., some ing
exceptional for yo

firm, extended bass that's 'there' with
complete freedom from the ' boom' that makes
for fatiguing listening and astable stereo
image that brings the performers into your room.
Kind to amplifiers— it's easy to drive— with
excellent system balance and inte,gration, the
Ditton 332 is outstanding!
Specification:—
Dimensions: 650 x356 x285mm Amplifier
Requirements: 20 to 100 watts Frequency
Response: 50 Hz to 20KHz -± 3dB, corrected
into 2 7, steradians ( half space) Maximum
Rated Power: 100 wa:ts programme
Sensitivity: 2.8 watts pink noise for 90 dB at
1 metre on axis.
;.•
I I,1••••••••

celestion
international

Rola Celestion Limited. Ditton Works, Foxhall

Please send me full details of the new Ditton 332

Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 8JP England

Name

Telephone: Ipswich i0473) 73131

Address

Cables: Voicecoil Ipswich. Telex: 98365

01.2+10

QL-A7 Quartz Turntable
In the world of hi-fi there are refinements — and there
are milestones. 1974 was amilestone year. It was then
that JVC introduced the world's first Quartz Turntable.
Because platter speed accuracy is so severely influenced by
variables of temperature, time and mechanical inaccuracies,
the introduction of away to effectively avoid speed
errors was atechnological coup. With this quantum leap
in accurate sound reproduction anew age had begun.
The age of Quartz
Now JVC have the world's first full line of Quartz
Turntables. All built by our own craftsmen All using a

precision quartz oscillator. But that's only part of it.
We've combined this with JVC's remarkable no-en-or
Super Servo Frequency Generator, designed to detect
moment-to-moment platter speed. The results are
staggering.
Comparing them with conventional direct drive
turntables, our QL range show:
1. A speed that is at least 100 times more accurate.
2. A speed more than 100 times more accurate in the
face of voltage or temperature changes.
3. Load characteristics that are more than 100 times
better.

At last, it's 33.33 all the way
The model shown above is Quartz plus. To the
accurate platter rotation we've added aunique arm
operation mechanism — otir 'Photokinetic End-of-Play
device'. When the stylus reaches the lead-out groove the
arm lifts free and the platter is stopped. The arm and
platter are not linked in any mechanical way so the high
performance standards of each are never threatened.
Wow/flutter is less than 0.025% (WRMS) and the
signal-to-noise ratio is better than 73dB. We've also
added touch sensor buttons for speed change and quick
stop. And the motor and tone arm are firmly mounted

in asolid 'howl free' cabinet Why not hear for yourself?
You'll agree it's hi-fi manship at its best

JVC

ANOTHER STEP CLOSER TO REALITY

JVC is the trade mark of the Victor Company of Japon

However you buy

saves val uable
gra de ste el.
floor space•Uncluttered
'
floating' appearance • Adjustable
•f•in•isheacing
io
lern
•
aC black
l
eteow
rith all
Beautifully
gloss
White durable nylon
necessary fixings • Engineered in solid,
high
viewingtening

0

Two large floors of Hi Fi and TV for PERSONAL shoppers
PLUS the most comprehensive comparator system in
Britain Rapid MAIL ORDER service available for all items
listed - and many more.

give these prices
atr y

101V ' SUP'

As it is the aim
of Broadaker to provide
,r-riO A
orange of models to support any
.rot ,'
piece of equ ipment in a variety of ways,
... 1LT 1
-1"
the number of permutations is large. Please check
M
carefully before ordering and use appropriate code,

N

LA

t

delivery
and
full
mprices,
ak
e Yeov
iluidio
Famous
your choice
names
for guarantee
at
value
discount
and satisfaction.
f
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CONCORDE The light fantastic

This is the basic Pivotelli bracket which can be used
for mounting Speakers, TV's, Music Centres and VCR's.
Incorporating a swivelling lockable baseplate with
screw-in mounting available in the following sizes:6" arm, 8"x 3" baseplate, Code P, £ 13.96 Per Pair
9" arm, 6"x 3" baseplate, Code P9, £ 14.46 per pair
12" arm, 8"x 4" baseplate, Code M. £ 12.00 each
18" arm, 12"x 4" baseplate, Code S, £ 12.73 each

The reason for the
name ' Concorde' is
Obvious . When you call
in to hear the sound at
Yeovil Audio you will
realise why we say
'fantastic'.

ortoron

accuracy in sound

AMPLIFIERS
Aka, AM2250
82.50
Aka, AM2350
122.00
Aka, AM2450
143.00
Harman 503
250.00
Harman 505
345.00
JVC AS3
79.95
JVC ASS
96.50
JVC JAS22
119.00
JVC JAS44
194.00
°pad
Personal shoppers only
Radford HD250
285.00
Sony
FRAIPOA
Technics SU8011
99.95
TechnIcs SU8022
128.50
Technlcs SU8044
163.50
Trio KA305
99.95
TrIo KA405
152.95
Trro KA501
199.95
Trio KA601
252.50
Irlo KA701
299.95

This is the Double Pivotelli with a
24" elbow-action arm and 12" x 4"
baseplate. Allows you to "tuck" your TV or Music
Centre against a wall, into an alcove or wall unit.
Supports up to 250Ibs.
Code D. £30.99 each.

Code
Code
Code
Code

LP
LM
LS
LL

fits
fits
fits
fits

This illustration shows our
alternative mounting system
-The Limpet.
It is available to
fit all the above models. The telescopic action of the Limpet actually grips
the sides of the cabinet with rubber
lined clamps. Holds equipment securely but
gently with no marking of your cabinetry.
Por P9,
adjusts to fit rA"- 11" add £ 7.23 per pair.
M, Sor D, adjusts to fit 11" - 17%" add £4.17 each.
M, Sor D, adjusts to fit 17%"- 30" add £5.30 each.
M, Sor D, adjusts to fit 27" - 47`A" add £6.81 each.

TUNERS
Aka, AT2250
Aka, AT2600
JVC TV3L
JVC TV5L
Technics ST8011L
Technics 518044L
TechnIcs ST8077
Trio KT313L
TrIo KT413
Trio KT615
Trio KT815

For even greater listening comfort and pleasure, you may wish to tilt your stereo
speakers. This universal joint is asimple attachment which fits between the bracket
and baseplate, allowing your speakers to be swivelled in two extra directions. It also
gives you amuch wider choice of mounting methods. Using this device the brackets
can be completely conceded behind the speakers.
Code UP fits Por P9; £9.77 per pair.>
Code UL fits M,S or D; £6.11 each.

82.50
132.00
84.95
109.95
99.95
165.50
174.50
96.50
143.00
172.00
290.00

RECEIVERS
Aka, AA1125
Aka, AA1135
Aka, AA1150
Audlo Pro TA150
Harman 450
Harman 560
JVC RS5L
JVC 1357
JVC JRS201L
TechnIcs SA1OOL
TechnIcs SA200L
Techn,cs SA300L
TrIo KR2090
Ina KR3090
Trlo KR4070

116.50
139.50
159.50
600.00
305.00
355.00
136.00
183.00
264.00
119.50
165.00
220.00
119 95
175.50
182.50

RECORD DECKS
ADC 1500/OLM34
ADC 1600/OLM36
ADC 1700i XLM
JVC LA11
JVC LASS
JVC OLA5R
Techrecs SL200
Techrocs SL220
TechnIcs 51_3200
Thorens TD160IIBC
Thorens 10104
Trlo K010330
TrIo K01500
Ira K03100

76.50
97.50
122.50
71.50
88.50
119.50
71.50
87.50
114.50
95.50
93.50
61.50
66.50
111.50

CASSETTE DECKS
Alwa ADM100
Ahva ADM200
Ahva AD2000
Aka, CS703D
Aka. GXC704D
Aka, OxC706D
JVC K0720
JVC KDA2
JVC f<D10
Neal 302
TechnIcs RSm22
Techrecs RSM33
TechnIcs RSM56
Tr«, KX550
Irlo KX650
T.° KX1030

103.50
127.50
159.95
99.95
126.50
143.50
99.95
105.00
133.50
375.00
169.95
216.95
275.95
133.50
174.50
291.50

SPEAKERS

AR
Audlo Pro 3 - 25
B&VV OMS

FRA POA
155.00
130.00
B&W DM4
193.00
B&W DM2 ill
325.00
B&W DM7
433.00
Celeshon DIllon 15X R 116.50
Celeshon DrIton 22
160.00
CeleShon OrtIon 551
354.00
IMF Super Compact
190.00
IMF ALS4On
355.00
IMF TLS5011
430.00
Radford 190
310.00

All prices correct at time of going to press.

VAT included at 15%

ADC • AR • Aiwa • Armstrong • B&O•B&W• Celestion • Dual •
Ferrograph • IMF • JR • JVC • KEF • Koss • Mordaunt Short • National •
Omar • Ortofon • Quad • Sony • Sfax • Tandberg • Tannoy • Teac •
Technics • Trio
This is only aselection of famous names stocked.

Ycovil 1111111i0
Finally, our triple Pivbtelli range gives you
the ultimate luxury of watching TV in bed
without eyestrain or a crick in the neck.
Also ideal for people who are bedridden.
This wall swivel allows your set to be
tucked away when not in use and the
suspension device lets your set tie tilted to any angle in absolute safety.
Code TM fits cabinet heights 11" - 17%" + widths 11" - 17%" £46.46 each.
Code TS fits cabinet heights 11" - 17%" + widths 17%" - 33%" £47.27 each.
Code TL fits cabinet heights 17%" -30" + widths 17%" - 33%" £52.75 each.
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Please send me Free brochure/
Modells) Ref./colour.enclose Cheque/P.O. value
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WAREHOUSE PRICES A
NEAR AS YOUR ' PHONE
OR LETTERBOX%
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Before filling in coupon please ring for
I
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Confidential credit
ternis available
Zffl

BIM
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Add £4.00 per item for standard'

latest prices and availability. Credit
packaging and carriage. ' Certain
card orders, ring 0935 25430 speakers extra - ring for details.

Name

Make

Address

Model

HFN9

Make

•
Guer ns..y. Channel Islands
Credo card holders an or der
24
by Phone at any urne
FIRS 0413 1 46E118

YEOVIL AUDIO LTD
3Princes Street
Yeovil. Some set
Yeovil ( 0935) 25430

Model

ienclose cheque/PO

for £

Access/ Barclaycard No;

Total Amount £
Signature
Reg

No 1374668 ( England)
MMMMM
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The new ultra low mass tonearm
rom Dual...

Dual
U.L.M. stands
for Ultra Low
Mass.
Together, the
ULM tonearm and
the ULM cartridge
have atotal effective
mass of just 8 grams.
That's less than half
the effective mass of
conventional tonearms
and cartridges. Equally
important, the resonant
frequency of the ULM
tonearm/cartridge system
falls within the optimum
range of 8-10 Hz.
The stylus can maintain its
trackability precisely, regardless
of record warp or eccentricity.
Stylus and record life are
significantly extended. Distortion
is greatly reduced. Above all, the
sound is audibly improved.
Ull HA

LOW MASS

Please send me further details of the new Dual range:
Name

....

Address

Code HFNIO 79
HAYDEN LABOBATORIES LIMITED
Hayden House, Churchfield Road
Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks SL9 9EW
Telephone: Gerrards Cross 88447

'
'1719.11e1M'10
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WE WON'T PULLTHE WOOL
OVER YOUR EARS.
Woolly-sounding cassettes. You know them, you've
bought them in the past. And they can mar the performance of even the most expensive equipment.
Which is why we brought out our Maxell UDXL
cassettes; and why they were so successful.
But, not content to rest on our laurels, we've done
it again!
We've improved both UDXL tapes. So you'll hear
an even clearer sound, especially at the extreme ends
of the sound spectrum - where other tapes start to
distort. With a1.5 dB increase in the high frequency
output and an extended dynamic range, UDXL Iis a
remarkable tape.
We've done equally startling things to our
UDXL II - made for the chrome position. It now has
increased M.O.L in its middle/low frequency range,

together with an extra 1dB output.
But improving the tapes just wasn't enough.
We've also re-designed the shell. An anti-jamming rib
and shell stabiliser now ensure even smoother
running.
And to leave you in no doubt as to the
exceptional quality of UDXL I & II, we're giving you
the ultimate guarantee. In the unlikely event of the
cassette not performing perfectly, just send it back to
us and we'll replace it - no questions asked.

IMPROVED

guaranteed for ever
Natural Sound Systems, 10 Byron Road, Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex HA3 7TL. Telephone 01-863 8622

randy bring high technology
down to earth and call it...
--lzbEAALJStivC_
TANDY is the world's biggest audio, hi-fi, maintain meticulous quality standards from shopelectronics and micro- computer retailer. Our floor to store and cut out the cowboys along the way.
Our brand names. like Realistic, Optimus,
annual sales now total $ 112billion around the
Archer,
Micronta, lEnercell and Concertape may
world. We have over 7000 _stores and dealerships.
We employ over 20000 people, run have asomewhat unfamiliar ring to them
21 factories and sell over 2,500 different in the U.K., but we know that won't bother you abit.
Because when you've seen, and heard
consumer products.
What makes TANDY so different is that TANDY's products, checked the specifications,
we design, manufacture. sell and service our performance and price and considered our
products. The benefits are obvious. We can service and guarantee back-up, we know
Fi buy.
contain costs to give you better value, you'll agree that there's no better Hi -

—
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Illustrated Realistic SCT-30 Stereo Cassette Deck
Three heads and dual capstans and Dolby give
studio quality recording 3nd reel-to-reel
performance with cassette convenience. A Superb
machine with superlative specifications.
Reg. Price £249.95

00L••

ear

Lent

perform ncc

Tandy's range of stereo and hi-fi sound reproduction
equipment includes no less than twenty-five complete
alternative systems at special system prices.
Avisit to your local store (there are over 175 stores
and dealerships in Britain) will confirm that these range
from top-end hi-fi with quite outstanding technical merit
to less complicated (and of course, less expensive)

systems wh ,ch meet the needs of budget conscious
customers.
These are just afew of the alternatives from which to
make your choice. The manager of your local Tandy store
will be glad to advise you about selecting asystem that
suits your requ.rements perfectly.

1444 o4:
STEREO FREQUENCY EQUALISER
Improves speaker performance, cuts feedback and
adjusts balance in live recordings. Controls boost
or cut 12 dB at 60, 240, 1,000, 3,500 and
10,000 Hz and they're marked in 2dB steps.
Plugs into any amp or receiver with tape monitor without defeating its monitoring facilities. Phone
and DIN jacks are provided. 220/240V AC.
31-1987
Reg. Price £49.95

_
REALISTIC LAB-250
Power packed, 4- pole synchronous motor gives
unwavering, perfect speed and " instant"
acceleration - turning at no less than 1,500 RPM.
Belt-drive. S-shaped tonearm. Low distortion and
tracking perfection at less than 2grams. Complete
with magnetic cartridge and elliptical stylus.
15-26,000 liz. Anti-skate device; viscous damped
cue/pause lever. Highly recommended by many
well-known Hi Fi reviewers as exceptional quality
for price. 42-2968 Reg. Price £79.95 (
Inc. cartridge)

«Anew

4.11 14 14'
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REALISTIC OPTIMUS T-200 LOUDSPEAKER
T-200 can reproduce tne instantaneous sound
peaks that give music its " live" quality. Aspecial
horn assembly around the cone tweeter improves
high-frequency dispersion. Gradial-slope crossovers
for asmooth 25-20,000 Hz response. Two L- pad
controls adjust midrange and treble to suit the
acoustics of the listening room. Effective woofer
radiating area, 700cm 2.Removable grille.
Recommended power handling: 150 watts.
Guaranteed for 5years. 8ohms. 40-2029
Reg. Price £ 129.95 each

REALISTIC LAB-400 DIRECT DRIVE AUTOMATIC
TURNTABLE
For faultlessilutterless" performance, die-cast
aluminium platter weighs 1.4 kg and rests directly
on top of the 16- pole, brushless DC servo-motor.
Less than 0.03% WRMS wow and flutter; rumble 63 dB ( DIN B). Tonearm mechanism is fully
automatic. Flawless tracking, down to 0.5 grams.
20-20,000 Hz cartridge with elliptical stylus
included. 42-2960 Reg. Price £ 129.95(inc.cartridge)

SYSTEM COMPRISES
SCR- 180e Stereo cassette
receiver
Reg. Price £229.95
LAB-250 Turntable
Reg. Price £79.95
X-15 Speakers
Reg. Price £ 79.95 each
Reg. Separate Price
£469.80
SYSTEM PRICE

£449.00

SAVING £ 20.80

('S . 0)
.

REALISTIC OPTIMUS X-100 LOUDSPEAKER
Power capacity (over 100 watts peak programme)
to give you the low frequencies and quality of
sound your entire body " hears". L-Ccrossover for
asmooth 20-25,000 Hz response. Removable
grille. 8ohms. Powerful 30 cm Woofer - 645 cm 2
of Effective Cone Radiating Area! 40-9157
Reg. Price £99.50 each

REALISTIC LAB- 500 QUARTZ- LOCKED, DIRECT
DRIVE, AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE
Adirect drive design offering the most advanced
speed control available: an electronic quartz- locked
circuit for absolute precision at 33 1/
3 or 45 RPM.
The 3.1 lb aluminium alloy die-cast platter rests
directly on top of a 12- pole brushless DC servomotor - the spindle is actually the motor shaft
itself! Electronically controlled and oil dampened
functions. Wow and flutter are kept to an absolute
minimum - less than 0.04%. Statically balanced
tonearm. 20-20,000 Hz at tracking forces of
under agram Integrated cartridge - extremely low
mass. 49-2970 Reg. Price £ 169.95 (
Inc. cartridge)

11-L

REALISTIC STA-2000 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER
75 watts RMS on each channel. Dual power
meters. Hi-MPX filter cleans up noise on weak FM
stereo signals. Phase locked loop FM stereo for
crisp channel separation. Perfect loudness feature
adds tonal compensation at all volume settings.
Attenuator button instantly raises or lowers the
volume 20dB without disturbing any controls. The
pre-amp has aHi- Low magnetic phono sensitivity
switch and a200-millivolt overload figure. Directcoupled amplifiers and ahost of other professional
features. 31-2075
Reg. Price £329.95

.no pretensions

Whilst you're there, check-out the vast array of tools,
tapes, cables, components, plugs, in-car entertainment,
micro-computers and actessories. You'll find they all
have one unmistakable Tandy characteristic. They are
made to maximise perfonmance
with the minimum of
pretension.

Over 175 stores and dealerships nationwide
ACCRINGTON
37 Union Street
ALDRIDGE
15 Central Area Development
BARNSLEY
58 Market Street
BASINGSTOKE
22 London Street
BIRKENHEAD
Kbvik Save Centre. Prenton

BIRMINGHAM AREA
BULL RING
528 Bridge Link
Shopping Centre
CITY CENTRE
57/58 Dale End
ERDINGTON
218 HIgh Street
HALESOWEN
5/7 Oueensway
NORTHFIELD
749 Bristol Road South
PERRY BARR
20 Lynton Square
SHELDON
2268 Coventry Road
SMETHWICK
44/46 Cape Hill
WARD END
887 Washwood Heath Road
WEDNESBURY
Bilston Road
BOLTON
5Nelson Square
BOSCOMBE
548 Christchurch Road
BOURNEMOUTH
132/4 Commercial Road
BRADFORD
9Petergate
BRIGHTON
70 London Road

BRISTOL AREA

BISHOPSTON
13 Gloucester Road
CLIFTON
146 Whiteladies Road
DOWNEND
5Badminton Road
KNOWLE
Broadwalk Shopping Centre
YATE
4North Parade

-JO

w.

BROMSGROVE
6/8 St. John Street
BROWNHILLS
60 High Street
BURY ( Lance
91 The Rock
CARDIFF
9Wood Street
CHELTENHAM
31 Cambray Place
CHESTER
Kwik Save Centre,
Sea/and Road
COVENTRY
4Hales Street
CREWE
12 Market Street
DARLINGTON
15/16 Priestgate
DERBY
33 Victor. Street
DONCASTER
32/34 Kingsgate
DUDLEY
Trindle Road Roundabout
EASTBOURNE
Langley Shopping Centre
EXETER
13 Pans Street

GRIMSBY
Riverhead Centre
HARROGATE
34 Chdi.rd Street
HUDDERSFIELD
Packhorse Shopping Centre
HULL
Status City, Clough Road
LEAMINGTON SPA
83 Wardrick Street
LEEDS
72 Merton Centre
LEEDS
3Eastgate
LEICESTER
Market Street
LETCHWORTH
25 C,onmerce Way
LINCOLN
High 5/reel

LIVERPOOL AREA

ALLERZON
90 Merton Road
BOOTLE
New Strand Precinct
OLD SWAN
648 Prescott Road
ST. JOHNS PRECINCT
168 Market Way

LONDON AREA

BARKING
8/10 North Street
BAYSWATER
The Collonades.
Poc he ter Road
BECKENHAM
144 H gh Street
CATFORD
23 Catford Broadway
CHESHUNT
92 Tumers Hill
CHINGFORD
3Hall Lane
CLAPHAM
84 Clapham High Street
CROUCH END
42 The Broadway
DAGENHAM
297 Heathway
EDGWARE
128 Eidrnt Oak
ENFIELD
10 Colman Parade
HAMMERSMITH
142/4 King Street
HENDON
24 Seltinel Square
ORPINGTON
5The Walnuts
PALMERS GREEN
379 Green Lanes
ROMFORD
27 Caller Row Road
STREATHAM
254 Streatham High Road
TOTTENHAM
455 Hogh Road
WALTHAMSTOW
123 High Street
WALWORTH
239 Walwerth Road
WANDS WORTH
107/9 High Street
WELLING
7Embassy Court
WIMBLEDON
124/6 The Broadway

CHADDERTON
67 High Street
HYDE
4/8 The Mall
RADCLIFFE
25 Blackburn Street
SALE
The Mall
CITY CENTRE
Arndale Centre
STRETFORD
Arndale Centre
NEWBURY
14 Bartholomew Street
NORTHAMPTON
Weston Facet Shopping Centre

NOTTINGHAM AREA

ARNOLD
126 ,8Front Street
BEESTON
30 The Square

NUNEATON
1Church Street
OXFORD
9/10 St Clements
PAIGNTON
35 Hyde Road
PLYMOUTH
64 Royal Parade
PORT TALBOT
Aberatan Centre
READING
18 The Butts Shopping Centre
RUGBY
25 Church Street
RUNCORN
120 Runcorn Shopping City
SCUNTHORPE
140 High Street
SHREWSBURY
20 Shop Latch
SITTINGBOURNE
20 The Forum Shopping Centre
SLOUGH
293 High Street
SOUTHAMPTON
East St Centre
STAFFORD
6Sheridan Shopping Centre
ST. HELENS
Fingerpost Centre
STOKE.ONTRENT
Hanley. 16 Charles Street
SUNDERLAND
4Fawcett Street
SURREY
206 High Street
SUTTON ( Survey)
206 High Street
TORQUAY
134 Union Street

LUTON
157 Constable Road

MANCHESTER AREA

BRAMHALL
14/15 The Centre

TYNE AND WEAR
AREA

NEWGATE
23 Newgate Centre
SHIELDS ROAD
184/6 Shields Road
WASHINGTON NEW TOWN
Galleries
SHOPPING CENTRE
WAKEFIELD
irkgate Shopping Centre
WALSALL
74 Bradford Street
WALLASEY
The Precinct
WORCESTER
8St Nicholas Street
WOR
7/9 Bridge Place
YORK
5Church Street

1
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HIGH POWER STEREO AMPLIFIER
Realistic SA- 2001 - 60 watts per channel,
minimum RMS at 8ohms frcm 20 - 20,000 Hz,
with no more than 0.2% total harmonic distortion.
Features inputs for tuner, two phono and aux, plus
dubbing and monitoring facilities for two tape
decks. Detended bass and treble each have 3-way
crossover switches for altering of defeating tone
control actions. Tone controls may be switched out
of the circuit to assure aruler-flat response. Plus
many more features. Overload protected. 31-1962
Reg. Price £ 189.95
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REALISTIC SCR- 1800 HI-FI STEREO CASSETTE
RECEIVER
True high-fidelity, Stereo Receiver/Cassette
Recorder. Dolby reduces noise and extends the
dynamic range on both tape and agrowing number
of FM programmes. Tape bias and equalization
selectors make certain you get the best from
whatever tape you buy. FM mute loudness and
many other features. 75 and 300 ohm FM inputs.
31-1966
Reg. Price £249.95

Most items also available at
Tandy Dealers Look for this
sign in your area.

31zPEottz;s1i7
from

—

KNOWN AS RADIO SHACK IN THE U.S.A.

DY

Offers subject to oval labi I
ity. Instant credit available in most cases.
lefler!
REM

Access. Barclaycard and Trustcard welcome.

Tandy Corporation, Bilston Road. Wednesbury. W. Midlands WS10 7JN
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Yesterday he bought acheap system that
seemed like agreat idea until he got it home.
Then someone said Sansui.
The trouble with most low price HiFi is
that its sound quality is as cheap as its price.
You know what we mean —
Tuners that are completely out of tune
with modern technology. Amplifiers that
amplify nothing but their own faults. And
turntables that play the Minuet in G as a
Minuet in Hflat.
That's why we at Sansui decided to take
alook at new ways of providing superb sound
quality at aprice everyone can afford.
So we sat down and thought about it.

Two years later, we've finally cracked it.
Intensive research and the latest microtechnology have helped us create anew range of
high quality HiFi that wins on the swings and
the roundabouts.
Sound quality that boosts our reputation
at abudget price.
Like the amazing A-60 DC-Servo amplifier that pushes out 45 Watts per channel
(RMS) and only costs around £100.
Asuperb selection of receivers, amplifiers,
tuners, cassette decks and turntables. Plus
three complete new racking systems.
It all costs so little, our complete budget
systems range from only £360 to around £600,'

Of course, the equipment that made our
name is still around too. Right up to our new
top range for the real connoisseur.
The new Sansui budget range is available
now.
It's inexpensive, but definitely not cheap.
So now when you buy low priced HiFi it
won't be such aleap into the unknown.
rall prices include VAT at 15%)

Only HiFi, everything HiFi.

Listening
to music was torture
for the HiFi addict.
The true HI Fl enthusiast abhors unwanted noise. So much so that with inferior
turntables he listens to the background hum rather than the music.
But many HI Fl experts who've heard the 305M marvel at its remarkable
performance and never fail to comment on its silent running:
No colouration. Totally insignificant feedback. Just the clean, pure
sound you want to hear.
How do we achieve such silent perfection? The entire design and construction
of the 305M is based on the premise that only the highest standards
of engineering and control specifications can give the highest
standards of reproduction. The total lack of unwanted noise has
been achieved by the use of acritically dampened suspension.
This supports a 1.5mm thick mild steel sub- chassis which, in turn,
carries platter bearing and tone arm in one solid, noise free unit
The drive motor is carried on aseparate bracket decoupled
from the suspended chassis. But don't just take our word
for it Take your favourite album along to your local dealer
and ask him to play it for you on the STD 305M. Probably for
the very first time your favourite album is all you will hear.

(03
44

Strathclyde Transcription Developments Ltd.
Midton Road, Howwood, Renfrewshire PA9 1AQ Telephone: Kilbarchan 5151 ( 6 lines) Telex: 779654.

Television Sound
at its \try best

The Television Sound Moiiiitor is acomplete F.M. tuner capable
of reproducing high qualiity sound from television broadcasts.
OPERATING INDEPENDENTLY OF A T.V. RECEIVER, its only
req uirements

are a simpl aerial and mains supply. The audio
outputs can be fed directly into any high fidelity amplifier or
tape recorder. V.H.F. radio with stereo facilities can be incorporated as an option.
I
Designed and manufactuj
.
ed in England, the Television Sound
Monitor will operate in ny country regardless of frequency or
type of modulation - A.M or F.M. Utilising the latest electronic
tuning it has proved its reliability in television studios, relay
networks, schools and Niel homes throughout the woild.
e Instant press button siation selection.

• Capable of reproduci

jhigh quality sound from any television

system in the world.

• Available

in four ver ions:- UHF only; VHF only
and UHF/VHF radiais ereo.

UHF/VHF

e In Teak veneered cab net or chassis only.
• Unconditional two ye rguarantee.

Two YEAR,
GUAR ANTEE
H

AMPLIFIERS
(27W) £ 69.95
Akai AM 2200
(25W) £ 79.95
Akai AM 2250
(35W) £ 117.95
Akai AM 2350
120W) £ 64.95
J.V.C. JAS10
(31W) £ 81.95
J.V.C. AS5
(48W) £ 177.95
J.V.C. JAS44
(25W) £ 84.95
Pioneer SA506
140W) £ 114.95
Pioneer SA606
(60W) £ 159.95
Sony TA5650
(40W) £ 94.95
Sony TA 313
Tcshiba SB420
142W) £ 129.95
Trio KA3700
£ 75.95
A.D.C.Mk.2.552 Equaliser £ 147.95
Yamaha CA.710 150W) £ 159.95
Sanyo DCA1001K(55W) £ 79.95
Quad 33/303 ( 45W) £229.95
TUNERS
Akai AM 2200
Akai AM 2250
J.V.C. JTV10
J.V.C. TV5L
Pioneer TX606
Sanyo FMT1001K

£ 69.95
£ 79.95
£ 59.95
£ 94.95
£ 95.95
£ 64.95

RECEIVERS
Akai AA1125 ( 25W)
Akai AA1135 ( 35W)
Akai AA1150 ( 50W)
J.V.C. R55L
127W)
J.V.C. JRS 200L 138W)
J.V.C. JRS 201L 142W)
Sony ST R 2800L ( 28W)
Sony STR 212L ( 20W)
Toshiba SA 750 ( 50W)
Toshiba SA7100 ( 100W)
Yamaha ( 50W)

£ 114.95
£ 139.95
£ 159.95
£ 119.95
£ 179.95
£239.95
£ 99.95
£ 109.95
£ 199.95
£ 324.95
£214.95

Wistiria House, Ton'3ridge Road, Wateringbury, Kent.
Maidstone 812814.
>>4-1
A postage stamp for your reply would be gratefully received.
Please send details of the Television Sound Monitor to

NAME
ADDRESS

£ 71.95
£114.95
£ 45.95
£ 92.95
£ 94.95
£ 63.95
£ 81.95
£ 48.95
£ 62.95
£ 84.95
£ 62.95
£ 55.95
£ 84.95

A.D.C. 1500FG/QLM3 4
A.D.C. 1700D/XLM/36
Garrard SP25 VI/Shure
Garrard GT35/Shure
Garrard D.D. 130
J.V.C. LA11
J.V.C. LA55
Pioneer PL512
Pioneer PL514
Pioneer PL516
Micro-Seiki MB 10
Trio KO 10336
Toshiba SR F 325
SPEAKERS
Celestion Ditton 15XR
Tannoy Oxford
Wharfdale Linton XP2
Wharf dale Glendale 3XP
Wharf dale E30
Bolivar 125
Bolivar 18
Audio Kraft 3500
Amstrad EX450

£ 99.95
£174.95
£ 79.95
£ 99.95
£189.95
£ 99.95
£149.95
£ 79.95
£ 74.95

MUSIC CENTRES
Hitachi SDT 120
£ 199.95
Hitachi SOT 300
£369.95.
Nat- Pan 1030
£ 164.95
Sanyo G2001
£ 185.95
Sharp SG450
£299.95
Sharp SG460/CP 460 £429.95
Sharp SG500
£549.95
Toshiba 2950
£ 264.95
Toshiba 3750
£399.95
Van- Der Molen Stereo 10 £ 129.95

CASSETTE DECKS

RACK SYSTEMS
£ 96.95
£107.95
£469.95
Akai
PRO 100
£ 84.95
£569.95
£ 92.95 Akai PRO 200
£439.95
Toshiba 230 with LIS
£118.95
£469.95
Toshiba 225 with US
£ 89.95
£464 95
Toshiba 335 with LJS
£209.95
£399.95
£ 98.95 Trio TRS 50
£389.95
Pioneer X5OH
£ 87.95
£299.95
Sanyo/Alpha System I
£114.95
£209.95
CARTRIDGES
£ 94.95
£ 94.95
Ortofon FF15E Mk.I I £ 16.95
£ 94.95
Sony TC.U2/TCK1A
Ortofon VMS 20E0 Mk.II £ 19.95
Shure M75/65 £
6.95
IN CAR ENTERTAINMENT
Shure M75 ED
£ 14.95
£ 92.95
Sharp RG5750
Shure M95 ED
£ 19.95
£
67.95
Sharp RG5800
ADC QLM 36 Mk.III £ 17.95
£199.95
Pioneer KE2300

Akai CS703D
Akai CS704
Hitachi 0220
J.V.C. KDA2
J.V.C. KD10
J.V.C. KD720
J.V.C. KDS201
Pioneer CTF500
Toshiba PC x 10
Toshiba PC 335
Teac A109
Tecnics RSM10
Sharp 1144 APSS

OCTOBER SPECIALS

Forman kardorr Tosi-ese,.SA NYØ O[tü[0fl
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Model PC4020
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Heeds
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OUR PRICE

MOTION ELECTRONICS LIMITED

Part s& labour
PR icEs
TO
BEAT
SEE R
ELow •

4"

£99.95

Sony°
TP727 20V
DC Servo Ben Dnve

Ortoldn
VMS 20E
Ontnnal MK2 Fated
A D,..,
C

• ed
MRP [906
'5
'3
"0/

Ipha

M G I
,

MOP [ 44 90
HALF PRICE

171:1

Alpha
FT650
AM/FM Stereo Tuner
Alunne
Control Tenn Tun.,
Meters. Output Level
Control
MRP [ 113 85
Mele

OUR PRICE

£69.95

OUR PRICE

£69.95

OUR PRICE

£ 21.95

OUR PRICE

£59.95

STOCKISTS OF:-AKAI - JVC - PIONEER - SONY - TOSHIBA SANYO
-HITACHI - SHARP - NAT PAN CELESTION - WHARFDALE - TEAC
BO LIVAR - TANNOY - MICRO- SE I
KI - HARMAN KARDON - EAGLE QUAD - TENSAI - TRIO - ADC - GOODMANS - JBL - ROTEL THORENS - SANSUI
YAMAHA.
ALL SUPP.LIED AT MAXIMUM
DISCOUNT WITH TWO YEAR PARTS AND LABOUR GUARANTEE.
MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS. Please add £4.50 SECU RIGOR DELIVERY.
CARTS. AN

r
i
0,

CAR EQUIPMENT POST FREE.

YPER
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rl (SOUND 8/ VISION CENTRE)

20 NORTH STREET, BARKING, ESSEX
TEL. 01 591 6962 , 2LINES)
ILATE NIGHT
Telephone number-

OPEN 9am-6pm MONDAY- SATURDAY

FRIDAY-7pm
45

SL1000 Mk II from standstill to full speed in .25 of asecond. Speed accuracy within 0.036 seconds in
Trani"Sie PromotIon Department. /07/109 Whitby Road, Slough, Berks. SLI JDR. Tek SIbugh 2751..

OIL

a30 minute LP side.Titanium nitride pick up arm with dynamic damping. Obsidian base. £1,328.74.

IMPROVED

BD101

PF
The Connoisseurs' Choice
The Connoisseur BD101 is ahigh quality 2speed manual belt drive
turntable, and is the result of many years development of along line of
Connoisseur turntabels such as the Craftsman Series, BD! and BD2.
The design has been kept simple so that the features needed to give top
quality reproduction are included, whilst eliminating gimmicks which
would increase the cost unnecessarily.
The BD101 is a2speed unit, fitted with an interchangeable pick-up
mounting board to facilitate easy mounting of your pick-up arm. The
turntable itself is aheavy 12" (30.05cms) diameter lathe turned
aluminium cast platter, thereby reducing the wow and flutter.
The motor is situated beneath the turntable casting, thereby giving
added shielding.
The standard finish of the unit is black textured vinyl with aluminium
-qpir
trim, but awalnut finish is available to special
PRICES bb1
/ order for an additional surcharge. The unit
4
FROM
A measures 18" x15" x6r.
£65 .00 1 Other products in this range are the BD102,
BD103.

SNP

\II

&meow

PLUS VAT

Write for further details to:
A. R. Sugden & Co. ( Engineers) Ltd.
Manufacturers of Connoisseur Sound Equipment, Connoisseur Works, Atlas Mill Road,
Brighouse, West Yorkshire HD6 lES
Telephone: Brighouse ( 0484) 712142, Telex: 517144 Sugden G,
Telegrams & Cables: Connoiseur Brighouse.

LET YOUR DEALER GUIDE, LET YOUR EARS DECIDE

INTER ALIA-CARTRIDGES
We stock—and therefore recommend—cartridges by A.D.C.,
A.K.G., AUDIO TECHNICA, CORAL, DECCA, ELITE,
E.M.T., ENTRÉ, FIDELITY RESEARCH, GRADO, LINN,
MAYWARE, MICRO ACOUSTICS, SATIN, SHURE, SONUS,
STANTON, SUPEX and ULTIMO.
We will display the same enthusiasm in helping you to find
the right pick-up for your system whether it be a humble
Shure M75 65 at under £ 10 or the mighty E.M.T. XSD 15 at
well over E200! If you can visit us, so much the better, since
we have facilities for demonstrating your selection through a
variety of ancilliary equipment. Popular choices at the
moment include the GRADO cartridges, which we feel offer
particular value for money: not even the SIGNATURES are
overpriced for their performance.
Many musicians have stated a preference for moving-coil
cartridges—we like them too. If you are considering such an
investment, and maybe wish to replace a previous purchase,
it will come as apleasant surprise to learn that your present

I: ]

transducer might have some value as a trade- in—give us a
ring!
Not all moving-coils are exotically expensive—the Audio
Technica AT3OE teamed up with an Isleworth PX3 head-amp
offers a performance which belies its price and caters for
stylus replacement by the user into the bargain. At asomewhat higher price, the Linn Asak will not disappoint—well
worth an audition, if the rest of your equipment is up to it.
The magical Asak will need additional step-up to bring its
output up to normal amplifier input levels, as do the majority
of moving-coils (with the notable exception of the SATIN and
some ULTIMO cartridges). We offer a selection of transformers and head-amps from ISLEWORTH, JEREMIAH
BRAITHWAITE Esq, LENTEK, LINN, MAYWARE, U.A.D.
and VIDEOTONE as well as amplifiers by MERIDIAN, QUAD
and TANGENT which offer direct matching for moving-coil
transducers.
This, then, is a brief résumé of our cartridge stock; words
however can never do justice to the quality of sound reproduction from the best of present-day pick-ups.
Come along and listen!

Both shops open TUESDAY SATURDAY, 9.30 a.m. 5.30 p.m.
Entrance to the Brighton
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shop In Trafalgar Street.
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S-6 HARRIS ARCADE, FRIAR STREET,
READING, BERKS. Tel. ( 0734) 585463.

Wenire
I YORK PLACE, LONDON ROAD,
BRIGHTON, SUSSEX. (0273) 695776

MAIL ORDER-PERSONAL EXPORT-PART EXCHANGE-CREDIT FACILITIES-13/CARD-ACCESS
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TO:

Marketing Executive

SUBJECT:

FROM:
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ProwumablF those who see our super new advertisement
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Impedance
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18-70 Watts

Frequency Range

65-23,000 Hz
./-
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2 Amp quick-
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The New Scotch 'Master Series Cassettes.

SO FAR ADVANCED THEYMAKE
EVEN THE BESUAPANESE DECKS
SOUND BETTER

The New Scotch 'Master Series' Cassettes.

LISTENING WORTH LOOKING FOR
HER

Southern
England
AVON

err

r.rerot Brestru

stuary Audo. 29 Denmark St.
res.
(gel, Bros Ltd 9New Bond St Bath
H.E eMarkets 27 Broad Sr Weser
Husbands Ltd 2Sr Augustees

BE

Lechler.
Grangers Records. 17 Queens.,
Dunstabe
R SHell 70 Medan. Rd Bedford
Harlan. Records. 7North St
Leer. BtaraAJ

BERKSHIRE
Sir
Edwards Ree. 4559 Oxford Rd.
Readeg
Gale Electrones. 41 King Sr. Readng
Harlequin Raonds.
2echoes Walk. M.kehead

ee Street.

East Hens Electrear
r.e del
Race Honked
Heaton 98 Hgh S Be , trr.
Hens Hi- Fe or The Parade Ng. SI
and 166 St Albans Ri. Watford
In. Car Ree. 11 Cc legreen.lene.
Woodhall Shoed's" 'arede Neese
Garden Dry
Deems 55 57 H ph St. Waltham
Cross
Marsden Lie 79-8 1 Ugh Street,
Wehem Cross
010 Town Records 63 Mee Street Old
Too, Herne rem hoed
PhOlosound Vanta. ' 3Deals Lane,
Bishops Son lord
Ponogram. 173 Fig, Street. Barnet
Ponogram, 112 Ffign Street, Barnet
Pnor 19a Newtown Roe. Bees
Sefflord
Reeve. 108 The Parade. Hegh Street.
Warlord
Sounds Around. 172 Shenley Road.
Borehameroad
Stevenage RecorOCentre.
26 Market Place Stevenage

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

Hartetuen Records 23 White Han
Street Het Wycombe
H. Su Electron... 38 Church Street
Woken.. Melton Keynes
Sydney Law Ltd. 87 Het Street.
Cheshem
Lowe & Okver. 20 Pelfflorse Rd.
Gonads Cross
Murtars Dept Store 33 Verse Har t
Street Mg. Wycombe
Record House, 84 Sycamore Street.
Arnersharn

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

Cambridge Ten.. Server,.
54 Keg St
Cameons Ace. '
620 Market St
Harlequin Records. 4Bodge St
Paul Taylor, 11-13 Cowgale.
Peterborough
Uneversay Audo. 12Peas el

KENT

Ashtord Aude. Tun. Centre Ashford
Baldocks 58 One re Street Modes.
Coastal Electron... 5Staten Road,
Westgare.on Sea
Coop get.' Sob.. 60.61 Hegh
MardStOne
Henry s. 52-58 II ph Street Margate
HoF. Conn.., 51 Beckenham Rd,
Beckennam
dolor Scrase, Ffig Str.t. Dover
Photooraft 40 Ho. Street Ashford
Scan ['atones Cesar Dr..
Kengswood. Maelstone
S M Dectronu, o3 Croydon Rd.
fees End. Beceenham
Sound Systerns.2 ,13 Ugh Street.
Bromley
kVestward C000, 475 Margate Road
Broadsors
Vehorn.. Broarway, Berteet.th

LONDON ES EC

Alpha Electron.. 517 Baring Road.
Erb
Barrett. of %sow. 398.400 Belong
Road El3
Cavendish Sales, 317 Wleechapel Rd

DEVON

Exxon Nee. 164 Sewell St, boor
Pfirmout. Cassette 8. Caredge
Centre. Exeter Road. Perked,
The Lett Bank, 17 Pans Sr. Eerier

E1
Est., Aude. ease. Ayenue. EC2
30 Coleman St. EC/
Myers Aube I39 Hoe Sr.
Walthernbow, El]

DORSET

N & NW

Blackmore Vale, The Square,
Gang..
Forresters. 36 Ashley Road,
Boscombe Bournemouth
PGrace 85 Seabourne Road.
Southbourne. Bournemouth

ESSEX
Adnans. Sholeorp Hall. Vackford
Efisco Systems 1Berry Arcade.
ligh St Raved.
EL Elecocal Serac.. 73 Front Une.
Cranhan
Estuary Aude. 113 Rectory Grove,
Lee. Sea
Godfrey's, 28 East Walk. Bas.lolon
Gondar 's 4Man Centre London
Loghtneg Records, 257 Mg. Rd,
Loughton
Ft Lowe & Co, 18 Town Su Theled
Mane s 9Nonhlands Pavement
Posea
Pad! Parry 89 E.'S ,.Baring
Prot Enter.... 1Centre We
Road Ilford
JR Records 74 Senton Rd.
Southend or- Sea
Sound & Orson Electrones.
Tire Trundle, Fnrdon-eSea

He

HAMPSHIRE
INCL. ISLE OF VAGHT

Army& Navy Bor.. 53 Ffigh St
Aldershot
Cross & Herbert 15 Arundel St
Ponsmonh
Hammon 35 London Rd Southearen
Havens, reet Electoral. 22 Hgh Street.
Wootton Bodge. Isle of Night
Landerts Commerce' Rd,
Portsmouth
JD law Beebe.,Road. Debden
Du.0 Hants
Pokers IIWest End Roe, Beer..
Southampton
Reengs. ' 9St James Road. Shed..
Sounianoton
ken Rose Or Fe 283 Fleet Road. Fleet
Hants
Russells HrFe. 40 Upper St James
Street. Newport.
eWON
Shoang Teens., r3 South East
Road Sh.ng Southeetere
Stones 30 Sr Thomas St. Wereester
ehenarster Sound System. ,
21 Pevert Road. ache. Southampton

Analog Ardo. 349 llegh Road. North
Fechley. 512
Bartels He Fi SAldO.
175 177 Hollbuay Road N7
Cares.. Rade Stores. 313 West
Green Road. " 15
TW Cher, 1-5 Ghee Glr'ver
Tottenham. N17
Estuart Akre la Highburt St
Hegleurt N5
Hollybush Rae, 199 Woodhouse Rd.
Imam Barnet. N12

C

elt. 1270 High Rd, terbetstone.

.1..ondoo Car Fade Centre,
25-31 Tables Place. NW1
Martins. H.F. 125 Stoke Newenglon
Neg. St. 516
Mason Ree, 29 Park Parade NWIO
Sound Syste ns.108Acton Lane. NW10
Spectran Elect.... 62 Grand
Parade, N4
.Stuan Henn. Sounds, 136 Marylebone
Rd NW1

SE& SW

Cap.. 9.1C The Market Arndale
Centre, Waeswonh. SW113
Chelsea Reed Centre, 203 Kegs Rd.
Chelsea
Cay Centre 43 St Johns Rd, SWII
Harrods, eghtsbege. SW1
Locktords. GFuthern Broad., SW6
Me.alls Records. 4Hartegton Rd.
South Kensington. SW7
Meyclean.92 Veto. St. SW1
Mornse-Fe. 78 Nonleate Road.
Clapham EW1 I
Munster Rae. 94 New Kegs Rd.
SVV6
Percy's. 93 62 Lupus St Pelee SWI
pa3ancehr.lc6lSldenharnRd. SE26
Royal Arsenal Coop Soo 180 Upper
Toonng Roc SW17
Tape Recorder Centre. 16 Slte. Lane.
SW14
Saba Aida. 9Greyhound barre.
Street., SVV6
Wit WC
AZ Erebusks, 70 S.epherds Bush
Rd. W6
Clewed, 50 New Bond St. W1
Estuary AuJe. HA Edgware Rd. W2
Estuary Audi°. icket
Lei."" S ,,arrr Stance. WC?

(3 H Evans. Oxford St WI
Fulham Aucle, 134 Ncrthend Rd. W14
Harlequin. 201 Oxford St. WI
Ho.F. Care Tottenham Coe Rd. WI
'meas. 112.116 New Oxford St W1
Kumar Cameras 56 The Me Eakin.
W5
Mason Role. 384 Ube. Rd. Wr
Massey Rade, 117 Cbswick High Rd.
SN4
Rade Stores. 14 Shepherds Bush
Market. 11/12
Seelelds. Earls Corn Rd, VY5
Sabre.. Oxford St Wt
SonaHoFe. 4Pembroke Rd, Notteg
Her W11
TeeSerace Ltd. 5Chepstow Rd. VID
Teleape, 76 Brewer St, W1

DERBYSHIRE

R Bee,. Rade & Deco.' 11 Church
Sr Stave. Chesterfield
Fox's Rodgers lane, Agree, Dents
VGraves Ltd. 170 Bath Street lek.en
Greater Nottingham COrop So.."
He St Long Eaton Derby
C EHudson. 5B Market Place.
Chesterfield
annonce Electrul. 52 Betted'.
Lane, Derby
Reynolds Ltd 5Bade St Ilkeston
Shrew.. 49 tarnwon. Road. Long

MIDDLESEX

ABC Musc Debutors. 7 Broadway.
South.
Borman, 132 ligh Street.
Weest.e. Harrow
TJCandlied, 17 New Broessay.
Hangdon
Caron Aucle Centre. 43 Broad...
Greenford
Color Hr Fr 147 Lancaster Road.
Enfield
Eemote Hof,. 112 Feld fre Road.
Eastcote. Pener
A C Nunn.. 118 ligh St Edgware
LTOsborne 4Ickentun Road,
Rose
A W Pounds 266 268 Hog. St
Ponders End
Rade Bores 212 Hanworth Rd.
Haswell,
Rae., 10 Weald Lane. Harrow
Weald
Saner 1-1,F1. 122 Hog. Sr Starnes
PJ Sorrell & Son 383 Hgh Rd, Harrow
Weald. Harrow
Pi Sorrell & Son, 248 Hen Road.
Harrow Weald
Pi Sorrel & Son, 8Shaftsbury Pared.
South Harrow
Sounds Around. 1137 Burnt Oak
Broadway. Edgware
Skeen TV 1190 Uxbridge Rd. Hayes
End
CT Taylor & Co 79 Joel St. Northwood
irue,nblenHr.Fc 412.414 Hegh Road,
Wembley
M Welker. & Co Ltd . 117 Veto.
Road. Bunko Manor

NORFOLK

Role Farrow. 15 Mund.ley Rd. Non.
Walslram
Greater Peterterough Coop Soc Ltd.
Norfolk Sr. ergs Lee
Martens Nee Descent e Dereharn
Road. Nob...
Manes Electronics Centre. 8687 Ber
Street. Norwich
Martens S.F.. 5High Street. Kegs
Lyre
Manes He.F. Centre. 2Broad Row.
Great Yarmouth
Norwell HoFe Centre. 22 St Jo.
Maddermarke. Newton

«FORD

Heaton Records. Sr George's Si
Westward & Mason 46 Sr George' s
St

SOMERSET

PTaylor Ltd. 2St Jam. Rd. Taunt.
Watts Ralo Sigh Street Somerton

SUFFOLK

John Wels. 44 London Road NO..
Lowestoft

SURREY

Army & Nary Bor.. 105 High St.
Guelord
Aude Centre. ? Cromwell Rd. Red.
County Rade dangslool Ltd
56 Surd'. Road. engstonron.
Thanes
Hughes, 45 *enema Way. Woking
Nonroch Ho.F ,Centre. 56 Surbton Rd,
Kingst0000Thanes
Sheners Dept Stores. High Street.
Sutton

SUSSEX

Ken Dean. GIJames St. Brighton
Polvsound. 15 Gardner St. Bretton
Stetsons CAS. 36
St. Rottingoen

He

VALTSHIRE
Black.. Vale. 17 Butcher Row.
Salsbury

Midlands
BIRMINGHAM
James Beane Ltd. Churthell Way
Dud.
James Beatte Grace Church Centre
Sutton Calcified
Decaed F. Scopes Ltd. Fee House,
99 High Street, Dud.
Ester, Nude. Bull Reg Subway

Eaton

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Cheltenham Co..
103 Hgh St Cheltenham
Gloucester 8. Sevenee Coop.
Brunswek Rd. Gloec.ter

WALES
CLWYD
All.en Coop Ltd. Rade Dept
Herbert Su Padre..
Graves Records Shop. 40 Queens St
Rhe
Grays Hg. St, Poste.
Record Shop, 196 Ugh Sr. Pone.

CARDIFF
Budd & Sorts Caere., Rd
CAS House Bectocal Dept. St Mary St
McCeormy Deere. North Rd. Carded
David Morgan. TV Dept The Hayes
Musc Land. 148.152 North Road.
Coati
Alan Wesel Co. 290 Cosbrage Road
Estate Carded

LEICESTERSHIRE

George Green Lancaster Ltd.
Hurreestone Gale. leCeSter

rzr„1:23c.Hrlsry".

Churegate. Lecester
R H Macon Ltd. Ward End.
Loueborough
TPass & Sao 43 Market Street
Ashbode.larIouch
Leeester Tape Recorder Centre.
72a Churchgate, Lecester
Scold & Peon Centre. I65Eurngton
Road. lennSter
Sentons. 52 Fosse Road North
Leeester

LINCOLNSHIRE
Greater Nottingham COOPSOC. Wet
St. Boston
Green Bros ( Gansteroughl Ltd.
Church Street. Gainsborough
Home Sertee Made & Debrecen Ltd.

386 egh St Lenore.
LeCorn Co-op' Mahe Place.
Gansborough
Lenore Co-op Soc Ltd. Seal St
Lencen
throe Hi Ft Centre. Ffigh St Levan
°spoo ns. Radar 10 12 High Street

Horbastle
Rodger & Green Floh, Stamford Hi Fr
Centre, 9Red Leo Sq Stamford
Sleeted On.1, lbSouthgaae Precinct.
Southgate Sl.tord

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

Ketrereng He- Fe Centre. 68 Banged
Rd, Kettering
Marshall Ferguson SR Brockete.
Rd. Ceby
Renard Reeves H. F. 174 ketereng
Rd ,en.ampon
Flueden If e.F. Centre 16 Church
Street Rueden
Sprnaesc. Oa Abed'. Square

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Notice.. ,
Fox s. Veto. Centre, Notongharn
Greater Nonephon Coos Broad
Mare Centre Nottegharn
Greeter Notts CoOp SoO Deer
Parlament Street. N011tngharn
LB Mees Market Street Benghern
Pearson Bros. 53.56. Lag Roe
Nottenglern
S.PPerson Bros Ltd. I5Keg St
Sutton o Ashleed

SHROPSHIRE

Avon H. Fe. Wore Coo Shrewsbury
Count, lvitd Score. St Ellesmere
Howe & Seen. The Retord Shop
17 Shropshae Street Market Drayton
T. Muse Shop Hen Street.
Whetchurch

STAFFORDSHIRE

Percy Adcoks Ltd Derby Street.
Burton... Trent
James Beane Vector's Si,
Wolverhampton
Newcastle He.F, Lid. 148 Market
Arcade, High Sr New ostler- Le.
Newcastle 'W.F. Ltd 22 Lonsdale
Street. Stokeron , rem'
Rekance Flatfeet Staten Road.
Burton•on.Trent
R TTS LO 11 Tan... SI. Lehleld
SBW Electrical. 14 Bel Flee Sr. Leek

WARVACKSHIRE

JCVHi Fn, 8•9 Sheep Street
Stratford.upon-Avoo
Owens. 83.85 Emsete Rd. Novak
Seta Redo V.bon. 13 Staten Si East
Coventry
Tenors of Bedenh, 12 All Sets Rd.
Between
WORCESTERSHIRE
Sang. Eeec & Tra.lAgency 124 ligh
Sr. Smethweck, Wad.

GLAMORGAN
H C Andey, 5South Rd Porthcave
CRS 75 TynaeNo Rd, Pen - y-Crag
Dan Evans ltd. Elec..,Dee Barry
KeednCt Colour. 29 Ogre St Gorsence
Leo's Money Sayer. adage Farm. Pyle.
Mel Glamorgan
Muse Shop, CornmercialSt Maesteg
Oases Records Bovenon Rd. Llafflet
Mae. S Gem
Redo, Bores. 73 Llewellyn Sr Pen.
Rae Sunders 'Swans. LORD
Gower Rd. Swan.a
Records & ropes. 130 Holton Rd Barry
Rhondda Coop Ltd, Electoral. Rade.
TV Dept O Deere Sr Tonypan.

o aS Marke St AtherlOn
Slanlet Gansen F.shergate Preston
tiornees Ltd Old Hal Sr Melee.
Jos. Muse Shop. 98 Okt St.
Asluono.Lyme
Mathes of Lancashere. Brads.,
Gate, Bolton
Norman Hi.Fe. Feshereete. Preston
Oldham Coop. ring Street Oldnarn
Perde Holt 41 Breen-ate Road,
Borneo
Reelys Ltd, Penny Str.t Blackburn
Fr 55 57 NetheffleKI
Parkinson
Road, Nelson

UVERPOOL

Bert Comer 1,7Ponland Str.t
Southport. Menses..
Babyword 650 Orrnslurk Str.t.
Sr Helens
Beaver Rado Ltd 20.22 Whitechapel
JJFddkng. 56 Vedby Road.
Ellesnere Pon. Mersey..
Hargreaves Pholcgraphe. Warbreck
Moor Aintree
Olney Bros Chester Road. Needy.
E11.rnere Pon. Meseede
Soundsgoccl 28 Burscough Street.
OrrnSkork, Merseysele
Tape Ltd Whaechapel

• MANCHESTER

GWENT

Beale Electra.. Systems Ltd.
Western Valley Road Rogerstone
Beabe Electrones. Bassleieg
Juncten. Nr Newport
Elks Evans. Hegh St Rea. lb Newport
Track Records High St. Pontypool

GWYNEDD
Nens. 9Lloyd Sc Llandudno
Sargent. Rade. 2Lloyd St Lend..
G Thomas. 9.11 Castle Ds.
Caernaren

Northern England
CHESHIRE

B JRoot. 5 7Pah Lane.
Marlestekl
JH Brown Ameba Street
Congleton
Car & Flonse Enterternents.
167 Cross Str.t. Sale
Cledesworths Ltd. 14 Meg. Town.
Crewe
JChew, 38 lOndOn Road. Holmes
Osase
Hamlets'Redo 8. INA. 23 Montour
Road. Cheadle
P.N. Ltd. Ashton lane. Sale
PSM Cameras, Washwe Rd. Se
Skelben Muse Beg Steen Rd.
Velmsew
Pi Swat. George Su.t. Alone.
Searit ot Neese. Ltd. 4Swan St
Welmsber
Wayfarers Rados A. IV. Bunon Arcade.
Led St Southport
VVernske Hr- Fr. Green banne.
Wane.

CLEVELAND

Bel 81 mason. Church Street,
Stockton
Paursons Chemest Hartlepool
Regent Stud.. Shoppag C..,
Han lepcod

co. DURHAM

Chester. Strerel

Ebuoy Nebo. IVetoreStaten
Nemec.
Euleon Aude. 8,Wresbw Road.
Manchester
Forsyth 's 126 Deans Grove
Lewis's. Market Sr
Hera Co Ltd. IElizabeth Street
Shakes. 162 Neese* Road.

NORTHUMBERLAND

Albert Bell. 11.Walerloo Re. eye
Dance. Woodhorn Rd Ashegton
Monet. Toy & Record Co. Negate
St Made.
JG Other 4Laburnum Terrace,
Asbngton

NORTH HUMBERSIDE

Ace Eteem. The Boulevard. FILA
M FBerne., 712 Hederness Rd. Hull
JCarve. 158 Newland Avert.. Hu.
Peor Hall Muse S.P. The Accede
Goole
Sound Trek Ltd. 8a New Bogen.
Hornsea

SOUTH HUMBERSBE
& S Electrecal. 9 & 11 Freeman Sl.
Gorwsby
Gomez He.F. Centre. 71 Caner Gale.

°tester. le- Street
A M.101,00. 107 Berndt. Rd.
Dahngton
Meoan s front Sr Chester le r
Street
Rowell & Whole Lot Duke Street.
Danes:per
Sounds Nye. Talbot Terrace Duns.
Rd. Beer

CUMBRIA
m.,eee Ltd. Wartack Re

Carksle

LANCASHIRE

FBent. 78 Westfield Road.
Blackpool
Bolt... Coop Shoppeg Centre.
Aenswonh St Beaker"
Bond St Coen Co. Bowl St (debate
JA Brown 36 Albert Rd. Morecambe
Burt Coop. Market Street, Burt
Gerald Caner Church St Gersten
Cleeleys Photo Centre,?] Oren
Thornton Clearers
Darwen HF,. 2O Duckwonh Street
Dam.
Desc 8. Tape E',change. 1Blackburn
Road Accregton
Dqc & Tape Exchange. Kong Street
Mall Adele Centre. Stretford
13.. & Tape Eechange. 23 Often
Arcade Burt
Domus Ltd. Are.. Centre. Medleon

Channel Islands
Meedona Catel Guernsey

Isle of Man
TH Coeburn Led. 57 Veto. St.
Doug.

Scotland
Nerdeen Rado Co. 11 Black Wynd,
Aberdeen
Angel Tapes. Gallow Gate. Glasgow
Ange Tees c ° Grandam. Ogee
Street. Glasgow
Angel Tees 51 Woodlands Road.
Glasgow
Burgess & Grbson. 45118{4.5.e,,
Dueeblene
Electra. OR West Black.' Sr.
Greenock, Renftetnerre
1M Huy Ltd Freers Sr. Brag.
Slangs..
Hector McDonald Ltd. Tehaeld St.
elmarnock Aeshere
M McDonakl. Tech.,
. St. elmarnock
Ayrshire
Phnom.. Hoe Street Edeburgh .
Rade Music Store, (Benefield.
Bannockburn
Flegeng Records. 91 South Bridge.
Etunrrrutgh
Semple & Ferguson. 10 Church Cres.
Durtdres
Tape are Record Centre. 10 West
Matland St Edeburgh

N. Ireland

Gamey
0 H Turner be Co Ltd.
1.3-5 Corporator Road, Grimsby
Les Wog's', 101 Mary Sr. Sounded.

Brnal Able thee High St Bangor.
Co Ante,
Camersons. Boughs... St.
Baltymena. Co Antre
Ca. Records. la Hel St Newry. Co

TYNE & WEAR

Down
A Carothers. Church St. Enn.sellen.

Bowman Chelegram Rd.
Neweasde.u- Tv.
TS Foe 242 Park Vew, Med. Be.
Foe's Galeones, Wasbngton
Music Box. The Probe.
EltarelOnrOwlyne
Tares Rae, High Street, VVeserd.
Newcas.
Tares Raie. 22 °lurch Street.
Sea., Tyne & Wear
TV & Raced Centre. Who/. Rd.
W.I. Bey
Wedows. Arcade Newcastle,. nee

YORKSHIRE

Allen & Wee Cow Pasture Rd Ilk,.

Coop Trent St

SRobs.aw 28 Station Rd Alarcon
Serrate Nr festered
Leon Smallwood. 4erkgate. Roof,
Nor,. York.
PSeaner 65 Webbank Dreve South
Anston. Nt Sheled
Star Connecten Lumb Lane Bradford
Tempo, Fenkle St Thesk
JW Thornes Ltd Meet Place
Hecenorewske
Tunes Records 22 New Road Hebrien
Bege Magee
West Yorks Co op Craven Hose,
Markel Place Settle
EWiley 8.ncroft Re Castel ord
J4Vood ZS Sees 20 Cross St
Wakefield

Abrams IFIMCI end St Thorne
Ramsey Bees', Coop Rade Dept
Market St. Barnsley
ROC Morley, Ltd 92 Keg St.
Bodengton, Braolord
ROC ifeelorteve Ltd. 12 South Queen St
Money lends
W Benn. Upper Accomodaten Rd,
Leeds
Reos Records . Keg St Breencen.
Boded
Nel Castt t3MumracSt Prey
H Glutton & Son, Westgate. Wanefeeld
Corop Soc.', Ltd Market Rob
Wetrieffly
Darby & Robson. 201 Reeds.",
Lane. Sterengley Betsey
fee Bros, Meer Place. firchmond
Fox s endale Centre. Deflower
JW Gar.u. The Market Place. Settle
Golf & Jackson Hyde Park Come.
Leeds
H Et Electoul. 72 Mae Street.
Harreratet. S
op7rAllen St
IrtarrOgate
Hee. Camera, 2Cambridge Rd.
Pin'hor
›

nton Rd Bradford
Tom Jae.. 16 Wood St. Cetus.
L.& Co 48 Market St Pockleglon
Ossel Coeto. Dale St Osseo
PS B Ltd. Selby Rd Leeds
PS Et Ltd. Market Place Welter>

Co Fermaragh
Coeur...on. 406 New Torun Rd,
Ads Belfast
HAAR Crag Man Sr. Larne,
Co Antrim
Down 1.1..Ff. 66 Abbey Street. Bange.
Co Down
Downs... Newry St. Banbee.
Co Down
Eason s. Cragavon Shoppng Centre.
Cagey.. Co Arnagh
Ersene Mayne. Donega Square,
Beast
JGales. Thomas Sr Pored.,
Gelmere 419 Lesburn Rd Bella.
Graham Records. Allen Bnottr Rd.
Belfast
Henson. Duke Sr lohenderry
Harnsons Records. Castle St Belfast
Idea. Redo. Botane Avenue, Belle
Jayne, Ebro.° Avenue.
Gengorrney Co Anne
er net,Records Beano Avenue.
ti
LRG Radio & N

I71 Albert Bodge Rd.

Belle
Manchester fr Meand Mahe,
Sq.o. Lebern
Manchester & %ban°. Royal Avenue.
Manchester & Mee.. Mph St.
Newtown... Co Down
Manchester & Were. Market St.
Downpatrock. Co Dove
McMahon C.urch St Ennesk
JMahe.. Man St Bangor Co Ante.
Pop en Records Church St, Antren,
C.o Anton
Records & Tapes Cregagh Rd Belfast
Smyth sfor Roods. 29 Donegal
'Place, Belfast BE,
Smytttrs or Records 23 Castle
Arcade, Bede BT I
Sere. Fantastic. Railway Rd.
Greene Co Londonderry
Gent Stuart Ins. St Dungannon
Co Teo.
Wads Mahon Sq. Lqburn Co Abr. ,"

Scotch Cassettes. Engineered to improve your listening.

3M
5I/C

By the pool, the PRO-2 System. AP -206C Direct Drive Anto-Return
Turntable. AM-2350 In grated Stereo Amplifier with 35 watts RAIS
output per channel (8oh is), 0.2% MD. AT-22501. Stereo FAVAIWYLW
GXC-7041) Stereo Cas. 'ne "hoc Deck with Do/hi' NR and GX rec/p.b. head.
Housed in RAI11100 S
Ilem Rack. Dimensions: 494 (W) x724 (H) x420mitt (D).
SR-I300 Speaker ..1% ,
stei

AKAI (UK) Limite

AKAI

For information about AKAI products and dealers, contact: A ai
•
The Production Village, 82/106 Cricldewood Lane, London NW2 2DP. HA__

_Okay. OK.
s

WHAT!! NOT ANOTHER VALVE AMP!
Clearance Sale for many used demo, used, and new items.
All items guaranteed for Iyear.
USED ITEMS
NAKAMICHI 630 Tuner/Preamp-immaculate cond.
NAKAMICHI 610 Mixer/Preamp-immaculate cond...
REVOX 722/724 Digital Tuner/Preamp/Amplifier ( RRP £ 1375)
HARMAN-KARDON ST- 7 Turntable ..
LUX CI000/M1000 Preamp/Amplifier ( RRP 0110.25) ..

..
.
.
.
.

DEMONSTRATOR ITEMS
EUMIG Metro 3- head Cassette Deck ( RRP £ 500)
EUMIG Metro Centre with above Cassette Deck
DBT Preamplifier and DB1 Moving Coil Booster
PARAGON System E Valve Preamplifier
JBL L110 Loudspeakers ..
NAIM Battery- operated MC Prearnp
UAD MC Prearnp
LUX PD444 Direct Drive Turntable
STD 3050 Turntable
JVC JAS- 7I 2x 80 Watt Amplifier
JVC JTV-7I AM- FM Tuner ..

£ 325 00
£265•00
£600 00
£ 195 00
£ 950 00

£300.00
£450.00
£ 75-00
£75-00
£495•00
£2540
£5.00
£50-00
£210.00
£220.00
£ 65•00

NEW ITEMS
RE VOX 8750 Amplifier ..
RE VOX B760 Digital Tuner
NAKAMICHI MC500 MC Cartridge with MCB XFMR
JEREMIAH BRAITHWAITE ST- 17 MC Preamp
ORTOFON MCIO/STM72 Cartridge
LUX L81/1-85 Tuner and Amplifier

Afraid so. But the ESOTERIC AUDIO RESEARCH PL509 differs from others
in that it is one of che best amplifiers that we have come across.
All the criticisms that have been levelled at valve amplifiers in the past iuch as
poor bass and high frequency detail have been eliminated. Power is more than
adequate as it can deliver in excess of 100 watts into both 8 and 4 ohm loads.
Distortion if also respectably low.
The amplifier is sold as a mono unit. Thus it may be sited adjacent to the
loudspeaker to avoid any cable losses. Other attractions is that it uses the
inexpensive PL509 output valve rather than the very expensive KT88 plus a
guarantee of 5 years ( 2 for valves).
But it is the sound, friends, that counts. If you are in the market for a quality
power amplifier that will deliver ahighly accurate musical signal to your speakers
then you should certainly audition this unit before making any rash decisions.
The price per mono unit is £ 06.00 including VAT.

..
..
..
..

£ 325.00
£ 550.00
£ 5.00
£ 35.00
£5•00
.. £ 45.00

Stocking the following quality lines: Acoustat, Audionics, Ariston, A& R, Audiomaster, Audio-Technica, Beard, Dahlquist, Dual, Radford, Denon, Grado
Signature, Luxrnan, Lentek, Linn Sondek, Hafler, Mayware, Grace, Mission,
Meridian, Ortofon, Profile, Quad, Esoteric Valve Amps, Rega, Revox, Harbeth,
Sonus, Supex, Tangent, and many others.

GUILDFORD HI-FI LTD
270 HIGH ST, GUILDFORD, SURREY Tel. 71534

at Stanmore Video
whichever way you choose- the service is second to none!

add anew
dimension to your
stereo enioyment

FF1

STEREO SPEAKER
WALL
MOUNTING KIT

FF 1

£ 6.89

FF2
FF3

el)

<,0

•V bration proof : Li
•Swivel adjustment

£18.99
£ 19.99

These are recommended
retail prices and include
VA Tat 15%.

FF2 SPsETAERKEEOR
FLOOR STANDS

FF3

ADJUSTABLE
STEREO
SPEAKER TROLLEYS

•Easy manoeuvrability
•Easy to fit and install

•Unique speaker
Tilt device
• Adjustable

FROM ONLY

flG

Now you

lye, ( 07531 654222

fieEE coNIM TINA

(subj. to Govt. rep.),

can tape films,

sport,

'"*.'

plays,

serials etc. in colour from your TV and

WANE VCL tie worth ow,
C20 when el. FIE re tx BUY
no" SVS

replay them as often as you like! Record a
programme

you're

watching

or

one

on

another channel. A timer lets you record

FOR LIMITED PERIOD

ONLY

tape worth £ 20.70 or aFREE 3- hour blank

JVC 3300 VHS 3hr Rec. Unrepeatable
(535.00
JVC 3330 VHS 3hr Rec. won 8 day clock (590.00
AKAI 9500 VHS 3hr Rec. with 8day clock (590.00
NATIONAL 8810 VHS 3hr Recorder £ 645.00
SONY 8000 3'/.hr Betamax Recorder £ 545.00
SANYO 9300 33
/ hr Betamax Recorder £ 535.00
4

tape.

Instant Credit and personal Finance arranged at prefereitial rates

even when you're not at home!
SPECIAL

OFFER

Rent

now

to

receive a FREE Pre-recorded Tina Turner

HIRE

A

VIDEO

CAMERA

at

special rates to produce your very own TV
programmes!

Stanmore Video

FIDELITY FASTENINGS LTD.
The Ridgeway, Net
Bucks SLO 9HVV

BUY

'du"

per month
+VAT

height

Tel

54

RE NT:;:

Services Ltd.
91-93 HIGH STREET
EDGWARE MIDDLESEX

01- 951 0466
BRANCHES
Lore. WUNW11-Esse ,•SmNY

Barclaycard .Access,'Amencan Express welcome
BLANK Ft PRE-RECORDED tapes at low pnces — list on request
Free demonstration of any model without obliption

To Stanmore Video Services Ltd.
HEN
91-93 High Street, Edgware, Middx I
Please tell me more about VIDEO RENT E BUY E
ARRANGE AFREE DEMONSTRATION Ell
Tick as appropnate
Name
Address

Tel:
aim

Amid the wealth of accomplishment
of audio technology throughout the world,
the design of loudspeaker systems conferring accurate,
natural, truly musical sound reproduction remains
uniquely asphere of British eminence.
In idyllic rural surroundings in Southern England,
in premises dating from 1756, the year of the birth of
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, the small private Company of
music-lovers and craftsmen that created the outstanding
CARNIVAL, FESTIVAL and PAGEANT has perfected afurther
model of surpassing excellence,
aptly to be named
SIGNIFER (Latin:' Standard-Bearer').
The product of all that is best
in Britain, the SIGNIFER
represents the best of British
products amongst products of
which British are still
acknowledged best.
Wherever sound reproduction
SIGNIFER
STAND
must attain the highest
£480.00 £35.00
standard, SIGNIFER...
...the Standard Bearer.

Recommended Retail Price ( U.K.) per pair ( excl.V.A.T)

e
e
e e°
e
ee7

,/

Morclaunt-Short Ltd
High- Fidelity Loudspeaker Systems
Durford Mill, Petersfield, Hampshire, GU31 5AZ
Telephone: Rogate ( STD. 073 080) 721/2
Telex: 86443 MS HIFI
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In the beginning, there
was belt drive. And then along
came direct drive.
It wasn't long before the
hi-fi world produced abetter
turntable still. The quartz lock
servo system.
Now Micro Seiki has
taken the initiative to produce
an even better turntable:
The DQX 500.
We think it's the world's
most advanced turntable and
now we'll tell you why.
A heavier platter.
An ideal turntable should
rotate silently and accurately to
give you perfect reproduction.
Hi-fi manufacturers
striving for this perfection

came up with all the
technologies above.
However these systems
only answer half the problems.
That is, improving static
characteristics but leaving the
problem of dynamic load
fluctuations unsolved.
The DQX 500 has the
answer.
Its extremely high
moment of inertia, ( 600Kg/
cm 2)due to the unusually
heavy platter, is akey factor in
eliminating unwanted speed
fluctuations.
It also compensates for
any wide groove modulations
in the record which can cause
speed wobble.

Result: acleaner sound,
better stereo imagery, improved
phase coherence and more
high frequency detail.
Lack of stroboscope.
Lack of boxes.
Lack of frills.
You won't find a
stroboscope system on the
DQX 500. We've eliminated it
in favour of asimpler method
of telling you when the platter
has reached its rated speed. A
standby lamp.
Quite simply, when the
platter has gathered its full
momentum the lamp goes off.
We've also eliminated the
conventional box shaped
construction that houses most
turntables.
Because the three legged
frame we came up with, means
the turntable functions as a
mechanical circulation system
that is hardly affected at all by
external vibration.
And we've hushed hum.
By featuring apower
transformer that can be used
away from the cartridge and
tone arm, we've kept away the
hum that transformers can
sometimes give you, especially
with moving coil cartridges.
Talking of tone arms.
The tonearm is straight as
opposed to the normal ' S'
shape. It has an offset headshell for optimum geometry.
The tonearm's torsion bar

spring system for applying the
tracking force means the arm is
dynamically balanced. This
enables the tracking force to be
kept absolutely constant even
when the tonearm is traversing
minor warps, common in most
records today. The constant
tracking force will be achieved
with optimum transparency
and clarity of musical
reproduction, no matter which
cartridge you use.
And finally, the added
beauty of this tonearm is that it
can be used with any make of
cartridge. You can tune the
resonant frequency to suit any
cartridge and even with alow
compliance design the optimum
resonance can be obtained by
adding asmall rider weight.
All these features, from
the heavy platter through to
the straight tone arm mean one
thing.
You can buy acomplete
package. A ready assembled
record deck whose parts have
been engineered together
perfectly.
The DQX 500 from
Micro Seiki.
co

MICRO SEIKI

If you'd like to find out more, post the coupon and
we'll be happy to send you afree information pack.
Name
Address
Post Code
Complete and return to:- Harman UK Ltd.,MS

HFNIO

St John's Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe,
Bucks HP10 8HR Telephone: Penn (049481) 5331

Linn Products
So much has been said about the
LP12 that there is very little we can
add, except to say ' come and listen
to it'. Listen
also to
the Asak
cartridge
from
Linn.

Michell
Focus
Is this
England's
answer
to Linn?
Not quite, but for
avery modest outlay the
new Michell Engineering
turntables give avery good
account of themselves.

Mission 774

Considered by many to be the
best tone arm you can buy. Its
fame has already spread so far
and wide that we have enquiries
coming in from Japan and U.S.A.

Hafler DH101
KEF 105
The 105 is now
established as one
of the best speakers
on the market,
matching flat
response with
spatial coherence.

Rated by the 'Absolute Sound' as
being amongst the world's top 5
pre-amps regardless of cost. As
the DH101 is well under £ 200 in
kit form, it must rate as extremely
good value.

Radford
Another of the
select band of
dedicated British
audio
manufacturers. We
now have on
demonstration the
Instar 90 with the
ZD22 and TT100
combination.

REIN The local
for this s

Rogers
One of
the few
established
British
hi-fi Companies to withstand the
Japanese invasion by not only
maintaining, but improving upon
past achievements. Apart from
the remarkable Rogers LS3/5A
(the original model, by the way)
we also stock their very reasonably
priced amplifier and tuner.
Gale
The speaker that must be heard.
Used in conjunction r
with high quality
ancillary equipment,
the Gale GS401 is
capable of phenomenal
performance with
remarkable dynamic
range.

Agents for: ADC, Akai, AKG, Aiwa, AR, Asak, Beyer, Bose, B&W,
Cambridge, Coral, Crystal Clear, DBX, FR, Gale, Grace, Grado,
Hadcock, Hafler, Harrison, IMF, JBL, JR, JVC, Keesonic, KEF, Lecson,
Lentek, Linn, Luxman, Michell, Micro Acoustics, Mission, Nakamichi,
Nautilus Records, Optonica, Ortofon, Panasonic, Pioneer, Quad,
Radford, RAM, Revox, Rogers, SAE, Satin, Shure, SME, Spendor, Sony,
Soundscraftsmen, Sonus, Stanton, Stax, Supex, Tandberg, Tannoy,
Teac, Thorens, TVA, Uher, Ultimo, Videotone, Yamaha.

Audio Visual C
114-116 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
Tel: 01-240 3386/7.
230 Tottenham Court Road, London Wl. Tel: 01-637 2624/5.
Mail Orders to: REW House ( Dept. HFN), 10-12 High Street, Colliers Wood,
London SW19. Tel: 01-540 9684/5/6.

Hi Fi specialists
mall area.
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PHILIPS

FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
40-16,000 Hz (-3dB).
THD: LESS THAN 1% (AT 10 WATTS).
INTER MODULATION
DISTORTION: LESS THAN 0.5%
(AT 10 WATTS).

PHILIPS
The performance figures on the system with a2" tweeter to handle the
high notes while a4" bass speaker in a
left would be more than adequate
reflex enclosure projects the low end.
if they applied to a 'separate' hi-fi
Natu rally, the picture quality does
amplifier
But they are figures taken from full justice to the sound, and the K12
the amplifier in atelevision
set, and as such they represent
quite abreakthrough.
The set in question is
the Philips K12, and the 10 watt
amplifier is just one part of
its sound system ( built to the
IV equivalent of DIN hi-fi
standards).
Now you can enjoy the
quality of sound you'd expect
from tape,disc orFNi radiowhen
K12 TWO-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM.
SLIDE OUT CONTROL PANEL.
watching TV.
There are separate controls for
comes with aremote control unit so
Bass, Treble and Volume. And a
you can adjust sound and vision, or
headphone socket, extension speaker
change channels, from where you sit.
The Philips K12 is the first
television to take the needs of
=
the hi-fi enthusiast seriously.
For the name of your local
K12 dealer, write to Bill Cooper,
Sales Link Ltd,16 RegencyStreet,
London SWP 4DD.
Take a look at the K12
soon. It could open your eyes
K12 SPEAKER SYSTEM FREQUENCY RESPONSE CURVE.
to TV sound.
socketand DIN facility for taping.
PHIUPS KI2.TELEVISION FOR
PEOPLE WITH EARS.
The tuner and IF stages handle
PHILIPS
41:121
the UHF signals with unprecedented
AIM
accuracy.
Simply years ahead.
And there is atwo-way speaker
Elmer 8,1(loer
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Thorens TMC 63/70
Moving Coil Cartridges
Their quality is widely broadcast
The famous EMTX5D professional moving coil cartridge,
which has only previously been available for broadcasting use,
is now being produced in aspecial version to fit all
THORENS turntables with ' ISOTRACK' tone arms. Each cartridge is
hand made and individually tested to exacting specifications :
Stylus
diamond fine- line (8pm/18pm)
Recommended tracking force
17mNu
Level at 1kHz ( 1cm/s)
0.15 mV ± 2dB
Frequency range
20 Hz - 35 kHz
Frequency response
20 Hz - 20 kHz ± 2dB
Channel separation
>25 dB at 1kHz
Frequency intermodulation
<0.5%
Vertical tracking angle
20*
Impedance
22 Ohms
Compliance
12 x 10 6 crn/dyn
Effective mass of stylus
0.7 mg
TMC 63 for TD126 II, TD 126 III, TD 145 II, TD160 II, TD 166 II .
TMC 70 for TD 110, TD 115.
Recommended pre-pre amplifier for use with this cartridge —
Thorens PRAM.

THOR2415
Type HL Professional Monitor Loudspeaker

For full data on both items and the name of your
nearest Thorens dealer please write or telephone:
Metrosound Audio Products, 4/10 North Road, Islington, London N7 9HN.
Telephone 01.607 8141.

with the revolutionary new patented" polypropyfene copolymer
bass/mid frequency cone giving a clearer less coloured sound
particularly in that most sensitive middle frequency region than any
other known material.
Dimensions: 63.5cm (25ins
high x 32.5cm ( 13ins) wide X
30cm ( I2ins) deep.
Axial Frequency Response:
50Hz to 25kHz±3d8.
Power Handling:
programme.

100

Natal

Sensitivity: 87dB per watt at
Imetre.
Nominal
ohms.

Impedance:

8

Units: 20cm ( Bins) diameter.
L.F. unit of specially vacuumformed polypropylene copolymer and 2.5cm ( Iin) dome HF
unit of soft impregnated fabric.

Crossover Network: Close
tolerance laminated iron inductors and solid dielectric capacitors. Adjustment of relative
levels of L.F. and H.F. units
to ± 4cIB by means of tapped
auto transformer.
Cabinet: Vented cabinet of
heavily
damped
panels
to
satisfy BBC criterion. Vent
resonance 45Hz.
Price per pair [298+ VAT
(Teak) £ 99 ( Walnut).

.Ç)
The Hi-Fi Show of the South!
POST HOUSE HOTEL,SOUTHAMPTON
OCTOBER 26, 27 & 28
Now established as a major regional Hi Fi show,
Solent Audio 79 is bigger than ever.
In conjunction with Hamilton Electronics, thirty leading
manufacturers will be exhibiting the very best and latest
in High Fidelity Audio equipment.
Their expert staff will be in attendance in each of the
individual demonstration rooms throughout the show.
Opening hours
Friday 26th
Saturday 27th
Sunday 28th

6.30 pm to 9 pm
10 am
to 8 pm
10 am
to 6 pm

fie:mien Reetieftics CD>
high fidelity specialists

35 London Road, Southampton.
Tel: Southampton 28622
AA SIGNPOSTED

62

ADMISSION FREE

PLENTY OF

FREE

PARKING,

.The
„
intelligent
turntable.
For too long, records and styli have been at risk when using .
conventional turntable systems. Damage caused by mishandling or serious mistracking can prematurely terminate ihe life
of your treasured record collection.
At last, asolution has been found to this problem and,
of course, it comes from Revox. aname synonymous with
quality hi-fi equipment.
The B790 turntable can detect and immediately re-

spohd to accidental knocks or operating mistakes and a
tangentially tracking 1.5 inch low inertia tone arm eliminates
the problems of tracking errors and skating forces.
Add to these features aquartz controlled direct drive platter
and an exceptionally shock absorbent suspension and you
have a turntable package that has . a technical and sonic
performance only to be expected from aRevox product.

erui ID) H R EVOX
Setting standards

F.W.O. Bauch Limited

49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Herts. WD6 4RZ

TDK MA-R. Arevolutionary new cassette with die-cast
TDK announce MA-R. The world's most
advanced cassette. Acassette that will
revolutionise sound recording in the eighties.
For 25 years, sound engineers have sought
ways to harness the high coercivity and
remanence of pure metal.
Now TDK have succeeded, not just in
manufacturing ametal cassette tape that will
out-perform reel to reel. But also in designing a
reference standArd cassette that can do full justice
to such high performance tape.

This unique and strikingly attractive cassette is
of asophisticated 3-layer construction in die-cast
zinc with clear anti-friction sheets to give a
complete view of the tape run.
It is engineered to micron tolerances in order
to achieve totally even spooling, complete
stability of tape run and accuracy of channel
orientation.
We are aware that the majority of hi-fi owners
will not yet have the metal bias decks necessary
to achieve the brilliant results of which MA-Ris

zinc mechanism for decks with 'metal' bias position.
capable. But clearly, metal tape is here to stay
It is the greatest step forward in the history of the
cassette and already manufacturers are working
overtime to produce metal bias decks.
So when you next upgrade your equipment or
buy anew tape deck, it will probably be standard.
In the meantime you will still marvel at the
indisputably superior qualities of TDK's Super
Avilyn tape. But with the rather delicious thought
in the back of your mind that you ain't heard
nothin' yet.
H
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The great name in tape cassettes

MUSICAL BOTTLES!
from

Speakers.
The best around.

B.A.S. SOUND

HEAR FOR YOURSELF A WHOLE WORLD OF DIFFERENCE
WITH THESE HIGHLY ACCLAIMED VALVE AMPS AT THESE
DEALERS:—
UMlet Products Ltd, New Malden, Surrey.
K. J Leisuresound, Wigmore Street, London W1.
Audio T, 190 West End Lane, London NW6.
Guildford Hi -Fi, 279 High Street, Guildford, Surrey.
Stinson's CAS, 36 High Street, Rottingdean, Sussex.
Audio Centre Sheffield, 284 Glossop Road, Sheffield.
Forum Hi -Fi Centre, 78 Lower Precinct, Coventry.
Manchester 6 Midland Ltd, 97 Royal Avenue, Belfast.
Unilet HI -Fi, 14 Bute Street, London SW7.

Beard Audio Systems Limited
98a Oaklands Grove, London W12.
Tel. 01-749 4258

Bartletts T.V. and Radio Service
175-177 Holloway Road, London N7 Tel: 01-607 2296

•TOSHIBA eAKAI • NAD • TECHNICS • QUAD • JVC •

SWITCH ON TO
As Experts in the Hi -Fi World we pride ourselves on
selling the Widest range of true Hi- Fidelity products,
being Main agents for all Major brands.

UALITY SOUND
wiAn

Domestic Hi -Fi of
the Highest Quality

1

Portable and Home VIDEO EQUIPMENT from stock:—
VHS, BETAMAX,
PHILIPS,
AKAI,
NATIONAL.
Large range of Blank Tapes at Discount Prices.
NOW about our HIRE FILM SERVICE.

Ask

We offer a Unique 3- Year Guarantee on most
equipment covering Parts and Labour, together
with our helpful After Sales Service.
SPECIAL OFFERS ALWAYS AVAILABLE
Take advantage of our GENEROUS PART EXCHANGE
FACILITIES enabling you to upgrade your System without too much expense.

QUAD 33 Pre Amp
QUAD 405 100 Watt Power Amp
Behind every Quad product lies more than 40 years experience in
design and manufacture. It is easy to see the Care that has been taken
at the Factory into the assembly of each Quad product.
QUAD— FOR THE CLOSEST APPROACH TO THE ORIGINAL
SOUND
Now on Demonstration the NEW QUAD 44 Pre Amp. Also available QUAD ELS Speakers and FM3 Tuner.

I-FIHOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTRES]
5 ac 6 Cornhill, Chelmsford, Essex. Tel: ( 0245) 57593
38 North Street, Romford, Essex. Tel:
66

0708

26840

HIGH-FIDELITY EXHIBITION
WITH SPECIAL DISCO &
LIGHTING DISPLAY
See this fabulous array of
equipment at:THE POST HOUSE, OSSETT,
WAKEFIELD (Exit40 M1)
Friday 26th October 7pm to 9prn.
Saturday 27th October 10.30am to 7pm.
Sunday 28th October 10.30am to 6pm.
FREE HI-FI to be won
Major exhibitors include:-

AKAI/J.V.C./ROTEL/SONY/ADAM IMPORTS/
MARAN17/ T.D.K./B.A.S.E/PIONEER/SANSUI/
EAGLE/ FUJI/ SENNHEISER/WHARFEDALE
Lighting effects by PULSAR FA.L. PLUTO R.S.C. ROOST

Sponsored by

( Realistic Sound Centres Ltd.)

JVC

JAS11 STEREO AMPLIFIER
30 watts
per channel.
JTV11 STEREO £69
(
carr £ 2)
95

£79•95
.

TUNER
Both

(carr. £ 2)

Units

(
cam £ 3)

£139•95

nu-aitemtitlItZ
1530L RECEIVER
RR.P £262.65

scPriCe

30 watts per channel. 3 waveband.

£149•95 (cam £ 2)

AKAI

1722L STEREO TAPE RECORDER
'Reel to Reel T' * Built in Amp/
Speakers.

RR P £ 258 50

kvAvA

Whilst stocks last

£169-95 (carr.

£3)

CHEVIN XP2 LOUDSPEAKERS
(Walnut only)

WHARFEDALE

Pair only

£31•95

(
Carr. Paid)

QPIoNicen
PL512 RECORD DECK only
Credit Facilities available

£49•95

(
carr. £ 150)

E & OE Prices correct at 13.8.79.

Realistic Sound Centres
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY
BRADFORD 10 North Parade IClosed .Wed.)
Tel. 25349
BIRMINGHAM 30/31 Great W.tern Arcade
(Closed Wed.) Tel. 021-236.1279
CARLISLE 8 English Street ( Closed There)
Tel 38744
COVENTRY 17 She ton Square, The Precinct
¡Closed Thurs./ Tel 25983
DERBY 97 St. Pete 's Street ( Closed Wed
Tel 41361
DEWSBURY 9. 11 KingswaY ( Closed Tn. l
Tel. 468058
DONCASTER 3 Oueensgate. Waterdale Centre
i
Closed There) Tel. 53669
EDINBURGH 101 tothian Road ICloned Wed./
Tel 229 9501
GLASGOW 403 Sauchiehall St IClosed Tues I
Tel 041 332 0700
HULL 7 Whitetriargate ( Closed There I
Tel. 20505

LEICESTER 32 High Street ( Closed Thurs./
Tel 56420
LONDON 238 Edgware Road, W.2.
(Closed Thurs.) Tel 723 1E29
°LEEDS 16-18 County IM.ca) Arcade, Broggate
(Closed Wee ITel 4419609
•LIVERPOOL 35 Dawson Way, St. John's
Precinct ( Closed Wed./ Tel. 708 9380
MIDDLESBROUGH 103 Linthorpe Fiad
IClosed Wed ITel. 247096
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 59 Grainger St.
(Closed Wed./ Tel 21469
NOTTINGHAM 19/194 Market Street
(Closed Thurs./ Tel. 48068
SHEFFIELD 13 Exchange Street ( Castle Mkt Bide
(Closed Thum/ ' el. 20716
°WOLVERHAMPTON 6 Wultrun Way ( Closed
There i he 26612

°MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS Ft
ACCESSORIES in stock at these branches

Mail Orders and Export Enquiries to: R.S.C., Dept. H,
AUDIO HOUSE, HENCONNER LANE, LEEDS 13.
Tel: 0532 577631

The TCD 340A, with its unique Actilinear recording system, records stronger signals on to the tape without audible distortion, achieving amuch
improved signal-to-noise ratio, better dynamic range and alinear response which puts the TCD 340A in aclass of its own, Signal capacity: more than
20dB above the level which any known cassette tape on the market today can handle. Hence the TCD 340A has the recording headroom capacity to
cope with the future 'metal' particle tapes when they become available.
The TCD 320 is a3-motor, dual-capstan, closed-loop system deck giving excellent record/playback results.

Modern technology advances at such an astounding
rate that keeping pace is in itself adeclaration of superiority.
Tandberg don't merely keep the pace -they set it.

Hi-fi as good, as innovatory as Tandberg is only available from specialist outlets. At each of these
carefully- chosen appointed dealers is aTandberg-trained specialist to help you. This service extends to:
free demonstration at the dealer's premises or in your home; completely free delivery and installation at
most dealers, including all leads and plugs; full two-year guarantee ( parts and labour); and service and free
advice whenever you might want them. Talk to one of our advisors soon.
AVON

MANCHESTER

ROCHDALE

HARROW

SURREY

HUDDERSFIELD

BATH

Hardman Radio Ltd

J Koczur

London Sound

CROYDON

J Wood & Sons Ltd

Ryland Huntley & Co

8St Mary's Gate

185 Yorkshire Street

70 West Street

Spaldings Electrical Ltd

67 New Street

15 Old Bond Street
Tel 10225) 4332

Tel 061 832 6087
URMSTON

Tel 107061 4 2107
Specialist Mr JKoczur

Harrow- on the Hill
Tel 01 864 6181
Specialist Mr Solomons

352/354 Lower
Addiscombe Road
Tel 01 654 1231

Tel 104841 27455
Specialist Mr BFeatnley

BRISTOL
Specialist
Mrs CBickel (

25/29 Station
Roa d
Shanno
ns Radio Ltd

N22
LONDON

HOUNSLOW

Sp ectalist Mr EMcQueen

45 Headinglev
Audio
Protects Lane
LEEDS

Goodwins
7The Broadway
High Road, Wood Green

Templeton TV Ltd
72/14 Staines Road
Tel 01.570 5239

NEW MAIDEN
Unite Products Ltd
35 High Street

Tel 01-888 0017

Specialist Mr RSullivan

Tel 01 942 9567

Audio Bristol
Park Street Avenue
Tel 102121 291931
Specialist Mr J0Owen

Tel

061

748 2339

Specialist Mr SShannon
HAMPSHIRE
HAVANT

Tel 105321 789115
Specialist Kei El Rae
CHANNEL ISLANDS

Radford HiFi

Havant Radio Centre

Specialist Mt Shah

Delta Radio. 50 Bell Street

Specialist Mr PWilliams

52/54 Gloucester Road

6North Street Arcade

lattas ( Electronics 1141

Tel 01 572 2285

SUSSEX ( EAST)

Tel 102121 422709
Specialist Mr TRevelle
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
HIGH
COMBE

Tel ( 070-1213853
Sp ecialist Mr 0 Custance
SOUTHAMPTON
Hamilton Electronics Ltd

98 WhIte Hart Lane

Specialist

EASTBOURNE

Wood Green

NORTHWOOD

6a AlbertRadiovision
Parade
Jellettes

Specialist Mr P Sinclair

3Rowlands Place

Tel 1032313
Green
Street 1336
Specialist
Mr KMaxfield
WORTHING

Tel 01 888 5798

Mr Bathee

The Reccuderie Ltd

Hughes Fhb

35
Tel London
( 07031 Road
28622

SW1

Green
Lane
Tel 092
74 24882

7High Street
Tel 104941 30138

Specialist Mr 0 Sheppard

Plum ( Electronics) Ltd

Speciallst Mt 0 Gratham

Specialist Mr THumphries
CHESHIRE

HUMBERSIDE 15TH)
GRIMSBY

Tel Lupus
01.821
0333
62
Street
Specialist Mr PYapp

Templeton
Ltd
TWICKENHAM
53 King Street Parade

CHESTER
Hardman Radio
Forum Centre
Northgate
Tel 102441Street
317667
Newdawn M ICentre
1 & 3Castle Street
Tel 102441 24179
Specialist Mr 0Davies
CUMBRIA

G & F Manders
2/4 Edward Street
Tel 1041215139 1

SWI6
Francis ot Streatham

Specialist Mr GMenders
KENT
BEXLEYHEATH

Tel
01-769
0466 High Rd
169/173
Streatham
Specialist Mr SFrancis

Whornes Ltd. 240 Broadway
Tel 01 303 4148

SWI9
95 High Street
M O'Brien
Wimbledon Village
Tel 01 946 1528

Specialist

Mr A every

ni

Tel 01 892 7781
Specialist Mr PReid
LIVERPOOL
MERSEYSIDE
33 Dale Street
Hatdman
Radio Ltd
Tel 051 236 2828

ST PETER PORT
Alpine Ltd
( GUERNSEY)
24 Smith Street
Tel ( 048112 1311
Specialist Mr PFerris

SUSSEX ( WEST)

ST HELIER
(JERSEY)
De Giuchy Store. King Street
Tel 105341738'21

Barkers ot Oxford Road Ltd
3133 @ stud Road

SCOTLAND
ABERDEEN

Tel 109031 35664
Specialist Mr RPinhorn

445 Hewn Sr
Holburn HiFi

TYNE & WEAR
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE

Tel ( 02241 25113

J G Windows
I'l Central Arcade
Tel 106321213 56

Specialist Mr BReston
Vennal
AYR Audio Visual
115 FlIgh Street

WAR WICKSHIRE

Central Arcade

NORFOLK
NORWICH

STRATFORD-ON AVON
JCV Music

Tel 102921 64124
Specialist Mr JCarnck

BARROW-IN -FURNES S

BROMLEY
Sound Systems
218 High Street

Specialist MIJDemmer

Norwich HIE, Centre
22 St John. Maddematket

8 & 9Sheep Street
Tel 107891 68814

EDINBURGH
Audio Aids

229 Rawlinson
Street
Searle
Audio Service

Tel 01 460 4000

Nusound. 228 Bishopsgate
EC2

Tel 106031 22792

Specialist MIDLANDS
Mr JVizoi
WEST

43/45
Tel 031South
667 Clerk
4455Street

Tel 102291 21233
Specialist Mr LSearle

Specialist Mt N Kerry
CANTERBURY

Tel 01 247 2609
Specialist Mr 8Hookings
Vil

Specialist Mr Keeling
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
ATTENBOROUGH

BIRMINGHAM
Hardman Radio

Specialist Mr GPaterson
GALASHIELS

KIRKBY
Robinson LONSDALE
Electrics
The Old Market Hall

Ricemans al Canterbury
Tel George's
102271 66866
St
Lane

Chappell s
50 New Bond Street

John Kirk HiFt Specialist
139 Attenborough Lane

Waverley Studios
23/24 Bank Street

Tel 10468) 71041
Specialist Mr CRobinson

Specialist Me RBtice
GILLINGHAM

Tel 01 629 7600
Specialist Mr AHoughton

Tel 106021 252986
Specialist Mr JKirk

19 21 Corporation Street
Tel 021 632 63(13
BLACKHEATH

WHITEHAVEN
H C Elliot

D. E Hadaway & Son Ltd
9597 Watling Street

K J letsuresound
WIgmore Street

MANSFIELD

29 Lowther Street
Tel 109461 3671

Tel 10634) 50058

Tel 01 486 8263
Specialist Mt JGooey

Syd Booth
Tel 10623126 315

Tel
021 559
Specialist
Mr 1043
RToney

REW Audio Visual

Sp ecialist Mr TKyle

YORKSHIRE

230 Tottenham Court Road
Tel 01 580 1785

SOMERSET
YEOVIL

YORK
John Saville & Sons Ltd

KILMARNOCK
49. Foregate
Vennal

W2

Yeovil Audio

7Goodramgate

Tel 10563) 34826

Nusound
316'378 Edgware Rd

8Wyndham Street
Tel 109351 25430

Tel 01 724 0454
WC1
Specialist
Mr AAdam

Specialist Mr RCole

Tel 109041 25755
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BRING THIS ADVERT WITH YOU

All offers subject to stocks at time of going
to press , 18.79
being unsold.

THE LEADERS IN

CUT PRICE TAPES
Attach this advertisement to your order or bring it with you to claim these ULTRA SPECIAL DI COUNTS
C48

• Save re. .. pioxide
clime"
C60 eas
II
C90 £1.27

79p

88p ( 1.18 ( 1.59

99p

76p ( 1.11 ( 1.51
56p

78p £ 1.14

GENUINE NEW SUPFRCHROME AT APSEUDO•CHROME PRICE
Agin Superchrome - ( 1.26

BUY 10AGE)
STUDIO QUALITY AT PIER
PRICES & MX FOR 3C9OTAPE7
SUPER SOUND CASSETTES
Aliedide/

ONE C90 AGFA Studio

UM'

C60
C90
C120
85p £ 1.17 £ 1.61

FX-I Pure Ferrix
C46
C60
C90
(normal position) £99p £1.18 £1.63
FX-II Beridox
C46
C60
C90
(chrome position) £ 1:17 £ 130 £ 1.77

900
1200'
1800'
1200'
1800'
2400'
1800'
2400'
3600'
4200'
4200'

LP
LP
LP
DP
DP
DP
TP
TP
TP
Cine
NAB

PE36
PE36
PE36
PE46
PE46
PE46
PE66
PE66
PE66
PE36
PE36

e
maxell

KI920
AGM STUDI
O OLIALIT

Recommended by Aiwa • Abel
Alpha • Audiotronic • Beltek
Hanimee • JVC • M
NAO - Pioneer • Rotai • Sansui Teen • Toshiba Trio

5"
51 7"
5"
5¡'
7"
5"
5¡'
7'
1C4"
103"

Meet the Maxell Team
New Maxon UL
80p
UL C60
UL C90
Et.04
UL C120
(1.27
Maxon Ultra Dynamic
UD C46
£1.04
UD C60
£1.06
UD C90
£1.34
UD C120
rim

f1.63

Agfa PEM ( matt)

REEL-TO -REEL

Quality with every 3 Fuji
you buy at these prices.
Please ask when ordering.

C46
77p

C120

Agfa SFD1
Agfa Ferro Colour

I

FL
SUPER

C90

59p

Agfa Carat

bi irhids, lc Introductory Offer. Genuine C,09 at an
,
ii....edible sexing High Coerciyity, High Frequency Response. High Output, Low Print.
1hrough. Low Dropout NO RISK OFFER! If not
delighted return your Leda C,09 within 30 days
for alull cash refund.

FREE

C60

AGFA High Energy

E1.96
E2.25
£ 325
( 2.32
( 3.25
E4.02
E3.58

(
4.70

5"
7"
10r
lOr
5"
7"
104"
103'

900'
1800'
3600'
3600'
1200'
2400*
4200'
4200'

LP
LP
Cine
NAB
DP
DP
Cine
NAB

E2.73
£
£4.55
8.79
(10.63
(3.55
£5.96
£10.12
(12.14

£ 5.04
( 1143
E9.71

V.AT. INCREASE
PRICES INCLUDE VAT @ l5

BASF
SWICH SONY
C45
C60
C90
C120
73p
BASF LH
54p
(1.21
BASF Super
90p
(1.37
BASF Ferro Super I
£1.02
(1.21
£1.52
BASF C,0 2
£1 46
E190
BASF F. C,
Hitachi IN
82p
58p
95p
(1.14
Hitachi UD
El.58
El.26
Hitachi UD ER IUD XL II
(1.58
f126
Hitachi UD EX IUD XL III
Pyral HI Fl
70p
86p
f1.16
Pyral ° prune
E1.16
El.49
Pyral Superfernte
El 52
El . 95
ASK FOR ONE C90 OPTIMA FREE WITH EVERY
C90 OPTIMA OR SUPERFERRITE YOU BUY
• _
Scotch Master I
£1.34
(1.52
Scotch Master II
(1.59
f1.93
Scotch Master III
Et 60
f1.94
Sony LN
84P
TDK Dynamic
56p
65p
75p
TDK AD
(1.27
84p
92p
TDK OD
£1.10
1.58
TDK SA
(1.15
(1.65
TDK SA X
(1.55
(2.21

£1.21
(1.57
£1.81
(2.23

120
(1.54
(1.47

f1.18
(1.18
f1.74

REEL- TO - REEL

Mosel' UD XL'I
C60
C90
Maxell UD/XL/Il
C60
C90

(normal position)
£1.45
£1.82
(chrome position)
, ( 1.45
E1.82

Maxell UD/XL Reels
7" 1800 . LP
10'
3600' LP

f8•
43
£ 12.89

BASF LH
Black Boo Studio
TDK Audua
TOK Audua ¡ matt)
Memorex

7 LP 1800
7" DP 2400'
(4.53 ( 5.91
f2.12
f3.66
(4.42
£3,58

10" LP 3600'
£10.86
£12.24

VIDEO PHILIPS Format 14414i
VC 30/60 E9.18: VC 45/90 f9.96; VC 60/130 ( 13 20
VHS Format. VHS 60 ( 6.25; VHS 120 [8.37; VHS 180 £9.99
BETAMAX Format: 1500 ( 8.70: 1750 ( 11.34

All orders POST FREE - mail to: ESTUARY AUDIO, De t. HF , la HIGHBURY STN., HIGHBURY CORNER, LONDON N5.(Callers welcome)
LONDON EC2
LONDON N5
LONDON WC2
BIRMINGHAM
LEEDS
MANCHESTER3
BRISTOL
ESSEX
MASONS AVENUE
t 30 COLEMAN ST.
(01-606 4102)

HIGHBURY STATION
HIGHBURY CORNER
(01-607 0644)

LEICESTER SQUARE
STATION Ticket Hall
(Cranbourn St. Exit)
(01-439 9219.L .

BULL RING SUBWAY
(Moor St. Station exit
-off Open Market)
-_6111_17aL

FOTRONIX

INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
CARTRIDGES AND STYLI
GENUINE ARTICLE IN MAKERS BOX Post 25p
Cartridges with Styli
ADC ZLM
£57 14
ADC XLM Ill
£36•29
ADC VLM Ill
£25.04
AKG P8ES
£58 78
AKG POE .
£47 53
AKG P7E
£26 27
Goldring G900E
£17 33
G900SE/11
£38 79
Grado FCE + 1
£12 58
Grado F3E+ ..
£17 50
Grado F1 +
£37 50
Grado GI -F
£69 50
JVC 22-E ..
£38 33
JVC X2
£69 51
Ortolen
Concorde 30
[SO 60
Concorde 20
£38 44
LM30/30H
£44 48
LM20/20H
£32 20
M20FL Super
£53 30
M20E Super
£45 61
VMS20E 11 .
£33 50
FISE 11 ..
£21 09
FFI5E II ..
£14 95
Stanton BBIS
£66 55
Stanton 681EEE
£36 99
Stanton 680EE
£22 80
Stanton 500EE
£l5 20
Shure M75-65
£7 72
Shure M75E1 ..
£l2 83
Shure M7SED
£14 62
Shure M9SHE
£24 12
Shure M95E1 ..
£13 44
Shure M9SED
£19 58
Shure V15/111
£46 00
Shure V15/1V
£62 36
Soeur Blue Gold
£71 50

70

Replacement Styli
. £26 53
£18 35
VS 08
£35 78
£28 88
£14 57
£9 15
£11 76
£7 SO
£10 50
£22 50
£41 70
£37 50
£37 50

RSX
RSV
X8S
X8E
X7E
D140E
DI4OSE
FCE+
F3E-I- ..
F1
GI +
Z2E/ZI
X2/X1

D2OFL Super .. £ 32.59
020E Super .. £26.45
D2OE 1or II .. £20 32
N I5E Ior II .. £ 12 22
NF ISE 1or II .. £ 9 15
DOIS
[ 33 60
D68000EEE £ 18 80
0680 .. £ 13 99
D5100EE £ 10 40
N75-6 .. £ 5 26
N75E1 .. £8 18
N7SED
£ 11 76
N9SHE
£ 15 69
N95E1 .. £ 8 79
N9SED
[ IS 08
VN35E
£ 16 76
VN45HE £23 97
Sono: Blue Stylus £ 35 78

62 WELLINGTON ST.
(off City Square)

6VICTORIA STATION
APPROACH

29 DENMARK ST.
(Behind Hippodrome)

113 RECTORY GROVE
LEIGH- ON- SEA

(0532-444 692)
-

(061-832 4592)
-

(0272-290900)

(0702-712861)

-

-

MAIL ORDER: HOME AND EXPORT

105-113 LAWRENCE ROAD
LONDON N15 4ET PHONE 01-802-4131
Phone in with ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES ( Pi P 2312)
Ortofon MCIO
£39.49
Satin MI I7Z £40.84
Ortofon MC20
£58.66
Satin MI I7G
£61.28
Ortofon SL20E £44.00
Satin MI I7S ..
£98.08
Ortofon SL20Q £76.29
Satin M I8E £91.95
MCA 10 Preamp £61.76
Ultimo 10X .. £51.06
MCA 76 Preamp £88.68
Ultimo 20A .. £71.50
STM72 T'former £21.47
Ultimo 30A .. £ 102.17
MC10+ STM72 £55.59
Fidelity Research
Entré -Icartridge P.O.A.
FRI Mk II .. £ 56.40
Lentek Preamp
P.O.A.
FRI Mk 111F .. £81.52
Mayware MC- 2C £44.85
Mayware T'former£69.00
THOREAS TUKNYAWCES ( Carriage £5.00)
TD126 Mk III/C £227106
TD I
04 .. £81-27
TDI26 Mk 111/B/C £ 187.07
TD105
£ 97.62
TDI60 Mk II/B/C
..
£82.80
PICKUP ARMS AND ACCESSORIES
Hadcock GH228
£5510
SME Series Ill
£105•29
Hadcock Una& £ 9.20
SME Series 111/S £ 75.30
GH228 ' D' Type £81.75
Damper for 111/S £ 10.20
FormJla 4Mk III
P.O.A.
SME 3009 Fd Hd £ 57-24
ADC LMF-1
£64.35
SME 3009/S2 .. £ 62.36
ADC LMF-2 £ 70•53
FD200 Damper £ 17.38
ADC LMG-I Shell £ 4•60
S2 Headshell £ 5.62
Monitor Audio
Zerostat Pistol £ 6.34
record clamp £ 7.50
Discwasher SC- I
Monitor Audio Cable
stylus cleaner £ 3.89
Flat 3.6m pairs £ 14.26
C3Cleaner £6.66
Sm pairs .. £ 17.37
Disctraker arm
7•Sm pairs £ 25'30
damper .. £ 16.30
10m pairs £ 30.15
Gold Ens leads
Round 5m pairs £ 16.25
Phono 1m .. £ 5.88
10m pairs £ 28.37
Phono 2m .. £ 6•90
Lucas LV perm £ 1•33
GA " Soundisc" £ 11.80
S.E.S. speaker cables
Disk SE- 22 mat £ 12•99
5m per pair £ 15.95
Vac-O-Rec 11 .. £20.39
10m per pair £ 28.00
Decca sweep arm £559
QED 79 Std per m £ 0•60
Decca Brush £ 5•32
QED 42 Std per m £ 0.30
TDK head demag. £ 9.75
P. & P.: Arms, Vac-O-Rec, GA S'clis, Disk 22, Sound
Cables, Et 00; QED cable, 50p; Other items, 25p.

The New Empire EDR. 9
Phono Cartridge.

The improvement
in reproduction quality
is amazing.

Your phono cartridge, or stylus
assembly, is one of the most
important parts of your entire
audio system.
It's where the mechanical
information recorded in the groove
is turned into an electrical signal.
So if your cartridge isn't right,
nothing else is right.
When you bought your hifi
system, the turntable probably
came complete with its own
cartridge.
Agood cartridge, carefully
chosen by the manufacturer.
But not chosen by you.
And not making use of all the outstanding developments in stylus
and assembly design which Empire
has made in the last two years and
incorporated in the outstanding
new EDR.9.
For example, the LAC (Large Area
of Contact) stylus contour gives
better-than-ever tracking ability,
but witha pressure index of 0.9 on
the EIA Scale (hence the .9in the
name).This is 6times better than

conventional elliptical stylus
designs, and 4times better than
most of our advanced competitors'
models,. Low pressure, of
course, means better response to
details in the music and less wear
on both stylus and groove.

Contact area
of ordinary
Elliptical
Diamond. -

Larger contact
area of LAC
Diamond.

Many cartridges on the market,
including some very expensive
ones, suffer from resonance effects,
where the stylus, at its resonant
frequencies, tends to build up
movement greater than the
amplitude of the groove waveform
itself. This is bad for the stylus, bad
for the groove, and very bad indeed
for the quality of reproduction.
Another important technical
advance is the ' tuned stylus' design
which virtually cuts out resonance

effects. These and other technical
improvements are described
in more detail in our new EDR.9
leaflet.
Write for acopy or ask your dealer.
At Empire, an essential part of our
research team is the expert listening
panel which joins in at all stages of
development. Our listeners found
the EDR.9 performance ' amazing:
We believe you will too.

EDR.9 comes in abeautifully
machined plastic enclosure, completc
with mounting hardware, screwdrivcr,
bottle of stylus cleaning fluid, and
stylus cleaning brush.

Hayden Laboratories Ltd Hayden House Churchfield Road Chalfont St. Peter Bucks SL9 9EW England
Telephone: Gerrards Cross (02813) 88447 Telex: 849469 (HAYLAI3.G)

EIVPIFE

Headquarters: Garden City, New York, USA.

In the beginning there were the Wharfedales E50 and E70.
They sounded dramatically different from anything that had gone before. And they looked it. Then there was
the E30, their smaller ( but no shyer) offspring. From its compact dimensions issued amind-blowing 111dB at 1metre,
even in anechoic conditions.
Were our engineers satisfied? Not abit of it.
The new Wharfedale E90 is everything that the smaller Es are, but more so. And it's just as much at home in the
studio, as it is at home.
Its two 250mm bass drivers are equivalent to one 380mm unit, but provide better dispersion and higher power
handling. Each has its own impedance- compensated crossover, to stop the other interfering with it.
And in case you ever doubted it, the E90 is incredibly efficient. Even 1watt produces 95dB at 1metre; yet the
E90 safely handles amplifiers of up to 200 watts. It has handles, too- and wheels- to help you move it around. When

it's not moving you around. In the Wharfedale tradition, E9Os sound good. as well as loud. Computer optimisation,
atechnique pioneered by us, gives them the best possible bass performance for their size and efficiency.
And the combination of big magnets and Eght cones provides asuperb transient performance. The E9Os look
powerful with their aluminium rings and contour controls, and their fishnet grilles.
They're living proof that if all power corrupts, absolute power is even nicer.
Pleèse send me the W'lartedale ESeries brochure

Name
HN 10

Address

SERIES

P,,st t,,

WHARFEDALE.BRITAIN'S MOST FAMOUS SPEAKERS.
Idle Bradford lork.VIrrt BDIO8Sf Pr.trrhuted In Ireland b‘

\ Brother , Lrmited SI 1,mo% \ en Road \\

q Tel 42 3%.,

MI MI MI

MI Mill
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Akai AA 1125 Receiver

25 watts RMS.
RRP£149.72

Whatever standard of Hi Fi
excellence you're aiming at,

/

there's always one limiting factor.
Money. Everyone has a budget,

31
.

•lb lb

so at Hardmans our aim is to
squeeze the maximum

1

Our Price £ 109.00

The second way is to ensure you
spread your budget properly.
It's a common fault to spend too

Dolby, timer switch, bias and

much on, say, your amplifier,
because then it means sacrificing
quality on your other equipment,
wasting the amplifier
performance. We'll make sure all

the total system. Also, we'll make

REMEMBER THE REST SOUND IS GUARANTEED
FOR aYEARS
«9 III,*
PARTS AND
lee.
LABOua AT

11

saving.

I.,

I

Hitachi HA 330 Amplifier
A powerful 40 watts RMS per channel
with no more than 0.03% THD.
Full dubbing facilities.
Inverted Darlington OCL circuit.
Excellent Value.
REP £ 141.90
Our Price89.90
£

Form to:

1

Our Price £ 194.00

Rotel RD 187 Cassette Deck + Dolby
RRP£113.44
Our Price £89.50

Altai AJ 350L
Radio Cassette
MW/LW/FM. Auto
Frequency Control
for stable FM.
Built-in condenser
microphone. 3 watts
RMS for good volume with
minimum distortion.
RRP £82.85 Our Price/48.90
Leak 3000 Headphones
Top quality
all-round-you sound.
Frequency response
20Hz-20kHz
RRP £34 97 Our Price £ 19.90

MI

1111 IN

IM

Name
(Payable to Hardman Radio)

packaging and Insurance All goods delivered by Securicor

Or debit my Access Barclaycard No

Full refund should we be out of stock of item re quire d

74

RRp &yew

Hitachi D8150 Cassette Deck
Double Dolby 3 head system.
Air damped cassette eject
3 position bias switch
REP 1.259.00
Our Price £149.90

Hardman Radio Mail Order Dept. H111079. 33, Dale Street, Liverpool L2 2HF .
Mail Order Action Line: 051-236 2716/2717/2828

Ienclose a total remittance of A

Lignature

1

Yamaha CR 880 Receiver
AM/FM. 35 watts RMS.
RR,P £408.39
Our Price £239.00

MI MI

Description of goods required

• please add £ 4 50 per item
(1.1X Mainland only)

1

r1

Yamaha CR 830 Receiver
AM/FM. 50 watts RMS.

stylus replaced
before the end of its
life Is a waste of money. Bring it in to any
Hardmans store, where we will check it
microscopically. - FREE.

all
nail Order

0

Rotel IX 803 Receiver.Now less
than half price. 75 watts RMS per
channel. Incredible FM sensitivity.
ER? £428.31
Our Price £199.00

MD
'
A
R
YR
T
ED
A
:RA

A worn stylus
can ruin a
valuable record
collection.On
the other hand. a

1111/1

ii i ;is 05 .05 : eaoè. iS /3

Rotel RX 603 Receiver
AM/FM Full dubbing facilities.
Filters and loudness controls.
2 x 50 watts R,MS.
RFLP£355.55
Our Price 3179.00

Our Price £ 174.50

Hitachi HA5300 Amplifier
60 watts RMS
REP 1.229.90
Our Price £149.00

t)

APPROVA L

ll

111111
41

the above two JVC units at an extra

At Hardmans, we won't just sell

equalisation switches + cue/review
RRP £ 142.57
Our Price £89.90

l k

An exclusive Hardmans offer, buy

you Hi Ti equipment. We'll sell
you the best sound you can afford.

SE A14

Lux 1030
Receiver. 30 watts RMS
AM/FM tuner section of
breathtaking clarity.
REP £287.43
Our Price £149.90

JVC JT-V31 Stereo Tuner
AM/FM, with PLL, MPX, FM
Linear dial and FM muting.
Perfectly matches the JAS 31
amplifier
Our Price £39.90

sure all the units you buy are
compatible with each other.

Our Price £99.90

Technics RS M10 Cassette Deck
+ Dolby
Our Pricei mn.go

Toshiba PC 3060 Cassette Deck

>

the units you buy are balanced,
so maximising the performance of

RRP£131 57

dill111111111 11111111111111

JVC JAS 31 Amplifier
Outstanding 45 watts RMS amp
with 5 position modes switch.
Our Price 8.89.90

performance from every pound
you spend. The first way we do it
is to buy in tremendous quantity
and pass on the savings.

Pioneer CT? 800 Cassette Deck
+ Dolby

Akai AA 1135 Receiver
35 watts RMS.
REP £176.00
Our Price £ 139.00

tf

MU MI all I

-•-

121
1
7;`1'.:E .
1
:;

Address

-

E

Please send me latest price list.

1

IMMMM
Altai 17aa Reel-to-Reel. A tape
deck. Amplifier, speaker
system. Equally perfect as an
independent tape recorder,
internal speakers and amplifier.
RRP £264 19
Our Price £189.90

Technics SL 5300 Turntable. Fully
automatic Special Hardmans price
with perfectly matched Ortofon
VMS20E cartridge.
RRP £233.67
OurPrice £ 183.90
Goodmans 1038 Loudspeakers
3- way system 60 watts RMS
Our Price £109.00
KEY Corelli Loudspeakers 10 - 35
watts HMS
P.O.A.
Km,Celeste Loudspeakers 10 35 watts RMS
P.O.A.
KEY Concorde Loudspeakers
10 - 70 watts RMS
P.O.A.

Pioneer PL518 Turntable
A very popular turntable, belt-driven
with aperformance well beyond the
price. Manual operation.
Wow-and-flutter 0.06%.
RRP£68.81
Our Price £49.90
Special price with matched Ortofon
FF15E II cartridge.
£59.90

Leak 3020 Loudspeakers
12 - 25 watts RMS
Our Price £89.00

i..:-...::

II

Leak 3030
Loudspeakers.
12 - 35 watts RMS
Twin bass midrange
drive units. Good bass
and crisp midrange Our Price £98 00
Leak 3080 Loudspeakers. 12 - 60
watts RMS
Our Price t119.00

Morena
TD 110 Turntable
Strobe pitch control, shock-proof
jewel- mounted tone arm and
smoked dust cover.
RRP £ 155.22
Our Price £89.90
Special price with matched Ortofon
VMS20E cartridge
RRP£194.72
Our Price £ 114.80

Leak 3080 Loudspeakers
12 - 90 watts RMS
Our Price £ 198.00
Leak 3090 Loudspeakers
Lo
111
Magnificent bass and astonishing
clarity across the whole audible
spectrum. 15- 150 watts RMS
Our Price £348.00
Mission 710 Loudspeakers 10 - 40
P.O.A.
watts RMS RRP£148 19
Mission 770 Lo
Loudspeakers 20 - 125 Il
watts RMS RRP £364 85

Mordaunt Short Signifier
Loudspeakers. 25 250 watts
RMS per channel
_
Technics SL 5200 Turntable
Semi-automatic, quartz- phase
locked Direct Drive
RRP £ 178.04
Our Price £ 129.00

P.O.A.

Mordaunt Short Pageant
Loudspeakers. 15-50 watts RMS
per channel
P.O.A

II

P.O. A

Special Purchase:
Shure M96ED cartridge £ 16.90
Ortofon V7IISA0 cartridge £28.90
Shure NI75ED cartridge £ 10 90 I
Ortofon IFF1SE cartridge £ 10.90
All fitted to TREE Nagaoka Headshell

Major Stockists of all that's best in Hi Fi:
• A.R. • A.D.C. • Akal • Aiwa • Audiomaster • Audio Pro
• Castle Acoustics • Celest,ion • Denon • Dual • Eumig
• Ferrograph • Gale • Garrard • Goodmans • Harman Kardon
• Hitachi • I.M.F. • J.V.C. • K.E.F. • K.L.H. • Leak • Lentek
• Lux • Mission • Monitor Audio • Mordaunt-Short • Nakamichi
• Neal • Panasonic • Pioneer • Quad • Revox • J. Rogers • Rotei
• Tannoy • Tandberg • Teac • Technics • Thorens • Trio
• Wharfedale • Yamaha • Accessories • Anemia • Beyer • BASF
• Casio • Empire • Koss • Micro Acoustics • Ortofon • Q.E.D.
• Sennheiser • Milty Products • Zercstat • Q.A.S. • Metrosound
• Fidelity Fastenings•B.S.R.• Agfa • Maxell * Fuji/ Soundguard • T.D.K.

Export Enquiries Welcome
Hours of business Monday 9-6pm. Tuesday 10.30-6pm. Wednesday 9-6pm.
Thursday 9-8pm. Friday 9-6pm. Saturday 9-6pm.
Prices include VAT at 15.5 and correct at the time of going to press
19-21 Corporation Street. Birmingham Tel: 021-632 6303
The Forum. Northgate St chester Tel: ( 0244) 317667
33 Dale Street, Liverpool Tel 051-236 2828
St Mary's Gate, Market Street. Manchester Tel: 061-832 6087
Guild Hall Arcade. Preston Tel. ( 0772) 59264
58 Leopold Street, Sheffield Tel ( 0742) 750971
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Talk to the helpful Hal people

Graphic Equalizers
A range of equalizers by the largest specialist manufacturers
in this field. All models feature octave equalization independently on two channel, ± 12db each octave, and zero gain
controls. They may be conveniently connected via a tape
monitor circuit, or alternat'vely between a pre and power
amplifier.

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2204
The most popular model, fitted with a walnut cabinet, front
panel finished in satin gold. Now with front panel tape
E.Q. £ 199

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2205 -600

Features 600 ohm output for studio or PA use; plus LED's
for visual indication of channel balance. Supplied in black,
rack mounting format.
Also features front panel
19
switching for tape equalization. £226

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2209 -600
Similar format to 2205, but features balanced input and
output with XLR connectors. £319

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2217
The ultimate pre- amp equalizer featuring full octave equalization together with cne of the most highly rated pre- amps
available. £337

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN MA5002
New

Class

H vari-porticnal

power amplifier.

250 watts

RMS per channel. Power meters. £399
ABOVE PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

Rew Audio Visual Co.
114-116 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
Tel: 01-240 3386/7
230 Tottenham Court Road, London W1.
Tel: 01-637 2624;5.
Mail Orders and literature from: REVV House, ( Dept HFN)
1G-12 High Street, Colliers Wood, London SW19.
Tel: 01-540 9684/5/6.

1 fact:
1dramatic freedom
from distortion comes to a
mid-priced cartridge:
the new Shure M95HE...
HARMONIC AND INTERMODULATION
DISTORTION FOR M95 CARTRIDGE
WITH VARIOUS TIP SHAPES

56%

56%

3 5%
31%

an affordable, audible improvement
One of the critically acclaimed advances
introduced in Shure's incomparable V15 Type IV
pickup is its revolutionary and unique
distorfion-reducing Hyperelliptical stylus. Now,
you can enjoy this standard of sound purity in a
new, essentially flat frequency response, light
tracking, high trackability cartridge that will not tax
your budget: the new Shure Model M95HE.

the Hyperelliptical stylus tip

SPHERICAL

E

HYPERBOLIC

BIRACIAL

Second harmonic clstortion
Average both channels, 8 kHz.
5 cm/see peak recorded velocity

HYPERELLIPTICAL
Intermodulation distortion
Average both channels.
1kHz/1 5 kHz

a measurable drop in distortion
As a result of the optimized contact area of the
Hyperelliptical tip, both harmonic 'distortion
(white bars in graph above) and
intermodulation distortion ( black bars) are
dramatically reduced.

upgrade your present M95

BIRADIAL ELLIPTIC,.}
STYLUS SUCH AS
IN MINED

HyPE RELL ,PTC Al
STYLUS
THE MNE

The Hyperelliptical nude diamond tip
configuration represents a significant advance in
tip design for stereo sound reproduction. As the
figures show, its "footprint" ( represented by black
oval) is longer and narrower than the traditional
Biradial ( Elliptical) tip-groove contact area.
Because the Hyperelliptical footprint geometry is
narrower than both the Biradial and long- contact
shapes such as the Hyperbolic, it is pre-eminent
for reproduction of the stereo-cut groove.

If you already
have aShure M95 Series Cartridge, you can improve
its freedom from distortion right up to the standards of
the new M95HE cartridge simply by equipping it with
aModel N95HE stylus. The cost is extraordinarily low
—yet the difference in sound will be immediately
apparent. Takes only seconds to install— requires no
tools whatsoever.

M95HE cartridge &
NeFIE stylus

A

e—um=e

Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU
Telephone: Maidstone ( 0622) 59881

76

Bose 601 Speakers.
Unbeatable.

The Bose 60r loudspeaker looks, works and sounds very
different from any conventional floor standing
speaker. Ask your dealer to give you ademonstration
and you'll soon hear what we mean.
Alternatively, come and see us in action
at one of our rallycross events. Send
today for details of the Bose 601
e'e ee
Speakers, together with afree Bose
Car Sticker and list of team events.
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BETT1ER SOUND THROUGH RESEARCH
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FOR BEST PRICES & SERVICES

EALING T.V. & HI-FI

Goodwins

or

THE Hi-Fi,TV & VIDEO SPECIALISTS
Telephone:
567

579 3718
8703 or

or
579

4258

SONY
Bang & Olufsen

Telephone:

888

0077

ARE YOU BEING

CHEATEDP
Chances are, half the equipment advertised in this
magazine consists of out-of-date models.

The

pace of change of equipment is so fast that WE

IN1 Technics

AIWA

WOULD ADVISE YOU TO CONSULT US—ONE
OF THE LEADING HI-FI, VIDEO & TV DEALERS
—about the latest models.

A STRAIGHT DEAL AT VERY
COMPETITIVE PRICES.

We are officially appointed dealers for:
Aiwa,

Yamaha

Akai,

Bang &

Celestion, Grundig*,
JVC, Linn

Olufsen,

Bose,

Hitachi,

IMF, JR,

Sondek*, Lecson,

Michell*,

Mitsubishi, Ortofon, Pioneer, Quad, Radford*,

Sansui,

Technics,

JVC

From us you will get

Sony,

Sugden*,

Transcriptor*,

TDK,

Wharfedale,

Yamaha.
*Available at " GOODWINS" branch only.

VERY LOW PRICES—
MAXELL, SONY, TDK CASSETTES

TO: EALING T.V. & Hi -Fi (Dept HFN)
THE PADDOCKS, POPES LANE, LONDON WS.

TO. GOODWINS ( Dept HFN)
7 THE BROADWAY, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN,
LONDON N22.

Please supply prices on the following:

Please supply prices on the following:

NAME

NAME

ADDRESS

ADDRESS
(Please enclose stamped. addressed envelope)

(Please enclose stamped, addressed envelope)

EALING: OPEN Monday to Saturday. 9.30 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
Nearest tube station: South Ealing— Piccadilly Ire.

GOODWINS: OPEN Tuesday to Saturday. 9.00 a.m.-S.30 p.m.
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY
Nearest tube station: Wood Green— Piccadilly line.
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What aGrado cartridge does in this arm

1111M

L

•

... aGrado does just as well in this arm.
Grado Laboratory Series cartridges have
quickly earned an enviable reputation for
their open, uncoloured music reproduction.
Reviewers and serious listeners agree
that Grado cartridges really do sound
'cleaner'. More realistic.
But equally good news is that Grado cartridges are not especially critical of arm matching.
Of course a universal tone arm like the
superb SME series III (top picture) is capable
of extracting the best performance from
almost any cartridge. It's a must for fragile,
high compliance types.
Grado Laboratory Series cartridges employ a low compliance cantilever assembly
which makes them eminently suitable for
most popular tone arms.
And that means every Grado in a range
costing from around £14 to over £ 70.
A tone arm like the Pioneer shown above
is highly recommended for high quality, low
compliance cartridges.
Now experts will tell you this is vitally
important, as the proper relationship between
arm and cartridge will prevent miss- tracking
and susceptibility to acoustic feedback.
It will also ensure the rest of your system
receives asignal of correct tonal balance.
Tight bass and extended top end!

Only Grado cartridges feature the unique
Flux Bridger principle, an efficient design
which overcomes many of the electromechanical distortion products of modern cartridges.
They are also very light, and of course
the less weight the arm and cartridge present
to the stylus the better its ability to trace
valuable information.
And remember, transient information lost
at the first stage of reproduction cannot be
retrieved later.
So insist on Grado.

ÇRAdO

LABORATORY SERIES

Would you chance your arm with anything else?
IMP
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'Please send me details of the Grado Laboratory
'Series and the name of my nearest dealer.
Name
Address

Turntable
Transonic Imports ( Acoustical) Ltd.,
Brooks Court, Stamford. Lincs.

t

BLACK TULIP

The BlackTulip range has already been hailed by HiFi
specialists throughout Britain as setting anew high.
Because Black Tulip has been designed and constructed
on asimple philosophy. Aim for the top, and no compromise.
That's apretty big claim. But ask any of the HiFi specialists shown on the following pages how they rate BlackTulip.
They agree it's in a
league of its own.
Now it your turn.

-)BLPGK
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JOHN WELLS
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDS

FI

John Wells Photo & Audio Ltd.,
Y
44 London Road, Lowestoft, Suffolk.,11 'BMX RIP

KJ Leisuresound,
48 Wigmore Street.
London W1.

Stamford
HiFi Centre
Stamford Hi Fi Centre,
Rodger & Green ( Hi Fi) Ltd.,
9Red Lion Square,
Stamford, Lincolnshire.

'RAM 11LP

KJ Leisuresound,
101 St. Albans Road,
Watford, Herts.

KJ Leisuresound,
53 Fleet Street,
London EC4.

Gordon F-arrance
dr

Tavistock Hi- Fi,
21-23 Tavistock Street,
Bedford, Bedfordshire.

7
IL-

TTUF

RAC

VA V

TAPE RECORDER CENTRE

Tape Recorder Centre,
70-72A Churchgate,
Leicester, Leicestershire. U)

KJ Leisuresound,
89 London Road,
Croydon, Surrey.

soundevis on

KJ Leisuresound,
340 Station Road,
Harrow, Middlesex.

Anglia Sound & Vision,
23 Queensway,
Stevenage, Herts.

82

RAO( IlUP

SPALDINGS
)
4
J
ELECTRICAL LTD
Spaldings Electrical Ltd.,
354 Lower Addiscombe Road,
Croydon, Surrey.

C
F1_:)RDHAM'S
Fordham's,
141 High Street,
Dovercourt, Essex.

V'
BLACX RAP

FÇ
IRDHAM'S
rt.

Limited supplies available from:

BLACK TUUP

MICK RIP

ANGLIA

Martin's Hi Fi Centre,
125 Stoke Newington High Street, .(
London N16 OPH.
EtPCX RIP

Fordham's,
9Crouch Street,
Colchester, Essex.

•

i
\r•
BLAC> RIP

ceYdeid-td
Hz-Fz

FÓI
RDHAM'S

V

KJ Leisuresound,
278 High Street,
Uxbridge, Middlesex.

Rase blnision • HiFi • Vidul • TV Rentals

Gordon Farrance,
67 Grosvenor Road,
Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

A

BlackTulip Dealers

Fordham's,
43 Buttermarket,
Ipswich, Suffolk.

FUCK MP

KETTERING
111-F1 CENTRE

Peter Anson Ltd:

Kettering Hi Fi Centre,
Rodger & Green ( Hi -Fi) Ltd.,
68 Stamford Road,
Kettering, Northants.
JI)FLIOt RAP

Peter Anson Ltd.,
523 Alfreton Road,
Bobbers Mill,
Nottingham.

ir

,
r;

JCV Hi -Fi, 8/9 Sheep Street,
Stratford-upon-Avon,
Warwickshire.
U 4ILICIt TILF

BACK 111/P

Photocraft Hi - Fi,
40 High Street,
Ashford, Kent.

Nottingham Hi Fi Centre,
156 Alfreton Road,
,y. )
Nottingham, Nottinghamshire.

ctelumeti
eetthami

Vat5tgate fit fi Co.,

lElje Iji fi 'hop 011obetibb„
The Hi Fi Shop ( Dover) Ltd.,
43 High Street,
Dover, Kent.

r
Rua

Rushden Hi Fi Centre,
Rodger & Green ( Hi Fi) Ltd.,
14 Church Street,
y(
Rushden, Northants.

NOTTINGHAM Photocraft
HI-FI CENTRE

JCVHI-F11

Francis of Streatham,
169-173 Streatham High Road,
London SW16.
Ku

Rushden
Hi-Fi Centre

UP

Westgate Hi Fi,
2Station Road West,
Canterbury, Kent.

rup

•

Cud:lees

Maidstone Hi-Fi
Maidstone Hi -Fi,
77 King Street,
Maidstone, Kent.

Buckland's,
41-49 London Road,
Derby, Derbyshire.

w1CMIARM -IiTIM -Igier

Teleview Ltd.,
52c High Street,
Southend-on-Sea, Essex.

W

Hi-Fi Western

Witney Audio
Witney Audio,
29 Corn Street,
Witney, Oxon.

Hi Fi Western,
Cambrian Way,
Newport, Gwent.

MERROW
SOUND LTD

JAMES BEAM LTD

Merrow Sound Ltd.,
21-22 Tunsgate,
Guildford, Surrey.

James Beattie Ltd.,
Warwick Road,
Solihull, Midlands.

Eurx

FJ1P

JAMES BEATTIE LTD

111F

James Beattie Ltd.,
37 Newland Walk,
Grosvenor Centre, Northampton.

Limited supplies available from:

BlackTulip Dealers
83

HiFi Studios

JAMES BEATFIE LTD
James Beattie Ltd.,
71 Victoria Street,
,
1
(
Wolverhampton, Midlands. \

nm ,

P. W. Hill & Co. Ltd.
P. W. Hill & Co. Ltd.,
22/24 Lower High Street,
Wednesbury, Midlands. 'RIO ,ULF

Hi Fi Studios,
20 Lonsdale Street,
g
Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire.

r
inHIGH

URE

FIACX RAP

Norman H. Field

Pure Sound II,
130 Warwick Road, /
Acocks Green, Birmingham.

Hocken Sound Ltd.,
1193-5 Pershore Road,
Stirchley, Birmingham.

.

MIRECT,;;e7FaTUN
FIFFI

BLCIOUP

./, JEFFRIES

witha leputatiori".7- fiesountiachice

Direct Vision ( Ferndown) Ltd.,
125-129 Victoria Road, (' ,
Bournemouth, Dorset. ,'

II

FID ELITY •,•,••

HOCKEN SOUND
LIMITED

•42,•
‘G' C
Norman H. Field Hi - Fi,
Albany House, ' '
35 Hurst Street, Birmingham. j1

r

JOUND

Q

Jeffries Hi Fi,
1Albert Parade,
Green Street, Eastbourne, Sussex.'

BLACK TULIP

81XX RAP

GODDEN S. CURTIS

Watts Radio
Complete Audio Systems

Godden & Curtis,
Greenhill, /7.
Sherborne, Dorset.
M )

Complete Audio Systems
Complete Audio Systems,
3Marine Court,
St. Leonards-on-Sea, "7
Hastings, Sussex. ,„,,,,,,,,

AERCO
Aerco,
27 Chobham Road,
Woking, Surrey.

f

BLACK TUIP
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Watts Radio,
1West Street,
Somerton, Somerset. \)

Complete Audio Systems,
32 Grove Road,
Eastbourne, Sussex.

RA >

TIV

TEMPLETON TV LTD.
Templeton TV,
Staines Road,
Hounslow, Middlesex.

i'V

1\ '

n.,

0chappell
Chappells,
New Bond Street,
London W1.

/
i
(

U SLOCLIP

TW

TEMPLETON TV LTD.
Templeton TV,
53 King Street Parade,
Twickenham, Middlesex. (

HOLT

HIGH

FIDELITY

Holt Hi -Fi,
8Portland Street,
Swansea, Glamorgan.

Limited supplies available from:

BlackTulip Dealers

EUCIOUP

V

Ralph Hales
Ralph Hales
154 Worcester Road,
Malvern, Worcestershire.

BLCMILIF

Tele-Elec Services
Tele-Elec. Services,
Caroline Street,
Bridgend, Glamorgan.

RIP '
up

HEW Audio
Visual Co
REW Audio Visual Co.,
230 Tottenham Court Road,
London W1.

MILFORD
AUDIO
CENTRE LTD.

Reph Hales

Milford Audio,
Robert Street,
Milford Haven, Dyfed.

Ralph Hales Hi Fi,
24 Pittville Street,
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire.

Merrow
Sound Ltd
Merrow Sound Ltd.,
28 Queen Street,
Horsham, Sussex.

\

te

Harrods Ltd.,
Brompton Road,
Knightsbridge, SW1.

WOULIP

EIL.OtrULF

REW Audio
LEWIS & Co Ltd
Visual Co
REW Audio Visual Co.,
Charing Cross Road,
London WC2.

Lewis & Co. Ltd.,
45 High Street,
Stroud, Gloucestershire.

avortIP

Peter Scott
LEWIS & Co Ltd
(Exeter) Ltd
Lewis & Co. Ltd.,
The Green, Stonehouse,
Gloucester, Gloucestershire.

Peter Scott ( Exeter) Ltd.,
76 South Street,
Exeter, Devon.

Rediffusion
(South West) Ltd

Rediffusion
(South West) Ltd

Rediffusion (South West) Ltd
12 Cornwall Street,
Plymouth, Devon.

BACK RAP

Rediffusion ( South West) Ltd.,
8Guildhall Shopping Centre, fv7
Exeter, Devon.

Green Bros of Bath

Sheeeldgowidaeibie

Green Bros. of Bath,
19 New Bond Street,
Bath, Avon.

Sheffield Sound Centre,
101 Ecclesall Road,
Sheffield 11, Yorkshire.

f..

Rediffusion
(South West) Ltd
Rediffusion ( South West) Ltd.,
16 High Street,
Winchester, Hampshire.

LEON

SMALLWOOD

IIIIIIMINGIRIIP1111118
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Mr. L. Smallwood,
Cathedral Studio & Camera Shop,
4Kirkgate,
V.
Ripon, N. Yorks. HG41PA.

Limited supplies available from:

BlackTulip Dealers
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ligO BRADFORD
lili
J. H. Letchford Ltd.,
75-79 Market Street,
Droylesden,
Manchester M35 6DD.

%

S

V
IMO,rue

r. BENFELL L
TD

0

Misons,
.
11 Warwick Road,
i
f'8.ne
Carlisle, Cumbria CA11DH.

Peter Scott
(Torquay) Ltd
Peter Scott ( Torquay) Ltd.,
Torhill House,
Higher Union Street,
Torquay.

N

New Dawn Hi -Fi Centre, .
Ç
1-3 Castle Street,
OXXIIAP
Chester, Cheshire.

CBruce Miller
C. Bruce Miller,
22-28 Loch Street,
Aberdeen, Aberdeenshire. 'Luau,

%IL

VEN NAL A.V.

Vennal Audio,
The Arcade,
115 High Street,
Ayr, Ayrshire.

'
RAWL&

Audio Corner,
Portland Street,
Southport, Lancashire.

HI- El EQUIPMENT

F. Benfell Ltd.,
78 Westfield Road
(Ansdell Road), .
Blackpool,
Lancashire FY1 6NX.

Auld.°

the hi-fi centre

Projects
.
ORICK ALP

The Hi Fi Centre,
Green Lane, .
Wilmslow, Cheshire, f
Lancashire.
'
RAOUL,

W Foster 8a Son
W. Foster & Son,
32 Main Street,
Distington, Workington, f
Cumbria. '

El/001.1P

R. N (
CLEARTONE) LTD.

R. N. ( Clear-tone) Ltd.,
166 Blackburn Road,
Bolton, Lancashire BL1

Concord
Concord,
41-43 St. John's Square,
Perth, Perthshire.

BLACK TULIP

f

i
f
, LAPOOLIP

Jardine & Malcolm
Jardine & Malcolm,
75 English Street,
Dumfries, Dumfrieshire. L.,

H
H F

HOLBIJRNI HI FI LTD
Holburn Hi -Fi,
445 Holburn Street,
Aberdeen, Aberdeenshire.

fRADI ALP

AUDIO AIDS
(EDINBURGH) LTD
Audio Aids ( Edinburgh) Ltd.,
52 George Street,
Edinburgh, Midlothian.

Limited supplies available from:

B.„T„, BlackTulip Dealers
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''Euorup

THE TRANSISTOR CENTRE ( Wilmslow) LTD

f)Euouur

f

f

\tirde

RADIO • TELEVISION

Audio Projects,
45 Headingley Lane,
Leeds 6, Yorkshire.

hirg

re,DAvy

Erricks' of Bradford,
Fotosonic House,
Rawson Square, Bradford,
Yorkshire BD1 3JR. (roue TULIP

.

fl00,,ILF

HiFi Limited

Simply HiFi

Simply HiFi

The Soundwise People

The Soundwise People

Simply Hi Fi,
7Mill Street,
Prospect Centre,
Hull.

Avon Hi Fi,
13 Wyle Cop,
Shrewsbury.

Simply Hi Fi,
9Flemingate,
Beverley.

f

El./CX 1ULF

LLP

1I 118 I i•t111
Select Product Specialist

Taylor's Musical of Nuneaton Ltd.,
118/119 Abbey Street,
Nuneaton, Warwickshire.

AudioGraphic,
16 Church Street,
Hereford.

BAN 11/1"

Robert Smith,
156A Buchanan Street,
Glasgow, Lanarkshire.

R N (
CLEARTONE) LTD

University Audio

R. N. ( Clear-tone) Ltd.,
52 Drake Street,
Roch iale, Lancs.

University Audio,
1-3 Peas Hill,
Cambridge.

41
11)1E1JOULIP
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CBS DEVELOPMENT

CBS Development,
128 St. Johns Precinct,
Liverpool 11 1

ligdrovolt
(Penzance)
Hydrovold ( Penzance),
91 Market Jew Street,
Penzance.

Selfridges

BLACK

W.]. Taylor ( Music) Limited,
126-130 Hawthorn Road,
Kingstandin&
Birmingham.

BLACK TULIP

leJOITUP

Hydrovolt ( Helston),
32 Meneage Street,
Helston.

Selfridges,
Oxford Street,
London W.1.

WI Taylor (Music) Limiied
11

%dirt/I/Olt
(Helston)

BOOM"

Grimsby Hi Fi Centre,
71 Cartergate, Grimsby. IV.,

GRIFFIN RADIO

EUO, flit I

Griffin Radio,
Bristol Street,
Birmingham.

Houlden Hi-Fi

Houlden Hi-Fi,
Morgan Arcade,
Cardiff.

Limited supplies available from:

TUUP

BlackTulip Dealers
87

MODEL CS-8Top of the range,

MODEL CS- 6Avery

3way. 3speaker system that incorporates
woofer, midrange driver and tweeter.
Performance is outstanding with sound
being driven through aspecially designed
wire mesh structure that ensures optimum
penetration and clarity. Power handling
capacity is amighry 25 watts.

co- axial dual cone speaker with ahefty
10 oz ceramic magnet that will deliver
an immense range of sound from an input
of up to 20 watts. Due to the co- axial unit
low bass and high treble frequencies are
clear and precise.

high powered

MODEL CS-4A handsomely styled

MODEL CS- 2A super slim

speaker featuring a7oz magnet for
stable performance and apower handling
capacity of 20 watts. Specially designed
wire mesh grille improves sound dispersion.

quality single cone speaker that requires
only 2.6 cm for in- door flush mounting, yet
has apower handling capacity of 10 watts
and delivers impressive performance.

high

CH-50 In-car Hi -Fi 50 watt Booster Equaliser System
MODEL CH- 50

This is acomplete

system for those who want the ultimate
in in- car Hi -Fi. : tincludes apowerful
50 watt booster with graphic
equalising section and two very high
quality flush mounting speakers.
The booster uni«: is simply connected
between your existing car stereo
cassette and/or radio player and the
speakers supplied, to produce an
outstanding sound reproduction
system that offers comparable
performance to in- home Hi- Fi.
Power output is not only boosted to an
amazing 50 watts but finely controlled
by seven graphic equalising controls that allow you to alter the sound's tonal qualities to
suit the characteristics of your vehicle.
The internal circuitry of the booster unit is such that volume and balance remain within the
control of the cassette or radio while ten red LED indicators instantaneously register how
much power is being delivered to the speakers.
The pair of dual cone loudspeakers that are included in the system are designed to
perfectly match and enhance the CH- 50 booster unit. They will handle sustained levels of
power and offer s':able and precise performance over awide frequency spectrum.

WITH
PAIR
OF
MATCHING
SPEAKERS

RAP

£69.76

IKC VAT

TYPICAL PRICE •

£54.95

CH- 30 In-car Hi -Fi 30 watt Booster System
MODEL CH-30 This is acomplete
system featuring acompact under- dash
booster with matching high quality
flush mounting loudspeakers.
When simply connected to any in- car
stereo cassette and/or radio it upgrades
your system to in- car hi-fi - providing a
more powerful and pure sound than is yet
obtainable with any in- car stereo system.
Power output is boosted up to an
incredible 30 watts and is delivered
through the pair of dual cone loudspeakers
provided, which carry 20 oz ferrite
magnets and offer superb performance
and power handling capacity.
Volume and balance remain within the
control of the radio or cassette but bass and
treble response can be more finely adjusted
with the aid of two calibrated slider

WITH PAIR OF
MATCHING
SPEAKERS

RH?

[41.81

INC 1,1

TYPICAL PRICE'

£2.95

À1
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EXECUTIVE EX 900

f

THE 3 WAVEBAND AUTOREVERSE

IN- DASH MW/LW/FM STEREO CAR RADIO AND CASSETTE PLAYER.
A superior quality BIG POWER performer with advanced
circuitry supplemented with aspecial INTERFERENCE
P El 1
500
LIMITER on FM. The Radio section comprises aMW/LW
I
NC VAT
Radio and FM ( VHF) Radio providing Stereo FM reception
TYPICAL PRICE•
plus an Auto- reverse Cassette Player. The high quality has been
the criteria behind the design of the Executive 900 and comes
with our new 4ohm two- section Door/Shelf Mounting
Speakers.

£89•00

MODEL 9060 The multi feature IN- DASH CASSETTE CAR STEREO
RADIO PLAYER WITH MEDIUM, LONG, FM, FM- STEREO RADIO
New to the Amstrad range, the 90.50 has THREE WAVEBANDS covering a
wide range of frequencies. The 20 watt Stereo Radio section receives mono
programmes PLUS Stereo transmissions on the FM Waveband utilising
HAP £ 3.18
an in-built Multiplex Stereo Deccder indicated by agreen. Light
C VA
Emitting Diode. Although able to receive both MW/LW and FM
TYPICA PRICE •
radio, only one aerial is necessary.
The Cassette Stereo Player has alast forward button and pushbutton cassette ejection PLUS volume, tone and stereo balance
controls. Supplied with shelf/door mounting speakers.

£59.95
MODEL 9040 The Supreme IN- DASH MW/LW
CAR RADIO, STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER
A MW/LW 2- waveband radio giving excellent
sensitivity and channel separation over awide
frequency range employing gig 20 watt power
amplifier sections. Stereo Cassette Player features
volume, tone and Stereo balance controls. Light
emitting diodes indicate when Radio or Cassette are
playing. Supplied with shelf/door mounting speakers.

immussint cot sme

MODEL 9010 UNDER- DASH CAR STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER
WITH AUTOREVERSE
An AUTOREVERSE stereo cassette player of outstanding quality designed for underdash mounting and offering afull 20 watts of total music power. Fast forward and
rewind buttons are lockable and two green LED arrows indicate tape direction. Other
numerous features include channel selector, tone and balance controls and anew and
exclusive tape playing mechanism for trouble free performance. A pair of high quality
shelf mounting speakers are bupplied.

C VAT

£49.95
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MODEL 9090 UNDER- DASH CAR STEREO
CASSETTE PLAYER
New to the AMSTRAD range this compact under- dash cassette
player measures only 41 inches in width and under 2inches in
height yet offers afull 20 watts of total music power. It features
auto-stop, fast forward/eject button, tape running indicator lamp
and tone and balance controls and comes complete with apair of
4ohm shelf mounting speakers.

MODEL CR 900 IN- DASH MW/LW PRE- SELECT PUSH
BUTTON CAR RADIO
Designed for In- Dash or Under- Dash mounting. A special feature is the polarity
switch to instantly adapt to negative 'or positive earthed batteries. Both medium and
long wavebands are catered for with manual tuning PLUS 4medium wave and 1
long wave pre- select pusn- buttons for safe station changing while driving.
Complete with speaker and baffle mounting kit.

*Typical selling prices
are unofficial guide
lines which in our
opinion are
representative of the
typical retail buying
price of our products.
Howeverretailers are
entitled to sell at more
or less than those
prices suggested. All
prices quoted include
VAT at 15%.
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Please send illustrated literature and address of nearest stockist
Amstrad EJ Amstrad
CS-3
EX900
Name
[1 Amstrad El Amstrad
CS-6
9969
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CS-4
9940
7Amstrad EJ Amstrad
CS-2
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Amstrad D Amstrad
CH-50
9090
[7 Amstrad El Amstrad
CR-30
CR800
SEND TO AMSTRAD CONSUMER ELECTRONICS LIMITED
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PETERS HAVE THEM
THE LATEST FROM
Panasonic
T chnies
National

PANASONIC NV8610 VIDEO SYSTEM
TECHNICS NEW CONCISE HI-FI SYSTEM

._
PANASONIC SU 2600 STEREO AMPLIFIER/TUNER
-

PETERS HI-FI OF CHESTER
CHESTER MERSEYSIDE LLANDUDNO
24 St Michaels Square. Grosvenor Precinct. Chester Tel Chester ( 0244)21568
11 St.Werburgh Square, Grange Precinct, Birkenhead, Merseyside. Tel: 051-647 5626
Victoria Buildings, Mostyn Avenue, Craig ydon. Llandudno. Gwynedd. Tel: 0492 76788
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late B. J. Webb opened his little book Stereo for Beginners
with a bold declaration: ' Of the innumerable scientific and
technological advances made in this century, the perfection of
the gramophone has been entirely to the advantage of mankind,
with practically no attendant, malignant applications. Many
millions of people have been acquainted with the art of music
through its medium, and the concert halls and opera houses of
the world have become—as it were by proxy—the common property
of all who can afford record playing apparatus'. That was sixteen
years ago. But last September, almóst on the eve of his death,
Bert Webb wrote in these pages in gloomier vein, lamenting the
increasing abuse of technology and remarking that 'the former
happy state of affairs no longer prevails'.
He was prompted to this sad comment by some editorial
ramblings in which we had related a tale of anti- social noise thrust
upon innocent people because of a casual assumption that
disco-type sound levels would be acceptable everywhere. We
had also ventured afew remarks about the use of extreme
loudness to produce an interminable fortissimo rather than a
pattern of dynamic contrasts. Bert took up this point with
reference to the schism between popular and classical music, a
division which, in harness with the emergence of a mass culture,
had precipitated ' a gradual decline in the quality of popular music'
to the point where, having nothing much to offer qua music, it is
inflated electronically ' to overwhelm by sheer sense- bemusing,
ear- shattering sound levels'.
Apart from the matter of loudness, there is an insidious
commercial aspect: the constant pressure on youngsters to
conform to current taste by worshipping the performers whose
records are currently selling most copies, as if quantity were the
only worthwhile measure. A trade in records especially for the
young has now emerged, a business no doubt harmless enough
in itself; but, being tied to a big money- making machine, it suffers
the classic pressures to create and satisfy the maximum demand,
which means going down-market. Thus there is a system
favouring the lowest common denominator in musical taste, a
mechanism through which a large majority of young people now
pass on their way to adulthood.
To be exposed only to music of a very modest kind is no doubt
a common enough experience of the young in any culture, but
to be exposed regularly to music which quite frequently borders
onto the crude is surely a fairly new phenomenon. Although a
shaft of light sometimes cuts through the fog of the pop charts to
catch one unawares with a beautiful melody or haunting
accompaniment, most present-day disco/chart material demands
so little in the way of attention that the habit of listening has little
chance to develop. All worthwhile aesthetic artefacts require
some effort, some direction of attention or absorption of an
idiom, if their full significance is to emerge, and we sometimes
wonder what barriers to more worthwhile experiences are being
erected by a constant stream of mindless quasi- music—fed from
the industry and via the medium which at one time held such
high promise for the pursuit of beauty.
There will surely always be unsophisticated popular music
whose prime impulse is rhythmic and whose lyrics are naive, yet
which carries a certain vital beauty. Such music has in the past
often found its way into more lasting formats by a process of
metamorphosis. But has popular art ever sunk quite so low, for
so many people, as has happened with the cruder rock/pop
during recent years? We respect those popular performers who
remain sensitive to what they sing and to how it is accompanied.
But, like Bert Webb, we fear that technology and market economics
may be generating a mass culture that bodes ill for the
appreciation of music as one of man's highest achievements.
91
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THE NEW NAME FOR REALISM
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Magnus 1: HUMPHREY'S ABOUT
Humphrey Lyttelton and
his Band with Bud Freeman.
Side 1 • Memphis Blues
• On Treasure Island
• East St. Louis Toodle-oo
• I've Found aNew Baby
Side 2 • My Monday Date
• The Man I
Love
• Don't Blame Me
• Sunday
• Crazy Rhythm
Magnus 2: PAZ
Side 1 • Bags
• Kandeen Love Song
Side 2 • AC/DC
•I
Can't Remember
• Crotales

Nowadays, due to editing and studio processing, it's rarely
possible to hear on record the excitemènt and energy generated
in the music aperformer creates. What one could describe as
the 'live feel' is invariably watered down by continual overdubbing and the necessity to record in an acoustically dead
environment. The result may be note perfect but all too often
the basic conviction of the music is missing. During the making
of these albums, Magnus have captured as much of the real life
performance as possible. No limiting or noise reduction has been
used. None of the tracks have been edited. No 'effects' have been
introduced in order to ' improve' the sound. The sounds are those
simply present at the time the recording was made and, with
headphones, you get the full directional effects of the binaural
recording. Which all adds up to the reason why the Magnus label
is fast becoming the new name for realism.
Magnus Records are available now at leading hi-fi and
record shops.

Magnus Records,10 Green End Road, Sawtry, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE17 5UX
Tel: ( 0487) 831451 Telex: 32528 QMAIL
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Tandberg

treble and bass controls providing
10 dB of lift or cut at 10 kHz and
50 Hz respectively, and asubsonic
filter is provided giving a 12 dB/
Octave roll- off from - 3dB at
15 Hz. Maximum output is 5V
For the fifth year running, ChandRMS and the impedance 560 ohms. ler's
Ford dealers Hampshire
Headphone drive is provided ( min
Audio are promoting an Autumn
load impedance 4 ohms).
hi-fi show, to be held at the Royal
The TPA 3003 power amp is a Hotel, Southampton, on Sunday
DC coupled design offering up to
October 28th from 10 am to 6pm.
150 wpc across 20 Hz-20 kHz into
As well as the normal displays of
8 ohms for 0.02% THD. Intermod
all the latest in technological
is also 0.02% IHF. A slew rate of
wizardry,there will be aprogramme
70 V/ps is claimed, S/N 100 dB
of events, including a live music
and separation 60 dB at 10 kHz.
recital organised in conjunction
Overall frequency range is 5Hzwith Radio Victory. S.a.e. to
100 kHz + 1 . 5dB.
Hampshire Audio,8 and 12 Hursley
Complementing the amp cornRoad, Chandler's Ford, Hants
bination is the TPT 3001 ProgramSO5 2FU for details.
mable Tuner which incorporates
eight FM presets in addition to
continuous tuning, using varicap
Griffin's new G82 integrated amp

used
to
provide
low
output
impedance with adequate current
capability and hence maintain the
low
distortion/high
slew
rate

Tandberg have released details of
their new 3000 series of separates,
a range designed to supplement figures. The preamp has inputs
for both moving- coil ( 165 µV/1 k.
the existing 2000 series.
The TCA 3002 Control Amplifier Max 20 mV (( i 1kHz RMS) and
uses over 100 semiconductors in moving magnet (2 mV/33, 47 or
its 24 feedback- controlled ampli- 100 k.Max 250 mV), tuner, auxiliary
and two tape. Frequency range is
fying stages, discrete transistors
being preferred here to ICs since quoted as 20 Hz-20 kHz + 0.2 dB
with
the line
inputs
Tandberg feel that the noise, phono,
separation and distortion para- from 5Hz-200 kHz + 1-5 dB. Worst
meters are more readily optimised (m-c) S/N ratio is 74 dB ( a funcin this way. Separate buffer stages tion of cartridge impedance), line
are used for all the inputs ( hence 97 dB. THD across audio bandthe 100- odd transistors) to keep width is 0(004% and separation
the noise floor as low as possible, between 100 Hz and 10 kHz > 53 dB
and push-pull configurations are phono, > 58 dB line. The unit has

Revox Versions

Several new versions of the
ubiquitous B77 are now available.
Particularly interesting is the Self
Sync variant which can synchronise aprerecorded signal on track
1 while a new one is being recorded on track 2, using the
record head for playback of track1.
This model is available in 71/15 or
31/71 i.p.s. versions. Also available are an automatic, voice
operated, start/stop model and a
-11/1k i.p.s. crawler.

SES again

SES, whose 120 speakers were
discussed in ' Subjective Sounds'
in January, have renamed themselves
SES Audio and have
moved to Unit 5, Beach Mews,
Royal Parade, Eastbourne, Sussex. They have produced a Mk11
version of the speaker using aSon
Audax tweeter in place of the
modified T27, with other detail
modifications.
They
are
also
supplying 5 and 10 metre lengths
of speaker cable which comprises
two 56/0-3 pure copper strands
(4 mm), P.V.C. insulated. Capa-

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

citance 32 pF/metre, impedance
0.014 i2/metre,inductance 0.132 µH/
metre. Prices per stereo pair:
£16.68 for 5 metre lengths; £29.18
for 10 metres. Fotronix International Ltd., 105 Lawrence Road,
London, N15 4ET are acting as
distributors for the cable.

Videotone/Coral
Two new products announced
recently by Videotone are their
own H300 head amp and the Coral
MC81 moving coil cartridge. The
head amp boasts a frequency
range from 8Hz-750kHz (- 3dB
points), switchable input capacitance and
gain,
rechargeable
batteries and the seemingly inevitable gold plated connectors,
the output being available from
both phono and DIN sockets. A
relay delay is provided to eliminate
switch- on nasties and'the unit is
available complete with charger
for recommended £ 100 inclusive.
The new Coral uses new ( make
it smaller than anyone else)
technology in the cantilever design, using'berylium to confer the
now familiar benefits of its extraordinary
rigidity/weight
ratio—

OCTOBER
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Griffin amp

diodes whose DC control voltages
are derived from the integration of
digitally synthesised control signals. Dual- gate MOSFETs are

offers 100 watts into 8 ohms
(150 W/4 I)) and uses a number of
'new techniques to achieve unsurpassed sound quality'. Having
employed in both RF stages and
inputs for disc ( moving- magnet),
the mixer and also to optimise the tuner, auxiliary and two tape it
S/N ratio (93 dB, mono). The boasts a high phono slew rate of
oscillator is isolated via two buffer '1 nano second' with low capastages to eliminate high level citance, 50 k impedance and no
antenna- related
tracking
prob- 'reactive components' to affect the
lems. Usable sensitivity is 0-85 pV, cartridge response. The power
with 1(5 µV required for the 50 dB section uses ' current amplificaquieting ( both mono) and distor- tion with error correction'—all
tion at this level is 0.2 %. Frequency
good stuff. Frequency response is
response
is
30 Hz-15 kHz + 0-2,
quoted as 20 Hz-40 kHz + 0.2 dB
- 05 dB. Aerial input is the
and it has built-in LF and ultrastandard 75 ohms unbalanced.
sonic filters plus tone controls
Prices not decided at the time of
and a12- LED output level monitorwriting.
ing display. Line inputs are 100 mV
and the pre/power patch point is at
namely excellent sound propa- 3/4 V. Griffin do not quote noise
gation' and a moving mass so and distortion figures, saying they
tiny that the resonant frequency is are ' too near measuring limits to
pushed way above the audio be of significant interest'(!). Price
spectrum. A Shibata stylus is in metal case £337.50 or in walnut/
teak £352 plus VAT.
fitted and the'price is £ 100 inc.
controls plus defeat, detent-type
volume control, relay speaker
Sansui are now supplying Mk11 protection and Sansui's ' currentversions of their AU- 117, - 217 and differential push-pull drive' power
-317 amps which now offer greater amp circuitry which boasts a slew
power-10 wpc extra each—and rate of 50 V/ps and is bad news
for generally lower prices. The for TIM! It also means a power
new ratings are 25, 40 and 60 wpc/ amp frequency range of zero
8 ohms and the typical selling (DC) - 200 kHz. Power output is
prices: £91, £ 121(60 and £ 182-80 60 wpc RMS into 8ohms for below
inclusive. The TU 217 tuner has 0.02% THD. Price is £213.40 inhad afew minor improvements but clusive. A matching AM/FM tuner,
417, has a ¡ unction-FET
these were not thought extensive the TU enough to warrant the Mk11 label. RF amp, 3- differential amp limiter
The AU- 417 is a new amp and in the FM IF strip to provide gain
replaces the - 517. It features RIAA and high limiting capability, a
equalisation to + 0.2 dB across 4- element IF ceramic filter and
20 Hz-20 kHz,
subsonic
filter extensive use of high-performance
( - 3dB at 16 Hz-6dB/octave), tone ICs. Price £ 152.20.

Sansui II too
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"ANOTHER
PERFORMANCE
BREAKTHROUGH
BY
DYNAN/EMI( !"
Don't be mislead by our
the cantilever.
simple diagram. It is more
These new cartridges have
revolutionary than you
been micro- miniaturised to
think!
1
1
1
1111111111111
produce asmaller, lighter but
Representing another
more rigid unit of incredible
major technical achievement
sensitivity.
— the first was the advanced
For absolute sound perfection
This true-to-life scale enlargement shows the dramatic cantilever reduction
moving coil in the famous
hear these cartridges with their
by two thirds in the new 100R & 100D compared with traditional cartridges
Ultimo series.
matching transformers: the
Now, Dynavector Systems in their search for perfect
DV 6X with the 100R/the DV 6A with the 100D.
sound performance have dramatically reduced cantilever
Dynavector Systems guarantee that you'll hear more
length, producing anew- style cartridge that releases
from your records than you've ever heard before with the
more accurately and effectively the sound information
100R and 100D.
within the record groove.
Listening to your record favourites old and new will be
The new Dynavector 100R ( for ruby) and 100D ( for
arevelation . . . because Dynavector 100R and 100D
diamond) use the most advanced techniques of laser
release the sounds that other cartridges leave in the
beam drilling to make the stylus an integral part of
record!

r ear the new Dynavector 100R and 100D for yourself
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For full details and free literature please complet e
and send to: Condor Electronics Ltd, 100 Coombe Lane, London SW20 CIAY
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that adequate bass extension Bob Berkovitz in expansive mood in the
AR computer room. Use is made of a
could be realised, albeit at the POP-Il and small 'Apple' microcomputers.
expense of efficiency, in abox very
much smaller than the horn
designs in general use at that time.
August 10th 1954 saw the start of
Commercial success followed
a new American loudspeaker and AR became leaders of the
manufacturer
whose
products 'East Coast' sound ( as opposed
were to have had a large effect to the Californian sounds of JBL
on design philosophy, particularly or Altec)—by 1970 they had acquirin the 60s. Acoustic Research, ed a reputation for producing high
or Teledyne Acoustic Research quality speakers of comparatively
as they have been renamed since 'flat' response. One of the reasons
their takeover in 1967 by the Tele- this had come about was the
dyne Corporation, were founded presence of the word ' research'
in Cambridge, Massachusetts, by in their title— original work was
Edgar Villchur in order to exploit done by a team including both
the acoustic suspension idea;their Bob Berkovitz, a name that has
quality
image
became
rather
first speaker, the AR1, showed appeared
frequently
in
our amorphous—in the UK they were
'Patents' column, and Roy Allison acting as distributors for anumber
now heading his own company,
of Japanese companies, including
into both drive units and the Teac—and then a host of smaller
behaviour of loudspeakers in real companies forced their way into
rooms—and their advertisements
the market which AR had originally
were among the first to stress the
gone some way in creating.
technological aspect of design.
By 1977, the decision had been
They also became involved in made to try to regain their position
experimental quadraphony and and image. The result was: mantheir discrete 4- channel recordings
agement reshuffling, resulting in a
impressed many who heard them. strong professional and British
, The ' 70s saw an expansion into flavour ( Ron Fone, ex- Garrard and
e 7.4 Europe with factories established English, is Vice- President; Herb
t 1; in both Holland and the UK, and a Horowitz, Executive VP, Market0 5 new US headquarters in Norwood,
ing, founded Empire and had
È just south of Boston, built in 1973. done much in setting up the
2 The Dutch plan( is now no more European Harman organisation);
CC 41.but the UK plant at Houghton workforce streamlining; the re:P Regis, near Luton, for awhile was
moval of their research facility
their research headquarters and
to Norwood to work under Bob
o. the 10/r and 11 models in the
Berkovitz ( who had worked for
current range were designed there. Dolby in the meanwhile); and a
ag The Norwood plant supplies the large promotional budget. For the
US and Japanese markets ( around
longer term, a team was set up—
100,000 speakers a year) while the consisting of Berkovitz, Tim Holl
UK
factory
assembles
speakers,
u..
from the UK, Alex deKoster from
including the AR9, from US- made the Netherlands and freelance in2r2
u- .) drivers and British cabinets to dustrial designer Reinhold Weiss
gr: supply Europe and the Third from Germany—to develop as acWorld.
curate a loudspeaker as possible.
Somehow, though, something The result was the AR9 ( reviewed
I'd went wrong. In the attempt to HFNIRR March ' 79) which went a
i;'•, expand their markets, their high
long way to restore the quality
image, with its side- firing woofers,
which, in conjunction with wall
placement and
limited
range
drivers, eliminate the ' wall- dip'
caused by destructive interference from the speakers' virtual
image. The result in sales was
dramatic; US business in the first
4months of 1979 was up 49% over
the same period last year, for
instance.
The AR9 was expensive in
Europe, however, and a smaller
brother, the AR90, was introduced
earlier this year. This combines
the tweeter, and high and low mid
drivers of the AR9 with asimplified
crossover and smaller woofers.
At the Chicago show in June, AR
introduced two more ' Verticals'
as they are calling their new range,
the AR91 and 92 which, priced at
£459.80 and £353.26 respectively
per pair plus VAT, complement

25 Years of
Acoustic
Research

1
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the larger models at a lower price
while retaining much of their
features. Both models use an
acoustic blanket and, with some
modifications because of the
different crossover, the same
19 mm liquid- cooled dome tweeter
and 38 mm liquid- cooled dome
midrange unit ( with its distinctive
silvered semi- horn) in a vertical
array as in the AR9 and 90 to
optimise stereo/imagery. At these
price levels, however, some compromise in wall- dip elimination
has had to be accepted because
it becomes uneconomic to use
more than one woofer. The AR91
use the 30 cm paper- coned unit,the
A R92 has anew 25 cm woofer, and
the wall- dip effect is minimised
in both by making the floorstanding cabinet as shallow as
possible and like the 9 and 90,
the 91 and 92 must be stood against
the wall, being intended to radiate
into quarter- space. ( If this is not
possible, then they must be stood
out into the room as far as possible, at least 3ft).

For their 25th anniversary, AR
are also introducing a new £131
per pair speaker called, not inappropriately, the AR25. The new
models continue the AR policy of
guaranteeing performance within
±1 dB of specification for five
years.
to p. 101
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MX950
MICROPHONE MIXER

Input Sensitivity
Maximum Input Level

Rated Output
Output Impedance
•Harmonic Distortion .•
Hum and Noise
Frequency Response
Dimensions

Mir 0 5rny Line 65my
Mic 50Orny latt 200b1 Line 30V
250mv lait 14c1b)
160mv tan 10db!
50mv % att. OcIbi
Amp or Flec IV
100 ohms
At rated output 0 I% at 7V output 0.3%
Mir
52db Line - 65db
Mic 20 -- 18000Hz - 10b Line 10 - 300030 Hz
322mm W • 24Ornm D • 90mm H iMaxl

Recommended Retail Price £86.25

9p stamps for illustrated

brochure and D- 1
Ydetails
to:
Jordan- Watts Ltd.,
Benlow Works, Silverdale Road,
Hayes, Micidx UB33BVV
Tel: 01-573 6928

Name

HOWl11111D
WEST LTD
HEN/10/79
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Please.

This unit has facilities for six microphone inputs and two stereo line inputs Slide
volume controls are provided for each, and in addition four microphones have 10 or
20db attenuation switches and the other two 14db attenuator switches A master
volume slide control is provided as well as athree position switch for level control of
the headphone monitor The output has astereo mono control
Specifications

audio-visual beauty

Address

telephone

• Croydon 89 London Rd. 01 686 1343
• Harrow340 Station Rd. 01-863 8690
• London. EC4 53 Fleet St 01-353 7935
• London. WI 48 Wigmore St, 01-486 8263
• Uxbridge 278 HIgh St. Uxbridge 33474
•Watford 151 st Albans Rd Watford 45250
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Send

Credit card

All Mail- Orders to Watford

to expect of your loud speakers"

is

£ 4.50
IARCLAVCARD
VISA

"why are they not more widely availa ble?""

,

Delivery

The Dual CS 504 2speed belt drive turntable
with automatic arm return is offered with
the Ortofon FF 15E Mk II Cartridge for £99.95
for just £ 109.95.

"far superior to any speaker in the price
range"
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From NATE GARFINKLE

AResurgence of Tubes
rVIDENCE

suggests that followers of the
audio muses' are forsaking solid-state
equipment, namely preamps and power
amplifiers, for the older, modified, or the
newer recently designed tube components.
We are told ad nauseam by engineers of the
companies building solid-state high fidelity
equipment that transistors are in every way
better than tubes. It is claimed that solid-state
devices attain a superior transient response,
are more linear, and produce greater clarity
and inner detail, due to afaster rise-time and
infinitesimal measured distortions of many
kinds. These include HD, IM, TIM, FXM,
FIM, SID, NIM, and surely some others not
yet identified.
Some listeners to both live music and
reproduced sound—including me—are not
convinced: when we listen to our tube
equipment we hear a closer similarity to the
'live' experience. We have followed the
fanatical arm/cartridge alignments of one
expert, who was sent down from heaven to
tell us what to do to attain Nirvana, but this
doesn't change the differences we hear. We
would even go so far as to say that if the
sounds through tubes are less accurate, as
described by the solid-state intelligentsia,
they are more natural to us. Of course, we
have some hi-fi listeners who even prefer
reproduced music at home to a live concert,
claiming that the hall spoils the sound! We
just smile and shake our heads, as one does
with asmall child who prefers hamburgers to
steak. Of course we do not give up the hope
that one day the little black devices may equal
or surpass the tube sound.
We agree with those who feel that good
circuits are good circuits, regardless of
devices used, as long as the designer is not
asking the devices to perform in amanner not
suited. Where a good valve design notably
scores ( in my admittedly limited experience),
is in its ability to deliver high transient power
without going into hard clipping. When
driving amps hard, agood valve design will be
'louder' before clipping than a similar rated
solid-state design, ie, you aren't so aware of
the clipping and therefore could consider the
transistor amp to be ' hard' because the signal
peaks are driving it into short-term clipping.
Moral: 100 watts of transistor power are just
that, whereas 100 watts of valve could well be
300 watts on peaks. See Martin Colloms' preand- power amp review in HFNIRR Oct. ' 78 for
a rather more coherently stated argument.
Various older ' modified' tube preamps and
amps, such as the ubiquitous Dyna PAS 3x,
the Marantz 7C ( now being manufactured
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

again in single figure quantities) and the
Audio Research Corp. SP-3a-2, have been
selected by several editors of US ' underground' hi-fi magazines as their reference
equipment. ARC have further modified the
latter unit to almost equal their latest tube
pre-amp, the SP- 6, which sells here for $ 1095.
In the UK, Quad, Rogers, Leak, Radford and
other older tube equipment is used by many,
who still like the sound and also cannot quite
afford the new astronomically priced solidstate components from abroad. Engineers
will go to great lengths to prove that solidstate units provide better results in every way.
Strangely, in our listening to ' live' music we
do not really hear all the detail, depth, and
imaging that is written about so importantly.
In fact, one first chair player with the San
Francisco Symphony has listened in our hi-fi
music room and commented, when questioned: ' Ido not hear this much detail when I
am on the stage performing'. Maybe he is trying
to tell me something! Many highly respected
writers and friends who attend concerts regularly seem to prefer tubes in their own systems,
but recognise the solid-state units as having
different characteristics, which seem more
'accurate' and faster in response—except
when they try to handle musical climaxes,
when the tube then excels. Perhaps we are
really reacting to recording techniques and
to the slight ' rounding' effect of some tube
amplifiers on otherwise over-analytical recordings.
The manufacturers of newly designed tube
equipment extol the many superior facets of
their devices. Among these firms are: Audio
Arts, Livermore, Ca. and another Audio Arts,
in Missouri ( no connection), Conrad- Johnson,

Eidolon Research, Paragon, Precision Fidelity
and Audio Research Corp, all in the USA. In
Japan, there is the Lux Co, and we have read
of several others who have not imported their
tube equipment over here as yet. In England,
there is the Michaelson & Austin, who make
a complete range, and have a 200 watt mono
amp in the wings. Also there is the highly regarded new Radford TT100 hybrid amp. Three
others we are aware of are the Sirac 50 amp,
the Grant- Lumley and the Beard.
Infinity showed atube preamp at last year's
CES show in Chicago, which used six pentode
6688 RCA tubes, and now have ahybrid power
amp with tube driver stages but a Class- A
transistor output stage. Most of the others
use the ECC83/12AX7, manufactured by
many firms. The Telefunken enjoys great
popularity, but some prefer one brand in the
phono stage and another in the high level
stages, although the Telefunkens have given
fine sound in my own modified Dyna PAS 3x.
Another firm here, Audionics of Oregon, has
ahybrid amp with solid-state front-end, which
some prefer in the low-level stages.
Paragon were extremely active in the valve
amp field but faded away when their designer,
Mark Deneen, was ' bought' by ADC. The
first fruit of this takeover, atube preamp, made
its debut on the ADC stand at the 1979 Chicago show. It is interesting that Audio Research Corp. started with tube preamps and
amps, then shifted over to solid-state. Now
they have introduced an ' improved' tube preamp, model SP-6. We had a chance to compare it with our own ' el-cheapo' Dyna. The
owner felt that if he had been subjected to a
blind test and told that the Dyna was a new
tube design in the $ 1000+ class, he could not

One of the latest British Tube designs, Michaelson & Austin's TVA10 gives 50 watts per channel with typical
distortion of 0.05%. Designed by Tim Paravicini, responsible for the Lux valve amp designs, it has zero overall
negative feedback.
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Koss Technician / VFR.
The first stereophone you fine tune yourself.

LIFT I

If
you've been
missing the brilliant
highs and rich lows
you think are in your
favourite music, the
new
Koss Technician/ VFR Stereophone is for you. Because
unlike
any
other, it's the world's
first stereophone to
let you fine tune the
frequency response
range to suit your
own listening preference. So instead
of
hearing
somebody else's idea of
what
your
music
should sound like,
you'll be able to
shape the acoustic
contour
of
your
favourite music to
the way you want to
hear it.

By adjusting the
VFR controls at the
base of each earcup, you'll be able
to
discover
a
shimmering
new
brilliance in the highest
notes
of
a
piccolo. Or by reshaping the curve for
more bass, you'll be
able to feel a new
breathtaking fullness in the deepest
bass notes of an
organ passage. But
no matter how you
set the VFR controls,
you'll
be
shaping • your own
response curve. And
that's a lot more
exciting than listening to a frequency
response curve preset at the factory.
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AMERICAN LETTER
have heard any difference.

ARC's power

Seen at Harrogate this year, the interior of Bill Beard's valve pre-amp.

amps are all solid-state now, but some
editors of the ' undergrounds' still prefer the
older tube amps of this company. Some still
list the older tube preamp, the Van Alstine
'modified' SP-3a2, as their reference standard.
One likes the ARC PS-6and another puts the
Precision Fidelity in the top spot. Some of
these same editors will admit privately and
some publicly that although they must review
solid-state preamps, they use tube units for
their personal listening.
We will list the modifiers and attempt to tell
what we know first-hand about their products,
or what we have read in various media. First,
there is Mr. Frank Van Alstine of the Jensen's
Stereo Shop, a long-time Dyna dealer. He
has modified practically every Dyna preamp
and amp, all approved by Dyna engineers. He
also modifies some Marantz amps, the
Dahlquist electronic crossover (which Ifind
to be an excellent device before modifying)
and acartridge, which then becomes his own
design, called the ' Es'ans' ( Essence). He will
furnish free schematics and instructions to
modify the Dyna PAS 3x and Stereo 70 if one
sends a stamped return envelope. We have
used some of his mods in our own PAS.
We have found the solid-state Quad 405
amp best for our sub- woofers, with better
control over low frequency cone excursions.
Our tube power supplies were changed to
solid-state for higher gain and lower noise. In

circuit and Audio Dimensions' appeared last
year in Mr. Audio's Bimonthly magazine. He
uses a storage battery to power his tube preamp for stepping up the output of the movingcoil cartridges. This keeps hum to an inaudible level. Triode Labs also modify Mr.
Lees' mod—a kind of a ' mod mod'I
Audio Dimensions have made many mods
to tube equipment. They also publish a very
extensive modification book to assist anyone
who feels competent to attempt improvements
of tube units. In addition to using the cascode
topology they use passive equalization, which

listening to a recent simulcast TV/FM of the
Boston Symphony led by Mr. Seiji Ozawa,
when the big drum was tapped in the Brahms
3rd one could feel the air move as in the
concert hall. When any movement took place
in the orchestra or audience, the mikes picked
it up. One could feel as though one were
sitting in the hall. We did not have this
feeling before from our solid-state system—
but then we hadn't heard that particular

is finding favour now, to eliminate the interaction between the inductance of a movingmagnet cartridge and the feedback loop in the
RIAA equalization. This is said to make the
high frequencies follow the curve more
accurately and improve the highs. We use a
very low inductance moving- magnet cartridge,
the Grado, or a moving-coil one, which has a
transformer or buffer gain stage between It
and the preamp and thus avoids the un -

broadcast! The instruments were so clear
and expressive that it was truly an emotional
experience. That's what we expect music to
do to us. We have yet to hear many discs or
even master tapes that can equal this. The
newest digital Telarc, with Robert Shaw,
leading the Atlanta Symphony in Stravinsky's
Firebird, comes closer than others.
Returning to amplifiers, the next modifier is
the Triode Labs, a branch of Eidolon Remodify Dyna, Marantz and Audio Research
Corp. preamps. They change the power
supplies to regulated ones. They change
capacitors to 1% ones and resistors to quieter
metal film types with 0.5% tolerance. The
phase response and imaging is improved,
Audible improvement results when phaseshifts, propagation delays, transient intermodulation distortions and slewing induced
distortions are all minimized,
Mr. Trevor Lees, from Australia, has made
some modifications to the Dyna PAS 3x ( who
hasn't?) by changing the RIAA circuitry to a
cascode configuration. Others using this

wanted interactions.
Audio Arts, Livermore, Calif, have modified
some preamps and amps. They like tubes
best, but use solid-state where advantageous
for certain speakers. Their mod to the Dyna
PAS 3x (again)! was tried here. The sonic
improvement led us to try their ideas in our
own. They use regulation in both the Bisupply and the filament supply. The tone
controls had been removed, which we find all
to the good, as we have not used any since the
old (78) days. Teflon wire for all signal leads
gives a better sound, possibly due to lessening the crosstalk modulations. Capacitors
and resistors are changed to tighter tolerance
and quieter film types. Volume and balance
controls are changed to better ones.
DKL Labs are another modifier, but we
have no direct data on them. Audiogram
magazine has mentioned the Zeligman mod.
to the Dyna PAS 3x; but, like the Stereophile
magazine, they will not reply to letters. We
have just heard of a mod. to the Dyna Mk Ill
amp by a Mr. Mike Moffatt, but cannot locate

circuitry are Audio Dimensions and Threshold
(solid-state). Lees has also added more
filtering to the power supplies. He does not
favour regulated supplies, as also Mr. R.
Carver, formerly with the Phase Linear Co. He
also likes ' brute force' filtering best. Van
Alstine has pointed out that some poor
designs have placed Zeners right at the knee
of the power supply, and ' buzzes' ensue. Lees'

him to get information.
Our own home- built stereo version of the
Mk Ill has been extensively ' modified' by us.
It gives much greater impact from our Quad
ESLs. We cannot furnish circuits as there
are no transformers available for it now. Ours
were custom designed many years ago and
have very low capacity bifilar windings and
very high permeability core material. We do
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not modify equipment for others either, but
will gladly discuss sonics of tube equipment
with any who wish to correspond.
Audio Designers will furnish either the
modification manual for the Dyna Stereo 70
or furnish complete parts and new tubes. We
used some of their ideas. We have listened
to one Stereo 70 modified to their ideas v.
one not modified. The modified one had
deeper, cleaner bass, better mid- range and
more musical highs, especially from some
glockenspiels and chimes. Needless to say,
the second amp was promptly modified to
use on a Fulton J Mod early production
speaker system.
Now. to cover the newly manufactured tube
equipment that we have either tried or read
about. The audio Research Corp's latest tube
preamp, the SP-6, mentioned above, has a
tighter, deeper bass than the former preamp.
We found it somewhat ' thumpy', and read that
the manufacturer has now improved the
power supply to correct this problem. It
seems that even the new makers ' modify'
their own products! ( We wonder why they
didn't spend the time to do it right in the first
place?) We have no feedback on the Eidolon
preamps or the Audio Arts ( Miss.) Bravura
one. We have not seen the Audionics tube
preamp or the hybrid amp. We were not
impressed with the Spatial preamp, as a
'hardness' was heard. It is hoped that they
will also ' modify' it to correct this.
We have left the newest tube preamp for the
last. This is the Precision Fidelity model C4,
made here in Calif. It uses six ECC83/12AX7s,
four ECC81/12AT7s, and two ECC82/12AU7
tubes. New patented circuitry with both the
phono stage and high level ones use cascode
circuits. They use active loads and current
sources for the first time in tube circuitry.
Solid-state regulated supplies again provide
for extended bandwidth and improved clarity.
The overload in the phono stage is 1.3 V
peak-to- peak at 1kHz and 9.5 V peak-to- peak
at 20 kHz, with a70 dB S/N ratio in the phono
stage. Slew rate is 40 Vffis and an output of
140 V peak-to- peak into 100 Kohm.
This
preamp sounds decidedly better than any
other we have ever heard. It has been selected
for the top spot in the Audio Critic magazine,
if that is any criterion.
We auditioned this patented circuitry
preamp at a very Hi- end store recently.
The new Signet moving- coil cartridge was
mounted in the Technics arm of the SL 1000
99

SHACKMAN
For crystal clear
electrostatic
sound
DIGITAL All«

MAYF Hi-Fi
27 Churchgate, Leicester Tel: 0533 58662

Digital records will soon be here producing almost perfect
signals, to be fed into almost perfect amplifiers, and we are
faced with asituatibn in which THE LOUDSPEAKER
ALONE WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
DEGRADATION AND THE MUTILATION OF THE
SOUND OF MUSIC. The answer to the problem must be
electrostatics, because moving coil squawkers and tweeters
suffer from an incurable disease; namely, transient distortion.
There are numerous references to this disastrous condition in
text books and in the hi-fi media. The trouble is due to the
weight, mass and inertia of the coil/diaphragm assemblies
which cannot move with sufficient velocity, with any accuracy.
See page 50, Practical HiFi magazine August 1979.
"THE SUPERB SHACKMAN ELECTROSTATIC
MID/TOP UNIT." Practical HiFi magazine March 1977

Small is Beautiful
In the field of audio, one of the mare significant developments of recent years has
been the emergence of loudspeakers
combining remarkable compactness with
a performance on the highest level of excellence. Larger speakers, of course, still
have their place, if only to satisfy those
who set great store by the organ's lowest
pedal notes and others who require exceptional power or the kind of exaggerated bass favoured by some devotees of
rock music. But, if truthful reproduction
of classical music is your main objective,
speakers like the BBC-designed LS/5A
made by Audiomaster or Rogers. the JR
149 or the new KEF 101 provide results
which, only five years ago, few would have
dreamt possible from such diminutive enclosures. In the home, these speakers salve
many awkward problems, and we cordially invite you to visit our studio where
you may compare their performance at
your leisure. If, on the other hand, you
are looking for speakers at a more modest price-level, we can offer some admirable models ranging from £46 to £ 120 per
pair, among which the Audiomaster HBS4
(c. £83) and the KEF Celeste Ill (c. £ 108)
provide exceptional value, while the Harbeth HL remains our most popular 'fullsize' speaker for those wishing to combine
an extended bass response with massive
power-handling.
. WHAT ELSE IS NEW?
JVC's astonishing range of models for the
1979/80 season includes many new designs: turntables like the belt-driven LA11, the direct-drive LA55 and the quartz.
controlled QLA5R: receivers with increased power like the RS5L (27W/ch at
c.£148) and the RS? (55W/ch at c.£204):
five new cassette decks suitable for metal

tape: matching amplifiers and tuners to
suit all pockets and requirements, including a micro integrated amplifier and FM
tuner to match: elegant stands to house
virtually any combination you may wish
to purchase.
For those who prefer the notion of an integrated music centre. Yamaha have just
brought out two models combining an
appearance of unusual elegance and neatness with the kind of performance one expects from first-rate 'separates': the MS-6
(16W/ch at £295.72) and the MS-8 (28W/
ch at £362.16), each suitable for use with
a wide range of top-grade loudspeakers.
These and many other hand-picked pieces
of audio equipment can be seen and heard
at our studio, where advice based on unsurpassed knowledge and experience of
audio problems, allied to profound musical understanding, is always at your disposal. With it comes our unique service,
covering installation of the chosen equipment and after sales maintenance, while
we offer substantial reductions on discs
and tapes to all who buy equipment from
us.
LIVE RECORD REVIEW
Every Saturday afternoon, from 2to 4.30,
we present an informal recital drawn from
the latest record releases, as we have done
for almost aquarter of acentury. It is free.
you come and go just as you please, and
it offers the opportunity of listening to
splendid recordings on the best domestic
equipment: afterwards you can, if you
wish, stay behind and seek advice about
records or equipment— in any case, LRR
provides a most pleasant way of 'getting
to know us'.
SUMMER SALE: Until Sept. 30th—
Many Record and Equipment Bargains.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd.

MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow ROAD QUEENSWAY LONDON W2

Basic opening hours:
Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat. 9.30-5.30: Thurs. 9.30-1

100

TEL: 01-229 2077
Fri. 9.30-7

The Shackman unit completely replaces both the moving coil
squawker and tweeter. The only moving part is agossamer thin
membrane which is driven through 100°„ of its surface by the
applied audio voltages from the amplifier re-acting with the
electrostatic field in which the whole membrane is immersed. The
unit therefore, has avirtually mass less moving part.
The unit has been developed over aperiod of 20 years and has
now reached astate of perfection dreamt of only as apotential 25
years ago. Problems relating to sensitivity, power handling and
reliability have been solved, AND IT DOES NOT COST THE
EARTH. It is the STATE OF THE ART and we urge everyone
to attend demonstrations for the purpose of either proving or
disproving our claims.

HOME CONSTRUCTORS
Shackman E.S. units are also available either in chassis
form or in attractive acoustically transparent cabinets to
incorporate in your loudspeaker system. A volume control
is fitted to enable you to balance the sensitive E.S. unit with
your woofer. The units are ready to connect to your
amplifier but require woofers crossing over at 500 Hz,
available on request. The units are priced at£115 the pair
in chassis form or£140 the pair complete in cabinets.
Prices exclude VAT. Suitable bass enclosures are also
available. The unit is completely free from transient
distortion and delayed resonances.

Leaflets

—send SAE
for full details.

Agents
for LECSON Equipment which
is being demonstrated.

Ill I In
SERVICES LIMITED

Proprietor Alex Shackman
82 East Barnet Road, New Barnet, Herts. Tel : 01-449 6605
Shop hours 09-30 — 18-00 Monday to Saturday. Closed all day Thursday.
We offer credit facilities and accept Access and Barclaycard.

in

speakers are also available from Wilmslow Audio,
Wilmslow, Cheshire. Tel: Wilmslow 29599, who also deal with all
NB Shackman
export enquiries.
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direct- drive table with its Obsidian base. The
newest Threshold solid-state pre-preamp
was used. Tests had shown no difference
when the very expensive and excellent Verion
transformers were used.
The Precision
Fidelity preamp fed the Threshold Model
4000 Class- A amp to the Snell Model A
speakers, which we have heard many times
and they have never sounded this fine.
Among some of the best available imported
Pathé -Marconi and other discs was the finest
disc we have yet heard. This is made in Sweden by afirm called Proprius. The title is Cantate Domino, and it consists of Christmas
and religious music with fine voices and
accompaniment by Alf Linder on the Organ.
A soprano, Marianne Melnas, has a fine
voice and one band has the deepest bass we
have yet heard from organ. It is just so natural,
and the voice is just like one is sitting in the
church hearing afavourite local singer's tone
soar out over the audience. With the above
system, we were treated to the live experience
one dreams of, with ' air' around the voice and
the round tones of the organ so right'.
Interestingly, the recording was done with a
'modified' Revox All and B & K 4133 mikts. A
'superb' record, regardless of the methods
used in making it. We bought it on the spot
and have been revelling in the sound ever
since. [ Proprius records are available in the
UK through Rega Research.]
Next, the preamp was changed to a highly
regarded solid-state one, the Threshold NS- 1.
Now, we heard typical solid-state clarity and
transients, but not the ambience and you- arethere of the Precision Fidelity. Next was tried
the tube Conrad- Johnson preamp. We heard

News from p. 95

Available
Thorens
At the end of our group turntable
review in August we printed ( on
apparently good authority) a footnote to the effect that the TD110/
115 models were being discontinued. We have since heard that
this is only true of the TD110—
the TD115 is still available.

John ScottTaggart and
Wilfred Worden
Wing Commander John ScottTaggart, OBE, MC, FIEE, FIMechE,
FInst.P, died a few weeks ago at
the age of 82. To younger radio/
hi-fi enthusiasts the name may
mean nothing, but to the veteran
radio devotee and the kitchen table
constructors of ' wireless sets' in
the late 1920s and 30s, his name
will evoke nostalgic memories.
J.S-T can be regarded as a
founding- father of the electronic
revolution, and he considered his
OBE award in 1975 as a very
belated recognition of his pioneer
work since 1917.
Born in Bolton, J.S-T wrote a
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some of the tube qualities, but not the deep,
'airy' sound. Next was the Paragon tube
preamp: about the same as the ConradJohnson.
Last was the solid-state PSE
preamp, which is half the price of the former
units. This again gave the clarity of the
Threshold but not the reality of the tube units.
The Audio Critic feels that the Precision
Fidelity is the finest preamp available today,
at any price. We agree!
It will be interesting to follow the trend back
to tubes over here, if such it will be. It is just
our humble opinion that tubes sound better
on much program material—at least for
classical music. We understand that the
Sheffield direct- cut discs use tubes in the
entire recording chain. They do sound better
than others. However, we have not heard the
warmth or natural quality from any of the DTD
discs yet. We feel that the digital will usurp
them from their popularity when all the majors
produce the recordings they are capable of.
Whether one ends up using tubes or solidstate is not really as important to us as the
development of better ' sources'. Possibly the
digital techniques not yet here will eliminate
the mechanical stylus- waggling we are now
cursed with. With the proposed encoded
discs or some other means, the care needed
and seldom found now in the cutting and
pressing will no longer be needed, while we
may even witness a trend away from multiple
close-miking and the resulting ' detail' which
solid-state amps reproduce so accurately.
The present ' noises' in- and- on the record
intrude on one's enjoyment of the music just
as disastrously as the sputter of the lumberjacks' chain saws would shatter the peaceful

number of technical books and
articles on radio, and undoubtedly
helped to popularise broadcasting
and ' wireless reception'. His first
articles appeared back in 1914.
J.S-T obtained 30 patents from
1918 and worked for Ediswan and
the old Radio Communication
Company. In 1922 he founded the
Radio Press, which published
Modern Wireless and Wireless
Weekly.
During the Second World War
he became Air Ministry staff
officer in charge of all radar
training, and later became responsible for all the Chain Home
radar stations in Great Britain. He
retired from the Admiralty in 1959.
J.S-T's autobiography was commissioned by me and published in
International Broadcast Engineer
(July 1968). Intriguingly, for his
researches into Italian Renaissance pottery, J.S-T was appointed a Knight Officer of the Italian
Order of Merit.
My collection of recorded curiosa includes a number of unusual
78s. Years ago Iacquired an old
Imperial 78 record, its label announcing a ' thirteen year old
genius'. The name of this boy
pianist was Wilfred Worden, and
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quiet of one's communing with Nature on the
shores of an azure lake in the mountains. It
would be as difficult to hear the gentle lapping
at the water's edge as it is now to hear,
through the noise of most records, the ' little'
sweet sounds in the music. e

Postscript The above article was written
some months ago, since when things have
continued to happen. Briefly: New tube
preamp called Theta, using six 6DJ8 Russian
triodes, and passive RIAA equalisation
again, claimed + 0.1 dB 20 Hz-20 kHz. Old
Colony Kits offer an Audio Research Corp
ST- 70C3 modification to update a Dyna
Stereo 70 amp to ARC standards. Well liked
here are the West German 12AX7/ECC83
tubes, giving better sound at top, mid and
bass, reportedly. The ARC SP 6 has been
modified to SP 6a and several changes made
to improve the bass end. The moving- coil
cartridges continue to appear and the best
so far seems to be the Koetsu, from Japan,
with Boron cantilever, fine line tip, and
0.7 mV output. This sells here for only $ 1000,
but said to be worth it. Have had use of a
modified JC-2, kindly loaned me by the
illustrious John Curl. It is so quiet, it is
uncanny. With some of the new and better
moving- coils, the filigree of sound set against
a silent background is a pleasure to hear. We
await arrival of the new Quad 44 preamp, and
note with interest that it has provision for
moving- coil cartridges.

he played Mendelssohn's Rondo single LS unit.) Later he develCapriccioso. Later he was to oped a smaller Bookshelf model
record several 78s for Decca of using the same principle.
Donald Chave's Lowther PM6
his pianistic talents, at 1/6d. per
disc. So it is with great regret that and PM7 units were fitted into
I have to announce that Wilfred the big Model A reproducer, and
Worden ( born 1915) died recently the ever- helpful Raymond ( KEF)
Cooke supplied Worden with
at the age of 64 in London.
Wilfred came from a musical special inductors for some sysfamily— his mother a pianist, his tems, when they were unobtainfather a violinist, and his great- able elsewhere. Richard Allan
uncle, James Worden, a singer. units were supplied for the other
Wilfred had adistinguished series models. All these systems he
of music teachers, and after an would demonstrate in his Chepimpressive career, ranging from a stow Road, W2 basement to
concert at Blackburn, at which the visiting audiophiles. Wilfred lived
accompanist for the programme with his parents until the end of
was Kathleen
Ferrier on the their lives a few years ago.
Blüthner Concert Grand, to reDonald Aldous
citais
at the
Wigmore
Hall,
touring the provinces, and lastly
playing for cine variety presentations: he then concentrated his
interest in sound reproduction
methods, for
his
commercial
designs.
These products ranged from
th d Worden articulated pickup
arm, a radially operative single
arm with articulated head piece,
to the Panosona loudspeaker,
a corner system using a double
horn with diffusing chamber. ( Its
design aim was to produce nearplane wave distribution from a

Crossword
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TENea
INTERNATIONAL

A touch of genius

Separates
that go together
beautifully...
Tensai separates
are totally
compatible . . .
created as asystem,
developed to
achieve natural
sound and styled for
simplicity of use. All at a
price you can afford.
But Tensai's genius doesn't stop there.
They have designed asingle, purpose-built
cabinet to house all these superb units . . .
abeautiful way to get it all together.
Featured above are the: TS-904C speaker TFL-80E cassette deck
TA-2.330 amplifier 1T-3345 tuner TD-855D tumtalie

Tensai is distributed in the UK by:
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The Wren Electronics Group
Dawson Road, Moun: Farm Estate, Milton Keynes,
Bucks Tel ( 0908) 71611 Telex 825194
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Please send me a brochure of the full Tensai range

II

Name
I Address
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Letters...
...about reviewing and consultancy:1
From: Gordon J. King, Enterprise, 7North
Boundary Road, Brixham, TQ5 8LH,
Devon
Dear Sir, Concerning Adrian Hope's articles
about magazine reviewers seconding as paid
consultants for hi-fi firms, Iwould like to make
my own position crystal clear.
My Company has accepted a very small
number of paid commissions in recent years
which have amounted to a mere 3.2% of
average income during the audited period
1974 to 1978. This includes consultancy work
outside the field of hi-fi, and there has been
no substantial change in the ratio since then.
My main income derives from equipment
reviews, technical articles and technical
books. A fair slice of the profits' from this
work is invested in top-flight laboratory
equipment, which makes it possible for me to
continue with my researches in a manner to
provide readers with the quality of material
they have every right to expect from reputable
hi-fi magazines.
As Ihave written about 30 books over the
years, under both my own name and my pen
name John Earl, the income from this
source has made it possible to equip my
laboratory to afairly high standard. Money is
still being ploughed back for further improvement. Ifeel that this is the right thing to do, as
readers are then obtaining improving quality
from my writings. Ever since Ifirst put pen to
technical paper some 25 years ago my readers
have always been my uttermost priority. Iwrite
for them and them alone.
Readers of this magazine will sometimes
have seen passages of my text accompanying
advertising material. This practice was at one
time rampant. My name would often appear in
an advertisement carrying a piece of review
text—this not uncommonly without my permission, let alone payment! Ihave since taken
legal steps to halt this practice. If afirm feels
it desirous to include my name with any such
advertising matter I now insist upon prior
sight of the copy. Imight then give permission
for its use after Iam satisfied that it is not out
of context of the review from which it was
extracted and that it is not contrary to the
British Code of Advertising Practice.
Ihave also decided to render a charge for
my name when it is exploited commercially in
this manner. I feel that most people will
consider this perfectly reasonable, as Ihave
carefully built up my names over 25 years. It
would be unreasonable to let any firm exploit
this for its own commercial interests without
even seeking my permission. If my names have
commercial value then I feel that readers
should benefit from it in terms of better
laboratory facilities. When the firms involved
negotiate directly with magazines for the
exploitation of published texts for which the
publishers hold the copyright, I have now
asked the magazines not to make my names
available for this purpose without my express
permission.
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As my name has been published with
respect to the formation of APARC Ifeel
obliged to clarify that this connection with the
Association was entirely academic and that
my sympathies are linked solely and exclusively to the commendable aims of elevating
the quality of contemporary reviewing, which
difTers so much from the elementary approach
of the pioneering days.
Lest readers be misled by omission, Mr.
Hope was made fully aware of the miniscule
scope of my own extra- mural activities and
all other aspects of my operations in several
lengthy letters in reply to his research enquires. To save readers from the personal
expense of exploring Company files, Ican
assure them that neither Inor my Company
holds any shares in or is retained by any third
party.
Iam in complete harmony with the viewpoint
that any reviewer also taking on consultancy
work should clearly declare his extra- mural
interests. Ishall be happy to follow to the
letter any rules along these lines that are
formulated by my Editors. In conclusion, I
would like to stress in all sincerity that in no
way has there been a conflict of interest with
respect to these commissions and my
honesty to readers.
Yours faithfully

...about reviewing and consultancy: 2
From: Angus McKenzie, 57 Fitzalan Road,
London N3 3PG
Dear Sir, While Adrian Hope's articles on the
relationship between consultancy and reviewing were welcome, there are a number of
facts that require strengthening, and many
that need further explanation to your readers.
Mr. Hope quite rightly states that a competent audio critic requiring much expensive
technical test and recording equipment could
not survive on the rates paid by the magazines. In fact I have • found it rather more
economical to write bulk surveys than isolated
reviews, since it is possible to set up a
production line technique for both objective
and subjective testing. However, one should
bear in mind wages for staff required to
assist in the organisation and measurements
of alarge survey such as aHiFi Choice book.
Mr. Hope may be interested to know that the
amount of profit after writing a bulk survey is
comparatively little, and most of we audio
critics who are supporting large private
laboratories can honestly say that we are in
audio as much for the love of it as for the
money.
Taking up some other points, Mr. Hope
seemed surprised at my recommending a
Sansui 331 receiver as a best buy, since he
points out that the half- power bandwidth
only reached to 10 kHz, a poor performance
according to the standards applied by
another critic. He failed to note that while
this receiver was indeed best buy, it was in
the budget category at under £ 100, and at the
time the price of around £87•50 was very
attractive for a product which generally
performed extremely well. On the average
type of program that would be reproduced by
a budget receiver the ordinary user would
not be particularly interested in the subtle
1979

difference between a half- power bandwidth
of 10 kHz and 20 kHz. Iwas more concerned
with recommending a product that basically
had no bad snags, worked every time it was
switched on, was easy to use and capable of
giving good reproduction within its price
bracket. Regarding his comments on the
Armstrong amplifier, Mr. Hope failed to point
out that in my review Ialso criticised it, but
placed the area in which the problem occurred as the input to the tone control circuit,
where levels higher than 1V caused progressively more distortion. In recommending
the Armstrong receiver in my first receiver
HiFi Choice Ibore in mind all the measurement parameters, the ergonomics and the
general sound quality, and did at the time
feel that it was good value for money. Nevertheless, Ipointed out all the problem areas
that Ihad found. Ialso happen to know that
the manufacturers had altered the output
circuitry so as to improve the subjective
sound quality while hardly altering the basic
specifications themselves.
A musician whose public performance Is
broadcast is paid an extra amount for the use
of his performance over the air, and if the
same event is recorded by a record company
he is also paid additionally. If an audio
critic's work is used for publicity by a company, why shouldn't the critic be paid extra
for the use of his comments? However, one
must be careful. My own policy is never under
any circumstances to discuss the use of any
written material until after publication. There
have been many instances over the last few
years where I have been offered but have
refused sums for manufacturers to use my
reviews for publicity purposes, but perhaps
requiring the omission of only four or five
words out of several hundred to meet their
purposes. One tape manufacturer actually
wanted to pay me several hundred pounds to
re- use my comments, but wished to omit a
'but' clause where Ireferred to rather poor
print- through. Irefused, and was very upset
about it since it was clearly intended to
mislead the reader.
I agree with Mr. Hope that when one is
appointed as a consultant in the design of a
piece of equipment one must either refuse to
do a review or declare one's involvement. 1
have refused isolated reviews when I have
been involved at the design stage, but I
certainly cannot refuse to review a product in
a larger survey if Ihave merely been asked to
assess its suitability for the British market.
One must here make a distinction between
consultancy in measurement and consultancy in design. My company has been set up
to act as ameasurements laboratory to whom
any client can bring a product for an independent assessment. By arrangement,
such an assessment can either be used by
the client as an indication of the product's
suitability, or, when appropriate, to assist
representatives of the company—or to show
the Press at a launch the suitability of the
product as judged by an independent. I
consider that it is much fairer for a manufacturer to go to an independent consultant
who is also a reviewer to get measurements
which can be publicised, since the consultant
is hardly likely to give false figures as his
other clients will object and withdraw their
custom.
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Book of Audio
Get the best out of your hi-fi equipment with
Donald Aldous, Dave Berriman, Clement Brown,
Vivian Capel, John Gardner, Fred Judd and
Gordon King

When only the best is good enough....

When you have reached the end of your endurance and
you really don't know which way to turn, perhaps the
tranquility of a civilised, uncomplicated but definitive
demonstration in one of our two private listening
rooms, could be the answer.

We have built a reputation for honesty, integrity and
concern, which in the face of well respected and
established dealers, was not easy to achieve. However, we are proud of our record in the field of
customer relations and feel that we can offer a degree
of expertise, understanding and courtesy rare in
modern audio retailing.

• A technical but easily understood review of audio equipment and reproduction with clear descriptions of how
and why things work.
• A comprehensive survey for the enthusiast as well as the
newcomer, explaining how to choose wisely from the
vast selection of equipment available, and also how to
assemble asystem.
• All main areas of audio arc dealt with, including radio,
tape and disc, and the various means of reproduction,
with particular emphasis on high fidelity.
• A comprehensive directory of manufacturers, agents and
trade names provides back-up information.
• Information on professional recording, record making,
copyright, noise reduction systems and radio wavelengths.
1979
£4.95

0 408 00429 0
US S11.25

246 X 190 mm

144 pages

When only the best is good enough....
When you have reached the end of your endurance and you
really don't know which way to turn, perhaps the tranquility
of acivilised, uncomplicated but definitive demonstration
in one of our two private listening rooms, could be the answer

We have built areputation for honesty, integrity and
concern, which in the face of well respected and established
dealers, was not easy to achieve. However, we are proud of
our record in the field of customer relations and feel that we
can offer adegree of expertise, understanding and courtesy
rare in modern audio retailing.

Miumlálitircedberiki
Borough Green, Sevenoaks, Kent TN15 8PH
Telephone: ( 0732) 884567
Butterworth, have companies in Australia, Canada, New Zealand,
South Africa and U.S.A., where loyal prices apply.

JORDAN

50 mm MODULES
SYSTEMS
and

Our suppliers:
Meridian,
TVA Valve,
Nytech,
A & R A60E
Monogram,
Syrinx,
Grace,
Dynavector,
Teac,
S.K.S.,

DESIGNS
Swallow,
Gale,
Lentek,
Spendor,
Macbeth,
Orpheus,
Hadcock,
Ortofon,
Micro Seiki,
Decca London,

Linn,
STD,
Ariston,
Michell Eng,
SME,
Promethian,
Grado,
Elite,
and others. . .

Our attitude:
How an we help YOU?

JORDAN 50 mm MODULES will, therefore, reproduce the finest
detail in the most complex sounds with extreme accuracy.
JORDAN 50 mm MODULES used as the heart of acomplete system
do most of the work and greatly simplify the optimum design requirements for the associated bass system.
JORDAN 50 mm MODULES used singly or in multiples provide for
a virtually limitless range of systems design and power requirements.

Our facilities:
Two ordinary domestic listening rooms, not designed as anechoic chambers,
nor air conditioned showrooms and not one comparator in use. Just
ordinary rooms—plain and simple.
Hours:
Open

9am until late Tuesday to Friday
9am until 5pm Saturday

Closed

Every Sunday and Monday

Subjective Audio

Subjective Audio (OR!)

59 GROVELANDS ROAD,

"THE OLD SCHOOL",

PALMERS GREEN,

ST. ANNES LANE, GODMANCHESTER,

LONDON N13

HUNTINGDON, CAMBRIDGESHIRE.

01-886 7289

JORDAN 50 mm MODULES are miniature moving coil loudspeakers
having a cone diameter of 50 mm, a frequency range from 100 Hz to
22 kHz with a peak power capacity of 50 w. Quite exceptional is the
very low distortion level and the transient response is better even
than that of electrostatic systems.

•0480 59910

JORDAN 50 mm MODULES used in our unique LINEAR ARRAY
designs achieve an unprecedented standard of concert realism by
effectively recreating the full breadth and depth of the live stage performance with stable stereophonic images irrespective of the listening
position throughout the width of the room.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO KNOW MORE please write for our free
brochure which contain full details of the JORDAN 50 mm Modules,
Crossovers, Bass units and our Design Services.
ALSO AVAILABLE is our new JORDAN MANUAL, price £1.50,
which contains full D.I.Y. constructional details of a range of superlative loudspeaker systems including LINEAR ARRAY designs together
with an invaluable reference article by E. J. JORDAN which answers
many questions on the theory and practice of loudspeakers design and
use.
PLEASE WRITE DIRECTLY TO:

E. J. JORDAN LIMITED
'Stoneyway', Bovingdon Green,

Marlow, Bucks. SL7 2JH.
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In providing a service for completely
independent assessment and being quite
open about it, Ifeel that Iam, in the end,
helping the consumer, which is my ultimate
goal. However, I completely deprecate a
reviewer who acts as a PR consultant for a
company on a retainer basis of any kind. As
an independent, my main loyalty must always
be to the public, but Imust also observe the
ethics of consultancy as indicated by the
rules of institutions like the IERE, of which
Iam a Fellow. If a conflict should exist then
this is my problem, and it has to be dealt with
in one way or another, either by a refusal to
undertake a consultancy project or by a
refusal to undertake a review. However, I
most certainly cannot afford to abandon
consultancy work, because it is necessary to
have a constant inflow of capital to meet the
very large expenses of running a laboratory.
Of course a pipe- dream would be to be
completely independent as an audio critic,
without any consultancy work at all, and I
agree with Mr. Hope that this is ideal. In order
to make sensible audio criticism possible,
though, Ihave to use my own ethical code in
addition to that indicated by various professional institutions—and editors should of
course always be informed if there is any
possibility of conflict. But until magazine
rates can be made commercially viable for
audio critics such as myself, I am most
certainly not prepared to allow any article or
review to be used for publicity without some
form of payment.
What matters most to me is that any
review that I write should be absolutely
honest and written without bias. To assist me
to make a review as accurate as possible I
feel it is important that the subjective test of
the equipment should be very full, whilo any
objective measurements should be made
properly with extremely good equipment. It
is no good a magazine offering me a small
payment to write a review and asking me to
spend just a few hours to get a rough impression, as Imay miss something. The very
top magazines such as HFNIRR can afford
the best writers, but readers can well imagine
the dismay of reviewers such as Gordon
King, Martin Colloms and myself when we
see what we feel to be totally incompetent
reviews in some other magazines. It is in this
area that we all feel that Adrian Hope should
have concentrated. Needless to say, not only
do members of the Association of Professional Audio and Radio Consultants have an
impeccable record of ethics, but most other
audio critics too, and it is unfortunate that
the misdemeanours of relatively few have
caused Mr. Hope's concern. What is far more
serious, in my view, is the publication of
reviews based upon faulty measurements or
faulty judgements, which can to a large
extent control the sales potential of an audio
product.
Ihave already mentioned in ' FM Radio' a
tuner sensitivity of 0.3 p.V, quoted in a magazine, which is physically impossible unless
the tuner and its 75 ohm dummy- load were
immersed in liquid nitrogen. Some judgements based on misguided subjective tests
are also highly suspect, and it is unfair for
one model to be rated very highly and another
condemned when the differences are so
minute that in another test with the same

reviewer the preferences are reversed. Iam
.about one united audio show
deeply concerned
about accuracy and
From: Stephen Court, Managing Directoe
relevance in reviewing, and Isee it as the
Court Acoustics Ltd., 35/39 Britannii
consultant/critic's job to ensure that all his
Row, London N1 8QH
reviews are relevant to the readership of the
magazine for which he is writing.
Dear Sir, At the recent Exhibition of thi
One important matter mentioned in Mr.
Association
of
Professional
Recordin
Hope's second article has been misrepreStudios held at the Connaught Rooms, then
sented: the JVC and Chris Rogers amplifier
was considerable dissention amongst thi
review. Initially JVC approached me to test an
manufacturers and distributors exhibiting
amplifier of the same type as that reviewed to
Despite the excellent work of the organisers
see if there was any way in which Mr. Rogers'
the industry has literally outgrown the venue
comments could be relevant. After an initial
As aresult the show is spread over numerow
report to JVC, the review sample itself was
floors, which reduces &iective promotion
also measured, and further reports prepared
together with the fact that, as with so man
for JVC at their expense, these being invoiced
exhibitions, there are no parking facilities
on October 31st 1978. After discussions with
extremely poor loading facilities and—mos
JVC Ithen elected to attempt to resolve the
ironically of all—there are no facilities fo
matter by acting independently and volunsound demonstrations! This show is just on*
tarily from November onwards, approximately
of at least fourteen separate audio shows ir
two days being spent by my company at my
the UK in just one year.
expense. The original statement on behalf of
With each, event costing anything Iron
JVC was withdrawn and a new independent
£4000 to £ 15000, and requiring many manstatement ( agreed by all parties and disclosed
hours of organisation, it is not surprising tha
to Mr. Hope at the time) was submitted to
each show is pathetically small in its owr
HiFi for Pleasure. Mr. Hope was helpful in
right. Even the most successful Companies
making suggestions as to the fairest wording
can only afford to select two or so each year
that should be employed, and Icannot trace
More to the point, since each show is smal
any payment being received from HFFP, let
and there are so many, they attract very fevi
alone JVC, for the published statement or for
overseas exhibitors, and most British manu•
any expenses incurred in the listening tests.
facturers will agree that without export sales
Iacted as an impartial adjudicator in reporting
business can be hardly worth the effort.
the events to readers, and this was at the time
When you consider the smaller Companies
accepted by all parties.
they simply haven't the money or man-powei
Finally, as far as Mr. Hope's comments on
to exhibit, and the larger organisations cannot
critics making mistakes are concerned, Ithink
possibly justify such a ridiculous number ol
he has avalid point. It is for this reason that I shows in the U.K., not mentioning the others
am frequently engaged to double- and treblein America and Europe.
check a product where there is a serious
As Isee it, professional bodies such as the
failing. Many times when a deficiency is
APRS offer the exhibition as a service to the
pointed out to a manufacturer ( incidentally
recording industry, and a very valuable one
without cost to him) the product is imso the only bodies who would object to one
mediately modified to overcome the failing.
annual central exhibition would be those
A recent instance of this was acassette deck
entrepreneurs making a very tidy profit from
which arrived with an extremely poor clipping
exhibitions— with the only result that the
margin on replay, but after discussing the
equipment costs more to the customer. W E
matter with the manufacturer it is now some
have in Birmingham, for example, a custom4dB better. When writing a highly critical
built exhibition centre which is equally
review of a product Ihave frequently worried
accessible from most points in the UK, and
for many hours as to whether Iam being fair,
which could hold one sensibly- sized show to
and it is only after deep thought that the final
cover the Sound Industry. It would save most
review is written. Too many reviews are
manufacturers many thousands of pounds a
written in flowery language which ends up by
year, plus offer them the chance of a really
not informing the reader what the reviewer
worthwhile show that would attract people
really thinks of the product.
from all over the world. The one and only
Whilst agreeing, then, with the Editor's
show for TV and Broadcasting, the IBC, is
proposals for all reviewing in the future, I an excellent example of this.
would finally like to make a plea for more
For those who say that the intimacy is lost
co-opecation between suppliers, magazines
with a large exhibition, there is no reason
and reviewers, so that less pressures are
why each section, ie, P.A., discotheque
placed upon us. Let us have equipment when
hi-fi, etc, cannot be run under the auspices ol
it is promised so that we can meet editorial
each governing body. Trade and public could
deadlines, and while we would prefer probuy tickets for the whole exhibition or just the
ducts to be checked that they are in a ' go'
relevant sections.
condition, we do not want to see service
It seems incredible that the British Industry,
departments fiddle in an attempt to make an
renowned for its product quality, cannot
improvement for the review—a practice
reflect that in an exhibition which would not
which fortunately only occurs rarely and can
only save many thousands of pounds, but
usually be detected.
would also in all probability give a considerYours faithfully
able increase in sales.
Iam grateful tor the backing of the UK press
in this matter, which is nothing short of a
Note: Any further letters on this topic will be scandal, and Iwould appreciate comments
published next month, when we will invite Mr. from other Companies in this country.
Hope to comment on the points raised in both
Yours faithfully
issues.— Editor.
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If it is your intention to make an investment in a Hi Fi system rather than buy something to sell next year, consider the advantages of
the modular system offered by Boothroyd Stuart. Despite future development of digital disc or even plug-in digital music memories,
your domestic music system will always need a loudspeaker - we do not foresee large conceptual changes here - and a means to
control the signals from whatever source, to drive the loudspeaker. Our recipe in an evolving market is flexibility and this is the safeguard of your investment. The active loudspeaker will accept the output of a preamplifier and make sounds as beautiful as the source
allows. Our modular amplifier system is clean, clear, precise, powerful and has lasting beauty.
The control unit 101 illustrated is constructed with three interchangeable electronic modules, two of which are solely devoted to the disc
source. The first module you choose to suit the pick up of your choice, now or next year. Our commitment is to offer within this framework the possibility of today's preamp for tomorrow's music system. The perfect match for your pick up or tape recorder is offered - a
perfect concept.
Plug-in modules for Supex, Entree, Denon, Fidelity Research, Asak, Decca, Magnetic, Ultimo, Grado and others...
Also equalisation available for RIAA, RIM 1EC rec 1978, coarse groove ( 78).
Write or ' phone for details to BOOTHROYD STUART LTD, 13 CLIFTON ROAD, HUNTINGDON, CAMBRIDGESHIRE, ENGLAND PE18 7EJ
(0480) 57339 TELEX ( MERIDN) 32577.

300THROYD STUART/MERIDIAN
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an experimental
scratch eliminator
by R. A. Penfold
Part 2
Power Supply ( Fig. 8)
The unit requires asingle 15 volt supply rail
and this is provided by the simple circuit
shown in fig. 8. This uses a straightforward
push-pull rectifier and smoothing circuit
followed by a 15 V monolithic regulator IC.
Apart from regulation, the latter also provides
electronic smoothing, output current limiting,
and thermal overload protection circuitry.
Construction
The prototype is housed in a BEC cabinet
type GB1 which has approximate outside
dimensions of 14x 6x2 in. Any case of
similar size and mainly metal construction
should be equally suitable. The controls and
the neon indicator are mounted on the front
panel, and the input/output sockets and fuse
holder on the rear panel. The entrance hole
for the mains lead is also in the rear panel and
should be fitted with agrommet. This general
layout can be seen from the photographs and
is not particularly critical. However, it is
advisable to keep the mains and psu wiring as
far away from the other wiring as possible.
Four 01 in. pitch stripboard panels are used
to accommodate the circuitry, and details of
the delay line, filter, gate, and psu panels are
shown in figs. 9, 10, 11, and 12 respectively.
Construction is quite straightforward but care
must be taken not to omit any of the link wires
or the numerous breaks in the copper strips.
Also, care should be taken not to short
circuit any of the copper strips with excess
solder.
MOS and CMOS devices such as ICI, IC2,
and IC4 can be damaged by high static
voltages, so they are usually supplied in
some form of protective packaging such as
conductive foam. They should be left in this
packaging until it is time for them to be
connected into circuit, and IC sockets should

distortion level of approximately 1% and S/N
ratio in excess of 70 dB.
It is probably best to
use a somewhat lower
nominal
input
level,
though, as this will still
result in a good S/N
ratio, the otherwise virtually nonexistent overbe employed for these devices. Handle the
load margin will be greatly increased with a
MOS and CMOS ICs as little as possible, and
reduction in THD (
01 % at 200 mV RMS). The
it is preferable that you should be earthed ( by
unit has input and output impedances of
touching the earthed chassis of some piece
about 5.5 k and 4.7 k respectively, and the
of equipment, for instance) when handling
overall voltage gain is approximately unity.
them.
Probably the easiest way to find the correct
Note that Ti is not mounted on a comsettings for R10 and R13 is temporarily to
ponent panel, but is bolted to the base of the
connect a capacitor of about 47 nF in value
cabinet. A soldertag is mounted on one cf its
across C3 so that the clock oscillator operates
mounting bolts, and the mains earth lead
at an audio frequency. R10 and R13 are then
connects to this so that the metal case is
adjusted for minimum clock frequency output
properly earthed.
from each channel.
With R36 adjusted fully anticlockwise the
Adjustment and Use
voltage at Tri collector should be very low. If
The unit must be connected in afairly high
R36 is adjusted in a clockwise direction a
level part of the fii-fi system and cannot be
point should be reached where the Tri
fed direct from a pickup. Either a suitable
collector voltage goes to about 15 volts. If
preamplifier must be added so that the unit
R36 is backed oft from this point just far
is fed with asignal of afew hundred mV RMS
enough to return the Tri collector voltage to
and can be used to feed an ' AUX' or similar
its previous level, the Schmitt Trigger will
amplifier input, or the unit must be connected
then have optimum sensitivity.
between the pre- and main amplifier sections
It is quite in order simply to adjust R51 and
of the system. The delay line circuitry is
R61 so that there is no audible change in the
capable of handling about 500 mV RMS with a

Fig 8 The circuit diagram of the mains power supply unit

output levels when the unit is activated by a
scratch, rather than with the aid of a signal
generator, millivoltmeter, and triggering of the
circuit by some manual means.
It is advisable not to advance the sensitivity
control ( VR1) any further than is necessary
to cause the offending scratch to trigger the
unit. To do so would simply unnecessarily
increase the susceptibility of the unit to
unwanted triggering. VR2 can be given any
setting which results in the elimination of the
pulse caused by the scratch, and its precise
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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CELEF
The best of British

The superb new
MINI PRO HE
Find out why it outstrips our competitors by filling in
the coupon and we will send you full details of this
exciting new model from the CELEF range.

CELEF
DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF
HIGH QUALITY LOUDSPEAKERS

130-132 Thirsk Road, Borehamwood, Herts.
Tel: 01-207 1150

Please send me details of the NEW MINI PRO HE and other
Celef Speakers together with list of nearest stockist.
NAME
ADDRESS
(HN10)
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Input and output waveforms with VR1 adjusted
for minimum sensitivity so that the pulse is not
suppressed. By using agating circuit to switch
from the upper to the lower signal, the scratch can
be eliminated. The sweep speed is 0.2 ms/cm
so the delay can be seen to be about 14 ms.

setting is not critical under most circumstances. There will be a somewhat narrower
range of satisfactory settings for this control
on very bad scratches, especially those near
the inner grooves, as these produce the
longest noise pulses. Results will normally
be best with VR3 adjusted for maximum delay
from monostable 2, but a shorter delay must
be used if it is necessary to eliminate two
scratches which follow closely upon one
another.
Finally, any HF signals fed to the unit can

Input waveform (bottom) and output waveform ( ton)
showing elimination of the scratch

Input ( bottom) and output ( top) traces, showing two
examples of pulse elimination. Sweep speed is now
100 ms/cm

result in increased noise or even instability.
If necessary, this can be combated by
adding a capacitor of up to afew nF across
each input. Components list is on page 113.•
1-11-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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10/
Ct
FOR HI-FI, AUDIO, VIDEO & TV

90, HIGH STREET, PUTNEY, LONDON SW15
TEL: 01-785 7128/01-788 9421
THE CLOUD 7SELECTION INCLUDES
ADC • AMPEX AUDIO MASTER BETAMAX • BOLIVAR • BOSE DORIC • ENTRE • FUJI • HADCOCK • HARMAN KARDON • JBL • JR • JVC • KOSS • LENTEK • MARANTZ
XELL • MICHELL • MICRO SEIKI • NAKAMICHI • NORGE MENDE ORTOFON • RAM • REVOX • SANYO • SHARP • SHURE • SOUNDGUARD • SME • SUGDEN • TANGENT TANNOY • TDK • TEAC • TECHNICS • THORENS
TOSHIBA • TRIO ULTIMO • VHS • YAMAHA • ZEROSTAT • DISC WASHER • IN- CAR ENTERTAINMENT AND DIRECT- TO- DISC RECORDS
OPEN 6DAYS AWEEK FREE HOME F. EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS PROVIDED INSTANT CREDIT ACCESS & BARCLAY CAROS WELCOME ALL EXFORT ORDERS HANDLED
OUR FREE DELIVERY SERVICE COVERS AN EXTENSIVE AREA EASY PARKING MINUTES AWAY FROM EAST PUTNEY ( UNDERGROUND) & PUTNEY ( BRITISH RAIL)
SERVED BY ALL MAJOR BUS ROUTES
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Subjective Sounds
'Paul Messenger

double albums! Had the music not been so
carefully chosen and the technical standards
HE FIRST high fidelity bouquet for many so high, Iwould have happily filed them under
'rip- on'. ( Moreover my first experience in
years for rock cognoscenti comes direct
comparing both versions of Supertramp's
from LA at enormous cost, courtesy Mobile
Crime of the Century left me highly sceptical,
Fidelity Sound Lab and Lentek, who have put
though this was probably a reflection of the
the ' music' back into ' high fidelity records'
high standard of the original and unfamiliarity
by the simple expedient of licensing the oriwith the less analytical system on which I
ginal masters to a number of genuine Rock
heard them.) Ihave been informed that the
'classics', then taking extra care over the
UK price is double the US price and higher
cutting, metalwork, vinyl and pressing as
than the German selling price, which remains
well as throwing away the ' Dansette' EQ ( lots
acause for some complaint, but the fact that
of presence, limiting and compression.) A
they do deliver the goods means that ' value
venture of this sort must stand or fall on the
for money' becomes somewhat academic;
basis of the catalogue it provides, assuming
either one can afiord them or one cannot, and
that a competent job has been done on the
those that can should be well pleased with
technical side, and it is here that MFSL have
the results. (Ihave also been informed that
really excelled. Even though they lack the
peculiarities in the US copyright agreement
biggest names such as Dylan, the Stones and
and a resultant ' double- wholesaler' set-up
the Beatles, the list contains enough classics
play asignificant part in determining the high
to bring on incipient credit card wilt. Not
retail price, so it might be unfair to blame the
being among this magazine's recipients of
distributor for these discrepancies.)
plastic presents in the post, Ihave parted
Happily, there are other straws in the wind
with precious pounds ( al Iright, trade price and
tax-deductable Iadmit) on a double and a which suggest that £ 15 is not about to become
the going price for high quality LPs. The
single album, with no regrets. Both Little
new Ry Cooder album, Bop till you Drop,
Feat's Waiting for Columbus and the Grateful
which Ipurchased the other day whilst on
Dead's American Beauty would have been
holiday and have not yet tried ' at home', but
candidates for desert island selection in any
which certainly seems adistinct cut above the
case; the former's disastrous original balance
is now vastly improved, with much cleaner average on a friend's system, describes on
top and properly extended bass ( yes, honestly, the sleeve how it has been digitally mastered.
bass on Columbus!); American Beauty, already Perhaps more significantly, it claims that the
a pretty decent offering, is cleaned up, analogue cut had then been made without
extended, and gives more precise sharper additional EQ or limiting. The benefit of
digital recording at the present time may be
imaging; less dramatic than Columbus, it is
nevertheless a significant improvement over limited to the aggregation of acatalogue until
such time as standardisation on a comthe original.
mercial playback system has been agreed,
The main trouble with these discs, besides
but the decision to avoid messing about at the
the philosophical complaint that they should
ever be necessary at all, is their very high UK cutting stage and to publicise the fact on a
price: some £15 for single and £23 for mass- market normally- priced Rock album is a

T

highly significant development which augurs
well; perhaps Mobile Fidelity's influence is
already being felt?

Subjective Sounds Postscript
—John Atkinson
While PM was listening to his Mobile Fidelity discs, Idecided that it might be interesting to run some frequency sweeps on
these and compare them to the originals.
One of the main reasons for any audible
difference is due to the fact that the master
lacquer is cut at half speed, a technique
originally developed by JVC for CD-4quadraphony records to get the necessary bandwidth. Half- speed cutting means that cutting
amplifier headroom is effectively increased
by a factor of four. This, coupled with the
halving of slew rates, etc, gives a much
cleaner top end and means that less compression need be used to avoid overcutting
at frequency extremes. One disadvantage is
that subsonic cutting lathe rumble is doubled
in frequency and thus might become audible.
Although not audible on these discs, there
was a strange VLF noise on a King Records
Ashkenazy piano disc.
The Neumann lathe used is fitted with a
quartz- lock JVC motor, thus avoiding the
dynamic wow that can be audible on records
cut on normal lathes, and the final pressings
are made on a high quality vinyl, again from
JVC, which we found gives an averaged
octave background noise between 1dB(A)
and 34 dB(A) lower in level.
Both Mobile Fidelity in the USA and King
Records in Japan ( a Decca subsidiary) have
issued such records and the elect of having
to buy the copyright on retail price is seen in
the fact that discs from Mobile Fidelity ( who
do have to buy it) cost .815 against a normal
$7•99 in the USA whereas King ( who already,
through Decca, own it) cost only Y2,800
against the normal price of Y2,400. A & M are
introducing half- speed LPs from their cata-
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'Money', from Dark Side of the Moon

-

Mobile Fidelity have taken advantage of the 3} dB
difference in background noise to cut, on average,
2dB lower so as to minimise any compression required. However, it can be seen that the extreme LF is
boosted by 5dB above the mid-band level and the
extreme HF by some 4dB. The upper bass and lower
mid (63-630 Hz) are roughly some 2dB below the
upper mid level and, subjectively, the effect is of very
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Mobile Fidelity Cut ( background level 52 dBAIN)

54 dl3A(N) )

_

—

Dacca SOL Cut

clean extended bass instruments—with vocals becoming much more intelligible. Note the high level of
16 kHz on both. A dramatic improvement on an
already good production. 4
Star Wars
An interesting one, this, as Stan Ricker, who masters
all the Mobile Fidelity releases, was also responsible
for cutting the London original, itself one of the fastest
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53 dBAIN) )

releases Decca have ever done, taking only two months
from recording to record shop. From 80 Hz- 10 kHz, the
levels are almost identical, with slightly more mid and
slightly less presence. The extremes, though, are again
lifted by large amounts, 4dB at 20 kHz and astaggering
10 dB at 25 Hz. Slightly anomalous is the lift on the
original in the 31.5 Hz band, this also occurs on the
Rite original and could well be acutter head rescnance.
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GB3 A NEW RAVE REVIEW
f411 comments verbatim from Popular HIP, January 1979l

The key to success in small systems is
the choice of speakers. Especially with
budget equipment they are the components that determine more than any
other the overall sound of the system.
It is very important to get the right boxes
for the job. We decided to play safe and
go for enclosures we knew could take on
the challenge. The Videotone GB3s are
a souped up version of the very famous
Minimax that has dominated the budget
speaker scene for the last few years. The
pedigree of this speaker is really quite
remarkable. The original Minimax burst
upon the public around five years ago,
astonishing listeners, critic and salesman
alike. The average listener liked it
because it had, how shall we say? . . . a
good ' tone', the critic liked it because ' it
bad depth and shimmering transparency',
and the salesman liked it because it was
cheap.
And how! Originally a pair of Minimaxes cost only £ 39 and over the
last few years of roaring inflation they
have only risen to £ 50. This was peanuts
to pay for the sound they gave out and
many other speaker companies jumped
on the ' small but punchy' speaker
bandwagon.
There was, however some criticism of
the Minimax. The highs could be a bit
rough and the stereo image was not all
that well defined. At the time everyone
was so impressed by the overall clarity
that these niggles didn't really surface
until very late in the day.
Besides we were all so interested in
the name Videotone that their other
products were being put through the
critical mill and the Minimax was
neglected. The bigger Videotone speakers
turned out to be not so good as we might
have expected from the promise of the
Minimax, and the rapidly rising star of
Videotone began to sink a little.
Recently however, the company has
come surging back with its new GB
range, which are basically slightly larger,
more carefully designed versions of the
Minimax, ( which is still obtainable).

Dome Tweeter
The GB3, which we chose for this
system, is atwo way system employing a
long throw bass mid range driver and a
high frequency dome tweeter. The old
Minimax used a small cone for the high
frequencies and critics pointed to this
fact when moaning about the upper
frequency roughness.
The bass midrange unit is a five inch
paper cone with the usual one inch
rubber roll surround. Frequency response
is quoted as 80-20 kHz ±- 4 dB and the
nominal impedance is eight ohms. The
GB3 is of medium sensitivity requiring
an amp of power somewhere between
15 and 40 w per channel to drive it to high
volumes in the averaged sized room of
about 2000 Cu ft
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Quoted sensitivity is 3 w input for
88 dB SPL at the standard distance of
one metre. The crossover between the
two units is rather high at 3.4 kHz and
steep roll off filters of 12 dB per octave
are used. Each box measures a compact
10 x 6 x 872 inches and weighs 91/
2 lbs.
Price is around £ 80 and as we shall
see they are worth every penny.
First impression of the system was its
sheer volume capability. Turning the
volume on the SU7100 even halfway
up produced a deafening roar from the
Videotones, and it really was quite a
clean roar.
These speakers lived up to their
specification. The dome tweeter seems
to have improved the high frequency
response no end. The occasional scrape
that was apparent on the old Minimaxes
with violins is here replaced by a soft
blooming sound that is very pleasant to
listen to.

VIDEOTONE

There was far more high frequency
dispersion with the GB3's than previous
Videotone models, due no doubt to the
dome tweeter as opposed to the old
cone. This meant a clear stable stereo
image and increased transparency of
sound. There were a few little hiccups in
the mid range, a slight nasal twang here
and there but it was the bass that really
knocked me for six.
For such small boxes it is phenomenal.
I've got used to being surprised by the
bass output of small boxes recently, but
the character of the bass for the GB3's is
superior to most of the other competition.
It had a really tight, dare Isay it, solid
feel that added agreat deal to rock music
in particular.

Send for your personal copies of all our

Ireviews and data an our full range of products.
I NAME
ADDRESS
Quality Plus Value— Always
98 Crofton Park Road,
Crofton Park, London S.E.4.
Telephone 01-690 1914/5
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logue ( available from Quadramail) and, again,

The results are illuminating: the bar- graphs

not having to buy the copyright means they

show the A- weighted 1/3 octave spectral con-

can be priced at £9.

tent of both discs and also the difference,
taking the original cut as the 0 dB reference.

-

54 ‘113A(N) I

Cent Town (Emmy Lou Harris), from Mobile

average difference.•

on the original is acutter head resonance, extrapolating
the original as if it hadn't been there would give an impressivell dB (!) or so at 20 and 25 Hz. It's interesting
to look at the region between 63 and 400 Hz. While the
mid-bands on both are roughly analogous, il looks as
though in this region Decca have applied extra compression. The 31.5 Hz hump could well be an extra VLF
boost lo bring back some of the ' weight' that would
thus have been lost. Subjectively the Japanese cut
sounds as good as one would expect; almost like
changing to speakers with an extra octave in the bass,
and with a much cleaned-up mid.

Fidelity;

Rile of Spring
This Japanese cul was perhaps the most impressive of
all. Cut, on average, 2dB 'hotter', with a similar midband, there are, nevertheless, huge amounts of extra
energy at the frequency extremes; 6dB more at 20 kHz
than at 1kHz and 10 dB at 40 Hz. If the 31.5 Hz hump

Emmy Lou Harris
This already was a good recording, but the Mobile
Fidelity Is around 4dB 'hotter with more LF but less
mid and presence. Subjectively, this results in a much
more natural, less 'electronic' sound, and the bass is
both heavier and cleaner.

Martin Colloms ran A- weighted 1/3- octave
peak traces on 3-4 minute music segments,

A rough idea of dynamic range can be ob-

using the peak- hold facility on the IVIE 30A

tained by comparing the averaged background

realtime analyser, on four such discs: Dark

noise level ( on blank grooves) with the maxi-

Side of the Moon
(LAPO/Mehta),
and

(Pink

Quarter

Floyd),
Moon

Stravinsky's

Star
in

Rite

Wars

mum peak level (
eg, 124 dBA on ' Money') and

Ten

subtracting roughly 5 dB to allow for the peak/

a

of

Spring

(CSO/Solti) from King Records Stereo Lab.
Series; and on the same passages of music
on the original releases from

EMI,

Warner

respectively.

Brothers

and

Decca

Scratch Eliminator
from p. 109

COMPONENTS
Resistors (- watt 5or 10%)
Presets ( subminiature 0.1 watt horizontal)
R1
10 k
R2
8k2
R3
470
R4
6k8
R5
18 k
R6
18 k
R7
8k2
R8
680 SI
R9
680
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Decca,

R10
R11
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17
R18
R19
R20
R21
R22
R23
R24
R25
R25
R27
R28
R29
VR1
VR2
VR3
R30
R31
R32
R33
R34
R35
R36
R37
R38
R39
R40
R41
R42
R43
R44
R45
R46
R47
R48 ( 58)
R49 ( 59)
R50 ( 60)
R51 ( 61)
R52 ( 62)
R53 ( 63)

2k2 preset
680
680
2k2 preset
1M8
4k7
1k8
1M8
4k7
1k8
47 k
33 k
1k8
4k7
12 k
22 k
22 k
56 k
12 k
4k7
5klin
220 klin
2M ( or 2M2) lin
1k8
47 k
33 k
390
1M8
4k7
50 k ( or 47 k) preset
8k2
2k2
4k7
15 k
8k2
470 u
4k7
10 k
10 k
2k2
2k2
180 k2off
220 k2off
39 k2 off
50 k ( or 47 k) preset 2 off
39 k2 off
220 k2off
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R54 ( 64) 180 k2off
R55 (65) 1M8 2off
R56 (66) 4k7 2off
R57 (67) 1k8 2 off
Capacitors
Cl
10p.F 16 V
C2
10µF 16 V
C3
100 pF ceramic
C4
4.7 nF ceramic or plastic foil
C5
4-7 nF ceramic or plastic foil
C6
100 nF C280
C7
100 nF C280
C8
2-2 nF ceramic
C9
10µF 16V
C10
2-2 nF ceramic
C11
10 uF 16V
C12
100 QF 25 V
C13
100 nF C280
C14
100 p.F 25 V
C15
1nF ceramic
C16
4-7 nF ceramic
C17
6.8 nF ceramic
C18
3.3 nF ceramic
C19
6.8 nF ceramic
C20
4.7 nF ceramic
C21
1nF ceramic
C22
4.7 nF ceramic
C23
22 pF ceramic
C24
3.3 nF ceramic
C25
220 pF ceramic
C26
10 nF C280
C27
470 nF C280
C28
1O0cF25V
C29
820 pF ceramic
C30
220 pF ceramic
C31
100 nF C280
C32
15 nF mylar, ceramic, etc
C33
2.21.2.F 16 V

C34
C35
C36
C36
C38
C39
C40

820 pF ceramic
220 pF ceramic
100 nF C280
15 nF mylar, ceramic, etc
2.2µF 16V
1000 p.F 25 V
100 nF C280

Semiconductors
Cl
CMOS 4047
IC2
Reticon SAD1024
IC3
741C
IC4
CMOS 4098 or equivalent ( i.e
Motorola MC14528CP)
IC5
u.A78L15WC or equivalent
15 V 100 mA regulator
Tri to Tr4, Tr6, Tr7, Tr10, Tr13
BC109 (8 off), Tr5, Tr8, Tr9,
Tr11, and Tr12
BC109C (5off) D1 and 02
1N4001 ( 2 off)
Transformer
Ti Standard mains primary, 15-0-15
volt 200 mA secondary.
Switch
Si
Double pole mains rotary on/off
type.
Miscellaneous
Case type GB1 or similar ( 14 x6x2in.).
Four control knobs. 0-1 in. matrix stripboard panels. Mains panel neon indicator with integral series resistor. Input
and output sockets of desired type.
20 mm panel mounting fuseholder and
20 mm 100 mA fuse. IC sockets. Mains
lead, connecting wire, solder, etc.

NOTES
The Reticon SAD1024 can be obtained from Herbert Sigma Ltd, Spring Road,
Letchworth, Herts, SG6 4AJ.
The case type GB1 is available from H.M. Electronics, 275a Fulwood Road,
Sheffield, S10 3BD.
Other components can be obtained from Maplin Electronic Supplies, PO Box 3,
Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 8LR, or other large electronic component stockists.
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Soundings
Donald Aldous

HAVE had on loan for a while the new
'Quad 44 preamp ( see ' News' July P. 43).
Before getting down to some detail, let me
say at once the results are most impressive
and .worthy of its ancestry. Plus points
include five inputs ( nominally Disc, Tape 1
and 2, Radio and Auxiliary). All these inputs
are interchangeable or replaceable as necessary, simply by undoing two screws and
exchanging the module. The identical format
boards have gold-plated connectors to the
mother board. The combinations available on
these inputs are many; for example, when
both moving- coil and moving- magnet cartridges are to be used, suitable modules can
both be fitted. Again, another tape input can
be substituted for one of the existing inputs,
facilitating recording on one or several tape
machines, and to allow dubbing from one to
the others. Although not mentioned specifically, I'm sure that a module can be produced to cope with playing 78s correctly.
Although one would expect the pushbutton controls to be completely clickless, as
switching is electronic, it does seem to be
variable. The volume control is a superb
detent-type ( not just a modified pot), which
moves in approx. 1 dB steps and is accurately ganged: most pleasing to use, as,
indeed, is the entire unit. More input ' headroom' or an improved overload factor, compared with its predecessor, allied to excellent
S/N figures for the various inputs, and the
idiosyncratic ' tone' controls and afilter ( with
constantly varying slope, and a Cancel
position, as with the QUAD 22 and 33), all
contribute to the fine performance of which
Ifound the Model 44 capable.

Tape Matters
Douglas Brown
RAMA productions on tape are probably
Dthe
most difficult form of creative recording activity in which amateurs can indulge.
The odd thing is that most amateurs seem
determined to jump in at the deep end, and
try to produce an all-star million- dollar
spectacular before they have learnt some of
the elementary tricks of the trade.
Ihave just been listening to tapes entered
in the drama section of this year's British
Amateur Tape Recording Contest. There was
a fascinating variety of approach by those
who sent in tapes. Quite a few of them took
the form of short plays, of a few minutes
duration, with several actors or actresses
taking the different roles. A recording of this
kind calls for agreat variety of skills.
First, the producer must come up with a
suitable idea, and then develop it into a story
line. Then it must be scripted. The players
must then be rehearsed and, finally, the
recording can be made. The simplest part of
the process, if one is to judge by the results,
is the actual recording. Practically all entries
were of avery high standard in this respect.
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BBC RECORDS have an unusual collection of
records in their latest catalogue; a new
release is a BBC Stereo Test Disc ( REC 355),
retailing at £3•45 inc. VAT. One is everhopeful that some new material will appear
on this type of record, but on reflection, it
must be accepted that the basic tests for
hi-fi systems will always be the same, and
these must be included. REC 355 follows the
pattern and treats the subject in 8 bands on
Side One and six bands on Side Two. Robert
Dougall, former BBC announcer, dutifully
reads the script and Pye have produced some
high-grade pressings.
Let's examine the bands: after the introduction, in which Mr. Dougall opines that his
stereo hi-fi system is not working at its best,
'stylus playweight' is checked. The bands
that follow cover bias adjustment, tracking
errors, channel identification, loudspeaker
phasing,
separation/crosstalk, a skating
band, and tone control tests. Side 2 includes
frequency response tests, W & F, rumble,
harmonic and intermodulation distortion,
impedance matching and cartridge overload,
leading finally to loudspeaker faults. This last
band illustrates the ghastly sounds of displaced speech coils, etc and the sleeve note

comments that ' Blown fuses mere [ sic] give
rise to silence'. This is areasonable assumption, but careless proof reading!
The frequency response tests cover a
range from 12.5 kHz to 40 Hz, and the checks
on impedance matching/cartridge overload
cover from 12 dB below peak level in 3dB
steps to 6dB above peak.
The sleeve- note writer seems to have got a
little confused when outlining ' Bias Compensation' ( Band 2), as he refers to ' setting
the pickup head at an angle to the arm, or by
having an S- bend in the arm'. This, of course,
relates to tracking error correction. ' Sidethrust' ( not mentioned as such in the note) is
compensated for, with a small weight on a
thread, ',etc, which is mentioned. Band 8
touches on tone control tests, with some
useful pink noise grooves. Ten music tracks
are used to illustrate various points in the
tests, all transferred from BBC LPs, all of
which are still available from BBC Records.
Despite the fact that on my shelves Ihave
several dozen test discs, from old 78s through
45s to LPs, Iam very pleased to add this BBC
offering to my collection, and can commend
it to other audiophiles, particularly those not
already in possession of this type of test disc.

Scripting also reached a remarkably high
standard. The areas of weakness were in the
working up of an idea into an attentionholding story, and the performance of actors
and narrators. More time needs to be spent in
the initial creative thinking and then, later, in
rehearsal before the microphone.
When all of these different challenges are
effectively met and a first-class tape results,
it is aconsiderable achievement for amateurs:
vary much more difficult than recording a
musical performance, or wild- life, or a
straightforward piece of reportage. Which is
why one hears near- perfect recordings in
these classes much more frequently than one
hears a really competent dramatic recording.
Recognising all this, the Cardiff and
District Tape Recording Club cut quite afew
of the more difficult corners in this year's
contest by entering atape for which they had
to do only the recording. They took their
equipment along to apublic performance of a
recital of a Dylan Thomas short story. That
meant, of course, that they were using ascript
by one of the best radio script- writers who
ever lived, and it was superbly delivered. The
Cardiff amateurs concentrated on making a
recording that would do justice to this
material, and they succeeded.

I recommend this approach to other
amateurs. The objective, after all, is to make
high quality recordings of material which you
will wish to listen to on future occasions, and
to play to friends. The friends will be much
more impressed by a tape which is really
interesting and enjoyable than they will by
your telling them that you wrote the story,
played the principal parts ( using false voices)
and handled the recording equipment!
The moral is: don't try to do everything
yourself, or even within the family. Try to
draw on other talent. Find out which of your
friends write well, which of them have good
speaking voices, and so on, and draw them
into ateam effort.
Ihave listened to some tapes in this year's
Contest which contained extremely interesting material, presented in such a way as to
sound uninteresting. Sometimes the information was produced in the wrong order, so that
there was no initial impact to seize the
attention. More often, the narration was in a
flat, monotonous voice; all that was required
was to re- script it for two or three voices,
sharing the material between them.
The easiest way to learn how to do it is to
listen carefully to BBC programmes of the
kind you are trying to produce.
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THE ULTIMATE.
THE ORTOFON MC3o.
Its nude, quadratic, axially-oriented diamond weighs
For over aquarter of acentury, the name Ortofon
50% less than aconventional fine-line diamond.
has stood for the very best in moving coil cartridge
Thus.at 0.4g the equivalent stylus tip mass is very low
technology.
SPU MC20 ... classic units universally acclaimed
indeed, leading to atracking ability in the top frequency
for their refinement and sophistication.
ranges that can only be described as remarkable.
But today, we have conceived what we consider to be
,OW WEIGHT MOVING COILS
the ultimate: the Ortofon MC30.
To further limit unit mass, the weight of the coils in
It's acartridge so advanced, so precisely engineered,
the MC30 has been considerably reduced by employing
Ii i
fi experts are already hailing it as the best unit ofits kind
copper wire with athickness of just 30 microns.
in the world.
This is wound in 20 turns per channel in asingle layer,
You only have to glance at the specification to begin
and so results in optimal bearing surface contact and almost
to see why.
total attenuation of crosstalk.
SELECTIVELY DAMPED CANTILEVER
WE COULD GO ON.
For astart the MC30 features arevolutionary new
As you'd imagine, there's alot more you should hear
development exclusive to Ortofon called the Wide Range
about
the Ortofon MOO.
Damping System.
That's
why we've put together acomprehensive
This works by selectively damping mechanical
information
pack
containing full details of the MOO and
resonance in the cantilever using two special rubber
other
cartridges
in
the Ortofon range.
bearings separated by aplatinum disc.
You
can
obtain
your free copy by sending off the
At low frequencies these
coupon
below.
bearings allow the cantilever to
After all, if you're thinking of buying the best moving
make wide movements, so leading
coil
cartridge
in the world, we think it's someth ing you
to an extremely high level of
shouldn't
rush
into.
compliance.
However, as frequencies
Complete and return to:
rise, the platinum disc acts as a 'brake' and the
Harman UK, St. John's Road, Tylers Green,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP10 8HR Telephone: Penn (049 481) 5331. HFNIO
cantilever becomes progressively more damped.
NAME
Result? Outstanding tracking ability at all frequencies
with full control over the treble.
ADDRESS
ULTRA LOW-MASS DESIGN.
The MOO features anewly-developed low-mass
cantilever engineered in thin-walled aluminium tubing.
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accuracy in sound

If you like our names you'll love our prices
AIWA • AKG • AKAI • ARMSTRONG • AUDIOMASTER • AUDIO TECHNICA • BANG & OLUFSEN •
BEYER • BOLIVAR • BOSE • CELESTION • CORAL • DUAL • EMPIRE • ENTRE • FERROGRAPH • GRADO
HACKER • HARBETH • HITACHI • IMF • JBE • JVC • KEESONIC • KEF • KOSS • LENTEK • MICRO
SEIKI • MORDAUNT SHORT • MONITOR AUDIO • NATIONAL PANASONIC • NEAL • ORTOFON •
PIONEER • QUAD • RAM • REVOX • ROGERS • SENNHEISSER • SHARP • SHURE • SMC • SME • SONY •
SPENDOR.• STAX • SUGDEN • TEAC • TECHNICS • THORENS • TOSHIBA • TRIO • ULTIMO
•VIDEOTONE • WHARFEDALE • YAMAHA •

For products marked sir please phone for our latest price!
AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong
621 Teak
621 Rosewood
Dual
CV1100
Hitachi
HA35033
HA4500S
HA57DOS
HA 7700
JVC
AS5
JAS22
JAS44 with SEA
JAS 77
Pioneer
SA408
SA508
5A630
SA 708
Quad
33
44
303
405
Sansui
AU11'7 Mk. 2
AU217 Mk. 2
AU31I7 Mk. 2
Sugden
A48
Technics
SU801 •
SU8022
SU8044
SU8355
Tria
KA305
KA405
KA501
KA601
Yamaha
New Models

£120.00
£122.00

£95.00
£109.00
£169.00
£259.00

CASSETTE RECEIVERS
'
Aiwa

AF3070
£ 299.00
AF 3090
£ 389.00
Bang & Glut sen
Beocentres in teak or rosewood
2600 4000

'
Jr

HEADPHONES
AK G
£83.00
£110.00
£167 00

Ir
£105.00
f157.50
£210.00
£260.00

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa,
ADL40
ADM 100
AD2000
AD6350
AD6400
AD6700
AD6900

£209.00
£99.00
£ 149.00
£ 152 00
£ 185.00
£ 319.00
£ 369.00

Bang, & Olufsen
Beocerds in teak or rosewood
1900
5000
Hitachi
D3OS
040$
D55S
D75S
0230
0900
D980
JVC
KDA2
KChse3
KDIO
K 065
K D720

Neal
302
Pioneer
CTF 500
CTF500
CTF650
CTF 750
TEAC
A103
Technics
RSM 10
RSM22
RS631

air

£99.00
£ 116.00
£ 129.00
£ 169.00
£85.00
£260.00
£289.00
°Jr

lir
ilr

K8.)
K141
K240, 4
Beyer
,DT440
Koss
Pro 4AAA
K6ALC
K6A
Sennheisser
HD400
HD414X
HD420
HD424X
HD430
HD22.1X

£29.00

KEF
Corelli
Calinda
Concord 111
101
104AB
105
Celeste 111
Mordaunt-Short
Carnival tk / walnut
Festival tk walnut
Pageant tk / walnut
Signifer 1k/walnut
Clued
Electrostati:
RAM
Compact
Mini Bookshelf teak
Bookshelf Mk 2teak
100
150
200
Rogers
Export Monitors
LS3 5A
Spendor
BC1
Technics
SB X3
Videotone
063
Yamaha
NS1000M

£12 00
£21.00
£25.00
£30.00
£35.00
£41.00

£79.00
£109.00
1129.00
E159.00
£199.00
£249.00

sr
sr
sr
£70 OU
£619 00

2800
3300
4600

121

Toshiba
SM2950
SM3350
SM3750 •

£269.00
£ 309.00
£ 409.00

f119.00

air

PICK-UP CARTRIDGES
AK G
P8E3
£65.00
P8E
£56.00
P7E
£30.00
Grado
FCE + 1
F3E
El
G1 +
Ortofon
LM20
£35.00
LM3C
£43.50
MC10
£43.00
MCIO Inc. Trans £65.00
M20E Super
£46.00
MC20 Moving coil £ 59.00

Open 9am to 5pm Epping closed Wednesday - Saffron Walden closed Thursday

Prices and stock shown are correct at the time of going to press

C-140 Chew & Osborne

148 & 156 High Street, Epping, Essex. Tel: 103781 74242
26 King Street, Saffron Walden, Essex. Tel 107991 23728

sr.

glr

17000
189 00
£112 00

Aiwa
AP2200
AP2400

1109 CO
£119.00

Dual
CS50£
CS522
CS606
CS626
CS7140
CS7310

aSit

Hitachi
HT324

£59.00

JBE
Series 3slate
JVC
OLA5R
OLF4
OL70
Mitchell
Focus One excl. arm
Focus One inc. arm

£122.00
£190.00

Monitor Audio
ET500
Pioneer
PL512
PL200X
PL300X
PL400X

REEL TO REEL
Revoit
877 2ur 4 tack
Sony
TC399

Dual
CT1140
Hitachi
FT4000
JVC
TV31.
TV5L
T4OP
Pioneer
TX408L
TX608L
Clued
FM3
Sansui
TU217
TU317

ADC
1500FG
1600DD
170000

Bang 81 Olufsen
Beograms i teak or rosewood
1500 2200 240C,
4002 4004
lir

Yamaha
New Models

TUNERS
Armstrong
623 teak
623 rosewood
624 teak
624 rosewood

IT

TURNTABLES

sAsno

PICK•UP ARMS
Infinity
Black Widow
SME
3003 fixed
3009/S2
3009 . S3
FD200

Please fill a:land post the coupon with your cheque or postal
order. Add carriage: Cartridges 35 pence; Headphones 75
pence- all other items £ 4.00. Or order by phone using your
credit card number. All prices include VAT. Credit terms
available. Personal callers welcome.
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MUSIC CENTRES .
Aiwa
AF 5300
£ 389.00
AF5600
£ 449.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beocentres teak or rosewood

£47.90
E21.90
£17.95

LOUDSPEAKERS
Armstrong
602 Teak
£177.00
602 Rosewood
£199.00
Audiomaster
MLS1
M LS2
MLS4
Bang & Olufsen
Beovox S25 teak
Beovox S25 rosewood
Beovox S35 teak
Beovox S35 rosewxid
Beovox S45/2 teak
Beovox S45/2 rosewood
Beovok 575 teak
Beavox S75 rosewood
C40 alum or black
C75 alum or black
Harbeth
HL Pro monitors
£299 00
Infinity
Cle
£149.00
Jim Rogers
JR149
JR150
IPA System

£87.00
£111.00
£192.00
£550.00

Sugden
1481
Technics
ST8011L
ST8044 L
ST8055
Yamaha
New Models

M20FL
£54.00
VMS20E Mk 2
£ 33.00
MCA10 Pre amplif.or
f59.00
F15E Mk 2
£ 21.1343
FF15E Mk 2
£ 15.00
Shure
V15-3
£49 95
V15 Mk a
£69.00
M75ED
£ 15.00
Ultimo
10X
f53.00
RECEIVERS
Armstrong
625 teak
1190.00
625 rosewood £ 193.00
626 teak
£219.00
626 rosewood ( 222.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beomasters In teak or
rosewood
1500
1900
2200
2400
4400
Hitachi
SR504L
£ 139.CG
SR604
£ 169.00
SR804
£219.00
JVC
JRS201L
JRS301
RS5L
RS?
Pioneer
SX590
SX69U
SX790
Technics
SA200L
SA300L
SA400

Sanoui
SR222 Mk 2
(135.00
£137.00
£104.00
f106 00

SLB2
SLB3
SLO2
$103
SL1700 Mk. 2
SL1800 Mk. 2

•
£89 00
•

121
Ir
£97.00
£110.00

£59.00

Technics

c>

Th eeeee
10104
TD105
10160 Mk 28C

190 00
[106 00
£87 00

Rack Systems
Auras
Micro
Pioneer
X33
X55H or V
X77 H orV

Chew & Osborne, 26 King Street. Saffron Walden. Essex.

Please supply

Model

Make

Cheque/PO enclosed for f
credit card account

or charge my
Signature

Name
Address
(Phone)
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Cassette tape and
technology developments
by Angus McKenzie
Angus McKenzie looks at two new processes — Dolby's
`HX' and Tandberg's ' Dyneq' and examines the
latest crop of cassette tapes.

T

HE cassette medium has now been
established for 14 years in the UK market,
and although deck mechanisms and electronics have shown dramatic improvements
in quality and in specifications, the Dolby- B
system was largely responsible for the
medium being taken seriously. We have seen
many new types of cassette tape, and these
have improved to standards of performance
hardly predictable at the beginning of the
decade. However, the basic failing of the
cassette medium has always been its inability
to record and reproduce high frequencies
without adegree of compression, and further,
the maximum levels of harmonic and intermodulation distortion have been significantly
higher than those of reel-to-reel tapes at
higher speeds. Dolby- B and other noise
reduction systems have allowed lower maximum recording levels to be used without hiss
becoming too annoying, but even so, particularly with pre-recorded cassettes, limited
dynamic range has been the problem when
considering the whole audio range, rather
than just middle frequencies. Before detailing
the latest improvements in cassette tapes I
will describe two interesting new approaches
to the HF saturation problem, at least one of
which will almost certainly be taken up by the
majority of deck manufacturers within the
next year or so.
Both systems, Dolby HX and Tandberg
Dyneq, were first shown to the world's Press
at the recent Chicago Consumer Electronics
Show, and while the new Dolby Headroom
Extension system is by far the most promising,
Dyneq is also a very plausible solution to the
problem. The new Dolby system was first
conceived by Ken Gundry in their San
Francisco laboratories, and involves the RF
bias level being varied to lower levels dependent upon the momentary content of high
frequency energy in a program which is being
recorded. This allows HF transients to be
more faithfully reproduced, but its action is
rather involved and needs examining.
The choice of a basic bias level on a
normal high quality cassette deck is a rather
poor compromise between low- and midfrequency distortion, and high- frequency
compression characteristics at high levels.
A manufacturer has to choose, for any
particular tape type recommended, a setting
which will allow an acceptable performance
across the audio range. If the bias is too high,
HF will be attenuated and badly compressed
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

when louder than modest levels. Furthermore, more record equalisation would be
required, and the resultant higher audio
current through the record head at high
frequencies may well reach alevel causing the
record head driver amplifier to overload and,
in some cases, the record head to begin
saturating.
At high bias levels, though,
middle and low frequencies are less distorted,
and therefore higher levels can be recorded
on the tape, provided HF transients are not
present at the same time. A further advantage
of very high bias is that all frequencies are
recorded more deeply into the magnetic
coating. Since slight imperfections of surface
coating can mar the subjective sound quality,
if such variations penetrate the recording to a
lesser degree they become proportionally
less serious; thus when recordings penetrate
deeply, minor surface imperfections have a
less marked overall effect. If you try to make a
recording with the bias set very low, you will
hear far more drop- outs and tape imperfections as well as a subjective effect of
screeching HF and bad bass distortion when
recording at high levels. In the Dolby HX
system, the normal standing RF bias current
can be increased 1-2 dB above what would
otherwise be regarded as normal, with the
advantages as explained. If the RF bias is
then lowered by up to 5dB from the standing
bias, when a powerful HF transient comes
along the maximum energy that can be reproduced can be some 10 dB greater—a difference in output level which is very dramatic.
The improvement over a normal compromise
bias, though, is only about 5dB on an average
tape, since an over- biased tape would degrade
the HF saturation point by 5dB. At their
Press Conference, Dolby claimed the full
10 dB improvement at HF, but this is not quite
fair since half their improvement only results
when the comparison is made with a conventional deck rather than an over- biased one.
So far so good, but as bias is changed
overall frequency response changes too. Fig.
1 shows typical cassette tape responses
across the audio range at different bias levels,
and it will be seen that the HF end, in particular, alters very dramatically with the
changes of bias. Low frequencies too are
slightly affected, but not to a significant
degree. When bias is reduced sufficiently to
give the best possible 10 kHz performance,
the maximum level that can be recorded of
333 Hz, for example, may deteriorate by 7 or
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8dB, and distortion at Dolby level can be
as much as 5%. At 2dB above the normal
optimum, the LF distortion at Dolby level can
reach as low as 0.3%, but, as many alert
critics queried, ' What happens when a high
frequency transient occurs at the same time
as considerable low frequency energy is
present?'.
Dolby claimed that the lower
frequencies were not so subjectively distorted as one would imagine they might be,
but Ifelt this claim to be sufficiently vague
that some extensive research should be
undertaken in my laboratory to get some
actual figures, and having accomplished this
we have all had some amazing surprises—
Ken Gundry, the inventor, is absolutely right.
However, the Dolby HX system has to obtain
this information to determine how much the
bias must be lowered, and it must also
correct the overall response when the
bias level drops. This information is derived
by taking the HF output from the Dolby- B
side chain only, and after rectification the
resultant voltage makes a voltage- controlled
amplifier operate on the bias supply to lower
it, and further to operate on an equalisation
circuit so as to increase the turnover frequency above which high frequencies are
boosted. Thus, the HF equalisation curve
slides upwards as the HF content is greater,
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IS YOUR CASSE 11E DOING YOUR DECK
MORE HAMI. THAN GOOD?
The wrong cassette can seriously affect
your deck's performance.

decks didn't necessarily work best with our most
expensive tape.

And not surprisingly, when your deck
suffers, so do your ears.
But, unfortunately, matching the right
cassette to your machine is far from being a
simple process.

And that ahandful of the middle priced
decks did.

At the last count there were over 50 makes
of cassette and over WOO decks.
And enough wow and flutter figures to
send Pythagoras round the bend.
A far cry from when we first invented the
cassette.
In those days, there was no problem in
matching the cassette to the deck.
We made all of both.
Of course, alot of tape has run round
the reel since then.
That's why we tested our present range
of five cassettes on almost every popular
cassette deck around.
A few results may surprise you.

We also found that it's foolish to generalise about certain makes of tape being right for all
Japanese decks or all European decks.
Our findings are available on apocket
chart that lists almost every popular deck with
the cassette that matches it most perfectly.
You'll find one of them at your
PHILIPS
local dealer.
By consulting it you'll be doing
your deck alot of good.
Simply years ahead
PHILIPS I
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We found, for instance, that a
small number of the most expensive
THE COMPREHENSIVE RANGE
FROM THE INVENTORS OF THE AUDIO CASSETTE.

and returns to a lower standing frequency
again when only low energies are present.
In the laboratory, Idecided that the fairest
way of testing the potential of Dolby HX was
to set up a very high quality 3- head cassette
deck and measure the performance of some
good cassette tape types at many different
bias settings from — 3.5 dB to + 3dB, measuring maximum operating level ( MOL) at 333 Hz,
HF saturation at 10 and 20 kHz, overall frequency response with no adjustments other
than bias setting at the different bias levels,
and follow this by carrying out two-tone tests
and, finally, tests with one low frequency tone
and ahigh frequency 1/3 octave band of white
noise in an attempt to represent different
overtones present
in a high frequency
transient. Fig. 2 includes a table of MOL
figures for 5% distortion at 333 Hz and 10 kHz
tape saturation figures, as the bias levels are
varied on three different tape types. The
dramatic effect of changing bias can thus be
seen and the 0dB normal biasing point can
be seen to be a very poor compromise, although the best that one can do in the circumstances on a normal deck. In Fig. 3 we show
the effect of varying 10 kHz levels on 333 Hz
distortion at Dolby leve.l. Fig. 2 thus shows
the dramatic increase in LF distortion at lower
bias levels, for not only is the maximum level
greatly reduced at low bias currents, but of
course the distortion at lower levels also
becomes very much higher. The relevance of
the 20 kHz improvement at low bias level
affects the potential of the cassette tape
medium at lower tape speeds, which will
almost certainly be introduced in the foreseeable future.
Nakamichi, for example,
showed their latest model at the Chicago
Show: this, the 680X, has 4.8 and 2.4 cm/sec
speeds, the latter being of course half the
normal cassette tape speed, but having a
response extended to 15 kHz on metal tape.
This is, of course, equivalent to 30 kHz at
normal speed, which is astounding. The
20 kHz improvement potential with Dolby HX
is thus 10 dB ref. normal biasing, and as much
as 16-18 dB ref. high level biasing that would
be adopted with Dolby HX.
The two-tone test results are astonishing

Fig. 3
10 kHz level
(ref. D.L.)

Ab sent — 10

-5

Saturation

UOXLI 333 Hz dist.
at Dolby level
(bias: — 3.0)

5-4%

3.6%

1.7%

0.5%

UDXLII 333 Hz dist.
at Dolby level
(bias: — 3-0)

5.6%

4.2%

2-2%

0-6%

MRXs 333 Hz dist.
at Dolby level
(bias: — 2-5)

4.6%

3-2%

1-5%

0-6%

in that they show that lower level HF signals
would create, with the low frequency tone,
nasty IM products at the low bias current, but
as the HF levels increase more and more, not
only do the IM levels decrease by up to 20 dB,
but the 3rd harmonic distortion of the low
frequency tone is also decreased by a similar
amount. The effect is particularly marked
because much less normal RF bias is present
than usual, and in fact the 10 kHz audio
frequency actually biases the lower frequency,
thus reducing the distortion of the latter as
its high audio frequency bias becomes
greater, in exactly the same way that a100 kHz
RF bias would affect low audio frequencies
when increased. This may be obvious to us
now, but Iadmit that its relevance did not
strike me until we examined Dolby HX
potentials very closely.
However, music cannot truly be represented
by just low and high frequency tones, so
we tried replacing the 10 kHz tone by filtered
white- noise from a B&K active - octave
filter set, in order to transmit mixtures of HF
frequencies. Once again distortion was quite
dramatically reduced when the noise signal
was increased up to tape saturation.
Fig. 4 shows a 333 Hz signal applied on its
own at 2dB over Dolby Level and at the very
low bias setting of — 3dB. Not only is the
3rd harmonic at 10% distortion, but many
higher harmonics also become visible.
Fig. 5shows what happens when the same
333 Hz signal is recorded together with a
10 kHz 1/3 octave band of noise when the
latter is peaking 5dB below tape saturation.

The odd harmonics of the 333 Hz signal are
clearly lowered, but the introduction of some
noise centring on 1.5 kHz and 18.5 kHz can
be seen. These noise bands would seem to
be odd order IM products between the noise
and 333 Hz signals, although Icannot fully
explain them at the moment.
Fig. 6 shows a further decrease of the
333 Hz distortion, together with an increase
of the odd noise signals centred around the
same frequencies as in fig. 5. A B&K f.f.t.
real-time analyser was used to drive the chart
recorder, in order to obtain these fascinating
illustrations.
The entire two-tone tests should be repeated in 0.5 dB bias steps, but this is not
really necessary at this stage: since principles
of operation have been checked, results
should be predictable for different bias
settings. We also tried listening to the two
tones while examining an HP3580 spectrum
analyser, and the reduction in distortion was
subjectively very marked indeed; Iadmit this
came as somewhat of a shock! One must
bear in mind that for agiven input level, up to
30 dB boost is applied in the record circuits
at high frequencies, as compared with low
ones, in order to achieve aflat overall result,
and with such a ratio it can be seen how the
high frequencies can affect the envelope of
the lower ones.
Iwas originally told about the system in
January 1978, but understandably, as patents
were being prepared, I had to accept that
nothing could be said to anyone about it.
In June 1978, in San Francisco, I actually
heard the first prototype and its effect on a
few types of material, and it was quite clearly
very promising. My wife and I had the
pleasure of staying with Ken Gundry for
several days in June this year, and more
lengthy demonstrations were very revealing.
One of my own recordings of poetry reproduced normally with considerable high frequency saturation, causing what Ihave been
terming as ' thuthiness'. Considerable IM distortion was noticeable at high frequencies,
so that results could only sound better when
the copying level was reduced to such a
degree that the overall cassette hiss level was

Fig. 2
RF bias ref. optimum
(dB)
UDXLI 333 Hz 5% MOL
(dB ref. D.L.)

— 3.5 — 3.0 — 2-5

—2.0 — 1-5

— 3-5 — OS

+2-5

UDXLI 10 kHz saturation
(dB ref. D.L.)
UDXLI 20 kHz saturation
(dB ref. DI.)
UDXLII 333 Hz 5% MOL
(dB ref. D.L.)

+ 1-0

— 2.5 — 2.6

MRX3 333 Hz 5% MOL
(dB ref. D.L.)

— 2-0 — 0-3 + 1-4

+ 6.4

—2.9

0

+ 0-5 + 1-0 + 1-5 + 2-0 + 2-5 + 3.0

+7-3 + 8-0 + 8-3
—6.5 — 7-8

+3-5

+ 8-5 + 8-7 + 8-7 + 8.6

— 11-0 — 13-1 — 15-2 — 17.3

+2-8

+ 3-9 + 5-1

—2-8

+6-1

— 3-7

+ 7-0 + 7-8 + 8-4

+ 8-8 + 8-1 + 9-0 + 9-0

—5-5

— 9-5 — 11-3 — 13-5 — 15-2

— 8-1

—7-8 — 8-0 — 9-0 — 10-3 — 11-7 — 13-5 — 16-2 — 19-0 — 23-0 — 23-8 — 24-5 —25-5 —26-0 — 26-5
-

—1-4 + 0-5

MRX3 10 kHz saturation
(dB ref. D.L.)
MRX3 20 kHz saturation
(dB ref. D.L.)

— 0-5

—10-0 — 10-7 — 11-4 — 12-6 — 15-1 — 16-5 — 18-5 — 21-0 — 24-0 — 26-5 — 28-8 — 29-8 —31-8 — 32-0

UDXLII 10 kHz saturation — 2-5 —2.6 — 2-6
(dB ref. D.L.)
UDXLII 20 kHz saturation
(dB ref. DI.)

— 1-0

+ 3-9 + 5-2

-

+2-2

+ 3-5 + 5-0

—2-25 — 2-5

—2-9 — 3.4

+6-25 + 7-5 + 8-3 + 8-75 + 9-2 + 9-4 + 9-4 + 9-4 + 9.0
4.3

—6-6

—10-5 — 11-0 — 12-25 — 13-0 — 15-25 — 16-75 — 18-5 — 21-0 — 23-0 — 26-0

— 11-2 — 13-0 — 15-6 — 18-0
28-0

—30-0 — 31-5 — 34-25

N.B: 0dB bias is optimum for tape type.
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unacceptable. When the HX system was
switched in, all the HF compression characteristics vanished at normal recording levels via
cassette, and even higher levels than normal
could be achieved without anything like the
degraded quality produced without HX. Many
types of difficult pop music material were
copied through the recorder with Dolby HX
switched in and out, and in every case the
improvements with HX were dramatic. Iwas
not able to hear any pumping effects or nasty
noises of any kind, but maybe when the system
is finally incorporated into new deck models
a few minor points may crop up. Only time
will tell.
We have seen, in the last few years, other
noise reduction systems coming in, their
manufacturers clearly not only trying to get
over the Dolby patents, but attempting to gain
prestige for themselves in addition to any
royalty rights their other systems may gain
them. This is not the time to criticise other
systems, but suffice it to say that Istill have
great confidence in the basic Dolby- B
system, which Ifind hard to beat in adomestic
environment, although of course their A'
system is far better suited to professional
work, but is much more expensive. Dolby are
making the sensible move to grant Dolby HX
licences to all their existing Dolby- B licencees
for incorporation into equipment already
designed to use Dolby- B. Dolby Laboratories
have also told me that they will only licence
their HX system to manufacturers, etc, who
will include Dolby- B rather than other noise
reduction systems. Since the HX system has
been very well patented, it would now seem
that they will have an even stronger foothold
in the future, which will be difficult for others
to beat. This brilliant move may well have an
effect on future prospects of other noise
reduction systems, and whilst it is hard on
others, Imust admit that it is good business
practice on Dolby's part.
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After the potential improvement in domestic
cassette recording with Dolby HX, two other
important factors come to mind, the first
being the use of Dolby HX on the pre-recorded
cassette manufacturing side, while the other
is the incorporation of Dolby HX into cassette
recorders, and perhaps other types of recording media running at lower speeds of 1.2
and 2.4 cm/sec. Pre-recorded cassettes are
made by copying the original master tape to a
special ' loop bin' master, with some built-in
manual or automatic correction of both
dynamic range and equalisation.
These
duplication masters are then played back at
up to 64 times their normal playback speed
into slave units running at a similar speed,
each being loaded with large pancakes of
cassette- width tape. Frequencies of up to
1MHz have to be recorded in such aprocess,
representing the speeded- up audio, and the
RF bias frequency can thus be as high as
10 MHz or even 20 MHz, frequencies well
within normal short wave radio bands! Head
to tape contact is amajor problem in cassette
tape duplication, so bias levels have to
be kept fairly high for the reasons previously
explained, thus HF compression on average
pre-recorded cassettes is almost always
very marked. In HFIVIRR some 24 years
ago, Iwrote a long article considering the
differences in quality between cassettes and
discs, and found HF compression to be one
of the main criticisms of the pre-recorded
cassette medium.
The quality of these
cassettes is also very dependent upon the
quality of the tape used, and most manufacturers use what Iwould frankly describe as
rather mediocre tape. If Dolby HX were used
in the duplication process, the improvement
at HF could, of course, be very great indeed,
and the subjective quality of pre-recorded
cassettes might well revitalise sales, which,
rumour suggests, are falling slightly at
present. Perhaps it would also encourage
HI- F1

manufacturers to use a better cassette tape
for the duplication, since one improvement
usually encourages another. The information
for deriving the RF bias changes could be
provided either electronically within the
duplicator itself, or could be taken from extra
tracks programmed to vary the bias supplies,
with acomparatively simpler circuit. it would
be difficult, but not impossible, to derive the
audio equalisation changes during duplication, so in all probability these might be
introduced automatically with special equipment when the duplication master tape is
prepared. Duplicators will thus have considerable work to do in the next year or so,
and Imost sincerely hope that they will take
up the system, which can be so beneficial.
The novel HX system itself introduces one
further interesting point, in that cassege tape
designs may well change if new tapes are to
be introduced specifically to give optimum
performance with Dolby HX. Iam now thinking deeply about the parameters for new
cassette tape types which could give even
further improvements to Dolby HX recorded
quality, since many design compromises may
well change dramatically. The main problem
with having lower tape speeds than 4.8 cm/sec
is even more HF compression, but wow and
flutter will also be more marked. However,
machines can be at least 10 times better for
wow at normal speed than they were 14 years
ago, and half- speed cassette decks may well
come out with quite acceptable performance
figures. At 4 of normal speed, ie, 1.2 cm/sec,
HF compression is very serious indeed, and
it becomes necessary to consider greatly
altering the replay time- constants, to perhaps
240 its or higher, instead of 120 its, let alone
70 its. Since Nakamichi have already achieved
15 kHz at 4- speed, 8kHz should be achievable
at 4- speed, and this is actually better than the
earliest original Philips decks produced.
Dolby- B noise reduction and Dolby HX,
together with the use of the best modern
cassette tape types— including, of course,
the latest metal ones— introduced the possibility of 4- speed for lowerfi quality of up to
three hours on each track on a C90 in stereo.
Hi-fi enthusiasts will not tolerate the serious
use of this speed, but many average users
will, as they did 20 years ago by using 4.8 cm/
sec on 3- speed domestic reel-to-reel recorders, together with 4- track! Iam already
undertaking serious research, with both the
Foundation for Audio Research for the Blind
and the Royal National Institute for the Blind
Talking Book Library, into 4- speed, 4-track,
monophonic speech recording for talking
books, which would thus give 12 hours of
speech at an improved quality, as compared
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with their existing systems. Experimental
recordings on metal tape at 1- speed are also
up to a more than acceptable standard, and
so the whole scheme is now at least plausible.
Two results of alast-minute test were found
most interesting, concerning a deem anlysis of what actually occurs during a cassette
recording of an HF transient.
Initially we set up a 333 Hz tone at Dolby
level together with a 400 Hz tone at — 24 dB
and also a 12 kHz tone at the same low level
of — 24 dB.
Using a real-time spectrum
analyser we observed the instantaneous levels
at 400 Hz and 12 kHz when a 10 kHz tone was
brought up to tape saturation, initially at
—3 dB RF bias ref. normal optimum. When
the 10 kHz tone reached saturation the 400 Hz
tone increased in amplitude by 2dB while the
12 kHz tone reduced by 10 dB. It was quite
clear that this action was due to the 10 kHz
effectively increasing the bias. The test was
repeated with the RF bias set at — 3.8 dB, the
rowest setting achievable on the deck used.
All tone levels were initially made the same, and
the 10 kHz level brought up to a similar level
as before, whereupon the 12 kHz level was
seen to drop by only 5dB. After much hard
thinking 1realised that while the 12 kHz level
Jrop was not particularly satisfactory, it
evould be fair to repeat the test in a normal
Diasing condition, and this time results were
Fascinating. The 400 Hz level only changed
Dy less than a dB, but when the 10 kHz level
lad been brought up to saturation equivalent
:o about 8dB below Dolby level—a much
ower saturation level than at the reduced bias
—the 12 kHz signal fell by some 12 dB. It will
:hus be seen that Dolby's claim of an improvement in general HF clarity by reducing bias
aven further than that required to give the best
10 kHz saturation performance is beneficial,
and prevents bad IM distortion and squashing
3f lower intensity HF tones, as compared with
he measurements under normal biasing
zonditions. However, the amount of equali;ation change required during atransient will
lave to be checked very carefully indeed,
;ince it may be that less cut will be better
;ubjectively than that indicated theoretically
when only examining frequency response at
lifferent bias settings.
Tandberg designed their Dyneq system to
imit, electronically, high frequency energies
3efore they reach the normal saturation points
nodern cassette tapes can manage, so that
my compression of transients would be done
Ilmost without distortion, rather than allowing
he tape to create bad distortion by being
>verdriven with them. We already have pre-

METAF
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emphasis limiting on all BBC VHF networks
incorporated into the Broadcasting House
outputs, so as to avoid over- deviation of the
FM carriers at high frequencies. This has not
been too noticeable unless the equipment
has gone awry, which does happen very
occasionally. And so, in the new Tandberg
440A, which will be launched sometime in
the Autumn or winter of this year, the HF
boost circuits, which incorporate a tuned
circuit, are damped progressively more and
more as the HF energy increases. The
damping curve can be set to equal approximately the HF saturation curve of the tapes
recommended for use with the machine, and
recently Jens Werenskiold brought over his
prototype to me in Finchley, so that Icould
have a listen to it and check it on very demanding material. We copied some Sony
PCM digitally recorded audio of both piano
and orchestral music, and there was no
doubt that when Dyneq was inserted there
was a definite improvement in sound quality.
High quality professional analogue and
Dolby- A process masters of mine were also
copied through the Tandberg, and again
results were very encouraging. The most
difficult test, though, proved the system most
effective, in that we recorded Radio London's
Sounds Good programme on the equipment at
a high level off- air, whilst we were ourselves
actually contributing to the programme in the
studios. We were able to compare the Dyneq
cassette recording with a conventional reelto-reel recording, and the two were virtually
indistinguishable, there being no signs of HF
compression at all. It is, perhaps, surprising
how little one notices deliberate HF limiting
if this is achieved by clever electronic means,
and so Tandberg's alternative to HX is a
useful contribution, which might even be
incorporated with Dolby HX to advantage.
However, some types of material with delicate
HF transients, combined with powerful ones,

TOK's new Iron-powder tape comes in the chunkiest
cassette mechanism yet seen, with acast
zinc frame.

might well become more audibly degraded
than they would be with Dolby HX.
More and more cassette deck manufacturers
have been setting up their new models for
better tapes, and this has meant that when
users try the old types that they have been
used to, results have frequently been rather
disappointing. If you put a medium quality
cassette tape of yesteryear on many of the
latest models, you may notice muffled sound
quality, bad HF compression, and even slight
Dolby- B pumping. This pumping sounds
rather like ' awindow opening and closing', as
the dynamics go up and down. Almost all
manufacturers have, in the last year or two,
been developing improved oxides to cope
with the higher demands of modern decks
and their users. On a recent visit to Japan,
Iattended a Sony symposium on magnetic
tapes, and was pleased to find out that at
long last they have made some products
which would give a much better performance
on their own decks, as well as others, as
compared with their old Sony HF and Sony
chrome types. Sony HF has now been replaced by an equivalent tape called BHF,
which is virtually the same. But amuch better
one, called AHF, requiring higher bias and
giving higher MOLs across the audio range,
has also been introduced. A bottom end
product called CHE is also coming, but cannot
really be recommended for serious use since
its general performance is poor by today's
standards, although its price will be low.
Also, Sony have at last introduced a pseudochrome type, giving vastly improved performance on the chrome positions, as compared with Sony chrome. Undoubtedly, the
improvements with the recent tapes will be
noticeable, for middle frequency maximum
recording levels can be increased by as much
as 4dB or so, compared with the older types,
HF improving to a slightly lesser degree.
Hard on the heels of the four metal tapes I
reviewed recently (
1-1FIVIRR July ' 79) is a new
one from Sony which actually measures
slightly better than even the Fuji type, my
previous favourite. In about the same bias
slot as Fuji, it is generally about 0.75 dB
better, and can thus be strongly recommended. Sony have also improved the construction of their cassettes and incorporate
a new form of inner liner, which gives better
winding and anti-jamming properties.
Maxell have revamped their entire range,
replacing their LN medium quality tape with
a rather better type called UL, which can be
recommended for average quality. Their type
UD has also been slightly improved in output
potentials, as has their UDXLI. Maxell's
UDXLII pseudo- chrome has been signifi-
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"Despite many different types of material

being auditioned, at no time did we ever.
hear less than very good reproduction from
these speakers..:'
ANGUS McKENZIE

When Angus McKenzie tested our
speakers for us, he left no sound untried.
Orchestral music , chamber music
instrumental music- including special
tracks with organ and chorus, light
music and speech.
Even Golders Green tube trains, the
sounds of fireworks and many recordings
of music and sound
effects made in an anechoic chamber
And to make the
tests really competitive,
the Trio speakers were
compared with well known and well-liked
speakers costing almost
twice as much.
The Trio LS 1200
speakers came through
remarkably well. In fact,
as Angus McKenzie noted at the time...
"in general, colouration of the Trio
speakers was audibly much lower than
that noticed on the large majority of
competitive products, and this was
shown particularly by the very good
reproduction of speech."
Praise indeed, from one of hi-fi's
sternest critics. And why not.
After all, the LS 1200s have
excellent sound quality, despite their
modest price. Thanks to the very latest

digital computer technology and laserbeam holography
Digital computer technology
was particularly useful in the development of these new speakers, because it
provided instant information on proposed designs, and given the limitations
of size and cost, designed the best system
possible.
A system which
incorporates the
revolutionary linear
response, new, natural
wood pulp cone,
special edge support
system and futuristic
homogenised baffle
boards.
But the final word
on the Trio LS 1200s
must belong to Angus
McKenzie... "Clearly the Trio LS1200s
are amongst the finest Japanese designed
loudspeakers, and we feel highly justified
in recommending them."
'
ri zc
If they're good enough for Angus
McKenzie, they're good enough for me. Please
send me details of the LS1200 speakers.
Name
Address
HFNIO

To: B. H. Morris& Co. ( Radio) Ltd,
Dept C, Precision Centre, Heather Park Drive,
Wembley HAO1SU. Agents in Lire: Peat N. holesale. Dublin.

large stocks of old chrome tapes!
Finally, Philips have acknowledged that
higher- bias cassette tapes are a good thing,
so their new range incorporates not only
Ferro for routine use, Super Ferro for use with
DIN- biased machines, but also Super Ferro 1
for higher- bias ones. These new tapes all
give a reasonable performance, but Philips
still need to improve their SF1 product
slightly to bring it fully up to the competitive
quality of the very best alternatives. Their
new chromium tape is adecided improvement
over their old types, and can be recommended.
Philips' new chrome will be particularly
beneficial on decks having a very quiet replay
amplifier, since its background noise, as with
3M Master 2, Crolyn 2 generally and Agfa
Super Chrome, is much lower than the normal
taking it out of the higher bias slots of modern
decks. However, Grand Master 2, a pseudochrome, fares much better in my tests and can
be recommended. Memorex have also acknowledged that higher coercivity tapes are
required, and their MRX3 is amost significant
improvement on MRX2. Inever did break a
wine glass with MRX2, but Iwould certainly
stand a better chance now!
Memorex's
improved and a completely new tape, ' OD',
excellent MRX3 is complemented by astrange
which is aimed sensibly at a slightly more
new pseudo- chrome called Memorex High
compatible bias slot than AD', the latter
Bias, which requires such ahigh bias as to be
being rather a strange tape giving a distinct
beyond the normal slots of most decks, and
treble rise on most decks, since its bias
will thus normally produce a significant HF
requirement is very high. Samples of the new
rise, and only fair middle frequency distortion
TDK tapes have arrived too late for lengthy
characteristics. It works better, though, when
comment or measurements, but look at least
bias is increased, but Ifeel it has been aimed
as good as Maxell UDXLI and with marginally
at too high a coercivity ( about 600 oersteds).
less hiss and a slightly higher bias requireIt has rather bad print- through performance
ment. TDK will also be bringing out an
and perhaps Memorex will improve on this,
improved version of ' SA', called ' SAX', but
but for the time being it had better be avoided.
this is not yet at hand.
Denon have entered the very competitive
Agfa have recently introduced a rather odd
tape field with DX3, an excellent high pertape which they claim to be a form of ferriformance 120 ¡is tape which is most recomchrome, but intended for use in chrome
mendable, and DX5, a dual ferric layer tape
positions. It shows a slight dip in response
intended for the ferrichrome position—which,
around 3kHz or so, but is capable of very
Iam afraid, is temporarily ruled out because
high outputs indeed, across the audio range.
of poor print- through, although again it
Agfa's new stereo chrome seems just a remeasured very well in general magnetic
vamp of their old chrome, which cannot be
characteristics. Pyral, acompany that entered
recommended because of poor LE perthe tape field afew years ago with some rather
formance. Since 1 last wrote, BASF have
poor quality cassette tapes, now markets
introduced two very good new tapes: LH1,
Super Ferrite, amost recommendable Britisha high performance high bias slot tape for
made product in the higher bias slot 120 iLs
120 its; and a super- chrome which gives an
bracket, and thus designed specifically for use
excellent overall performance with very low
with high performance decks. They will soon
hiss. Print- through characteristics on both
be introducing atape for the chrome positions,
are a little disappointing, however. EMI have
but have not yet decided whether this should
produced their new hi-fi cassette tape, which
be a pseudo- chrome or one incorporating the
again is a highish bias slot one for use with
new Dupont Crolyn 2 oxide. BASF Supermodern decks, and this tape is certainly the
chrome has basically a similar formulation to
best they have ever produced.
the new Dupont oxide, and Crolyn 2 offers
Fuji FX1 and 2 are, again, good new tapes
for 120 its and 70 its respectively, although I greater sensitivity at 333 Hz, with better LF
and MF MOLs, and a good HF end, thus
am sorry to see Fuji FX go off the market,
becoming very competitive with pseudosince in many ways Islightly preferred it to
chromes. Thus it would seem that chromium
FX1. 3M have at last acknowledged that
aioxide is making acomeback, and the Crolyn
Japanese decks are biased for higher co2 tapes that I have so far examined from
ercivity tapes these days, and ayear ago they
companies other than BASF have shown
introduced Master 1 for the ferric position,
relatively good print- through figures. Magna
Master 2 as a pseudo- chrome with very low
in berlin, and probably several other European
noise and fairly high output potentials, and
tape manufacturers, are ( or have been) proMaster 3 as a ferrichrome, much better than
ducing Crolyn 2 chromium tapes, but at the
their old Classic type. All the 3M tapes gave
moment there seems to be an attitude among
good
performances
on
modern
decks.
very many European manufacturers that they
Ampex's new Grand Master 1 is rather an
do not want to admit that the older chromium
oddball, since while it gives very high MOLs
dioxide tapes really are rather poor, and
at middle frequencies, its 10 kHz performance
perhaps the better known names have rather
is only average unless bias is reduced, though

cantly improved in their revamp, now showing
about a 1.75 dB improved sensitivity and
saturation performance at 10 kHz, and up to
2.5 dB better at 15 kHz. UDXLII is now a very
fine tape indeed, keeping well up with the
advances that most other manufacturers have
made. TDK have announced an improvement
of their type ' D', and are also introducing ' AD'
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pseudo- chrome types. It is difficult to make
specific recommendations as to the best
tape for your particular recorder, for all
recorders are different, but suffice it to say
that almost all the new high energy tape types
should be beneficial as compared with the
older ones.
What is significant is that
cassette tape manufacturers are clearly vying
with one another to bring much better and
better tapes into a market which has become
ever more competitive, and Iam told that the
lower- quality products from many companies
are either being dropped altogether, or sold
off to many ' own brand' distributors. It is thus
quite clear that the cassette tape medium has
gone much further ahead than Philips had
ever envisaged, and future prospects are very
exciting.
In conclusion, I wish to emphasise the
inadvisability of even attempting to use metal
tape on a chromium dioxide position on an
average deck. Fig. 7 shows a pen chart on a
machine aligned for Maxell UDXLII, which
will be seen to give a good response up to
15 kHz. Immediately after taking this pen
chart we substituted some Fuji metal tape,
and it will be seen that the high frequency
response became ludicrously boosted by an
average of about 6dB. If Dolby- B is inserted,
the subjective boost becomes at least 10 dB,
which is totally unacceptable. Furthermore,
the grossly under- biased metal tape had a
measured sensitivity at 333 Hz of some 6dB
less than UDXLII, which would, of course,
make a nonsense of any Dolby tracking.
While, perhaps, one or two decks which are
not theoretically iron- capable would produce
slightly less HF boost if bias were turned up
to maximum, almost certainly the record
heads would saturate badly. In any case the
tapes may not erase properly on normal
decks on which the experiment might be
tried. Incidentally, the MOL of the Fuji tape
in this absurd biasing situation is 0.75 dB
above Dolby level, which is significantly
worse than even normal chrome tapes, which
are themselves bad enough. HF stability also
proved to be very bad indeed. •
lhave acted as aconsultant to the majority of the
cassette tape manufacturers whose products have been
mentioned above. Most of the work carried out for
them has been in connection with assessing a new
product before release.
am in complete agreement
with HFIVIRR policy in describing any consultancy that
might be thought to conflict, and in this case by being
aconsultant to so many, and having been appointed an
honorary member of the International Tape Association,
obviously cannot show a bias towards any one
manufacturer.
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CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SHOW
That's the prize in an exciting competition
sponsored by KEF Electronics and British
Caledonian Airways.
You get your air ticket to Las Vegas and back, all
your hotel accommodation from Jan 5to jan 11—and
anight on the town thrown in, as our guests!
To enter, all you have to do is buy any one pair
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December 1st.
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effectiveness, write one simple slogan and post the
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December 9th.
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TWELVE

releases this quarter, arranged
• more or less in categories starting with
Orchestral and ( Tchaikovsky) Symphonies,
then
Concerto/Chamber,
Operatic/Vocal,
Solo ( Piano/Organ) and finally the somewhat
Electronic. Rather in the style of a book we
reviewed a while ago, we find six ' sames',
five ' downs' and one ' up'. Orchestral,
please ...
In June, B.S. double- starred the LSO/
Atherton recording of two Panufnik works,
the Sin lonja Mistica and the Sinfonia di Sfere
(Decca Headline' HEAD 22). Produced and
engineered by James Mallinson and Stanley
Goodall, respectively, both names which
have appeared on many QM records, it is a
typically superb Decca Kingsway Hall recording. The perspective is accurately preserved,
the recording is almost obsessively clean
and instruments are always the correct size.
The listener becomes able to appreciate in an
almost fetishist manner, the myriad textures
of Panufnik's multi-faceted scoring. Star
confirmed.
Bill Bayliff of Decca commented in an
interview (
HFIVIRR August p. 69) on the
necessity of restricting recorded dynamic
range to a figure of 55/60 dB in order to keep
it acceptable in a domestic situation, ie, one
can still hear the quietest parts above often
high ambient room noise while the loudest
passages don't become overpowering. If the
production team decide that a wide dynamic
range is necessary, there can be problems.
This was exemplified in an August review
of a Rite of Spring with LSO/Mata ( RCA RL
13060), given aB by D.P. who commented that
'... the dynamic range is very wide and the
perspective... is natural. However, the transfer to disc has unfortunately generated some
distortion in loud passages ...'. Using
various pickups available to the Q.M. team, it
appeared that the distortion was pickupdependent; one handling the loudest passages with ease, one breaking up only on the
very loudest thwack on the ( superbly clear)
bass drum, and another giving up on many
more loud and congested passages. D.P's B
reflected the fact that this was an ' over- cut'
disc, but we would prefer to give a split
rating: again B if you are an average hi-fi
enthusiast or an owner of a run-of-the-mill
moving- coil; or A, possibly A*, if you have
one of those rare cartridges which handles
Band Three on HFS 75 as though it were
mincemeat—the recording is beautifully clear
with unexaggerated detail and superb imagery. Unfortunately the above could well be
somewhat academic, as both D.P's review
copy and the Q.M. copy had surfaces which
were ' poor' and ' about average' (
ie, not really
good enough), respectively.
One would imagine that Tchaikovsky, Muti,
and the Philharmonia would be a recipe for
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

success and, indeed, their HMV Symphony 5
recording ( ASD 3717) was double- starred by
C.B. in July. It is a staggering recording;
despite the multi- mike collage recording
technique and the haziness inherent in SQ
encoding, spatial instrumental presentation
is excellent and there is an unambiguous
impression of orchestral depth. The solo
bassoon in the scherzo, for instance, or John
McCaw's clarinet at the very start, are unquestionably set back the right distance
behind the speakers with satisfyingly narrow
images. The sound is vivid and exciting with,
as noted by C.B., a wide dynamic range.
However, this did mean that, given the
'average' pressing quality of the QM copy,
similar to the Rite above, the quietest passages of music did slide gracefully into the
mush. Star confirmed, given agood pressing.
Double- starring Haitink's Tchaikovsky Symphony 2/The Storm overture ( with the Concertgebouw on Philips 9500 444) in June last
C.B. wrote of ' a faithful sound quality that
expands to accommodate Tchaikovsky's final
floor- shaking tuttis, with added percussion',
and ' A nice suggestion of depth'. There's all
of that, together with a truly impressive
combination of delicacy and tremendous
weighty bass. The light bits are ethereal, with
awonderful inner clarity of balance, while the
heavy bits ... are heavy. This seems to be one
of a new generation of recordings with
genuine multilayered depth and inner perspective—altogether an excellent start to
Haitink's Tchaikovsky symphony cycle.
A modest, almost chamber scale version
of the Beethoven Violin Concerto, featuring
Ronald Thomas as soloist/conductor with
the Bournemouth Sinfonietta ( CRD 1053),
received an A/A* in June for a recording in
which ' textures are fresh and clear, the
resonance of the Southampton Guildhall just
right'. C.B's review copy was badly dished,
but had remarkably silent surfaces; the latter
also applied to the QM disc, while our pressing was flat. Yes, certainly fresh and clear,
and widely spread with stable positioning and
a centred violin of fairly natural proportions.
But we felt that it would have been an advantage if the hall's ambience were just a little
more in evidence—to give a more rounded
bass if nothing else. We opted for atouch of
bass lift and Hafler enhancement, which
certainly bring this somewhat undramatic
recording into the ' very good' bracket. But we
are doubtful about the star and suggest a
slight drop to a plain A.
Releases from Enigma Records have gained
something of a reputation amongst UK
audiophiles for their natural perspectives and
realistic instrumental balance, both attributable to their philosophy of using the minimum
number of microphones, a crossed- pair if
possible. They are now also having their
cutting and pressing done by Teldec in
Germany as, sad to say, UK plants seem to be
incapable of providing consistent quality—
'doctored' mastering or bad pressing can
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afiect the sound just as much as irresponsible
miking or mixing. In his review of Beethoven
Chamber Music ( Enigma K53579, starred in
August) C.B. remarked that ' with less than
immaculate equipment, it may fall into an
over- separated presentation of clarinet and
cello crudely centred on the speaker
planes ...'. Although C.B was referring to
pickups in particular, this does illustrate a
fallacy particularly widespread in the USA,
that Blumlein miking gives rise to ' hole- in-themiddle' imagery. This certainly can happen
with speakers having anomalous asymmetrical
dispersion patterns and hence unstable
stereo imagery, but with speakers such as the
KEF 105, Quad ELS, BC1, LS3/5a and others,
Blumlein miking gives an image of almost
tangible solidity. This disc is acase in point;
recorded in Barking Assembly Halls using a
vertically- stacked pair of Schoeps ' Blumlein
Memorial' figure- of- eights at 90°, with good
speakers and cartridge, the players, including
the excellent Alan Civil on horn, almost
come to lifel Star very satisfyingly confirmed,
but we were a little concerned that the piano
wasn't quite ' weighty' enough.
Opera next. After several years of the
'Decca/Culshaw' approach and its derivatives, with their attempt to present a realistic
sound as of the events portrayed in the plot,
there have been some recordings ( Philips
Peter Grimes, for example) in which the
attempt is fairly minimal. This month, an
opera recording which makes the attempt
doesn't quite bring it oft ...
In June, H.O. gave A*/A for EMI's recording
of Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk (
Shostakovich).
On SLS 5157, this features Vishnevskaya,
Gedda, et ai/Ambrosian/LPO/Rostropovich in
a recording of fine presence and detail.
Dynamic range tends toward the domestically
impractical (
ie, excellent) and orchestral
weight and power are impressive. H.O. spoke
of a recording which is ' bright, spacious and
immediate with excellent colouring'. All of
that ( except that rather than ' bright' we found
the recording mellow and very smooth in
EMI's best tradition), but we see what H.O.
means by the voices tending to be ' forward
and sharply focused': they are somewhat
'upfront' with respect to the orchestra, but
this highlights a problem of choice in recorded opera that seems, nevertheless,
convincingly overcome here:Our only serious
reservation is with operatic staging as such.
Katerina and Sergey throw each other about
the stage without a sound, and although the
'Ghost of Boris' is managed with satisfying
echo- chamber effect, both during the wedding
scene and with the convicts at the end,
'crowd noises' are ridiculously distant. An
added C for this aspect, which affects scenic
realism as such, but the sound itself is
splendid and not to be missed. Except for
some scratches and the isolated ' plonk',
surfaces are near- immaculate, well above
EMI's previous general standard and possibly
representing a real improvement: if this is
not, as it often seems to be, simply acase of
the ' first few off the presses' being better
than subsequent production.
Playing through the three discs comprising
the ' Benson á Hedges Music Festival 1977'
(CBS 79316), a splendid collection of songs
and chamber music by Schubert and Britten
performed by a star-studded team in The
125
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The technology of
natural sound.

Optonica's first breakthrough in this
field was A.P.S.S. (Auto Programme Search
System) asystem which scans tape in either
fast forward or rewind mode, and, when it
For many, digital technology is recog- detects ablank space ( non-signal segment)
nised as the path of hi-fi for the future, between songs, stops or starts playback there
Optonica have decided it's the path for hi-fi automatically.
to-day.
This system of one-touch skipping has
In all phasesof component design, from
proven quite popular, and the technology
performance, to convenience, to size, digital involved in it serves as abase for the more
technology means dramatic improvement. sophisticated A.P.L.D. & A.P.M.S. systems.
Sharp, the parent Company of Optonica, has
A.P.L.D. (Auto Programme Locate
dedicated avast amount of research and
Device) employs the same principle as
development, combined with their expertise, A.P.S.S. when used in cassette decks, but
in semiconductor technology to provide the
when used in turntables aspecial infra red
advances of digital technology in the new sensor detects spaces between album tracks
'100 Series' of hi-fi separates.
to allow quick skipping forward on arecord.
The most radical step for digital technol- Number input buttonsal low programmingof
ogy in hi-fi was the use of the microprocessor the number of " blank spaces" between selec—a semiconductor chip about 5mm square
containing nearly 20,000 devices that work
together as acomputer memory and processing unit.

tions that are to be skipped, the microprocessor hand les the rest.
A.P.M.S. (Automatic Programmable
Music Selector) has now been incorporated
into both cassette decks and turntables to
offer complete versatility in programming
selection playback order. For example, units
with A.P.M.S. can be programmed to start
playback with the 5th track on arecorded
tape, then return and play the 2nd track,then
go forward to play the 9th track, go back and
repeat the 5th and soon. Up to 15 tracks can
be combined in one programme. Sensors
then quickly and accurately search out the
beginnings of these tracks to provide programming freedom. When a programme
playback is complete, the unitwi II automatically stop, or repeat the entire programme as
desired.

Automatic tape & record
programme location.
Microprocessors have been built into
both cassette decks and turntables to enable
the user to freely select accurately recorded
passages.
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Optonica Series 100, acombination of superb sound and slim line looks.
Take the SM5100 Amplifier: 40 watts/channel, 0.05% T.H.D., toroidal power
transformer, LED indicators. R.R.P. £115. ST5100: LW/MW/FM stereo tuner, sensitivity
1.6 uy, air check calibrator. R.R.P. £115. RT51Ó0: Two motor cassette deck, logic
tape transport, fluorescent meters, A.P.S.S. R.R.P. £139. RP5100: Direct drive fully
automatic turntable, separate arm
motor, plate glass lid. R.R.P. £109.
(all prices inclusive of VAT).
So opt for Optonica and
discover why the Series 100 is so
good for your system.
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Microprocessor
tuning systems.

Microprocessor
controlled tape tension
adjustment system.

Working with the synthesiser tuner in
the ST9100, amicroprocessor offers awide
A microprocessor monitors the tape
range of special tuning functions. The
frequency range Sweep System searches out tension in the new RT7100 and RT9100
all receivable F.M. and A.M. stations and dis- Electronic Tape Processors to ensure optiplaysthe 1MHz or 50 kHz zone in which they mum tape tension prior to recording and
are located. The Zone Sweep system scans a playback.
specific 1MHz FM. or 50 kHz A.M. zone,
indicates how many receivable stations are
in the zone, and tunes them in starting with
the lowest frequency in the zone. The Direct
A microprocessor is also employed to
Freq uencyTun ing System can also be used to
ensure smoother, more reliable tape transdirectly inputthe required frequency intothe
port control. The processor " reads" the possynthesiser. In the Auto Search System, the
itions of the cassette transport and controls
microprocessor causes each receivable statsolenoid action to provide soft-touch control.
ion to betuned in asthetuner scansthe entire
It. also monitors tape motion to prevent
frequency range.
damage.
Ten Presettable Station Memories are
also provided to store frequency information
for one-touch tuning.

Microprocessor solenoid
cassette control.

Automatic record
size/speed selector.
Aspecial sensor arm was developed to
detect record presence and size. This information is fed to a microprocessor, which
adjusts tonearm action and turntable speed
accordingly. If a30cm disc is detected the
speed is automatically set to 33 1
/ rpm; fora
2
17cm disc the automatic setting is 45 rpm.
Manual override is provided to cope with
maxi-singles etc. The microprocessor also
prevents the tone arm being lowered if there
is nodisc on theturntable,thereby protecting
the cartridge and stylus.
This trend towards the use of digital
technology and in particular microprocessors in hi-fi surely indicates the future for hi-fi
components, with emphasis not only on very
high quality sound reproduction but also on
operational convenience. Optonica certainly
led the field with the introduction of their
Electronic Tape Processor, the RT3838, last
year; the world's first tape machine to incorporate a microprocessor. This new
'100 Series' certainly represents a
continuation ofi that policy.
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Marantz introduce the HD440
High Definition Loudspeakers.
To help you upgrade your system without
downgrading your bank balance.
The Maraniz HD440 Loudspeakers are neat, compact and
efficient. These 3- drive units are specially designed for Amplifiers
of between 15 and 40 Waits output and give breadth and
clarity to all types of music
London
Acton Cameros. 86 High Sheet.
Acton, W.3
Atkins Radio. 210 Brixton Hill, SW.2
Amt. 16 Charlotte Sheet. W1
Cavendish Sole,
.
317 Whitechopel Road. E. l
G.E M..313 319 High Rood,
leytonstone. E.1
Hi- Fi Exchange.
21Dalstori Lane, E.8
Hi - Way Hi 315 Edgware ', bad, W.2
Lion House.
227 Tottenham Court Road. W.1
Martins, 125 Stoke Newington
High Street. N.16
Nandos Radio,
328 Edgware Road W1
Nusound - All Branches
PEW,
230 Tofferhom Court Road. W.1
Bedfordshire
Target Electrical.
45 Katherine Drive, Dunstable
Tavistock Hi- Fi.
21 Tavistock Street. Bedford
Channel Islands
Sound Engineering,

69 King Street. Jersey
Soundtrack, 1Church Square.
St Peters Port, Guernsey. C I.

Hertfordshire
Photosound Vantage,
13 Devoils Lane. Bishops Storford

Cheshire
New Dawn Hi - Fi, 1 3Castle Sheet,
Off Bridge Street, Chester

Kent
Canterbury Hi - Fi Centre.
The Friars, Canterbury
Hi- Fi Connection.
51 Beckenham Road,
Beckenham

Cornwall
Hennessey Hi - Fi, 25 Trinity Street,
St. Austell, Cornwall
Devonshire
Framptors Cameras.
90 Cornwall Street, Plymouth
Dorset
-1.AT.V., 183 Barrack Road.
Christchurch
Essex
Craig Hi - Fi, 13 South Street.
Romford
Gloucestershire
William Robb Ltd.
13 15 Worcester Sheet,
Gloucester GE13AT
Hampshire
Mr. G.. 313 Shirley Road.
Shirley Southampton

Lancashire
Fred Benfell Limited.
78 Westfield Road. Blackpool
Wigan Hi - Fi,
Market Square. Wigan.
Northants
J. G. Rapkin, 11 Kettering Road,
Abingdon Square, Northampton

Wales
Rodiociaft,
251 3Cowbridge Rood East,
Canton, Cardiff
Yorkshire
Commercial Exchange.
40 42 Sheffield Road. Barnsley
Dolby 8i. Robson,
201 Ricnardshaw Lane, Pudsey
Sleaford Hi Fi,
5Southgate Shopping Precinct.
Southgate. Sleaford
Turner Electrical.
47 King Street. Bridlington
Northern Ireland
Fosters of Castleraegh,
Ards Shopping Centre.
Newtownards. Co. Down

Surrey
Camera Centre,
96 VVhitgift Centre, Croydon
Sussex
John King. 71 East Sheet, Brighton
Tyne & Wear
Hi- Fi Opportunities,
33 liandyside Arcade.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne

all branches of R.S.C.,
Hi FI Markets. Cornet and McOnomy.

Audio Patents Adrian Hope
it was suggested in print that
RECENTLY
'the patent held by Peter Walker on his

electrostatic loudspeaker design is now due
to expire next year ( so) it is alikely time for a
second generation to be launched'. Ican't
speak for the second generation launch but
the patent facts are not as stated. What's
more, loudspeaker companies around the
world certainly aren't waiting poised at the
starting line for some Quad electrostatic
patents to expire so that they can leap in and
mass-produce budget replicas, thereby pushing Quad into the launch of a• new model.
In fact the world and his dog are already
legally quite free to make an electrostatic
replica of the Quad if they want to. The
master patent on Peter Walker's original
design was BP 815 978 in the joint names of
Acoustical, Ferranti, Walker and Williamson.
And this patent, after its normal 16 years of
legal life, expired on 18th October 1971. So,
for a full eight years now, the Quad electrostatic patent has been dead and all it once
protected is now in the public domain. The
patent is still interesting, however, as it
oilers an insight into Peter Walker's thinking
way back in 1954 when he drafted it with
Theodore Williamson. The text explains how
then conventional electrostatic designs represented acompromise between conflicting
requirements. For good
sensitivity the

QUALITY MONITOR
Maltings at Snape, we were struck time and
again by the way in which the verve of alive
performance was paralleled by strikingly real
recorded sound. In his July review P.G.
awarded an A*/A rating and remarked that
'the recording quality is wonderfully alive
throughout'. We agree. Convincing stereo,
wider dynamics than would normally be
attempted in recordings of some of the items
here, a pleasant ' feel of the Hall'—which is
well worth augmenting à /a Hailer—all of
these contribute to a very natural impact,
marred only occasionally by some lack of
refinement in vocal/instrumental balance. It
was particularly gratifying to discover such
fine sound in a CBS issue, although as we
sat down to record these impressions we
noticed afew lines on the back of the accompanying booklet acknowledging the BBC
Transcription Recording Unit. How much
was left to Producer James Burnett we
cannot say, but he has certainly provided a
very fine encapsulation of some great musicmaking.
The BBC Northern Singers' disc of English
Vocal Music ( Berkeley, Britten, Musgrave and
Walton) from Abbey ( LPB 798) was very
favourably received in July. Worcester
Cathedral was the venue, but H.O. puzzled
over the acoustic which certainly isn't nearly
as reverberant as one would expect. ' Closeness is amply justified by clarity' is fair
comment and the recording is really very
good indeed, if not quite of the open, analytical quality that the partial star rating implies.

polarizing voltage on the diaphragm should
be high; but this then increases the risk of
spark discharges between the diaphragm and
electrode plates, with consequent audible
distortion. Prior to 1954, designers had tried
incorporating a resistance in the diaphragm
circuitry, but either sparking hadn't been
reduced significantly or audio performance
had been degraded.
Walker and Williamson proposed a new
type of ELS diaphragm which possessed
electrical resistance properties that, even
today, aren't fully understood, even though
it does the required trick.
Two large metal electrode plates form the
outside layers of the electrostatic sandwich.
These electrodes are perforated to transmit
sound and connected across the output of
an amplifier. A flexible diaphragm sheet is
clamped between the rigid electrodes like a
flimsy sandwich filling and connected to a
high voltage polarizing supply. The inventors
explained how the ideal electrical resistance
of the diaphragm is determined by three
contradictcry considerations. Firstly, the
diaphragm resistance must be high enough
at its surface to keep a constant total charge
on both sides of the diaphragm, despite its
audio frequency vibration. Secondly, the
resistance has to be high enough to prevent
sparking between the diaphragm and one of

The slightly muffled effect noted in the quiet
passages of the Britten is, we feel, more
generally prevalent and there is a congested
clouding of the detail in the more urgent
moments, particularly when the textures are
complex and the basses are in their lowest
register. A good recording but we prefer to
take the rating down a notch to A/B.
The 1972 premiere recording of Jean
Barraqué's 1952 Sonate pour Piano, performed
by Roger Woodward ( Unicorn UNS 263),
received a recording star in August from
B.S. It is an extremely vivid and dramatic
recording, and while agreeing with B.S. that
the acoustic is ' open, not too resonant', we
would have perhaps been happier to sit
farther away from Roger Woodward. The
piano image is quite wide and occasionally
the sound engenders afeeling not dissimilar
to that to be expected when examining an
attractive girl with a microscope! Beautifully
clean, though, and almost ' direct- cut' in its
attack, though tape hiss is apparent when
played at arealistic level: probably aqualified
star (
A*/A) is nearer the correct rating.
Michael Smythe of Vista Records has long
been an advocate of simple mike techniques
and his organ recordings have been of a
consistently high standard. In July his
premiere Coventry Cathedral recording of
Percy Whitlock's Sonata in c ( with soloist
Graham Barber, VPS 1058), recorded with a
coincident pair of Neumanns and a highspeed Revox A77, was starred by T.A.
Comments included ' good general balance
and extended frequency response ... impressive dynamics without exceeding reasonable
playback range'. T.A. also commented on the

the plates. But thirdly the resistance has to
be low enough to allow the polarizing charge
to spread uniformly across the diaphragm
surface. Walker and Williamson found that a
range of surface resistivities in the order of
2x 10' to 1x 10" ohms per unit square satisfied the general requirements, and this is
what the main legal claim of the patent
covered. But the patent also went on to claim
the more specific use of nylon as the ideal
diaphragm material because, owing to the
curious natural affinity of a nylon surface for
atmospheric moisture, it possesses this
ideal resistance in any atmosphere within the
relative humidity range of 38% to 95% ie,
virtually every normal atmospheric condition
in the Western world.
Acoustical still use nylon- coated Mylar
plastic diaphragms for their electrostatics
intended for most countries. But for Scandinavia a quite different ( and understandably
secret) material is used. Although no-one
really understands the physics of what
happens at the film surface at such high
resistance values ( conduction may well be
ionic rather than normal electrical) it is
known that problems arise in Scandinavian
countries. As Acoustical put it ' they close the
doors of their houses for months on end' and
humidity drops to levels of under 20%. In
such dry air, the nylon coating cannot take up
enough moisture from the atmosphere for
the diaphragm to conduct as intended and
the sensitivity of the speaker drops dramatically.

'filling- in' of the gap between the two ranks
of pipes—this has been done very successfully—and the fact that coupled with a
realistically wide image, this gives a better
integrated sound than in real life. The sound
is certainly superb, but although one isn't
made aware of any anomalies, there is a
certain diffuse quality, asense of ( very slight)
disembodiment of the organ. Perhaps it is a
purely personal matter, an individual need for
slightly more acoustic and slightly less
direct sound in order to ' place' the instrument, but a minor qualification to A*/A
would probably be in order.
B.S. was unable, finally, to separate performance from recording in his enthusiastic
review of Nono's
sofferte onde serene...'
and ' a floresta è jovem e cheja de vida' with
Pollini and colleagues in July ( DG 2531 004).
How indeed, when any memories one could
have of a ' live' performance are largely
irrelevant to music which makes deliberate
use of distortion and other electronic processing techniques, and which inevitably
must differ in each performance. One must
rely, instead, on the somewhat precarious
judgments based on the effect and overall
clarity of the recording when compared to
the experience of other, similarly conceived
endeavours. Certainly the works as presented
here are produced with great élan, exploiting
the full potential of both depth and lateral
extremes with varying degrees of ' focus'—
some of the separations are really quite
disconcerting. We can only agree with
B.S.'s comments ( while marvelling once
more at the breadth of Pollini's sympathies).
Star confirmed.

IT LOOKS BETT
WAY UP
At Pioneer, our first aim is to be heard.
Not just to be seen.
Despite the slim design of our new
PL- 200X, and its total lack of pretension, the main
appeal lies underneath.
In its stable hanging rotor system.
Effectively, what this achieves is much
lower wow and flutter.
A matter of gravity.
By rearranging the centre of gravity of
the rotor assembly, we reduced wow and flutter
to less than 0.025%. (W.RM.S.)
And increased the signal-to-noise ratio
to more than 75dB. (DIN B)
But for everything it adds up to in hi-fi
performance, it adds up to less than you'd think.
Around £ 100.
Though you'd never tell from listening.
Thrust Beanng
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No howling errors.
The PL-200X features coaxial suspension.
By incorporating this into the unit we've
virtually eliminated subsonic and infrasonic
howling.

As well as putting an end to unnecessary
vibration.
And to ensure accurate platter speeds,
the PL- 200X has afour-stripe strobe and
aspeed control.
Why the PL-200X gives you
cleaner music.
We designed the PL-200X with all the
major controls outside the dust-cover.
So each time you use them, you don't
expose the platter and records at all.
Keeping all the important parts free from
dust and other airborne particles.
Direct-drive for £ 100?
The PL-200X is adirect-drive,
auto-return deck

E:IR THE WRONG

Which, together
with all its other features, could
have you wondering how we can do
it for around £ 100, (including the moving
magnet cartridge).
At Pioneer, as the world's leading hi-fi
manufacturer, we're not only concerned with
bringing you realistic hi-fi sound.
We're also concerned about doing it at
arealistic price.
And, in our position, that's something
we're able to achieve.

To Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd, PO Box 108, Ive—
r, "1
Bucks. SLO 9JL.
Please send me full details of the PL- 200X and
other turntables in the Pioneer range.

El

Tick this box
for details of Pioneer's Privilege Purchase Plan, avery
low interest credit scheme.
Name
Address
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L110. NEW FROM
The L110 gives you back all the sound that
was there in the studio. Not just the left and
right hand image like most loudspeakers
but front to back perspective as well., for
the full rounded sound.

JBL's attention to every detail of
engineering and manufacture is there too —
you will hear it in the smooth accurate bass,
the outstanding power handling,
exceptionally low harmonic distortion
characteristics and the excellent transient

Behind the acoustically and visually

response and you will see it reflected in the
superb finish of the cabinet.

transparent grille are professional quality
components and advanced cross- over
network developed by JBL from their
studio speaker experience.
The new 10 inch low frequency driver joins
its massive 3inch voice coil and 71
2 lb
/
magnet assembly in atight vertical array
with ahard hemispherical high frequency
radiator and 5inch mid- range driver, to give
you the power handling and performance
you expect from JBL plus detailed three
dimensional imaging.

L110, new from JBL, gives you back each
sound and all the sound, the same sound
that was heard in the top recording studios
around the world.
For full information on the L110
and other JBL products, write to:
harman u.k.
St. Johns Road, Tylers Green,
High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8HR
Telephone: Penn ( 049 481) 5221

One of the 400 leading recording studios using JBL loudspeakers
in recording and mixing. Last year 30 of the 50 best selling albums
in the world were recorded or mixed using JBL loudspeakers.
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Colin Davis
The mild, softly- spoken manner
with which Colin Davis unfolds an
idea is initially deceptive. Certainly
the pressures under which he
works as one of the widestranging musicians of today are
formidable—administrative as well
as musical, and the former side of
things seemed particularly taxing
at the time of our short conversation at the Royal Opera House
last March. Apologising quietly
for
keeping
me
waiting,
he
struggled unsuccessfully on the
telephone with his garage ( his car
had broken down) and waved on a
selection of post obligingly passed
in front of him by his secretary.
Once we had sat down, however,
it became clear that the measured
delivery was simply a counterbalance to a mind teeming with
activity, even tensions, which are
allowed out only sparingly, selectively, and therefore with great
clarity of thought;
he rarely
repeats himself.
It is difficult to think of many
other conductors of such extensive
accomplishment whose formative experience rests so firmly—
and equally—on all three areas:
symphonic, operatic and ballet.
He made his debut with Sadlers
Wells Opera in 1958 with Die
Entführung and many will remember a disc of Carmen excerpts in
English dating from his years there.
Then it was with Royal Ballet
productions of La Valse, Le Baiser
de la Fée and Le Sacre du Printemps
that Davis first appeared at Covent
Garden in the early sixties. Runfling parallel to all this was alarge
volume of orchestral recordings,
several of which ( particularly the
HMV Beethoven 7) continue to
provide stiff competition.
While such rich experience is
hardly a matter of chance, Davis
insists that conducting is essentially a matter of inner motivation,
'I didn't formally study with anyone;
if you have the impulse, then it's
not so difficult to acquire the
necessary technique. Many people
acquire atechnique, but they don't
have the primal instinct.' This
comment seemed especially pertinentin the light of some sessions
for La Bohème on which I had
eavesdropped some two or three
weeks previously. Neither Davis'
own conducting technique nor his
comments on technical matters,
orchestral or vocal, were the preHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

dominant impressions with which
I went away, although an acute
control over both lay unobtrusively
at the heart of the entire proceedings. Such technical observations
were concisely made in the control
room, frequently by Phonogram
producer Erik Smith ( Davis considers it ' a conceit to imagine you
can run the whole of such an
enormous show by yourself'), and
these were conveyed simply and
directly to the forces in the hall;
to expound further on these issues,
would be, one felt, to lay a dis proportionate emphasis. Indeed,
Davis feels that too intimate a
knowledge of the mechanics of
this or that instrument may even
work against the success of a
musical partnership. As he continues to see the absence of the
piano from his experience as
something of an advantage (the
clarinet was his instrument), I
wondered whether this would go
part of the way towards explaining
the success of his partnership
with Stephen Bishop-Kovacevich.
' Well, on no occasion could
possibly sit down and show him
how it should go—which is what
George Szell apparently used to
do for Clifford Curzon ( not that
Clifford ever took offence— he
always says he learnt a great
deal!), but as my training is built
up from blowing an instrument,
and to alesser extent scraping one
with a bow, this has great advantages, because when you play
wind instruments especially, you
have a feeling for phrasing which
is built into the body— upbeat,
breathe in; move into a phrase,
breathe out. Now piano music has
built into it certain types of pianistic
conventions, devices, clichés and
the rest of it, which are not always
to do with the music, and Ifeel that
as I'm largely unaware of these,
it's to my advantage. When Iwork
with Stephen and other pianists,
of course it would be lovely to be
able to sit down and play this or
that on the piano, but I'm sure that
would only make me more of a
nuisance to him!'
An overstatement, maybe, but
the success of the Davis/BishopKovacevich partnership is well
borne out by their recordings.
Recently completed is the second
Brahms concerto with, as it turned
out, an exceptionally sustained,
expansive slow movement—aview
not at first shared by the entire
recording team, but one impressOCTOBER 1979

ively and quietly affirmed with
minimal discussion between Davis
and Bishop-Kovacevich.
Then
there is another Mozart disc (to
supplement K467 and K503 on 6500
431), while their recordings of the
Bartok concertos are now handily the symphonies now, especially in
boxed (6768 053) and the Beethoven London (though I do more in
concertos are re- appearing under Amsterdam and Boston); the last
Festivo colours. The mention of one Idid here was the Eroica with
Beethoven prompted talk of Davis' the LSO a couple of years ago,
recorded cycle of the symphonies and we did the Missa Solemnis as
—still short of completion by a well, which we then recorded [ with
First and a Ninth. The fact that the C major Mass: 6769 001]. For
several of these recordings lay me, it's an adventure to do a
unissued for some time serves Beethoven symphony. I'm going
only to widen the interval which to Boston in about four weeks to
he has spent away from these do the Ninth, which I'm very
works. As the Eroica recording, excited about. And the Missa
for instance, was preceded by Solemnis . . . well . . . it's very
numerous concert/Prom perform- important for me not to play these
ances—also with the BBC SO— pieces too often. Do the Missa
I wondered whether Davis had Solemnis once every five, six or
made aconscious decision to turn seven years if you like, but for
away from these symphonies for a goodness' sake don't play it 20
while. ' Well, you see, William times in ayear— don't even attempt
Glock made me play the Eroica a to become on such familiar terms
lot at that time, and he was quite with something so gigantic and
right because that's apiece which strange.'
Sir William Glock's suggestion
teaches you all about Classical
procedures. If you can cope with that Davis spend a concentrated
that symphony, then you can cope spell with the Eroica appears also
with all of that kind of music. No, to have borne fruit in other
If, gramophonically
Idon't give very many concerts of directions.
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If you think
all cassette deck
cleaners are the same,
you're probably
not using your
head properly!

PHILIPS

ecteLn

If you're not cleaning your capstan and pinch roller every
time you clean your head, you're just not using your deck
properly. If you think ordinary cassette deck cleaners do this
for you, they don't because they can't. There's only one
which can — the new Allsop 3from Network.
Here's why...
Dirt on the head reduces the reproductive qualities of your
tapes. Dirt on the capstan and pinch roller causes your tapes
to slip, fray and be " eaten up" into the machinery.
And whereas an ordinary cassette cleaner cleans the head,
it does nothing to arrest the harmful build-up of dirt on the
capstan and pinch roller.
That's why the new Allsop 3is so revolutionary, so effective,
so different. It's awet system. A specially formulated
cleaning solution dissolves the dirt on the head which is then
wiped clean by asoft felt pad — and the capstan and pinch
roller are cleaned at the same time. So it enhances the fidelity.
of your set, completely protects your tapes and eliminates
potentially harmful brushes and cotton tips.

INV

The Allsop 3cleans all cassette decks — even the most
inaccessible ones — simply, smoothly, safely and thoroughly.
It makes the important task of protecting your equipment
easy and all other methods of cassette deck cleaning obsolete.
So, use your head properly — get an Allsop 3now.
After all, no other cassette deck cleaner makes sense.
Not Sound sense anyway.
The remarkable, new Allsop 3
is available at:
Harrods,
Selfridges,
Hi -Fi Markets,
Hi -Fi Care,
Debenhams ( Oxford St),
Debenhams ( Harrow),
Cloud 7,
H.M.V. Records,
ilentalls,
Scientific and Technical,
Richer Sounds
and leading
Hi -Fi Retailers.

THREE SUPERB NEW RELEASES
FOR OCTOBER
DVORAK
Symphony No.8
9500 317 album

atemi

NETWORK MARKETING LIMITED

Middlesex House. 29-45 High Street. Edgware, Middlesex.

le

Remember also the highly acclaimed recording
of the '
New World' once again with the
Concertgebouw Orchestra, Amsterdam
(9500 511 album 7300 671 musicassette

BEETHOVEN
Mass in C
Christiane Eda-Pierre,
Patricia Payne, Robert Tear,
Kurt Moll
London Symphony Chorus
London Symphony Orchestra
7300 611 musicassette

Taken from the box set 6769 001 ( 3- LP ,
7699 077 prestige musicassette set, which also contains
3 stunning performance of the '
Missa Seelemnis'

ALI.60113

L

.110“. 3.•

COW& DOS

7300 611 muocassette

9500 622 album

CAS IIET
CL
T
EEANER

llimaltAa

- ,eitredmeeove ree.eº: inylmtaes,
-

"Magnificent"
Gramophone on Davis'
account of the
Dvolik 7th Symphony ( 9500 132 album
7300 535 musicassette)

Tie
/
yew

from

•

Concertgebouw Orchestra,
Amsterdam

STRAVINSKY
L'Oiseau de feu - complete
ballet ( 1910)
Concertgebouw Orchestra,
Amsterdam
9500 637 album

7300 742 musicassette

Davis completes his new recordings of the
major Stravinsky ballets with this great orchestra
Already available
Le Sacre du Printemps
9500 323 album 7300 585 musicassette
Petrushka - complete ballet ( 1947)
9500 447 album
7300 653 muucassette
marketed
1:18101109113f1r1V4
by
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'And then Iwould like to record
know, German oboes and such);
speaking, Davis' fascination with returned to 18th century music;
some Berg—Wozzeck is one of my
Sibelius coincided with his ap- for almost 20 years now Mozart but not to the extent that they used
favourite
pieces—tremendous—
pointment as Principal Guest has proved a constant in Davis' to. French vibrato on horns is far
and I'm doing the Lyric Suite next
less
evident
now,
for
instance.'
recording
career.
The
first
opera,
Conductor of the Boston SymWe had talked very little about week in Paris. The pity is that with
6703 024), joined afairly
phony, many people will neverthe- ldomeneo (
Davis' 20th century musical sym- nearly all these you've got the
less recall BBC recordings of the substantial discography of the
wretched commercial thing which
symphonies some while before the symphonies 10 years ago, after pathies, in which the music of
Tippett figures perhaps more tends to say " if so-and-so's done
which
came
Figaro,
Don
Giovanni,
first Boston instalment in 1975
prominently than any other. ' Well, it, then you can't", but Isuppose if
(nos. 5 & 7, 6500 959). Likewise, his Cosl, La Clemenza and now Die
it's been well done already, anyone
Concertgebouw Stravinsky ballets Entführung and The Magic Flute. I'm going to do the Fourth Symwho's curious about this music
(Petrushka 9500 447; Le Sacre 9500 Towards the symphonies, how- phony in Boston two or three times,
although I understand it's been can investigate it.'
ever,
Davis
now
feels
rather
less
323; Firebird 9500 637) have rich
And future recording plans?
precedents in Prom performances confident. ' While I really don't recorded in Chicago, hasn't it?
Then we've got a new piece of The reply began in an appropriate
—of Petrushka especially. Why mind companies reissuing earlier
way for such a highly occupied
Boston for Sibelius? The cham- material, I'd rather there weren't Michael's coming up: a Triple
musician. ' Phew! Well, heaps, I
pionship of Koussevitzky, perhaps, any Mozart symphonies around Concerto for violin, viola and cello
— quite an unusual combination, suppose! We're starting up again
now,
Mozart
being
a
special
of which Davis talks enthusiastiin Boston with Schubert symcally (' Remember that ' live' number passion—one of the most despair- that. Ihaven't seen it yet, and if
phonies. Then there are four or
seven with the BBC orchestra on ing of composers. I'd rather not you've ever seen one of Michael's
manuscripts you'll know why five operas lined up—Traviata,
make
any
more
symphony
record78s? There's acough just before
— they're almost like computer Trovatore, Werther... how do I
the end of Side 3, and Ican never ings at all, not for the time being,
relax? I've got so many children,
do that symphony without hearing at least. My last one, which was sheets, written on huge bits of
paper, and they need to be duly there's not much problem, is there?
all? Well, yes, he agreed, that of the Jupiter, Itried to get quashed
processed before they can be Icouldn't just put my feet on the
was something to do with it'... and in fact.'
deciphered. The way I look at mantlepiece and watch the telly.
Ample
comfort
for
the
absence
even more, the fact that nobody in
Beethoven shares much with the Yesterday Iplanted five trees, if
the Boston orchestra had played of any Mozart symphonies, howway Isee Tippett's work. Ihaven't you can call that relaxation, but it
Sibelius since Koussevitzky—now ever, can be taken from the splendone the Third Symphony for the gives the nerve- ends arest. Ithink
that's 30 years or so. It simply fits did Haydn series which Davis is
five years since the recording I have the traditional English
building
with
the
Concertgebouw.
in with the general pattern of
[6500 662].
Those Beethoven mystical streak—after all, making
The
variety
of
orchestral
forces
concert- giving there, not only to
quotations will no doubt signify babies and planting trees is about
take along music that they all know, which he has employed for his
something very different when I as close as you can get to the
but to try and take music which Haydn and Mozart discs (a full
come back to them. And I'll be on natural order of things, isn't it?'
they haven't played for along time, LSO string complement for his
Andrew Keener
of the K543; the wrong side of 55 when Ido.
or even not played at all, and I 1962 recording
think it was timely for Sibelius to altogether slimmer forces for his
be re- introduced. And it has, I World Records account a few
think, been a success.' Indeed, years earlier) is a fair indication
Woodward's powerful championDavis expressed mild surprise that of Davis' practical approach to the
Roger Woodward
ship of present-day composers,
issue
of
'
authentic'
numbers.
his Festival Hall/LSO Sibelius
that still force him into the neat
concert the previous Sunday had 'Well, yes, the new Haydn discs 'You seem to have been tackling
things along the lines of You play category of ' contemporary music
been sold out. ' Ithink this proves are, I suppose, " big orchestra"
music—isn't
it interpreter'. ' Well, 1supposethat's
now how much people and orches- Haydn. But the question is—what contemporary
interesting you play other music not too inappropriate, as Igrew
does
it
sound
like?
If
it
sounds
tras look upon Sibelius as a comup in a new culture of only 200
poser to be reckoned with. Imust bad, it's not necessarily because too', Roger Woodward gently
years or so.' Nevertheless, he has
say how excited Iwas to see the there are too many people—the admonished me in his softly12 Mozart concertos in his reperfull house, and it certainly gave playing itself might just be awk- spoken blend of Australian and
toire ( atape of K503, made with the
Salvatore and me great encourage- ward. Just because there are Transatlantic English. And so I
ment for the following week'— expert ensembles like the St. had, although we had spent the Cleveland Orchestra, using his
own, illuminating cadenza and
during which the Violin Concerto Martin's Academy who play the last half-hour absorbed in Brahms'
ornamentation—It
was recorded for Phonogram. It's pieces with eight first violins First Piano Concerto, which, along improvised
with the Schoenberg Concerto, should be that way'—was generdoesn't
mean
to
say
that
you
can't
such powerful music; makes anice
ously lent to me before Ileft), and
change from all that Mahler, too, play them with 12—at least / don't jockeyed for prominence on the
and, if I might be impertinent, think so. Ido them with whatever crowded piano top. Roger was to his insistence on returning to
manuscripts whenever possible
it doesn't take half as long!' there is. Imean Idid no. 84 with play the latter work in the Festival
Not comments to be taken too the ECO afew years ago now. But Hall just over a week after we has been frequently misunderseriously: as well as a Festival as the Concertgebouw is such an talked at his London flat last stood, as his vast record collection
Hall performance of Mahler's First incredibly expert orchestra they October (—' it ought to be played testifies. It ranges from Pink Floyd
Symphony with the LSO within a can play that kind of music with with all the affection of an old to pirated Michelangeli (' Ifind him
few weeks of our conversation, the zest and neatness that they do, Viennese waltz, with a Brahmsian, intellectually one of the most
there are also plans for an Albert especially in the Military symphony Viennese charm!— Ihope to play satisfying of musicians; such a
genial . pianist, don't you think?'),
Hall no. 8for the BBC anniversary [9500 510]. I think that sounds it a lot in 1979 too.'), and he was
next year— neither is Davis any beautiful, Ireally do. They're such full of enthusiasm for the present from Erroll Garner to Landowska's
stranger to that work. ' Ialso did a responsive orchestra; they play state of London orchestras. ' The '48' (' those wonderful wartime
the Knaben Wunderhorn songs in right on the beat'— much to Davis' climate is so healthy now. You sessions with the bombs falling
Boston for the first time ever there. amusement, Ihad thrown in one say Ididn't feel that way a few in the distance'). ' I listen to
It's absolutely amazing the sins of of his comments made some years years ago? Well, Isuppose a lot records all the time, and although
omission you find where you least ago that the further east of of us were flexing our muscles Ireject many of mine, as they're
expect them. It's marvellous— Greenwich you go, the longer the rather ostentatiously at a time only frozen moments, Ido feel that
things like that still to do; there's time-lag. ' I'm always thrown by a when there was a tendency to one can learn from other peoples'
always something that somebody time-lag; you can never tell what's question too loudly, shaking our frozen moments!' Iventured that
his four year- old Appassionata
doesn't know! Would you believe coming up. It's horrible! Couldn't fists at what we thought of as a
Sonata, with its measured Finale,
me if Itold you that Peter Frankl ever understand how Furtwangler fossilised scene.'
Possibly it is the lingering after- semiquavers sharply detached,
and Idid the first ever performance coped, although even the Berlin
in Symphony Hall of Mozart's Philharmonic doesn't do that any math of these four- year- old com- may not be what he stands by
K414?'
more. Of course, orchestras still ments ( quoted with much glee at nowadays. ' Oh! No way! That
Roger was an experimental disc— one
In one simple move, we had retain some individual sound ( you the time), along with
NI, WS
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We are appointed agents for
• ACOUSTIC RESEARCH • ACCUPHASE • AKAI

U

AIWA • AMSTRAD

ARMSTRONG • CAMEIRIOGE

• CELESTION • ERA • GARRARD 111 GOLORINGU GOODMANS • HARMEN KAROEN • J B L.• BIC. • KEF
• KOSS • LEAK • MARANTZ • METROSOUND • B B.C. MONITOR • NATIONAL PANASONIC • ORTOFON
• PIONEER • ROGERS • ROTEL • REVOX • SCAN OYNA • SANSUI • SHURE • S.M.E. • SANYO. TEAC
• TECHNICS • THORENS • TRIO • WHARFEDALE • YAMAHA • HITACHI. GRUND1G
AMPLIFIERS
Aiwa AA8700 £265.00
Armstrong 621 £ 110 00
Akai AM2250 £79•95
AM2450 £ 129.95
Amstrad EX220
£49.95
EX330 .. £64.95
Cambridge P80 £ 195.00
Hitachi HA250 £80.00
hA330
£112.00
HA5300 £ 180-00
HCA7500 £ 199.00
HA7700 £ 249 95
Ht-1A7500 £350-00
HCA8300
£185-00
HMA8300 . £365.00
Maranta 1050. £92•95
1072 .. £ 119.00
1090
£ 145-00
1I22DC £245•00
1I52DC £299.00
I180DC £375.00
Pioneer SA506
£84.95
SA606 £ 114.00
SA706
£149•00
SA7800 £ 242 95
SA8800 £ 3
SA9L00 £ 3
Rotel RA214
E
RA3I4
RA4I4
£9
RA7I4 £ 11
RA2020 £22
0
Sony TA212 £84 00
TA313
£99.95
TAS15 £ 149 95
TAF3A
£ 124 00
TAF4A
£ 124 00
TAFSA £ 185 00
Technics
Subject to availability
Trio KA1500,2
£79.95
£82 95
KA305 .. £ 105 00
KA405
£149.00
Yamaha CA4I 0 £99.95
CA5I0 .. £ 139-95
CA7I0 £ 175 00
CA8I0 £ 238 00
CA1010 £ 349-95
CA2010 £
0
TUN
Armstrong 6
624 ..
Aiwa AT9700
Akai AT2250L..
AT2450L

es

£239•00
£82.95
£148.95

AmstraJ EX202
EX303
Cambridge T55
Hitachi FT340
FT440
FT8000
Maranta 2050L
2100 .
2110L
2120
Pioneer TX606
TX7800
TX9800 .
Rotel RT226
R1426
Sony ST2I2L .
ST3I3L
51515
Technics ST8011
Trio KT5500 .
Yamaha CT410
CT5I0
CT610
CT710
CT810
T
0

A
115BL
AAI125
AA1135
Amstrad E
EX333
Hitachi SR
SR903
Marantz 151
1530L
1550L
2226B
2238B
2252B
2265B
228513
Pioneer SX590
SX690
SX980
Rotel
RX
RX4
RX4
3R
ony STR2I2L..
STR313L
STRV3L
SRTV4L

PART
EXCHANGE
WELCOME

ANYTHING CONSIDERED

To personal callers
only

£49 95
fçie 95
¿149-95
£94 95
£129 95
£199.00
£99 95
£10400
£19995
£19995
£97 95
£172 50
£229 95
£64 95
¿82-95
£79 95
£99 95
£15995
£102 95
£84 95
£99 95
£124 95
£129 95
£142 00
£175 00
£205
£159 95
2I0-00
£174 00
¿199- 00
£99-95
£
95
£
95
95
1
2
£11 00
£179.95
E249

£127-50
£152.50
0

Technics
Subject to availibility
Trio KR2090L.. £ 124.95
KR3090 £ 154.95
KR4070L .. £ 199.95
Yamaha CR220 £ 139.95
CR420 .. £ 175.00
CR620 £239-00
CR820 .. £320.00
CRI020 . . £390.00
CR2020 £469.00
TURNTABLES
Aiwa AP2200
£89
AP2500
£169
Hitachi HT350
£89
HT353
£124
HT550
£159
HT463
£149
Maranta 6025
£69
6270
£144
6370
£21
Pioneer
51

01
S
12
PST20
40
it
ec
nc

AR 18
1

3
Dit 44
Dit 66

•00
£198.00
£248.

£
£172 00
5
332
E239-00
£132-00 Dalesford ' D' £ 110 00
£115 00 Goodmans RB I
8 ¿ 59-00
£147-00
RB20 . £75.00
£179.95
RB35
£ 108-00
£265.00
RB65
£ 129.00
Make use of your
ACCESS/BARCLAY°
CARO. Give us your

you'll

‘.

tee same day
Le...t.juk,---e despatch.

receive your order in
72 hours by Securicor.
Please add f4 for delivery.

Telephone Orders

Colchester 78807

49-9s
£74.95

department and studio to cater for thw
new technology with an Audio Visual
Consultant able to oller practical
unbiased advoce on SONY Audio Visual
Egunyment
VVe also have awed° range of A V
Equipment by NATIONAL
PANASONIC. SANYO and AKA'
We can put you in the picture with
Audio Visual for industry and home

£240.00
£129.95
£135 00
£219.00
£99-00
£210-00
£299-00
£399-00
£99.95
£99 95
£139-95
£189-95
£162 00
£270.00
£279-95

D90

F1000
Sony TCV2
TCK IA
TCK5A
TCK5
TCV5
IC K50
CK96R
chnics
Subject to availability
Yamaha TC5 I1 £129-95
TC520 . £ 199 00
TC800D .. £ 185 00
TC800G L
£239 00
TAPE DECKS
Akai 4000D ¿ 199-00
4000DB
E
GX6 D

TC77f, 2 .
£625-00
TC765 £ 530-00
Grundig TS945 £350-00
TS I
000 . . £475-00
Uher SG631 £499.00
Special offer
Teac A3300
.. £399-00
Special offer
A6100
.. £475-00
Shop soiled
MUSIC CENTRES
Hitachi SDT7820 £229-00
SDT7840
£250.00
SDT170
£275•00
SDT300
£340-00
SDT400
£350-00
5077785 .. £350-00
Excluding speakers
Sony
HMKII £202-25
HMK33 £289-95
HMK55 .. £329-00
HMK80 £395-00
Excluding speakers

CASStTTE DECKS
ARE SUBJECT
Akai CS703D
5
ANGE WITHGXC704
RIOR NOTICE
E
D GOODS
El
00
ADVERTISED ARE
d on pre- Budget
SUBJECT TO AVAILEl
VAT rate.
ABILITY
E & 0 E
9
El
£179-95
AD6700
£325 - 00
C1 MASSIVE RANGE ALWAYS IN
AD6800
£279-95
STOCK
FULL AFTER SALES
AD6900 .
£350.00
Hitachi D220 .
£89-00
SERVICE
BIG DISCOUNTS
0555 ..
£144.00
HELPFUL, COURTEOUS SALES
0560 ..
£149-00
D580..
£179-95
STAFF
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
D850 ..
£189-00

D

D

DELIVERY BY

number by phone do it before 12 noon
and we'll guaran-

-

SONY VIDEO
Al Wicks we keep abreast of all the latest
developments and have set up aspecial's,

D

SECURICOR
Order by post or
telephone)
4
»,
with co nfidence

D. T. WICKS 8, CO., 49/55 NORTH STATION RD., COLCHESTER,
ESSEX. TELEPHONE: COLCHESTER (0206) 49842/3/4
Colchester 421 66

Tifton XP2
Glendale XP2
Tees
Doy
50

SPEAKERS

£179 00
£245.00
£148 00
£275 00
£375.00
£95•00
£129-00
£165.00
£275'00
£220.00
£92-00
£125.00
£179 00
£89.00
£145•00
£175-00
£450 00
£499.00
£575-00
14.00

¿145-00
£ I65.

6

Such nice people'

After hours

95
00
95
95
00
00
95
00

Hitachi H5330
HS530
IMP Sup Corn..
IMF ALS40/2 .
TLS550/2
KEF Celeste/3
Co rrel i
Concord
104AB
Calinda
Leak 3020
3030 ..
3050 ..
Maranta 4/2
5/2
6/2
900
920
940
4G
4G Mk

ORDERING BY POST
Simply write telling us what you want
enclosing cheque or Postal Order to cover cost
plus Eel delivery charge by Securicor.

BY TELEPHONE
To reserve equipment in stock, just ring
Colchester ( 0206) 78807 and we'll hold it for
you for 48 hours giving you time to call
personally or send your settlement by post.

•

GUARANTEE
Ever ythIng front Wicks , covered
by the manufacturer's own
guarantee - usually 1or 3 years.
During the guarantee period, we
will service the equipment free of
charge. If you return the goods via a
carrier, you pay the forward carriage,
we pay the return. From Wicks,
there's a 99% chance of a 24- hour
turnround service.

St,
Mi*.›,
;«,>4.4;004400,
44

Imaiiiimmimmmmiummaimmummmizimum
ORDER BY POST
SEND TO:
Please supply ( give make and model number)
D. T. Wicks & Co.,
49/55 North Station Road,
Colchester, Essex. Telephone :
Colchester ( 0206) 49842/3/4.
(
cheque/PO')

Ienclose £

or

Iwish

to

use my Access1Barclaycard•.

The number is
delete as applicable

NAME
ADDRESS

HNIO

Thj Match.
,

here in the U.K.
Then there's a
turntable to run
rings round most
others. It's strobe
controlled and belt
driven to keep
precisely the right
speed, with the
utmost accuracy.
Next comes the
sensitive tuner, picking
up 3wavebands
including stereo FM.
Finally there's a
cassette deck with
Dolby as well as
Chrome and Normal
tape selectors.
For perfect recording
and playback.
It's all housed in an
elegant cabinet with room
for records and with elegant
glass doors.
All of which gives avery satisfying
result, we think you'll agree.

The Sanyo V30
hi-fi system
scores quite a
few points off
other systems.
To kick off ,' it's a
matching unit.
So all the different
components work
together as ateam.
This means simply
that you'll get abig,
beautiful sound
wherever you play it.
And of course it
doesn't just sound well
matched, it looks well
matched too.
Which must be preferable
to the electronic hotch
potch of hi-fi systems
assembled here, there and
everywhere.
The V30 line up includes an
amplifier with power in
reserve at 32 watts per channel, and
apair of speakers that are made

•SANIrecle
Technology at your fingertips

Sanyo Marubeni ( UK) Limited, Sanyo House, 8Greycaine Road, Watford, Herts. Tel Watford 46363.
Right is reserved to amend specificotich.

TIN Epglis4 C4amber OrOestra
The ECO celebrates its 20th season this year. Ivor
Humphreys charts the orchestra's evolution, with
excerpts from a talk he and John Atkinson had with
Quintin Ballardie,founder,director and principal viola.
ENGLISH Chamber Orchestra had t
THEbeginnings
back in 1948 when Arnold

is

Goldsborough, the distinguished baroque
scholar, created an orchestra to specialise
in the performance of 17th and 18th century
music. Called the Goldsborough orchestra, it
was formed with the help of the conductor
Laurence Leonard and Quintin Ballardie, then
a viola player in the ranks of the Philharmonia, who has been director and the main
driving force behind the orchestra ever since.
With the benefit of hindsight it can be seen
that the orchestra was established at precisely the right time to fulfil several needs in
British music- making in what Quintin Ballardie
calls the golden days of the 50s. The baroque
concerts flourished and when William Glock
came to the BBC as head of music he instigated ' that marvellous period of contemporary
music which produced the Harrison Birtwistles, the Max Davieses and all those
people. The BBC spent atremendous amount
of money on avante garde music, most of
which we did, and on research into Baroque
music; Arnold Goldsborough, Bob [ Thurston]
Dart and Basil Lam all did a great amount. It
was the era of the chamber orchestra, a sort
of cradle for it, and we came out of that.'
By the mid-' 50s the orchestra had become
an essential ingredient in the English musical
142

scene, giving some four broadcasts per week
and having established its links with various
festivals, most notably Aldeburgh, with
Sadlers Wells ( including their ' 57 production
of The Rake's Progress, and with the thriving
orchestral scene in London. In 1958 Quintin
Ballardie invited Ursula Strebi, ayoung Swiss
girl who had been orchestra secretary of the
Philharmonie, to join his management team
and help with the organisation of their first
foreign tour, and it was at about this time
that they decided the orchestra could profit
from achange of name. ' Nobody had heard of
the Goldsborough orchestra abroad and
it was very difficult to get it work over here
out in the provinces, as opposed to London.
We changed our name [ in 1960] to the
English Chamber Orchestra, formed our
own society, did our first continental tour,
had a series on the South Bank, and we were
away.' The ECO gave its first concert at the
Festival Hall in 1960—a programme of excerpts
from two Monteverdi operas (
L'Orfeo and
L'Incoronazione di Poppea) conducted by
Raymond Leppard.
The list of conductors and solo artists who
have worked with the ECO begins to read like
a catalogue of the key names in modern day
music, and the exceptionally catholic nature
of its connexions in this respect is the result

of a deliberate policy not to have a regular
conductor or musical director. As regards
repertoire and style, the ECO is an exceptionally flexible group of players who are united
primarily because they enjoy playing together.
None of the members has a contract—which
is also true of the LPO and LSO— but whereas
those orchestras are supported by generous
(if inadequate) public subsidies, the ECO has
always been, and is now, the only Western
European chamber orchestra which remains
a permanent unsubsidised unit. The possibility that an orchestra might not comprise a
permanent personnel isn't as widely appreciated, though, as it might be. There are a number of orchestras appearing these days,
playing the chamber repertoire in very idiosyncratic ways, and one regularly sees the
same faces in their ranks. ' It comes down to
the definition of terms. What is an orchestra?
To me it is a body of musicians which plays
together regularly and has aregular personnel
and a style of its own. Now anyone could
form a chamber orchestra— it's the simplest
thing on earth; you just get a list of phone
numbers. And as long as you pay them and
as long as they're free— because the whole
of London music is run on afreelance basis—
as long as you do that then you can form a
chamber orchestra. But what have you got?
You've got an ad hoc group. If you put it with
a good conductor and it's a good night you
get asuper concert. But you can have exactly
the same orchestra the next week when
everybody is working elsewhere and it sounds
abysmal. Sometimes it works.'
The ECO is a permanent ensemble, how-
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its sections. Nevertheless some dates are
still turned down because they can't get hold
of a particular player.
These attitudes clearly form a key role in
the lasting relationships the orchestra has
enjoyed over the years with artists like Britten,
Colin Davis, Leppard, Barenboim, Zukerman,
Perahia and Ashkenazy—the list is truly
legion. Of all its allegiances, however, that
with Britten was certainly one of the most
overtly fruitful for British music this century.
It began in 1953 when Quintin Ballardie first
went to Aldeburgh to play in a little ad hoc (!)
orchestra. ' Well, me being me, by ' 54 it had
stopped being an ad hoc orchestra— it was
ours, and from then on we did it each year. It
was the Goldsborough orchestra, although
we used to be called the Aldeburgh Festival
Orchestra. And then when we became the
ECO we became the house orchestra in our
own name. I've been to every festival since.
Ben was a marvellous person to work with
and, Ithink, probably one of the most difficult.
He was in many ways the last of the amateurs
—he loved amateur music- making— but he
got tremendously high standards out of it. He
was a magnificent conductor, yet there was
none of the star thing with him; although in
many ways he was the biggest star of them
all.'
The ECO took part in many Britten premières
and recordings under his baton, including
Owen Wingrave, the Cello Symphony, Phaedra
and, fragmented in ensemble form, the three
Church Parables, but there is also a sizeable
catalogue of Britten's remarkable readings of
works by other composers including the Bach
Brandenburgs and St. John Passion, some
Mozart Symphonies and works by Bridge,
Elgar,
Grainger,
Purcell,
Schubert and
Schumann.
Also exceptionally durable (though curtailed somewhat by his emigration to America)
has been their relationship with Raymond
Leppard which, like Britten's, began before
the orchestra was renamed. Leppard's infectious enthusiasm in performance and his
experience in baroque scholarship at Cambridge combine to produce performances
both immediately compelling and academically viable ( even if his realisations are not
universally accepted). The Monteverdi and
Cavalli revivals were highly successful, if
notorious, and were soon reinforced by a
substantial catalogue of recordings. Together
with the ECO he has had a number of fruitful
collaborations, including those with Janet
Baker and Elly Ameling, but the outstanding
achievements, certainly on record, are his
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Handel box and the Bach Brandenburgs and
Harpsichord concerti ( directing from the
keyboard).
Their first encounter with Daniel Barenboim
was at one of the Hallé Subscription Concerts
series in Manchester in 1964 when he was
invited to play the Mozart C minor Concerto
with them. That concert was conducted by
John Pritchard but Barenboim soon went on
to exploit the orchestra's proven ability to
work with the soloist directing— something
they had done with Britten as early as 1956
('Marvellous playing of K482 in the Jubilee
Hall'). ' During the ' 60s we did " the box" of the
whole of the Mozart piano concertos with
Daniel for EMI—we recorded them over nine
years, and we did the complete cycle in the
Festival Hall to celebrate its completion, as it
were.' The concerts were repeated in Paris,
the orchestra and soloist commuting back
and forth each week doing three concertos
per concert. In New York Barenboim played
and directed all 24 from memory in 14 days.
It was during their 1969 World Tour that the
ECO came across the 20- year- old Pinchas
Zukerman. Barenboim was conducting the
concerts and invited Zukerman to play in
their Carnegie Hall concert. ' I shall never
forget it. Very brash young man he was.
Played like a god— still does.' Zukerman's
collaborations with the orchestra became a
regular feature of their schedules and he
began to go on tour with them. The visit to
Vienna to play Mozart was particularly memorable and the recordings of Vivaldi Op. 8 as
soloist/director and of the Mozart concertos
with Barenboim conducting stand as atestament to the degree of mutual understanding
achieved.
Murray Perahia first captured widespread
attention after winning the Leeds International Piano Competition in 1972 and it was
not long before he became involved with the
ECO. He, too, has aconnexion with Aldeburgh
where he has appeared regularly as soloist
and as accompanist to Peter Pears—a collaboration which began after Britten himself
was no longer able to play. In his work with
the ECO, Perahia, like Barenboim, is particularly associated with Mozart and is now
some way through his own recording of the
complete concertos. Their approaches are
quite different, though. ' They work in a completely different way. In recording particularly
you notice it. Daniel will record a concerto if
he has played it recently. He won't do retakes.
He is the person, not the studio manager who
says " that went wrong there, keep the red
light on". He's God's gift to a recording
company because he gets through in two
sessions what somebody else would take
four over. Murray's the complete opposite.
Everything's meticulous, everything's rehearsed. There's tension, there's this, that and
the other and in a way you get a completely
different performance equally good.'
Freedom of choice as regards the artists
they work with and techniques of such reliability that the orchestra can become an exceptionally pliable unit, able to adapt readily to the
widely varying demands of these artists,
account in no small measure for their continued success. Quintin Ballardie considers
versatility to be a quality inherent in English
musicians. ' English orchestras are far more
flexible than their continental counterparts
1979

and toreign conauctors appreLiate that .vvc
in England pay soloists and conductors much
less than anywhere else, yet we still get the
best. They come to us because they know
they're getting something which is flexible
and which has high standards— not always
as high as on the Continent or in the States—
but something which they know will respond
to them. Ifind that with the symphony orchestras too. I think the standard of our
four symphony orchestras is not as high as
in the States, is not as high as the Berlin Phil,
but they have these other attributes which are
in some ways more important.'
Another of the reasons for the ECO's
longevity is its truly prodigious recorded
repertoire, which far exceeds that of any other
chamber orchestra. ' Recording is the best
paid and in many ways the easiest work for an
orchestra; from a geographical point of view
because it's normally centred in London, and,
of course, it has the best kudos. It was our
avowed intention that we would never have a
contract with any company and because of
that we've done the best work of all. You see,
Perahia is CBS; Barenboim is now DG but
used to be EMI; Leppard, Philips—Leppard
has been a great influence, marvellous man;
Britten, Decca. If we'd had a contract where
would we have been? We wouldn't have done
that tremendous number of recordings ( but
then Isuppose we wouldn't have recorded
Messiah seven times!):
To provide anything like a comprehensive
list of recommended recordings featuring the
ECO would surely be to overwhelm the
prospective collector, although he is likely,
already, to possess a number of them. What
follows, therefore, is a selection charting its
development and several of its principal
collaborations, flavoured with a degree of
personal persuasion and prejudice. That the
ECO continues to flourish in these days of
-a-
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Quintin Ballardie

Photo: Richard Adeney

ever, certainly with its own style, and the
number of personnel changes during its 20
years has been remarkably small. During that
time, for example, there have only been three
leaders—Emanuel
Hurwitz
from ' 48—'68,
Kenneth Sillito from ' 68—'74 and José -Luis
Garcia since then—and the fact that all the
players, whose names include many of the
finest soloists in the country, regard themselves primarily as members of the ECO and
look to their solo engagements afterwards
confirms the validity of Quintin Ballardie's
approach. Naturally, there are occasions when
for various reasons it is not possible for all the
players to meet at a particular venue, so to
accommodate these problems the orchestra
operates a system of co- principals in four of
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Looking Back
Peter Gammond
HE

Tbreaker- down

GRAMOPHONE is a most effective
or bridger of musical
fashions; those strange whims that make a
composer the world's favourite at one
moment and completely ignored the next.
One of the clearest examples of this at the
moment is Jules Massenet. It seems that he
was something of a musical opportunist and,
as a result, greatly disliked by the rest of the
composing fraternity of the time, particularly
as he was so successful. Bizet was infuriated
by his calculated triumphs and RimskyKorsakov called him a ' crafty fox'. Massenet,
cynical, ready to write what the public wanted,
ashrewd businessman, became the dominating figure in French opera. Around 1900
Le Cid, Thais, Cendrillon, Don Quichotte,
Werther and Manon were played all over the
world as well as in the principal French opera
houses. As the taste for discreet and semireligious eroticism ( as d'Indy described
Massenet's music) receded and naturalism
crept in, Massenet's music lost favour as
quickly as it had found it. His name in the
20th century was mainly connected with
Manon, some tuneful ballet music from other
operas and a soulful ' Meditation' from Thais.
Time and distance lend enchantment.
Massenet's music now seems excusably
tuneful. Just as we can now accept Gounod's

Faust and Grieg's Peer Gynt as not exactly
appropriate to their subject but an interesting
period view of it, so do Massenet's operas
now seem enjoyably decadent and comfortably romantic. If it was left to the opera
house alone, they may never have been
revived. But now there are eight of them back
in the record catalogue including the latest
revival—a new Cendrillon from CBS ( 79323).
Listen to Cendrillon now, and see if it strikes
you as sentimental or erotic. Today it sounds
graceful, elegant and so obviously rewarding
to sing with artists like Frederica von Stade
that one wonders how any generation could
ever have turned against it. There is much
evocative and beautiful music that carries
you along in a gentle and civilised manner.
Cendrillon is, of course, the old Cinderella
story, so lighter in manner than most; an
excellent Massenet to start on if you wish to
join the rediscovery.
In the operatic field you could also say that,
of a different era and for different reasons,
Janacek is also having a healthy revival. His
operas are perhaps not so easy to plunge
into with gay abandon; but curiously we have
had two recordings recently of a suite
arranged by Talich and revised by Smetacek.
Firstly performed by Rozhdestvensky in a
fascinating programme of modern music
(HMV ASD3633) and now coupled with Taras
Bulba by Andrew Davis ( CBS 76818), the
music from The Cunning Little Vixen is so
strangely evocative and fascinating that it is
very likely to lead anyone who hears it to the
complete opera. Which again is an admirable
subterfuge on the part of the record industry.

So much of the music that we enjoy from
the 18th and early 19th century owes its
qualities of ease and charm to the sound of
human voice translated into instrumental
terms, art imitating nature. Listening to wind
instrument music by Rossini and Donizetti
one cannot avoid the impression of opera
composers longing for the voice and aping its
flexibility and natural cadences with the
clarinet or oboe. A most enjoyable record by
Heinz Holliger ( Philips 9500 564) has such
works by Rossini and Donizetti, together with
a piece by Reicha and an Oboe Concerto
that has been attributed to Haydn but is
probably by someone else; or so the note
writer strongly hints. A most refreshing and
delightful record, superbly played by Holliger
and players from the Concertgebouw Orchestra conducted by Zinman.
As music progressed through the 19th
century it seems that it veered away ( in the
broadest and most generalised terms) from
vocal characteristics to explore instrumental
and harmonic possibilities. In opera the
voice had the more awkward task of following
these paths— nature imitating art. In a record
of music by Delius that has been arranged by
Eric Fenby ( HMV ASD36F38) and is conducted
by him, Ifeel totally convinced that the voice
has been forgotten and these are wind and
string instruments speaking in their own
right. Iam not drawing any conclusions as to
right and wrong from these musings, merely
trying to
rationalise some differences.
Fascinating differences which produce music
of totally different character and appeal; both
of equal attraction as far as Iam concerned.
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financial constraint and broadcasting cutbacks is atestament both to its resilience and
its integrity. Long may it continues

Recommended Recordings
BRITTEN Conducts Britten:
Prelude and Fugue for 18- part Strings/
Phaedra—Baker/Bedford/Sacred and Profane—Wilbye Consort SXL 6847
Symphony for Cello and Orchestra/Haydn
Concerto in C— Rostropovitch SXL 6138
Variations on a Theme of Frank Bridge/
Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra/
LSO SXL 6450
Owen Wingrave SET 501/2

BRITTEN conducts:
Bach : Brandenburg Concertos SET 410/1
Bach: St. John Passion—Pears etc.—
SET 531-3
Mozart Symphonies 25 in g K183 and 29 in
A K201—SXL 6879
Mozart Symphony 40 in g K550/Serenade
6in D K239-SXL 6372
Mozart Symphony 38 in D K504/Schubert
Symphony 8—SXL 6539
Schumann: Scenes from Faust— SET
567-8

LEPPARD:
Bach: Brandenburg Concertos— Philips
6747 166
Grieg: Norwegian Dances Op 35/Peer
Gynt 9500 106
Handel: Messiah— Erato STU 70921
Handel: Overtures (
Admeto, Alcina, Lotario,
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Orlando, Ottone, Pastenope, Poro) - 6599 053
Mendelssohn Symphonies 4 and 5— Erato
STU 71064
Rameau: Les Fêtes d'Hébé—ASD 3084

BARENBOIM:
Bach: Concerto for 2 Violins—Per/man!
Zukerman—ASD 2783
Haydn: Symphonies 44 and 49— DG 2530
708
Mozart:
Piano
Concertos
complete/
Rondo in D—SLS 5031 (
24 sides)
Mozart: Piano Concertos 11 and 16— ASO
2999
Mozart: Piano Concertos 21 and 27— ASO
2465
Mozart: Symphonies 39 in E, K543 and
40 in g K550—ASD 2424
Rodrigo: Concierto de Aranjuez ( Fantasia
1979:

para un gentilhombre/Groves)/Williams
CBS 76369
Villa-Lobos: Concerto for guitar/Williams
—CBS 76369

KUBELIK:

Dvorak: Serenade in E Op 22/Smetana
Ma Vlast—DG 2538 313
Dvorak: Legends Op 59— DG 2530 786

PERAHIA:
Mozart: Piano
CBS 76651
Mozart: Piano
CBS 76481

Concertos

11

and

20—

Concertos

14

and

24—

ZUKERMAN:

Mozart: Serenade 5 in D K204/Marches
K215 and 237— CBS 76489
Vivaldi: Concerti Op 81-12— CBS 78225
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cLassicaL reviews

Best d the month*
Cleveland Quartet's Beethoven Quartets
Dvorak 8th from Colin Davis/Concertgebouw
Dorati's remarkable Haydn Armida
Janacek continues: The Makropulos Case
Lyrical English from Parry via Tear/Ledger
Rameau's Gallant Indians ride again: Paillard
Scimone: a winner with Vivaldi concertos

ALBINONI: 12 concertos Op. 9 for oboe(s) or
violin and strings
/Solisti Veneti IScimone
RCA ' Erato' STU 70475/6 (£ 5.49 each)
This Venetian ensemble's recording of the Venetian
Tomaso Albinoni's 12 Op. 7 concertos ( STU 70883)
earned agood critical reception on its appearance two
or so years ago and it is rather surprising that it has
taken so long for their 1970 recording of Op. 9 to
appear in the UK. The twelve concertos are divided
into those for solo oboe ( Nos. 1, 5, 8, 11), violin ( Nos.
1, 4, 7, 10), or two oboes ( Nos. 3, 6, 9, 12) and both
records ( 1-6 and 7-12) are laid out in the order two
oboes, violin, oboe; oboe, violin, two oboes, which
makes for balanced listening. Perhaps more than his
slightly younger rival Vivaldi Albinoni had a gift for
melody amidst all the strict rhythms, and the slow
movements in anumber of the Op. 9set have become
well known in their own right, Nos. 2 and 7 in
particular.
ISolisti Veneti play on modern instruments and in
general their tone is perhaps a little too full, too
aggressive. A most enjoyable pair of records, though,
and the recording is rich and resonant; ashade overresonant, perhaps, as apart from the soloists ( and an
occasionally ' pushy' double bass) the backing and
harpsichord become awash of sound. This could well
be due to the famous natural 'echo chamber' in the roof
of the palace where I Solisti Veneti record, but it
sometimes is a little overpowering. [
A: 1]
John Atkinson
A RE NSKY:
Suite,
Op.
23 ' Silhouettes' /
TCHAIKOVSKY:
Suite
4 in
G,
Op.
61
'
Mozartiana' •
Moscow RSO IShostakovich I • Fedoseyev
HMV ' Melodiya' ASD3711 ( f540)
Maxim Shostakovich brings asense of sharp humour
to the five predictable character pieces by Arensky:
Scholar, Coquette. Buffoon, Dreamer, and Dancer.
The work is a divertissement, not unlike ! belt's, although the ( deliberate) inflation of the fugal writing in
the first number makes you think of aStokowski Bach
transcription. Apart from the bleating Moscow brass,
the playing is enjoyable. The recorded sound is rich to

RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take account of individual
pressing faults encountered with our test samples.
Readers may assume that a certain proportion of
such variable faults will occur among commercial
pressings.
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the point of bloatedness, close balanced and with a
swirling resonance that helps only the sugary
'Dreamer'.
Frequency and dynamic compression mar the
Tchaikovsky coupling; there is the same excessive
reverberation, but the setting is more distant.
Fedoseyev drives the music far too hard, each movement at an uncomfortable fast tempo; there is little
pleasure to be had from this side. The sleeve- note
reminds us that Tchaikovsky altered the marking of
Mozart's Gluck variations to Allegro giusto, but Dorati
(Philips) finds an apt speed compatible with the
keyboard original. The version Iprefer is Smetacek's,
on Supraphon 110 1454 with the Rococo Variations,
marvellously done by the Rostropovich pupil Stanislav
Apolin. There, even the Mozart- Liszt Ave Verum
Corpus setting is effective, and the Minuet K.355
suggests Mozart's pieces for glass harmonica, so
considerate is the phrasing, where Fedoseyev encourages mere heftiness. Arensky [6:1], Tchaikovsky
[C/D: 3]
Christopher Breunig

BARTOK: Suite No, 1, Op. 3L Two Pictures, Op.
10
Detroit SO IDorati
Decca SXL 6897 (£ 5.25)
The Suite is acomparatively early work ( 1905) written
while Bartok was still under the impression that Liszt's
Hungarian music was the real thing. The impact made
on him in 1902 by Strauss' Also sprach Zarathustra is
also evident in his handling of the very large orchestra.
The result is apatchy compromise with Bartok's latent
individuality only rarely stirring. It is an interesting
work, nonetheless, and has received very little attention from conductors, the only other recording being
Hungaroton's now elderly one by Ferencsik which first
appeared in 1967. Perhaps the most individual movements are the Poco Adagio and the spanking finale,
which Dorati drives along at agreat pace. He draws
some really fine playing from the orchestra, who cope
splendidly with music whose speed and rapidly changing metres presents considerable technical problems of
intonation. Listeners following the score should remember that Bartok revised the work in 1920 and made

INFORMATION
STEREO, MONO, QUADRAPHONIC
and STEREO TRANSCRIPTION
Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by:
r‘t ( monophonic)
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PRICES
We do our best to ensure that prices given are
correct, but we cannot always guarantee accuracy,
since price rises are too frequent and often arrive
just after we go to Press. Also, record companies
do not always inform us of increases.

C) ( quadraphonic: stereo compatible)
'k

refers to a UK reissue

Compatible 0 records are reviewed as ' stereo'.
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several cuts in the first three movements which are
naturally observed here, though not in the score.
The Two Pictures ( or Images) written in 1910 are
more Debussyesque in style. They too have not been
much recorded, the last time being by Inbal for Philips
in 1975. Again the playing of the Detroit orchestra is
sensitive, and Dorati's control over the music impressive. The recording is generally acceptable rather than
brilliant, rather dry and low-level but capable of
manipulation. [B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
BEETHOVEN: Mass in D, Op. 123 ' Missa
Solemnis'
Edda Moser ( sop) IHanna Schwarz ( con) IRené Kollo
(ten) IKurt Moll ( bass) IHilversum Radio Chorus I
Concertgebouvv IBernstein
DG 2707 110 (
2 records) (£ 10.12)
No recording has demonstrated Leonard Bernstein's
Beethoven sympathies more admirably than his 1962
New York Philharmonic Missa Solemnis. It received a
short second lease as aCBS boxed set in 1973, and it
would be nice to say that these DG records, made at a
live performance, were even better. Bernstein's timings are with one exception extended, but as he has
become more ' reasonable' something in this great work
has slipped through his fingers. The very unreasonable
Bernstein in 1962, in the Gloria, matched Beethoven's
unreasonable demands.
Unexpectedly the Dutch concert performance is less
spaciously reproduced than the NY studio set. In
neither version is the solo quartet remarkably cast,
although Kurt Moll is superb, and the effect of the
whole is ' greater than the sum of the parts'. There was
more inwardness, more concentration, in the older
version of the Sanctus.
But principally it is a matter of sound- quality. The
three elements, chorus, orchestra, quartet, seem 'juggled around' by the DG engineers, and the orchestral
detail is often masked—even by solo voices. This is too
much an approximation of the music as it must have
reached the audience; the Missa Solemnis requires a
certain scale, clear separation, and the deleted CBS
was especially good in these matters.
Of course, there is ample detail confirming
Bernstein's continuing mastery of this score: the final
movement is particularly impressive, if unexpectedly
relaxed in the section before drums and trumpets cut
into the mood. Set against the leanness of the NY
orchestral sound, that of the Concertgebouw is plush,
but one feels Bernstein was able to secure more on
home ground.
Certainly, the Netherlands Radio
Chorus is marvellously precise.
The DG box cover may be Abbott & Costello meet
the Ghost, but the brochure is admirably thorough.
[B: 1]
Christopher Breunig
* BEETHOVEN: String Quartets: Op. 59, Nos.
1, 2 8i 3 ( Rasumovsky) C Op. 74 ( Harp) L Op. 95
in F minor
Cleveland Quartet
RCA RL 03010 (
4 records) (£ 11.80)
We read that the Cleveland Quartet—successors to the
Budapest, no less, at the New York State University—
devoted some three months to the preparation of each

RECORD RATINGS
Record Ratings are designed to summarise our
critics' findings, but should preferably be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken as a
guide only.
Recording
A

D
H

Very Good
Good
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Poor
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1
2
3
4
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Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention, taking it beyond the ' very good' bracket. In such
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figure as appropriate: cg, B: 1., A*: 2 or ( exceptionally) A*: 1*. © HiFi News 4 Record Review.
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performance out of any kind of deck on the market.
We have two CRO2 cassettes— the Stereochrom and our new
Superchrom, which can give abetter response across awider range of
frequencies than any of its competitors. Contact us and well send you
the proof.
The Agfa Carat is for FeCr settings, with the precise balance
between the chrome topcoat and the ferric undercoat to get the best
from both materials.
The Superferro has athicker coating of particles than most
So if arecording does swing into the red, it can handle an extra
2decibels without protesting.
And our Ferrocolor cassettes make aportable sound better than
aportable should: they suit so many players we could never begin to
list them all.
Otherwise, use our Tech chart to take the trouble out of finding
the right cassette for your machine. If it isn't listed here, see the larger
wall charts at your Agfa dealer or write to us.
more minutes to play with.
The other trouble that all cassette users face is the tape that
runs out too soon. So all Agfa + 6cassettes give you 3more minutes
playing time on either side— for when the standard C60 or C9Os aren't
quite long enough. Agfa cassettes even give you longer life as well as
longer recordings. All the components are manufactured at our West
German factory, so we can keep atight control on quality Switch to a
cassette that matches your: recorder and your recordings. Its at your
Agfa dealer now.
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cLassical
of the Beethoven Quartets before they were ready to
perform them, and at least two years before they would
record them. This dedication, this humble respect
before genius, emerges in every note they play; and my
admiration has grown as Ihave worked through these
five superb pieces. Tonally, they are marvellously
unanimous; their ensemble is exquisite; and their long
study means that they know precisely what they are
seeking. Theirs is sharp, nervous playing—highly
intellectual, and with a technique which must place
them in the first rank. One gathers that this issue is the
first of acomplete Beethoven cycle;.and the rest cannot
come too soon for me. Inevitably, one cannot agree
with everything they do, but there is no hint of
superficiality, and every point made has been considered in relation to the whole. These four records—
and at such a price for these days!—are a treasure
which no music- lover should deny himself.
The recording is marred by frequent and obtrusive
traffic- rumble—which occurs too often these days.
The players are somewhat strung out across the stage,
and the stereo ( therefore?) is sometimes unstable—
note the pizzicato '
cello notes in Rasumovsky 3. In
other respects the recording is excellent: in the first
place, it is just about the best- separated and analytical
quartet- recording Ihave come across, which is ideal for
those who like a studied approach to listening. It
brings out the lovely tone of the quartet seemingly
perfectly; and the balance, overall and internally, is
faultless. We are not forced to listen with one ear
pressed to the first violin's bridge, but the detail is such
that breathing—and other noises—can be heard: and
do not matter. Ileave a period of immersion in this
great achievement with an enhanced gratitude, respect
and understanding. Can any recording do more?
[A: 1*]
Peter Turner
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas 1-7
Bernard Roberts (pno)
Nimbus D/C 901 (
4 records) (£ 18.00) direct cut
(Quadramail)
To get Japanese EMI transfers of Schnabel's prewar
sonata recordings would be abetter way to spend £ 18.
If you consider that both pianists worked under similar
pressures, comparisons are not so inappropriate. For
all his erraticism, Schnabel caught what was implied in
Beethoven, and to hear a true pianissimo ( which
Roberts nowhere attempts) from a 1936 recording is
surely more musically rewarding than the impact of
these direct- cut discs? In the finale of Op. 10: 1
Roberts gears his prestissimo to his technical abilities,
where Schnabel plunges into the movement recklessly. Schnabel's playing is ablur, an approximation,
but the paradox is that his version is the one that is more
'exact'.
Nimbus quote a Guardian review suggesting an
affinity between Roberts and Backhaus ( for some this
is likening agarden gnome to aGiacometti); the trouble
is, Roberts tries to combine Backhaus' late 'factual'
manner with a Kempff like sensitivity to lyricism; his
style is a magpie's nest of approaches to Beethoven.
Undoubtedly sincere, Roberts' playing suffers from the
oppressive 'job in hand' manner that afflicted some last
recordings of Beethoven sonatas made by Gieseking
(cg, Op. 10: 3 allegro). Incidentally, the movement
markings are not given on the labels or in the brochure,
which has a lively essay by Roger Nichols.
In conclusion, these are performances with the
wrong kind of inbuilt tensions, heavily emphatic, with
shortcomings in technical finesse and interpretative
depths, engineered to a very high standard. Far less
'empty classroom' than previous Nimbus analogue
tapings of pianoforte, but still with agenerous feed- in
of ambient sound, these discs reflect the benefits of the
process ( at whatever artistic cost) in a clean attack, a
wide dynamic range that will test the limits of playback
systems. Ihappen to prefer the representation of the
instrument as on the best of the Brendel Philips series
(cg, Op. 7). as Ifound the higher levels here brought an
effect of blurring/hardening. Those currently disturbed by the increase in pre- echo on modern transfers
will not find this Nimbus set entirely free of the fault.
[A: 2/3]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas 13-14, Op. 27 016
in G. Op. 31: 1
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)
Decca SXL6889 (£ 5.25)
The only other disc to couple the two sonatas
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Beethoven headed quasi una fantasia, Badura-Skoda's
(Unicorn), may or may not still be available. But one
hopes the names '
Ashkenazy—Moonlight' will draw
purchasers to this disc, with the superb G - major
sonata, with its magical slow movement. Ashkenazy's
is a highly individual but convincing reading. The
triplet quavers establish a hazy, summery, pastoral
atmosphere; when the accompanying figures are in
semiquavers, however, he gives them an agitated
dramatic characterisation. It may be only the White
Rabbit, worrying over the time, but it is certainly
effective. Ashkenazy's fingerwork is adelight, and the
interpretation allows a Mendelssohn slightness to the
final allegretto.
The Moonlight too is beautifully played and recorded; from Petersham we move several miles to
Rosslyn Hill Chapel, jump five months. Maybe it was a
cold February ' 78: Ashkenazy plays the E- flat Sonata
without fault, but without apparent affection. If you
want this sonata, primarily, to fill agap, then Gulda's
'Eclipses' this. And the recorded sound is thicker than
the Petersham tapings, studio- like or placeless. Ticks
marred both sides of the review pressings. [
A: 1*/2]
Christopher Breunig

so it may be the conductor who tamed the cymbals, not
the engineers. The opening Requiem is also alittle too
relaxed—languorous and imprecise rather than slow.
But there is recompense here at the soaring violin
passage following luceat (
repeated just before the
work's end in the Agnus Dei), where Maazel follows
Bernstein ( CBS) in emphasising what is for me one of
the most beautiful moments in all music. Elsewhere,
upper string parts tend to be underplayed, while afew
difficult vocal passages reveal some minor choral
imperfections. But Kenneth Riegel's tenor solo in the
Sanctus is excellent, while there is much throughout
this performance to move or enthrall anyone uninfluenced by other versions. Despite the negative
points, my notes jotted down while listening included
the words 'fine', ' beautiful' and 'excellent'; so, even if
one might prefer each of the rivals for its particular
virtues, Decca and Maazel deserve a rating of at least
[A: 2].
John Crabbe

BERLIOZ: The Damnation of Faust
Domingo IFischer-Dieskau IMinton IBastin IParis
Orchestra and Chorus I Paris Children's Choir I
Barenboim
DG 2709 087 (
3 records) (£ 15.17)

No other modern recording of Brahms' German
Requiem has the 'electricity' of this Chicago production, resulting from the longest possible takes. Indeed,
Solti takes pride in confirming that one movement was
done in asingle taping. ( He has enormous regard for
the professional Chicago Chorus, and this is essentially
'their album'.) In the sixth movement the music is
driven with whip- lash intensity, out of a Brahmsian
ambience straight into Verdi. But Iwould not want to
quibble over this, when not for along time has aSolti
release had this live feeling. Te Kanawa makes alovely
sound, although her German consonants are still
defective— in the opening stanza iaurigkeif for example. Weikl, Solti's Onegin, has amarvellous ringing
voice; his singing struck me as like aglorious synthesis
of the best of Prey and Fischer- Dieskau.
The obvious comparison would be -Karajan on EMI,
where the couplings include the Tragic Overture.
Solti's Haydn Variations suffer from dim engineering
which reduces the music- making to aural wallpaper
production.
Fortunately
Decca
retain
the
LSO/Monteux, the freshest of all versions in the
catalogue, superbly balanced and with instrumental
colours of unsurpassed fidelity. Solti's account is of
good routine Chicago quality; Karajan's is more interesting, but mannered. The EMI recording of the
Requiem is more subtle than this Decca, but the new
set will suit awider range of systems. The industrious
Caspar David Friedrich provides another box- front
design. Ihave no hesitation in starring this, but was
worried by test pressing ticky surfaces. [
A/A*: 1*/2]
Op. 56a—[B/C: 2]
Christopher Breunig

Ozawa's Boston recording of the ' Damnation' has been
withdrawn in anticipation of this, the next step in
Barenboim's Berlioz cycle from Paris via DG. Apart
from its splendiferous ride to the abyss and descent into
Hell, Ihad grave reservations about the Boston production, preferring the tightly balanced if slightly 'cold'
sound of the Davis version on Philips. But now DG
offer the best of both worlds, with a ' ride and descent'
almost as impressive and spacious as that afforded to
Ozawa, coupled with a production of extreme clarity
and great detail. Discounting the Heliodor reissue of
Markevitch's 1960 recording, this brings Barenboim
into direct competition with Davis.
Everything is audible in this Paris production, so that
the listener may construct his own aural vision of
Berlioz's 'dramatic legend'—which is neither opera,
cantata, nor ordinary concert piece. But one must be
prepared to accept the Producer's approach, which
makes it impossible, for instance, to overlook the fact
that Faust and Mephistopheles join in at the end of the
Students' Song, or to miss asingle word sung during
the Trio that ends Part 3. Yet there is depth and
perspective when needed, and if the closer vocal
passages are sometimes a little overbearing one can
always turn the treble down a little.
The performance is fine. A trifle straight-laced,
perhaps, but meticulously presented, with a sensitive
Berliozian pulse to the orchestral/choral parts and
adequate if not outstanding vocal soloists. Domingo is
asuitably impassioned Faust, and one only wishes that
the genial and enthusiastic Bastin ( Brander) had been
available as Mephistopheles, which part he sings to
perfection in the Davis version. As always with this
marvellous work, there are fresh subtleties to discover
and new interpretative touches to appreciate. An
excellent addition to the Berlioz lists. [
A: 1]
John Crabbe
BERLIOZ: Requiem ( Grande Messe des Morts)
Kenneth Riegel ( ten) ICleveland Orch / Maazel
Decca D 137D2 (
2 records) (£ 10.50)
With four versions already on offer ( Munch, Davis,
Frémaux, Bernstein), this Requiem faces tough competition. Recorded in the same hall as last year's
successful Maazel/Cleveland ' Harold', it offers some
fine sound, with a careful balance of choral and
orchestral forces set in a spacious acoustic. Lacking
the analytical detail of Philips ( Davis) or the rounded
choral masses of EMI ( Frémaux), it is nevertheless
convincing in its own right, with a dynamic range
extending as far as may be reasonable for domestic
purposes. A couple of odd sonic points are worth
noting: the flutes that parallel trombones in the Hostias
and Agnus Dei have an unusually detached and
'metallic' effect, while the overwhelming cymbal crashes which traditionally mark the great climax towards
the end of the Lacrymosa are barely perceptible.
However, Maazel's Lacrymosa is rather restrained
anyway, somewhat weak in terms of drive and tension,
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BRAHMS: Ein deutsches Requiem. Op. 45
Haydn Variations, Op. 56e
Kid Te Kanawa ( sop) IBernd Weikl ( bar) IChicago SO
& Chorus ISo/ti
Decca 0135D 2 (
2 records) (£ 10-50)

BRAH MS: Symphonies 1-4
Chicago SO ILevine
RCA RL 03425 (
4 records) (£ 14 36) some ®
BRAN M S: Symphonies 1-4D Academic Festival
Overture, Op. 80 [
L] Tragic Overture, Op. 81
Chicago SO ISold
Decca D151D 4 (
4 records) (£ 18.95) Sym. 4 C)
In the RCA box only Symphony 2 is new. As in the
Third, the first movement includes one quirk in a
generally spacious, almost easy-going, but still alert
account. Levine makes atoo- detached staccato in the
phrased crotchets at 84, 88 ( violas, cellos cantando),
winds 104. An accented first note in the bar, as with
Boult or Solti, seems the best solution. Boult's Second
has always suggested slight disapproval of Brahms'
free lyricism: compare him with Solti, who cossets the
long strings' diminuendo 27-31, to see what Imean.
But in one telling detail he is superior to all conductors
who put an unmarked diminuendo to the winds at 36,
39. Brahms' changed instrumentation—flute/oboe,
clarinet/bassoon—is enough. At least Levine does not
follow Toscanini's p-pp there. In the finale he is closer
to Beecham, leaving Solti to follow the blazing example of NBC/Toscanini. ( A pity the marvellous 1960
RPO Second is not scheduled for reissue this year.)
Levine's eager Brahms cycle, with not a marking
unattended, is something of a bargain. Side 2 of the
Fourth has been much improved in these transfers, but
as Ihave said before, the sound is very much multimiked, and the pressings need careful examination.
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Deutsche Grammophon still sets the standards by which others arejudged!

E

ach of the following recent
releases testifies to the
critical and public acclaim
which greeted them on their
original release. Each is an
example of the finest artistic
and recording quality to be
found anywhere in the world.
Puccini: La Fanciulla del West
Neblett/Domingo/Milnes
Chorus and Orchestra of the
Royal Opera House, Covent
Garden. Mehta
C; 2709 078 •
3371 031
Beethoven: Piano Concerto
No. 3
Pollini, piano Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra.BOhm
2531 057 • .• . 3301057
Chopin: Piano Concerto No. 1
Zimerman, piano, Los Angeles
Philharmonic Orchestra Giulini
2531 125 • • 3301 125

For eighty-one years Deutsche Grammophon
has lead the world in standards of recording
excellence. Eschewing gimmicks the Company
has maintained an unparalleled reputation for
producing recordings which sound as close to
the original as the finest technology allows.

Debussy: Préludes, Book 1
Michelangeli, piano
•2531 200 • '• • 3301 200
Prokofiev: Lieutenant Kijé and
Scythian Suites
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Abbado
•2530 967 • • 3300 967
Bartok: Piano Concertos
Nos. 1and 2
Pollini, piano
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Abbado
0 2530 901 •
3300 901

Schumann: Carnaval,
Faschingsschwank aus Wien
Barenboim, piano
•2531 090 • • 3301 090
Respighi: Pines of Rome, Feste
Romane, Fountains of Rome
Boston Symphony Orchestra
Ozawa
•2530 890 • 3300 890
Tchaikovsky: Nutcracker Suite,
Capriccio Italien
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra
Rostropovich
f,2531 112
13301 112

el

Our new complete catalogue contains every
recording currently available from Deutsche
Grammophon. Archly Produktion. Accolade,
Privilege. and Heliodor. Its over one hundred pages
long and printed in full- colour. To obtain your free

Stravinsky: Pulcinella
Berganza/Shirley-Quirk/Davies
London Symphony Orchestra
Abbado
3301 087
•2531 087 •
Bizet: Carmen
Berganza/Domingo/Cotrubas/
Milnes
The Ambrosian Singers
London Symphony Orchestra
Abbado
3371 040
•2709 083 •
Bruckner: Symphony No. 5in
B flat major
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra
Karajan
2707 101 • . 3370025
Beethoven: Symphony No. 3in
E flat major Eroica'
Los Angeles Philharmonic
Orchestra
Giulini
2531 123 - • 3301 123
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Solti has not recorded any Brahms since his 78s as
sianist with Kulenkampff. He says nothing of that in a
oreword to his Decca cycle, prepared Oct '77-Jan '79;
ie mentions his decision to include exposition repeats
te does not conduct in the concert- hall ( 1, 2, ignored
sy Levine), describes how complete movement takes
vere made. Seldom was a second retake required.
These techniques preserve the feeling of live perormances. Listening to the slow movement from the
'hird, where intonation falters around 60. I was
eminded of Decca's previous good luck in this work in
he days of LXTs by SzeII and Böhm. This is an ardent
eading—suddenly, though, it gets dull, and the rest of
he movement seems flat. How fascinating to know
vhere the edits lie! My reservations about the sep irately issued Fourth remain; Ifind the finale crudely
emphatic ( cf. the way Levine's wind 'dance' at 16-24).
slor is the Third as successful as the two works left until
ast: Nos. 1, 2. The C- minor is excellent, confirming the
nperfluity of Decca's VPO/Mehta disc; the D- major
vith its incisive, ample Tragic too will make an
ittractive single disc. Frankly. Iwould wait for these to
:orne out separately. In sum, Solti's Chicago Brahms is
larker
in
colouring,
more
mature,
more
3erman/Viennese orientated than Levine's, and the
mund is consistently better than the RCA. Even so, my
swn choice would be Levine. RCA [
B: 1] / Decca
A/A*: 1*/3]
Christopher Breunig

cannot even begin to understand Klaus Tennstedt's
conception of Brahms' textures; his reading, with
oozing legato, doubtful ensemble, is excessively loose
in rhythm: the separation between crotchets 3/4 in the
tympani part ( ii) last bar but one is unaccountable
(espressivo?), and the ritard in ( iii) 347 is astonishingly
vulgar as agesture.
The production, too, is extraordinarily lax in matters
of balance. Horns are excessively recessed, whilst
trumpets are piercing—eg, ( iii) 119-121. If important
motifs such as horns ( iii) 520 would be missed by a
listener unfamiliar with the score, other parts without
such structural relevance appear in casual closeups—
cellos ( iii) 348. I query the ensemble between
upper/lower strings because they are so overseparated in left/right channels, violins set back from
the 'front line', that in the opening teen one might be
listening to two entirely different tracks cut together.
Go to earlier EMI stereo productions, Arrau/Giulini.
Barenboim/Barbirolli, and hear how clearly the score
was balanced; you will understand why Ifeel deeply
disturbed ( in the wrong way) by this issue. Do Ilike
anything here? Yes—the fugal episode in the Rondo.
[B/D:3]
Christopher Breunig

MAHMS: Symphonies 1-4: Haydn Variations,
)p. 56e: Academic Festival Overture, Op. 80:
rragic Overture. Op. 81
.eipzig Gewandhaus IMasar
%Sips 6769 009 (
4 records) (£ 17.05)

Perhaps more than any Chopin project of recent years.
Magaloff's recordings on Universo have sharply divided criticism. There is a rugged, spacious quality
about the playing which Ifound by turns heroic and
mighty ( 13, minor Scherzo) and unremittingly heavy
(the second subject to the double bar of the B minor
Sonata's first movement), and whatever sterling rewards such playing brings, bouyancy is not. Ithink,
one of them: to my ears the Scherzo of the Second
Sonata is little short of brutal—it is certainly wildly
overpedalled and rhythmically overwrought.
Icannot pretend to have listened to all thirty-two
sides of this marathon venture, which comes as near to
completion as present scholarship allows; half of it has
appeared before on ' Universo', so aconcentration on
the new material is more to the point. The early C minor
Sonata ( no. 1) dates from Chopin's eighteenth year
and tends, in the Finale especially, to spin notes rather
in the manner of Hummel. Even so, it is apianistically
resourceful work with an adventurous key scheme in
the first movement, and a delightful, salon- type
Minuet; Magaloff's performance sounds unfussy and
seems to contain no special pleading ( Ihave not had
access to ascore), although his account of the opening
Allegro maestoso is perhaps ashade literal—the movement is arather four-square piece anyway. Apart from a
muddily recorded import—now deleted—this is the
first record of the piece to be available in this country,
and perhaps Philips will issue it as asingle disc.
What Ido find refreshing about these records is the
complete absence of the arch, false rubato that sometimes passes for Chopin interpretation; Magaloff plays
the central section of the first Polonaise in astraightforward espressivo style—no 'dying fall' characterisation
here, and the three tiny Ecossaises are given a proud,
spontaneous gait in the manner of agroup of encores
for a delighted and receptive audience. At the same
time, there is a certain other- worldly quality missing
from the simplest of the late works. Chopin's last
Mazurka for instance ( F minor. Op. 68) described by
Bronarski as ' infiniment triste', is sensitively played, but
sounds almost robust beside Rubinstein's withdrawn,
veiled account.
• An admirable set of records in many ways, but one
which Ifound perplexing. Not so the sound quality,
which is very firm and rich in the best Philips manner,
and which accommodates even the tonal excesses
with scant complaint. [
A/A*: 1/2/3/4]
Andrew Keener

'ou may remember that Autumn 1975 brought rival
leethoven sets from Masur and Solti; this year it is
3rahms—Solti again observing all repeats, whereas
Aasur ignores the exposition repeats in 1, 2.
ncidentally, there are fifteen current sets of the Brahms
.ymphonies, not counting the Philharmonia /
-oscanini or various Furtwangler concert performinces ( the Japanese transfers are worth investigating);
3runo Walter's Columbia cycle remains unavailable,
:ut his prewar BBC SO Fourth can be had on American
"urnabout.
The disadvantages of this new cycle make side 1 a
sow starting- place: Masur's reading of the C minor
irst movement Ifind too drawn out and undramatic,
Ind the recording quality, consistent through the eight
;ides, is shown to be veiled, and both diffuse and overseparated. Not the disaster of RCA's Bruckner Seventh,
sut disappointing when referred to such Leipzig re:ordings as
Durjan's
Shostakovich
12th,
or
(onwitschny'S deleted Beethoven symphonies.
But if the East German engineers have taken up the
sicked ways of Western producers, the orchestral
nusicians seem to have retained aspecial tradition of
.heir own. Just as avisit to Dublin afew years ago was
ike stepping back into achildhood world, so listening
:o these Brahms performances is to experience astyle
intouched by the polished urbanity characteristic of
Brahms by Maazel, or Karajan.
The Gewandhaus Orchestra has its own special
sound, with beautifully blended winds, an oboe with a
Dealing timbre like Koch's ( of the Berlin Philharmonic),
horns slightly ' Eastern'. The third movement from the
D- major best illustrates the character of the orchestral
playing that makes this, ultimately, adeeply satisfying
set—one where sonic deficiencies are best discounted
(for those interested, the 'old style' Supex 900 is ,
preferred here to ' new generation' mc cartridges like
the Asak). Imuch like the warmth, the spaciousness.
Masur's only idiosyncracy is to slow the tempo when a
pianissimo marking occurs—if any influence is suggested, it is that of the wartime Furtwângler tapes.
[B: 1*]
Christopher Breunig
BRAHMS: Piano Concerto 1 in d. op. 15
Garrick Ohlsson (pno) ILPO I Tennstedt
HMV ASD3762 (£ 5.40)

CHOPIN: The Complete Piano Works
Nitita Maga/off (pno)
Philips 6768 067 (
16 records) (£41.50) some C)

DEBUSSY:
Cello
Sonata
in
d /
RACHMANINOV: Cello Sonata in g, Op. 19 Cl
Ohlsson seems to have nothing personal to say about
Prelude and Danse Orientale, Op. 2
this grave, and great, Brahms concerto. His octave trills
Julian Lloyd Webber ( v/c)
Yakin Seow (pno)
are powerful and clean, his playing in the finale is
Enigma K53586 (£ 5.00) ( WEA)
athletic and accurate—apart from the spread chord at
There is much to admire in these performances, for they
280, which Iwould find an irritant with repeated
are thoughtful, sensitive and well finished; and yet,
hearings. But his solo passages have a shapeless
somehow, the Debussy seems, if not a smaller work,
rubato, and the Adagio—where pianists Serkin, Arrau,
then certainly a less intense one than Iknow it to be.
Curzon, convey the hushed aura implicit in the
writing—is an empty recital of the notes. Frankly, I Julian Lloyd Webber A In excellent form, producing a
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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beautiful tone and an abundance of fine shaping and
shading. His forte is surely a composed, absorbed,
reflective vein, almost feline in its elegance; what Imiss
in the Debussy—and, in a different way, in the
Rachmaninov sonata—is a deeper urgency and tension. The interpretation of the Rachmaninov gives
emphasis to local expressiveness, somewhat at the
expense of the larger view, an impression underpinned
by Yitkin Seow's slightly mannered espressivo. But
these are criticisms at the highest level, and the more
positive qualities are positive indeed. Imuch enjoyed
this record, and the two early Rachmaninov pieces for
cello and piano are apleasing bonus. There is anotable
rapport between the players, which is evident despite a
rather wide separation and a balance that tends to
favour the piano. In general, the recording is of ahigh
quality with very good colouring and an agreeable
presence. Well worth investigating. For the Debussy,
see also Rostropovich/Britten ( SXL 2298), and for
Rachmaninov's Op. 19, Nelsova/Balsam ( ECS 706).
[A: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
* DVORAK: Symphony No. 8 in G, Op. 88
Concertgebouw IC. Davis
Philips 9500 317 (£5.05)

A few months ago Philips released Colin Davis' New
World, a magnificent performance whose effect was
largely nullified by indifferent recorded sound. His
performance of the G major is, if anything, even more
magnificent, but this time the recording matches the
playing in all particulars. The result is aversion of this
perennially delightful symphony which has few peers.
The slightest reservation attends the Un poco meno
mosso section at letter F in the first movement where
the slowing down of the speed is more marked than I
fancy Dvorak would have wished, and the return to the
original tempo rather abrupt. That apart, one can have
nothing but praise for areading and an interpretation
that so faithfully observes the composer's intentions
and realises them sd completely, both musically and in
terms of recording technique.
The balancing of the orchestral sound has been
achieved in the most natural fashion with realistic
distancing between listener and players and a good
concert hall acoustic, plus completely silent surfaces.
[A*: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett
GERSHWIN: Music for the Woody Allen Film
'Manhattan', including Rhapsody in Blue'
Gary Gral/man (pno)' INYPO IMehta
CBS 73875 (£4.99)

By coincidence there are two Gershwin records this
month, each containing aconcert piece and aselection
of show tunes. This one, timed to meet the London
opening of Woody Allen's latest film, Manhattan, is, in
fact the music used in the film. The Rhapsody in Blue,
in a superb performance by Gary Graffman with the
New York Philharmonic under Mehta, acquires anew
stature and highlights the threadbare Second
Rhapsody which Fiedler includes in his Gershwin
record. Side two consists of a miscellany of show
tunes, some, like Someone To Watch Over Me, Do, Do,
Do and Embraceable You, are classics of their kind;
others less well known, like I've Got A Crush On You,
Blue, Blue, Blue and Love Is Sweeping The Country,
are worth hearing even in the rather heavily overorchestrated style adopted by the arranger, Tom
Pierson. This probably suits the demands of the
cinema perfectly to support scenes of alength that the
music, left to itself, could not manage. Listening to
them on record without benefit of the film tends to
heighten the impression that some, particularly
Someone To Watch Over Me, are carrying too much
weight. This side ends rather abruptly and rather
disconcertingly, but Igather that in the film more use is
made of the Rhapsody, which acts as both prologue
and epilogue. Two items, Mine and Love Is Here To
Stay, are played by asmall jazz combo, atrio in the first
instance with excellent piano by Dick Hyman, and by a
quintet also featuring Hyman in rather more conventional vein in the second. • These two pieces make a
pleasant interlude in the prevailing orchestral texture of
the rest of the record. Being film music designed for an
ulterior purpose it is difficult to think of it in purely
musical terms. For those who see Manhattan, side two
will no doubt provide a delightful nudge to the
memory. Side one needs no such prop: it stands secure
on its own merits. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
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MUSIC LOVERS
agree that the loudspeaker is probably the
most important item in
any hi-fi system.
And yet when it comes to
buying your speakers it will probably
be the toughest decision you have to
make.
KLH make that decision as easy as possible
by combining clean compact design, low
coloration, high efficiency and deep bass response
through the range. We have been producing high
quality loudspeakers for over 20 years and are one of
the largest specialist manufacturers in the United States.
This experience and our well established reputation ensure
that we blend performance and quality at a price you
can afford.

When selecting your loudspeakers
KLH is the name to remember.
For further information and details of your nearest dealer
write to:
Webland International Limited, P.O. Box 70 London SW6, England.
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GERSHVVIN orch various: Suite: ' Girl Crazy':
'Oh, Kay!' Overture: ' Funny Face' Overture: ' Let
'em Eat Cake' Overture ' Of Thee I Sing'
Overture: ' Wintergreen for President' from ' Of
Thee ISing': Three Preludes: Rhapsody No. 2
for Piano and Orchestra'
Ralph Votapek ( pno)' IBoston Pops IFiedler
Decca PFS 4438 (£4.99)
My only reservation about this otherwise wholly delightful record is the amount of space devoted to the
Second Rhapsody, a thoroughly boring work which
has Gershwin straining at gnats through the mesh of
the Rhapsody in Blue. Ralph Votapek, the pianist,
wrestles manfully with its solo, and, as ever, the late
lamented Arthur Fiedler's enthusiasm and exoertise
carry his orchestra along. But it really is not worth the
effort, and the space might more happily have been
used in giving us 'overtures' from some of the other
Gershwin musicals, ' Lady Be Good' for instance, or
'Strike Up The Band'. All the orchestration is by other
hands, and one cannot help but recognise the fingerprints of Leroy Anderson on the suite from ' Girl Crazy'.
The overtures are not, of course, overtures in the
Beethoven sense, but more âla Sullivan, loose compilations of the tunes featured in the show. 'Girl Crazy',
'Oh, Kay!' and ' Funny Face' contain many famous
songs; ' Let 'em Eat Cake' and ' Of Thee ISing', which is
possibly Gershwin's finest and most ambitious score,
are less well known. The Three Preludes have made
their mark as piano pieces, but respond quite well to
orchestration, and all this music is played with a
delicious enthusiasm that is irresistible, and it is recorded with all the resonant ' oomph' that makes you
want to clap at the end of each track. Having heard a
broadcast of ' Lady Be Good' some time back. Iwonder
how well some of these shows respond to acomplete
recording; certainly Ithink ' Of Thee ISing' would. A
pity Arthur Fiedler won't be around to do the job. [A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
GLIERE: Symphony 3 in b, Op. 42 ' Ilya
Murometz'
RPO IFarberman
Unicorn PCM500/1 (
2 records) (£ 10.60) digital
Premiered in Moscow in 1912, Ilya Murometz is an
epic- programmatic work, narrative and impressionistic, with a post- Manfred flavour. Its appeal might be
likened to that of the Tolkien trilogy, in that either you
will relish every moment, or hardly persist beyond the
opening paragraphs. ( Otherwise my comparison is
unfair, since The Lord of the Rings is aconcentration of
imaginative thinking, whereas the Gliere 'symphony' is
diffuse and unmemorable.) The best music comes in
the second movement, but even there the same ground
has been covered more sparingly, more magically, in
the Tristan Prelude and in Ma mère l'oye. Play these
records late at night and telly- addicted neighbours will
go crazy trying to tune in the Errol Flynn movie you
have surely found!
The digital recording is slightly more impressive than
any of the three Decca studio productions I have
reviewed, yet as the upper strings are reproduced with
only average quality no stars seem deserved. The wider
range and extra openness are appreciable, set against
analogue tapings. The recording was made on Sony
equipment, last December. at All Saints' Tooting; the
balance problems presented by the bombastic scoring
are solved with efficiency. Cutting and pressing are by
Nimbus. Sides 1, 2and 4are long, and only the finale
has edits. Thus Ilya Murometz is here in virtually alive
performance, and in its entirety—the first unabridged
two- channel version.
That will suffice for some ( earlier recordings are now
deleted), although such music demands something
rather more electrifying than the steadying hand of
Harold Farberman. The Unicorn presentation is
exemplary— if only the work matched the promise
implied in Edward Johnson's notes. . . . [ A:1]
Christopher Breunig
GOUNOD: ' Faust'
Freni (sop) IDomingo ( ten) IGhiaurov ( bass) IAllen
(bar) IVento ( bar) ICommand ( m-sop) ITaillon ( con)
/Paris Opera Chorus & Orch IBell ( org) IPrètre
HMV SLS 5170 (
4 records) (£ 18.95)
Although Faust was not tremendously successful
when first produced in 1859, it soon became one of the
most popular of operas and retained its popularity for
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

operas in his day and it is now recorded for the first
time. It is unlikely that the work would have much
success in the opera house of today: but on disc it is
certainly more than a curiosity.
Written for the available forces of Esterháza,ithas six
characters and no chorus. The style is known as Opera
Seria, with few ensembles and some recitatives accompanied by harpsichord only. No one need fear that
the music is not of Haydn's best, his use of the
orchestra being, as ever, virtuosic and the vocal writing
very grateful with no lack of fireworks where the
libretto demands them. ( A crucial scene between
Armida and Rinaldo in Act II contains some very
exciting music.)
Dorati himself plays the harpsichord; and his playing
and the recording successfully avoid the constant
clanking sound which is well known on records. The
ambience of the recording strongly suggests a little
wooden theatre and this is just right. The small
orchestra produces alight texture but with great power
when required. All the instruments and voices are well
balanced and in good focus; and in particular the
sound and playing of the wind instruments is a
constant delight. The singers ( three of them well
known British artists) are all in superb voice.
There is not much ' Culshawing' in terms of move ment and Idid find the wind machine abit contrived;
but Dorati influences the success of the whole venture
decisively by his musically applied supplementary
dynamics and sensitive phrasing.
This is an outstanding issue which should appeal
strongly to those who already know Haydn's
Symphonies, Quartets and Masses ( which, thanks to
HANDEL 'Xe
'
Watkinson IEsswood IWenkel IHendricks IRodde I records, is alarge number) and who wish to investigate
Haydn further. A score may be had from Henle Verlag
Cold I Studer I Ensemble vocal Jean Bridier I La
through Messrs Novello, but the libretto supplied is
Grande Ecurie & La Chambre du Roy IMalgoire
more than adequate. [
A*: 1*]
David Pickett
CBS 79325 (
3 records) (£ 12-49 until 31.12.79, then
£14.09)

over half a century. The role of Marguerite presents
formidable difficulties, requiring an accomplished coloratura technique for the ' Jewel Song' and considerable power for the final scene. The part of Faust is
also adifficult one, requiring both lyrical and dramatic
singing. Mefistofeles is agift for a bass of Ghiaurov's
stature, although it is difficult to sound really malevolent and this devil is rather a genial one! The role of
Siebel is a ' breeches' part and Michèle Command does
little with it, in particular in the second air she sings—
'Si le bonheur'— which is rather thrown away. Valentin
in the person of Thomas Allen brings a splendidly
dramatic quality and excellent French to the duel trio
and the death scene but has not really the beauty of
voice to make the most of the famous air 'Avant de
quitter ces lieux'. My main criticism of the performance
is that it is not really idiomatic. Freni, whose first
recording of Bohème on HMV SLS 907 is a great
favourite of mine, is a little too dramatic in the early
scenes although she comes into her own in the last two
acts of the opera. Domingo is in good voice but his
style is more suggestive of Puccini than Gounod. The
orchestra and chorus are first rate under Georges
Prêtre, who conducts with precision and authority. I
prefer the old recording with De Los Angeles singing
Marguerite's music with a freshness and purity of
timbre which are ideal for the part, but the new
recording is technically excellent with fine stereo
separation and a clean, well balanced acoustic, while
the surfaces are commendably silent. [A: 2]
John Freestone

Though released under the English/German title
Xerxes, this is Handel's Italian opera Serse, performed
in the original language and uncut. Its first number is
that song to aplane- tree (' Ombra mai fu') which most
of us have learned not to call ' Handel's Largo', since the
composer anyway marked it Larghetto. Many other
numbers have equally attractive melodies, and the
whole ( although of conventionally preposterous plot)
is one of Handel's less grand' operas: the arias are
shorter than usual and less loaded with coloratura, and
there is one purely comic servant- character.
It is as welcome as was Malgoire's previous recording of Rinaldo. It similarly offers baroque instruments,
old pitch ( about half atone lower than usual), appoggiaturas, ornamentation, and so forth. Moreover the
singing is mostly, if not entirely, excellent. In the title.
role, originally for castrato, the mezzo-soprano Carolyn
Watkinson deals superbly with the bravura aria ' Più che
penso', on the first time round singing the little cadenza
the composer suggested, and on the second time
expanding with aspectacular flourish up to top C ( or
should Isay B?). The counter- tenor Paul Esswood and
the rival sopranos Barbara Hendricks and Anne-Marie
Rodde shine also.
Iwish Icould back this praise with a recommendation of Malgoire's conducting, but over the long
three- act span it seemed to me sometimes choppy ( the
third- act sonfonia), sometimes slack, sometimes dull.
So Ishall be happier coming back for individual arias
than for the complete work. The recording is always
clear, but the soloists seem sometimes trapped in
individual sound- boxes rather than sharing astage. For
that reason an attempt at operatic ' production' with a
tramp- tramp of marching feet and a clash of swords
seems more than a little odd.
In the accompanying booklet ( again as with
Rinaldo) the English translation supplied is the original
and very artificial versification of the 18th- century
libretto. It is minimally helpful. [ B: 2] Arthur Jacobs
* HAYDN: ' Armida'
Norman IAhnsiti I Burrowes I Ramey I Leggate I
Rolfe-Johnson ILausanne CO IDorati
Philips 6769 021 (
3 records) (£ 12.79)
From the point of view of the ordinary music lover all
eighteenth century opera falls under the shadow of
Mozart's towering examples. Haydn, his greatest contemporary, actually wrote more than a dozen operas.
mainly for private performance at Esterháza, which
have not in modern times been much exposed to the
public. Armida was the most successful of all Haydn's
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HAYDN: The Piano Trios
Beaux Arts Trio
Philips 6768077 (
14 records) (£48-30) some C)
(1971-79)
Another splendid undertaking is now completed,
worthy to be mentioned along with the Haydn symphonies, string quartets and keyboard sonatas. The
trios may not be in the same league as the symphonies
and quartets, but the neglect in which so many of them
have been held makes the Beaux Arts Trio's warm
advocacy the more valuable. It is more than eight years
since the series began to appear, yet the careful
preparation and steady build-up have stilled the occasional impatience of those of us for whom the gaps
between issues were sometimes too long. It is the first
two records in this box that must be discussed in some
detail. since they alone now appear for the first time
(Philips owe it to established collectors of the series to
issue them separately, something they have not yet
done with Ingrid Haebler's recording of J. C. Bach's
opus 1 concertos). Of the six works that now appear
for the first time, five ( numbers 1-5 in the new Landon
edition used, XV: 37, Cl, XIV: 6, XV: 39, 1 in the
Hoboken Catalogue) were published by Hummel in
1767 as opus 4; and the remaining work, the G major
Trio Hob. XV: 41 ( London's no. 7), was likewise in
existence by that date; though late in life Haydn failed
to remember it, there is surely no doubt about its
authenticity. The oddest of the works is Hob. XV: 39—
three of its five movements are transcribed from the
keyboard sonata XVI: 9, one from XVI: 8 ( plus as trio
the minuet from yet another sonata), leaving just the
Andante as a new movement. But despite further
instances of re- used material, there is nothing perfunctory about the other works, which include music of
maturity, elegance and spirituality. The performances
have the poise, unanimity and insight that we have
grown almost to take for granted from Messrs Pressler,
Cohen and Greenhouse; and Philips have again provided an ideal aural setting ( though the first record is
slightly over- bright, almost edgy here and there). Here
is the ideal Christmas present for someone who failed
to buy the records one by one—start saving or.. I
[A: 1 ] overall.
Peter Branscombe
J. HAYDN: Horn Concertos nos 1 & 2 in D
HAYDN: Horn Concertino in D
Barry Tuckwell ( hm) IECO I Tuckwell
HMV ASD 3774 (£ 5 40)

M.

Although Barry Tuckwell has recorded all three of these
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GENUINE SAVINGS DUE TO

EXCLUSIVE£ 1
MILLION PURCHASE
FID 5150 Front Load

DelbY
Cassette Deck. Tape Counter.
Illuminated VU
NSP GI23
fa2.95
Save £40.06

JCX 2400K ( aws°

NI/FM
Stereo Tuner Amplifier.
50 watVch.

N SP £207 eei £ 125.98
Save £81.05

JCX 2300K M
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N S P U34 seiVeÏ £57.75
Save £26.25
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£74.75
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3VÉ2 £
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£46
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JCX 2100K M

szi
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Stereo Tuner. FM Muting.
Pull Button.

RD 5300 Front Load Dolby

NSP El42 se
c
n
'e
£109.95
Save £32.05
FM Stereo
Turer Amplifier. 20 watt ch

seï £99.75
£39.25

NS PCI le seVe £84.50
Save £31.50

MAIL ORDERS
Add £4.50
Carr. & Packing

£35

SANYO HI-FI SYSTEM
Composmg

RD 3030 Front Load Dolby
s,assette Deck. Auto Stop, Tape
Select Switch. Tyr. VU Meters
N SP

Litsi s
p'ef £69.95
£46.05

Save

JCX 2400K Stereo Tuner Ampl
TP 1100 DIrect Drive Turntable
inc Shure 75EJ cartridge)

PAIR HI -FI 3Speakers.
RD 5300 Cassette Deck.
FIAT 1001KM W FM
Stereo Tune-. MutingSwitch
wIth High Blend Switch

N SP L641 ren £388.60
Savo £252.40

N.S P £ 43 seei £
57.50
Save £35.50

RD 5300 Front Load Dolby
Cassette Deck. Twin VU Meters
Piano Key Control. Auto Stop
N SP.

tiN3 see £139.75
Save £38.25

DCA 1001

Stereo
Amplifier ( 50.5).

N.S.P. £ 123 Wei £
86.75
Save £36.25

RD 4028 Top Load Dolby
Cassette Deck. Normal Cr()‘•FeCr
Svntch. 2VU Meters. Auto Slog.
SONIC
N S P. £95 PRICE £68.95
Save £26.05

yp 727 (illust). Belt Dove
Turntable. built-in Strobe,. Anti.
static auto return

sef £59.75
£20.25
TP 11002 DI
rect Dove

N S.P
Save

Turntable, RecessedIStrober.
Anti-static device. Stylus
condition reversing mIrror
NSPL126 seVele £72.95
Save £53.05

TP 636 Turntable, Belt
Drive niel Cartridge

n'ia'

N S P £99 95
£65.50
Save £34.45

WATCHES CALCULATORS CAMERAS
CASSETTE- RADIOS TAPES HI-FI
TELEVISION VIDEO EQUIPMENT

9300 Etetacord SANYO
3Y4hr VIDEO RECORDER
NSP £666
Super slim economical cassettes. sONIC £ s.,
Programmable 72hr timer. Daily
PR ICE
mode for automatic recording.
INC VA'
Stop action during playback for still shots of exciting
sport action. Easy to use - one button recording etc.
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ALL GOODS FULLY GUARANTEED FOR 2 YEARS
OPEN MON SAT 9am-6pm, ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD
CREDIT CHARGE, DINERS CLUB, INSTANT CREDIT
and AMERICAN EXPRESS cards welcome

SONIC SOUND AUDIO

248-256 Tottenham Court Road. London W1 Telephone 01- 580 93 11
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MARANTZ 5025
Dolby Cassette Deck

Contact us now for
winning prices on
the following:
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
AR18
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* Wow and Flutter ( VVRMS): 0.08%
* Frequency response ( FeC .):
28Hz — 17.5kHz
* Super hard permalloy
Record/Playback head.
* Ferrite erase head.
* Dolby noise reduction system.
* Separate bias and equalisation
switches for Fe 203,CrO, and FeCr
tapes.
* Mic/Line adjustable mixing.
* Master level control.
* Professional extended range VU
meters.
* LED peak indicators.
* Defeatable peak limiter.
* DC servo motor.
* Tape counter with memory function.
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Recommended Retail Price £ 27.10
MAIL ORDER MADE EASY
Simply telephone your Barclaycard
or Access number or send Postal
Order, cheque with order. Goods will be despatched
(subject to availability) by Securicor within 24 hours. All
equipment is brand new fully guaranteed and offered with
full after sales service
Cheerful refund if within 7days of purchase any item is
found to be faulty. We will gladly refund the full purchase
price or replace the faulty item. Credit terms for personal
shoppers.
PERSONAL EXPORT For U.K. visitors at cash and canry
tax free prices.
DIRECT EXPORT For goods shipped overseas, fully
;nsured, at discount tax free pikes. Write for delivery quote
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Why your loudspeaker
needs protection
At the heart of a loudspeaker drive unit is the
voice coil. This is a carefully wound coil of
wire fixed to a light former which, in turn, is
attached to the cone or dome. An electrical
signal fed into the drive unit is converted into
voice coil motion and also heat.
The close proximity of the surrounding magnet and the chassis to which it is attached,
help to sink the heat away from the coil and
keep it cool. Short bursts of extremely high
power are unlikely to create any problems
because the heating effect is small and the
total system remains cool.
However, if power in excess of the design
limits is maintained for too long a period, the
heat flow from the voice coil will be sufficient
to raise the temperature of the magnet to a
point
where
its
cooling
efficiency
is
dangerously reduced. At this point the heat of
the voice coil will rise rapidly and may cause
bubbling of the high temperature resin
adhesive securing it to the former.
Even if the power is removed at this point,
the drive unit will be useless since the bubbles
may rub against the surrounding magnet
causing a buzzing, distortion or even jamming
the voice coil completely. In really bad cases
of overload, the voice coil may suddenly act
like an electrical fuse wire and simply melt!
Top quality loudspeakers such as the B&W
Model 801, divide the power output of the
amplifier into three frequency bands. This is
because each drive unit is capable of
sustaining a very high quality of reproduction
if the working range of frequencies are
restricted.
Calculating the proportion of power likely to
be fed to each drive unit is not easy and most
designers resort to aso-called average energy

spectrum for concert music. This is the result
of analysing the energy content of many items
of orchestral music and provides the information that maximum energy is concentrated in
the mid- band and the upper end of the low
frequency band.
For this reason, the tweeter is less likely to
have to accept high power levels in relation to
the other drive units and thus has a lower
power rating. However, some types of
modern ,' electronic' music have a very
different distribution of energy to the typical
orchestral
spectrum.
Additionally,
fault
conditions may arise in the amplifier which
causes the majority of its power output to
appear in a very narrow band of frequencies.
Under such conditions, any one of the drive
units may be called upon to accept the larger
part of the amplifier's power output. Such
conditions cannot be catered for unless avery
expensive and high powered speaker is
designed.
To
avoid
accidental damage
therefore, some form of protection is needed.
Fuses are one solution, but they tend to be a
little unpredictable and often take too long to
disconnect the circuit. The solution adopted

by B&W is an electronic fuse. This is fitted to
the Model 801 loudspeaker and consists of a
small circuit powered by a battery. Since the
circuit draws almost no current, the battery
life is very long.
The 801 was first seen by the world audio
press at Chicago in January 1979. It was then
believed to be the very first time an electronic
fuse of this sophisticated type had ever been
carried through on a production model.
Perhaps it is hardly necessary to add that
patents have been applied for.
Thermally dangerous situations arise when
the designed power limit of any one of the
drive units is exceeded for a specific amount
of time. The circuit is designed to permit short
overloads arising from transients, but not
longer term overloads.
Also, since the total power drawn by the
speaker may exceed the power to any one of
the drive units, it is designed to sense the
power drawn by each individual drive unit.
Thus, if anarrow band of frequencies is fed to
the speaker, which exceeds the limits of any
one of the drivers, the protection circuit will
be activated to disconnect the whole speaker
from the amplifier.
After tripping, the circuit also lights a small
warning lamp. When the overload is removed,
the circuit can be restored by operating areset
button. Checking the correct operation of the
protection device is simply achieved via atest
button which trips the disconnecting circuit
and lights the warning lamp.
The Model 801 is therefore fully protected
against
unusual
musical overloads and
amplifier fault conditions. This is why the data
sheet for the Model 801 specifies no limit to
the maximum handling power of the system.

Externally, the 801 overload protection
looks like this (above left). Test and reset
buttons and a tell- tale light.
The 801 enclosure as a whole (extreme
left) with top cover, which is an optional
extra; and (left) with the high
frequency/mid-range unit exposed.

One of a series of
occasional papers by
BEM Loudspeakers
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dassical
works before—in the mid-'60s, with ASM / Marriner,
on two separate discs that allowed greater variety in
tonality—his new versions will be warmly welcomed.
This time he plays, directing, with the ECO, and
securing admirably crisp, fresh and affecting orchestral
accompaniments. His own playing is wonderfully
assured, sparkling in the high register and rounded and
firm when Haydn plummets to the bottom of the
soloist's range. Iparticularly welcome the Michael
Haydn piece, because it is delightful and beautifully
played, but also because it is much less familiar.
Indeed. Tuckwell's older version is the only one Ican
recall. The piece was discovered in Munich some years
ago by Charles Sherman, whose edition is used here.
The order of movements—slow, fast, minuet—and
other features suggest that the work was originally part
of alarge-scale serenade, now lost, though there is no
doubt about the authenticity of the three movements
that do survive. Among many pleasing features of
these accounts are the relaxed joyousness of the
playing, the keen harpsichord continuo ( John
Constable) and the admirably stylish and brief cadenzas that Mr Tuckwell tosses off ( and perhaps wrote
too). My test pressings varied in quality—agood first
side, but many clicks and crackles on side two. Balance
and separation are fine. [
A/B: 1]
Peter Branscombe

opera but who here takes the part of Prus. The veteran
Benno Blachut gives asplendid account of the short
scene featuring the half mad Hauk-Sendorf. There is
nothing but praise for the various minor characters, all
of whom acquit themselves splendidly, while for the
orchestral playing and for Mackerras' inspired direction
superlatives • are almost insufficient. As with Katya
Kabanova the Decca engineers and James M all ison the
producer have provided a superb vehicle for the
complete realisation of the artists' efforts and for
Janacek's extraordinarily vivid opera, the final pages of
which truly glow with passion and richness. One can
barely await with patience the issue of the remaining
Janacek operas of which Ihope Osud will be one.
[A*: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett

MAHLER: Symphony 4 in G
Elly Ameling ( sop) IPittsburgh SO IPrevin
HMV ASD 3783 (£ 5.40)

faded up in an acoustic that is screened from that of the
pianist; when for instance the theme passes to the cello
in the Op. 45 Andante, accompanying keyboard figures
are subordinated by the engineer. A disagreeable way
to present duo recordings! [
B: 2]
Christopher Breunig
MONTEVERDI:
Magnificat
a

Magnificat
a 6
septum
vocibus

voci
et
sex

instrumentis

Ferracini-Malacarne (sop) ISchwartz
(alto) I Tappy, Cuenod ( tens) IHuttenlocher ( bar) I
Fissore, Loup ( bass) I Lausanne Vocal and
Instrumental Ensemble ICorboz
RCA ' Erato' STU 70996 (£ 5.49)
Corboz and his Lausanne forces have already given us
two discs of Monteverdi Madrigals ( on STU 70848/9)
which were well received. Here they give us the two
alternative Magnificats which in accordance with
church liturgy end the Vespro della Beata Vergine
(Vespers). Both are settings of the Marian canticle—
that for seven voices being the more elaborate; and that
for six voices being more inward looking, with only
organ continuo ( although here augmented by the
lower strings where-appropriate) and without the rich
instrumental ensemble of the alternative setting. The
music is devastatingly beautiful and timeless in both
works and the performances using authentic
instruments—the cornetti squeal delightfully—are
lively and reflective with admirable feeling. The playing and singing are accomplished but without excessive sophistication, and the soloists, choir and instrumentalists are all splendid. Corboz is a fine conductor of this kind of music and the recording, which
was released in France in 1976, is ideal. As the
excellent sleeve note states, a hundred different approaches could not exhaust the greatness of these
works, and Iam more than happy with these accounts.
[A: 1]
Noel Bell

Previn conducts a meticulous Fourth, but his reading
does not show any special feeling for the composer,
and the Pittsburgh Orchestra was not the best choice
when the LSO has yet to record this symphony. ( So
has the Berlin Philharmonic—the BPO and Previn, that
would have been interesting.) But more than anything
it is the sound that debars this from serious consideration as a recommendation. Icannot help feeling it
must have been made in the most cynical way, and to
HUMPERDINCK: ' Hansel und Gretel'
re- listen to the Israel PO/Mehta Fourth was balm after
von Stade ICotrubas ILudwig ITe Kanawa IWelting I
this grotesque essay in multi- mono. Not wishy-washy
Silderstren INimsgren IChildren's Chorus of Cologne
in approach, but sound where the producer ( who has
Opera IGürzenich Orch IPritchard
worked at EMI with Legge and Klemperer) has conCBS 79217 (
2 records) (£7.99 until 31.12.79, then
trived that no strand should pass unnoticed by the
£9.59)
listener. It may seem a novel idea to override the solo
If ever there was aone- work composer, it is Engelbert
violin in the scherzo, where the writing is repetitive and
Humperdinck. Hansel und Gretel, first performed at
an irritant, with a first horn that rarely gets heard; it
Christmas 1893, when its composer was nearing 40,
strikes me as a vbry bad idea to increase the violins'
unites miraculously the Wagner idiom with cherished
presence at 339 in the slow movement, where basically.
elements of earlier Romanticism. The libretto ( by the
Mahler asks for a diminuendo pp-pppp. The same
composer's sister) may contain some inessential
thing happened on the Solti Concertgebouw recordpassages, but it is otherwise an ideal vehicle for
ing, and it recalls the classic engineered swells in the
Humperdinck's genial talent. !The current catalogue
Decca VPO/Bernstein Das Lied (
Abschied), expressly
contains five versions—Karajan's dating from the midagainst the composer's instructions. Go to Klemperer
'50s. Bernaldi's from the mid-' 60s, and Eichhorn,
to hear not just the dynamic gradings observed, but
Su itner and Solti from the ' 70s. (Wall berg's recording,
first/second violins divided across the stage. Faded it
currently available in Germany, also uses Colognemay be, yet the EMI recording remains musical in the
most heavily scored passages, where this tiresome
based forces.) Starry as are the casts for most of the
older versions, it would be difficult to bring together a Pittsburgh version degenerates into mere noise. Overall
[C: 2]
Christopher Breunig
finer or more appropriate group of singers than CBS
have assembled. John Pritchard, who clearly loves the
MENDELSSOHN: Psalm 115, Op. 31 CI Lauda
score and has afeeling for its poetry ( as in the sunset
Sion. Op. 73 0 Psalm 98, Op. 91
conclusion to the children's first day in the forest), is
Soloists IGulbenkian Foundation Choir & Orchestra,
equally alert to the dramatic and the sinister elements.
Lisbon ICorboz
Unfortunately the orchestra—superb scoringl—is
RCA ' Erato' STU 71223 (£ 5.49)
rather remote when the voices are busy, and the stereo
production is less imaginative than I could have
With its stiffly composed Rubens cover, Frenchwished. But the vocal characterisation is exciting, with
German
headings, 'Vol.
2'—the disc follows
von Stade and Cotrubas partnering each other adSTU 71101—rnay not tempt the impulse buyer, least of
mirably as the children, and Serderstrom providing a
all at Erato's £ 5.49, but the music is rewarding, not
tour de force as the witch. With Ludwig and Nimsgern
predictable. The translations even have asoprano and
as the parents, Te Kanawa in the tiny part of the
tenor 'climaxing on high F' . . . Psalm 98 is especially
Sandman, and Welting as the Dew Fairy, one's joy is
fine, with its unaccompanied opening section, then
complete. Here is a Christmas present for musical
harp in the orchestration just as cued by the text.
children that will give musical parents quite as much
Michel Corboz has prepared his forces with thoroughpleasure. [
B: 1]
Peter Branscombe
ness (the Lisbon strings are not marvellous), and the
choir is beautifully recorded in a Lisbon church. A
* JANACEK: '
The Makropulos Case'
minor criticism is that the solo quartet is set in aslightly
SoiderstrOm /Dvorsky IZile IJeclfika IBlachut etc I
different ambience. Texts are given, but Latin is printed
Vienna State Opera Chorus I VP0 IMackerras
for ' Lauda Sion' where German is sung. Worth having
Decca D144D2 (
2 records) (£ 10-50)
if you enjoy Mendelssohn's homages to Bach. [
A: 1]
This is asplendid month for opera, what with Solti's
Christopher Breunig
superlative Don Giovanni and this virtually definitive
account of The Makropulos Case. Mackerras' first
MENDELSSOHN: Cello Sonata 1in B. 02 in D.
Janacek opera recording for Decca, Katya Kabanova,
Op. 58
appeared two years ago and was, quite properly,
Frédéric Lodéon ( vIc) IDana Hovora (pno)
universally
acclaimed.
The
Makropulos
Case,
RCA ' Erato' STU 70967 (£ 5-49)
Janacek's penultimate opera, is quite different from
This Erato import fills a surprising gap with mostly
Katya, more individualistic in its handling of themes
stylish, thoughtfully shaped performances, preferred to
and motifs. It is dominated by one character, Emilia
the deleted CBS but not to the old Vox coupling by
Marty, otherwise the 300- year old Elina Makropulos.
Schuster/Balsam.
In the once- famous Op. 58
This is arole Elisabeth Selerstréfm has made her own,
Adagio— Czerny made a piano transcription, popuand she sings it with absolute command of Janacek's
larising the music as Song of the Dying Swan—Hovora
highly original style. The two dominant male roles,
makes ameal of the 'opening arpeggios, Old Lodéon's
Albert Gregor and Jaroslav Prus, contestants in alaw
romanticised ardour is similarly excessive. But RCA
suit that has been going on for years, are equally
keep the finest of all versions of this sonata, by Lynn
handled by singers who intimately understand
Harrell and James Levine, out of the catalogue: both
Janacek's style and who fill out the characters: Peter
playing and recording would quite eclipse this French
Dvorsky, the Boris in Decca's Katya, and Vaclav Zitek,
production. A snag here is that the cellist is too often
who sings Gregor in the Supraphon recording of thé

MOZART: Don Giovanni'
Price ISass IPopp I Weikl IBacquier IBurrows I
Sramek IMoll ILondon Opera Chorus ILPO ISolti
Decca D162D4 (
4 records ) (£ 19-95)
When Ireviewed Bem's Don Giovanni last December
it seemed unlikely that there would be another performance of equal brilliance so soon. Yet this one of
Solti's offers acomplementary view of the opera. With
one exception, the singers in both sets tend to reflect
similar approaches to their roles. As in B6hm we have a
superbly matched pair of villains in Weikl's mercurial
Don, by turns unctuous nobility and snarling cruelty,
and
Gabriel
Bacquier's
perceptively portrayed
Leporello, whose low cunning and rough accent are
perfectly in character yet whose impersonation of the
Don in Act 2takes on the cadences of his master with
entire conviction. Stuart Burrows' Ottavio and Alfred
Sramek's Masetto are just as well cast, the one sug gesting a true endeavour to offer succour to his
bereaved lady, the other sturdily and surlily maintaining
his independence of the soft insincerities of the gentry.
The ladies are on a par with those in Bem's set,
though Margaret Price's Donna Anna is more soontaneous, more vulnerable than Tomowa-Sintow, and
Lucia Popp's Zerlina has all the vitality of Edith Mathis'
but with a shade more passion in her capitulation to
Giovanni's seductive blandishments. The disappointment is Sylvia Sass' Elvira. The Hungarian soprano
seems to be having difficulty in getting around the
Italian language, and tends to elide her consonants into
a mellifluous line in which it is almost impossible to
understand what she is saying. This robs her performance of much of its dramatic impact, and is the only
weakness in an otherwise superb account of the opera.
As with B6hm, the recitatives are delivered with
tremendous verve and an obvious dramatic relevance
enhanced by the inventive continuo playing. Solti
includes every note of the original version and of the
material added or substituted by Mozart for the 1788
performance in Vienna. His personality pervades the
entire performance, just as B6hm's does. Solti brings
to the music a tenseness, an urgency which Bohm
eschews but which, nevertheless, makes itself felt in
less obvious ways. In general Solti's tempi are faster,
and in the finales, the ' Champagne' aria, and in Donna
Anna's and Donna Elvira's first act arias really presses
the singers, whereas Bohm gives them arespite in his
broader, more majestic reading. Both are worthy of
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Conway II
The three way,
three speaker
system from Castle
Acoustics of Great Britain.
Built for quality. Built for efficiency.
The new Conway II is aconvincing choice
in every way
Convincing in terms of faithful hi-fi
performance—with an "efficient design"—producing
smooth, detailed response, full volume with rich and
natural tonal accuracy
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board, hand finished with achoice of selected real wood
veneers and protected with afinal coat of tough
polyurethane lacquer. The walls are internally damped
with bitumin and are lined with acoustic foam.
The discreetly sculptured grille maximises the
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The Conway II represents anew peak in
Castle achievement. Its design and manufacture will
convince those who take quality to heart. To convince
yourself of this new speaker sound quality enjoy a
listening test at your local Castle appointed dealer For
details of Castle distribution in your area, and other
speakers in the range please use the Coupon Service
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cLassicaL
the work; both equally desirable, and choice must be
personal.' As far as the sound goes, Solti's is astudio
performance though there is not much in the way of
effects, not even aclash of swords as the Don impales
the splendid Commendatore of Kurt Moll, but the
balance is realistic and the whole atmospheric enough
to carry conviction, though we are along way from the
CuIshaw era now, fA: l/1*]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: ' Don Giovanni'
Moser ITe Kanavva IBerganza IRaimondi IVan Dam I
Riegel IKing IMacurdy IChorus and Orchestra of the
Theatre National de ¡'Opera IMaazel
CBS 79321 (
3 records) (£ 1249 until 31.12.79, then
£14.09)
It is perhaps' unfortunate that this recording of Don
Giovanni should have arrived at the same time as
Decca's new one. But even if it had not, it would still
have had to stand comparison with Bem's late
1978 version on DG, and, Ifear, to its disadvantage: In
spite of agenerally good cast it just fails to take wing.
Something of this is due to the sound, which is the
pre-recorded sound track of afilm.but which, on record
at least, sounds dull and restricted in range. It lacks the
vivacity of Decca's beautifully managed studio engineering and the immediacy of DG's theatrical presentation. It may, of course, be argued that both these are
contrived. Decca's to give aspurious excitement and
Biihm's to create a false impression. But they are
exciting, compelling in their different ways. That of
CBS, for some reason, is not. Much the same goes for
the performance. Solti may be criticised for overdriving the 'music, but it is coursing with good red
blood. B6hm relies less on propulsion, more on
impulsion, finding within the score that magical inner
power which holds the drama together and gives it
shape. Maazel seems content to let it play itself;
indeed, the whole performance has, in contrast with
the others, alaissez-faire quality which fails to unlock
any but the surface elements of the plot. Raimondi's
Don is generally disappointingly phlegmatic, and
Riegel's Don Ottavio sounds like the conventional
ninny custom has made of the role. Van Dam's
Leporello is better, but not as fully conceived as either
Bacquier's or Berry's. The ladies are altogether better,
with Edda Moser aconvincing Donna Anna, occasionally a bit strident, and Kid Te Kanawa an Elvira who
would certainly have added lustre to Solti's team.
Tereza Berganza, like her opposite numbers, is well
tried as Zerlina, but perhaps lacks the ultimate vulnerability in the face of Giovanni's protestations of an
'innocent affair'. Malcolm King's Masetto is stung into
revolt occasionally, but in common with everyone
else's his performance is a shade too genteel for
complete conviction. [
Et: 1/2]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Piano Concertos K271, K415, K449,
K482, K466, K491', K459', K488', K595',
K456, K414, K453, K503', Concert Rondos
K382, K386'
Alfir ,(1 61,10,1 ( pno) / ASM / Marriner
Philips 6768 096 ( 8 records) (£ 28.79) * 0
With the exception of three concertos, all these have
appeared at various times since 1972 and have been
reviewed separately in our columns. The last, the
recording of K503, is presumbly drawn from the album
'Mozart Liver, which was released last year. This has
rather extravagantly been accorded arecord to itself, as
has the performance of K271, one of the new ones,
which has the finale, just under eleven minutes of
music, occupying the whole of side two. Missing from
the series so far are the concertos in F ( K413), in B flat
(K450) and the two D majors ( 1(451 and 537). Perhaps
some or all of these will come later.
The three additions are the two in Eflat ( 1(271 and
K449) and the C major ( 1(415), all of which appear to
be studio records. All are quite superbly done. When I
reviewed K482 some time ago Iwas disturbed by the
extent to which Brendel had gone in providing additions to the melodic line. Here he seems to have
reverted to an almost monastic purity. Apart from the
necessary linking passages for which Mozart left
indications, he has added nothing. In fact, in two of
the concertos he has cut some of Mozart's cadenzas,
but only the fanatical would object. for his playing is
pure gold. Few Mozart players can match the liquidity
of his style or the magical intensity of his pianissimo.
And few pianists have such support as Marriner and the
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Academy provide. There was a time when Marriner
tended to push the music too hard and to play it too
fast, but those days are gone and we are here treated to
orchestral playing of near perfection. It would be
difficult, too, to imagine better recording than this,
which, after all, is no more than such performances
deserve. Despite differences of opinion it would, Ifeel,
be churlish to vvithold the star rating, certainly from
these latest additions. [
A/A*: 1 /1*]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Flute Concerto 1 in G, K313 Cl Flute
Concerto 2 in D, K314
William Bennett ( fit) IECO IMalcolm
Argo ZRG 910 (£ 5.25)
Among other things William Bennett is represented by
the four Mozart flute quartets, of which he gave afine
account with the Grumiaux Trio for Philips. He is a
soloist of refined virtuosity and sound musicianship
and his playing of the two concertos is of the same high
standard as his chamber music. The G major is the
better of the two, having aparticularly expressive slow
movement, but the D major is a continuing favourite
both in its original oboe version and in its arrangement
for the flute. George Malcolm is the conductor and he
provides excellent support, the ECO sustaining its
reputation as one of our best chamber orchestras.
The sound is good, rather more open in the G major
than in its companion, where the flute seems to stand
out rather more obviously from the orchestra. But there
is little to complain of, though some prospective buyers
may notice that this is one of the few recordings of
these works to omit the alternative slow movement to
No. 1, the Andante in C, 1(315. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett

flat for two pianos. The performance of the early C
major duet, K19d, is rather cursory, and the variations
of tempo in the finale seem rather arbitrary. For the rest
the playing is fully engaged; the jolly early sonatas in B
flat and D and the unfinished G major, are enjoyable,
but the two later sonatas, in C and F, are more deeply
explored as befits their greater intensity. The splendidly vivid sonata for two pianos receives abright but
not superficial reading and the miscellaneous items,
the Fugue in C minor, the two Fantasias and the
Andante and variations K502, are all appropriately
explored. The recordings are close up and full toned
with just the right amount of resonance. It is always
dangerous to assume that there will be no further
recordings of these works for some time, but it is
doubtful if we shall have them better done. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Clarinet Quintet in A, K581 D Quintet
for Piano and Wind in E 1(452
Tashi: Peter Serkin (pno) IRichard Stoltzman ( clt)et al.
RCA RL12863 (£ 549)
Tashi, is Tibetan for 'good fortune'. Peter Serkin and
Richard Stoltzman the clarinet player, are the group's
principals, with Ida Kavafian and Fred Sherry, the
violinist and cellist, making up the nucleus. The rest of
the artists are described as guests. Whether the
eastern- sounding name and the generally oriental
effect of the tapestry on the sleeve have had any effect
on the players Iwouldn't know, but the performances
tend to meditate. A little too readily in the case of the
clarinet quintet, which is a bit too introspective to be
entirely successful. One feels the need, particularly in
the two outer movements, for a more positive approach. The piano and wind quintet, one of Mozart's
own favourites, has not been too well treated by the
gramophone in recent years, and a new version is
welcome. The music does tend to the contemplative
and Mozart was relishing the sounds of this unusual
combination, but again the rhythm here is flaccid
despite some good individual playing, particularly by
the horn and bassoon, and by Serkin himself, and the
performance fails to take wing. Balance and sound are
good if subdued.
There is only one other version to couple these
particular works—Panhoffer in the piano quintet and
Boskovsky in the clarinet with the Vienna Octet on Ace
of Diamonds—which Iwould suggest is preferable
from the point of view of performance though now
pretty old. Otherwise there is no really acceptable
alternative to Ashkenazy on Decca or Pieterson with
Grumiaux on Philips and De Peyer and the Amadeus on
DG. [
A: 2]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Duos for Piano Duet and Two Pianos
Bracha Eden and Alexander Ternir
Decca SDD 548, 549, 550 (£ 3.99 each)
Some months ago Hungaroton released two records of
Mozart's duet sonatas in generally acceptable performances by Derso Ranki and Zoltan Kocsis and, I
understand, the old and rather better performances by
Ingrid Haebler and Ludwig Hoffman have been reissued in Philips' complete Mozart series. But these
new ones by the veteran duo Bracha Eden and
Alexander Tamir eclipse both. The three records contain everything by Mozart for piano duet and two
pianos including versions of two of the pieces for
musical clock, the Fugue in G minor, K401, and the
interesting but little known Larghetto and Allegro in E
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MUSSORGKSY: ' Pictures at an Exhibition'
(orch.
Ravel)* /
PROKOFI EV: ' Classical'
Symphony, Op. 25
LPO I Pritchard IDavison
CFP 40319 (£ 1-85) * 0 1970
The LPO has recorded many outstanding performances
in recent years, but these two are not among them.
Both the 1970 Pictures at an Exhibition under John
Pritchard—nice to see the title in this form ('at', not
'from')—and the new Prokofiev conducted by John
Davison have an ordinariness that seems alittle tired, a
little heavy, The finer points are often missing. Much
of the time the LPO seem to be going through the
motions, albeit at a high level, rather than responding
to positive direction, Both works, of course, are
peculiarly demanding, and the listener has good reason
for being selective—and plenty of scope in the present
catalogue. The recording, too, is undistinguished, that
of the Pictures having some crudely prominent heavy
brass. Only if the price were the first consideration
would Irecommend this record. [
B: 2]
Hugh Ottaway

* PARRY: English Lyrics
Robert Tear ( ten) IPhilip Ledger (pno)
Argo ZK 44 (£3.50)
This is both an important record and avery enjoyable
one: why, then, has it had to wait two and ahalf years
from the time of recording? Parry's English Lyrics are in
12 volumes— some 70 songs in all—and were written
throughout his creative life. Today, with few exceptions, these songs are known only to specialists, and
the same might be said of the greater part of Parry's
music in general. ( Somewhere in the pipeline is an
EMI recording of the Symphonic Fantasia, which is
quite unknown.) However, the 20 songs on this
record, chosen from eight volumes, leave a strong
impression, and they do so very much in their own
right. I found that I was concerned neither with
influences nor period foibles, but simply with the
quality of the songs themselves. Only one, an early
setting of 0 Mistress mine, struck me as weak. Percy
Young, in his excellent sleeve- note, describes this as 'a
refined feather- weight, with echoes of Sullivan', but it
is certainly exceptional.
These very pleasing performances, though not entirely without mannerism, are Robert Tear at his best.
His partnership with Philip Ledger could hardly be
faulted and is excellently captured by the recording, the
balance between voice and piano being virtually
ideal— as, indeed, is the ambience, which is responsive
but not over- reverberant. Some may think the piano
tone a little ' woolly'—1suspect that the action may
have been somewhat recalcitrant—but the naturalness
of the placing and presence of both performers, and the
way in which a sizeable sound stage is comfortably
filled, deserve the ultimate accolade. A record not to be
missed by anyone interested in English song.
[A*: 1*1
Hugh Ottaway
PROKOFIEV: Symphony No. 4, Op. 47/112
Russian Overture, Op. 72
LPO I Weller
Decca SXL 6908 (£ 5-25)
So far as appealing ideas are concerned, the Fourth
Symphony is vintage Prokofiev, but from asymphonic
point of view much of it is very loose-limbed. Based on
material either used in, or intended for, the ballet The
Prodigal Son, the symphony was later so radically
revised and extended that Prokofiev considered this
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CA510/710/810/1010
P.O.A.
CA 2010 .. ..
(355.00

Receivers
Aiwa AX7400
£58 50
Aiwa AX7600
(210-50
Aiwa AF3070 Casseiver
006-00
Aiwa AF3090 Casseiver
077.00
Aiwa AF5300 Music Centre
070.00
Akai AA I125
CI 33 00
Akai AA1135
£149 00
Akai AC3500L Cass./Rec.
£55 00
Armstrong 625 FM ..
£93.50
Armstrong 626 AM/FM .. E222 50
Pioneer SX590
£127-00
Pioneer 5)(690
CI 53-00
Pioneer LX690
066-00
Pioneer SX790
£03 00
Pioneer SX890
£264 00
Pioneer SX980
£398 00
Pioneer SXI080
055.00
Pioneer SX1980
£35 00
Rotel RX203L
08-00
Rotel RX304
£15 00
Rotel RX404
Ll 32 00
Rotel RX504
£56.00
Rote! RX604
L183.00
Rotel RXI000
P.O.A.
Sansui G301 ..
£158 SO
Sansui G401 ..
(179.00
Sansui G6000
£88 50
Tandberg
TR2045/2060L/2080
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR220
£1410
Yamaha CR420
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR620
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR820
C199-95
Yamaha CRI020
£80 00
Yamaha CR2020
050-00
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Service is our keynote and has been since we were founded in the 1950's. Expert
guidance from qualified staff. We guarantee to provide parts and labour absolutely free of charge for 12 months on any item.
We only sell equipment that we consider to be reliable and backed by reputable
manufacturers. All prices quoted are for cash or cheques backed by a cheque
card. Prices correct at time of preparation, subject to change without notice.

Demonstrations, expert guidance
and after sales service.

order by phone 01-952 3238

SPEAKERS Complete
Celestion Ditton 121 ( pair) £ 9.50
Celestion County ( pair) .. £ 5.00
Celestion Ditton 15XR ( pair) 010.00
Celestion Ditton 22 ( pair) .. CI 55-00
Celestion Ditton 332 (pair)..
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 442 ( pair) £ 90.00
Celestion Ditton 551 ( pair)
045.00
Celestion Ditton 662 ( pair)
099.00
Goodmans RBI8 ( pair) ..
08-00
Good mans RB20 ( pair) .. (74.00
Goodman: Beta ( pair) .. 041-00
Goodmans Kappa ( pair) .. £ 86.00
Goodmans Sigma ( pair) .. 060-00
Harbeth H. L. Monitor Mk 2 P.O.A.
IMF Electronics all models ..
P.O.A.
Jordan- Watts Janet ( pair) ..
04-00
Jo rdan-Watts Juno ( pair) ..
£ 6.00
Jordan- Watts CT ( pair) .. El 15.00

Aiwa AD2000 Dolby
E146.50
Aiwa AD6350 Dolby £ 46.50
Aiwa ADL40 Dolby/Met. .. 015.00
Aiwa AD6700 Dol/Met/Rem. £ 15-00
Aiwa ADM700 Dol/3H/Met
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD6900 Dol/3H Mk 11
P.O.A.
Akai GX4000D Reel/3H .. £ 24.50
Akai GX4000D8 Reel/Dolby 065.00
Akai CS703D Dolby .. £ 9.50
Akai GXC704D Dolby .. £ 132.50
Akai GXC706D Dolby .. £ 147.75
Akai GXC709D Dolby .. £ 88.50
Akai GXC715D Dolby .. £ 49 95
Akai GXC725D Dol./3H .. £265•00
Akai CS732D Dol./Rev. .. £ 31.50
Akai GXC735D Dol./Rev... 006-00
Akai GXC750D Dol./3H .. £ 99.00
Akai GXC570D Dol./3H .. 025.00
Nakamichi
P.O.A.

Speakers
KEF Celeste Ill
KEF Corelli ..
KEF Calinda
KEF Concord Ill
KEF Cantata
KEF Model 101 ..
KEF Model 104AB ..
KEF Model 105 Series II
JR 149 ( pair) ..
JR Super Woofer ..
Spendor BC Mk IIISAI
Tannoy Oxford TI25
Tannoy Ascot TI45
Tannoy Chester 7165
Tannoy Dorset TI85
Tannoy Mayfair 7225
Tannoy Berkeley ..
Tannoy Arden

All
normally
in stock
Prices on
application

•.
•
•.
•.

Pioneer CTF500 Dolby ..
Pioneer CTF600 Dolby ..
Pioneer CTF650 Dolby/Met
Pioneer CTF750 Dolby/3H/
Met/Rev .. . . ..
Pioneer CTF850 Dolby/3H/
Met .. .. ..
Pioneer CTF950 Dolby/3H/
Met .. .. ..
Pioneer CTF1250 Dolby/3H/
Met .. .. ..
Rotel RD15F Dolby ..
Sansui .. ..
Tandberg TD.
20A Reel ..
Tandberg TCD320 Dolby ..
Tandberg TCD440A Dolby/
3H/Met .. .. ..
Yamaha TC520 Dolby ..
Yamaha TC1000D Dolby ..

Tuners

ADC 1700DD/XLM
ADC Accutrac 4000
Aiwa API400
Aiwa AP2600
G
d SP2S/6
G
d GT35P M75E/1 I
30 M7SED/2
G
d DD I
Linn Sondek LPI2
Pioneer P15 12
Pioneer PL200X
Pioneer PL300X
Pioneer PL400X
Pioneer PL600X
Pioneer PLLI000
Pioneer PLC590
Rotel RP300
Rotel RPI000
Rotel RP6400
Rotel RP7400
Thorens TD16013C/Mk 11 ..
Thorens TD104
Thorens TD105
Thorens TOI 15
Thorens TDI26BC/Mk Ill ..

£11 50
£40 00
£25 00
£189 00
£6 00
£86 50
E97 50
P.0 A.
£9.50
09-S0
E112-00
E132.00
£04 00
£09.50
097-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
E86.95
06.95
£04 50
028.9S
E192.00

••
••
••
•
••
••

All prices include VAT at 15%.
Please add £3•00 per item towards
carriage and insurance (cartridges
and styli post 75p).

Aiwa AT9700
Armstrong 623
Armstrong 624
Pioneer TX408L
Pioneer TX608L
Pioneer TX7800
Pioneer TX9800
Pioneer TXD1000
Quad FM3 ..
Rote! RT426
Rotel RT726
Sansui TU2I7
Sansui TU4I 7
Sansui TU719
amaha models

E128.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

09-S0
0121-50
£71.95
C213-95
033.95
033.95
058-95
09.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

045-50
E137.00
£06 00
£69 SO
£94 SO
£172 SO
029-50
£54 SO
P.O.A.
£6.50
001.75
£105 00
£49 00
£25 00
P.O.A

Systems
Aiwa Micro Compo .. 095.00
Pioneer Mini 3000 ..
068.00
Pioneer X33/55/77/99/Systems P.O.A.

Wharfedale Denton XP2 ( pr)
Wharfedale Shelton XP2 ( pr)
Wharfedale Linton XP2 ( pr)
WharfedaleGlendaleXp2(pr)

C52.00
04.00
05.00

£110-oo

SPEAKERS Kits and Units
Jordan-Watts Module .. £ 2.00
Jordan- Watts HF Unit ..
clew
KEF 104 AB Kit .. .. 030.00
KEF Cantata Kit ... 008.00
KEF DN22 104AB Convert Kit L3S-00
KEF T27 .. .. ..
0.95
KEF 13110 .. .. .. ( 11-50
KEF B200 .. .. ..
02.75
KEF 8139 .. .. ..
E26-50
KEF DN 12 (T27/8110/8139)
C7.75
d
KEF DN 13 (T27/B200) . .
L5:50

ADC LMG IHead Shell
Formula 4 Mk Ill ..
SME 3009 Improved ..
SME 3009 52
SME 3009 Mk Ill
SME FD200 Damper

£5•00
P.O.A.
. (56.25
.. £62 50
.. £ 107 00
.. £ 18 50

Cartridges
Price
Styli
ADC VLM Mk 3
05.00 £ 9.00
ADC XLM Mk 3
06-75 £ 3.00
ADC ZLM .. £ 9.50 £ 3SO
Entre M/C ..
04-00
Goldring DI 10 ( Styli for G800) £400
Lentek Pre-Amp
04.00 Mayware M/C 2C
04.00 Maymare T24 Trans P.O.A. Ortofon FFI5E2 £ 5.00
P.O.A.
Ortofon Fl5E2
P.O.A.
Ortofon VMS20E
02-50
P.O.A.
Shure M44/7
0.25 £. 25
Shure M55/E ..
0-75
03.00
Shure M75/E.12 £ 3.50 £ 0.25
Shure M75/ED2 £ 6-00
CI 3-75
Shure M95/ED - ( 17-50
Shure M95/HE
04.00
P.O.A.
Shure V15/3 ( Styli) - £21 00
Shure VIS/4 ..
06-00
02.25
Shure N75/6 ( Styli) - £725
Shure N93/E (Styli) E11-25

Headphones
Akai ASE7 .
Pioneer 5E205
Pioneer 5E305
Pioneer SEWS
Pioneer Monitor 10
Yamaha HPI
Yamaha HP2
Yamaha HP3

88 High St., Edgware,
Middlesex, HA8 7HE
Telephone: 01.952 3238
Close to the MI Motorway
OPEN:
9.30 to 6
Mon. to Sat...,
except
Thursday.
IL'
closed all day
Lasy parking
(at rear).

£.75
£2 75
[19.50
00-00
£8-00
£3.00
E23.50
E17- SO
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and the tiny Fanfare (—the world of L'Enfant et les
Sortiléges in miniature) are new to the UK catalogue,
and Isuspect that they were put on tape during the
same sessions as some of the other NYPO items. The
textures possess all the expected clarity and brilliance,
but perhaps more remarkable, as it contradicts the still
current idea of Boulez as an unyielding conductor, is
the warmth and flexibility of much of the musicmaking
on these discs. La Valse sets out at a very measured
pace indeed with frequent tenuti and a parody of the
Viennese waltz rhythms which may strike some as self conscious. The sultry atmosphere of the opening is
thrillingly caught, though, with those ominous stirrings
(glissandi on lower strings, etc.) veiled but clearly
,
audible as Ravel surely meant them to be. In fact, the
clarity throughout is fascinating; Ihave never heard
those seesawing violin figures after Fig. 51 emerge so
vividly. The weakest of the ' new' material, musically
speaking, is the Shéhérazade overture, which was
Ravel's first symphonic work, and all that was completed of aprojected opera; it has little if anything to do
with the song- cycle of five years later, and although
* RAMEAU: Les Indes Galantes'
expertly orchestrated, its pervasive whole- tone scales
Gerda Hartman, Jennifer Smith ( sops) IJohn Elwes,
Louis Devos ( tens) I Philippe Huttenlocher ( bass) I frequently amount to self- parody. By contrast, Boulez
makes Boléro sound a very fine piece indeed—the
Ensemble Vocale aCoeurJoie de Valence IPaillard CO
dynamic range is gratifyingly wide and the textures are
IPaillard
balanced with exceptional refinement; there is no
RCA Erato STU 70850-53 (
4 records) (£ 19.96)
point- making, and tempo and rhythm are rock- solid.
This recording was made in 1974, and Ihave occasionThe recordings are often star- worthy and nearly
ally seen it on sale in this country, but à has recently
always naturally balanced. The opening of the Danse
become far more easily available through its distrigénérale from Daphnis makes a very beautiful, vivid
bution by RCA. This is its first review for HFNIRR.
sound indeed—the New York brass players' tonguing
The project was aspecial ( and especially ambitious)
and rhythmic propulsion have to be heard to be
undertaking for all concerned; it was designed to
believed and only very occasionally, here and elsecelebrate the twentieth anniversary of the Paillard
where, did Isuspect that inner clarity was being
Chamber Orchestra—an ensemble formed partly for
achieved at the hands of those at the mixing desk; even
recording purposes—and it did so most impressively. It
in such cases the results are absorbing. The Cleveland
is the first recording of amasterwork by acomposer of
recordings are a little closer and slightly richer in
real stature who is still more admired than he is known,
the bass than those from New York, but the sound
and the whole project—which demanded prodigious
throughout is otherwise remarkably consistent. A
editorial and rehearsal industry on the part of Jeanmost distinguished set which yields up fresh disFrancois Paillard himself—required extended precision
coveries with each replaying. [A/A*: 1/1*]
and refinement from all concerned.
Andrew Keener
The work is a heroic ballet- comedy consisting of a
prologue and four entrées—loosely connected epiSCHUBERT: Moments Musicaux 2 8i 3, 0780 0
sodes linked by a love- theme introduced during the
German dance in
D643 D Piano Sonata 18 in
prologue. Much of the action is conveyed by arioso
A, D664-1st Movt D Impromptu in A/. D899: 40
and recitative, but any danger that things might
16 German dances, 0783 El Impromptu in B.
become static is prevented by the inclusion of dramatic
D935: 31:1 Cotillon in E 0976
interludes. There are two splendid storms, and there is
Gilbert Schuchter (pno)
a series of movements depicting an earthquake folRCA G L30307 (£ 3.25)
lowed by two volcanic eruptions; some of the music
This record is called 'A Schubert Souvenir' and is
proved so demanding that eighteenth- century perpresumably a kind of sampler meant for popular
formers were reduced to simplifying their parts.
consumption; a friendly introduction to Schubert by
Through all this, the Paillard Orchestra plays with
way of some of his more popular piano pieces. Its
wonderful unanimity, effortless beauty and tasteful
intentions are good but 1hope that only those who like
style. Ihave a few tiny quibbles, but Iprefer not to
the odd ways of many of our pianistic popularisers will
voice them to save words for praise. The singers all
buy it. In fact, anyone with an ounce of sensitivity
cope very well with the French style; they don't
might well be put off Schubert by this playing. There is
overload their lines with inappropriately gushing tone
something to be enjoyed here ( the music perhaps) but
or twentieth-century vibrato, but they do sing as
Gilbert Schuchter, whom Ihave not heard before, is an
though they mean the words and feel the passions of a
inveterate
puller- about
of music,
a veritable
text that points forward to such Brittenesque preocPaderewski, afervent rubatoist, an enthusiastic rallencupations as the beauty of innocence and the desirtandoer. There are one or two occasions when he pulls
ability of deflecting the mind from conquest and
aphrase about so much that he seems to forget where
national pride to more disinterested concerns such as
he is going and the music comes to abrief halt. When
generous love.
he is not indulging in wayward rubato he plays in a
The recording is as good as the performance—clear,
somewhat
plodding way with little of the lilt and
balanced, tonally beautiful, and as subtly proportioned
lyricism we hope for in Schubert. If you want to be
as the music. ( A fine selection of highlights has been
introduced to Schubert properly please find the equiassembled on STU 70842, and we can recommend this
valent record by Brendel or Kempff or Curzon; in the
equally highly.) Altogether, arare treat, deserving the
widest selection available on one disc. The recording
rare rating. [
A*: 1*]
Stephen Dew
is of acceptably good quality. [ B: 3]
Peter Gammond

definitive version virtually a new work— hence the
double opus number. It is pointless to insist that that is
not the way in wnich real symphonies are made; far
better to take what is there—a richly, loosely woven
tapestry of characteristic music, in turn lyrical, balletic,
quasi- symphonic. The little-known Russian Overture
(1936) is equally characteristic and a very winning
expression of that knowing, child- like quirkiness
-which is a part of the essential Prokofiev.
After aslightly tentative beginning, the symphony is
given a rewarding performance in which the lyrical
qualities in particular are sensitively realised. The
Russian Overture goes even better; my own reaction
was to listen again at once. This is well worth a
performance star for its freshness and zest and freedom
from mere showiness. The Kingsway Hall recording is
very much what one expects: a warm, full-bodied,
responsive sound; perhaps a little over- reverberant at
times, but of ahigh standard throughout. Confidently
recommended. IA: 1/1*1
Hugh Ottaway

RAVEL: Alborada del Gracioso • D Une Barque
sur l'Ocean o Bolero D Daphnis et Chloe ( cornplete)• • D L Eventail de Jeanne ( Fanfare) D Le
Tombeau de Couperin E Ma Mere l'Oye ( 1912
version) D Menuet Antique D Pavane pour une
infante defunte' t: Rapsodie espagnole" D
Ouverture de Feerie ( Sheherazade) D La Valse D
Valses nobles et sentimentales
New York PO. • Cleveland Orch IBoulez I •" Camarata
Singers ( CM: Abraham Kaplan)
CBS 79404 ( 4 records) (£ 14.99 until 31.12.79, then
£16.99) most C) ( 1972. 3, 5)
There seems very little to do but to echo the unanimous
praise which greeted these performances on their first
appearance; only Boléro, the Shéhérazade overture
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

SCHUMANN:
Carnaval,
op.
Faschingsschwank aus Wien, Op. 26
Daniel Barenboim (pno)
DG 2531 090 (£ 5.06)

9

At first, Barenboim's Carnaval induced such a potent
dislike Ifelt it best to put it on one side for atime. By
chance I heard the deleted Moiseivich/ Brunswick
recording in the interim ( well worthy of reissue); Ialso
listened to Barenboim's Op. 17 Fantasie, reviewed by
D.P in July, and found that absorbing. Coming back
to Carnaval Ithink it is the studied application of
Schumann's scattered expressive markings that concerned me. It is as if Barenboim is publicly demonstrating how they might be accommodated—whereas in

OCTOBER 1919

the old Vox recording by Guiomar Novaes the pianist
communes more privately with the pieces. On the
other side of this decently but not outstandingly
engineered DG. Barenboim gives a most persuasive
account of the often seemingly intractable Carnival
Jest. A new Arrau recording comes out this month as
part of abig Philips box ( 6768 084) that also includes
the fine, long- unavailable Carnaval/Op. 17 coupling.
[A: 1]
Christopher Breunig
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 6 in b. Op. 54 CI
Symphony 9 in E Op. 70'
Leningrad SO I Temirkanov I • USSR SO ISvetlanov
HMV Melodiya' ASD3706 (£ 5.40)
The famous 1947 Koussevitzky recording of the Sixth
(deleted RCA) stands apart from Weller's or
Svetlanov's readings, where tempi are fairly closely
matched. Serge K. took the first and third movements
at steady tempi, emphasising the classical style—
recalling Prokofiev's essay. Op. 25.
Compare
Temirkanov, Previn, Bernstein and Mravinsky ( these
two deleted), in the Ninth, and you might be tempted to
make the generalisation that American/Soviet traditions in Shostakovich interpretation were sharply contrasted. Both Previn and Bernstein took the central
scherzo extremely slowly; Previn's finale, too, is more
measured than in either of the two Melodiya performances. Incidentally, to avoid any confusion between
the Leningrad Philharmonic and Symphony Orchestra.
asleeve- note on the latter would have been welcome.
It is apity that Mravinsky's live concert taping is no
longer available ( Collett's?). Temirkanov's is not in the
same class. There is not the same fantastic discipline in
the finale, and after an impassioned opening section in
(i) Temirkanov does not maintain the grip of the senior
conductor. In short, an exuberant, acceptable, but
ultimately superficial version—for all its intensity of
expression. With afinale cut on side 2, Previn's offers
the finest technical quality ( ASD3209).
The Svetlanov Ninth is a virtuoso account, taut,
thoroughly prepared, polished, and authoritative. The
sound is less relaxing than on Decca ( Weller)—less
ample in the bass, brighter in treble. ( The Suisse
Romande winds cannot match the articulation here, in
the Presto movement iii.) The Temirkanov production
is good, although the characteristic Melodiya limiting
of upper frequencies can be heard. 6th [
A/B: 1/2] /
9th [
A: 1*]
Christopher Breunig
RICHARD STRAUSS: Elektra'
Schluter I Kupper I Hammer I Markwort I Hager I
Neidlinger IHamburg Phil IJochum
Acanta DE 23.073 0 (
2records) (£ 6.50) ( Harmonia
Mundi)
When it was first performed in Dresden on the 25th
January 1909 Elektra was given a very mixed reception, and the original Klytemnestra, Ernestine
Schumann- Heink, a very great artist with an exceptional technique which enabled her to sing the coloratura of Donizetti and the declamation of Wagner
with equal facility, is reported as saying ' It was
frightful. We were aset of mad women.... We have
lived and reached the furthest boundary of dram'atic
writing for the voice with Wagner. But Richard Strauss
goes beyond him'. She vowed never to sing the work
again. Nowadays Elektra is rightly considered to be
one of Richard Strauss' greatest operatic works, especially when performed, as it is here, with due consideration for the singers. The artists were all members of
the Hamburg Company in 1944, when the recording
was made and the conductor, Eugen Jochum, gives a
superlative account of the work. The recording is quite
amazing for 1944, and the sleeve note mentions that
high- frequency magnetic tape, developed during the
war, was used and the result astounded the experts of
the BBC when they first heard it. Of course it is mono,
and of course it is not in the same class as the finest
stereo recordings of today, but Ihave heard many discs
produced within the last ten years or so which are less
acceptable than this. Obviously it must be classed as a
'historic' recording, but it is easy to listen to, and the
distinguished cast really sing the music with Erna
Schluter quite memorable in the title role. [
H: 1
John Freestone
STRAVINSKY: The Firebird
Concertgebouw IC. Davis
Philips 9500 637 (£ 5.05)
Iwill say at once that Wilma Cozart's 1960 Mercury
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OPEN YOUR EARS TO BEYER DYNAMIC
If you demand the best from your hi-fi
equipment, Beyer Dynamic have made the DI 440 headphones
just for you. This elegantly designed, open high
velocity stereophone is amarvel of superb technology and
craftsmanship.
The DT 440 brings you beautifully
tight bass response, pinpoint accuracy on the midrange frequencies and the clarity on the highs
makes them sound heaven sent.
The clean,
transparent quality of the
overall sound proves that the
01440 is capable of

faithfully relaying all the nuances of the signal transmitted.
Beyer Dynamic believe that the discerning
audiophile can only fully appreciate his music in comfort. So
we have designed th e DT 440 with just th ati
nm i
n d.
The adjustable headband is fully covered
by an extra soft padding and the foam ear cushions provide a
good sound seal without crushing your ears.
The DT 440 is just one of awide range of
headphones offered by Beyer Dynamic. Every model
gives you the ultimate in innovative
technology and provides the ideal finishing touch
to your sound system, whatever your needs.

ea)))
namic

Beyer Dynamic (GB) Ltd. 1Clair Rd., Haywards Heath. Sussex RH16 3DP. Tel: (0444) 51003
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:irebird, recorded by LSO/Dorati at Watford using just
hree omni-directional microphones, has yet to be
iurpassed in sonic impact. Please Philips. let us hear it
ust once more— Idon't mind tape hiss! But if that
tersion has gone, then the LPO/Haitink and this new
fisc, completing Davis' Amsterdam trilogy of early
itravinsky's ballet masterpieces, are the ones to have.
I personally find Davis' the more interesting
eading—Haitink's is just a shade impersonal—
ilthough the LPO playing is marginally finer, and the
:artier Philips production is technically superior. ( Its
rery extended range brings a 'glassy' quality to the tape
ransfer.) The Davis is cut at alow level, and generally
xesents the orchestra in a convincingly ' whole' am)ience, set well away from the listener. The superiority
>f the London version is apparent in The daemonic
)ells, apparition of monster- guards', where the com)lex texture 'thins' in the new recording. Davis' proiucer tends to pull the strings forward at times.
It seems there are two distinct ways of listening to
his score: purely for the sound, in which case Haitink's
s more satisfying, or for the conductor's musical
'esponses. If ' Round- dance of the Princesses' may
airly be singled out as typical of Davis' warmth and
iensitivity to the writing, then you should go for this
atest issue. ( Iam told the Robert Shaw Telarc direct.
:ut of the Firebird Suite is worth auditioning.)
:A/A*: 1/1*]
Christopher Breunig
TCHAIKOVSKY: The Nutcracker, Op. 71
Toronto Children's Chorus and SO IA. Davis
CBS 79222 (
2 records) (£ 7.99 until 31.12.79, then
£9.59)
Settle for the Nutcracker Suite and you miss some
marvellous music: nothing brings this home so sharply
as first hearing the ' Christmas Tree' scene between
Overture and March, with its wind trills straight out of
Sibelius 2! Andrew Davis conducts afairly likeable but
not wholly idiomatic reading—he rushes much of the
score, makes ' Mother Gigogne and the clowns' sound
like Kurt Weill. Hampered by sound quality more than
by his less than first-rate orchestra, he nevertheless
permits ungainly woodwind detail (
cg, swirls in ' Magic
Castle', opening side 3); indeed magic is something
that too consistently eludes hint. Briskness and crisply
articulated string playing are not enough, when
Ansermet's set has such enchantment in every note.
(Those 20- year- old Decca tapes are now a little
grubby, yet the balancing and timbres remain aconstant source of pleasure.)
This CBS is constricted and anomalous in perspectives; strings poor. Because things are 'clean', and
instruments stand well apart, it is a concern that this
kind of presentation will increasingly become accepted
as a ' hi-fi' norm. What is surprising is to see David
Mottley credited here: as former EMI producer he was
responsible for some outstanding Berglund Sibelius.
Dorati/Philips if you must have the best up-to-date
recording, otherwise Ansermet. [
C: 2/3]
Christopher Breunig
VI ERN E: Symphony 3 in f, Op. 280 Pieces en
style libre, Op. 31, Nos. 5, 14, 21 and 28
David Sanger ( org)
Meridian E77024 (£ 3.35) ( Selecta)
This is the third of six discs in which Vierne's Organ
Symphonies are presented in numerical order. No. 3is
undoubtedly the most popular, perhaps because it is
the most immediately accessible, though it is far from
easy on the performer. The intermezzo, with its demands for three and four-part pedalling, is difficult to
bring off successfully without losing either clarity or
the strongly rhythmic structure. That David Sanger's
performance gives no hint of such problems is atribute
in itself, and here he again gets to the heart of the music
with a remarkable clarity of vision as well as an
impressive technique.
The symphony is relatively short, and the four short
pieces from Op. 31 occupy most of side 2. The Walker
organ in the Italian Church of St. Peter ( Clerkenwell) is
again used and, despite small reservations about the
initial choice, Iwould agree that such aseries should
involve only one instrument, for various reasons.
The sound is of ahigh standard—it is clean throughout the range, with plenty of bass for larger systems. As
expected of acoincident ( C24) recording, the imaging
is excellent—Hafler systems work well—and the overall balance is well judged. Recommended. [
A: 1*]
Trevor Attewell

* VIVALDI: Concertos for Bassoon with
strings and continuo, in B flat ( RV 501) (' La
Notte'), in a ( RV 497), in F ( RV 488), in a ( RV
498) and in B flat ( RV 503)
Maurice Allard ( ban) IISolisti Veneti IScimone
RCA ' Erato STU 70837 (£ 5.49)
This recording could have been prescribed as an
antidote to two commonly- held misconceptions: ( 1)
that Vivaldi's concertos are 'all the same', ( 2) that the
'Bassoon is ill-suited to concertante work. The whole
issue strikes me as delightful. The Solisti Veneti are, of
course, true Vivaldi- specialists, and their particular
style of lyrical energy is strongly characteristic; even if
this may not be authentic, at least it is lively and flexible,
and Scimone teems to be able to conjure from his
players musical tempi, pointed bowings, poignant
sweetness ( in the slow movements and sections) and a
real sense of respect for this often ill-judged music.
In Maurice Allard, he has found asuperb collaborator, capable both of the refined variety of tone
traditionally associated with the French School and of
the controlled agility associated only with the
instrument's masters in any school; Allard also has the
same sense of lyrical flexibility and energy as the
Solisti, so that the marriage is ideal. The programmatic
'Night' Concerto, with its dramatic shifts of pictorial
image, sets us off to asplendid start, . and our expectations are to be fulfilled superbly with each Concerto.
The record was first produced in 1974, but has only
just arrived here by official import through RCA. The
sound is warm, but uncluttered—one of Erato's Peter
Willemoés' better efforts; the recording venue ( the
Slimes Piazzola Villa) has been sensibly chosen, and all
has gone very well indeed. A winner. [
A*: 1*]
Stephen Daw
WAGNER: ' Lohengrin'
Schech IKlose IBoehm IBbhme IVincent IWolff I
Bavarian State Opera Chorus and Orch. IKempe
Acanta HB 22-236 C) (
4 records) (£ 13-00)
(Harmonia Mundi)
This recording of Lohengrin dates from 1951, and is
sung by the ensemble of the Bavarian State Opera who
were active in the late forties and early fifties. The
exception is the singer of the title role, Georg Vincent,
brought in to replace an indisposed August Seider. All
the artists give convincing performances, with Klose
contributing a magnificent characterisation of the
malevolent Ortrud. Schech, the Elsa, contrasts well,
and sings with her usual distinction although there are
times when her voice is less than ideally steady. Georg
Vincent sang at the Stadttheater Basle and he gives a
good straightforward account of Lohengrin's music
without being in the class of aVOlker or Windgassen.
The overall performance is excellent, however, and
shows the virtue of recording ateam who have worked
together for anumber of years, and have thus achieved
an ensemble which is sometimes lacking in studio
performances where the artists are assembled merely
for the recording. This performance has a dramatic
unity largely due to the superb conducting of Rudolf
Kempe, whose handling of the Bavarian State Opera
Chorus and Orchestra is realty dynamic. The recording
must be classed as ' historic' as it dates from 1951, and
has aserious rival in the fine 1953 recording made ' live'
from Bayreuth and available on Decca with a superb
cast including Steber, Varnay and Windgassen. For its
age it is very good, with excellent clarity and good
balance between soloists, chorus and orchestra.
[H: 1/2]
John Freestone
WAGNER: '
Parsifal': Prelude to Act I; Act III
complete
Larcen IHartmann IReinmar I Weber IChorus and
Orchestra of Berlin Opera IKnappertsbusch
Acanta DE 23.036 (
2records) (£6.50) ( Harmonia
Mundi)
This recording was made in 1943, and the sleeve note
mentions that all the artists and of course the conductor
were associated with Pars*, in performances
throughout the world but particularly at Bayreuth.
This, it is claimed, is the earliest recording of acomplete
act of Parsifal to be made avaflable. and as such it is a
valuable historical document, giving us agood idea of
the style of Wagnerian singing over thirty years ago. As
in the case of the 1944 Richard Strauss Elektra (
p.161),
the quality of sound is quite remarkable, achieved by
using magnetic tape. Certainly the standard obtained
is unbelievable for its period, and the performance is
superb, with Knappertsbusch in brilliant form, and

Weber as Gurnamanz dominating the excellent cast.
The distinguished bass sings with great beauty of tone,
with complete authority, combined with a sensitivity
and asympathy which compel the listener's attention. I
have no hesitation in recommending this performance
to all opera lovers and feel that the quality of sound is
sufficiently good that Ineed make no reservations for
the date of the recording. [
H: 1*1 John Freestone
WAGNER:
Overtures
to ' Rienzi'
and
"Tannhauser' l=1 Preludes to ' Die Meistersinger
von Nurnberg' and ' Parsifal'
VP0 Bohm
DG 2531 214 (£ 5.06)
Karl Ekihm has aged so imperceptibly that, despite all
the advance publicity, it is hard to accept that he will be
85 as this review goes into print. This benign Klingsor
has the good wishes of all music- lovers for many more
years
of joyous
music- making.
The
Vienna
Philharmonic play for him here with their accustomed
warmth and delicacy—glorious violin and woodwind
phrasing in '
Tannhâtiser' at bar 19Off is one example;
and the conviction of all concerned just saves the
climax of the Rienzi Overture from the brassy banality
that used to be its common lot. The Meistersinger
Prelude has each of its elements justly characterized,
yet it is the sweep and unity of the whole that makes the
abiding impression. Only the Parsifal Prelude failed to
move me—at least in part, doubtless, owing to its
extravert bed- fellows and its own mystical otherwordliness, but also to its essential function as a
prelude rather than a 'thing in itself'. The chording here
is not quite faultless, the dynamic level rather high. The
recording is up to DG's usual standards, and there can
be no doubt that this issue is overall [
A: 1].
Peter Branscombe
WEBER: Clarinet Concerto No.1 in Fminor, Op.
73 o Bassoon Concerto in F major, Op. 75
Horn Concertino in E minor, Op. 45
Jaqies Lancelot ( clt) IPaul Hongne ( ban) IGeorges
Barbotov ( hm) IBamberg SO IGuschlbauer
RCA Erato' STU 70517 (£ 5.49)
This collection of Weber Concertos appeared in France
in 1969 and marked the premiere recording of the Horn
Concertino, Weber's only work for solo horn and
orchestra. Listening to this amiable performance from
Georges Barbotev it is difficult to see why it is so
relatively unknown. It is avirtuoso piece which, while
not in the top league—it has several rather comic
moments, notably in the lower register—makes a
pleasing addition to the recorded horn repertoire. This
more than serviceable account is therefore very
welcome.
The first Clarinet Concerto is much better known and
this performance by Jaques Lancelot comes up
against, and matches, the stiff competition from
Gervase de Peyer on HMV and Karl Leister on DG.
Lancelot possesses the right feel for this music, which
is at once both dramatic and lyrical, and he imbues it
with some tellingly beautiful phrasing. The Adagio ma
non troppo in particular is very successful, and
Guschlbauer offers excellent accompaniment; while
there is some extremely tasteful playing from the
orchestra, especially the horns. The recording and
performance of the Bassoon Concerto—a fairly insubstantial though not uninteresting piece—does not
strike me as being quite as successful as the other
pieces. Although Paul Hongne plays well enough his
performance lacks sparkle and is not helped by atouch
of stridency in the recording, not to mention the
occasional gasp for breath from Hongne. Other than
this stridency problem the recordings are well balanced, clear and open with good sound quality. Overall
this record is well worth investigating for the excellent
performance of the Clarinet Concerto, while the other
pieces in good performances are a welcome bonus.
[A: 1] Clarinet Concerto, [
8: 2] rest.
Noel Bell

MALCOLM WILLIAMSON
In our review of the Abbey recording of liturgical
settings by Malcolm Williamson last month ( p
115) both the title and the text misleadingly refer to
his ' Procession of Psalms' rather than Palms which.
of course, it should be ( Palm as a symbol of
pilgrimage). Our apologies. Records Ed.
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coLLections
Vocal
NEAPOLITAN SONGS
Items by Cannio, D'Annibale, De Curtis, Denza, Di
Capua, Gamnarotta, Pennino, Tagliaferri, Tosti
Luciano Pavarotti ( ten) I Teatro Communale di
Bologna INat Phil. IChiaramello and Guadagno
Decca SXL 6870 (£ 5.25)
Pavarotti follows in the tradition of other great balian
tenors, giving us aselection of some of the best known
Neapolitan songs, and obviously enjoying every
moment of this excursion into the realms of light
music. He sings with his usual freedom and beauty of
timbre and throws in some really exciting and ringing
top notes for good measure, but he also shows us that
he can sing softly when the *occasion requires it, and
the resulting contrast adds much to the overall enjoyment of this fine record. Iparticularly liked his treatment of Tosti's beautiful 'A vucchella' which is highly
individual and most musically done, but on the other
hand Idid not like his version of the same composer's
'Marechiare', where he suddenly changes the tempo at
the refrain, and destroys the rhythmic unity of the
whole. Certainly alittle tempo rubato would be quite
acceptable, but Ifeel that the excessive change of
speed is out of place. The classic version of this song
must still be Tito Schipa's, which has arhythmic snap
and precision which place it in a class apart. The
recording is excellent with the voice well balanced with
the orchestra, and awarm but brilliant overall acoustic.
[A: 1]
John Freestone
SERENADE
Vocal music by Brahms, Drechsler, Mozart, Schubert
and Schumann
Vienna Boys' Choir I Uwe Theimer (pno) I Hans
Gillesberger
RCA RL19034 (
14-99)
With the exception of their wonderful album of
'Christmas Songs' ( Decca SKL4891), this is the best
and most enjoyable album by the Vienna Boys Choir
that I have heard. Prof. Hans Gillesberger is the
guiding hand as he was in the Decca record issued in
1967. In listening to aboys' ensemble we should not
make comparisons with an adult ensemble. There are
bound to be slight cracks in young voices, slight
insecurities here and there. Perhaps this is apart of the
overall charm which comes from the clear fresh, sound
of the voices and their lack of self-conscious interpretation. They do what their conductor tells them. As
Schumann wrote: 'They sing their Mozart like nightingales in the open air, every sound has natural beauty,
there is nothing artificial and affected about their art,
and yet it is great art, beautiful and moving'. Schubert
himself was once amember of the choir and rightly half
this disc is devoted to his delightful part- songs, including Stândchen and Die Nachtigall. You might hear
them sung more perfectly but never with such sweet
lyricism. Mozart is represented by some of his jovial
trios with clarinet and basset horn accompaniment;
Schumann by one item in gratitude; Brahms by settings
of four of Heyse'sJungbrunnen poems. This delightful
programme rounds off with Dreschler's Bruderlein fein,
which is almost the choir's signature tune. As usual
(except with the Decca recording) they do not get the
very best of recordings, unfortunately—the piano is a
little tinny and the voices alittle lacking in naturalness,
but the recording is clear and acceptable. You cannot
judge such arecord by the standards set elsewhere. If
you enjoy the sound of young voices and hearing
Mozart and Schubert sung perhaps exactly as they
would have heard them in their day, don't miss this
• record. [
B: 1]
Peter Gammond
'ZARZUELA'
Arias by Chapi, Guerrero, Guridi. Luna,
Torroba, Serrano, Soutullo-Vert and Vives
José Carreras ( ten) IECO IRos-Marba
Philips 9500 649 (£ 5.05)

Moreno-

The sleeve note mentions that the Spanish Zarzuela
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

cannot simply be equated with comic opera, as there is
an air of informality about the usual performance which
allows considerable freedom to the performers, who
are permitted to ' up- date' the libretto and add and
improvise encores to some of the popular songs. They
are immensely popular in Spain, and it needs aperson
of Spanish blood to make them live. José Carreras
brings his tremendous gifts of voice, personality and
humour to his interpretation of these songs, and -also
shows that he can sing with restraint when the
occasion demands. My own particular favourite is the
'Romanza' from El Caserio by Guridi, where there is an
undercurrent of melancholy which gives an added
charm to the lovely melody. Some of the pieces chosen
mean little to me musically, and this is not music that I
would often want to play, but Iam sure it will appeal
greatly to many music lovers, and the performance by
Carreras and the ECO conducted by Antoni Ros-Marbà
could hardly be bettered. The recording is also of the
high quality which one expects of Philips, with excellent definition, good balance between voice and orchestra, and silent surfaces. If you like this music, this
will certainly be a winner! [
A: 1]
John Freestone

Not Vocal
FANTASIA
J. S. BACH: Chromatic Fantasia & Fugue in d,
BWV903 E Fantasia & Fugue in D, BWV912 E
Fantasia & Fugue in c, BWV911 IC. P. E. BACH:
Fantasia in (:.* / BEETHOVEN: Sonata quasi una
Fantasia in E Op. 27: 1 n Sonata quasi una
Fantasia in c*:., Op. 27: 2 E Fantasia in g, op. 77
HAYDN: Fantasia in C ' Capriccio' / MOZART:
Fantasia in c, 1(475 E Fantasia in c, K396
Fantasia & Fugue in C, 1(394 E Fantasia in C
'Capriccio', 1(395 E Fantasia in d, 1(397
Jorg Demus (pno)
Harmonia Mundi HM483/5 (
3 records) (£ 11.40)
(Rediffusion)
This collection entitled ' Fantasia' has nothing to do
with a film. It has the serious intent of tracing the
course and development of the piano fantasia from
Bach to Beethoven, which it does very well. Although
the collection does not add much that is new to the
catalogue, it sits together well and makes for pointful
and interesting listening. In broad terms, afantasia is a
composition which goes as the fancy takes it and the
composer, rather than sticking to any conventions of
form and style; awritten improvisation. This is how it is
seen here, and veering toward the romantic, character
piece of a later era. The Bach Chromatic Fantasia is
generally quoted as one of the pioneers of the art of
fantasising; the Mozart D minor is one of the peaks of
the form; C. P. E. Bach added his contribution; and it all
led to the Beethoven Op. 77 which stood on the brink
of the romatic conception of the genre. There are few
pianists who could do this sort of thing better than
Demus. Because the recital is played on a modern
piano, the Bach does actually sound alittle modern, but
it at least disposes of the notion that Bach should
always be played like an automaton. He was human as
well. Following on from this Demus has seized the
opportunity to make the term ' fantasia' meaningful.
The Mozart pieces are given amuch looser shape than
we generally get; are certainly moved astep nearer the
romantic era. The fantasia was, surely, a constant
move toward romanticism, a moving away from formality. We end up this recital feeling that Beethoven is
much closer to Bach; rather than the poles apart that
history and criticism tend to make them. It is useful to
remember that Bach died in 1750 and Beethoven was
born in 1770. On the other hand, you could criticise
this recital for not making the differences more pointful
and clear. It depends on your viewpoint. Because I
found the performances always interesting and searching, Ichoose to allow Demus his approach. The piano
tone is a little more plummy than it need be but is
otherwise clear. [
B: 1]
Peter Gammond
MUSIC
ORGAN

FOR

TRANSVERSE

FLUTE

AND

BLAVET: Sonata in g ( Op. 3 No, 2) E B.
MARC ELLO: Sonata in G E J. L. KREBS:
Fantaisie -PUGNANI: Sonata 3in FEJ. ALAIN:
Trois Mouvements n MARTIN: Sonata da
Chiesa

OCTOBER 1979

Jean-Pierre Rampal ( fit) IMarie-Claire Alain ( org)
RCA ' Erato' STU 70649 (£ 5.49)
Although Ican find no production date on the disc or
sleeve, this recording must have been planned before
the death of Frank Martin in 1974, as he is described in
the present tense and only his birthdate is given. As it
happens, his work is both the most extended and the
most substantial in the recital, although the whole
programme is interesting and attractively presented. I
found Marie-Claire Alain slightly too detached in the
Martin, but excellent in the Alain ( awork designed, I
think, for flute and harpsichord rather than flute and
organ). The piece of Ludwig Krebs, an important Bach
pupil whose bicentenary occurs next year, is a fine
work of originality and charm; Krebs is closest to
Friedemann Bach, rather than Emanuel or Christian,
and the style and grace are very neatly projected, with
the t?1,ici performers playing in precise sympathy. The
remaining three works were originally continuo sonatas, and if Ifind the organ here a rather heavyhanded partner, Imust add that otherwise, all goes very
well. Rampal's tone, and his use of it, is so sweet, and
so musically used, that one can all too easily forget
quibbles in marvelling at the beauty of the music itself.
The recording strikes me as slightly opaque and shallow: the flute sounds as though it is almost inside the
front of the organ- case, and there is little sense of space
or contrast of direction, therefore. However, the tone
of either soloist has been well captured, and everything
is clear. [ B: 1* ( Alain, Krebs)/1 ( rest))
Stephen Daw
MUSIC FOR ORGAN
J. S. BACH: Organ Sonatas 1 4 ( BWV 525 528)
Marie-Claire Alain ( org)
RCA ' Erato' STU 70030 (£ 5.49)
MARCHAND: Pieces pour Orgue
Marie-Claire Alain ( org)
RCA'Erato' STU 70949 ( 15 49)
LE BEGUE: Pieces pour Orgue
Marie-Claire Alain ( org)
RCA ' Erato' STU 70950 (£ 5.49)
DAQUIN: Noels pour Orgue
Mane- Claire Alain ( org)
RCA ' Erato' STU 71118 (£ 5.49)
Lovers of organ music will remember the Erato label on
which much important material appeared, though
imports were unfortunately erratic. RCA are now
building up substantial stocks in Britain, including
these four examples, which have appeared fleetingly in
various guises in the past ( the Bach was issued as
ST1014 by World Record Club, for example), but
which will be new to many collectors.
The organs are by Marcussen at Varde ( STU 70030),
Lefebvre/ Haerpfer-Erman
at
Caudebec - en - Caux
(STU 70949/50) and Daublaine-Callinet/Kern at Uzès
(STU 71118). Marie-Claire Alain is consistently excellent, and her superb technique is both enhanced and
concealed by the delightful sense of assured relaxation
that has long been anotable feature of her playing. Nor
can anyone doubt her authority in the performance of
the French school, in particular.
The technical quality is very good in almost all
respects, but is unfortunately degraded somewhat by
noticeable hum ( and its harmonics) which obtrudes in
soft passages. The general range and balance are fine,
with good bass extension. A definite ' plus' is the
adequate sleeve information, including specification
and registration, ' and unusually detailed information
about the Noels, frequently ignored by sleeve- writers.
[A/B: 1*/1 ]
Trevor Attewell
THE ORGAN AT YORK MINSTER
Music by Alain, Boellman, Franck, Vierne, Widor
Francis Jackson ( org)
Aurora AUR 5054 (
13-72) ( Rediffusion)
A popular, all- French collection, not forgetting every
company's number one money-spinner—Widor's toccata. Dr Jackson gives his usual assured and wellrounded performance, though his rhythmic control and
precision of articulation are not always quite up to his
accustomed standard. Nor is he particularly well
served by the recording, which seems a little too
distant, muddying loud, fast passages—the notorious
Widor being little more than awodge of sound in the
double- pedalled part ( not uncommonly, of course).
The need for occasional level changes ( presumably in
cutting) brings up aslight hiss in soft passages, and it
seemed to me that the sound was more natural with a
touch of bass and treble cut. Certainly there is avery
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dassical.
adequate bass extension, and the general effect is often
impressive. [B/C: 2]
Trevor Attewell
MUSIKVEREIN QUARTET
WOLF: Italian Serenade / KODALY: String
Quartet No. 2, Op. 10 / SU K: String Quartet No.
1 in 13 ,,Op. 11
Musikverein Quartet
Decca SOD 543 (£ 3•99)
The Musikverein Quartet, formerly the Küchl Quartet,
have recorded some Mozart quartets under their old
name and a Brahms and Schumann under their new
one. I recall their Mozart as respectable but not
particularly remarkable. This recital, however, suggests that they may be more at home in their repertoire,
and have also possibly matured. It is a well chosen
mixture of the familiar, the less familiar and, in the case
of the Suk quartet, the virtually unknown. Wolf's
delightful movement receives a considered performance which brings out its sunny qualities while recognising the deeper undercurrents which flow through it.
Kodaly's quartet, one of his finest pieces of chamber
music and amodel of compression and intensity, with
plenty of opportunity for players with acommand of
rich and lyrical tone, receives a performance in which
its qualities are recognised and fully explored. But it is
Suk's long and enchanting early work which gives the
players the scope to display their gifts. The four
movements are well contrasted, the first being a
genuflexion towards Dvorak. Suk's father-in-law to be.
The third movement, an Adagio of great warmth and
richness of texture, is perhaps the finest but the
delightful finale runs it avery close second. This seems
to be the only recording of it, and very welcome it is.
The recorded sound is extremely good, slightly resonant, but nicely proportioned and clean. Thoroughly
recommendable. [
A: 1 /1*]
Kenneth Dommett
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
LISZT: Piano Concerto no. 1 in E.,: / SOUSA:
Stars and Stripes Forever / WU TSU-CHIANG:
Little Sisters of the Grassland ( Concerto for
Pipa and Orchestra)"

"Liu Shih-Kun (pno) I " Liu Ten- Hai ( pipa) IBoston
SO IOzawa
Philips 9500 692 (£ 5.05)
The last recorded attempt Iremember at afusion of East
and West was Hsien Hsing- Hai's Yellow River
Concerto, and Ihonestly wish Icould say that Ifound
Wu's decorative but synthetic piece asignificant step
forward—after all, the idea of a cordial meeting of
distant cultures is one to be treasured amid so much
adjacent chaos. Even so, the truth is that in its attempt
to fuse two such distinct styles, the Concerto ends up
sounding like aforgery of both. The sound of the pipa.
best described as a cross between a sitar and a
balalaika, is a lute- like instrument of Chinese operatic
origins, and its elegant, fragile voice sits uneasily
beside the well- upholstered sound of a symphony
orchestra, especially one as resplendent sounding as
the Boston Symphony. As Western music the piece is
pretty feeble stuff; all bustling, wasted energy
(Furiously Struggling in the Blizzard) built around soft,
sentimental. string writing (
Remembering the parties
concerned). Through it the oriental element seems to
be little more than aHollywood producer's idea of the
real thing, watered down for comfortable listening by
Western ears. Little seems to be done for, or added to,
either culture.
Liu Shih-Kun's Liszt is a strong, assertive piece of
work, with appropriately crisp, light playing in the
Allegretto Vivace. It is a performance of extremes—
some phrases take avery long time indeed to reach their
destination, while the atempo at letter B ( for instance)
sets off at a tremendous rate. The recording of both
sides is beautifully judged and frequently of star
quality; it opens out splendidly in tutti. Stereo placing
is firm and consistent, with the cellos directly ahead,
just behind the piano, which possesses exactly the
right amount of ' clatter' in its upper reaches. Itrust that
my uncharacteristically noisy ( Dutch) pressing was
just an unhappy chance. If you like the Yellow River no
doubt you'll like Wu's Concerto also. Speaking personally, though, an overall [
A/A*: 3].
Andrew Keener

oé(ià va

PIANO DUETS
FIELD: The Piano Duets / SPOHR: Waltz,
'Memories of Marienbad' / HUMMEL: Sonata
in E flat major Op. 51
David Branson and Andrew Davies ( pno duo)
RCA GL 25227 (£ 3.25)
David Branson is an authority on John Field, having
edited his works and written abook on his style and his
influence upon Chopin. He is also an extremely fine
pianist, who is well partnered here by Andrew Davies.
Together they produce astylish, lively account of the
programme, both exhibiting afine clarity of texture and
well- practised ensemble. The music is attractive without being emotionally strenuous; and as none of it is
heard all that often, - it is useful for enlarging one's
knowledge of the period. Spohr's piece was written by
request during avisit to Marienbad, and is of no great
significance ( it exists in orchestral form, and as awork
for solo piano); while the Hummel is the most formally.
worked. All the pieces have charm.
The sound at first strikes one as different: the treble is
extremely beautiful, but the middle and lower registers
are very reticent and lacking in richness. The explanation, Itake it, lies not in any deficiency in engineering, but in anote, in tiny print right at the bottom of the
sleeve— Piano, BOsendorfer.
lgnaz BOsendorfer
(1796-1859) began the production of pianos in
Vienna in 1828. He was succeeded by his son.
Ludwig, who died in 1919. The ' Imperial' range of
pianos produced by the Bdsendorfers had a range of
eight octaves. We are not told the date of the instruments used for this recording, but it is safe to assume
that they date from aperiod which makes them of the
type familiar to the composers, and that therefore we
are hearing them in much the same way as they did.
While Ido not hold that music should always be played
upon contemporary instruments, it is certainly of great
interest when it is; and in this case the sound is
enchanting. This record therefore enlarges one's experience in asecond way, while being very much more
than a period- piece. Ifound it thoroughly enjoyable.
Peter Turner
[A: 1 ]

begin to show their age, for example in
the somewhat congested effect of
bunched strings (
eg, side two of No. 3).
Nevertheless this becomes a quibble
beside the still very fine warmth and
detail of sound and the relentless
energy and sheer life of the performA reissue roundup by John Atkinson, Christopher Breunig, ances. [A/B: 1/1*] and recommended.
The challenging Beethoven piano
Peter Gammond, Ivor Humphreys, Geoff Jeanes, David Pickett
concerto cycle by the young Daniel
Barenboim, recorded with NPO/
Klemperer, is reissued as 4- record set
and for Organ, with the Jean-François
Orchestra/Concertos
(SLS5180, £15.95) with side layouts as
Paillard Orchestra ( GL25238, £3.25).
in the 1968 Angel issue commendably
Maurice André is the trumpet soloist,
THE RCA '
Gold Seal' label has
retained. Recutting has improved some
Marie-Claire Alain the organist. This Is
several reissues in the baroque-tosides—the Choral Fantasy is superb—
a record that most will enjoy, with fine,
classical period this month, giving
and the openness of the stereo image
sensitive and spirited performances
collectors agood chance to fill in afew
will surprise many newcomers
ie,
and the recording is surprisingly good
gaps in their collections. A disc by the
compared with many more recent EMI
for its 1963 vintage, especially the
Orchestre de Chambre Jean-François
concerto productions. We cannot say
organ concerto. [
A: 11
Paillard dating back to 1962 ( RCA
this is ' the' basic choice: the first work
Three of J. C. Bach's '
London'
'Gold Seal' GL25239, £3.25) contains
the Albinoni Adagio, a Bonporti
symphonies, Op. 18 Nos. 4 & 6 in D tackled. the Emperor, gets rather dead:
but at least the use of long takes
Recitativo and three Vivaldi Concertos
and Op. 6 No. 6 in g, appear on Harpreserved an atmosphere of live
monia Mundi 065-99 759 (£4.99, Rediffor
various
instruments—one
for
music- making:
[A/A*: 1/2].
Some
fusion). Recorded in 1970, they feature
strings, one for oboe, one for bassoon.
striking contrasts should be offered by
the Collegium Aureum on ' original
Lively
performances and a lively
the
projected
Barenboim/Bernstein
Instruments'
and
represent
a
good
recording that is bright but a little
cycle
introduction to the second most
unnaturally boosted and resonant:
Isaac Stern plays the Bruch Violin
famous ' Saxon' ( after Handel) In
iC:11. An enticing selection by the
Concerto and the Lalo Symphonie
Orchestre Chambre ' Pro Arte' de
London. The sound is very lush and
Espagnole with Philadelphia/Ormandy
resonant and the bowing of the strings
Munich under Redel ( GL25240, £3.25)
on a 1967 CBS disc ( 61933, £3.39).
has music be Michael Haydn, Mozart
sounds quite modern, almost swampSatisfactory performances with soloist
(Flute rondo), Gluck,
Pachelbel,
ing the continuo harpsichord at times,
and orchestra showing great rapport,
with only the breathy flutes and more
Telemann, Vivaldi and Isaac. This
and a nicely romantic reading results;
would make a nice gift for afriend who
rustic oboes and natural horns giving
Stern playing with fine commitment.
enjoys this fruitful period of musican ' authentic'
flavour.
Enjoyable,
The recording balance is good but
making. The performances are crisp
though. lA:11
there is an overall resonance, possibly
On
DG's
new
'
Accolade'
label
and tasteful and the recording good:
resulting from the recording venue,
(£3.50 each)
reappear the 1961/2
[B:1]. A suite from the Handel Water
that makes one strain for more detail.
BPO/Karajan Beethoven symphonies,
Music and Suites in D & G make up
still for performance our preferred
(B/C: 1)
another LP by the Jean-François
The Chopin Piano Concerto No. 1
Karajan cycle overall. First to arrive are
Paillard Orchestra ( GL25241, £3.25),
dating from 1960. Stylish playing but a Nos. 1 & 2 ( 2542 102), 3 ( 2542 103), 4 in e' is played by Emil Gilels and
Philadelphia/Ormandy on a 1965 CBS
(2542 104), 6 (2542 106) and 7 ( 2542 107),
somewhat
bass- heavy
recording:
record ( 61931, £3.39). A fine, poised,
all 1962. Despite fine balances and an
IB/C: 1). Haydn is represented by his
sensitive
performance that manages
excellent
overall
texture,
the
recordings
Concertos for Trumpet, for Two Horns
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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to be wholly romantic without ever
becoming
over- dramatic
or
overplayed. The recording favours the
soloist and perhaps makes the orchestra appear more of an accompaniment
than it is; for the Philadelphia under
Ormandy also play with great sensitivity. The recording Is of a good
balanced quality that gives the impression of being played in a very
large, echoing hall, a not unpleasant
effect with such music. 1B: 1*/1)
On a Rediffusion Legend ' Super Set'
LGDD 104 ( 4 recs, £7.49) appears a
good collection of Classical Ballet
Music:
highlights of Tchaikovsky
Nutcracker/Sleeping Beauty, Prokofiev
Romeo & Juliet, Borodin Polovtsian
Dances, Delibes Coppelia, Khachaturian GayanehlMasquerade. Variously
performed by Czech PO, Prague SO
and Brno State Phil/Ancerl, Rohan,
Savini and Belohlavek, dates are 1961,
72, 73 and 74. Sound is generally
consistent, from good to very good:
power, weight and clarity in aspacious
and warm surrounding. Rather blaring
East European trumpets and brilliant
string sound add excitement to these
sometimes heavy-handed but generally
very impressive readings, and at this
bargain price we confidently recommend it. Overall [
A/B: 1/21.
1969 Philips Concertgebouw recordings of La Mer and Trois Nocturnes
reappear on the Festivo label (6570 089,
£2.99). Adequate playing but little
inspiration under Inbal—no doubt an
effect of his consistently athletic
pacing which skims over too much
Debussyan
detail. The Women's
Chorus of the Netherlands Radio copes
well enough in ' Sirénes', but lacks
direction or purpose, and it's not a
memorable La Mer either. The recording lets it down further—a recessed
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It'r agood job they didht dericin
jumbor the way they dericin
mort moving coil cartridger!
The average moving coil
cartridge is incapable of
generating auseable signal
without the addition of a
head amplifier or
transformer.
Like the ' Jumbo' in our
picture it can't produce
enough power to do the job
for which it is intended. By
including ahead amplifier or
transformer several possible
new sources of signal loss,
hum pick-up or distortion are
introduced, extra cost is
added and in some instances
the placement of the
required gadget can also
cause problems.
It thus seemed obvious to

us to design amoving coil
cartridge with sufficient
output to avoid the use of
extras, and whilst one or two
moving coil cartridges are
available with higher outputs,
these are still barely
sufficient to load any but the
most sensitive amplifiers.
The output of the
WESTRAK 501 series is
3.5mV ( at 1KHz 5cm/sec)
which is high enough to
apply directly to the average
amplifier's phono input. Thus
the user can gain the
advantage of Moving Coil
Sound without the attendant
disadvantages most have
come to expect.

To 1-lowland- Wet Lta 3-5 Eden Grove London N7 8E0
Name

Please send full details on WESTRAK
Address

WES RAH

Moving coil and moving magnet cartridges
Export enquiries to Dept ois

cLassicaL
;ound cut at a low level with corniressed dynamic range and a thin
itring sound— somewhat bland. [
C: 2)
Karajan's 1965 Debussy La Mer (
with
965 Prelude à l'apres-midi and 1966
qavel Bolero)
reappears on
DG
Accolade' 2542 116 in a rather low-cut
.
ecording of openness and detail.
aMer somewhat marred by the snaps
and bangs of a depressingly English
aressing, but an excellent buy if your
:opy is good. ( We hope ours isn't
ypical). Hafler opens and spreads the
àound most encouragingly and, at high
>eplay level, it all comes refreshingly
alive in detail and spread. Definitely,
res. [A:1]
Nicely extended bass ( and sparkly
riangle transients in Anitra's Dance),
apacious and convincing ambience,
)lus natural balance for excellent
aoprano Adele Stolte, suggest [A'/B:
I] for ' Festivo' transfer of 1968 Leipzig/
Veumann Grieg's music for Peer Gynt
[B] grading for
6570 017, £2.99).
.
ape- hiss levels, some confusion at
ugh dynamic levels
and ' difficult'
muted violins in Death of Aase.
Veumann takes this music seriously,
and the results are refreshing.
From among the many available sets
of the Mendelssohn A Midsummer
Vight's Dream music the 1969 Issue
Nith NPO/Frühbeck de Burgos with
Hanneke van Bork, Alfreda Hodgson
and the Ambrosian Singers has
always been highly rated. It now
-eappears ( Decca ' Jubilee'
JB72,
E3.50), and offers a complete version
performed with fresh lyricism and a
poetic vision
of the whole. The
recording is not quite as clear as
Decca's best; just slightly cloudy, but
of a listenable quality. [
B: 1]
Buoyant account of Symphony 1
makes beautifully presented Philips
2- record box with Mendelssohn's
Symphony 2, NPO & Chorus/Sawallisch
6768 030, £6.40), a strong competitor
to the recent Decca VPO Lobgesang.
The 1967 recording is balanced in a
similar way; choral detail is slightly
more open, and the Philips soloists—
Donath, Hansmann, Kmentt—are preferred.
Dutch pressings submitted
were not very flat, but surfaces were
quieter than the finished Decca copies
sampled. Transfer here indistinguishable from the original cut. [
A: 1]
Decca Mozart/Haydn concert ' Eine
Kleine Nachtmusik' ( SPA550, £2.65)
has 1958 Israel PO/Solti K525, backing
long- admired LSO/Maag items—also
on '
Eclipse'— Serenata Notturna, with
Maguire / Marriner
Streatfield /
Knussen, and W.A.'s little quadraphonic number, the Notturno in D.
Decca's engineers exploited left- right
foreground- background to separate the
four ' orchestras' in Mozart's amusing
score, with its diminishing echoes.
1960 original has come up well; a lively
performance that makes up for intonation faults in K239. Sir Georg's ultrastreamlined Serenade provides amusement
of another kind— his finale
is positively ' gay'. Two acid-toned
Münchinger fillers are of negligible
value. [BIC: 14]
Barry Tuckwell's earlier recording of
the Mozart Horn Concertos, etc with
Peter Maag conducting the LSO
(Decca ' Jubilee' JB70, £3.50) was first
Issued in 1964 and has since been on
the ' Ace of Diamonds' label. It returns,
as commendable as ever, with clean,
lively, elegant accompaniments from
Maag, a truly excellent Mozartian, and
Tuckwell exhibiting his craftsmanship
throughout. An excellent recording,
clear and detailed, makes this a good
set to have. (
A: 1]
Now outclassed
by
Ozawa ( or
Karajan) on DG, Istvan Kertesz's
Respig hi coupling of Pines/Fountains
—but with The Birds flying across the
sides— is worth hearing, as are most
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

LSO
recordings of the MonteuxKertesz period. On Decca JB59 (£3.50)
transfer level for the chamber- scored
Birds is
inconsistently high, and
surfaces of the review copy were
endlessly noisy. [
B/C: 11
From the EMI box of Saint-Saëns
Symphonies comes Martinon's performance of no. 3 with the ORTF
Orchestra ( HMV ASD 3674 £5.40)—a
sturdy. well- shaped piece of work with
especially beautiful phrasing in the
slow movement, surely one of the
finest in ail French Romantic music.
Competition is pretty hot, though, so
we can afford to be choosy. The rich,
atmospheric recording coarsens now
and again, and woodwind intonation
isn't always what it might be. A nice
one but there are better. [A:1/2]
1971 Philadelphia/Ormandy Scriabin
coupling, Poem of Ecstasy/Poem of Fire
(RCA GL42870, £3-25), crudely produced in multi- mono, lacks plausible
definition
of
orchestral
scale
or
ambience, sounds like doctored 78s.
Complacent readings; texture dominated by nasty trumpet balances. [
D: 3]
One would expect idiomatic Sibelius .
from Hannikainen, but his Symphony 2
with the London Sinfonia ( CFP40315,
£1-85; from WRC original) is somewhat
strange; recorded in an unhelpful dry
acoustic it sounds oddly contrived—a
bar by bar dissection. Although well
rehearsed, the players lapse into crude
playing
here
and
there.
Muffled
quality and damaging pre-echoes. An
eccentric choice, when the fascinating
Philharmonia/Karajan ( 1961) recording
remains out of the catalogue. [
C: 2/4)
Last available in the ' Master Collection' Grieg/Sibelius box, we welcome
again Karajan's spacious 1965 Sibelius
5th on DG ' Accolade' 2542 109 (£3.50),
coupled with splendid Finlandia/Valse
Triste. all BPO. Cut fairly low and with
a most Hafler-worthy atmospheric
openness, these weighty and precise
performances are not given quite the
impressive natural detail and impact of
Berglund's or Davis' but present afine
bargain alternative: [ A/B: 1] overall.
Oct'77 QM raved over NPO Sibelius
concert in ' Phase Four', Kord's debut.
That
has
been
replaced ( Decca
SPA549, £2.65) with the same programme in a different order— Finlandia,
Karelia Suite, Swan of Tuonela & Valse
Triste— supplemented by 1964 OSR/
Ansermet Tap/ola. That was one of
several unexpected works recorded by
the
Swiss
musician- mathematician
towards the end of his life: the dry
'factual' presentation, the tendency to
push forwards, make an intriguing
reading— recorded with great clarity
and inner detail. Its inclusion has cost
the ending of the Kord Finlandia a
proportion of its former sonic impact; it
also sets a performance of real motivation in a context of modern ordinariness. [
A: 1 (
Ansermet 1*)]
The endless permutations of reissues are confusing for the would-be
purchaser and the Strauss family
collector will have to look carefully at
'Strauss Gala' (Decca D145D 4, 4
records, £9.95). It is mainly a slight
expansion of the ' Invitation to aStrauss
Festival' set ( SXL6242-4) issued some
time ago. Sides 3to 8in the new set are
the same as the three records issued
then, with the addition of a fourth side
which includes some of his bestknown pieces like the Die Fledermaus
and
Der
Zigeunerbaron
overtures.
Needless to say, with Willi Boskovsky
in charge of the Vienna Philharmonic,
this is Strauss played to perfection
with all the benefits of Decca's excellent Viennese sound. [
A : 1*/11
The LSO/Previn recording of the
suite from R. Strauss' Der Rosenkavalier, and Don Juan (
RCA GL 42871,
£3.25), was well regarded upon its
release in 1970, but now, perhaps, tastes
OCTOBER 1979

tend to be more subtle as the performance sounds somewhat overblown. Even the marvellous bittersweet waltz in Rosenkavalier sounds a
little overstated. Recommended if you
like everything cooked with butter, as
the sound is generally sumptuous,
apart from some congestion at climaxes. However, we prefer Dresden
Staatskapelle/Kempe on EMI. ( now
only available boxed, in SLS880). IA : 1]
The sleeve says t.7) 1979, the record
label says 1973 but sometimes excessive tape hiss, flat stereo image with
severe spotlighting and a bandwidth
somewhat restricted at extremes, all
give rise to some doubts on the vintage
of Philadelphia/Ormandy recording of
an extended Suite from Tchaikovsky
Nutcracker ballet music ( RCA GL42869,
£3.25). Presumably issued to tie in with
Ormandy's 80th birthday next month, it
features, as well as the ' pops' heard in
the normal suite, the Winter Scene,
Waltz of the Snowflakes, Spanish Dance,
Pas de deux, and the final Waltz and
Coda. The Philadelphians don't really
have the ensemble that one would
expect and, all things considered, this
record cannot be recommended. (
D:2/3)
Sandwiching
the
Prelude
to
Wagner's Tristan between the Meistersinger and Lohengrin (
Act 1) reminds us
of the original Amples ad. ( No, not the
tape people!) Dresden State/Varviso
recordings move from ' Universo' to
'Festivo'
6570 030 (£2.99).
Some
invisible blemishes noted on side 2:
Dutchman and Tannhauser overtures.
Former [ A: 1] downgraded to [A/B:
1/2], as the quality lacks depth and is
slightly dim; excellent playing, but only
the Tristan and Tannhäuser readings
make you sit up. ( Really electrifying
Wagner conducting comes on WF70042 (m—superb Japanese EMI import
of prewar Furtwengler Berlin transfers.
coupled with
gripping 1949 VP0
'Rhine Journey'.)

Solo/Instrumental
ECORDED in 1969, Gustav Leon' hardt's harpsichord recording of
J. S. Bach's Art of Fugue becomes our
recommended version, on Harmonia
Mundi 165-99 793/94 (£7.24, 2 recs).
Both in the accompanying booklet and
in his playing, Leonhardt makes an
extremely strong case for the harpsichord being the work's intended
instrument and
also
gives
good
reasons for playing the fugues in a
slightly different order ( rather annoyingly) to that in the printed edition. He
does not think it ' unfinished' and
regards it as a possible coincidence
that the ' main theme' fits in with the
three other themes in the incomplete
Fugue 19. Consequently this recording
finishes with Fugue 18 ( in which—and
also in 12— Leonhardt is joined by Bob
van Asperen). He plays a full-bodied
copy of a1745 Belgian instrument which
benefits from aclean recording. Action
noise is occasionally bothersome,
though, and in common with other
EMI-Electrola Leonhard( recordings, the
acoustic vanishes rather too suddenly
at the end of the pieces. [
A: 1*1
Tape- hiss mars otherwise good
Erato/Hispavox recording of 12 Spanish
Dances, Op. 37, by Granados— available here 1972 ( RCA GL25242, £3.25).
Delightful performances by Alicia de
Larrocha. Warmly recommended, especially to those normally indifferent to
the genre. Distasteful and unsuitable
cover. [
B/C:
lbert, Paul Arma and Jean-Michel
Damase concertos for flute in recordings dating variously from 1964/69 & 77
reappear on RCA Erato STU 71022
(£5-49). Rampal with either the Lamoureux/Froment or ORTF/Girard provides
recordings of great verve and lightness.
Recordings are poor, particularly the

lbert ( the 64 recording, perhaps—
neither the sleeve or label owns up to
it), with a close, shrieking string tone,
over-close miking and a recessed
orchestral sound in the Damase.
Overall somewhat reminiscent of the
60s Supraphon type of sound. One
should expect much more at this price.
[13: 1/2]
Mozart's Divertimento in D, K334 in a
marvellous, glowing performance from
Boskovsky and the Vienna Mozart
Ensemble, recorded in the Vienna
Sofiensaal in 1973/4, is available again
from Decca ( Jubilee JB 64, £3.50).
Excellent
recording,
detailed
and
relaxed with a generous acoustic and
sharp imagery. Strongly recommended.
1A:1]
'The Art of the Lute' (
RCA RL42864
£11.97) combines three earlier Julian
Bream recordings in one box: ' The
Golden Age of English Lute Music'
(1962) [
13:1]; '
The Woods so Wild'
(1972) [
B:1]; and ' Lute Music of John
Dowland' ( 1976) [
A: 11. Bream, probably more than any one artist, put
English lute music on the map, and
despite his use of an aggressive
'guitarish' lute, sounding very different
from the sensitive instrument used by
more 'authentic' lutenists, he plays
with mastery and real musicality (and
also double- tracked, with himself, in
some of the Dowland). So much so, in
fact, that you forget the tape hiss, fret
squeaks, heavy breathing and other
extraneous noises included and are
allowed free access to the music. The
recordings vary according to their age
but are always clean with a natural
perspective. An excellent set!
'Lute Music of the Renaissance'
(Harmonia Mundi 149-99 605/07, £ 10.86,
3 recs) features Walter Gerwig, previously only represented on Peerless/
Oryx releases, playing a selection of
works from Germany, Italy, France and
England covering a period of around
250 years up to the end of the 17th
century. The recording dates from the
early ' 60s and is very forward, the
rather ' middy' lute having an overwide
image. Tape hiss and pre- echo are
also apparent. The playing is workmanlike rather than virtuosic and this set,
while musically varied and enjoyable,
would have been better value as three
volumes in HM's ' Musique d'Abord'
series. IC: 21.

Vocal/Operatic etc.

sampler of items from the
AHANDY
splendid Colin Davis Berlioz cycle

(Philips 6833 249, £2.49) comprises
excerpts from the Te Deum, Fantastic
Symphony, Childhood of Christ, Faust,
Cellini, R&J and Harold, plus two
orchestral songs. A broad Berlioz
spectrum likely to trigger purchase of a
complete work or two, although we
would have preferred something from
The Trojans or Requiem in place of
Te Deum Laudamus. But otherwise
[A/A": 1/11.
A heavy tape- hiss runs through Louis
Frémaux's original ( Erato) Fauré coupling of Requiem and Cantique de Jean
Racine, with Monte Carlo Opera Orch.
etc ( RCA GL25243, £3.25). But in
sorbe ways this recording is more
atmospheric than the HMV remake.
There the CBSO playing is more
refined, but we like Kruysen, and in the
Pie Jesu the boy soprano Denis Thilliez.
The most interesting of this month's
'Gold Label' reissues. [
C:1]
Fauré La Bonne Chanson, Ravel
Chansons Madécasses and Poulenc
La Bal Masqúe from Dietrich FischerDieskau, Berlin Phil soloists/Sawallisch in a 1976 recording reappear on
Acanta EA 22765 (£4.99, Rediffusion).
F- D sings with his customary flair,
eloquence of phrasing and diction.
Poulenc's nifty, clowning parody is
beautifully executed with light, bouncy
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Wilmex ._td., Compton House, New Malden,
Surrey KT3 40E. Tel. 01-949 2545

classical.
h
ca turing
mpressive one, with Callas
p
i
well
all the extremes of mood demanded ranging from icy coldness to
human
warmth, and tackling the
difficult singing part with conviction ,
It is not an easy opera to record, like
Puccini's earlier works. Callas is well
su
orted by Schwarzkopf as Liu, but

in the main role admirably partnered
ih d
laying and excellent ensemble. The
by Jussi Bjhrling and a distingu s e
cast who are ably if not inspirationally
acording is rather routine and at its
est in the Ravel, but even there it
accompanied by the conductor. The
recording has a rich quality but is too
svours the voice and the piano to the
xclusion of the flute/pic and cello. A
resonant to allow the words to be heard
ather swimmy acoustic generally.
clearly. ( B: 11
With the advent of electrical recordC/D:1]
ing and more portable equipment
e
Everything that is tedious and
Fernandi is not the best Calaf on though they are paying
possibility of ' live' recording became a
outish about Carl Orff's Carmina
record; not up to Bidding standards. phone, whereas the voices are, at least,
reality.
One
of
the
first
'
live'
recordings
eurana surfaces in 1973 Munich BroadThe HMV or RCA recordings with reasonable. Hardly recommendable at
of opera was made at the New York
:asting Orchestra/Eichhorn ( Ariola)
Nilsson are top recommendations ,but all, unless the 3-record sets are totally
Metropolitan by Mapleson, but that
.ecording. Deployment of nine solo
the Callas collector will not be dis- out of one's financial reach, and then,
great pioneer recordist Fred Gaisberg
singers ( including Popp. Prey, Van
appointed with this reissue. (
13: 11
not really. (
13: 2]
was soon in action in Britain and was
Kesteren), erratic perspectives, sugNicely selected Richard Strauss
At a time when many record corn responsible, with Collingwood and
gest sound-track from that disastrous
lieder recital from Ingeborg Hallstein/ panies seemed to have returned to the
later Legge, for capturing the interestGerman television production. TransErik Werba reappears on Acanta recently
unfashionable
activity
of
ing and historical occasions at the
fer ( RCA GL25196, £3.25) restricted in
(DC 21965, £4.99). Thotightful, re- issuing opera ' highlights', EMI have
Royal Opera House, Covent Garrange, riddled with pre- and postsponsive singing of great purpose let also joined the fray in their ' Concert
den, included in a reissue set of
echoes. IC: 4]
down by an indifferent recording which Classics' series. Those received include
Historic Recordings of Actual PerFrom 1976 Khiner RSO/Choirs etc/
fails to produce an integrated sound- Mozart The Marriage of Figaro (
HMV
formances ( HMV RLS742, 3 records.
Leitner Orff trilogy, Carmina Burana
field. Clangy. ill-captured piano tone. SXLP30303, £3.45) from the 1961
£11.95). HMV originally contracted
and Catulli Carmina are reissued as
Were this a 20-year-Old recording one Giulini version with Schwarzkopf,
with Covent Garden to do 10 recordings
separate discs ( Acanta DC 22050,
would be inclined to be benevolent. Cossotto, Wachter, Moffo and Taddei,
ayear, but the rate was not maintained.
DC 22453, £4.99 each); texts LatinAs it's only 5 years old, it's rather a very Italian performance as you
These included a newly rediscovered
German only. Leitner's mellow, spacipathetic. [ D: 1/21
might expect, stylish, romantic, as a
cording of the Act 2 finale of La
ous Burana is interesting, different',
Verdi's Ernani is not over-subscribed whole sometimes a little artificial but
but compression and soloists- in- echo by recording companies, so RCA's ideal for highlights, with what was a Bohème with Margaret Sheridan and
reissue (
RL 42866, 3 records, £11.97) very good recording in its day sounding
Angelo Minghetti ( 4.6.1926); Melba's
chamber absurd ' presence'
spoil
Uttle less than ideally clear but Farewell Concert ( 8.6.1926), including
this: (
C:1). Kegel's Philips Catulli
conducted
by
Thomas
(with all the rude words translated),
comfortably earns its place. Its greatest warmly musical: [
6: 11. Bizet is her speech; Mefistofele with
a tp
interest lies in the performances of represented by highlights from the 1961 (31.5.1926); Faust with Chaliapin and
with its superb range and depth,
Carlo Bergonzi as Ernani and Leontyne Dervaux Les Pécheurs de Perles with Hislop (22.6.1928); Ole/lo with Zenatelio
supersedes this muddy BASF presentation. However, for some Kegel's
Price as Elvira: both Intelligent per- Gedda, Blanc and Micheau, with some and Noto (17.6.1926); Boris Godunov
version will seem too clinical; Leitner's
formances of great vocal richness and fine singing that benefits by being with Chaliapin ( 4.7.1928); Die Meister'composer authorised' recording has
considerable beauty. The orchestral selected from a slightly disappointing singer with Ralf, Bockelmann and
more warmth, a more exciting scale.
and choral forces are rudely robust whole; coupled with excerpts from Lemnitz
conducted
by
Beecham
Poorer diction, though. ( B:11
(but none too subtle) and the recorded Gounod's Romeo et Juliette from the (20.5.19 36 ); and Gólterdâmmerung with
The 1957 recording of Puccini's
balance favours the soloists at the 1965 recording under Lombard ( HMV Ludwig Weber. Naturally these are all
Turandot with Callas as Turandot did
expense of the rest. The production SXLP30304, £.3.45). Carteri and Gedda very fragmentary items; often because
Serafin conducting the forces of La
has a number of rough edges—some sing the main roles excellently. The of contracts binding other singers in
Scala, Milan returns ( HMV RLS741, 3 bad synchronisation and some un - recording quality of the Gounod is very the cast. But it is certainly a set that
records, £11.95) as yet another stone in
comfortably shifting aural perspectives good; the Bizet rather more confused the historical opera connoisseur will
EMI's recorded monument to the great
—but a rude vitality ( and strong princi- in texture:IA/C: 11. The 1960 recording find fascinating and probably irresistsoprano. It also comes as a memorial
Pals) push these limitations aside and of the Puccini Madama Butterfly ible; a real Merlin's cave of operatic
to its producer Walter Legge (with
leave the work victorious. [
C: 1/21 ( HMV SXLP30306, £3.45) is our third treasure, well documented by Keith
Walter Jellinek); the kind of producOriginally released in 1964, the RCA
sample—with Santini conducting and Hardwick, who made the excellent
tion with which he strengthened the Italiana Opera recording of Verdi's
the delectable Victoria de los Angeles transfers, and John Steane. IH: HI
EMI catalogue. The performance is an

cassette-s

Rigoletto with Merrill, Moffo, Kraus and
Solti ( RCA RL42865, £7.98, 2 recs) has
suffered in being cramped onto four
sides. The sound is compressed, has
extreme limitations at both ends of the
bandwidth and congested climaxes,
and is cut at a very low level. The
orchestra, in particular, sound as
.

Sea and
Prosperous Voyage—
VPO
Dohnanyl—Decca (
digital)
KSXDC7500
D: July '
79. R: Crisp and clear; fine
SINGLE CASSETTES
tape. P: Lively but straight. [
A*: 1/2]
J. S. BACH: Organ Works, Vol. 2—
MOZART: Violin Concertos 3 & 5—
Toccata
&
fugue
in
d,
etc—Rubsam
—
Although this section uses the same technical rating system as our disc
Szeryng I NPO I Gibson—Philips
Philips ' Festivo' 7310 118
record sections, readers should be aware that mass production techniques
'Festive 7310 024
D: 1977. R: Impressive, with natural
D: 1966. DV: Aug ' 79. R: Good but
can degrade cassette sound quality between samples, and that the ' recordecho. P: Very lively. [
A:11
dated sound. P: Firm. (
B: 11
ing' ratings given here apply only to our review copies. KEY: P—Performance;
BEETHOVEN:
Violin
Concerto
In
RODRIGO: Concierto de Aranjuez
R—Recording; D—Original review of disc version, when discoverable.
D— Thomas lBournemouth Sinfonietta—
oConcierto Andaluz— Romero (gtr) I
Les Romeros (gtrs) IASM IMarriner—
C RD C4053
D: June ' 79. R: Resonant and slightly
Philips 7300 705
boxy. P: Straightforward. [
13/C: 1)
D: Sept ' 79. R: Natural and clear.
D: Feb '70. R: Over-reverberant. P: BEETHOVEN: 12 Minuets ID 12
BOXED SETS
P: Finely controlled. [
A* :1*1
Expressive and vital. [
13/C:1)
12 Deutsche Tânze
CHOPIN:
Nocturnes 1-21 — Arrau
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphonies 6
PAER: ' Leonora'—Koszut I Gruber- Contredanses
(pno)—Philips 7699 088 (
2 cassettes)
—ASM Marriner—PhiliPs 7300 704
& 9—Leningrad SOI Temirkanoy ¡ USSR
ova I Jerusalem I Tadeo I Brendel I
D: Aug ' 79. R: Over- resonant. P:
SO
Svetlanov—HMV '
Melodiya'
D: July ' 79. R: Natural. P: Noble, rich
Bavarian SO IMaag—Decca K130K 33
Smooth and relaxed. [
A/B:1 ]
and expressive. [
A*: 1/1]
TC-A503706
(3
cassettes)
BERLIOZ: ' The Colin Davis Berlioz
DONIZETTI: ' Lucia di LammerR: Full-blooded, forward. P: Strong
D: July '79. R: Clear and bold. P: Cycle—sampler— Philips 7431 123
mooe—Callas I Tagliavini I Cappucand romantic. [
A: 1*/1)
Lively. (
A: 1)
cilli I Ladysz I Philharmonia Chorus &
D: Various. R: Generally good. P:
ROSSINI: 'The Barber of Seville'—
Orchestral Serafin—HMVTC-SLS 5166
Good to Excellent. [
B : 1*/11
Los Angeles IAlva IBruscantini ICava /
COLLECTIONS
BIZET: ' Carmen'—suites 1 á 2
(2 cassettes)
Wallace IGlyndebourne Chorus IRPO I
BERLIOZ: Damnation of Faust—
D: 1960. R: Not hi-fi but passable.
Gui— HMV TC-SLS5165 (
2 cassettes) VArlésienne'—suites 1 & 2— LSO
excerpts / CHABRIER: Espana El
P: Dramatic and theatrical. (
13/C: 1*/1)
D: 1963. DV: Aug ' 79. R: Warmly Marriner—Phtlips 7300 71
Marche joyeuse / DUK AS: The
DVORAK: ' Rusalka'—Soloists, Or- theatrical. P: Mellifluous, lyrical. [
13 : 1] D: Sept ' 79. R: Pleasant. P: Moderate.
Sorcerer's Apprentice / RAVEL:
chestra & Chorus of the Prague National
SMETANA: 'The Bartered Bride'— [A : 21
Bolero—Ha/lé I Loughran—EMI
/
Theatre
I
Chalabala—Supraphon
Soloists, Chorus & Orchestra of the BOYCE: 8 Symphonies—Bourne Classics for Pleasure TC-CFP40312
KSUP50440/3 (
4cassettes)
' I Theatre Orchestra I mouth Sinfonletta I Thomas—CRD
D:
Sept
'
79.
R:
Moderately
good.
P:
D: Sept '64. R: Slightly edgy but Chafaba/a—SuPraPhon KSUP50397/9 CRDC4056
Adequate. [ B/C: 21
otherwise good. P: Generally good (3 cassettes)
R: Bold. P: Bright and breezy. [
A : 1]
LA MANTO VANA— The London Early
with
excellent orchestral
playing.
D: Nov ' 60. R: 1960-ish. P: Full of zest, BRAH MS : Symphony 2 D AcaMusic Group— RCA RK25199
[B/C: 11
good orchestral part. [
13/C: 1)
demie Festival Overture— LSO /
D: July ' 79. R: Good. P: Good early
HONEGGER: 'Joan of Arc at the
R. STRAUSS: ' Ariadne auf Naxos' Monteux— Philips '
Festivo' 7310 108
13 : 1]
Stake—Borgeaud I Favory
Czech —Price IGruberova IKollo Troyanos I D: 1965. R: Thinnish but pleasant. P: baroque styling. [
CHORAL
FAVOURITES
FROM
Philharmonic Chorus & Orchestra I Berry I Kunz I LPO I Solti—Decca Relaxed and romantic. (
13 : 1 ]
KING'S
COLLEGE—King's
College
Baudo—Supraphon KSUP1651/2 (
2 K103K 32 (
2 cassettes)
COPLAND: El Salon Mexico /
Choir I Willcocks—HMV '
Concert
cassettes)
D: June ' 79. R: Well-balanced and GROFÉ: Grand Canyon Suite—
Classics' TC-SXLP30308
D: Dec ' 77. R: Very good but slight clear. P: Generally excellent. [
A: 1*/11 Utah SO I Abravanel—HMV '
Green - D: 1968/77. R: Good average. P: A fine
tape hiss. P: Authoritative. IA: 11
VERDI: ' Un bailo in maschere— sleeve' TC-ESD7073
JANACEK: 'Jenufe—DomaninsM I Caballé I Carreras I Payne I Wixell I D: Aug ' 79. R: Good; bass could be collection. I13: 11
HYMNS FROM KING'S—King's ColKniployé I Pfibyl I Zidek
Prague Chorus & Orchestra of Covent Garden I clearer. P: Lively and committed. [
13 : 11
lege Choir IWillcocks—Argo KCSP553
National Theatre Chorus & Orchestra I Davis—Philips 7699 108 (
2 cassettes) MENDELSSOHN :
Symphony
4
0: 1959/62. R: Fair. P Good. IC: 11
Gregor—SuPraphon KSUP0711/2 (
2 D: Sept ' 79. R: Smooth and pleasant. '
Italian' O The Hebrides O Calm
cassettes)
171
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P: Orchestra good, singers variable.
IA:1/21
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THE GRIFFIN ACOUSTIC
TURNTABLE MT
During the development of

reference systems for the

testing of exceedingly accurate high fidelity systems it was
found that conventional rubber turntable mats produced a
degradation of sound quality. Many commercially available
mats were tried and no significant improvement was found.
Griffin decided to develop amat to obviate these problems
and to use it on their laboratory reference turntable. After
working out the theory of how the colourations were caused a
solution was finally achieved.
This anacoustic mat immediately caused a dramatic
improvement in Bass detail, Midrange transient accuracy
and Treble smoothness The most surprising improvement
was a dramatic improvement in the location and stability of
the stereo image.

Griffin
A3*,

Criffin

pure sound genius

Siddons Factory Estate, Howard Street,
West Bromwich,West Midlands 870 OSU
Telephone:021.556 0559.0752
Available either direct from Griffin or your local dealer
Trade enquiries welcome

However if came as a surprise to find that using this mat
on cheaper turntables also made a considerable improvement
to the sound quality and image location, in fact the difference
was equivalent to changing the turntable to one of twice the
price.
Technically the mat damps record vibrations and standing
waves, improves record stability and provides a firm base for
the immense forces involved in playing the groove undulations.
The mat also removes turntable resonances while providing a
good coupling to the table at audio frequencies. Rumble and
mechanical noise from the mechanism is attenuated by the
structure of the material.
WARNING: When purchasing turntable mats it must be made
clear that the AUDIBLE difference is the most important
factor.
Please supply

Anacoustic Table Mats

at £6.00 each inclusive of VAT postage & packaging
I would also like details of other Griffin Products
Name
Address

F

I can't un derstand
Son', Rebec ca in Daphne Du Dinner Mu '
Ir why you're all sitting down My
sic alb um—she posMaurier's play of th at name, and
reading this when you could be even Colombo' s w if e on TV. The sessed great feel, cons id era ble
doing something really worthResidents' music can vaguely warmth and an incredible multiwhile— like heading hotfoot t
octave vocal range. Mos to fthese
vaguely) be cla ssi fi ed as
wards your I
ocal record stocki st
assets are displayed on Mi nn i
e
out- take Zappa with kno bs on,
to pick up acopy o fMarc Benno '
s
which, if not the alb um one might
being basically simpli sti c stuff
Lost in Austin ( Ailfv1 AMLH
have hoped for, is still a very good
with added dis sonance, mega64767). But then, o f course, it '
s
one. Memory Lane, one o fMi nnie '
s
phoned
vocals
and
assorted
possible no one's i
nf
ormed you
sounds obviously stol en ou to fthe own compositions, op ens the
about the indisp ensa bl e i
tem that
I
album in fine style, key boardist
ocker room of M ag i
c Roundabout.
Benno has come u p w i
th, followJeremy Lubbock's arr angements
The whole idea i
s,
th ere f
ore, great
ing his seven years i
n the wildermoving into neo -Gil Evans terriun, delightf u lly daf
t and absoness since Ambush. I
n w hi ch case,
I
tory; while Love An dFri
end, which
utely marvellous fo r anyone wantsee,
i
I can provid e a service. Y '
ng to play confusacrowd. Pre- follows, has an incog n it o Stevie
albums just don't come any better d
Wonder playing drum s, synt heictibly, Virgin have dec i
ded that
than Austin. Just i
mag i
ne a kind
s
sised bass and va ri
ous k
ey boards
uch lunacy is on th e i
ncrease, for
of jazz- happy Dyl
an in sunniest
t
as the Seawind horns a i
d and abet
hey have now re l
eased Nibbles
in the brass department. Which,
mood, struttin' his stuff on the (
Virgin VR3), a coll ec ti on of the
once more, means th atthere are
Texas -Oklahoma dance hall ci r- band's greatest m i
sses f
rom their
cuit. Imagine too, some of the R
no complaints. The n ,t
oo, there '
s
oi
re. W hich
world's most ac comp li shed and i alph Records repe rt
an enjoyable en d- o f- a lb um works why I offer a rating of [K2 r:
out on The Doo rs 'Lig ht My Fire,
full -of -feeling backup men, en- Zonkl. If you can't beat ' em, join
Fred Dellar
gaged in plying spi ri
ted country- ' e
with that admirabl e bass i
st Abe
m!
blueware to the rea r.A n i
ntriguing
tem
Slightly odd in it s way,. but Lamoriel leading in on an i
sounds remarkably fresh, as does
picture? Damned right it i
s !But
n
that eventually beco mes a source
Austin is exactly lik e that—a A evertheless worthwhile, is Fl as h of vocal cut an d th rust between Incantations, which ben efit s from
nd The Pan (
Ens i
gn ENVY 6),
being presented in t
runcated
record to list high on one '
s tally
w
Minnie and guest- st ar Jose Felici- form. Add one tri
ump h
ant workormer
of all-time high s. Perhaps I E hich marks the ret urn o ff
ano, whom yo u 'll remem ber, had out on the tri vi
a lbut admittedly
shouldn't have ma de the Dylan b asybeats Vanda and Young, ahit with the se lf- same song back
attractive Guilty, Mike' s di sco shot,
est -known nowadays fo r th e i
r
analogy—that sort of comp ar i
son
pr
in 1968. Good names a bound— and you have an exce ll ent and
oduction-work for AC/DC. Jo hn Harvey Mason, Tom Sco t
is usually pure kiss of de th
t, Buddy
bargain- priced ( under a fi ver )
oung, Stevie Wright and
Collette, Hubert Laws, Sidney
but when Benno quits honky-tonk other Oz- rockers. Built to a Barnes (another ex- Rotary Con- compendium of Oldfield' s concert
or the comscuffling and settles down to ladle formula,
the
album
features
nection member), Phil Upchurch, work. No overti me f
out affaire de coeur admissions, as George Young's deadpan, monoChuck Rainey, ' Ndugu' Chancier plaints committee on thi s occan which
he does with New Romance, a tone vocals set against an in- ... all help to push Minnie up a sion, just afew se con ds i
simple but superlative Valentine triguing array of keyboard and
bracket or two. Ijust wish Ididn't to award an A*: 1 an d then move
card, then he loses out to nobody, percussion sounds—a kind of feel quite so sad each time Iplay on to discuss Ec li pse (RCA
'I heard yo ur vo i
ce f
rom across the
bland plus- band idea that act ua ll y
PK 25219), a record that serves to
•
room. Ihad no choice, got to know works. And the rea son i
t works is
. [ . 1]
remind us what a fine guitarist
you real soon,' he confides i because half the tracks h
Stevie Wonder, along with Paul Brett is. Whether it achieves
mildly insinuating fa shi on as Dick
George Benson, also sneaks in an anything else is debatable, for
strong melodic hook s an d sound
Sims shapes a keyb oar d backfor all the wo rld lik e cert hit
appearance on Ronnie Foster's though Brett runs the whole
ground of conside ra bl e tastefulDelight ( CBS 83776), an alb um gamut, providing samples of disco,
singles—though I ought to a dd
ness,
later gi ven
weight
by
which, for the most part, lives up Tull-flavoured
calypso,
lightthat most of them have appeared
unobtrusive
strings
and th e in single form an d f
to its name. A keyboardist with weight jazz, near-MOR plus neo a il ed to make
moody, meanderi ng sax of Dick
some aptitude for Moog taming, classic and straight rock, finding
Morrisey. Pure Hall o f Fame any chart indentations to date,
he turns Feet into an instrumental an audience which can relate to
which is an extremely sa d state of
fodder and no mist a ke.Back on
hot-foot, while his approach to his
ever-changing faces
and
the dance floo r, Benno is still affairs. I'm positi ve th at had it
Argentina should leave the resi- phases could prove difficult. One
been 10CC that rel ease d V&Y '
s
supreme. His opening Ho tfoot
dents of that Evita -laden land little can sympathise with Brett. He's
And The Band Play ed On, a song
Blues, which has Eri
c Clapton
based on the saga o fth e ' Ti tanic '
,
time for crying. His usual array of seen fellow-travellers such as
squirting slide guitar i
nt
o every
Wonder-clone vocals are also on Oldfield and Giltrap make it in
then they would have achieved a
gap, practically l
eaps oft the deck
s all
display, the easy- plunging You're ways which, but for athrow of the
to shake your han d, w hi le Me And top 10 disc. So per haps it '
The One being the best of the dice, he could have emulated.
down to names. Aft er a l
l, we can '
t
This Friend Of Mi ne i
s a playful
bunch this time around the turn- And now even John Williams has
blame everything on di sco — or can
powerhouse, a touch o f ro lli ng
we? [A/B: 1]
table. [ B: 2]
broken the barrier and become a
thunder that provide s yet one
It's sad to thi n k th at Mi nnie
Now the subject of almost as pop, if not a rock idol. Brett's time
more opening for Alb ert Lee to
many
record
dates
as
the
ubimust
come—of that Iam certain—
(Capitol E- ST 11936), Mi nn i
e Ri perindulge in his usual di sp l
ay of
ton's first album f
or EMI , has also
quitous Wonder is Tubular Bells but the odds seem to be against
finger-lickin' pickin'. The a lb um '
s
which, once more, makes our his acceptance coinciding with
proven to be her last recor di ng. A
title track, an aut
o bi ographical
acquaintance via Mike Oldfield's the release of this album. [ A: 2]
fine singer whose ear l
y wor kwith
shot that touches on th e moment
Exposed ( Virgin VD 2511), a live
Finally, a note on the subject of
Rotary Connection ofte n came
when Benno's wife wa lk ed out on
double, recorded in compatible Rockets ( RSO RSS 7), the
him, his man agement deal fell with built-in chills—ch ec kout her
S(;)
quad.
Currently
replete
with
a
Detroit
band's first release on
Stormy Monday vocal on the
through and everything touched
somewhat disco- like patina, it their new label. Two years ago,
rock- bottom, is a fine song, as is
Marc Benno
Rockets cut agreat, gut
sy, SeegerMonterey Pen, an ease- on down,
like album called Love Transfusion,
16 Tons sound a lik e that should
which emerged on Tortoise/RCA.
find favour with th ose i
mmersed
But this latest episode in the lives
in the sounds o fJ. J. Cale and
,of the Mitch Ryder spin-offs is
Dire Straits. In fact, apart from a
disappointing. Perhaps it all has
superfluous re- run of Darren '
s
to do with the recording environSplish Splash, Lo st i
n A ustin is
ment—the album was cut in
nigh perfect and a thi ng of joy.
Macon, Georgia, instead of rustAlso—it was produc e d by Glyn
ridden downtown Detroit. Or
Johns, Need Isay more ?[
A* : 11
maybe the band were having
The Residents thri ve on anonyproblems—bassist John Frage
mity and weirdne ss. Fi ve al bums
only appears on Lucille, which is
and several single s, t
apes and
one of the tougher tracks. But,
EPs on, the identity o fthe band '
s
whatever the reason, Rockets
personnel still remains a secret
would seem to have dropped
to all except th e mysterious N.
down a gear or two—which is a
Senada—the personage who pre pity, because they promised so
sumably played Edwa rdi
n '
Ed ward
much. Maybe next time, eh?
[A : 2/3]
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TAKE A
GOOD LOOK.
YOU MAY
NEVER SEE HER
AGAIN.
441

IL

H1 -

YOU KNOW US!

We keep on nattering about:

LINN lue£1 Addlt
naim

Rogers

NYTECH

MERIDIAN

JBE

Please don't ask us what they sound like. If you're
interested in the possibility of improving your
system . . . MAKE AN APPOINTMENT for us to
demonstrate why we and other discerning people
choose these products of smaller British companies
%II preference to those of most of the Japanese giants.
Only by judging for yourself can you ever be
convinced that our claims are valid

W. A. BRADY
& SON
401 Smithdown Road Liverpool 15
TEL: 051-733 6859
er‘ H. P. TERMS
LUNCH 1-2.15 pm
_ CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

!••••••
=14A1

MiniM
The video cassette recorder has made twentyfour hour TV areality. Now you can replay your
favourite programmes, feature films and home
movies whenever your intelligence cries out for
something alittle more stimulating than the test card.
Television & Home Video Magazine is the
monthly authority on every aspect of this fascinating
new field of entertainment.
It pans aperceptive lens over all that's new in the
world of television — TV receivers, new programmes,
video cassette recorders, pre-recorded tapes and TV
games.
And the regular'What Video?' section supplies an
up-to-the-minute consumer guide to the everchanging video market.
Out now. 50p.

LET US TURN YOUR HI-FI ON
with our DIGITAL TIMER
The MiniM Digital Timer is an accurate 24 hour clock, with the facility
to switch mains operated equipment ON and OFF at independently
pre-set times; it can switch appliances up to 1.5 kW—the biggest
hi-fi, TV, heaters, lights etc. It is very easy to set the time and lights
illuminate to clearly show the settings. Housed in an attractive teak
veneered cabinet size 7in. x5in. 2in. approximately.

Price £39.95
Please send me further details of your Digital Timer and other products
in your range.
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A LINK HOUSE PUBLICATION

MiniM Audio
SL1 TNY

Limited,

Telephone: Burnham 63724

Lent

Rise

Road,

Burnham,

Slough

folk

Paul Oliver

N ASPECT of the study of
Nfolk music that has received
4
ess attention than its due is the

ransplantation of traditions. Folk
nusic reflects the culture that
:reates it, and this in turn is
nfluenced by the milieu and the
:nvironment in which it is created.
2emove the music from this
milieu and, one might think, the
music cannot survive. That the
:ultural element is the stronger
nfluence is borne out by the fact
hat many musical forms survive
ransportation over hundreds, even
housands of miles, when the
:ultural threads are not severed.
ndian and West Indian examples
spring to mind, but the principle is
as evident in the persistence of
rish and Scottish musical tradiions as in countries far from
some.
The Flanagan Brothers: An
rish Delight (
Topic 12T365) feaures reissues of many of the fifty
re3 rpm records made by members
Pf the Flanagan family, who were
sopular in New York fifty years
ago. Born in Waterford City in the
1890s, the brothers emigrated to
America in the twenties and for a
iecade were highly popular as
entertainers among the newly
settled Irish in New York. Their
Pecords sold as far away as
Australia
and
New
Zealand,
argely, I suspect, because they
lad a strong vein of sentiment
Punning in their music. This
Pecord places greater emphasis
Pn the jigs, hornpipes and reels
such as The Stack of Wheat and
gird in the Bush or The Keel Row,
lowers of Milltown and other
tems in a medley, The Highland
e/ing. Polkas, on the evidence of
:his record, were fairly prominent
n their
repertoire,
including
'amiliar ones like The Rakes of
Wallow and The Sprig of Shi/'elagh. Some of the songs Ifind
positively uncomfortable, like My
'rish Molly 0, which smacks
heavily of stage Irish burlesque.
In fact The Flanagans are a better
example of hybridisation than
:ransmission: the combination of
:enor banjo, accordeon and occasional piano or tuba, and the
accents that vary from newly
-11-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

acquired ' American' to comic
Irish, suggest a family with well
developed commercial instincts.
[H:2]
Better by far, in my view, is Dan
Sullivan's
Shamrock
Band
(Topic 12T366) which worked,
more or less contemporaneously,
in
Boston, Mass. The band
included
a quite
exceptional
fiddler, Michael Hanafin, who was
born in Co. Kerry in 1880, emigrating in his teens to Boston, where
he lived till his death at ninety
years of age. Billy Hanafin's Reel
and Lord Gordon's Reel are solos
which illustrate his sparkling
style. He was the mainstay of the
Shamrock Band, whose leader
was the pianist son of an old
fiddle- playing emigrant, Dan Sullivan. What makes the Shamrock
band so much more attractive is
the lilting, dancing beat of their
music and the lively combination
of instruments to be heard on
their records. This may vary from
fiddle and accordeon to piccolo,
whistle, flute and pipes, often with
most of these present. The
sprightly jig The Rabbit Catcher,
the jig Lanigan's Ball or the hornpipes Silver Slipper and Jerry
Daly's all communicate over the
years, an infectious enthusiasm
and an authenticity that does not
require hokum treatment to make
it appeal to a wide audience. In
fact, the band was popular in
Boston and had its own radio
programme on WNAC. Perhaps
because of the strength of Sullivan and Hanafin's leadership the
band survived several changes of
personnel; among the gifted
musicians was Neil Noland, whose
banjo pieces Miller's Reel and
Duffy the Dancer are high spots on
the record while the gutsy vocals
of Murty Rabbet have an authentic
flavour. [H:1]
There were many Irish musicians who became famous in the
United
States,
among
them
Michael Coleman, at one time the
most celebrated, and others like
John McGettigan, James Morrison
and Tom Ennis, who recorded
extensively there. Among them
was Hugh Gillespie, a fine fiddle
player who was of a slightly
younger generation, having been
born in 1906. He emigrated from
Co. Donegal at the age of twentytwo to New York, where he
obtained work at Consolidated
Edison. Decades later he had
saved enough money to return to
Ireland and to run a farm at hhis
home town of Ballybofey where, I
believe, he still lives. Gillespie
had the good fortune to meet
Michael Coleman almost immediately on his arrival in New
York and under the guidance of
the older man the two worked as a
fiddle duet, broadcasting daily.
Hugh Gillespie: Classic Recordings of Irish Traditional
OCTOBER 1979

Fiddle Music (
Topic 12T364)
presents him without Coleman,
and without an Orchestra, although he worked with several
over the years. Perhaps we hear
him better as a fiddle player, but
the fullness of sound that the
orchestras create is obviously
missing. There is a plaintiveness
in Gillespie's work, emphasised
by his use of drone notes and a
rather shrill wailing. This is most
evident on the slower items like
The Irish Mazurka or the waltz
Versevanna, but the faster jigs,
reels and hornpipes still retain this
sad quality. Among the titles that
I find of particular interest are
Finnea Lasses and Contentment is
Wealth. A number of items are
named after the musicians from
whom he had learned tunes or
who favoured them, so Dick
Cosgrove, Paddy Finley, Master
Crowley, Joe O'Connell and Tom
Steele flit through as shadowy
figures from the Irish emigrant
past and the even less identifiable
Dowd, Parker, Finley and Miss
Montgomery are perpetuated in
reels or hornpipes dedicated to
them. Some of these personalities
were Irishmen who kept open
house to fiddlers and dancers in
the New York of the thirties.
Though there is a certain sameness in the tracks caused by a
lack of variety of background—the
accompaniments are always by
restrained guitar—Gillespie's light
touch and vivid bow- work, coupled with his singular 'voice',
makes this a very individual
album. [H:1]
If these musicians had been
recorded ' on location', how different would they have sounded?
What would a gathering at Paddy
Finley's sound like compared with
a studio recording? And how
different would Irish music played
by emigrés in the rural regions
have sounded from that of the
city dwellers? Unanswerable perhaps, but the questions are
prompted by two fine volumes in a
series of ' The Music of Cape
Breton.' Cape Breton is an island
at the northern end of Nova Scotia
which was settled by Highlanders
from Scotland after the ' clearances'. There they clung to their
traditions with atenacity which is
truly remarkable, but largely due
to their isolation. So marked were
the local differences that even
today the dialects of Lochaber or
Barra can be identified with
specific parts of the island. Songs
were the essential medium for
passing on culture accompanying
work on the farm or the making of
cloth, and at entertainments and
frolics. Gaelic has remained in
many areas the spoken language
and an important reservoir of
ancient Gaelic songs is to be
found on the island. Volume
One; Gaelic Tradition in Cape

Breton (
Topic 12T353) is accompanied by a valuable booklet
which gives the background to
each item, with texts in Gaelic and
English translations. The record
opens impressively with a ' milling
song', which accompanied the
preparation of unfilled cloth. Its
primitive beat and the fruity voice
of Alexander Kerr, or, in a similar
kind of song, Mai/i Dhonn, Bhoidheach Dhonn, of John Shaw, has a
compelling
forcefulness.
The
North Shore Singers, led this
time by Murdo MacAskill, sing an
equally driving Ma Bhuannaich Thu
Nighean Ghrinn (If you have won a
fair maid); these ancient songs
with the conviction of the group
remind me of the Georgia Sea
Island Singers. But the sets of
Strathspeys and reels played by
Mike MacDougall on violin seem
to reflect in their titles the restricted tradition of the group:
Captain Campbell: Mrs. General
Campbell: Dan J. Campbell's Reel.
He speeds up towards the end, as
does Alex MacKay in another
lowdown set of fiddle pieces.
These ere field recordings, not
studio performances, but the
sense of presence, makes up for
some deficiency in quality. [B: 11
Volume Two; Cape Breton
Scottish Fiddle (
Topic 12TS354)
by its very nature does not have
the instrumental variety of Volume
One,' which included jigs on
mandolin and harmonica. The
eight fiddle players who perform
here nevertheless present a fascinating cross-section of Cape
Breton styles, performing with
great verve, as does Mike MacDougall on a rich selection of
strathspeys and reels that conclude with a flourishing Tarbolton
Lodge. Especially interesting is
Mary MacDonald, regarded as the
outstanding exponent of the Gaelic style. Many of her old pieces,
played with a thrusting rhythm,
have been learned through the
passing on of ' mouth music'
simulations. She is accompanied,
as are other musicians, by her
daughter Mary Jessie MacDonald,
who has a rumbling style of piano
playing that some blues pianists
might regard approvingly! The
swinging technique known as
'Cape Breton bow', the use of the
'snap', the employment of 'rapid
short strokes or ' cuts',the relationship to Scottish pipe music with
the drone effects and the marking
of the beat by foot-taps or clogging' are evident on the tracks by
Dan Joe and George Maclnnis or
John Willie Campbell. [B: 1*1
For the student of transmission
in the folk tradition the Cape
Breton sets are more immediately
rewarding than are the records of
American Irish musicians, but
taken together they indicate some
of the ways in whIch old roots may
take nourishment in new soil.
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• AFTER SALES SERVICE
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• ADVICE
• EXPORT
CASSETTE ( CD)/TAPE RECORDERS ( TR)
iP & P E2-20)

Aiwa ADM200 £ 153.00
Aiwa ADMI00 £9700
Aiwa AD6350 £ 148 00
Aiwa AD2000
£138 00
Aiwa ADL40
£195 00
Aiwa AD6600 .. £259.00
Aiwa AD6400 .. £ 189 00
Aka, 1722
gns 00
£91 00
Akai C57030
Akai 706D .. £ 142 00
Akai 7090 .. £ 172 00
Aka, GXC4000D £215 00
Aka, GXC400008(252 00
Akai GX620D £390.00
Akai GXC7ODO £ 125.00
B & 0
P.O.R.
Dual ..
P.O.R.
Ferrograph
P.O.R.
Harman Kardon
P.O.R.
JVC KD2 .. £ 172 00
JVC 1635 Mk 3 £203 00

Nakamichi
P.O.R.
Pioneer CTF500 £ 101 00
Pioneer CT606 £ 138 00
Pioneer CTF800 (224 00
Rotel RD300 £87.00
Rotel RDI8F .. £99.00
Rotel RD25F £ 123-00
Rotel RD1000 £ 16900
Revois
P.O.R.
Sansui SC2I20 £ 193-00
Sanusi SC I120 £99.00
Sony TCK4A
P.O.R.
Sony TCK5
P.O.R.
Sony TC399
P.O.R.
•Sony ELS £250-00
Tandberg .. P.O.R.
Teat
P.O.R.
Technics
Trio KXI030
£254 00
Trio KX550
Yamaha

£ 1194»

HEADPHONES
Koss K6A
Koss K6ALC
Kou PRO4AAA
Micro Seiki
Pioneer 5E305

£15.95
£18-00
£39.00 .
P.O.R.
£18 36

•

HO)
Pioneer SESOS .. £ 36.72
Sansui
P.O.R.
Stax SRS
.. [87.00
Sennheiser HD4I4 £ 18.50

TURNTABLES
(P & P C2-20)

Akai AP100 £62.00
Akai APB IOC .. £54.00
Aka, APB20C £6900
Akai AP206
new
AR 77XB .. £60 00
Aiwa AP2200 .. £ 110 00
ADC 1500/034 £67 00
ADC 1600/036 £86 00
ADC 1700IXLM £107 00
Connoisseur
BD101 .. £47.00
BDI Kit .. £20 00
BD2 Chassis £45.00
BD101/SAU4 £82.00
BD2/A
BD2P/C
.. £5000
£64.00
Dual ..
P.O.R.
G
d
DD I32/75ED £ 10900
DDI31 /75ED £9900
GT20 ( M7SED) £67 00
GT25 ( M7SED) £73 00
GT35 ( M7SED) £86 00
SP25 M7S/6 .. £43 00
DD130/75ED £93 00
Garrard 00131/
7 5E0
.. £99.00
Garrard DDI32/
75ED .. £ 109.00

JVC.11.A20
Lux ..
Maranta..
Miche l
l ..
Micro Seiki

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

Pioneer PL5I2 £49.00
Pioneer PL5I4 £64.00
Pioneer PL516 .. £84-00
Pioneer PLI 170 [91-00
Rotel RPI300 £91-00
Rotel RP2300 . £102 00
Rotel RP300 £8800
Rotel RP6400 £9900
Sansui 5R222/2
£63 00
Sansui SR232 £68.00
Sansui SR333 £ 109.00
Sony PSTI
P.O.R.
Sony PST20
P.O.R.
Technics
Thorens TDI 15 £ 127.00
Thorens TD104 £87-00
Thorens TD 05 £98.00
Thorens TDI26B/C £ 193
Thorens TD160BC £87 00
Trio KDI 033 .. £55.00
Trio KD2070 .. £90.00
Trio 1500 .. £59-00
Yamaha YP511 .. £ 101.00

Limited Quantities
Altai AAI125 £ 121.00
Armstrong 525 ( 5/Fi)
£91 00
Beocentre 1600 ( new)
£195.00
Marantz 2100 .. £ 101 00
Marantz 2238 .. £ 189 00
Marantz 5010 .. £ 132 00
Sansui G3000 .. £ 138.00
Sansui SR333 £ 109.00
Sansui 9090 S/H £249.00
Tandberg TR2075 £399 00
Revox B760 £ 543 00
Revois 8750
£349 00
Beocentre 1800 £ 195 00
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Beocentre 1500 £ 189 00
Thorens TD110 £90.00
Technics RS678 £203 00
TandbergTC0330099 00
Tandberg TR7055 (279-00
Technics
RS676
(S Hl
£189 00
Akai video .. £587.00
B & O Beogram
1902 .. £ 107 00
Beocentre 2800 £259.00
Technics $ 19600 £ 179 00
Sony EL5 .. awe)
Technics RS7500 £250.00

CARTRIDGES ( C)/STYLI (
S)
(P & P 90p)

AKG P8ES
£6000
AKG P7E .. £29 00
Technica ATI4SA£36 00
Technica ATI5SSA £48.00
ADC XLM Mk 3
£39 00
ADC VLM Mk 3
£ 28.00 }
ADC Q36 Mk 3
£18 40
Decca Gold ..
£61 00
Empire 2000E/Ill
£17 35
Grado ..
P.O.R.
Goldring G800 ..
£6 88
Goldring G850 ..
£5 00
Goldring G800E
£11 00
Goldring G900SE/2
£41 00
JVC X1
P.O.R
Mayware
P.O.R.
Ortofon M20E Super
£49-50
Ortofon FFISE/2
£16.50
Ortofon VMS20E/2
£33.50
Ortofon FF15XE
£12.00
Ortofon FI5E/2
£23.00
Ortofon MCIO
£43.50
Pickering VIS/AME3
£19'38
Pickering P/ATE
£12 25
Pickering P/AC
£8 20
Shure M55E
£9 70
Shure M75/8/2 ..
£15 24
Shure M75G
£16 20
Shure M7SED
£15 SO
Shure M95ED
£20 30
Shure M75E1/2 ..
£14.20
Shure VIS Mk 3
£47 00
Shure VIS/IV
£65 00
Shure 95HE ..
£24.00
Stanton 681 / EEE
£48 00
Stanton 500EE
£22 SO
Stanton 6130EE
£31 00
Ultimo 20A ..
£70 SO
Ultimo 208 ..
£92 00
Ultimo 10A/10X
£54 00

£35.00
£14.00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
[3.95
£2.95
£7.87
£11.71
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£23.00
£16.00
£s-75
£5.86
£-6o
£7.85
£9.75
£13.95
£16.95
£10-10
£20.95
£34-00
£2750
net
- s
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

AMPLIFIERS
(P & P £ 220)
ADC SS I .. £63.00
ADC SS2
£ i4o•oo
Akai AM2250 £81 00
Akai AM2350
£181 00
Akai AM2450 .. £ 141 00
Armstrong 621 £ 121 00
Cambridge P80
P.O.R.
JVC JASIIG £85 00
Lus
P.O.R.
Maranta..
P.O.R.
Pioneer SA606 .. £ 114.00
Pioneer SA706 .. £ 148 00
Pioneer SA506 .. £86 00
Quad ..
P.O.R.
Radford HD250
P.O.R.
Revox A78 .. P.O.R.
Rogers A75/2
P.O.R.
Rotel RA4I4 £ 97 00

Rotel 700 .. £74.00
Rotel RA3I 4 .. £82.00
Rote! RA714 .. coal»
Sony TAF3A
P.O.R.
Sony TAF2I2 £69.00
Sanyo ..
P.O.R.
Sugden A48/2 .. P.O.R.
Sansui 117/2 ..
Sansui 217/2 .. £ 118.00
Sansui 317 .. £ 162 00
Sansui AU517 .. £264 00
Sansui AU4I7 £ 19000
Technics SU7300 (153-00
Trio KA405 £ 149.00
Trio KA305
£91 00
Trio KA3700 £75 00
Trio KA1500/2 £79 00
Yamaha CASIO £ 140 00

Please include post and packing
(Send large S A.E. for brochure and enquiries)
All prices include VAT at 15% and are subject
to alteration due to Manufacturers increases.
Access
Barclaycard
accepted
Oudd equipment

Callers only

Ope n9.00 am 5.
30 p
m
Tue sday/Saturday

4 'ea

Close dall

day Mon da y
Prices correct at time of going
to press an dsubject to variation

TUNERS ( T)/RECEIVERS ( R)
(P & P E2.20)

Altai AT2450L .. £142.00
Akai AT2250L .. £85 00
Akai AAI125 .. £ 132.00
Akai AAI135 .. £ 159 00
Akai AA I150 .. £ 189-00
Aiwa AX7600 .. £214.00
Armstrong 625 £ 185•00
Armstrong 626 £213 00
Armstrong 623 £ 132.00
Armstrong 624 £ 102.00
Goodmans .. P.O.R.
Harman Kardon
P.O.R.
JVC JTV II .. £78.00
Lux .. .• F..O .R.
Marantz 2238 .. £219.00
Pioneer SX590 £ 120.00
Pioneer LX690 £ 164.00
Pioneer SX790 £203.00
Pioneer SX690 £ 145.00
Pioneer TX606 [95-00
Revois .. .. P.O.R.
Rogers stockists

Rote RX304 .. £117.00
Rote RX504 .. £158.00
Rote
RX404 .. £ 132.00
Rote
RX604 .. £ 184-00
RX400
.. £ 148.00
Rote
Rote RT226 .. £64.90
Sansui G3000 .. £ 145.00
Sansui TU2I 7 .. £ 105.00
Sansui TU3I7
mum
Sony ST5I5L
Sony STA3L
Sony STRVL
Sugden . , .
Tandberg .. P.O.R.
Technics, Toshiba P.O.R.
Trio KR4070 .. £174.00
Trio KR2090 ( Imo
Trio KR2090L £ 120-00
Trio KR3090 £ 149.00
Trio KT5300 £85-00
Trio KT313L .. £85.00
Yamaha CR420 £ 16900
Yamaha CR620.. £ 192-00

MUSIC CENTRES ( MC)/CASSEIVERS ( CR)
Akai AC3750
&
• . )
Akai AC3800L
Akai AC3500L
Aiwa AF3070
Awia AF5300
Aiwa AF5090
B 8. 0
G
d GAI50
G
d GA200
Garrard GAI55
Hitachi ..
JVC 45 Dolby ..
Toshiba Systems
Sanyo ..
Sony HMK80
Goodmans
National 5G5070 Dolb

..
..
..
..
..
..

£338.00
£34000
£24400
£341 00
£ 341 00
£ 36200

.. £201.00
.. £326 00
.. £254.00
.. £216-00
.. £359.00
..

£375.00

SPEAKERS ( SP)/KITS ( K)/UNITS (
U)
(P 8. P £ 2. 20 each)
Armstrong 602 £ 179.00
Acoustic Research P.O.R.
8 & W
P.O.R.
Cambridge Audio P.O.R.
Chartwell . P.O.R.
Celestion Ditton
121 ..
ao-oo
Ditton 322 .. £240.00
UL6
£ 139.00
UL8
£ 169•0
Ditton 33 .. £ 19900
Ditton 442 .. £29900
Ditton 15XR £ 11900
Ditton 22 .. £ 159.00
Celestion County £95.00
Goodmans
P.O.R.
IMF Models .. P.O.R.
Jordan Watts .. P.O.R.
Module .
£20 50
KEF Corelli .. ( 14800
KEF Calinda £226.00
KEF 104AB .. £273.00
KEF 13139 .. £29 00
KEF 13200 .. £ 12.75

KEF 8110 .. £ 11 20
KEF T27 .. £870
KEF 101
Ket Leleste 3 .. £99.00
Kef Concord 3
£167-00
Kef 104 AB kit .. £ 125-00
Monitor Audio stockists
Rogers BBC .. P.O.R.
Mordaunt Short
P.O.R.
Peerless.. .. P.O.R.
Richard Allan Kits
Triple 8 .. £ 53.00
S/Triple £77 00
Tannoy stockists
10' HPD
£91.00
HPD .. £ 122 00
Wharfedale
Denton XP2.. £51'00
Linton XP2 £81 00
Glendale 3XP £ 104 00
Teesdale .. £ 124 00
Wharfedale Kits
Linton 3XP ( pr) £46 00
Glendale 3XP £6000
Denton 2XP £ 33.00

PICK-UP ARMS
(P & P£1.10)
ADC LMFI .
£65 00
A/Technica 1005 £ 38 00
Connoisseur
SAU2
£20 00
SAU4
£46-00
Decca Inel
£61-00
Hadcock
P.O.R.

Mayware
P.O.R.
Ortofon
£64 00
SME 3009/52 £60 00
SME 3009/ND
£ 56 00
SME Series Ill £97 00
SME FD200
£ 20 50
SME Series Ill S
£75 00

a real singer, with a second
making a choice, go for the
volume of Monte Rey (
World
Kessler one. [
A: 2]
Records tSH330) and recordings
There's a simple gruff directmade between 1940 and ' 49. Monte
ness about tenorist Frank Wright's
more or less moves into the
Kevin, My Dear Son on Sun
world of light music with NeaSEB 004. With Reggie Workman
politan songs, show tunes and
and Philly Joe Jones in the
good quality ballads and, with his
rhythm section, what emerges is
well-trained
voice,
would
be
something right in the middle
mightily annoyed if he was ranked
between
straight
ahead
and
with the crooners. The selection
screeching, gurgling new wave
includes his signature tune The
music. The roughness of Wright's
donkey serenade. My own favourite
sound certainly doesn't appeal to
is a version of Santa Lucia, which
everyone, but Ihave to admit that
compares well with the Gigli
I can get off on it, and what
version. What makes this a good
matters most is the vibe. There's
light record is the very personal
a good natured almost good-time
and intimate style of the singer;
vibe going down, with humour
the sort of voice with which you
which avoids going over the top.
immediately feel on friendly terms.
There are times—after wading
[H]
through piles of sophistofunk
Peter
Gammond
Ken Hyder
A popular sound of the 1950s
albums with their sparkling proand 60s was the trumpet of Eddie
N INTERESTING cross-secAZZ is such a fleeting form of duction—when something as raw
Calvert, a musician with a contion of vocal styles covering
music, dependent on mood as and direct as this music can have
siderable range of styles and
much as the musicians. Perhaps a cleansing effect. This album approximately thirty years from
virtuosic skill to add to a welleven the time of day can have a says more about human spirit 1924 onwards is ottered in three
aimed popular touch. Among the
large effect. Anyway, a couple of than most of the newish releases, vocal LPs from World Records
20 tracks on a new disc, Eddie
review albums have appeared, and because of that at least, it this month. Firstly we have Jack
Calvert: 20 Golden Trumpet
Buchanan in original London
both recorded in the same studio shouldn't be ignored. [A:2]
Greats (
EMI NTS178), you might
Dexter Gordon is such a cast recordings of Toni, Boodle
on the same day: Bird Fire and
compare the Dixieland- flavoured
Invitation on Impro Records dependable player. Often that can and That's a Good Girl ( World
Midnight in Moscow with the
SR 22-119 and SR 22-118 ( dis- mean a maintained mediocrity, Records 8 SH329). The great
dazzling Hora staccato and the
tributed by The Other Labels). but in Gordon's case it's main- Jack Buchanan belonged to that
smoochy La vie en rose to discover
Bird Fire is by the Archie Shepp tained brilliance. The double Live age when most male singers
the Calvert range: [A: 1]. Franck
quintet, with Everett Hollins, trum- At The Amsterdam Paradiso sounded as if they were products
Pourcel's latest record is simply
pet, Siegfried Kessler, piano, Bob on Affinity AFF 27 sees the of Eton or Harrow, Oxford or
called Hi -Fi Sound (EMI NTS177)
Cunningham, bass and Clifford mighty tenorist with a European Cambridge, with well-bred accents
and well deserves the title, for the
Jarvis, drums. And the other rhythm section which aquits itself and precise diction. The songs
recording seems to have been
album is by the Siegfried Kessler well. Incidentally drummer Han were still barely touched by the
done with tighter control, less of
trio ( Jarvis and bassist Jean- Bennink proves here that he'd jazz flavour and maintain a disthe ear- blasting resonance and
Francois Jenny- Clark) featuring paid his dues, supporting Gordon cernible link with Edwardian days. forwardness of many popular
Archie Shepp. For me the chemi- imaginatively and tastefully. Gor- The songs in these three shows
recordings while still having the
stry—with largely the same musi- don's playing is robust and are not distinguished ( one of the
required impact. It is very clear
regular weaknesses of British
cians—works better on the Kessler sinewy, cutting through with a
and well-balanced. Mingled with
musicals, apart from the odd
album, which is a good example big fat tone with a crisp edge,
items from Grease, Star Wars and
of what you might call modern barbed with good-humoured wit. number), but they are given much
point by Jack Buchanan and his Pete's . Dragon are the usual
jazz'. Jarvis is a particularly hard He sounds happy in this context,
romantic things like Annie's song
driving drummer, who pushes and and the music adds up to achunk partners, including Elsie Ran- and How deep is your love, dealt
1924) is aweak score;
prods the music into a state of of live music well worth a space dolph. Toni (
Boodle (
1925) little better; That's with in the usual exotic Pourcel
lively excitement. Kessler re- in your collection. [6:1/2]
A*:1]. A record called
1928) has the best style: [
And the rest: Duke Ellington a Good Girl (
sponds to the spur, throwing out
The Biggest Pub Party in the
splattering runs, while the bassist Live, a double mono recording music and lyrical contributions World: 36 Boozy Ballads (EMI
holds the middle ground with on Affinity AFF 28 [6:2] isn't the from Ira Gershwin. But it is Jack NTS180) by Geoff Love and
superb confidence and taste. best Ellington you can collect, but Buchanan who matters and he
friends is not half as bad as it
Shepp puts in an appearance on in its own way, with a couple of was always well written and
sounds. The friends are a wellmemorable:
[
H].
Into
the
years
just two of the six tracks— but the lengthy medleys of hits, it serves
mannered, sober lot who sing the
trio can easily hold its own as a Duke Ellington sampler. The 1934/8 with Denny Dennis & Les
boozy ballads in astraightforward
World Records 8, SH319)
without the star guest bit. For any New
Hope Jazz
Mass on Allen (
way
so that you can hear the
of you who wonder where all that Finlandia FA 201 ( Unicorn) is a and the days when dance band
words, and Love and his musicians
singers
were
frequently
labelled
good, old fashioned modern jazz curious double of modern ecclesiaccompany them in a friendly,
has gone, this could be arefresh- astical jazz performed by a choir 'with vocal refrain'. Overcoming bouncy sort of style. Presumably
this,
the
voice
of
Denny
Dennis
ing purchase: [
A:2]. Bird Fire and ateam of Finnish musicians—
aimed at a middle-aged party
is Shepp's tribute to Charlie not apatch on the Mingus gospel: became one which had to be
audience. [A: 1]
properly
credited
because
of
the
Parker. In spite of playing Bird [ A/B:2/3]. Out of a whole batch
tunes which could easily catapult of cross- over albums released following he achieved. At times
him into an excessive flow of recently ( Tony Williams' The Joy his voice was very like that of
Birdisms, Shepp avoids instant Of Flying, CBS 83338 [A:21, Bing Crosby's, rich and full,
emulation and sticks to his own Sadao Watanabe's California though slightly higher and lighter;
style. But Shepp's style is not so Shower, Miracle MLP 3005 [A: 2], notably he sang with Roy Fox and
much a style as a collection of Soft Heap, on Charly CRL 5014 Lew Stone and, for a year, with
styles. Sure, his hard- edged and [
A: 2], Cape Wrath by Dick Tommy Dorsey. He sings good
brittle wailing approach may be Morrissey and Jim Mullen on quality songs and sings them
seen to be his, but there's another Fusion SHSP 4098 [A*: 2] and well. Les Allen, who was with
side to Shepp, and on this album Octavius by the John Dank- Henry Hall for some time, has an
that other side bursts out from worth, Paul Hart Octet, Sepia even lighter voice, the same good
time to time. Shepp is more than RSR 1001 [ A/B: 2/3]), Lee Rite- diction, but somehow seems a
merely aware of the jazz tradition, nour's Feel The Night stands little less dedicated to the music
so it's not really a surprise that at out as succeeding in what it set than Dennis. Ido wish the second
times— like the beginning of side out to achieve. It's tight, clean, side didn't start with that emtwo, for example—what comes out rhythmic, dancey, varied, polished, barrassing number Little man,
of the horn is not something of startlingly accomplished, well put- you've had a busy day, with a
Bird's era, but a slice of the together—and even subtle too. fearful spoken introduction; but I
action from ten to fifteen years It's on Elektra K 52141, and— understand it is the corn of the
period which is in the greatest
before. It adds up to a listenable, while it may not be 100% jazz— I
nostalgic demand: [
H]. Finally, to
if patchy album, but if you're like it. [A*:1/2]

3,477
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5expensive turntables
reviewed by Noel Keywood
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Monitor Audio EF500 and SME 3009
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viewed in a way that means something to
potential buyers (for whom these product
reports are really intended), rather than hi-fi
IN AUGUST HFNIRRI reviewed five'mediumengineers. If you have upwards of £250 for a
priced' record decks which, with one
record deck your pocket should also be large
exception, were largely similar in design.
enough to give you freedom of cartridge
This report covers five ' quality' decks (
ie,
choice. This means that you may want a
expensive) and the design contrast is far
pickup arm for a very high quality movinggreater. In this part of the market, manumagnet cartridge or for a moving- coil type.
facturers are more concerned with seeking
Generally, the latter return asmoother, more
solutions to some of the problems Ispoke
coherent sound with a greater feeling of
about in the last report in order to improve
depth and reality to the music. Movingsound quality, and perhaps slightly less conmagnet cartridges, with one or two exceptions,
cerned with the provision of superficially
suffer a design compromise that leaves few
attractive ' features'. With some of the decks
sounding unblemished. If you intend to use a
you appear to get less the more you pay, but
moving- coil type then low effective mass
external simplicity often hides conceptual
really isn't of great consequence, unless your
sophistication. Prices range from £180 for
only aim in arm/cartridge matching is to get
the Philips Automatic AF977 up to £306 for
Micro's DQX500 ( typical buying prices). I the LF arm resonance up to 15 Hz for its own
sake. Iwould suggest that m- ccartridges be
must point out that the AF977 was chosen on
used in arms of medium to high-ish ( not too
the basis that it is a ' top of range' model, like
high) effective mass, ranging approximately
the others, but it is substantially less expenfrom 8gm to 18 gm, in order that the cartsive than the other four, a point to bear in
ridge sees a reasonably stable mass above it
mind when making comparisons.
in the audio band. If arm mass is too low,
There is ashift of emphasis in my approach
mechanical inertia will be inadequate and
to the products in this report as a result of
the arm will start to suffer random movement
their price. Ibelieve that for most people, the
at low frequencies. ( This is the reason
cost of these is high to the point of being inchannel separation decreases towards the
explicable. To justify it, therefore, they must
LF cartridge resonance—a bad sign). Pickup
be able to return the highest level of sound
arms exhibiting a highish mass, particularly
quality and this means that there should be
those at the top end of the range Iquoted,
no compromises. Furthermore, it is incumare not so suitable for good moving- magnet
bent upon the manufacturers to ensure that
cartridges, with their generally higher compurchasers of their products know how to
pliance, though, and medium- to- low effective
achieve the best results, even if this does
mass designs are most appropriate. Obmean explanation of such esoterica (to the
viously, a ' universal' arm should have variable
layman) as vertical tracking angle. A small
effective mass and, since this can be quite
number of irate souls always write in to magaeasily arranged, it is a feature one could
zines after a critical test of ' transcription'
reasonably expect to find on decks at this
components such as those here, pointing out
price level. The general idea is to start with a
(often quite correctly) that the addition of
low- mass arm and add mass to it, a method
bituminous car felt/plasticineichewing gum
Micro-Seiki use on their DQX-500 in this
to point X and 0.5 mm adjustment of Y would
report. The other four models do not have
have transformed the sound quality and any
any provision for varying mass, although
reviewer that doesn't know this must be . . .
SME's Series III pickup arm does have varietc, etc. Our attitude, however, is that optiable counterweight mass and mass could be
mum performance should be available to
added to the headshell of the removable arm
anyone who buys these products, irrespective
tube assembly to tune it to the particular
of whether he is an expert or a tyro. This
cartridge fitted. You have also to consider
puts the onus on the manufacturer to design
balancing out the extra headshell mass, and
and produce aproduct capable of adjustment
with the SME this limits added weight to
for optimum results and supply sufficient
around 7gm, assuming a conventional 6gm
information to allow anybody to achieve them.
cartridge is to be fitted. Total effective mass
At this price level, Iwould expect all these
would then be around 15 gm, still a relatively
decks to attain such an ideal.
low figure compared to a typical Japanese
In August I paid most attention in my
arm and a6gm cartridge, which together will
introduction to fundamental aspects of perexhibit effective mass of > 20 gm.
formance in an integrated record deck, tacitly
The fact that four out of the five arms here
acknowledging the fact that manufacturing
do not have variable mass means that arm/
budgets make it unrealistic to expect too
cartridge matching should be considered
much. This supposition, though, is not
carefully if best results are to be achieved.
strictly valid, because it must be possible for
Very compliant cartridges should be fitted to
any large manufacturer to produce a record
a low- mass design and uncompliant types
deck that consummately outperforms those
(mainly moving- coil) to those with mediumtested last month while staying within their
to- high mass.
cost ceiling. The final result may not be
Damping is becoming progressively more
deemed ' commercial', but Rega do just this
popular these days and, as well as minimising
with their well known but difficult to obtain
the LF resonance peak, it can usually help to
Planar turntable. This month, such constraints
improve sound quality by cleaning up lower
do not apply; we are free to look at the finer
mid- range and upper bass quality. Damping
details of disc reproduction, consider what
imposes some drag on an arm and has, in
should be provided by a manufacturer and
consequence, to be applied with consideration
then go on to see whether they have indeed
of the cartridge fitted. High-compliance/low
provided it.
tracking force types need light damping,
A good enough point at which to start is
while moving- coil units tracking up to 2gm
with that old chestnut, effective mass, but
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and exhibiting limited compliance need more.
This is a useful rule- of- thumb but, unfortunately, not acast-iron guide. Some cartridges
have a very lightly damped cantilever hinge
(eg, Ortofon Concorde series, Stanton 881S)
yet are compliant and should be operated
with alow tracking force. Damping these is a
matter of trial and error. You need to apply
as much damping as possible, consistent
with good tracking; the best way to achieve
this is through use of a good test disc with a
comprehensive set of tracking tests ( HFS75,
Ortofon). Damping, however, is messy and
inconvenient, yet unipivot arms must be
damped
to
avoid
torsional
oscillation,
like a pendulum, and SME, followed now by
Mission and Audio Technica, offer damping
solely with regard to improvement of sound
quality. It is worth having, especially on top
quality arms, but only the two ' component'
arms tested here were damped.
Allied to the topic of damping is that of
counterweight decoupling, since both have
similar results. The original idea of decoupling the counterweight mass, by mounting the weight or its support tube on a compliant rubber sleeve, was to provide an ' antiresonant' system that would suppress the
arm/cartridge LF resonant peak. The problem
with achieving this, though, lies in the high
compliance needed, which makes the counterweight very floppy, and the fact that the system must be capable of being tuned to match
a cartridge. However, decoupling also improves sound quality due to the substantial
effect it can have upon arm structural resonances. Any arm, whatever it.is made from,
will suffer serious structural- resonances if
the counterweight is rigidly fixed, and Iknew
before using or testing it that the performance of Hadcock's new ' D' type arm would
not be the same as that of preceding versions
that possessed greater decoupling. Dual,
however, have revived the original idea of antiresonant decoupling and they are now using
a very floppy weight that can be tuned to the
low frequency resonance. I feel that you
should expect to see some form of counterweight decoupling on awell- designed arm.
Even if an arm is well- designed, however,
you cannot expect really good results unless
it is well set up. Minimum requirements are
the ability to adjust for minimum lateral and
vertical tracking angle error, and exact cartridge verticality. Vertical tracking angle adjustment isn't usually provided where there
is some form of auto- system, since the arm
base is normally attached to a mechanism of
some kind and providing height adjustment
would be difficult. Spacers are an alternative
but not a valid one since they provide a very
shaky cartridge mounting platform, which is
definitely not wanted. Precise cartridge alignment can more than halve measured dis-
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tortions and the resultant gains in clarity and
accuracy are worth having. Arm height adjustment at the pillar should be provided and
since most cartridges have too high avertical
tracking angle, lowering the pillar can often
improve sound quality. You have to consider
modulation slant of the disc, though, and if a
line- contact stylus is fitted to the cartridge,
the correct orientation of its contact faces.
Misalignment of a line- contact stylus can
produce a very ' gravelly' or rough sound and
1have found some that create so much grating
NEWS
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reble distortion that they appear to be mis racking.
Vertical re- alignment and coninual tip cleaning alleviates or clears the
problem. If you can't realign the arm, and on
wo of the decks here it is not possible, you
tre stuck with such problems. This, of course,
s a compromise between auto- system conrenience and sound quality.
In August ( pp. 130/131), I discussed the
significance of arm geometry and the need
or extremely accurate cartridge alignment if
iistortion is to be kept down to tolerable
evels. The fundamental requirement for best
subjective results is to minimise the distortion
lue to tracking error, not tracking error itself.
rhis presupposes correct design and lays
tesponsibility on the manufacturer to provide
an accurate method of cartridge alignment.
Édignment jigs are potentially most effective
since they can be used by anybody, and are
nherently accurate in setting both stylus
Position and axial alignment of the cartridge
pody. Failing this, a parallel- sided headshell
Ind a clearly printed alignment protractor are
he best alternative. Both the Philips and
Dual decks come fitted with a cartridge and
:hus you would expect alignment to be correct.
tealignment isn't possible with either, so
.here is no room for experiment with these
Jnits, unless you use an alternative headshell
—available for both decks—and a different
cartridge.
Another adjustment one should expect to
see on a top quality arm is that of cartridge
ierticality, usually achieved by twisting the
ieadshell on the arm tube. Slight adjustments here can improve the channel separation dramatically, sharpening up images and
mprove the feeling of depth to music. Again,
me contact styli are more sensitive to this
alignment. It should be provided by manu'acturers, but many assume that only approximate vertical positioning is sufficient and condeniently omit this feature.
None of the integrated pickup arms in this
teport could be finely adjusted in the ways
nentioned above, but the independent manutIly-operated designs, such as the SME and
iadcock, are much closer to such an ideal.
f it is sound quality you are after, they
Ire usually preferable to integrated designs,
provided of course the turntable and plinth
with which they are paired are equally good.
However, it is still theoretically preferable for
a manufacturer to combine the arm and
turntable, although the decision of whether to
provide an auto- system ( for convenience) or
a highly flexible manually- operated arm (for
9delity) then arises. The former approach is
iormally adopted simply because the bene9ts are more tangible to a buyer and therefore
:his 'sort of thing is more popular. Before I
started writing this report, one person looked
at the five decks sitting together in a group
and his eyes alighted on the Philips AF977
control panel which is studded with lights,
buttons and a dial, plus the crowning glory
of digital speed readout. '
This is the deck I
would like', he said immediately! In contrast,
people who see the Micro-Seiki DQX-500 just
goggle at it and say ' What's that?'. Quite
Frankly, it is possible to combine auto armft with a transcription arm, but we just
laven't got that far yet. In the meantime you
lave to choose between convenience and
Idelity.
Ht -FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Frequency response and crosstalk traces to
show possible arm perturbation ( fig. 1b etc.)
were performed with a Stanton 680EE cartridge. Individual cartridge responses, where
applicable, were carried out using the JVC
TRS 1007 test disc.

Listening Test Procedure
Blind listening tests were carried out along
the same lines as those for the last group,
with apanel of four in one room and the decks
under test in a separate and remote room.
This enabled acoustic feedback to be switched
in or out to excite the deck under test, without
the panel hearing it. If the feedback signal
had been audible through the walls of the
building it would have supplemented sound

Philips AF977
The AF977, with its numerous lights and indicators, has eye appeal. It is aimed at those
who want a high quality integrated turntable
(complete with cartridge) which requires
minimal technical involvement from the
owner. The deck will play LPs and singles
automatically, sensing whichever is on the
platter with a small protruding button. Alternative manual operation is available, but,
whichever is used, the arm is lifted and returned to its rest automatically at the end of a
disc. Two speeds are provided, 33 and 45
rpm, both with quartz- lock. Alternatively,
variable speed with digital indication can be
selected. Philips supply this deck fitted with
their own GP412/II cartridge, which is top of
the Philips range. It comes fitted to a removable headshell specifically designed to take
this cartridge and as a result there is no provision for tracking error adjustment. However,
a second headshell is supplied which has the
usual slots for such adjustment; this could be
used with the GP412 if desired, or any other
cartridge. A jig is supplied to facilitate cartridge alignment. Interestingly, the AF977
employs belt- drive from a DC motor to the
platter with the servo speed correction signal
taken from the platter itself, not from the
mqtor spindle as is common. Philips call
this ' direct control'. The platter and pickup
arm are suspended on afloating sub- chassis
for acoustic and shock isolation.
Setting up the AF977 presented no problems at all and it is obvious that Philips have
ensured that this should be so. Locking
screws must be removed and two transit clips
undone before the sub- chassis floats on its
strip- spring suspension system. The instruction manual provides clear directions on how
to carry out this task. Philips even manage to
dispense with acalibrated counterweight and
the usual arm balancing ceremony by incorporating astylus gauge into the arm rest. The
counterweight is simply screwed forward
until this gauge shows required stylus pressure on a dial. As well as easing set-up, it
also provides a continual check on pressure
since the gauge reads whenever the arm is
on its rest.
1979

from the monitor speakers and very probably
altered judgements. Each deck was played
against a reference, both being fitted with
identical ( measured) Stanton 881S cartridges,
with and without feedback applied to the deck
under test. To give the panel some idea of
what effect feedback alone would have on
sound quality, Ialso put the pickup arm of
each unit onto a stationary disc and excited it
with music from a nearby loudspeaker. This
provided a clear idea of how each deck
sounds when acting as a microphone, which
is, in effect, what they are when considering
acoustic feedback susceptibility. The same
Stanton 881S was used in each deck for
auditioning; monitor speakers were KEF
R105s, driven by the Hitachi HCA7500/HMA
7500 combination.

You cannot adjust the Philips arm for
height nor, as Isaid earlier, can you adjust the
factory- set GP412 for tracking error. Although the headshell is removable,
its
socket is a design peculiar to Philips turntables and the AF977 will not as a result
accept either Ortofon Concorde cartridges
or any of the integrated cartridges now
appearing from Japanese manufacturers such
as Technics, Sony and Audio Technica.
Another slightly limiting factor as regards
compatibility is alimited cartridge- weight balance range of 5-11 gm. The deck will not
accept Ortofon low- mass ' LM' series cartridges which weigh 2.8 gm, and since lightweight types will become increasingly popular, this inability will possibly be limiting to
some owners. However, nearly all cartridges
weigh more than 5gm at present. Maximum
tracking and bias force was 3gm and tracking
force scale accuracy very good.
The arm possesses a modest effective
mass of 8gm, which makes it widely suitable
for many modern moving- magnet cartridges.
Compliance of the GP412/II was high, though,
and the plot of low frequency response
(fig. 1d) shows that the arm's main LE
resonance occurs at 7Hz. This arm/cartridge combination will produce some subsonic warp information and may have difficulty getting over the occasional high amplitude warp, but Idon't consider this comparatively low resonance frequency to be of such
importance as do many hi-fi pundits. With a
Stanton 680EE medium compliance cartridge,

Fig. ( 1d) (
Fine trace RH channel)
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Amplifier Section
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It isn't really your fault.
Finding adealer who stocks
Mitsubishi's incredibly impressive
range of hi-fidelity audio equipment
is no easy matter.
Because, before we award
adealership, we like to make
absolutely certain that the after
sales service will meet the same
high standard as our equipment.
Which explains why, to date,

YdB (AUXJ_

only afew have heard the good news.
Of course, those of you who are
aware of the reputation that Mitsubishi
have earned in the UK for their highly
respected television range will require
little imagination to picture the superb
sound quality, smooth action controls
or amazing value for money of the new
audio equipment.
Once ocatecl, your Mitsubishi
dealer will be pleased to demonstrate

exactly what we mean.
But bearing in mind the scarcity,
remember to confirm your order the
moment you're convinced.
Hear today, gone tomorrow.
THESE ARE JUST AFEWMODELS FROM THE EXTENSIVE RANGE OF AUDIO 4.
7V EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURCI1 BY MITSUBISHI IN JAPAN MITSUBISHI
ELECTRIC IUNI LIMITED, OTTERSPOOL WAY, WATFORD, HERTS WD2 BID

MITSUBISHI
Arviii ELECTRIC

where low frequency breakthrough
below 100 Hz was substantial, reaching a
maximum of — 19 dB or one-tenth of the
music level on adisc being played. The deck,
however, was resistant to vibration pickup
through its base, indicated by very low random
disturbance pickup of — 55 dB, again shown
in the graph. Unfortunately, resonance of the
sub- chassis occurred at 7.5 Hz, roughly the
same as the arm/cartridge resonance. In a
room with a bouncy floor the deck is likely to
be badly disturbed by this conicidence of
resonances, most notably if the floor itself

(fig. 1c)
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PHILIPS AF977

bounces at the same frequency—which is
quite possible. This is aclassic design error
or, should I say, lack- of- design error, and
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one that is not uncommon.
Philips, like Thorens, show that belt- drive
can return much the same results as direct-
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drive, with little wow ,and , in consequence, a
total W & F figure ( DIN weighted) of 0.06%

for
Philips have obviously des igned this arm
zero tracking error on inner grooves but its
geometry is both poor and sub- optimal for
the effective length chosen. Capacitance of
the signal lead- out wires was low at 165 pF

which is very low. Absolute vanation of speed, or drift, was, as usual with
belt- drive, somewhat greater than that of a
good direct-drive system at 0.15% p- p but
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AF977 is aimed, Philips have elected to use a
pressure- moulded plastic plinth that feels
somewhat light and insubstantial. However,

shows that
W
& F level

down to alow figure. Rumble was inaudible,
even on a silent acetate test disc, and
measured — 71 dB ( DIN B weighted).
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assume automatically that this plinth will contribute a significant amount of coloration. I
found the deck quite easy to operate, although

loading, ie, under the normal conditions
provided by the Philips AF977 deck, the
res po nse exhibits the usual moving- magnet

moving the lid on its fricti on hin ges did at
times upset the cartridge. Operation was
smooth and silent, while a fairly high stan-

upper mid- band suckout. Loaded by 600 pF,
the GP412/11 is capable of providing a fairly
flat response, as shown in the lower trace.
Se paration is good and so was tracking. I
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friction in the vertical plane of movement was
somew hat variable and higher than usual.
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a disc,
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o wever. Generally, the AF977 pickup arm is
su itable for most good qualit y cartridges,
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TD 110

tested

the
in

plane).
of this

t
ec hnique has been wasted and I wasn't sur prised
at the mediocre fe edback performance

alth o ugh
highly compliant
types and uncomPliant moving- coils are not
the best match one could make with it.
The counterweight was not very well decoupled but, in spite of this, structural resonances were not as serious as one might
expect. The graph (fig. lb) shows the presence of a major resonance at 360 Hz, which
must add some coloration, and there is a
much smaller problem at 120 Hz which is
almost insignificant. The simple plastic
headshell and aluminium arm tube Philips
use are deceptive in possessing quite good
inherent damping, otherwise the audible
results of over- cost-effective design would
have been more serious. Philips' technical
specifications quote angular tracking error of
the arm as 0° 9'/cm maximum but with the
GP41201 as fitted this figure was substantially
exceeded and was in fact 0° 16'/cm, leading
to very high tracking error over much of a
disc. As shown in fig. la, distortion from
tracking error reached a maximum of 1.3%
8cm from the disc centre, apoor performance.
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Listening Test Results
The panel were not very happy abotit
reproduction from this turntable. Treble
quality was rated as fizzy, shrill and wiry and
the panel obviously decided that it was
blemished in this way. The mid- band displayed hollow coloration and bass output
was unanimously described as ill-defined.
An overall rating of 3.5 out of 10 underlined
the listeners' general unhappiness about
listening to the AF977. Feedback emphasised
lack of definition in bass output, it was felt,
and the stereo imagery was regarded as rather
smeared, compared to the reference.
Philips' AF977 is visually attractive, easy to
set up and easy to use. It is aimed more at
those who want little commitment to the
technicalities of hi-fi, and meets their need
well. However, it is technically poor in a
number of important areas, as Ihave pointed
out, and the panel were singularly unhappy
about reproduction from the deck with the
test Stanton cartridge. With Philips' own
GP412111 cartridge, which sells for around £45,
it represents only average value at £180, since
the similarly-priced decks tested in the
August issue, for example, would represent
valid competition.
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BaLW DM 4

IBM DM 5Generally, there's little

Well over100,000 DM4's
are in use world-wide. Chief reason for this great
little speaker's popularity is that it provides
the perfect compromise between monitor
performance and compact dimensions:

to choose between the majority of small
loudspeakers. Yet this smallest member of the
B&W family consistently out- performs bigger
and costlier contemporaries. How small?

530mm ( 21in) high x255mm ( 10in) wide x256mm (10in) deep.

455mm (18in) high x227mm (9in) widex 241mm (9'/2in) deep.

ég The DM4 is
right at the top of
the heights of quality
small speakers in
our opinion. 59

É6 The B&W DM5
emerged as one of
the top performers
irrespective of
price. fi
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STD 305M and Hadcock GH288
'D' arm

through its mounting hole and is held by one
nut, making it easy to fit. With the pillar in
place and the arm itself provisionally placed

plastic holding clip which could be useful
except that it forced the arm down and brought
the cartridge stylus perilously close to the

The STD 305M deck (£ 199) and Hadcock
GH228D arm (£59) are available separately
and were combined for this report as atypical

on the pivot, the deck's sub- chassis suspension system must then be adjusted to cornpensate for the arm's weight. STD do not

turntable top plate.
Effective mass of the GH228 varies slightly
according to headshell position and the corn-

high quality disc playing unit costing around
£250. Both products are well known and
relatively popular among enthusiasts.
George Hadcock's latest type ' D' arm is the

supply a screwdriver for the X- head transit
screws, nor the normal bottom cover screws,
which have to be removed for suspension
adjustment. You will need to buy both types

bination of counterweights used, but at its
lowest, with only the basic counterweight
selected to balance alight cartridge, measured
6gm. This is a good general purpose figure

most recent version of the now long standing
GH228 design, which has gathered ahigh reputation for excellent sound quality coupled
with reasonable price. The arm is a fairly
straightforward unipivot design, with damping

if you don't already own them. They do ,ho wever, supply aspanner for suspension adjustment, which Ifound was an awkward task. I
suspect, though, that most purchasers of the
STD would enjoy this sort of fiddling. Under

provided by awell of viscous fluid around the
pivot. The entire upper arm assembly lifts
off its pillar pivot for cartridge installation and
removal, signal lead- out wires being disconnected from the arm pillar by asmall plug and
socket. The ' D' Type version is distinguished
both by this feature and the now rigidly supported counterweight system. Earlier versions
possessed a decoupled counterweight support tube that drooped and made tracking
force adjustment rather difficult. The new
version also possesses a weight- and-thread
bias compensator system.
STD's 305M deck is atwo speed belt- drive

the heading Operation' in their handbook,
STD ask owners to ensure that the drive belt
rides the pulley crown by adjusting the motor
position. With the platter off, though, the
belt will not take up its normal operating
position on the pulley because the subchassis will ride high without the platter mass.
This instruction is misleading and will cause
misalignment of the motor.
Having aligned the deck, the GH228 arm
must be fitted with a cartridge and set up. I
found the instructions brief and unhelpful in
many places. Basically, you must sit the arm
on its pivot, hold the hub so that its top face

unit that supports both platter and arm on a
floating sub- chassis for shock and feedback
isolation. The plinth is extremely strong,
being made from steel damped with bitumastic pads to avoid coloration from structural resonances. The outside is finished in
brushed aluminium and, overall, the deck is
impressively made, very well finished and
visually attractive— STD provide a pair of
'surgical' gloves to avoid marking the finish
while setting up. The dust cover moves on
friction hinges. Like one or two other specialist belt- drive turntables, it possesses no
speed- change mechanism: the platter must
be removed and the drive belt moved by hand
from one pulley diameter to another. STD fit
aspirit level to the sub- chassis and adjustable
feet beneath the deck to ensure that the
platter and arm are level in use.
Obviously, combining and setting up
specialist individual components like the
STD and Hadcock is both time-consuming
ar d fiddly, to say the least. If you know little
about hi-fi and are not mechanically minded,
the task is best left to a dealer, especially
since this arm is notoriously difficult to adjust
properly. The arm pillar must first be attached
to its mounting plate on the STD sub- chassis,
Pre- drilled mounting plates for most arms can
be supplied by STD so you are spared a
woodworking exercise. The arm pillar drops

and

renders the arm

suitable for

most

high

quality moving- magnet cartridges that possess medium-to- high compliance. It is rather
light for incompliant moving- coil cartridges.
Ifound the ' D' type would balance cartridges
from 15-10 gm but would not accept cartridges up to 13 gm as quoted in the specifications. It will work, just, with the Ortofon
lightweight LM cartridges if they are used
with the brass bolts supplied with the arm.
On the review sample the counterweight had
to be set to 1.3 gm to achieve atracking force
of 1gm and, as Imentioned earlier, the GH228
is best set up with tracking force scales.
Since the headshell is non- detachable you
cannot, of course, use integrated cartridges
with this arm but it will accept all conventional types without difficulty.
Adjustment for minimum lateral tracking
error, using the protractor supplied, is relatively easy since the cartridge body—and its
front-to- back axis— is not obscured by the
vestigial headshell. You can therefore get
the cartridge itself aligned so that it lies at a
perfect tangent to the groove, according to
the protractor. Unfortunately, the Hadcock
protractor is both conventional and inaccurate in providing just one zero tracking error
position at 60 mm from disc centre, the IEC
stipulated inner groove radius. This is based
on the philosophy of minimum tracking error
on inner grooves, not minimum overall distortion across the disc. Ideally, the protractor should have zero tracking error points
at 63 mm and 119 mm.
However, basic
geometry of the GH228 was extremely good
and cartridge alignment at 63 mm showed that
it is one of the few arms available that possesses optimised geometry, producing a maximum distortion figure of 0.8%. There was a
discrepancy between measured and quoted
geometry in the specifications, the latter
being less accurate but only marginally worse
in the results it theoretically produces (fig. 2a).
Pivot friction was extremely low in both
planes of movement and arm location perfect, two advantages of using asingle bearing
pivot. Damping, for the reasons given, was
minimal and had no effect on the LF arm
resonance at 13 Hz (fig. 2b). Lack of damping
on a unipivot produces very bad results in

is horizontal and then twist the headshell so
that the cartridge is approximately vertical.
Suitable counterweights are then selected
and screwed on until the wanted tracking
force is achieved. You need separate scales
for this since Hadcock's own system is
inaccurate. Now the cartridge is placed on a
disc and the rear counterweight twisted so
that the arm's hub is horizontal. When this is
so, the headshell will probably need fine
adjustment to ensure that it, too, is horizontal
or, should 1 say, the cartridge is vertical.
Twisting the counterweight upsets the tracking force accuracy and this will then need
further fine adjustment, but not until bias
force has been set because the new weightand-thread system causes arm tilt which
must be compensated for with the counterweight. Arm height is adjustable and tracking
error is minimised by moving the headshell
along the arm tube until the cartridge is
positioned correctly against a protractor.
Moving the headshell like this alters tracking
force and this must be readjusted afterwards.
Finally, the arm is lifted off its pivot and fluid
squirted into the damping well from asyringe.
Damping was adjustable on earlier GH228s
by altering pillar pivot height but the review
sample lacked this facility and the instructions
make no mention of it. Worse still, the review
arm pivot was so high that the arm's concentric damping tube was hardly immersed in
fluid at all, something that most owners
would, Ibelieve, fail to notice. This meant that
the review sample was insufficiently damped,
but, since it is meant to be representative of
those commercially available, it was tested in
this form. George Hadcock does assure us
that pivot height adjustment, although awkward, is still possible on the type ' D' and that
any user suspecting his arm should get in
touch with his dealer.
The STD motor is operated with a square
push-button at front- right of the plinth. The
arm is positioned over arecord and lowers on
afluid- damped platform. Operation is entirely
manual, of course. The arm- rest now has a
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two NEW Al VERTICALS
Accurate reproduction is the cornerstone of AR's
reputation.25 years of continuous research in the
art of sound reproduction has resulted in AR's
latest innovation, the Vertical Speaker"
System. Specifically designed for
floor placement each model in
the new floor- standing ' 9'
series provides better
efficiency, greater
accuracy and more
satisfying listening than any
AR speaker in
our history

Al
The AR91

The AR91 and
AR92, our first
vertical three way
floor- standing systems,

f

incorporate the design
principles of the AR9 and

AR90. Tall and shallow, they
offer a dramatic improvement in
performance and accuracy over other
three way speakers; an improvement which
can be plotted on a response curve and heard
in performance. These verticals bring a new
listening experience to the discerning audiophile
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Fig. (2b)
use since the arm can rock on its pivot,
especially when excited by acoustic feedback.
Line contact styli, in particular, are very sensitive to this sort of changing vertical position
and Iwould expect this to have some effect

and random disturbance breakthrough into
the plinth from building vi bration, rather than
acou stic feedback, was not very well suppres sed.
Total energy breakth rou gh at low
frequencies was not as high as t
hat of other
decks, however, even tho u gh there are some
specific frequencies at wh ich the 305M is
sens iti ve. Doubtless, insufficient ar m dam p
-

upon sound quality.
The most disappointing feature of the type
'D' was the rigidly fixed counterweight support
tube. Previous samples of the GH228 Ihave
tested that had a heavily decoupled counterweight have been entirely free of structural
resonances. Predictably, this was not the
case with the ' D' and two serious resonances
can be seen in fig. 2b. They are most serious
on vertical modulation and will therefore
colour signals with a vertical component, le,
far left and right images, on a disc.
Although absolute speed drift was typical
of belt- drive at 0.3% p- p, the wow it produced
was reasonably low in frequency and with
DIN weighting, total W & F measured 0.08%
quasi- peak, a low figure. There was marginally more variation in W & F level over a
long period (fig. 2b) than with a good directdrive turntable but it never rose to the point
where speed variations would
become
blatantly audible. There was no audible

ing and its ability to roc k

freel y made

The panel detected many good features in
this deck and arm combination and were most
complimentary about imagery, which consistently attracted praise for clarity and openness. One person did feel that it was slightly
upset by feedback when applied. Subjective
bass quality was another facet of the sound
liked by the panel, with comments of ' tight'
and ' dry' frequently used. The mid- band
caused some equivocation since the panel
liked its clean quality, allied with a sense of
openness, but at the same time detected some
'metallic' coloration and a ' hard' edge. Treble
quality did not pick up much praise, being
labelled bright to the point of being shrill'
and wiry'. Istrongly suspect that the 881S
line- contact stylus, which is very sensitive to
alignment, was upset by pendulum movement
of the GH228 arm through lack of damping.
Overall rating for this deck was 5out of 10 and
the panel clearly detected superior reproduction from this arm and turntable in combination, in spite of some obvious performance
weaknesses.

this

Philips deck, the Dual CS714Q is aimed at
those who would rather not be faced with the
problems of fine alignment. This also means,
of course, that it cannot be optimally set up.
Using the additional counterweights, a cartridge weight range of 1-13 gm can be accommodated, which covers just about all eventualities. Since the headshell itself unclips
from a bracket at the end of the arm tube and
there is also a removable cartridge slide,
cartridge changing is an easy task, but the
arm will not accept integrated cartridges
which all have an SME -style connector.
Maximum calibrated tracking and bias
force that can be applied is 2gm, a high
enough value to cover all modern cartridges,
and the tracking force system was perfectly
accurate. Effective mass of the arm with its
special headshell for the Ortofon cartridge
plinth's front panel. When switched
out be
of
tter can
quartz- lock, the speed of the pa
was 10 gm, but total effective mass, including
varied by individual pitch co ntrols provided
the cartridge, which is of most importance,
was 12.5 gm. This compares with an arm
for 33 and 45 rpm.
Un packing and setting up this turntable
effective mass, using the conventional headwas areasonably easy task. The floating base
shell and cartridge slide, of 12 gM, onto which
plate must be unclamped by releasing its
must be added approximately the 6gm of a
typical cartridge, giving 18 gm total. So, by
transit screws and then the arm is set up in
fitting the Ortofon lightweight cartridge, Dual
the normal manner, with clear instructions
have brought about a5.5 gm decrease in arm
on the subject provided by Dual. The only
effective mass, ignoring the additional slight
unusual feature was Dual's unique antidecrease in effective mass caused by reresonant counterweight, which must be tuned
to match arm/cartridge resonance. It took a duced counterweight mass. This will increase
the arm LF resonance by around 20%, taking,
short while to locate the recommended tuning
for example, a 10 Hz resonance up to 12 Hz.
frequency, which is included on the cartridge
This goes to show that relatively large
information sheet supplied.
changes in effective mass produce only relaAs with most automatic or semi- automatic
tively small changes in the frequency of
decks, the pickup arm cannot be adjusted

Dual CS714Q

The CS714Q is an expensive (£237) semiautomatic turntable featuring a quartz- locked
direct- drive motor. ( The CS731Q is a fully
automatic version for £33 more.) It comes
fitted with a version of Ortofon's new LM
cartridge designed specifically to fit this and
other Dual turntables
The benefit lies in
reduced effective mass of the pickup arm.
For those who would like to use alternative
cartridges, asmall kit is provided with aspare
headshell and headshell slide, plus additional
arm balance weights. The Dual is started
manually by placing its arm over a disc and
bringing the cue lever forward to lower it. An
auto- system returns the arm to its rest at the
end of aside, however, or it may be lifted with
an external control button placed oro the

rumble and Iwas intrigued to find that surface
noise from the silent acetate test disc used
was audibly smoother in quality and measureably better suppressed at — 73 dB, DIN B
weighted, than with the other decks i
n this
eport. This is an exceptiona ll y good perr
formance.
The suspension system allowed free
movement of the deck's sub- chassis in both
planes and resonance occurred at a low
figure of 4Hz. Resonance of any deck suspension should be lower in frequency than
that of the arm/cartridge combination, and
also lower than typical floor bounce frequencieS. Any figure lower than 5Hz is
desirable but rarely achieved, Ifind, particularly with suspended plinths. The only reservation Ihave about the STD suspension is its
lack of damping. When excited, the subchassis tends to continue its slow bouncing
for rather a long time and addition of some
foam rubber between the support springs
would be helpful in controlling this.
Iwas surprised to see that feedback breakthrough into this disc system was quite high
at the main low frequency room resonance,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

combination of items more sensitive to
external disturbance than the 305M might have
been when fitted with an alternative arm or a

sro 305m & HADCOCK GH2281,

for height to trim the cartridge vertical tracking
angle. Spacers are necessary, but not supplied. Lateral tracking error is adjusted by
moving a cartridge within the headshell, but
the Ortof on unit comes pre-set and cannot be
re- adjusted within its own special lightweight
headshell assembly. There is no method of
adjusting cartridge verticality, either. Like the
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arm/cartridge resonance.
Ortofon's cartridge is very compliant and
in spite of low overall arm mass when fitted,
arm resonance occurred at 7Hz (fig. 3d). As
a result this combination may baulk at riding
the occasional serious warp, but generally I
think there should be little trouble.
187

Most antistatic
treatments coat the
surface of your records.
And there's the rub.
Everybody knows that
records develop astalk
charge whenever they get tie
slightest chance to dc so.
And that once charged, they attract dust like
red rags attract bulls.
Opinions on the most effective way of
eliminating static are not so unan -mous. But of
two things you can be sure.
First, anything you rub onto arecord to leave
adeposit on its surface is likely to clog the
microgrooves, with aconsequent deterioration in
sound quality.
And second, any product which claims
actually to modify the chemical properties of the
record surface, runs the risk of damaging critical
vinyl additives essential for long record life.

The
Zerostat Pistol
is the original, demonstrably effective static killer.
Using it is simple and takes only afew seconds.
The pistol lasts for at least 50,000 operations
you play 25 LPs aweek, that's nearly 20 years
of use) and requires no power supply, batteries or
refills
And, of course, it has absolutely no side
effects.
But we don't have to rub it in, do we?

Zerostat Components, Edison road, Industrial Estate, St Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4LF.
Please send me more information about The Zerostat Anti Static Pistol.
Name

IAddress

ZEROSTAT- i

COMPONENTS
We aim to dean up hi-fi.
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The counterweight must be tuned to the
;ame frequency as the arm and Dual have
allowed it compliance to do this in the vertical
firection only, presumably because warps
)roduce vertical movement. Using a Techlics test disc with 45 modulation (
je, pos;essing a vertical component) the bottom
hree low frequency traces of response were
nade in fig. 3d. These show output from the
:artridge with the counterweight locked ( or
noperative) and unlocked at both 5.5 Hz and
Hz. A sharp suckout in response can be
;een but it has little affect upon overall output
at resonance which remains high, irrespective
Pf where the counterweight is tuned. As far
às these tests show, Dual's anti- resonant
ounterweight is a nice idea, but it doesn't
work, due to too high a '
Q'. Arm damping is
ar more effective in controlling output at
esonance.
Friction in the arm pivots was extremely
ow and there was little slack. Taking into
account effective mass and pivot friction, this
arm is most suited to medium compliance
zartridges and relatively low compliance
moving- coil types. The Dual arm is best not
used with highly compliant cartridges since
ts mass is rather high.
Dual specify tracking error for the arm as
)16 / cm and headshell offset as 26' 4'. I
neasu red headshell offset as 24 and could
lot approach Dual's specified value of 26.
Dptimum headshell offset by Stevenson's
Jesign technique is in fact 24.5' (24 - 29') and
suspect that Dual's original specification has
peen transposed in printing and is, in fact,
lot 26' 4' but 24.6, especially since 4' seems
a ludicrously small angle of arc to quote.
Jsing their specified figures, the tracking
error zeros on the inner grooves, but is high
over most of the arm's arc of movement
across adisc. As a result, distortion reaches
a peak of 1.4% but, worse still, remains at a
relatively high level over much of the playing
area. This is hardly surprising, since the
offset is 2' away from its optimum value.
Using the measured value of headshell offset
raises the tracking error curve ( fig. 3a), and
provides a much better result, with less distortion over most of the playing period. The
main drawback is then a short, sharp rise in
distortion on inner grooves.
There are two clearly identifiable structural
resonances in the Dual arm, situated at 55 Hz
and 230 Hz ( fig. 3b). They affect lateral and

Cutaway of the CS714Q counterweight showing the
anti-resonant system.
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vertical response equally and so will colour
the entire sound stage. However, although
response suffers somewhat, there is little
rise in crosstalk, showing that the arm goes
into a fairly controlled 45' vibrational mode
and may not affect sound quality as seriously
as one might expect. The connection between cause and subjective effect is very
difficult to predict, however.
Dual's direct- drive motor performed impeccably under quartz- lock, displaying a very low
drift figure of 0.07% p- p. As a result there
was little wow and total W & F, DIN weighted,
measured 0.04%. All these figures are at the
measuring limit of the test disc used. Rumble
was extremely low too, and even exceeded
figures achieved by the STD 305M with a
DIN B weighted value of < 74 dB. Both rumble
and speed variations were inaudible as such.
Isolation from shock and acoustic feedback
is achieved by floating the entire deck on
support springs that sit on the plinth. The
system resonates at 5Hz, a suitably low value,
and was quite well damped. It proved very
effective in action and the CS714Q was insensitive to building vibrations and acoustic
feedback.
There was significant breakthrough at one specific frequency only ( fig. 3c)
and this coincides with the main resonant
mode of the test room. Since the amount of
energy fed back is low, Iwould still rate the
CS714Q highly in this area.
The Ortofon cartridge fitted requires a
specified capacitive loading of 400 pF in
order to obtain a flat response. This level
of capacitance is rarely met, either in record
deck pickup leads or preamplifier input stages.
Consequently, it must be provided by padding
capacitors, but Dual have overlooked this
point and fitted the CS714Q with 150 pF low
capacitance leads. As a result the DN160E,
as they term it, doesn't return the flat response
that they depict on the supolementary cartridge information sheet, but the characteristic shown along the 0dB I,ne ( fig. 3d). An
upper mid- band dip and treble peak help to
1979

Fig. (
3d)
disguise detail and make treble sound a bit
scratchy. Adding 600 pF additional capacitive
loading ( Ifind 600 pF is better then the specified 400 pF for Ortofon generators) provides
a response shown at right on the — 40 dB
line, which is identical to that shown by Dual.
This is another point that Dual need to pay
some attention to on the CS714Q. Ifind the
Ortofon LM cartridges sound very smooth
and highly detailed. Treble quality is particularly natural and pleasant. They veer toward
awarm sound balance with aslightly soft bass
quality. Imagery is good, if not up to movingcoil standards, and en the whole Irate these
cartridges highly against their competitors.

Listening Test Results
There was less agreement over the sound
quality of this turntable than of the others reviewed here. The panel felt that treble quality
was somewhat poor, being bright and a bit
fizzy. They also were unanimous in detecting
mid- band coloration described as a ' honk'.
On bass quality, though, one person thought
the CS714Q sounded dry and tight, one
avoided making any comment and two felt it
was boomy and ill-defined! Image quality
was felt to be reasonable, but with some loss
of definition and smear of images.

Monitor Audio ET500 and SME
3009 Series III Arm
Like the STD 305M and Hadcock GH228D
combination, the Monitor Audio ET500 (£ 153)
and SME 3009/III (£102) are aimed at the more
committed listener. Although Loth arm and
189

A 510.

Follow the leader.

It naturally follows that TEAC,
the leading manufacturer of professional reel to reel tape decks,
have alot to offer when it comes to
their vast range of cassette
machines.
Our studio experience shows
as soon as you come face to meter
with one in the showroom.
You'll notice how ease of
operation has taken priority over
fancy styling.
Fiddle with the controls, see
how they come easily to hand. And
notice how the assistant doesn't
look nervous while you're doing it
TEAC cassette decks may be
highly sensitive on the inside. But
on the outside we've gone out of
our way to build them tough

Altogether there are 15 decks
in the range, making it one of the
largest available. So one is bound to
suit your needs and your pocket
They start from the inexpensive
CX-210 through to the professional
Cl, with its 3motors/3 head
transport system and full logic
control.
The A 510 also deserves a
mention for its fluorescent metering
system. Whilst the A 108 is the only
cassette deck on the market with a
synchronised overdub capability.
And as you'd expect from
TEAC, the range boasts many
sophisticated features as standard
on most models: finely engineered
and highly reliable transport
systems, Dolby circuitry memory

rewind, plus independent bias and
equalisation selectors.
If you'd like to hear more about
TEAC cassette decks and full range
of accessories, just post us the
coupon for afree colour brochure
with the full details.
It'll help you follow the leader a
little more closely.

TEAC- acknowledged world
leaders in advanced tape technology.
Name
Address

HFNTDIO
Post Code
Harman UK, St John's Road, Tyler's Green, High
Wycombe, Bucks HP10 8HR
Tel: Penn (049 481) 5331.

T E AC

turntable are sold individually, and were combined for the purposes of this report to produce another disc system for around £250,
similarities with the STD and Hadcock end
here. Monitor Audio's ET500 deck uses a
Japanese ( Matsushita, brand name Technics) direct- drive motor rather than belt- drive,
and this is mounted on a very heavy plinth
constructed from a sandwich of wood and
lead. Isolation from shock and feedback is
provided by four rubber feet. The SME 3009
Series Ill arm is an ultra low- mass design
with ball race and knife-edge pivots controlling
horizontal and vertical movement respectively.
This contrasts with the Hadcock's single
point pivot. The headshell is made from
carbon fibre and its support tube from
titanium surface- hardened in anitrogen heattreatment process. These materials and construction techniques were adopted to achieve
extremely low mass coupled with adequate
structural rigidity. While the SME 3009 Series
Ill is undoubtedly a highly specialised arm,
most people have little trouble using it, once
set up, a practical advantage it has always
held over other specialised designs.
Since the SME arm has first to be fitted to
Monitor Audio's deck, setting up this system
is again more difficult than with an integrated
record deck. However, Monitor Audio supply
a pre- drilled mounting plate to take SME ( and
Mission) and the Series Ill is attached with
four wood screws supplied by SME. The
ET500 turntable has no bottom plate that
needs to be removed during this procedure
and no suspension system in need of adjustment to compensate for arm weight. You
simply clamp the SME signal lead beneath
the plinth and plug it into the arm's gold
plated phono socket, after which setting up
can be carried out. The platter itself drops
onto and is held by a taper on the motor
spindle and the acrylic dust cover slots onto
friction hinges fixed to the plinth rear face.
Power to the motor is supplied by aseparate
small unit that connects via a plug beneath
the plinth. This arrangement ensures that the
magnetic field from the mains transformer
doesn't interfere with a pickup cartridge to
cause hum.
Iexperienced no difficulty in setting this
combination up but those unfamiliar with
SME's Series Ill arm will find that making all
the necessary adjustments takes some time.
The strobe light carrier had broken loose on
the ET500 when Ireceived it, which was just
as well, since it is so weak that in order to
illuminate the platter during daylight Ihad to
hold it closer to the upper 50 Hz platter markings. Monitor Audio need to fit a stronger
light closer to the platter's perimeter. Two
speeds are provided, with fine adjustment
available for each speed. One point to be
made about the SME 3009 Series Ill arm is that
resolution of the tracking force scale is poor
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Fig. ( 4b)
MONITOR AUDIO ET 500 & SME 3009 SERES 3

MON TOR AUDIO ET500 & SME 3009 SERES 3
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and it is better to rely on a separate stylus
scale to ensure accurate adjustment. The
arm can be adjusted for height, lateral tracking
error against a protractor supplied, cartridge
verticality and lateral balance. Bias is applied
by the familiar thread and weight. The headshell is not detachable, but instead SME have
placed a push- in arm tube connector on the
pivot assembly in order to keep mass close
to the pivots and hence minimise effective
mass. For cartridge installation you simply
pull off the entire forward arm tube and headshell assembly. The arm's counterweight is
acarrier placed very close to the pivots, which
holds lead strips. Arranging high mass close
to the pivots in this fashion also keeps effective mass down. This arm also possesses
damping, achieved by apaddle immersed in a
fluid bath that sits just in front of the arm
pivots. Three paddles are supplied to allow
different levels of damping to be set, according to the cartridge used. Since damping
introduces drag and increases force on the
outer groove wall, in a similar fashion to bias
correction, it must be applied with regard to
cartridge tracking force, which is itself determined mainly by compliance. Light damping
is applied to cartridges tracking at alow force.
To avoid misunderstanding Ishould quickly
point out that damping and bias correction
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are not the same in their effects. The latter
applies a constant outward force while the
former opposes rapid movement. SME have
recently introduced asimplified version of the
arm tested here, designated 3009 Series IIIS,
which, although- identical in basic construction, is devoid of the many fancy gears and
adjustment leadscrews in order to cut cost.
The Series Ill arm can take cartridges from
0-13 gm and maximum calibrated tracking
and bias force values of 2.5 gm. Pivot friction
is extremely low in both planes of movement
and effective mass is currently the lowest of
any arm commercially available at around
2.5 gm, according to the weights used in the
rear carrier. At present, cartridge weight,
typically 6gm, tends to swamp this characteristic and take total mass up to around 8.5 gm.
However, the Series Ill is still eminently suitable for modern highly compliant cartridges.
The low effective mass means that cartridge
weight reduction has a larger effect on the
arm resonance frequency, though, and
changing from a 6gm cartridge to a 2.8 gm
Ortofon low- mass unit increases arm resonance frequency by 30%. This results in
excellent warp riding ability and consequent
lack of subsonic output from a cartridge. I
191

don't, however, feel that low- mass arms such
as this are ultimately suitable for uncompliant
cartridges, in particular moving- coil units.
This is compensated for, though, by the fact
that any cartridge can be very accurately set
up and damped in the Series III, which alone
allows this arm to return better results than
most. Ishould point out that some cartridges
are atight fit in the headshell, notably models
from Ortofon and AKG.
SME supply a protractor with their arm to
minimise lateral tracking error. Like all others,
it is incorrect, providing one adjustment point
at the IEC minimum groove radius of 60 mm
from disc centre. Ideally, there should be two
zero- error alignment points with the inner one
positioned at 63 mm minimum from the disc
centre. However, unlike most manufacturers,
SME do get their arm geometry right and, in
consequence, distortion reaches a reasonable maximum figure of 0.8% across the disc.
With more attention paid to the matter of
adjustment, this could be reduced still further
to around 0.6%.
Ihave now tested a number of 3009 Series
Ill arms and, although in each sample structural resonances were apparent, the unit
tested for this report was the best yet. Although there are blemishes in both response
and crosstalk at 110 Hz and 280 Hz, they are
relatively small. I feel certain that if the
counterweight carrier were suspended more
compliantly, these might disappear altogether. As it stands, the arm suffered less
from structural resonance than the other four
models in this report ( fig. 4b). Response
plots at lower left on this graph show output
from the Stanton 680EE test cartridge on
lateral modulation, along the — 40 dB line,
and vertical modulation. To their right you
can see the same response plots, but with
light damping applied by the black paddle.
This has reduced output at low frequency
resonance by approximately — 4dB, a worthwhile improvement.
However, I feel the
greatest value of damping does lie in the
general subjective cleaning up it provides in
the lower mid-range/upper bass regions, and
measurement cannot illustrate this.
The signal leads of this arm have alow basic
capacitance of 80 pF which will not affect the
frequency response of most cartridges. However, since many need capacitive loading,
SME fit miniature capacitors within the phono
plugs of the signal lead to bring total capacitance up to 300 pF. If this is too great, they
can be cut out.
Monitor Audio's ET500 turntable returned
the sort of performance one expects from a
good direct- drive motor, with little drift, little
wow, and a very low total W & F figure, DIN
weighted, of 0.05% quasi- peak. Variation of
W & Flevel over a period of 100 secs is shown
(fig. 4b) and as you can see, level remains
consistently low over this period. Similarly,
rumble was extremely well suppressed at
—72 dB, DIN B weighted. Both rumble and
speed variations were inaudible as such.
Monitor Audio have fitted conventional
rubber feet to their heavy plinth and these
were quite stiff. They gave it a vertical resonant frequency of 13.5 Hz and a lateral frequency of 8.8 Hz. Movement in both planes
was very heavily damped. Both frequencies
are far too high and ideally these feet should
have been much more compliant. In circum192

stances where the deck will be affected by
floor bounce, isolation will be inadequate to
prevent the arm being upset. However, sheer
mass is quite potent in making adeck insensitive to general building vibrations, picked up
through the feet and, like Pioneer's PL- 540
tested in my last group turntable review, the
ET500 suffered little from such random disturbances. It was also reasonably resistant to
acoustic feedback, rather more so than the
PL-540,and excelled in this respect over the
lower mid- band.

Ithink it's interesting that

in spite of the simplicity of this deck's plinth
and suspension, it was less susceptible to
feedback than three of the other four decks
here.

Micro-Seiki DQX500
Although the DQX500 (£306) is an integrated
turntable, it differs from the Philips and Dual
in this report by its lack of an auto- mechanism.
The turntable features quartz- locked directdrive and an extremely heavy 14 in. platter
that possesses high rotational inertia in
order to iron out any possible speed variations. Two speeds are provided, 33 and
45 rpm, without provision for fine speed adjustment. A separate power supply is used,
like Monitor Audio's ET500, in order to
eliminate hum induction from the mains
transformer to a cartridge. When the platter
reaches the correct speed, a small warning
light is extinguished. Micro-Seiki fit a relatively basic arm of low effective mass but,
using a rider weight, this can be increased
right up to a relatively high figure so that the
arm may be tuned exactly to a cartridge.
There is no plinth as such, but a die-cast
chassis that is supported on three compliant
rubber feet. Nor is there a hinged dust cover,
but a simple vacuum- formed clear plastic
cover that sits on the turntable mat and extends over the pickup arm. This, Ifound,
picks up dust by electrostatic attraction and
then deposits it onto the turntable mat, to be
subsequently picked up by a disc placed on
the mat. Consequently the supplied basic
cover is truly worse than useless and you are
faced with the fact that the DQX500 should be
quickly cleaned to remove dust before it is
used. This is a significant inconvenience.
Micro-Seiki supply a good range of accessories with the unit and the instructions on
setting up and use are quite clear and easy to
follow. Iencountered no problems in getting

Listening Test Results
The panel were very happy about certain
features of sound quality from this deck/arm
combination. They were all impressed by a
soft, clean and delicate mid- band performance.
plus extremely good imagery described variously as ' spacious, open and detailed'. On
bass quality listeners thoughts veered between ' boomy' and ' rich' while treble was felt
to be ' edgy' and a bit ' wiry'. Overall, though,
the panel were happier about sound quality
from these two products in combination than
from the integrated turntables.

this turntable working. Due to the lack of an
auto- mechanism, the arm can be adjusted for
height to trim a cartridge's vertical tracking
angle. Lateral tracking error is minimised by
use of a gauge and this allows cartridge
position to be adjusted with a high degree of
accuracy. Unfortunately, Micro-Seiki do not
make any provision for the adjustment of
cartridge verticality on this arm. The headshell is removable but connects to the arm
tube by an unusual lightweight plug and
socket assembly that is tightened with ascrew
clamp. As a result the arm will not accept
integrated cartridges. It possesses a cartridge weight range of 2-20 gm and will just
accept Ortofon's LM series lightweight cartridges. Tracking force accuracy was perfect
and maximum tracking and bias force that
can be applied is 3gm, which is adequate for
all modern cartridges.
The pivots of this arm displayed absolutely
no slack but allowed free movement in both
lateral and vertical planes. Basic effective
mass of the arm measured 7gm, which is a
useful general purpose figure, but may cause
some problems with a compliant cartridge
tracking serious warps. Adding the ' Mass
Control' rider weight, and a rear additional
counterweight needed to balance it, takes
minimum effective mass up to 10 gm. This is
achieved with the rider sitting at the back of
the arm tube on a scale calibration of ' 3'.
Moving the weight right forward to position
'10' increases effective mass to a maximum
of 17.5 gm. Even this figure is fairly common
on ordinary Japanese arms using the conventional SME -style connector, together with a
fairly heavy headshell, so even when adjusted
for maximum mass,the Micro-Seiki arm is not

The Micro-Se/lu MA707 arm fitted features adjustable effective mass and is available separately, priced £ 11.
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exceptionally heavy. Mass control makes the
unit eminently suitable for most cartridges,
including low compliance moving- coil types.
It's a pity that some form of damping was not
also provided. At 237 mm effective length, the
arm was longer than those of the other four
units tested for this report and, potentially at
least, distortion should be lower. As fig. 5a
shows, the overall distortion characteristic is
very interesting since although level is relatively high on outer grooves, over much of a
disc it remains extremely low, being < 0.06%,
for instance, for 80% of the playing period.
This is a significant improvement on the
results achieved by the other arms in this
report. Furthermore, an extremely accurate
cartridge alignment protractor will allow all
owners to achieve such results. This, 1feel,
sets an example to other arm manufacturers.
Capacitance of the signal cables provided,
including the deck wiring, was low at 95 pF
total, and this would have little affect on the
response of most pickup cartridges.
It was a pity that arm performance was
marred by two significant structural resonances (fig. 5b), again due to lack of decoupling in the counterweight. As can be
seen, the most significant of these lies at
220 Hz and alesser resonance at 120 Hz. With
maximum effective mass, these resonances
became much worse, as shown on the righthand trace of response and crosstalk. Iwould
expect these to colour reproduction significantly.
Although the deck was moderately heavy, it
didn't prove to be so resistant to acoustic
feedback as the Monitor Audio ET500 ( which
was 7lbs heavier) or the Dual, but both of
these, of course, have dust covers that afford
some protection. As shown in fig. 5c, breakthrough in the bass regions was most
predominant, although some mid- band breakthrough is also visible. Resonance of the
chassis on its feet occurred at 8Hz, which is
too high and likely to coincide with arm/cartridge resonance in some instances. This will
render the deck exceptionally sensitive to
floor bounce and some outside disturbances.
Generally, the plinth system of this deck
hasn't been thought out sufficiently, considering its price and potential quality.
Absolute speed of the platter was a trifle
fast at + 0.15% but few, if any, listeners are
likely to detect this. Predictably, drift was
low and wow was also very low. Total
W & F, DIN weighted, measured 0.05% quasipeak. The fact that this deck is fitted with
avery heavy platter didn't result in any unusual
measured speed variation figures and flutter,
for instance, was 0.05% quasi- peak as it was
on the other four decks. This represents the
lower measurement limit of the test disc used
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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due, not to intrinsic recorded flutter, but wideband noise. Other measurement techniques
would have to be used to resolve speed variations lower than those recorded for the
DQX500—and most quartz- lock direct- drive
decks if it comes to that. Rumble was negligible at — 70 dB, DIN B weighted, and so both
rumble and speed variations were inaudible
as such on this deck.

Listening Test Results
The panel felt that treble quality was mellow
or dull from this deck and detected a metallic
horn- like coloration in the mid- band. This
may have been due to arm structural resonances. Bass quality was rated as boomy and
ill defined, almost certainly as a result of
significant acoustic breakthrough. Imagery,
however, was felt to be fairly clear and open,
if somewhat smeared.

Conclusion
Ifind it interesting that, in spite of the identity
of each deck being hidden from the panel,
they rated the specialised individual arm/
cartridge combinations of Hadcock/STD and
SME/Monitor Audio more highly than the
integrated decks for sheer fidelity. And this
in spite of some very obvious technical weaknesses in both combinations. Philips' AF977
is significantly less expensive than its competitors in this report and is a lesson that
appearance and facilities don't add up to
exceptional fidelity. It might be value in one
sense, and will certainly suit some buyers'
tastes, but was patently out of its depth
amongst the other units here. Dual's CS714Q
is somewhat more slick in its engineering than
the AF977 and was both easy and satisfying
to use from an operational viewpoint.
For
those who want very high sound quality but
are not interested in tuning a deck up for
really sharp results, the CS714Q is an attrac1979
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tive and not over- expensive proposition, considering it comes fitted with a cartridge just
released onto the market at around £ 50 retail.
This deck represents a good compromise
between sound quality and convenience,
leaning toward the latter rather than the

tormer.
The Micro-Seiki DQX500 possesses great
potential in some areas, but is spoilt by poor
design in others critical to performance. I
found this unit handled moving- coil cartridges well and returned quite impressive
results, but in the long term it was a pig to
keep clean.
Similarly, the STD/Hadcock
combination was marred to a significant
degree by performance of the sample ' D' arm
and a degree of incompatibility with the STD
suspension system, which needs better
damping. This combination was not so easy
or so satisfying to use as that of the Monitor
Audio ET500 and SME 3009 Series Ill arm.
These components together provided an
easy-to- use assembly that was free ol
operational difficulties, could be finely tuned
for best results from a large number ol
modern cartridges, and returned excellen
sound quality

e
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An amazing standard of beauty, clarity and
purity of reproduction. never before achieved in
speakers of such small size.

The new Model 101. Compact, elegant, giving
surprisingly good volume. Latest in the celebrated
KEF Reference Series.
Send for your copy of the colour brochure.
KEF Electronics Limited
Tovil Maidstone Kent ME15 6QP England
Telephone: 0622-672261 Telex: 96140

3mid-priced speakers
reviewed by Trevor Attewell
CASTLE CONWAY II
VIANUFACTURER'S

SPECIFICATION

rhree-way reflex enclosure. Drive units: 210 mm
>ass, type 21BL2, 80mm low- mass midrange
11LS1), low- mass 30 mm tweeter (
3QV2). Dross)ver frequencies: 750 and 4000Hz. Frequency
ange: 35 Hz to 22 kHz. Power handling: 50 W
;peechimusic (DIN 45 500), 100 W max. short
iuration. Impedance: 7.5 ohms nominal, 6-2 ohms
ninimum. Sensitivity: 10 W for 96 dB spi at 1m.
kmplifier rating: 25 to 100 W per channel into
I-8 ohms. Dimensions: 635mm high 350 mm
vide x370 mm deep. Weight: 18.5kg. Finish: Teak,
valnut, mahogany, oak and rosewood as standard.
special finishes to order. Price: £252 + VAT (Teak).
Vlanufacturer: Castle Acoustics Limited, Short)ank Road, Skipton, North Yorkshire.

ASTLE started in 1973 as a six- man
Cconcern,
and has now expanded to about

l5 staff. The company is run by audio
inthusiasts, and the designer is John
:.lollinson, formerly with Quad. Unusually for
tfirm of this size, they design and manuacture their own drive units and cabinets,
snd they are sufficiently happy with their
luality control to offer a 5- year guarantee.
The Conway II is the leader of a group of
hree loudspeakers, the others being the
Cendal ll and the Richmond II. It is beautifully
:onstructed in 19 mm chipboard, with a
Dolyurethane laquered wood veneer finish on
ill faces, including the unit panel. The latter
srecessed by 6mm, and is normally covered
with slightly ( and tastefully) contoured black
bam with bevelled edges. The three units are
fertically aligned in the centre of the panel,
with the port—also in line—at the bottom.
rhe units are in the usual order, bass downwards. Connection is by a 2- pin male DIN
hed socket recessed into the rear of the
:abinet, with 4mm sockets as alternatives.
The bass and midrange units are of solid
iie-cast construction, with front flanges
«ecessed into the panel, while the tweeter
,as a moving mass of only 150 mg and uses
'errofluid heat transfer. The interior of the
:abinet is cross- braced behind the bass unit
Ind also in the middle, the latter brace
wiping to support the cylinder, well damped
with foam, which absorbs rear radiation from
.he midrange unit. The very well made
:rossover is mounted on the inner rear face,
Dehind the bass unit, and carries three fuses,
Dne for each driver. To gain access to these
should they blow) it is necessary to unscrew
he bass unit, resting it carefully on the
:abinet—which should be horizontal of
:ourse— and lift the foam block that covers
:he crossover. It appears that blown fuses
ire very rare, and this inaccessibility is
leliberate, being intended to discourage the
Ddd bodger from substituting unsuitable
'uses. In my experience, anyone that thick
will be just as likely to persist, probably
slashing a cone with his nail-file into the
Dargain—but Castle may well be right. Ihave
io statistics to justify my fears.
An interesting feature cf thD ceinet design
s a secondary Helmholtz resonator, formed
Dy a shelf above the tweeter that fills the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

cross-section of the cabinet except for a
narrow gap along the rear of the unit panel.
The gap is covered by alayer of foam material
to adjust the Q. The idea is to absorb the
cabinet's vertical resonance—almost always
the most troublesome—without the need to
introduce large quantities of absorbent
material, which reduces efficiency. In the
Conway only small bituminous pads are used
on the walls, backed up by 25 mm foam on
sides and bottom, and 50 mm foam on the
top and back faces.
The loudspeakers are accompanied by a
brief but very sensible instruction leaflet
which suggests an optimum height of 150300 mm. Castle do not offer stands at the
moment but intend to introduce these soon.
They rightly point out that the height is not
critical and that a low table may be used,
though Iwould add that such atable should
be substantial enough not to exhibit any
structural resonances that might colour the
sound. For the listening tests apair of 310 mm
stands were available, and proved perfectly
satisfactory. The position of the loudspeakers
with respect to the walls was not at all critical
within the usual well-known constraints, and
most of the listening was done with the
drivers about 500 mm from the side walls and
1.3 m from the end wall of the room.
Preliminary general listening tests were
carried out on all types of material—the idea
is to live with the speakers for quite a long
period, resisting the temptation to A/EI them
against any others. No hardship in this case:
the sound quality was relaxingly natural, with
a pleasant openness and a surprisingly
extended bass for a cabinet of modest size.
There was a very mild emphasis of the
midband, but this fell well short of overt
coloration. Clearly, there isn't much wrong
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with this design.
Critical A/I3 comparisons against our ELS
transfer standard followed, this time using
only 38 cm/s tapes, many of which are
personal first- generation recordings of familiar performances. For most of the tests the
ELSs were driven by a Quad 303 and the
Castles by a 405, the input circuits being
common, but the amplifiers were interchanged for a time to check whether any
different conclusions might emerge.
It goes without saying that some differences
between the Conway and the ELS were
observed, but these were smaller than have
been noted with many much more expensive
models. Of the orchestral instruments, the
brass section had alittle less sheen and was
slightly weaker in the lower midband; the
woodwinds varied according to type and
playing pitch—the clarinet being very similar
in its upper range and marginally veiled in the
lower, while the oboe was generally less open
in texture. Violins tended to have less edge
and to be a bit less open- sounding on higher
notes, though the cello was very similar. The
piano had a slight hollowness. Among
voices, the male speaking and singing voice
was down a trifle in timbre, the tenor being
less ' airy'. With organs, there was a general
increase in level for 8ft. stops somewhere
round mid- manual, while 4ft. stops were
slightly reduced towards the top of the
keyboard— especially the trumpets. Pedal
stops were handled very similarly and most
creditably, with agood response even on 16 ft.
ranks, extending slightly below the ELS.
There were some differences in level on
particular bass notes. but this can almost
certainly be attributed to inevitable differences
in room positions, and possibly also to
differences in the excitation areas of the two
195/H
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SHOWN ARE: AMPEX MM-I.200 2" AUDIO RECORDER
AMPEX GRAND MASTER 2" RECORDING TAPE

The reason more professionals record with Ampex 2" tape than
with any other is simple. We produce arguably the best 2" recording tape in the
world. For both fidelity of reproduction and reliability. And the finest professional
2" tape in the Ampex range is called Grand Master.
So we took our time before deciding that we had developed acassette tape
worthy of bearing the same name. Ampex Grand Master I & II Professional Studio
Quality cassettes — GM INormal Bias 120µ sec eq. GM II High Bias 70p, sec eq.
The same quality The same reliability
Ask any professional.
-

Uraneaster
AMPEX

PHOTOGRAPHED AT
TOWN HOUSE STUDIOS, LONDON.

When we play the world listens.
AMPEX main consumer tape distributors: Pangbourne Musical Distributors Ltd.. 91 St. Mary's Road. Stratford-unon-Avon TAI 0713Q-RAS79
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sources. Pink- and white- noise inputs were
also used for confirmation, and indicated a
slight reduction in high frequencies as
compared with the upper middle range. It
must be emphasised that none of the differences was obtrusive, and the overall character
of the Conway's reproduction compared
favourably with those of some loudspeakers
costing two or three times its price.
The frequency response was then measured by James Moir and Associates in the
open air, at 1m on the axis specified by the
manufacturer, namely, midway between midrange and tweeter. Taken as a whole, the
curve lies within ± 24 dB from 47 Hz to 20 kHz,
which is remarkably smooth. As far as the ear
is concerned, past experience suggests that
the slight plateau between 200 and 1000 Hz,
with a small dip at the lower end and a larger
one at the high end, probably accounts for
the slight ' middiness' previously noted.
Although the bass appears to roll off fairly
steeply below about 50 Hz, it must be remembered that nearly an octave of extension
will be obtained in a room as compared with
the open-air measurement, and listening
tests certainly confirmed this. The distortion
curves are lifted by 20 dBfor better representation and show peak levels of 2-3%, with
average levels well below 1%— nothing to
worry about there. The highest frequencies
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DEVON

CROYDON'S

GULL1FORD HOUSE LTD
(formerly Jeffries Hi -Fi ( S-W) Ltd)

TAPE RECORDER 8c RI-FI CENTRE
All leading makes in stock. Hi Fi equipment,
cabinets, etc.

SPALDING ELECTRICAL LTD.,
352354, Lower Addiscombe Road,
CROYDON. CRO TAF
Phone: 01-654. 1231 & 2040

Established 1910

H. L. SMITH
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A & R - Celef - Dahlquist Harbeth - Linn - Meridian Naim - Nightingale - Nytech Tangent - TVA and many
others. Various arms,
cartridges and direct discs.
,,We demonstrate the above
equipment on arestored Devonshire farm. We are therefore free
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give you .plenty of time.
TO ENABLE US TO DO THIS
WE OPERATE BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Tel.: Dawlish (0626) 863604
Gulliford House, Kenton,
Exeter, Devon.
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KITS

Two great new kits from KIT — the Speaker
Engineers respected by HiFi enthusiasts all
over the world.
One is based on the Model 104aB and the
other on the larger, free standing Cantata.
We'll give you helpful advice and full
instructions.
And you can hear how good the speakers are
before you build.
Chew & Osbourne Ltd.,
148-156 High Street,
Epping, Essex.
Tel: 0378 74242
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or this model the bass response being
ailored to give optimum flatness when
adiating into 27r solid angle. The midrange
ind treble drivers are placed asymmetrically
in their panel to optimise the off-axis re ;ponse. The idea is to reduce irregularities
n response due to diffractions that occur at
requencies for which the wavelength is
:omparable with the frontal dimensions of the
:abinet—an effect that is more pronounced
vhen the relevant driver is equidistant from
wo or more edges. In practice the matter is
uso complicated by the dispersion characterstics of the driver, by the radiation pattern
hought most suitable by the designer, and
)y the existence of spurious lobes. If all the
tuestions of fact and speculation about
oudspeakers could be straightforwardly
•esolved there would be far less models about.
The construction of the Ditton 332 is
:onventional enough. The cabinet walls are
if 15 mm particle board, veneered on both
;ides for a little extra stiffness, while the
mit panel is of 19 mm material. The outside
;urfaces of the top, bottom and sides have the
;elected finish, the rear being matt black, and
he slightly recessed unit panel is sprayed
vith achocolate brown flock. The normal rear
:onnection panel is provided with terminals,
he tops being flush with the surface, and
hese have integral sockets to take short 4mm
dugs. A fuse for the tweeter is also on the
erminal panel. Removing the bass driver,
vhich has a substantial cast chassis, reveals
15 mm foam damping round the sides and
)ottom of the lower part of the enclosure,
vith a 50 mm pad covering the crossover,
vhich is apcb mounted on ahardboard base,
tttached in its turn to the inside of the rear
tanel. The midrange driver is enclosed at the
.
ear by a wood box, roughly cubic in shape,
vhile this box is also used as abrace between
ront and rear, being attached to the latter by
twood fillet. The box is well damped with
oam, and the top half of the enclosure is also
'Hied with foam blocks. In fact, there is very
ittle space left undamped anywhere. It was
herefore a little surprising to find no bituminous pads.
The appearance is neat, and construction
sto the normal high standard of the company.
The 332 is designed to be supported clear
)f the floor, and optional stands are available.
These were not sent for review, but Iunder;tand them to consist of a square U-shaped
oundation, placed on the floor, the bottom
)f the ' U' being parallel with and directly
)elow the front of the speaker. A sloping
member connects the centre of this foundaion to the bottom of a short central pillar
vhich in turn supports a flat metal plate to
30
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carry the speaker. Intending purchasers
would be best advised to check the appearance and stability of these devices for themselves during the aural demonstration they
will doubtless wish for.
Only atemporary data sheet was available,
and this stresses the importance of correct
room positioning. The bass and lower- mid
responses are designed to be flat when the
centre of the bass driver is about 400 mm
above the floor, and clear of the walls. This
will not always be practicable, but curves are
given to show that the bass will be raised
about 3dB if the centre of the driver is 400 mm
from one wall, and there will also be a small
dip at about 300 Hz. At 400 mm from each of
two adjoining walls the bass boost is excessive, and the suck- out near 300 Hz would be
very obtrusive. There is no great mystique
here (the results are readily explained in
terms of interference between direct radiation and that reflected from adjacent surfaces)
and it is doubtful whether this particular unit
is any more critical than most. It should not
be equidistant from any two surfaces, if at all
possible, and the suggestions in the leaflet
should give reasonable results.
For listening purposes a pair of stands
were contrived which placed the bass unit
10 mm above the recommended height— less,
though, if you allow for depression of the
carpet! They were about 530 mm from the
side walls, and about 11 m from the end wall.
During a period of exposure to all types of
speech and music the 332 proved to be quite
smooth and untiring, with a frequency
extension very creditable for arelatively small
enclosure. A very slight mid coloration
appeared to be present on some wide- range
sources, but this was certainly not objectionable. The stereo qualities were very good
indeed, and the off- axis accuracy was better
than average. The available listening area
for good location of sources was more than
adequate, and the image had excellent depth
and perspective. Despite the lower-thanaverage mass of the cabinets, they were
clearly not radiating appreciably, since the
sound field was even in distribution and the
332s weren't obvious as individual sources.
Proceeding to A/B tests against our ELSs,
the Dittons were driven by a Quad 405 amplifier and the ELSs by a303, with across-check
(by swapping amplifiers) against any false
conclusions due to possible overloading, for
example. The differences— by no means
obtrusive—can be summarised as a little
hollowness together with a reduction in
sharpness of sounds having large harmonic
contents. In detail, orchestral brass instruments were alittle more nasal, with less body

DIT TON 332 IMPEDANCE CURVE
NOTE THIS CURVE DOES NOT
REPRESENT THE FREQUENCY
RESPONSE OF THE LOUDSPEAKER
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and ' edge' to the trombone. Strings were a
trifle cramped, with less bite, though woodwinds were generally very comparable.
Voices tended to have less body and to be
less hard, though sibilants were similar. The
piano was more hollow, with a somewhat
'disembodied sound. On organs there was a
little rounding of diapason tone, reeds and
mixtures bein-g less open and even, with a
trace of weakness in the lower 4ft. region.
Choral performances were a bit warmer, and
the harpsichord a little duller in the 4ft.
register. The bass extension was extremely
creditable at normal levels, though the ELS
could give more output at its lower practical
limit. The last sources tried were pink- and
white- noise, which confirmed the slight
'hollowness' and alittle veiling at the HF end.
One cannot repeat too often that this is a
highly critical test against a transfer (
not an
absolute) standard.
Open-air response testing at 1m on axis
was carried out by James Moir and Associates, using sinewaves, with the result shown.
There does appear to be a slight fall- off at
the top end, while the features between
100 Hz and 2kHz tend to confirm the listening
tests. As explained in connection with the
Conway, the bass roll- off will be flattened by a
normal room, giving something of the order
of an octave extension. The distortion curves,
raised by 20 dB for clarity, show peak values
of barely 1%—a very good result.
The impedance modulus is typical of this
type of design, and the minimum value of just
under 7ohms is adequately high. The sensitivity ( per unit) was 93 dB spi at 1m for an
input of 74 V.
The 332 is not intended for continuous use
at the kind of levels that induce premature
deafness, but Idid my best to wreck one with
the aid of a beefy amplifier. Uncomfortably
high levels were possible with little distortion,
except on the deepest bass notes. At still
higher levels the bass driver protested more
frequently, but in the end Igave up before it
did. To give the tweeter something to think
about, high-speed tape respooling was
carried out with the tape in contact with the
heads, and the volume way up—the recorder
and its operator were on the other side of a
closed door to avoid a bad case of pierced
ears! The noise was pretty horrendous, but
the fuse saved the tweeter and the speaker
suffered no permanent damage. Needless to
say, this is not a recommended test procedure for owners!
To summarise the findings, the Ditton 332
is a neat, well- finished product and an
accurate reproducer, subject only to very
minor reservations. Although it has a robust
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WEST SUSSEX

EAST MIDLANDS

NICK DAKIN
APPOINTED DEALERS FOR AIWA, JVC,
LINN, NIGHTINGALE, MERIDIAN, QUAD,
BOWERS and WILKINS, FERROGRAPH,
IMF, SONY, DENON, DUAL

and many other leading makes.
WE WILL EQUAL ANY RETAILERS PRICE
DEMONSTRATIONS A PLEASURE
45 RADFORD ROAD NOTTINGHAM

WEST

Your

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here

BOWERS

eWILKINS

WORTHING
Littlehampton Road • TeLINotihing 64141

783 882

BIRMINGHAM

You're BIASED!

service.
Finance available.
Open: Monday to Saturday 9.15-6.00.
12 ISLINGTON ROW, BIRMINGHAM IS.
BIRMINGHAM 021-455 0667

MILLWARDS
Telephone: 23980
SALOP STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON
FOR SOUND ADVICE
SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY AUDIO
AND HI-FI

EDINBURGH to the
EDGWARE ROAD use our

ensure that their products

WILTSHIRE

A.R.. Armstrong Cambridge, Dual, KEF, LNEt.
Maranta, Mordaunt-Short, Revox, Spendor, Sansui,
Tandberg, Thorens, Trio etc. always on comparator
demonstration. Keen prices and good after sales

Audio dealers from

DEALER PANEL service to

MIDLANDS

FIVE WAYS HIGH
FIDELITY

DEALER PANELS

and services reach the

if you have never tried a VOX Hi Fi Professional
Quality cassette loaded with professional duplicating quality tape, with Teflon coated liners, Steel
axles and Delrin Rollers. Join the thousands of
satisfied users. Money Back Warranty.

GREATEST NUMBER of

VOX HI-FI PROFESSIONAL
MRRP
5
10
20
C45
72p £2.14 L4.10 £7.53
C60 £ 1.04 £2.85 £5.10 £9.80
C90 £ 1-38 £3.15 £6.22 £ 12.06

PARTICULAR REGION.

QUALITY
50
100
LI 8.00 L32-71
£24.65 £44-68
£29.21 L58.76

SPECIALS. Limited offer only—slightly imperfect
labelling and print is the only fault.
10
20
50
100
C60 £2.15 £4.26 £13.55 £ 1
8.00 £213.27
C90 £2-75 £5.37
£1
027
L24-68 £47.95
All Prices include p&p and 15% VAT
Buy With Your Access Card
All exclusive to
TAPES UNLIMITED ( Est. 1968)
24 Catherine Street, Salisbury, Wilts

WE STOCK: ARMSTRONG, SONAB, B& 0,
SONY, QUAD, MARANTZ, TANDBERG, LEAK,
etc.

YORKSHIRE

potential clients in their

Why not join them in
advertising in the country's

No. 1HI-FI
MAGAZINE
and put your company
on the map for as little as

SURREY

£18.00

SPEAKER
KITS

per insertion for aseries of six

Two great new kits from KEF — the Speaker
Engineers respected by hiFi enthusiasts all
over the world.
One is based On the Model 104aB arid the
other oil the larger, free standing Cantata.
We'll give you helpful advice and full
instructions.
And you call hear bow pxxl the speakers are
lief( ire you build.

21-22 Tunsgate,
Guildford, Surrey GUI 3QS
Tel: 0483 33224
SUSSEX

SOUNDS SUPREME
KEF

Monitor

Audio, Videotone, Sansui, Enigma,
Spendor, Technics, Audio- Pro, Rogers,
STD, Rega, Quad, Dual & Nakamichi,
Neal, Sugden, Allison.
136 PORTLAND

ROAD,

HOVE, SUSSEX
Telephone: Brighton 723399

200

THE

BEST
BRITISH HI-FI
2 COMPARATORS—EXCHANGES
FOTOSONIC HOUSE
BRADFORD 12972
....

Give you a good deal

£17.00
per insertion -for a series of 12

If you are interested
and require further
Dear Dalesford,

Merrow Sound Ltd.,

Agents for: Yamaha, JVC,

or
ALL

I'm told the ' in'
sound is D shaped.
Please tell me more about
your Dalesford D, D Major &
the extra- sensitive ' E' speakers

infomation contact:
The
Advertisement Manager

01-6862599

Name
Address

To Dalesford Loudspeakers Ltd.,
Calverley, Pudsey,
Yorkshire.

news

JIL record relriaing

For those who are
accustomed to the best

When we designed and built the Custom HiFi Centre studio and showroom, it was done
with one objective in mind, namely to provide the discriminating HiFi purchaser with the
finest acoustic conditions possible for the demonstration of the best in HiFi equipment
currently available.
We have succeeded far beyond our greatest expectations and the Custom HiFi Centre
studio built to conform to the specifications laid down by the International ElectroTechnical Commission for ' ideal acoustic conditions' is without doubt one of the finest
demonstration studios in the country. Now, in the luxurious comfort and ' ideal acoustic
conditions' of our studio or the pleasant surroundings of our showroom, you can, under
the expert friendly guidance of our staff, see, hear and compare atremendous selection of
HiFi ranging from the popular to the truly exotic.
Please don't think that because we have one of the finest demonstration studio/showrooms
in the country that our prices are uncompetitive. Nothing could be further from the truth.
Indeed we are nearly always able to match any of our competitors' prices with the
additional bonus of providing the best demonstration conditions as well.
The Custom HiFi Centre is centrally situated with Holborn and Chancery Lane tube
stations close to hand, buses passing the door and ample car parking nearby. If you are
not able to call, learn more about the Custom HiFi Centre by sending for our Free
44 page brochure.

Custom Hi-Fi Centre
82 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON WC1

Telephone: 01-2428354 Open
Saturday, 9a.m. to 8p.m.

Monday

Extract of Angus
McKenzies' review of
the Custom Hi-F1
Centre.
'I felt that I could
continue listening in the
room for hours and
hours in comfort'—'It is
quite clear that my long
held dreams of being
able to recommend a shop with a reliable
demonstration room and expert staff to boot
has at last come true'—` The Custom HiFi
Centre is a most noteworthy addition to the
London HiFi Scene.'
Angus McKenzie, MBE.

to
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Please send me your FREE 44-page Custom HiFi
brochure
NAME
ADDRESS

(HFN 10)

It is well known that the complex
relationship between cartridges, tone arm
and turntable has aprofound effect on
sound quality.
It may well strike you as odd,
therefore, that so few cartridge
manufacturers have moved into the turntable market. The advantages of doing so
are both obvious and overwhelming.
So it appeared to us at ADC when we
started work on our new turntables— and
the results, though we say so ourselves,
are most impressive.
Quite apart from their sheer value for
money ( where else can you find aQuartz
Phase-Locked Loop direct drive turntable,
state-of-the-art straight arm with carbon
fibre headshell and fitted ADC XLM Mk La
cartridge for less than £137*?) , the ADC

turntables start with ahuge advantage.
Namely that they were designed mound
an established range of highly regarded
cartridge s.
The benefit is more than just assured
compatibility, important though that is.
Every part incorporates the experience
which only aspecialist cartridge and
tonearm manufacturer can accumulate.
The tonearms on our new turntables,
for example, are adevelopment of our
critically acclaimed LMF models. Indeed,
their open cradle suspension, ball race
bearings and exceptionally fine leadout
wires are identical.
We've payed more than usual
attention to the design of the plinth too.
From the outside it just looks beautiful.

unique combination of tough outer shell
and foam filling, the result being arigid,
non-resonant base. Feedback is practically
eliminated by sprung. resonance-tuned
feet, and acarefully integrated arm
suspension system.
All three turntables incorporate
built-in strobes, LED power indicators,
silent automatic arm return and microswitching, gold-plated computer pin
cartridge terminals, and for increased
reliability, aunique one-piece Printed
Circuit Board, replacing the spaghetti-like
complexities of aconventional wiring
harness.
Send us the coupon and we'll send
you the details. Better still, ask your ADC
dealer for ademonstration.

r
—
'lb: Audio Dynamics Corperation,
Powke Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley,
West Midlands B64 5QH.
Please send me your brochure showing the
complete range of ADC hi-5equipment.
Name
Address

HFNIO

AD
Audio Dynamics Corporation. A L'.vision of FOR Limited.

You'll hear more from us.

Alone among stereo equalisers, the new
ADC Sound Shaper Two Mark Hincorporates
aLight Emitting Diode (LED) metering system.
Unlike conventional meters, the 14 LEDs—
seven for each channel—monitor signal levels
instantly and with unerring accuracy.
But wait until you hear what it can do for
your system. Those tempting slider controls
give up to 12 dB lift or cut at any of 12 audio
frequencies on each channel.
They can turn abad listening room into a
good one. Or agood loudspeaker into a
great one.
They can compensate for the less than
perfect quality that characterises some
recordings. Or the midrange ` suck-out' that
characterises some loudspeakers.
And to the tape enthusiast, they offer
almost unlimited creative scope.
ADC also make the Sound Shaper One,
asimilar equaliser but with control over five
stereo frequency bands instead of twelve.
Then there's the new ADC SLM-2 Sound
Level Meter, avaluable but inexpensive

addition that helps get the best from any
system—especially one including an ADC
Sound Shaper.
Send us the coupon, and we'll send you
the details. If you can't control yourself in the

meantime however, ask your ADC dealer for a
demonstration.
To: Audio Dynamics Corporation,
Powke Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley,
West Midlands B64 5QH.
Please send me your brochure showing the
complete range of ADC hi-fi equipment.
Name
Address

HFNIO

AD
Audio Dynamics Corporation. A division of SSS Limited.

!you'll hear more from us.i

CEI
super—compact 11

C:11
studio ALS40 II

studio TLS50 II

monitor TLS80 11
professional monitor IV

The Reference Standard
Professional Monitor Mk. IV
epitomises ano- compromise
approach to loudspeaker design.
If there had been abetter
procedure, we would have used it.
Intended as alaboratory
instrument by which the standard
of input signals may be judged,
it extracts every detail captured
within the finest recordings.
Employing full transmission line
loading, bass extends to the
subsonic, whilst stands angle the
RSPM IV to ensure optimum
overall response both axially and
hemispherically. Acclaimed
world wide for its neutrality;
that indeed is areference.

professional speakers ° IMF
ELECTRONICS
VVestbourne Street High Wycombe Buckinghamshire Tel High Wycombe 35576

Open all day Saturday

RUNNYMEDE
HI-FI THE COMPLETE SERVICE
Feature:
STRATHCLYDE STD 305M

Turntables don't
make any difference!
Come and hear the
difference it could make
to your system.

Expensive?

305M + Hadcock arm
+ Ultimo 10X Cartridge
£299-90

Call, write or phone

SPECIAL FROM

Closed Wednesday

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM
U.K. ORDERS ONLY.

Add 3Sp for P/P. Prices inc. VAT subject to alteration without notice

• CASSETTES

C60
C90
CI20
£1-28 £ 1-76
64p
90p £ 1.20
£1-07 £ 1-44 £ 1.92
£1.44 £ 1.76 £2.29
£1-12 £ 1.49 £ 1.97
£1-60 £2.13
£1-97 £3.20
75p £ 1.07
£1-17 £ 1.60
£1-28 £ 176
84p £ 1.17 [ I-60
[1.12 £ 1.44 £ I-97
70p ( 1.01
[1.44
£1.54 £ 1.97
£1-33 £ 1-49 £202
£1.17 £ 1.54
64p
85p £ 1.22
75p
96p
85p £ 1-07
£1.28 £ 1.76 £1-49 £ 1.92 59p
85p £ I-07
94p £ 1-28
80p [ I-17
[I-44 £ 1-81 64p
96p £ 1-38
64p
96p £ 1-38
£1.54 £2.18 [1.97 £2-29 96p £ 1-33 £ 1-60
64p
96p [ I-10
£1-38 £ 1-86 [1-01 [ I-33 £ 1-97
£1-44

Ampex High Bias
B.A.S.F. LH/SM
LH/SM Super
Chrome .
Ferri Sup. LH/SMI
Ferrichrome
Super Chrome
E.M.I. X-1000 UD
Fuji FX I
Fuji FX 2
Fuji FL
...
Hitachi UD ( inc. head cleaner)
Hitachi LN ( inc. head cleaning)
Hitachi EX or ER
Maxell UD ..
Memorex MRX3
Philips Ferro ..
Super Ferro ..
Super Ferro I
Chrome ..
Ferrochrome
F'yral Hi Fi
Maxima
Optima ..
Super Ferrite
Scotch Dynarange
Sony Low Noise ( library case)
Chrome ..
Ferrichrome
HF
TDK Dynamic ..
C45, S9p
SA ..
AD ..
C45 9.
13p
Chrome ..

• AMPEX TAPES ( All ON 7 REELS)
Series 2020 1800' £4 20. Ser. 292 back ctd. 1800' £2-08.
Series 351. 2400' £367. Ser. 661. 3600' £
4.20 Ser. 342, 800' £3.47

• SHAMROCK

TAPES
7' 1200' [I-06, 7" 1800' [I-60,
5' 1200' £128

r 2250'

£2-34, S' 900' £ 1-07.

PIONEER,
J.V.C. a YAMAHA
STOCKISTS
• VIDEOTAPE BY
PHILIPS,
SONY
B.A.S.F. AND V.H.S.
TDK ENDLESS
LOOP
CASSETTE
-I min £ 186. 3 mina.
£2 08. 6 mine £2 39.

• Philips, Bib, Pyral
B.A.S.F., TDK, Head
Cleaning
C
• REEL TO REEL
Appointed stockists for
Tandberg,Sony,Philips,
Akai,
Hitachi,
Uher
and
others.
Mics.,
Mixers. Accessories.
• HI-FI DEPT.
Amplifiers,
speakers,
motors, pickups and
accessories by leading
manufacturers.
Complete assemblies.
• OWN SERVICE
DEPT.

• CREDIT
FACILITIES

Open all day
Saturdays
Closed all
Wednesday

172 HIGH STREET, EGHAM, SURREY
9-5.30 Mon.-Sat. Fri. ' till 7p.m.

VIDEO
RECORDERS BY
AKAI GRUNDIG
PHILIPS, HITACHI,
SONY AND V.H.S.

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM 169-173 HIGH RD., LONDON SW16 6EG
Phone: 01-769 0466: 01-769 0192

Between St. Leonard's Church and Streatham Station.

Claims Essex man,"I never done it all myself."
In October's Sound
International magazine we talk
to Ian Dury about his beloved
Blockheads, about his current
aIbum,"Do It Yourself," about life,
art, America and Essex.
The Blockheads also
feature in our regular Rhythm
Section, in which they offer
precious advice to bass '
players and drummers
on how to be rich, brilliant
and famous in as little as
twenty-four hours.
The Electronic Dream
Plant has foolishly agreed
to give away aWasp
synthesiser and a Spider
sequencer as prizes in this
month's competition.
208

We're generally poking and prodding
,about in Spaceward Studio, the up-andcoming hot shop much favoured by
'Rough Trade Records.
And looking at both echo and
reverb in our Basic Multitrack series.
()
What about the usual pages,
---1.-__bristling with news and reviews
) /ou ask?
No sweat.They're all in
there, along with
the Spyro Gyra interview
and that fascinating feature on binaural recording.
October's issue of
Sound International. Out
now. Fifty pence.

•L

HOUSE

Aword from Columbus to the
Flat Earth Society
(Loosely translated from the Spanish)
"Ladies and Gentlemen. The world is round." "It's flat."
"It's round." "Flat."
"Round:' "Flat."
"I can prove it's round. Remember Señor, I've been to the
other side of it." "
And Iknow it's flat."
"Can you prove it?" "Idon't have to prove it. Iknow it. Everyone with
any sense knows the earth is flat."
"But listen, amigo. I
happen to know it's round.
I've been to see for myself. I
sailed 4,000 miles didn't I?" "But Ican see it's flat without moving an inch.
"OK dum-dum. So it looks flat. But that doesn't

Look out of the window there. What do you see?
Flat. Flat. Flat."

mean it is flat." "Then why does it look flat? If something's round it
would look round."
(thinks: Caramba! How d'you convince these bone- heads?)
'Señor, how athing looks and how it actually is can often be
very different. After all, you look like an intelligent man: "I am an intelligent man. Ihappen to be Isabella's
"Yet you firmly believe the earth is flat without any proof chief map- keeper. Iknow all about geography."
except your own opinion. And you refuse to listen to
someone who has tested your theory and found it totally
wrong. Is that reasonable?" "Well, answer me this then, Clever- Clogs. If the
world is round, how come it doesn't keep rolling
"But it does. (shrieks of laughter) Toe sun is aball. about like acannon ball?"
The moon is aball. And the earth is too. They're all balls." "Then if Iwere you mate, I'd find amore sensible
subject to lecture on. Come on lads, let's go and
watch the Inquisition — it's got to be better
than this."
(Continued on next page )

We know
just how Columbus felt.
We, too, come up against ahi-fi flat-earther from time to
time. He declares that our equipment is so obviously flat it
would not be worth his while to listen to it. He can see
what it sounds like.

Take the Beogram 1500 — ahi-fi deck that does everything
you could ask of any hi-fi deck, and at aprice that
compares more than favourably with any of the
knobs-and-buttons brigade. Go out and find one, and
listen to it. Try it. Test it. Discover the truth for yourself.
Meanwhile, here are afew facts to be going on with.
Electronic servo drive, two speeds with automatic cueing.

Granted our products omit alot of the overt technology
displayed by other makes, but it's all there, under the
surface. After all, if knobs and gadgets are that important,
they can be bought by the bagful at any DIY store.

Wow and flutter < -± 0.09%. Rumble (weighted) > 62dB.
MMC 20S pick-up tracking at 1.5 grams, ETM 0.5mg,
channel separation > 20dB, frequency range 20-20,000Hz
±- 3dB.
For full information (in aplain sealed wrapper so your
friends will never know) just send in the coupon below.

Bang&Olufsen
It looks flat but it sounds round

Bang & Olufsen UK Limited, Dept.HF2, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE. Telephone ( 0452) 21591.
IIMMIIMMMIllallain
To: Bang & Olufsen UK Limited,
Dept HF2, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 70E.

Please send me details of your hi-fi products and alist of appointed stockists.
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TOP TAPE

This advertisement was prepared several weeks
before publication. Prices will be EVEN LOWER on
latest SPECIAL OFFERS!

EUROPE'S TAPE SPEC/AL/ST

CASSETTES

All Prices Include
15% VAT
Prices correct
31.8.79

AGFA
LOW NOISE
Long Play

PE36

1800' £ 3.29
10;" Cine 4200'
8.45
2400' £ 3.99
3600' £ 4.99

Double Play PE46
Triple Play PE66

MATT BACK
Long Play

PEM368

Maxell
ULTRA DYNAMIC
C60
C90
C120

1800' É 3.99
10;" NAB 3600 £ 10 59

UDXL I
C60
C90

£1
E
1..4
85
3

UDXL II
C60
C90

£ 1.45

MAXELL
ULTRA DYNAMIC
Long Play

1800' £ 4.35

TDK
AUDUA
Long Play

1800' £ 3.79

AUDUA Malt baLk
Long Play

1800' £ 4.59

e

Export

EUROPEAN POSTAGE and INSURANCE RATES
(including Video Cassettes)
COST

1-10
11-20
21.30
31-50
51-100
101-150
151-200

£ 238
£ 343
• 400
• 5.00
£ 6 50
• 9.00
£11.00

MASTER I
C90
MASTER II
C90
MASTER Ill-Ferrichrome
C90

Cassettes are supplied Free of UK tax, currently at 15%.An additIond:
amount to cover postage and insurance is required, varying
according to weight. Guotation can be obtained from
Top Tape, Watford for specific requirements.
Note: To calculate TAX FREE price at 15% VAT
divide UK price by 1.15.

LONDON
EC4
KJLeisuresound
53, Fleet Street
Tel: 01-353 7935

N7

Bartels HiFi
175 Holloway Road
Tel 01-607 2296
SE1

Richer Sounds
2London Bridge Walk
Tel 01-403 1201

F. H. Hellyar
145 Church Road

ELSEWHERE
BATH

Paul Green HiFi
Harpers Furnishing
Kensington Showrooms
London Road
Tel: 316197

BEDFORD

£0.99
£ 1.22
£ 1.35
£ 1.68
£ 1.35
£ 1.68

ACOUSTIC DYNAMIC
C60
C90
C120

£099
£1.35
£1.79

OPTIMUM DYNAMIC
C60
C90

£1.13
£1.59

SUPER AVILYN
C60
C90

£123
£1.73

£1.39

METAL ALLOY-MAR
C60

Check
availability

£1.75

e

Video

AGFA-VCR
LVC130
130 mins.
LVC150
150

£13.85
£15.95

SONY- Beta max
L125
30 mins
L250
65
L370
90
L500
130
L750
195

E 5.86
£ 6.62 E 753
£ 8.70
£11.34

£1.85

JVC-VHS
E30
E60
E120
E180

£4.77
£5.85
£8.25
£9.95

WALSALL

Jeffries HiFi
4Albert Parade
Green Street
Tel: 31336

EASTBOURNE

IPSWICH
Eastern Audio
87 Norwich Road
Tel: 217217

Nottingham HiFi
156 Alfreton Road
Tel 76919

Ray Charles Audio
83 Bridge Street
Tel 612382

CARDIFF

KINGS LYNN

EGHAIVI

Eastern Audio
53 Norfolk Street
Tel: 64111

OXFORD

KJ Leisuresound
101 St. Albans Road
Tel: 45250

Houlden HiFi
NAorgan Arcade
Tel: 44011

Rchnmnede HiFi
172 High Street
.
Tel: 5036

CHESTER

EXETER

New Dawn HI Fi
Lower Bridge Street
Tel: 24179

Peter Scott
76 South Street
Te l
: 73309

BOURNEMOUTH

CROYDON

GLOUCESTER

Sunons
10 Gervis Place
Tel: 25512

KJLeisuresound
89 London Road
Tel: 01-686 1343

BRISTOL

DARLINGTON

Robhs of Glas _
15 Worcester Street
Tel: 419777

HARROW

Radford Hi -Fi
52 Gloucester Road
Tel 422709

Gilson Audio
76A Sionnergate
Tel 61922

KJ Leisuresound
340 Sta:ion Road
Tel: 01-863 8690

W1

BROADSTAIRS

DARWEN

HINCKLEY

Daiwen HiFi Centre
'219 Duckworth Street
Tel 75201

Hinckley Sound Centre
Unit 3Castle Street
Tel: 611541

NOTTINGHAM

30 mins.
60
120
180

Speechley HiFi
1Hawthorn Way
Chesterton
Tel: 312120

CAMBRIDGE

Tavistock HiFi
21 Tavistock Street
Tel 56323

Thanet Audio
78 High Street
Tel: 0843 61587

£0.61
£0.69
£0.79
£1.25
f2.97

MAIL-ORDER POST FREE ( UK) to:TOP TAPE. Bridle Path, Watford, Herts.
Tel: Watford 33011

Ba rn es
Tel 01-748 5484

KJ Leisuresound
48 Wigmore Street
Tel 01-486 8262

DYNAMIC
C46
C60
C90
C120
C180

SUPER AVILYN-SA-X
C60
Check
C90
availability

Scotch

Number of Cassettes

£0.61
£0.86

TDK

1800' £ 5.39
10;" NAB 3630' £ 12.39

LOW NOISE (
back coated/
Long Play

LOW NOISE
C60
C90
ULTRA DYNAMIC
C60
C90
UDER
C60
uDCE9x0
C60
C90

SONY

SW13

£
1.83411&,

1800' £ 4.30

UDXL Matt back
Long Play

Hitachi

£ 118
£ 1.33
£ 1.79

Oxford Electrical
256 Banbury Road
Tel 53072

UVERPOOL

CBS Audio
105 St. John's Precinct
Tel 051-709 0388
MANCHESTER

Shadoos
162 Wilmslow Road
Rusholme
Tel: 061-224 4215

MIDDLESBROUGH
Boro Electronics
118 Borough Road
Tel: 217166

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE
HiFi Opportunities
33 Handyside Arcade
Tel: 27791

READING

Herbert's HiFi
130 The Butts Centre
Tel: 56363

SHEFFIELD
Cluadraphenia
10 Nursey Street
Tel: 77824

STEVENAGE
Anglia Sound
23 Gueensway
Tel: 55336

UXBRIDGE

KJLeisuresound
278 High Street
Tel: 33474

WATFORD

WEYMOUTH

Clarke's
211 Abbotsbury Road
Tel 785184

WOKING

Aerco
27 Chobham Road
Tel 4667

WORCESTER
Johnsons Sound
43 char Street
Tel 25740

WORKSOP

Sheffield Sound Centre
39 Carlton Road
Tel: 87762

YEOVIL

Yeovil Audio
3Princes Street
Tel 25430

à
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AKG

OCOUSCICS

VISIT YOUR
AUTHORISED AKG HI-FI DEALER
SOUTHERN AREA
AVON
Audio Bristol Ltd,
Park Street Avenue,
Bristol.
Bristol Hi Fi Markets,
26-27 Broad Street,
Bristol.
F. M. Moss Ltd.,
6 St. James Parade.
Bath,
Avon.
Radford Hi Fi Ltd.,
52-54 Gloucester Road,
Bristol.
BEDFORDSHIRE
Bedford Audio,
76 Bedford Road,
Kempston,
Bedford
University Cameras,
1Silver Street.
Bedford.
BERKÉHIRE
Reading
Fi Centre,
5-6 Harries Arcade,
Friars Street.
Reading.
BUCKS
Hughes Hi Fi,
7 High Street,
High Wycombe,
Bucks.
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Hi Fi Consultants.
13 Whitsed Street,
Peterborough.
Speechley & Co. Ltd.,
Hawthorn Way,
Chesterton,
Cambridge.
The Music Centre,
42 Cowgate,
Peterborough.
University Audio Ltd.,
1-2 Peas Hill.
Cambridge.
DEVON
Exon Audio,
164 Sidwell Street,
Exeter.
Homesounds Music Centre,
145 Sidwell Street,
Exeter.
Peter Scott ( Exeter) Ltd.,
76 South Street,
Exeter,
Peter Scott ( Torbay) Ltd.,
2Tor Hill House,
High Union Street,
Torquay.
ESSEX
K. A. Cheeseman Ltd.,
Shewell Road,
Colchester.
Chew & Osborne,
148 High Street,
Epping

ESSEX Contd.

KENT Contd.

Chew & Osborne,
26 High Street,
Saffron Walden.

Photocraft ( Kent) Ltd,
40 High Street.
Broadstairs.

Essex Hi Fi Centre,
210 London Road,
Hadleigh,
Benfleet.

Thanet Mobile Vision,
78 High Street,
Broadstairs.

Rush Hi Fi,
6Cornhill,
Chelmsford.
Rush Hi Fi,
38 North Street,
Romford.
Soundtrack ( A/V) Ltd.,
149 Leigh Road,
Leigh on Sea.
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Ray Electrical Ltd.,
287 High Street,
Cheltenham.
HANTS d ISLE OF WIGHT
Havant Radio,
5North Street Arcade,
Havant.
Hamilton Electronics,
35 London Road,
Southampton.
Hampshire Audio,
8 & 12 Hursley Road,
Chandlers Ford,
Hants.
Hemmings Hi Fi Centre,
44 Kingsmead,
Farnborough,
Hants.
Ken Rose Audio,
283 Fleet Road,
Fleet.
Russells,
Upper St. James St.,
Newport.
HEREFORD & WORCESTER
Audiographic.
16 Church Street,
Hereford.
HERTFORDSHIRE
F. D. Bailey Ltd.,
191 The Parade,
High Street,
Watford.
Harts Hi Fi,
166 St. Albans Road,
Watford.
Record Shop,
30-31 Hermitage Road,
Hitchen.
KENT
Goulden & Curry Ltd.,
59-63 High Street.
Tunbridge Wells.
Hi Fi Shop,
43 High Street,
Dover.
Kent Audio,
33 Guildhall Street
Folkestone

Westgate Hi Fi,
2Station Road,
Canterbury.
LONDON ( GLC)
A. T. Labs Ltd.,
191 Chase Side,
Enfield,
Middx.
Audio T,
190 West End Lane,
London. N.W.6.

LONDON (
GLC) Contd.
SURREY
Spalding Ltd..
Bartons,
352/4 Lower Addiscombe Rd. . 72 High Street,
Croydon,
Godalming.
Surrey.
Guildford Hi Fi,
Surbiton Park Audio,
270 High Street,
56 Surbiton Road,
Guildford.
Kingston,
Surrey.
Lloyd & Keyworth Ltd.,
26-28 Downing Street,
Unilet Products Ltd.,
Farnham.
35 High Street,
New Malden,
P. J. Equipment,
Surrey.
3 Bridge Street,
Guildford.
NORFOLK
Jig
Park Audio,
Eastern Audio,
46 High Street,
53 Norfolk Street,
Godalming.
Kings Lynn.

SUSSEX WEST Contd.
John King,
Guildbourne Centre,
Worthing.
Malcolm Audio,
12 South Street,
Chichester.
Merrow Sound,
28 Queens Street,
Horsham
WARWICKSHIRE
Pickering & Ludlow Ltd.,
66 Queens Road,
Nuneaton.
WEST MIDLANDS

Martins Electronics Centre,
85-87 Ber Street,
Norwich.

Merrow Sound,
22 Tunsgate,
Guildford.

Downing & Davis,
33 Market Street,
Stourbridge.

Merlins Electronics Centre,
81 Dereham Road,
Norwich.

Runnymede Hi Fi,
172 High Street,
Egham,
Surrey.

Norman H. Field,
35 Hurst Street,
Birmingham.

Martins Electronics Centre,
5 High Street.
Budget Sound Systems,
Kings Lynn.
242 Tottenham Court Road,
London, W.1,
OXON

Weybridge Audio,
High Street,
Weybridge.

Bartletts,
175-177 Holloway Road,
London, N.7.
Billy Vea Sound Systems.
68 Lee High Road,
Lewisham.

Canonbury Radio Ltd.,
185 Upper Street.
London, W.1.

Astley Audio Ltd.,
3 Market Place,
Wallingford,
Oxon.

Francis of Streatham,
Blinkhorns Hi Fi Markets,
169/173 Streatham High Rd.
5South Bar,
London, S.W.6.
Banbury.
Grahams Electrical Ltd.,
86-88 Pentonville Road,
London, N.1.
Hampstead Hi Fidelity,
63 High Street.
Hampstead.
Hi Fi Care Retail Ltd.,
7Tottenham Court Road,
London, W.1.

Horns of Oxford Ltd.,
6 South Parade,
Summertown,
Oxford.
Superfidelity Ltd..
19 Old Street,
Headington,
Oxford.

Westwood & Mason Ltd.,
46 George Street.
Hi Fi Care Retail Ltd.,
Oxford.
245 Tottenham Court Road,
London, W.1.
Witney Audio,
29 Corn Street,
Witney.
Hi Fi Fo Fum,
14 Bute Street.
SOMERSET
London, S.W.7.
F. F. & F. Hi Fi,
Hi Fi Markets,
18 Market Street.
16-24 Moorfields,
High bridge.
London, E.C.2.
SUFFOLK
lmhofs Retail Ltd.,
112-116 New Oxford St.,
London, W.C.1.

Alderburgh Music Centre,
180 High Street.
Alderburgh,
Suffolk, IP15 5A0.

Landau Radio,
195 High Street,
Sutton,
Surrey.

Anglia Audio,
The Street.
Hessett,
Bury St. Edmunds.

Phab Hi R Ltd.,
18 Heddon Court Parade,
Cockfosters Road,
Cockfosters.
Southern Audio Ltd.,
43 High Street,
Kingston Upon Thames.
Surrey

B. G. Audio & Television,
9 & 10 Hatter Street,
Bury St. Edmunds,

SUSSEX EAST
B. & K. Hi Fi,
3 Marine Court,
St. Leonards-on-Sea.

Five Ways- Fidelity Ltd.,
12 Islington Row,
Birmingham.
John Frost Ltd.,
111/115 Parade,
Sutton Coldfield.
.Griffen Radio Ltd.,
94 Bristol Street,
Birmingham.

Bryants Hi Fi,
16 Queens Parade,
Queens Road,
Hastings.

Hornton Electronics Ltd.,
9/11 Lower Temple Street,
Birmingham.

Bryants Hi Fi,
371 London Road,
St. Leonards-on-Sea.

Hocken Sound Ltd.,
1193-5 Pershore Road,
Stirchley,
Birmingham.

Bryants Hi Fi,
Terminus Road.
Eastbourne.
Complete Audio Systems Ltd.,
32 Grove Road,
Eastbourne.
Jefferies Hi Fi,
4 Albert Parade,
Green Street,
Eastbourne.
John King,
71 East Street.
Brighton.
John King,
42 Bond Street.
Brighton.
Sounds Supreme,
136 Portland Road,
Hove.
SUSSEX WEST
Barkers of Oxford Rd. Ltd.,
31-33 Oxford Road,
Worthing.

Eastern Audio,
87 Norwich Road,
Ipswich.

Bowers &
1Beckett Buildings,
Littlehampton Road,
Worthing.

John Wells,
44 London Rd North.
Lowestoft.

Harfield & Foster.
63 London Road.
Bognor Regis

Millwards,
8-11 Salop Street,
Wolverhampton.
Pure Sound Il
1130 Warwick Road,
Acocks Green,
Birmingham.
Pure Sound Il,
81 The Parade,
Sutton Coldfield,
Birmingham.
Ray Charles,
83 Bridge Street,
Walsall.
W. J. Taylor ( Music) Ltd.,
126 Hawthorn Road.
Kingstanding,
Birmingham.
WORCESTERSHIRE
Downing & Davis.
44 High Street.
Bromsgrove.
David Waring Cameras Ltd..
Marmion House.
High Street,
Worcester.
WALES SOUTH
Houlden Hi Fi.
27 Morgan Arcade,
Cardiff.

OUR NORTHERN AREA DEALERS WILL APPEAR IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF HI FI NEWS

(- Send

this coupon for information about
AKG products

AKG Acoustics Ltd.
191 The Vale, London W3 7QS
TF: 01-749 2042 ( 5lines)
TX: 289 38 (
akgmic g)

Cl STEREO HEADPHONES
CI MICROPHONES
CI MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES
Name
Street
Town
Postcode

Dynamic ( moving coil)
transducers for
optimum reproduction
of bass and medium
frequencies

Low mass, self
energising electrostatic transducers for
the ideal reproduction
of high frequencies

Technical innovation maximum fidelity
K 340

Features:
• Dynamic ( moving coil) transducers
for optimum reproduction of bass
and medium frequencies
• Low mass, self energising electrostatic transducers for the ideal
reproduction of high frequencies
• Excellent wearing comfort ensured by
means of specially designed padded
headband featuring an automatic selfadjusting mechanism.
The only possible choice for discerning
HiFi-enthusiasts and professional sound
engineers alike!

With the introduction of the new
AKG model K 340 headphones, another
major advance has been made in
sound reproduction techniques.
Utilising the two-way principleacombination of the advantages of
both dynamic and electrostatic
transducer systems-AKG has created
stereo headphone capable of great clarity
and definition.

r Send this coupon for information about
AKG products

AKG Acoustics Ltd.
191 The Vale, London W3 7QS
TF: 01-749 2042 ( 5lines)
TX: 289 38 ( akgmic g)

C STEREO HEADPHONES
C MICROPHONES
0 MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES
Name
Street
Town
Postcode

r-

Thorens make choosing anew turntable
adifficult proposition.
Whatever you're looking for in aturntable,
you can be sure that Thorens can provide it. And more besides.
Thorens unique blend of superb engineering together with
the very latest in electronics has produced arange that
covers every requirement from the enthusiast to the
experienced near- professional.

Take the TD105. Its exceptional value and features
the proven servo-controLled electronic belt drive system,
sensor feather touch control, the famous ISOTRACK TP22
tone arm with extremely low effective mass plus the
friction free velocity sensing electronic shut off.
An exceptional turntable at an exceptionally low price.

The TD160 BCH transcription assembly

The TD115

A superlative turntable specially designed for the
enthusiast who wishes to select and fit his own pick up arm.
Uses the Thorens belt drive system which incorporates an
acceleration clutch to reduce starting time, to eliminate
chassis vibration and prevent belt stretch. Plus the
Thorens double chassis floating suspension system.

An outstanding transcription turntable incorporating
the acclaimed Thorens' 4point ortho-inertial suspension
system, servo- controlled electronic belt drive with DC motor,
the ISOTRACK TP30 tone arm with low effective mass and
friction free velocity sensing electronic shut off.
The Metrocore Rotary Cleaner — the cleaner record cleaner
When you're using equipment as good as Thorens,
it more than pays to ensure that your records are in good
condition. This easy to use and very effective cleaner utilises
asoft polymer roller to lift away damaging dust, dirt and
grit from the record groove. And it's simple to clean —
just wash it in ordinary soap and water to bring it back to
perfect condition. A super cleaning aid that lasts and lasts
and keeps valuable records in mint condition.

ME TROSOUND

THORM

Metrosound Audio Products,
4/10 North Road, Islington, London N7 9HN. Telephone 01-607 8141
214
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Where to discover
the best in hi-fi.
ABERDEEN
Aberdeen Radio. Aberdeen
Ho!burn Hill. Aberdeen
AVON
Paul Green HA, Bath
Radford Hai, Bristol
BEDS
Audio & Visual Systems. Bedford
B & BFlai, Luton
Bedford Audio, Kempston
Coventry Radio, Luton
BEAKS
BHai. Reading
Reading Cassette & HA Centre, Reading
RUCKS
Audio & Visual Systems, Arnersham
Audio & Visual Systems. Aylesbury
Audio & Visual Systems, Slough
B & BHai. High Wycombe
CAMAS
Hill Consultants. Peterborough
Paul Taylor, Peterborough
University Audio, Cambnclge
CHESHIRE
New Dawn Ffifi. Chester
Swat Of Wilmslow, Wilmslow
CUMBRIA
6 G & M Dungfinson, Carlisle
DERBY
Victor Buckland, Derby
Philip Hurst. Ripley
Graham Nally. Derby
Stuart Westmoreland, Derby
DURHAM
Lintone Audio. Gateshead
Saxons. Sunderland
ESSEX
Chew & Osborne, Epping
Chew & Osborne. Saffron Walden
Godfrey Pnotographles. Basildon
Nusound, Mord
Romford Sound & Vision. Romlord
Rush Hai Centre. Chelmsford
Rush Hai Centre, Romford
Sound Centre. Barking

LONDON NORTH
Analogue Audio N12
A T Laboratories. Enfield
K J Leisuresound. Harrow
Nusound, NI
Planet H111. Edgware
Sound Centre. NIB
Sound Centre. NIS
Sound Centre, N12
Sound Centre, N7
Sound Centre, Barnet

LONDON SOUTH
Bifiy Vee Sound Systems, SE13
Ellis Marketing. SW?
Ellis Marketing, South Norwood
Knightsbridge Audio. SW3
Nusound. SE13
O'Brien Hill, SW19
Sound Centre, 5E15
LONDON WEST
Audio " T". NW6
Kumar Cameras. Ealing
K J Leisuresound. Uxbridge
Nusound. W2
Sound Centre, W2
Teletabe, W2

MERSEYSIDE
W A Brady & Son. Liverpool
MIDLOTHIAN
Hai Corner, Edinburgh
Audio Aids. Edinburgh
NORFOLK
Martins, Norwich
Martins, Great Yarmouln

NOTTS
Peter Ellis Audio. Newark
HMV, Nottingham
Nottingham HA, Nottingham

STRATHCLYDE
Orpheus Audio, Glasgow
James Kerr. Glasgow
McCormacks, Glasgow

HAMPSHIRE
J Parker Southampton
.ro Atom. Southampton

SUFFOLK
BGRadio. Bury St Edmunes
Eastern Audio, Ipswich

ARTS
W Derby. Lockey House. St Albans
Rents HA, Wattord
K J Lemuresound. Watford
Sound Centre. Watford

SURREY
Wilmex Ltd. New Malden
Guildford Hai. Guadford

KENT
O E Hadaway & Son. Gillingham
Hai Connections. Beckenham
Kent Audio. Folkestone
Photocrati Hill, Ashford
LANCE
Clearione Hai, Bolton
Euhpron Audio. Manchester
Hayhurst Camera. Nelson
Holdings. Blackburn
Shannons, Manchester
LEICS
Forum Hai. Leicester
Mays Hal. Leicester
Stuart Westmoreland. Loughborough
LONDON CITY
Aval W1
annol. WI
K J Leisuresound. W1
Lion House, WI
McDonald Stores, WI
Nusound. WC1
REW, WI
Sound Centre. WC2
Sound Centre. EC2
LONDON EAST
Nusound, El3
Nusound, El 7
Sound Centre E17

yo Su PECIAL
r orderDIorSCOUNTS
fl: i t

CARTRIDGES hSTYLI

Cut out this discount coupon ad to buy at these ultra-special' prices ( Errors and price changes excepted).

CARTRIDGES
STYLI
ADC RXL
EII70
Shure M3D
£5 90
ADC RVL
£ 9 95
Shure M44-7
£680
ADC RSZ £ 25 90
Shure M44E
£745
Shure M55E
ADC RSX £ 17 90
£8 10
ADC RSV £ 14 70
Shure M75- 6S
£730
ADC RSQ36 £ 12 45
Shure M7513/11
£1005
ADC RSQ34 £ 8 90
Shure M75ED/11 £1345
ADC RSQ32 £ 8 70
Shure M75E1/11 £1245
ADC RSQ30 £ 7 20
Shure M75G/II
£1580
Shure M9SED
ADC Headshell £ 3•95
£1890
Shure N3D
Shure M95E1
£3 90
£1310
Shure N44-3
Shure M24H
£5 15
£25 95
Shure N44-7
£5 15
Shure V15/111
£4495
Shure N44E
£5 10
£6095
Shure VI511V
Shure 1955E
£6 10
Shure M9IE
£16 50
Shure N75-6
£5 10
Shure M91 ED
£13 85
Shure N75-3
Shure M92E
£5 15
£985
N75B Mk If £ 5 70
Shure M95HE
£23 55
N7SED Mk II £ 11.45
Stanton 500A
£11 85
N75E1 Mk 11 £ 7 85
Stanton 500E
£1495
„ N75G Mk 11 £ 8 95
Stanton 500EE
£1745
Shure N95-3 £ 5 75
Stanton 680EE
£25 70
Shure N9SED
[II 95
Stanton 681 HE £3945
Shure 1995E1
£7.95
ADC ZLM
£55 85
Shure VN35E £ 16.35
„ XLM Mk Ill
£35 ,45
Shure VNISE
£15 90
VLM Mk Ill
£2445
Shure VN78E £ 16-55
QLM 36 Mk Ill £16.85
Shure N24H
£17 45
QLM 34 Mk Ill £10 30
Shure
N95HE
LIS 30
QLM 32 Mk Ill
£9 35
Stanton D5I07A £6-85
„ QLM 30 Mk III
£845
Add P & P 25p
Stanton 05100E £ 9 45
VAT INCREASE.
Add P & P 25p
PRICES INCLUDE VAT (g.
, 15%.
ALL MAIL TO ,ESTUARY AUDIO, DEPT. AC/HF , 111IGHEIURY STATION,
HIGHBURY GORNER,LONOONNS 150706441 CALLERS WELCOME

LONDON WC? LONDON EC2 BIRMINGHAM

AuOlû

Leicester Sq. Stn.
Ticket Hal
Cranbourn St exit)

Masons Ave.
30 Coleman St
01 606 4102

01-4399210

Bull Ring Subway
IMoor St. Stn. WI
loft Open Marken
021,643 1766

BRISTOL

ESSEX

29 Denrnark Street
otter)
beheld H

113 Rectory Grove
Leigh on Sea

MANCHESTER 3 LEEDS?
6 Victoria Station
Approach

0272 2 0900

0702 712861

061 832 4592

62 Wellington SI
loft City Square)
0532 444692

MAI

VIM

Newcastle Hai. Newcastle- JndeeLyne
Rees ElectrIcal, Burton-On- Trent
Clement Wain, Newcaslle-UndeeLyne

GLAMORGAN
9adiocran Cardiff

HUMBERSIDE
Simply Hai, Hull

MIMS

itso advertisement
claim these
the

SUSSEX
Band KHal. St Leonards-On-Sea
Barkers. Worthing
Barkers. Storrington
Barkers. Efillinghurst
Barkers, Worthing
Brighton Cassette & Hit,. Bnghton
Stinsons, Brighton
TYNE AND WEAR
J G Windows. NewcastleOpon ,Tyne
WARKS
Fiveways Hai. Birmingham
John Frost. Sutton Coldheld
JCV Organisation. Warwick
Milwards. Wolverhampton
W J Taylor, Birmingham
WILTS
L J Rutter, Devizes
L J Rutter. Salisbury
PR Sounds. Melksham
TV & Hal Centre, Swindon
YORKS
Audio Centre, Sheffield
Erncks of Bradford, Bradford
Gilson Audio, Middlesborough
Huddersfield HA, Huddersfield
Kenneth Leven, Huddersfield
Micron Audio. Sheffield
Ouadraphema, Sheffield
Sheffield Sound Centre, Sheffield
Vickers HA. York
Erick Wiley, CaslIelord

1R THOM,*

for
further
information
contact

Roger
Denny
01
686
2599

Pickups &
Cartridges
Tel : 01-366 5015
CARTRIDGES
lineffal..
ADC
RSQ30 .. £ 7.25
30/111 [ 8'75
RSQ32 .. £ 8.80
32/III [9-80
RSQ34..
LIB ,35
34/111 £ 10 -75
RSQ36.. [ 15.60
36/111 [ 17.55
RSV
[ 18 70
III
[25 50
RSX
£ 22.85
Ill
£ 37.25
RSZ
£ 33.25
..
[se ,IS
AKG
X8E
£ 35-15
P8E
..
£55•20
P8ES .. £ 63•00
X8S
£ 40 -25
X7E
£ 16.10
P7E
..
£29 90
P6E
..
£19-75
X6E
£ 10•25
P6R
..
£ 15•15
X6R
..
£ 8.30
AUDIO TECHNICA
ATIIE .. £ 9.60
ATS1 IE
£ 8,10
AT13Ea
£ 16-80
ATN 13
£ 14.05
AT2OSLa• .. £ 58-50
ATN20
£ 4410
Signet TK5E, TK7E, TK7 SU
P.O.A.
CORAL
From stock
..
P.O.A.
DECCA
London Maroon
P.O.A.
Manufacturer exchange
London Exp Gold P.O.A.
Manufacturer exchange
EMPIRE
2000E III
£12.50
52000E Ill
£13.80
2000E4.. £ 15-45
52000E4
£9.50
2000 X..
[29.75
52000 X
£19.95
GRADO
FCE .. ..
P.O.A.
FCE stylus
P.O.A.
F3 stylus
P.O.A.
F3E
Fl stylus
P.O.A.
FI
MICRO ACOUSTICS
282E . .
£42'55
R282E .. £ 19•10
2002e ..
[64.25
R2002e £ 26 OS
ORTOFON
FFIOE MK II . £ 11.85
NFIOE MK II .. £ 7•35
FFISE 11
£ 15•90
NE I5E 11 .. £ 9.95
FISE II.. £21 45
N ISE II .. £ 13-00
020E II ..
£23.00
VMS20E/11. £ 32.30
M20E Super . £ 48•65
020E Super .. £ 29 95
M20FL .. £ 56-80
D2OFL Super .. £ 36•90
SL20Q .. £ 81 35
STM 72 Transf.• £ 24-30
MC 20
£ 62.55
MCA76 Pre- amp. £ 80 25
SL 20E
£ 49.05
Stylus .. ..
P.O A.
SHURE
M44-7 .. £ 7.65
N44-7 .. £ 4.75
1155E .. £ 9-10
1955E .. £ 6•20
M75-65
£ 8.05
N75-6 .. £ 5•15
M75B 11
£ 10.75
N75B II
£ 5.75
M75E1 11
£ 13-45
N7581 II
(HAS
M7SEDII £ 15•30
N7SED II
£ 11•55
M95E1 .. £ 1405
N95E1 .. £ 8.65
M9SED .. £ 20.10
1995E0 £ 14-90
VIS Ill .. .. £ 49•50
VN3SE.. £ 17-35
VIS IV . .. £ 64-95
VN4SHE .. £ 24 85
M642E• Pre- amp £ 39.00
N75-3 ( 78 stylus) £ 5 30
SFG2 Scales .. £ 480
VN78E ( 78 stylus) £ 16•40
SON US
Blue Label £ 70-80
Blue . - £ 38 25
Gold/Blue £ 77•90
Gold/Blue ..
P.O.A.
STANTON
500A .. £ 11 85
D5 I
07A
£ 7 55 ,
500EE ..
£15 25
D5100EE £ 11 95
681EEE
£37 20
D6800EEE £ 21 60
881S
£71 80
D8I .. £ 38 60
ULTIMO
Through importer
10X
£ 54.50
20A
.
£ 75•90
Through importer
20B .. £ 105•80
Through importer ,
20C
.. [110.40
Through importer
PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. at 15%
Postage: Cartridges 25p; Styli 15p; Except • 50p
NB.- All items are genuine branded products in
manufacturers packing. E. & 0.E.
QLM
QLM
QLM
QLM
VLM
XLM
ZLM

A. T. LABS
191 Chaseside, Enfield, Mdx.
Please send the following items by return post
(Recorded Delivery).

Make

Qty.

li

I

UK only.

Type

Cost

I

I

I
I
1 enclose a Cheque/Postal
A. T. LABS

[

Order

made

payable

to

(Inc. postage)

Access/Barclaycard No.
Name
Address
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The name for technical
excellence at lowest costing
Model EX202

etir.
>

Model EX303

STEREO TUNER

2.5 uv for 30 dB SIN FM/FM ( STEREO) Long
Wave, Medium Wave. Inbuilt stereo MPX

Decoder

•

The FM waveband covers all radio stations available
in the UK and receives stereo FM transmissions by
eutorratically decoding the signal with its inbuil
circuits. The tuner has an AFC switch which activates
electronic circuits that stop the radio station recep
tion drifting. The EX202 also incorporates two extra
radio wavebands, both of which are
RAP E67 70
on AM frequencies : Medium and Long
INC VAT
Wave Band. Size: 420mm (w) x 145
TYPICAL PHIT
mm ( h) x340mm (d).

Model EX330 STEREO AMPLIFIER

STEREO TUNER

1.7 tiv for 30 dB SIN FM/FMI(STEREO) Long Wave,

140 watts : 35 watts RMS per channel into 4 ohms

Medium Wave. Inbuilt stereo MPX Decoder
Three wave bands - VHF ( FM) FM stereo, Medium
Wave and Long Wave. Variable output control enabling
the unit to be used with most Hi- Fi amplifiers and audio
systems. The high performance FM section employs
PET technology with additional IF pre- amplification
for greater sensitivity. The coverage of
RRP 06 66
the wave band is FM 88-108 MHz,
INC VAT
MW 525-1600 KHz, and Long Wave
TYPICAL PRICE
150-270 KHz. Size: 420mm ( w) x
145mm ( h) x340mm (d).

30 watts RMS per channel into 8 ohms
A classic example of traditional precision engineering.
This high quality unit offers a frequency response of
15 Hz - 30 KHz ± 3db and distortion
RP P (
85 63
generously quoted at 0.1% at 1 KHz
NC VAT
for full rated output. Size: 420mm ( w)
x145mm ( h) ir 340mm ( d).
YPICAI PRICE•

£69.00

£59.00

e

00u

£52.00

I
411,4 p,

Model EX220
STEREO AMPLIFIER
100 watts: 25 watts RMS per
channel into 8 ohms
Designed to offer the best performance
for its very economical price. The
EX220 offers a full 25 watts RMS per
channel output, equivalent to a total
100 watts music power This amplifier
is suitable for use with most Hi- Fi
turntables, tuners, and cassette decks and
has inputs for all of these functions including a
Tape in and out facility, plus afull range of filters.
Bass, treble and balance controls use click
position potentiometers which give afirm quality
operation. The volume control employs amulticlick position potentiometer. Size: 420mm (w)
145mm ( h) x340mm (d).

Model EX222
STEREO RECEIVER FM/MW/LW
100 watts

RP

(
70 08

25 watts RMS per channel into 8ohms

A combined tuner and amplifier. Th:. amplifier section offers afull 100 watts output
, _ 5watts RMS per channel) with afull range of filters including mar h, rumble and
ioudness control, bass and trebletone ontrols. The radio section has 3wavebands FM ( FM stereo),
o..ig Wave and Medium Wave
e receive: incorporates an in-built stereo decoder
vh.ch automat', ally decodes srerr • M trammissions, signified by an LE_P Beacon
RR P (99 58
I
NC VAL
(light emitting diode). Size: 420mm ( w) x145mm ( h) x340mm ( d).
TYPICAL PR CL

£15.00

Model EX333
STEREO RECEIVER FM/MW/LW
140 watts 35 watts RMS into 4 ohms per channel
30 watts RMS into 8 ohms per channel
Incorporates, loudness control, mono/stereo control, rumble filter, scratch triter, tape monitor
headphone socket input, bass, treble and balance control, also two power meters set at 2 levels, 30
watt and 3 war, while Inc radio section has 3 wave bands, highly unusual for a unit of this type .
FM ( VHF), Long and Medium. Size:420mm ( w) x350mm ( d) x145mm ( h).

E136 41
IHt

11,11

TYPICAL PRICE

£105

Model EX450
Duality is the key to this speaker system, from the hand finished cabinet
built in the Amstrad factory to the carefully chosen components, resulting
in truly breathtaking sound performance.
An integral feature of the crossover system, is the inclusion of a variable
mid- range control, enabling the level of the middle range audio frequencies to be varied from above normal output level down to zero, allowing
you to balance the sound of your loudspeakers to the acoustics of the room.
Operating from amplifiers or receivers with an output between 10 and 45
watts RMS, this speaker is connected via a rear recessed DIN socket
enabling you to connect your speaker to any amplifier easily and quickly,
and mount it close to any wall or furniture.

Model EX700
FRONT LOADING DOLBY SYSTEM STEREO
CASSETTE DECK
This British me—cie front loading cassette machine incorporates many professional features that
combine to give consistently high performance.
The Dolby noise reduction system reduces tape hiss while a DC motor with an electronic stability
circuit keeps wow and flutter at aminimum.
Push button switches set bias and equalisation levels to give optimum performance when using
ferric, chrome or ferrichrome tapes and two Aarge high clarity meters register both recording and
playback levels.
Standard stereo microphone and headphone sockets are provided together with LED function
indicators and an autostop cassette mechanism.
Recording input level and playback output level are variable to match virtually any amplifier.
This unit is attractively styled with a brush grained silver finish front panel and is designed to
complement the finest High Fidelity Systems.
Size:420mm ( w) x145mm ( h) x255mm (d). .

fIRP MI 51
NC VA1

TYPICAL PRICE•

£85.00

Available at Ne.n.de• All branches of COMET; TRIDENT; HALFORDS: TEMPO. London.; Nome Count,. ANALOGUE Nil. EC?. SWI, NI :
APPLEMART Kingston. ARUTS SE19. BARTLETTS N7. II IW ELECTRICS SWI6. BRIDGE RADIO Harrow. CAVENDISH El CANONBURY RADIO
NI : CENTRE OF SOUND WI I . CHELMSFORD ELECTRONICS Barking CHELSEA CAR STEREO SW6. COSMIC RADIO Addlestone, CRAIG HI-FI
Romford. DISCOUNT AUDIO WI . DURAI! RADIO SEE. ELECTRONICS T.V.A. SWI FELL OF LONDON SW9, HALCYON Bromley. HI-FI
CONNECTIONS Beekenhem. HI-FI GENERAL EINI7. 141 WAY HI-FI, JUPITER AUDIO SW17: MAGNET N18 MARTINS NI6 McDONALP
STORES WI . AMOS W2, NU- SOUND WT. 5E13, WC1. NI, Ilford: PAK WAREHOUSE Hounslow. RADIO UNLIMITED Eli. ROBIN HOOD Wembley.
RUSH AUDIO Stamford, Chelmsford, SARAYS NIA. SEXTONS IN CAR WCI. SEI SPECTRON 114. TELERADIO N17, Country ADAMS DUCK Norwich.
AMPLITONE Nottingham. ASHFORD AUDIO Kent. AUDIO HYPER
TO Gillingham. Rochester. BANGHAMS Kent. CARRETTS Canterbury.
BREAM Aldershot J. CAINE Horsham, CAMBRIDGE TRANSISTOR SERVICES Cambridge. CAMERA III- F1 Kent, CAMPKINS Cambridge, CAPITAL
CAMERAS Crawley. CARREFOUR fastlergh. Minteorth. COVENTRY 111-11 Coventry, DAYS OF SWINDON Swindon: ELECTRA CENTRE Pteston, ERIC
EVANS Fleet. FANTAX Birminghem FORRESTERS Bournemouth. FRADANIegb Lancs. FRAMPTONS Plymouth: C. J. FREEMAN Portishead.
FURNESS ELECTRONICS Barrow. H. GEE Cambodge. HEWITT II SALE Hoddesdon. GOOFREYS Basildon, F. A. GOODE Northampton. HENNESEYS
Sr Austell. INCA Welwyn. U.N.I Cm Manchester. MAINTAIN AVIEW Wolverhampton . MOBILE RADIO Wellingborough. NORTH WEST AUDIO
VISUAL Preston. PORTSMOUTH 11141 Portsmouth. POTTERS Wellingborough. P. R. SOUNDS Melksharn. REMU CambrIdge. SAVE A CENTRE
GrIlinghem. SEXTONS IN CAR Southampton. SHEPHERD ISPARKS Hi(hbridge. SMITH IF. E.) Chelmsford. STAMFORD HI-FI Stamford. STANDONS
Tonbridge. SOUTHEND RADIO Southend: TELEVISION PARLOUR Fereham. TRICITY HOUSE Maidenhead. WALKED' T.V. Sheffield. W. F. WAITE
Fareham, WESTERN HARE Portsmouth, D. T. WICKS Colchester. WIRELESS SUPPLIES Bournemouth. ScoilnOTELE ON THE BLINK innervent.
R. M. E. Glasgow. VICTOR MORRIS Glasgow. Ireland COLOUR VISION Belau. C. S. C. Belfast. FOSTERS Caster*

Model EX350

Model EX250
Although small in size the EX250 offers full deep rich bass which
you would normally expect from much larger systems. Overall
performance is firm, incredibly clear and engineered for impeccably balanced sound over the whole frequency spectrum.
Specially selected transducers combined with the custom designed
Amstrad crossover unit ensure this speaker system will handle the
output of an amplifier of up to 25 watts RMS power per channel,
and can be adequately driven from lower power amplifiers down
to aminimum output of 5watts RMS.

*Typical selling prices
are unofficial guide
lines which in our
opinion are
representative of the
typical retail buying
price of our products.
However retailers are
entitled to sell at more
or less than those
prices suggested. All
prices quoted include
VAT at 15%.

Characteristic of this loudspeaker is the clarity of tone and
wide frequency response without objectionable colouration
of sound, achieved by the solidly constructed cabinet made
in Amstrad's own factory.
A feature of the crossover system employed is the inclusion
of avariable mid- range control enabling the level of the middle
frequencies to be varied from above normal output level,
down to zero, allowing you to balance the sound of your
loudspeaker to the acoustics of the room.
This speaker will operate from amplifiers or receivers with a
power output between 10and 35 watts RMS.

AMSTRAD
CONSUMER

Please send illustrated literature and address of nearest stockist

ELECTRONICS
LIMITED
1-7 GARMAN ROAD.
TOTTEN HAM,
LONDON N17 OUF
Telephone : 01- 801 4431
Telex: 264869 AMSELEG
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AMSTRAD CONSUMER ELECTRONICS LIMITED
1-7 GARMAN ROAD, TOTTENHAM. LONDON N17 OUF
Telephone: 01- 801 4431 Telex: 264869 AMSELEG
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•EXPERT, FRIENDLY ADVICE
•VERY COMPREHENSIVE STOCKS
•12 MONTHS FREE SERVICING
I

ESTABLISHED OVER 20 YEARS

PRICES ARE CORRECT AS AT 26/7/79
BUT MAY BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE- 1S/0)
SPECIAL OFFERS. LIMITED SUPPLIES

Britain's mo st comp
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OVER THE COUNTER PERSONAL EXPORT(SAVE VAT.) AVAILABLE AT ALL OF OUR BRANCHES

ONLY AVAILABLE AT THESE PRICES
eDIRECT EXPORT TO ANY COUNTRY • WRITE, TELEPHONE OR TELEX ( ANDROMEDA 8951525)TO OUR KINGS cRoss BRANCH
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Quad 33 Cont. Unit
P.O.A.
SPEAKERS
CASSETTE
REEL-TO-REEL
Quad 44 Cont. Unit
P.O.A.
(C & I [ 3-50)
(C & 1Bookshelf £500)
RECORDERS
Quad
303
Aiwa AX7400 .. £ 167.50
(C & 1Console [6.00)
Quad 405
P.O.A.
(C & IC3-50)
Aiwa AX7600 .. £223.50
Amstrad ..
F.R.A.
Radford ..
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Aiwa ADI250 ( s/o) £ 124-95
Akai AAI010 (s/o) £89.95
Our Edgware Road branch specialises in a wide range
Revox B750 ..
P.O.A.
Akai AA 1125 .. £ 124-50
Aiwa A01 600B ( s/o) £ 129-95
of VHS, Betamax, VCR mains and battery, portable video
Rogers A75 Series II
P.O.A.
At our competitive prices
Akai AA I150 .. £200-95
recorders, cameras and accessories for both home and
Aiwa MI00 .. £94.95
Rotel RA2I4 £66-50
Akai AA I135 .. £ 149-50
export use.
Armstrong 602 (T) £ 181-95
Aiwa M200
£116.95
Rotel
RA3I4
£81.95
Amstrad EX222 £70.50
All our branches (except King's Cross) carry a selection
Bang & Olufsen
F.R.A.
£147.95
Aiwa
AD2000
Rotel RA4I4 £ 101.95
Amstrad EX333 £96.50
of the latest domestic video recorders.
B & W
F.R.A.
Aiwa AD6350
£147 50
Rotel RA7I4 £ 132 95
Armstrong 625 (T) £ 189-95
Expert staff are to hand at all branches to advise and
Sansui AU 117 II .. £84 SO
At our competitive prices
Aiwa AD6400
£183-50
Armstrong 626 (T) £218-95
guide intending video purchasers.
Sansui AU2I7 II .. £ 112 50
.Bose
Aiwa 6700
£297-50
Bang & Olufsen
F.R.A.
TURNTABLES
Sansui AU3I7 .. £ 169 50
.I.V.C.JLA20 (s/o)
£57-95
At our competitive prices
Aiwa AD6900
£365-50
At
our
competitive
prices
(C & IE3-50)
Lux
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Sansui AU4I7 .. £ 197 50
Harman Kardon
F.R.A.
Akai GX2I5D (s/o)
£299-9,5
Bose 501 (s/o) .. £274-95
Accutrac
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Sansui AU517 £240 50
Micro Seiki
F.R.A./P.O.A.
At our competitive prices
Akai CS703D
£88- Sb
Aiwa 2200+ cart. £94.95
Bose 601 (s/o) .. £374-95
Sansui AU7I7 £295 95
Micro Seiki
Harman Kardon
Akai
GXC704D
Aiwa
AP2300+
cart.
£
105
95
£116-95
Sony
MBIO
(s/o)
..
£59.95
Celef
F.R.A./P.O.A.
330C (s/o) .. £89.95
Aiwa AP2400+ cart. £ 112 95
DD40 (s/o) £ 169•95
Akai GXC706D
£132-50
At our competitive prices
Celestion
F.R.A.
730 ( s/o)
£ 199-95
Aiwa AP2600 -- cart. £205-95
Pioneer ..
F.R.A.
Akai GXC709D
£168.50
Technics ..
F.R.A.
At our competitive prices
Ariston
F.R.A./P.O.A.
At our competitive prices
At our competitive prices
Akai GX7I5D
£222-50
At our competitive prices
Celestion ULIO ( s/o) £ 189.95
Ariston
RD
I
1E+
Pioneer
PL550
(
s/o)
£
139.95
J.V.C. JRS81 (s/o) £ 159-95
Trio KAI500 11 (s/o)
£76.95
Akai
GXC725D
£236-95
arm (s/o) .. £74-95
Chartwell
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Revox
F.R.A.
Lux .
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Trio KA6100 (s/o).. £ 159.95
Akai CS732D
[205.95
Bang & Olufsen
F.R.A.
Sansui R222 II .. £60.50
Goodmans R818 .. £62-95
Lux 1030 (s/o) £204-95
Trio KA7I00 (s/o) £ 199-95
Akai GXC735D
Connoisseur
£273.50
Sony
Lux RI 120 ( s/o) £439.95
Good
mans
RB20
£80-50
Trio KA305 .. £95.95
BD3
(
s/o)
..
£64-95
At
our
competitive
prices
Akai
GXC750D
£381.50
Lux RI040 (s/o) .. £209.95
Goodmans RB35 £ 115.50
Trio KA405 .. £ 13815
BD IKit .. [20-00
Technics ..
F.R.A.
Akai
GX4000D
Lux RI050 (s/o) .. £269.95
£201-95
Yamaha ..
F.R.A.
Goodmans RB65 £ 138-50
BD2/A
Assembly
At
our
competitive
prices
Lux RI070 (s/o) £324-95
Akai GX40000B
£235-95
At our competitive prices
Griffin ..
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Compact .. £61 50
Technics
Marantz
F.R.A.
Amstrad 7060
£79-95
BD101 - arm .. £50 50
(
Yamaha CA7I0 (ski) £ 179-95
:,
/o) .. £62-95
I.M.F.
F.R.A./P.O.A.
SL
s
p2
10
00+m+
At our competitive prices
Bang & Olufsen
F.R.A.
BD101+SAU2 arm £67 95
Yamaha CA 1010 (s/o) £339-95
J.B.L.
F.R.A./P.O.A
Pioneer ..
F.R.A.
BDI0I+SAU4
arm
£86
95
Dual
F.R.A./P.O.A.
BASE
(s/o)
..
£849.95
At our competitive prices
Jim Rogers
F.R.A./P.O.A .
.
BD103 arm .. £84 95
Thorens
F.R.A.
Harman Kardon
Rotel RX203 £96.95
Keesonic
F.R.A./P.O.A.
BD103 Assembly
At our competitive prices
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Rotel RX203LW .. £ 107-50
TUNERS
£9895
+arm
Thorens TDII0 (s/o) 69415
Harman Kardon
Rotel RX303 £ 117-50
Compact plinth..
£17 95
(C
&
1
[3-50)
At
our
competitive
prices
Trio
KD500
(s/o)
£
179.95
3500
(s/o)
£354-95
Rotel RX403 • • £ 122-95
Standard plinth ..
£2495
Trio KDI033B .. £57.50
J.V.C.
Akai AT2200 (s/o).. £69 95
K.E.F. 105 (s/o) .. £659-95
Rotel RX403LW . • £ 132-95
KD2/KD-A2/KD-A5/
Akai KUM) ( s/o).. £ 129 95
Sansui G301. • £ 134-50
K.L.H. 30013
KD-A7/KD1OB/KD65/
Akai AT2250L £78 95
Sansui G401 .. 8148-95
K.L.H. 3318
KD-A77/KD-S20 1 /
Akai AT2450L .. £ 133.95
Sansui TA300 £ 16195
111
K.L.H. 317B
KD720/CD1635-2/
Amstrad EX202 £47-50
Sansui TA500 .. £ 197.95
Lecson LB1 Lynette
P.O.A.
Amstrad EX303 £55.50
Sony
(s/o)
£ 179-95
Nakamichi
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Amstrad MPX3000 II £41.95
At our competitive prices
Nakamichi
Maranti
F.R.A.
Armstrong
623
(T)
£
134-95
Technics ..
F.R.A.
DT600 (s/o) £399•95
Armstrong 624 (T) £ 104-50
At our competitive prices
At our two specialist B & 0 Centres we have on display,
At our competitive prices
Pioneer ..
F.R.A.
Harman Kardon
F.R.A.
Trio KR2090L (s/o) £ 109-95
ready for immediate demonstration, the complete range
Mission ..
F.R.A./P.O.A.
At our competitive prices
At our competitive prices
Yamaha ..
F.R.A.
of superb Bang & Olufsen Hi Fi equipment. Please
Monitor
Audio
Pioneer
CTFI000
At our competitive prices
telephone for our prices, special offers, credit terms, etc.
MA4 (s/o) .. £ 149.95
(s/o)
£402-50
Yamaha CR820 (s/o) £229.95
At our competitive prices
MA6 (s/o) .. 1E144-95
Revox
P.O.A.
CITY: 228 Bis
Fr
h
io4ps6gpte , su
Yamaha CR I
020 ( s/o) £269.95
EC
n 2. 10-2
01-m
p247. 26
Closed
U
Sat.
J.V.C. JTVIOL £72.95
Mini
Monitor
..
£99.95
Sansui
SCI
100G
£99-50
Yamaha CR2020 (s/o) [349-95
J.V.C. JTVI I
G
£84 95
Sansui SCI 110 .. £99•50
Quad Electrostatic
P.O.A.
.Up8enEdrrnaltRd4 aW2 p0
m1
7724 1583
J.V.C. JTV22 .. £ 114 95
Sony
Radford ..
F.R.A./P.O.A.
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Lecson SDFM2 (s/o) £259-95
At our competitive prices
Revox BX350
P.O.A.
(C & 1 [3.50)
Lecson SFM2 (s/o).. £239-95
Tandberg
..
F.R.A.
Trio KDI500 .. £62-95
Dual
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Rogers ..
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Akai AM2250 £76-00
Lux T.34 (s/o) .. £ 129-95
At our competitive prices
Yamaha
TP211
(s/o)
£79.95
Akai AM2350 .. £ 112-50
Focus
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Marantz
F.R.A.
Tan soy
F.R.A.
Teat
Yamaha TP5I 1 (s/o) £92-95
Akai AM2450 .. £ 131.95
At our competitive prices
At our competitive prices
At our competitive prices
G
d
Amstrad EX220 £48-50
Teat A103 (s/o) £ 124.95
GT20 + 75ED 11 . ¿73-95
Pioneer ..
F.R.A.
Technics ..
F.R.A.
PICK-UP ARMS
Amstrad EX330 .. £60-95
Teat A640 ( s/o) .. £ 169.95
GT25 -FM75ED Il £82 95
At
our
competitive
prices
(C & 1 [2-50)
Armstrong 621 (T) £ 120.95
At our competitive prices
Teat A3340 ( s/o)
878915
SP25 Mk. VI W/C £49 95
Pioneer TX606 (s/o) £92.95
Connoisseur SAU2 £ 16-95
Haller
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Technics ..
F.R.A.
Videotone
F.R.A./P.O.A.
GT35-4-M75ED 11 £99 50
Pioneer TX6500 (s/o) £69-95
Connoisseur SAU4 £40.50
Harman Kardon
F.R.A.
At
our
competitive
prices
DDI30
W/C
..
£
100
95
Wharfedale
Pioneer TX8500 11
Hadcock
F.R.A./P.O.A.
At our competitive prices
Technics RSMIO (s/o) £99-95
00131 - cart. .. ¿99-95
Chevin XP2 (T)
£34 95
(s/o)
8187-50
S.M.E. 3009 ( FH) (s/o) L59-95
Technics RSM22 (
O D) £149.95
00132 - cart. .. £ 107 95
Denton XP2 (T)
£51 95
Quad FM3
S.M.E. 3009/S2 ( DH) P.O.A.
At out competitive prices
Technics RS673 (s/o) £259•95
Glendale XP2 (T) £106 95
Radford ..
F.R.A./P.O.A.
S.M.E. 3009 III
P.O.A.
Lecson AC1 (s/o) £224•95
Technics
RS676
(s/o)
£ 189-95
£80 95
Linton XP2 (T)
Revox
F.R.A./P.O.A.
At our competitive prices
S.M.E. Series Ill S ..
P.O.A.
Lecson API (s/o) £ 164-95
Uher CG310 (
O D)
£114-95
Shelton XP2 (T)
£66 95
Rogers ..
F.R.A.
Lecson API X ( s/o) £ 199.95
Yamaha
..
F.R.A.
Dovedale SP2 (T) £179 95
Rotel RT226LW £7e50
Lecson AP3 III ( s/o) £259.95
At our competitive prices
Teesdale SP2 (T)
£132 50
Rotel RT426 ..
£86 95
Lenteck
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Yamaha
Glendale XP2 Kit
£63 95
Rotel RT726 .. £ 102 50
Lux
F.R.A./P.O.A.
TCBOOD (s/o) £ 164•95
¿29-50
Denton XP2 Kit
Sansui TU2I7 £98 50
Lux L3I ( s/o) £ 124.95
TC800G L (s/o) £219•95
Linton XP2 Kit
52-50
Sansui TU3I7 £ 112 50
Lux L8I ( sic.) .. £ 199-95
Shelton XP2 Kit
[37 SO
Sansui
TU4I7
£
140•95
Our High Holborn Branch specialises in a wide range of
Marantz
F.R.A.
VIDEO
E30
(
W)
P.O.A.
Sony
At our competitive prices
the world's "state of the art" Hi Fi and is staffed by
(Export Edgware Road Only)
ESO ( W)
P.O.A.
At our competitive prices
Mission
extremely knowledgeable and experienced Hi Fi
J.V.C.
E70 ( W)
P.O.A.
enthusiasts.
771+772 (s/o) .. £850-00
Technics ..
F.R.A.
3300 (s/o) £524-95
P.O.A.
E90 ( W)
Pioneer ..
F.R.A.
It has one of the finest demonstration studios in the
At our competitive prices
HR3330 11 ( s/o) .. L579-95
Laser 200 ( W)
P.O.A.
country, available for the demonstration, in superb
At our competitive prices
Trio KT530011 (s/o) £84•95
National HV8600B
P.O.A.
Laser
400
•
•
acoustic conditions and luxurious surroundings of some
Trio KT3 I3L
£90 95
Pioneer
(s/o)
£549-95
TSR108 ( W)
P.O.A.
of the world's most exotic Hi Fi quipment.
Trio KT413 .. £ 134.50
SA506 ( s/o) £84-50
!tiny SL8000 ( s/o)
L594•95
P.O.A.
TSRII0 (W)
Please send for FREE 44- PAGE ILLUSTRATED
Yamaha ..
F.R.A.
SA606 (s/o) £ 113-95
TSR112 (W)
P.O.A.
BROCHURE containing details of our superb studio and
At our competitive prices
Full Range of Video AccesSA706 (s/o) £ 152.50
F.R.A.
Yamaha ..
the unrivalled facilities we are able to offer.
Yamaha CT5 10 (s/o) £ 10495
sories
including tapes in
SA8500 11 ( s/o) .. [231-50
82 HIGH HOLBORN ( Dept HFN 10) WC1. Tel:01-242 8354
Yamaha CT1010 ( s/o) £ 199 95
At our competitive prices
stock.
SA9500 11 (s/o) £321•50

E

,)

BANG & / e..
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WEST END:

CUSTOM HI-FI [:%0
CENTRE

cRe9

USOUND

TERMS

ARE AVAILABLE
ON ALL GOODS

HI-FI CENTRES

OVER £ 50

EDGWARE RD.
HOLBORN
KINGS CROSS 9
LEWISHAM
ILFORD
WALTHAMSTOW

376/8 Edgware Road, W2.

Tel

01-724 1583

82 High Holborn, WC1.

01-242 7401

242/244 Pentonville Road, N1.

01-837 8200

36 Lewisham High Street, SE13.

01-852 2399

Pioneer Market, Ilford Lane, Ilford.

01-478 2291

252 Hoe Street, Walthamstow E17.
01-520 18114
OPENIlle NOIMS - MOI 80R# 10G WARE ROAD Mon S.tl 6
ILFORD. LEWISHAM. KINGS CROSS Mon 0.016 Thu, 1WA! INAMScw, Mon Sat I Woo' I Ipa
.....•..•..•..•. ...•..•. ..• ..• .•..•..•..•...•.•..•. ..• .•..•..•. ..• .•..•..

•••

•••:. '

KINGS CROSS
BRANCH FOR
ALL MAIL
ORDERS

USOUND

BRITAIN'S MOST
COMPETITIVE
HI-FI SPECIALISTS

SPECIAL OFFERS

END OF SUMMER
SALE
Our High Holborn branch carries avery wide range of
"Top of the Market" Hi -Fi and we are offering for sale a
selection of new, shop soiled and ex- demonstration
Hi -Fi equipment at very attractive cash prices.
We only have avery limited amount available and we
would advise an early call or visit to ascertain availability etc.
A few examples of the many bargains available are
listed below.
ADC LMF-2 ( Cartridge)
£ 99.95
Gale 401C ( Speakers)
£ 395.95
Keesonic Kolts ( Speakers)
£114.95
Lenteck S4 ( Speakers)
£ 199.95
Lux L10 ( Pre- Amplifier)
£ 439.95
Lux
CL32/MO.3600 ( Valve
Pre/AmpPower Amp)
£ 899.95
Lux M12 ( Amplifier)
£499.95
Lux T12 ( Tuner)
£ 384.95
Lux 441 ( Turntable)
£ 384.95
Lux PD444 ( Turntable)
£409.95
Lecson AP1X ( 65w Power Amplifier)
£ 199.95
Lecson AC1 ( Control Unit)
£ 224.95
Lecson AP3 ( 100w Power Amplifier)
£ 259.95
Lecson FM2 ( Tuner)
£ 239.95
Marantz DS930 ( Speakers) £324.95
Mission 770 ( Speakers)
£ 299.95
Nakamichi Rack System List £ 2150
N610B / N620B / N630B / DT600 Ils Timer / Rack
£1,750
Nakamichi TT700 II ( Portable Cassette) List
£1,021
£ 749.95
Nakamichi N-730 ( Tuner/Amp.)+Remote
control unit. List £ 1,053
£799.95
Radford ZD22/TT100 ( Amplifier)
£ 699.95
Rogers Ref. System ( Speakers)
£ 689.95
Revox B790 ( Turntable)
£ 369.95
Revox BX350 ( Speakers)
£319.95
Satin M117 ( Cartridge)
£69.95
Spendor BC3 ( Speakers)
£ 522.50
Technics RSM85 ( Cassette Deck)
£ 389.95
Technics ST9038 ( Tuner)
£ 299.95
Technics SH9038 ( Tuner Programmer)
£ 349.95
Technics SP10 ( Turntable)+Arm+Base £849.95
Videotone 777E ( Cartridge)
£44.95
We have many other bargains too numerous to list. For
full details of equipment available, prices etc. please
telephone or call into our High Holborn branch at

82 High Holborn

e

monitor"
souna.
e All
•
•

Prices inclusive of VAT at 15%
Two Year Guarantee
Comparator Demonstrations

AMPLIFIERS
Pioneer SA506 ..
Low Price
Pioneer SA606 ..
Low Price
Pioneer SA706 ..
Low Price
Pioneer New Range ..
P.O.A.
Rotel RA2I4
P.O.A.
Rotel RA3I4
P.O.A.
Rotel RA4I4
P.O.A.
Rotel New Range ..
P.O.A.
Trio KA3700
£79.00
Armstrong
P.O.A.
Quad-Trio-JVC
P.O.A.
Yamaha-Technics- Hitachi
P.O.A.
Sugden
P.O.A.
RECEIVERS
Armstrong 625 ..
Armstrong 626 ..
Rotel RX203
Rotel RX303
Rotel New Range..
Akai AA 1125 ..
Akai AAI135
Akai AAII50
Akai AAI175
Trio New Range ..
Pioneer SX590
Pioneer SX690
Pioneer SX790
Pioneer New Range
Sony-Goodmans
Hitachi-Aiwa-Technics
Yamaha-JVC
Bang and Olufsen..

£ 199-00
£229.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£ 109.00
£ I39.00
£ 169-00
£ 1951.00
P.O.A.
£ 127-50
£ 153-00
£203-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
G
d GT20 c/w cart .. £63.00
Garrard GT25 Ow cart... £ 0-00
Garrard DD75 c/v. cart... £69-00
Pioneer PL5I2
C49.90
Pioneer PL514
[63-00
Pioneer PL5I6
£84-00
Pioneer PL5I8
£ 118.00
Pioneer New Range ..
P.0.1..
Dual Range .. In stock
S.M.E. 3009ND Arm .. £59.00
SME 3009111 Arm .. £ 110.00
Shure VIS Mk 3 cart. .. £4400
Ortofon VMS20E Mk II cart. £29.00
ADC Range .. In stock
S.T.D Yamaha. B & 0,
WC,
Technics, Thorens,
Ultimo. etc.
HEADPHONES/CARTRIDGES
Pioneer-Sony-Beyer-ShureSennheiser-B & 0-ADCOrtofon-Koss, etc.

CASSETTES ( price each)
BASF LH C90
BASF Super C90 ( SM)
TDK AD C90
TDK SA C90..
Maxell UD C90

•
•
•

TUNERS
Pioneer New Range
P.O.A.
Pioneer TX606
use°
Pioneer TX6500 Mk V .. £ 106.00
Rotel RT226
Rotel New Range ..
Armstrong
P.O.A.
Sony-Sugden • •
P.O.A.
Trio-Quad-JVC • •
P.O.A.
Yamaha .. . •
P.O.A.
HitachiP.O.A.
.. • •
Technics
P.O.A.
.. • •
CASSETTE/TAPE
Pioneer CTF500
Pioneer CTF600
Pioneer CTF650
Akai CS703D
Akai CS702D
Akai New Range
Akai 4000DS
Akai 4000DB
Aiwa AD 1250
Aiwa AD6350
Aiwa AD6400
Aiwa New Range ..
Hitachi New Range
Sony-Yamaha ..
Technics ..
Bang and Olufsen
Hitachi-JVC
Trio New Range ..

••
.•

£99•90
.. £ 122-00
.. £ 173.00

•.

Low Price
.. 219.00
£
.. £229.00

.. In stock

SPEAKERS ( pair)
P.O.A.
Celestion New Range
P.O.A.
Celestion Dicton I5XR
P.O.A.
Clestion Dicton 22
P.O.A.
Celestion Dicton 33
P.O.A.
Celestion UL Range
. . .
Celestion 442-551
Wharfedale Linton XP2 £83.00
Wharfedale Glendale XP2 £ 110.00
Wharfedale New Range ..
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Dovedale SP2 £ I39 .00
Wharfedale E30 • •
Low Price
Wharfedale ESC) • •
Low Price
Wharfedale E70 • •
Low price
Goodmans RBI8 . • £59.90
Goodmans RB20 • • £77.00
Audiomaster
P.O.A.
B& W- IMF
P.O.A.
Quad Lenteck
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio ..
P.O.A.
CastleJRAR ..
P.O.A.
Videotone-Spendor
P.O.A.
Mordaunt-Short
P.O.A.
Bang and Olufsen
P.O.A.
Tangent- Mission ..
P.O.A.

.•
••
••
••
.•
••

5 rate
£0.87
£1.43
£1.26
£I .83
£1-42

10 rate
£0-83
El - 37
LI-20
tI -75
tI - 36

20 rate
£.82
£1.34
E1-1 8
It I -70
0 - 33

POSTAGE: 30p per five; 60p per ten; Up per twenty
S.A.E. FOR CASSETTES AND TAPE PRICES
PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS

monitor,

souna

TEL 71935

64 chapel st. chorley, lanca shire.

LONDON WC1
Telephone 01-242 8354
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AIWA
Amplifiers
AA 8700
Tuners
AT 9700

If you're looking for something in the audio
field you'll find it at Gratispool. More than that,
you'll find it at Gratispool at aprice that's
almost impossible to beat.
Look around. See for yourself. You'll discover that you can buy
the best for less at Gratispool NOW.
£266.95
£239.95

Tuner Amplifiers
AX 7400 £ 168.95
AX 7600 £224.95
Record Decks
AP 2200
AP 2500
AP 2600

£104.95
£159.95
£219.95

Cassette Decks
AD 6350
£147.95
AD 6900
£367.95
AD 6600
£275.95
AD 2000
£157.95
AD L40
£219.95
AD 6700
£317.95
AD M100
£99.95
AD M200
£124.95
Racking Systems
Micro"A"
£392.95
System 1
£424.95
System 2
£494.95
Cassette Tuner/
Amplifiers
AF 3090
. 071.95
AF 3060
. £225.50
AF 3070
£317.95
Cassette Radios
£122.95
TPR 905
TPR 950
£191.95
TPR 903
.. £99.95
TPR 130
£42.95
TPR 180
£64.95
TPR 901
£89.95
TPR 906
£119.95
TPR 935
£167.95
TPR 945
£184.95
CASTLE
Speakers
Richmond PR Teak. £81.95
Richmond PR Walnut
£83.95
Kendal PR Teak .. VI 17.95
Kendal PR Walnut £120.95
Conway II PR Teak £195.95
Conway Il PR
Walnut. £202.95
GRADO
Cartridges
FCE 1£12.95 F1 , 07.95
F3E
£17.95 G1 £69.95
Cartridge Stylii
FCE . £7.95 F1.
F3E .£10.95 G1 +

220

£22.95
£41.95

ADC
Cartridges
OLM 34
OLM 36
VLM
XLM
ZLM
AKG
Cartridges
P7E
P8E
P8ES

£11.95
£19.95,
£30.95
£43.95
£68.95

£27.95
£49.95
£59.95

Cartridge Stylii
X7E
£13.95
X8E
f29.95
X8S
£36.95
J.R. LOUDSPEAKERS
Speakers
JR 149PR
£135.95
JR 150
£224.95
JVC
Amplifiers
JAS 11G
£80.50
JAS 22
£108.95
JAS 44
£176.95
JAS 55
£214.95
Tuners
JTV 10 L
JTV 11G
JTV 22

. £70.50
£82.50
£122.95

Tuner/Amplifiers
JRS 61L
£113.50
JRS 81
£ 156.50
JAS 201L
£240.95
JAS 301
£306.95
£396.95
JAS 401
Record Decks
JLA 20
. £59.50
OLA 2
£101.50
OLE 4
£137.95
OL 5
£175.95
Cassette Decks
CD 1635 MK 11
CD 1970
KD 10 S/B
KD 25
KD 65
KD-5201

£200.95
£152.50
£121.95
£158.95
£213.50
£209.95

Cassette Recorders
MK 100
£81.95
Cassette Radios
AC 828L
£223.95
RC 222 LB
£52.95
RC 636
£140.50
RC 525 L
£109.95
RC 838L
£255.95
RC 646 L
£134.95
RC 545 L
£101.95

J.V.C.
Television
3050 UK 3"
3060 UK 3 MK 11
P100 Micro

RAM
£113.95
£181.95
£144.95

Video
HR 3330 EK Recorder.
£599.95
HR 4100 Portable
Recorder
£749.95
GTC 4100 Camera including
case
£869.95
G71P Camera including
case
£769.95
TU 41 Tuner
£215.95
PBP 1U Battery pack £36.95
K.E.F.

TECHNICS

Speakers
Compact PR ...... £81.95
Mini Bookshelf PR £111.95
Bookshelf 11PR.. £127.95
Ram 100 PR
£163.95
Ram 150 PR.
£203.95
Ram 200 PR
£255.95
Ram 50 kit PR
£79.95

1

Speakers
Corelli pair
£147.95
REF 104 AB pair
£274.95
Celeste 111 pair... £91.95
Concord 111 pair. £167.95
Model 101 pair
£168.95

NATIONAL PANASONIC
Cassette, Tuner/
Amplifier
SG 70
£247.95
Radios
RF 1103 DLB
RF 1105 DLB
RF 1110 DLB
RF 2800
RC 80 LB

£32.95
£40.95
£61.95
£201.95
£35.95

Television
TR 602GB
£91.95
IR 565G (TV Tuner)£101.95
Video
WV 460 Eb/w Camera £232.95
WV 3310E Col Camera£578.95
WV 3300EColCameraE77495
4K 30Camera Ext Cable £34.95
PC 350Carrying Case £84.95
ORTOFON
Cartridges ,
FF 15E MKII
Fl 5E MK II
VMS 20E MK 11
MC 10/STM 72..

£13.95
£19.95
£29.95
£53.95

Cartridge Stylii
NF 15E
N15E
D20E

£8.95
£11.95
£20.95

SHARP
Cassette Radios
6500
£100.95
8080
£115.95
9090
£178.95
9191E
£203.95

Car Stereo
AG 5750 spkrs extra £99.95
AG 5800 spkrs extra £69.95
AG 5850 spkrs extra £76.95
RG 5801/CP 150 ....£60.50
AG 580E spkrs extra £57.95
AG 6550 HE spkrs
extra
£156.95
Speakers for above ( CPG1)
PR
£14.95

SHURE
Cartridges
M708
M70EJ
M55E
M758
M75EJ
M75ED
M95ED
V15111
V15 IV

£4.95
£5.95
£7.95
£9.95
£12.95
£13.95
£18.95
£50.95
£70.95

Cartridge Stylii
N70B
N70EJ
N55E
N75B
N75EJ
N75ED
N95ED
VN35E

£2.95
£4.95
£6.95
£5.95
£7.95
£11.95
£15.95
£19.95

TECHNICS
Amplifiers
SU 9011
SE 9021
SU 8011
SU 8022
SU 8044
SU 8055

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

SU 8077
SU CO1
SE CO1
Tuners
ST 9031
ST 9038 TD
ST 8011 L
ST 8044 L
ST 8077K
ST C01
ST 8055

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Tuner/Amplifiers
SA 200 L
SA 300 L
SA 400
SA 500
SA 600
SA 100 L

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Record Decks
SL 220
SL 230
SL 3200
SL 3300
SL 1400/ 1410 MK 11
SL 5300
SL 5200
SL 200
SL 1510 MK 11

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Cassette Decks
RS 616
AS M22
RS M33
RS M56

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Speakers
SB 90 pair
SB X3
SB 4000 W pair
SB F2 pair

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

WHARFEDALE
Speakers
Teesdale SP2 PR Teak £130.95
Dovedale SP2 PR Teak£177.95
Chevin XP2 PR Teak .. £34.95
Denton XP2 PR Teak .. £50.95
Shelton XP2 PR Teak.. £64.95
Linton XP 2PR Teak... £79.95
Glendale XP2 PR Teak £104.95
Teesdale SP2 PR
Walnut
£134.95
E50 PR Walnut
£265.95
E70 PR Walnut
£326.95
Chevin XP2 PR Walnut £35.95
Denton XP2 PR Walnut £54.95
Shelton XP2 PR Walnut £70.95
Linton XP2 PR Walnut . £84.95
Glendale XP2 PR
Walnut
£111.95
E30PR Walnut
£203.95

TRIO

SONY

SONY

Amplifiers
TA 212
TA 313
TA 515
TA F3A
TA F4A
TA F5A

£81.95
£101.95
£152.95
£122.95
£122.95
£183.95

Tuners
ST 212 L
ST 313 L
ST 515 L
ST A3L

£81.95
£101.95
£163.95
£103.95

Cassette Recorders
TC
£63.95
TC 63
£31.50
TC 65
£35.50
TC 150
£85.50
TC 207
£60.95
TCM 121
£49.95
M 203
£84.95
TCM 757
£37.95

Tuner/Amplifiers
STR 212 L
£117.95
STR 313 L
£146.95
STR V3L
£183.95
STR V4L
£265.95
Record Decks
PS 212
PST 20
PSX 40

£87.95
£101.95
£132.95

Cassette Decks
TC U2
£101.95
TCK1A
£101.95
TC K4A
£142.95
TC K5
£193.95
TC U5
£163.95
TC K60
£275.95
TC K96R
£285.95
Open Reel
TC 645
TC 399

£357.95
£270.95

Cassette Radios
CF 160 L
£55.50
CF 370 L
£66.50
CF 570 L
£ 183.95
CF 580
£234.95
CF 900S
£ 117.95
CF 950S
£ 137.95
CF 170L
£50.50
CF 520 L
£142.95
CF 210 L
£66.50
CFM 31 L
£63.95
Radio
IFM 6100 L
£ 16.95
ICF 5900W
£79.50
1CF 7600
£86.95
TFMC 480
£32.50
ICFC 530 L
£54.50
TFMC 580
£33.50
1CFC 670
£36.50
ICFC 800 ... £52.50
ICF 7500
£58.95
ICF 7800
£91.95
ICF 7280
£30.95
ICF 6700W
£229.95
ICF 6800W
£367.95
ICF C410L
£38.95
ICF C815 L
£53.95
ICF C820 L
£66.95
TR 4150 L
£9.95
ICF P2L
£58.95

VIDEOTONE
ele/

t
Amplifiers
KA 3700
£86.95
KA 5700
£122.50
KA 6100
£169.50
KA 7100 ..
£218.50
KA 1500 MK11 . £91.95

Tuner/Amplifiers
KR 2090
£ 108.50
KR 2090 L
£ 120.50
KR 3090
£ 149.50
KR 4070 L
£220.50
KR 5030
£292.50
KR 4070
£148.50
Record Decks
KD 1033B
£52.50
KD 2055
£97.50
KD 2070 •
£ 101.50
KO 3070
£ 135.50
KD 1033BC cartridge£65.95
KD 1500
£65.95
Cassette Decks
KX 520
£ 128.50
KX 830
£ 188.50
KX 1030
£262.50
KX 530
£ 127.95

HPTeMIS

UPTO
207,9 aPier
3tiMPS
PM

Cassette Tuner/
Amplifiers
HST 89A
£265.95
HST 49
£198.95

Video
Betamax
£699.95
AVC 1420CE Camera
£249.95

Headphones
K125
K135
K145
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KOSS
£16.95
£19.95
f25.95

Amplifiers
CA 810
£263.95
CA 1010 ..... £360.95
CA 2010
£439.95
CA510
£ 135.95
CA 710
£ 191.95
£ 175.95
£215.95
£ 120.95
£ 143.95

Tuner/Amplifiers
CR420
£ 175.95
CR620
£239.95
CR 820
£319.95
CR 1020
£400.95
CR 2020
£479.95
CR220
£ 135.95
Cassette Decks
TC 520
£ 191.95
Headphones
HP1
HP2
HP3

£1.01
£1.13
£1.59
£1.09
£1.18
£1.66

MAXELL
UDXL 1C60
UDXL 1C90
UDXL2 C60
UDXL2 C90

£1.47
£1.88
£1.61
£2.07

PYRAL
Sprint C60
Sprint C90

£0.34
£0.50

SONY
C60
C90
C120
HE C60
HF C90
HFC120
FECT C60
FECR C90
SLH LC 60
SLH LC 90
FECR LC 90
SLH BL 550

YAMAHA

Tuners
CT 810
CT 1010
CT 510
CT 710

FUJI
FX-1 C45
FX-1 C60
FX-1 C90
FX-11 C45
FX-11 C60
FX-11 C90

£34.95
£25.95
£ 19.95

£0.64
£0.93
£1.29
£0.91
£. 11
£ 1.37
£ 1.42
£2.01
£2.53
£3.79
£5.06
£6.70

TDK
DC60
DC90
DC120
AD C60
AD C90
AD C120
SA C60
SA C90

£0.71
£0.96
£1.31
£1.00
£1.41
£1.91
£1.27
£1.81

VIDEO TAPES
JVC
VHS E60
VHS E120
VHS E180
TDK
SA E60
SA E120
SA E180
SONY
L500
L750

£7.99
£ 10.12
£12.25

.

£7.99
£ 10.12
£12.25
£9.05
£11.71

DO IT THE DISCOUNT WAYAT

GRATISPOOL

Post this coupon to your nearest Gratispool branch today.
Glasgow 66 Queen Street G1 3DS Tel 041-221 3740
Birmingham 10 Martineau Way B2 4UN Tel 021-236 1024
Leeds 36A Lands Lane LS1 6LB Tel 0532 35714
Bristol 83 The Horse Fair Tel 0272 20633
Kingston Upon Thames 7Church Street Tel 01-546 6196
Edinburgh 94/96 South Bridge Tel 031-225 9250
Maidenhead 82 King Street Tel 0628 25483
Free carriage and insurance
UK i
Mainland only

I
L

Speakers
MA6 ( improved ) PR £152.95
MA411 PR
£214.95
Mini Monitor PR
£106.95
MA2PR
£285.95

Tuners
KT 55,,, £96.95
KT 6500
£140.50
KT 7300
£161.50
KT 5300MK 11 £ 101.95

Television
FX 412 UK
Radio/cassette... £169.95
TV 511UK 5" b/w . £ 111.95
TV 121 UK 12" b/w £83.50
KV 1822UB
£377.95
KV 2000UB
£387.95
KV 2200UB
£439.95
KV 1400UB
£292.95
KV 2202UBTeletext£766.95
TV 122UK
£91.95

All items in this advertiseme,

£48.95
£66.95

MONITOR AUDIO

Speakers
SS 1030 PR
£38.95
SS 1050PR
£67.95
SS 2030PR
£88.95
SS 2050 PR
£ 132.95
SS 2070PR
£ 159.95
SS 85
£86.95
Music Centres
HMK 80 (
speakers
extra)
£399.95
HMK 11 BLK / CHR £224.95
HMK 33 BLK/CHR £295.95

Important Notice

Speakers
Minimaxl1Pair
GB3 pair

All prices include VAT at 15.

Please supply

lEnclose
Iwish to pay by Access/Barclaycard and authorise
you to debit my account with the amount
shown above.
No. MOM 1 1 I

Full cash price
luotturta.

11111MMUMI

VISA

Name
Address

Signature
HFNiJ

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

AIWA
AA8100 2 x 25
124.41
91.90
AA8300 2 r 45
168.50 132.90
AKAI
78.90
AM 2250 2 x 25
137.75
AM 2450 2 x 45
ALBA
2025 2 x 27
72.90
2050 2 x 50
104.90
AMSTRAD
EX 220 2 x 25
70.08 48.90
EX 330 2 x 35
85.63 59.90
A101/P101 Micro 2 x 25 82.50
ARMSTRONG
621 2 x 40
153.33 119.90
MARANTZ
1050 2 x 25
135.96 79.90
1040M 2 x 20
79.90
1072 2 x 36
176.84 104.90
1070M 2 x 35
109.90
PIONEER
SA 408 2 x 20
69.90
SA 508 2 x 25
91.90
SA 608 2 x 45
127.90
SA 7800 2 x 65
239.90
SA 8800 2 x80
289.90
SA 9800 2 x 100
379.90
ROTEL
RA 300 2 x 20
59.50
RE 700 graphic equaliser 69.90
RA 314 2 x 25
79.90
RA 350 2 x 35
84.90
RA 414 2 x 35
102.90
RC 1000 pre amp inc.
graphic equaliser
109.90
RB 1000 2 x 65 power
amp.
109.90
RA 1000
2 x 40 inc.
graphic equaliser
129.90
RA 1412 2 x 110
189.90
SANSUI
A 40 2 x 25
69.90
A 60 2 x 45 DC coupled 99.90
A 80 2 x 65 DC coupled 129.90
SOLAVO X
SA3020 2 x 20
49.90
TENSAI
TA 2030 2 x 23
66.90
TA 2045 2 x 35
79.90
TRIO
KA3750 2 x 25
74.90
KA3700 2 x 25
79.90
KA305 2 x 40
99.90
GARRARD MRM101 Hi-Fi music
recovery module, this unit is able to
'see' a scratch or noise pulse in an audio
signal waveform then electronically
delete it giving clean record replay.
133.69 89.90

AIWA
AT9300 LW/MW/FM. 130.04 97.90
AKAI
79.90
2250L MW/LW/FM
ALBA
71.25
2000 MW/LW/FM
AMSTRAD
3000 Mk. 2 LW/MW/
29.90
FM
EX 202 MW/LW/FM
67.70 47.90
EX 303 MW/LW/FM .
77.66 55.00
T101 Micro Digital MW/
74.90
LW/FM
ARMSTRONG
624 FM
132.89 102.00
623 MW/LW/FM
171.73 132.75
MARANTZ
79.00
2050

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Check our prices by phone.
They may be even cheaper!

Turntables-continued

All
the
prices
in
this
advertisement
were
prepared
approximately 6 weeks ago to meet the necessary publication
date. This means that owing to our policy of giving the best
possible value for money, some of our prices may be even
lower! So please phone your nearest Comet warehouse or

BSR
Quanta 700 direct drive
auto return, fitted
ADC QLM34 mag
cartridge
Quanta 800 direct drive
quartz locked, auto
return,
fitted
ADC
XLM mag. cartridge -

shop to check the latest price.
You may find that Comet are giving you an even better bargain
than before! All offers are subject to availability.

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Tuners-continued

TunerlAmplifiers-continued

MARANTZ
2020L LW/MW/FM 79.94
2100
. 163.56 89.90
2060MC LW/MW/FM
94.90
PIONEER
69.90
TX 408 MW/FM
TX 608 LW/MW/FM
92.90
TX 7800 MW/FM
169.90
227.90
TX 9800 MW/FM
ROTEL
59.90
RT300 LW/MW/FM.
79.90
RT426 MW/FM
79.94
RT824 MW/FM
RT925
97.90
104.90
RT1000 LW/MW/FM
RT1025
109.90
SANSUI
69.90
T60 MW/FM
T80 MW/FM
104.90
SOLAVO X
49.90
ST 3002 FM/MW/LW.
TENSAI
79.90
TT 3045
TRIO
82.90
KT5550 MW/FM
89.90
KT 5500 MW/FM

AMSTRAD
EX222 2 x 25
97.58
EX333 2 x 30
136.41
ARMSTRONG
625 FM 2 x 40
242.27
626 AM/FM 2 x 40
279.07
GOODMANS
MOD 130 2 x 50
LLOYTRON
11430 2 x 30 MW/FM . H440 2 x 40 MW/FM . MARANTZ
MR215 2 x 15
MR230 2 x 30
MR250 2.,x 50
PIONEER
SX590 2 x 20
SX690 2 x 30
SX980 2 x 80
SX1080 2 x 120
ROTEL
RX 203 2 x 20
RX 300 2 x 20
RX 304 2 x 22 LW/
MW/FM
RX 404 2 x 30 LW/
MW/FM
RX 504 2 x 40
RX 604 2 x 50
RX 1203 2 x 120
RX 1603 2 x 180
SANSUI
R30 2 x 25
R50 2 x 45
R70 2 x 65
SOLAVOX
SR 2220 2 x 20
TRIO
KR 2090 2 x 16
KR 3090 2 x 25
KR 4070 2 x 40 MW/
FM
KR 4070L 2 x 40 LW/
MW/FM

TUNER/AMPLIFIER/CASSETTE
COMBINATIONS
AIWA
AF3070 2 x 30 Dolby
cassette
429.17 229.90
AKAI
AC3500L 2 x 25 Dolby
Cassette
-224.90
FERGUSON
3926 2 x 20 watts RMS
4 waveband with
Dolby cassette
164.90
GOODMANS
4000 2 x 28 with Dolby
cassette inc. pair
Goodmans MC35
loudspeakers
274.90
MARANTZ
4025L 2 x 25 with
Dolby cassette LW/
MW/FM
249.90

AKAI
AA1125 2 .< 25
ALBA
UA1500 2 x 10
2125 2 x 27 LW/MW/
FM
2150 2 .< 50 LW/MW/
FM

124.90
49.90
112.25
148.00

68.25
95.75
189.00
214.50
129.90
69.90
89.90
89.94
139.94
169.94
124.90
147.90
368.90
449.50
79.90
95.90
116.90
128.90
152.90
184.90
244.90
294.90
99.90
124.90
154.90
71.90
78.90
98.90
129.90
139.90

AIWA
AP2300 direct drive inc.
109.90
magnetic cartridge
AP2400 direct drive inc
magnetic cartridge
152.31 129.90
AMSTRAD
29.90
TP I2D belt drive
BSR
P208 belt drive auto
fitted ADC QLM33
40.90
mag. cartridge
Quanta 500 belt drive
fitted ADC QLM 32
51.90
mag. cartridge
Quanta 600 belt drive
DC servo auto return,
fitted ADC QLM 32
68.90
mag. cartridge

CONNOISSEUR
BD Ikit
BD2

79.90

109.90

24.15

19.90
42.50

-

GARRARD
SP25 Mk. 6 belt drive
with Shure M75/6/SM 69.00 43.90
GT20 belt-drive Shure
M75ED
103.50 66.90
GT25
belt-drive auto
stop M75ED
116.44 72.90
GT35 servo belt-drive
auto stop M75ED
140.16 84.90
DD130 direct drive
Shure or Ortofon
cartridge
142.31 92.90
DD131 direct drive semiauto
fitted
Ortofon
FF15E Mk. 2 cartridge 97.90
DD132 direct drive
fully auto fitted
Ortofon FF15E Mk. 2
cartridge
104.90
MARANTZ
6025 belt drive
PIONEER
PL512 belt drive
PL200X direct drive inc.
cartridge
PL300X quartz locked
direct drive auto return
inc. cartridge
PL400X quartz locked
direct drive fully auto
inc. cartridge

94.04

57.90

-

49.90

-

89.90

-

109.90

-

129.90

ROTEL
RP1000 direct drive semiauto
-

94.90

SANSUI
SRB200B belt drive auto
stop inc. cartridge
SR222P

56.90
63.90

STRATHEARN
STM4 direct drive with
fitted magnetic cartridge
SM2000
direct
drive
with cartridge

-

-

39.90

-

79.90

TENSAI
TD861 belt drive semiauto with cartridge ... TD855D fully auto
direct drive with
cartridge
TRIO
KD1033B belt drive ...

49.90

79.90
59.90

ALL SPEAKERS
ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
AMSTRAD
ACOUSTRA 1000
Micro 101

26.89
-

CELESTION
Hadleigh
Ditton 121
Ditton 15XR

62.43 41.90
88.64 69.90
161.51 1GE .90

19.90
39.90

10/79
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Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in wor ki ng order.
fvbei-efr

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Speakers - continued
CELESTION
Ditton 22
Ditton 33
Dit ton 332
Ditton 442
Ditton 551
GOODMANS
RBI8
RB20
DB50 'Disco Power'
RB35
Beta
RB65
Kappa
HE2
HE!
Sigma
JR
149
L.P.A. System with 30
watt bass amp, for use
with amps 15 to 100
watt priced singly
150
MARANTZ
4G
4G3
HD440
SANSUI
ill Mini
SOLAVO X
TK I5
PR25 Mk. II 2 way
PR35 Mk. II 3way
PR45 Mk. II 3 way
HS55
HS70
WHARFEDALE
Chevin XP
Denton XP2
Shelton XP2
Linton XP2
Glendale XP2
Teesdale SP2
E30 High power
E50 High power
E70 High power
E90 High power

222.58
250.55
284.18
347.76
410.71

154.90
194.90
239.90
274.90
325.90

167.18
219.76
267.02
303.98
312.20

58.90
74.90
89.90
109.90
119.90
129.90
159.90
194.90
219.90
229.90

166.76 137.90

207.00 149.90
258.74 219.90
90.98
113.47
156.40

57.90
77.90
99.90

-

99.90

50.25
75.37
96.05
116.71
155.04
192.33
302.29
372.93
-

22.90
39.90
59.90
79.90
99.90
149.90
34.90
48.90
58.90
81.90
107.90
134.90
199.90
269.90
329.90
499.90

MC»
AUDIO
TECHN ICA AT1 1E ..
TECHNICA AT 13EA .

12.83
22.43

GOLDRING
G800
G800E
G800 Super E
G900E
ORTOFON
FF1OE Mk.II
FF15E Mk. II
VMS 20E Mk. II
SL20E
STM72 Transformer for
SL20E

8.90
14.90
5.40
8.90
11.90
16.90

14.50
19.50
39.50
60.00
28.00

9.90
15.50
29.90
48.90
19.90

SHURE
M55E
M75ED
M75E,1
M95ED
V15-Mk. 3
V15-Mk. 4

15.18
25.53
22.43
34.16
70.73
92.81

8.90
12.90
13.90
17.90
44.90
57.90

STANTON
500A
500 EE
680 EE
681 EEE

16.96
21.85
32.77
53.18

12.50
16.50
23.90
37.90

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

OEM

AUDIO
TECHNICA
ATSI1E
(for ATI1E)
TECHNICA ATNI3
(for ATI3EA)

9.94

6.90

16.58

10.90

GOLDRING
D110 Stylus ( G800)
DI 10E Stylus ( G800E)
D 1IOSE Stylus ( G800
Super E)
ORTOFON
N15E Mk. II for FF15E
Mk. II
D2OE Mk. II for VMS
20E Mk. II
SHURE
N75/6 Stylus
N75EJ Stylus
N75ED Stylus
N95ED
VN35E Stylus for V15
Type 3
VN45HE Stylus for V15
Type 4

3.00
5.90
8.45

15.50

8.90

27.50

19.90

8.63
13.46
19.32
24.84

5.50
8.50
12.50
15.90

35.54

17.90

35.53

23.90

STANTON
D5107A for 500A
D5100EE for 500EE
D680 for 680EE
D680EEE for 68IEEE

8.25
10.50
13.90
18.90

HEADPHONES
AKAI
ASE7

9.90

AMSTRAD
HPS 6A

15.91

GOODMANS
OHPIO
KOSS
K6
K6/LC ( with
control)
K125
K135
PRO-4AA
1045

11.90
17.90

volume

PIONEER
SE205
5E305

-

22.94
27.31

-

SANSUI
SS30

10.90
14.90
17.50
20.90
23.90
27.50
12.90
18.90
16.90

SOLAVO X
300
WHARFEDALE
ID2

5.90
26.90

PICK- UPAR MS
AND HEADS
CONNOISSEUR
SAU2

24.15

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

111-E1 CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS
AIWA
ADM100 Dolby
ADM200 Dolby variable
bias
AD6350 Dolby
AD2000 Dolby
AD- L40 Dolby variable
bias metal tape
AD6700 Dolby 2 head
infra red remote
control,
metal
tape
facility
'AKAI
CS702D Mk. II Dolby
GXC706 Dolby
GXC709D Dolby
ALBA
2200 Dolby
AMSTRAD
EX700 Dolby
BINATONE
6764 Dolby
MARANTZ
5050M Dolby
5000 Dolby
PHILIPS
N2533 Dolby
PIONEER
CTF 500 Dolby
CTF 600 Dolby
CTF 650 Dolby Metal
Tape
CTF800 Dolby
ROTEL
RD 300 Dolby
RD 18F Dolby variable
bias
RD 25F Dolby variable
bias
RD 1000 Dolby
SANSUI
D90 Dolby
SOLA VO X
SDC 2070 Dolby
SUPERSCOPE
By MARANTZ CD320
Dolby 2 head battery/
mains
By MARANTZ CD330
Dolby 3 head battery/
mains
TRIO
K X503 Dolby
OPEN REEL
TAPE RECORDERS
GRUNDIG
TS 945 4 motor, 3 heads
and echo
TS 1000 Semiprofessional electronic
switching,
3 heads
3motors
PHILIPS
N4512 3 motor, 3 speed,
3 head
N4515 Sound on sound,
echo, post fade
PIONEER
RT 707 Auto reverse

128.04

99.90

157.91 119.90
200.15 149.90
200.62 157.90
281.11 224.90

403.78 336.90
-

88.90
134.90
169.90

-

158.90

111.51

79.90
77.90

94.90
190.13 104.90
-

79.90

-

98.90
119.90
168.90
227.90
87.90

-

99.90

-

123.90
179.90

-

89.90
79.90

-

119.90

139.90
-

109.90

-

289.90

BASF LH
C60
C90
CI20
BASF SUPER LH1
COO
C90
C120
BASF CRO2
050
C90
CI20

0.75
0.95
1.40
-

1.20
1.60

-

1.95

-

1.40
1.80
2.65

TDK RECORDING TAPE
TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES
D60
D90
0120
DC90 3pack
-

0.75
0.90
1.35
2.45

TDK AD CASSETTES
AD C60
AD C90
AD C120
-

1.07
1.50
1.99

TDK SUPER AVILYN
CASSETTES
SA C60
SA C90

1.35
1.65

-

TDK AUDUA SPOOL TAPE
LI800
L3600 on metal NAB
reel
-

4.25
12.70

LASER
SP. PACK
C90 five pack with rack . -

2.15

MA XELL
UL C60
UL C90
UL C120
UDXL1 C60
UDXL1 C90
UDXL2 C60
UDXL2 C90
UD 35 90 (7" 1800') . . UD 50 120 (101" 2500)•
UD 35 180 (10¡" 3600). -

0.79
0.99
1.29
1.65
2.15
1.65
2.15
4.80
9.05
10.15

MEMOREX MRX3
COO
C90
C120

1.15
1.50
1.95

MEMOREX Chrome
C60
C90

1.25
1.70

AMSTRAD
301T
459.90

199.90
289.90
409.90

MICROPHONES
AKAI
ADM20
AMSTRAD
DM701 stereo mic. pack
(pair)

BLANK TAPES

HLFI FURNITURE

19.50

SME
S2 head shell
7.59
6.50
CA 1Carry arm
21.85
15.90
FD200 Damper
25.01
18.90
3009 Ser II fised head
shell
82.51 62.90
3009 Ser III
150.59 109.90

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

8.90

1290

MARANTZ
MR500

-

19.90

-

29.90

SANSUI
GX60 Receiver Rack .. . GX70 Amplifier Rack
-

34.90
44.90

TRIO
SRC 75 System Rack..

39.90

-

SCHREIBER self-assembly
Hi -Fi housing units in
wood finish.
14/817
49.95
14814
59.95
14 812
64.25
14,811
109.25

34.90
42.90
44.90
79.90

All offers subject to availability.

L?
AIWA CTR2060 LW/MW/VHF Stereo Radio/Cassette Player
Including ahost of extras usually associated with far more expensive
In-car HiFi systems, this value for money stereo radio/cassette player
features: stereo decoder, interference suppression circuit on FM, auto
reverse and auto eject/repeat switch (enabling both sides of the
cassette to be played before eject and return to radio broadcast). Radio
on/off switch, stereo/mono switch on VHF, manual tuning, manual
eject, lockable fast forward/rewind, programme selector switch, tape
direction indicators.

COMET PRICE £ 114.90 inc. VAT
PHILIPS AC880 LW/MW/FM Stereo Radio/Cassette Player
Superb in-car entertainment from Philips ... LW/MW/VHF reception,
stereo decoder, and 'Turnolock' feature which gives 6-station pushbutton selection across 3 wavebands. An Interference Absorption
Circuit ( IAC) helps suppress both external and internal interference on
FM. The high quality stereo cassette has a full range of controls,
including variable balance and tone controls and features long life
heads, electronic tape speed control and auto-stop. Output is a
vigorous 6 watts per channel.
Rec. Retail Price £206.94 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 159.90 inc. VAT

In-Car Hi-Fi
NATIONAL PANASONIC CQ 5600 LW/MW/FM — Stereo Car
Radio/Cassette Player
FM Stereo radio with manual and 5pushbuttons ( 1L, 2 M. 2/F) and
built-in electronic Interference Absorption Circuit which greatly
improves FM reception. Auto- replay mechanism starts playing the tape
after rewind. Automatic antennae terminal. 6watts per channel output.

COMET PRICE £ 129.90 inc. VAT
NATIONAL PANASONIC CQ 8600 Computerised
LW/MW/FM — Stereo Car Radio/Cassette Player
Panasonic brings you a digital tuning car radio for precise manual
tuning, Autoseek button, 9 station memories (3/L, 3/M, 3/F) bright
LED digital frequency read out and quartz clock. Auto-replay starts
playing the tape after rewind. Automatic antennae terminal. 6watts per
channel output.

COMET PRICE £229.90 inc. VAT
UHER PB30E Booster Amplifier
With graphic equaliser. 5slider controls graphic equaliser with fader
control. Boosts output to 15 watts per channel.

COMET PRICE £40.90 inc. VAT

PHILIPS AC890 LW/MW/VHF Stereo Radio/Cassette Player
Incorporating all the features of the Philips AC880, this luxury model
also includes adigital LED frequency readout display.
Rec. Retail Price £229.95 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 177.90 inc. VAT
PIONEER KP 6300 Stereo Radio/Cassette Player
LW/MW/VHF with Stereo VHF decoder, push button tuning on 1LW,
2MW and 2FM stations, FM stereo indicator, local/distant switch for
improved MW and LW. Cassette player features auto play, auto-replay
and auto-eject, locking rewind and fast forward. Power output 4watts
per channel (
RMS) into 4ohms. Wow and flutter no more than 0.28%
(WRMS).
Rec. Retail Price £201.24 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 154.90 inc. VAT
PIONEER KP88G Dolby Stereo Cassette Deck and
GM40 Stereo Power Amplifier
Here's atrue, in-car Hi Fi system that audiophiles on the move dream
about. The KP88G is a cassette player to pre-amp stage with
switchable Dolby noise reduction and loudness for superb tonal
quality. In addition to separate bass, treble, balance and volume
controls, the KP88G incorporates locking fast forward and rewind,
auto-eject and auto replay after rewind. Also includes the GM40 stereo
power amp. providing an output power of 16 watts RMS per channel.
Rec. Retail Price £ 197.80 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 155.90 inc. VAT
MOTOROLA PS412 Stereo Cassette Player
A high output stereo cassette player of 12 watts RMS per channel,
featuring controls for volume and stereo balance and a 'loudness'
control that adjusts bass and treble responses at different volume
settings, together with separate bass and treble controls. Lockable fast
forward and rewind on the cassette section with hiss filter and power
level meter.
Rec. Retail Price £ 109.24 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 71.90 inc. VAT
MOTOROLA PS358 Graphic Equaliser/Booster Amplifier
A sophisticated power amplifier that will boost output of an existing
unit up to 15 watts per channel, and featuring 5separate slider controls
for shaping the frequency response of the complete installation to
individual requirements. Complete with fader control and 5 LED
indicator for showing power output levels, the PS358 is ideal for
4-speaker instalations.
Rec. Retail Price £86.23 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £55.90 inc. VAT
NATIONAL PANASONIC CQ 5450 LW/MW Radio/Stereo
Cassette Player
High quality radio with both manual and 5pushbuttons ( 1/L, 4/M) and
stereo cassette with Auto-Replay which starts playing the tape after
rewind. Lock-in fast forward and Rewind. Tape playback indicator
lamp. Automatic antennae terminal. 6 watts per channel output.

COMET PRICE £94.90 inc. VAT
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In- Car Hi- Fi Speakers
DAVID 302M
A shelf mounting, totally enclosed 2speaker system, power handling of
30 watts per cabinet supplied complete with mounting brackets and
offering true Hi Fi quality.

COMET PRICE £59.90 inc. VAT
PIONEER TS121 Door-Mount Speakers
With a power handling of 20 watts, these ultra slimline speakers (less
than 4cm deep with watershield) will mount in virtually any car door.
Thanks to Pioneer's unique tubed-fibre blended cone, these strong,
lightweight units produce aperformance that is truly HiFi.
Rec. Retail Price £31.28 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £25.90 inc. VAT
PIONEER TS160 Door-Mount Speakers
Full range dual-cone units, each with a power handling of 20 watts.
Pioneer's exclusive free-edge free beating cone and extra large ceramic
magnet literally gives you home quality Hi Fi on the move.
Rec. Retail Price £28.74 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £23.90 inc. VAT
PIONEER TS22A
Two-way 2speaker flush mount or surface mount speaker system with
100mm free-edge woofer and 66mm cone tweeter. Frequency range
160 to 15,000 Hz maximum input 20 watts.
Rec. Retail Price £40.83 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £33.90 inc. VAT
MOTOROLA PS 052A0
Flush mounting door loud speakers with two-way speaker system.
4 inch high compliance woofer and 2 inch side mounted tweeter.
Maximum input 15 watts.

COMET PRICE £20.90 inc. VAT
MOTOROLA PS053A0
Flush door mounting loudspeakers with two-way speaker system. 5% woofer and rco-axially mounted tweeter. Maximum input 20 watts.
Rec. Retail Price £40.70 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £27.90 inc. VAT
MOTOROLA PS054A0
De luxe loudspeakers with two-way speaker systems. 5'," woofer and
2" co-axially mounted tweeter. Maximum input 25 watts.
Rec. Retail Price £49.57 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £32.90 inc. VAT
All items sold by COMET are fully guaranteed with 12 months free
service including parts and labour.
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We didn't think the Solavox PR Mk l's
could be improved upon

...and yet here's
the Mkll range
With our range of Solavox PR Mk. l's we brought
you high fidelity loudspeakers at an incredibly low price.
We thought this was a HiFi bargain that couldn't be
bettered. And we were right. Until now . . .
The Mk. ll's take excellence one step further...
Produced by one of Britain's leading manufacturers,
they combine high power handling characteristics with
the ability to give good performance even when connected
to smaller amplifiers.
Their handsome teak effect cabinets and semi-see-through
grilles house British speaker engineering at its best.
And they sound even better than they look. The two
larger speakers in the range even have their own midrange control to enable you to achieve the ideal sound
balance for your listening room.

PR 25 Mkll
Compact in size, yet offering full deep rich bass
and impeccably balanced sound. Two-way
speaker system incorporates 200mm bass unit
and 70mm tweeter. Power handling 5 to 25 watts
RMS. Size: ( mm) 272w X 375h X 240d.

Comet Price
£39.90 inc. VAT per pair

PR 35 mkil
Gives outstanding clarity of tone and wide
frequency response without objectionable sound
colouration. Three-way speaker system with
200mm bass unit, 120mm mid-range and 70mm
tweeter. Power handling up to 35 watts RMS.
Variable mid- range control. Size: ( mm) 272wX
493hX240d.

Comet Price
£59.90 inc. VAT per pair

PR45 Mkt',
Superb all-round performance from a speaker
system incorporating a precision-designed
8- element crossover unit. Large 250mm bass
unit, 120mm mid- range and 70mm tweeter.
Power handling up to 45 watts RMS. Variable
mid- range control. Size: (mm) 335wX565hX294d.

Comet Price
£79.90 inc. VAT per pair
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Producing 40 watts RMS per channel with no more than 0.03%
total harmonic distortion, the competitively- priced RA- 1000 is
packed with Hi -Fi features. These include: inductorless discrete
active graphic equaliser using an OP amplifier, 3- stage switching
for load impedance for a MM cartridge, full tape dubbing ( 1-2)
(2-1), DC structure applied to the power amplifier, and push
button operation for 2 pairs of speaker systems.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Power amp. section Continuous Power Output
40 watts per channel min RMS both channels
driven into 8 ohms from 20 to 20.000 Hz with
no more than 0 03% total harmonic distortion.
Total harmonic distortion 003% ( 20 to 20,000
Hz, rated power) Frequency response 5.,
70.000Hz (* OdB - 1dB). Pre Amp. section
Input sensitivity/Impedance 2 5mV/50kohms

RA- 1000 STEREO INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

(PHONO) 150mV/30kohms ( TUNER, AUX).
Signal- to- Noise Ratio 75dB ( PHONO) 90dB
(AUX TUNER). Residual Noise 1.2mV Subsonic
Filter 15Hz, Audio Muting - 15dB. Graphic
Equalizer t12dB ( 40, 100, 200. 400. 1,000,
2.500. 5.000. 10.000Hz) Miscellaneous
Dimensions overall ( W. H D) 430.98.
290mm/16-15/16 3-27/32 . 11 - 13/32".

COMET PRICE £ 129.90 inc. VAT
And here's the perfect complement for the RA- 1000 . .. an elegantly
designed tuner that gives precise, satisfying reception. A FETequipped front end,and the use of quadrature IC's and narrow- band
2- stage ceramic filters are only part of its impressive specification. Other features include: FM PLL ( phase- locked- loop) MPX,
digital tuning indication system using LED'S, and high- selectivity
AM receiver with ceramic filter.
SPECIFICATIONS:
FM— Usable Sensitivity ( Mono) 10.8dBf
(1 9,V/300 ohms) 50dB. Quieting Sensitivity
16.0 dbB ( 3.5 V/300 ohms) Mono. Signal- toNoise Ratio ( at 65dElf) 75dB ( Mono). 65dB
(Stereo) Distortion ( at 65dBf) Stereo/1kHz
0.25%. Capture Ratio 1OdB IF Response Ratio

RT-1000 FM/AM/LW STEREO TUNER

80dB. Stereo Separation (1kHz) 42dB AM—
Sensitivity 200pV/rn ( IHF Ferrite Antenna)
Selectivity 30dB Miscellaneous— Dimensions
overall ( W> H El) 430.98.290mm/
16-15/16.3-27/32.11113/32".

COMET PRICE £ 104.90 inc. VAT
The Comet discount price on this Dolby front- loader makes the
impressively- engineered RD- 25F even better Hi -Fi value for money.
With an electronically controlled DC motor, other features include:
super- hard permalloy record/playback head, tape selector for
ferrichrome, chrome and normal tapes with bias adjustment, 2 large
VU meters, LED peak level indicator, input selector ( LINE, MIC/
DIN), MPX filter, headphone jack and MIC jacks.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Heads Super Hard Piumalloy ( REC/PB). Ferrite
Core ( Erase). Wow and Flutter ( WRMS) 0.06%.
Frequency Response 30.14,000Hz*3dB
(Normal/LH Tape). 30 ,-.16,000Hz+3dB ( Fern.
Chromium Tape). Signal- to- Noise Ratio
(Chromium Tape) 63dB ( Dolby NR in) 54cIB

RD- 25F STEREO CASSETTE TAPE DECK

(Dolby NFL out). Output Level LINE ( RCA)
410mV. Motor Electronically Controlled DC
Dimensions overall ( W. H . D) 430.143.
270mm/16-15/16 . 5-5/8 . 10-5/8". Weight
(net) 6.0kg/13 2lbs.

COMET PRICE £ 123.90 inc. VAT
RP- 1000 TURNTABLE
This elegant, semi- automatic, direct- drive turntable combines good
looks with outstanding performance. Powered by an FG DC coreless
servo motor, the RP- 1000 has electronic speed controls and strobe
scope, and incorporates auto- return and auto shut-off. With staticbalanced straight tonearm, anti- skating, oil- damped cueing and
feather- light glass fibre headshell, this attractive unit comes to you
at an equally- attractive Comet price!
SPECIFICATIONS:
Motor DC Servo motor. Drive Direct- Drive.
Speed cuntrol± 4% (33-1/3rpm. 45 rpm).
Wow and Flutter ( WRMS) 0.03% Signal- to
Noise Ratio ( IEC-B) better than 60dB.
Overhang 17mm. Suitable Stylus Pressure

minimum 0.75g.. maximum 3g. Dimensions
overall ( W. H • D) 436.145.360mm/
17-3/16.5-11/16.14-3/16".
Weight ( net) 6 5kg/14 3 lbs.

COMET PRICE £ 94.90 inc. VAT
Ortofon VMS 20E Mk II recommended for use with above
Rec. Ret. price £ 39.50
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COMET PRICE £ 29.90
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Designed to work in perfect Hi -Fi harmony with
:he RC- 1000 stereo control amplifier, the Rotel
3B-1000 pushes out a powerful 65 watts RMS
Der channel with no more than 0.03% total harnonic distortion. Featuring a DC design and a
:oroidal core transformer, this slim- line power
3mp has a protection circuit featuring output DC
nspection, independent left and right input level
;ontrol and connection for 2 pairs of speaker
systems. Superb value for money from Comet!
SPECIFICATIONS:
Zontinuous power output 65 watts per
:hannel min RMS. both channels driven
3t 8 ohms from 20 to 20.000 Hz with no
:sore than 0 03% total harmonic
iistortion Total Harmonic Distortion
)03% ( 20 to 20,000 Hz rated power)

COMET PRICE £ 109.90 inc. VAT
Frequency Response 5
100,000Hz
(1W/ch 8n.) Input Sensitivity/
Impedance 1V/20 kohms Signal- toNoise Ratio 90dB Residual None O 2mV
Dimensions overall ( W. H D):
430.98.290mm

With the RB-1000 providing the power, the
RC- 1000 is free to concentrate on providing the
best in precision control and outstanding high
fidelity sound. Its slim dimensions house an
inductor- less discrete active octave equaliser
using an OP amplifier, and it's equipped with a
moving coil pick-up input. With features including 3 selections for load impedance for a MM
cartridge, and full tape dubbing ( 1-2) ( 2-1), the
only low on the RC- 1000 is the Comet discount
price!
SPECIFICATIONS:
Total harmonic Distortion 0 03% ( 20 to
20 000Hz rated output) Frequency
Response 5~ 70.000Hz ( 4OdB — 1dB)
Input Sensitivity Impedance 2 5mV/35.
50. 70kohms ( PHONO. MM). 0 2mV/
30ohms ( PHONO. MC). 150mV/50
kohms ( AUX TUNER) Signal- to- Noise

RC -1000 STEREO CONTROL AMPLIFIER

COMET PRICE £ 109.90 inc. VAT

Ratio 75 dB ( PHONO. MM). 60dB
(PHONO. MC), 90dB ( AUX TUNER)
Residual Noise O 04mV Audio Muting
lbdB Octave Equalizer J.12dB ( 32 63,
125. 250, 500, 1.000. 2.000, 4.000,
8,000, 16.000Hz) Dimensions overall
(W 'H' D) 430.98.290mm

Here's a Dolby front- loader that combines the
best in Hi -Fi engineering with ease of operation.
c
/
4
1
nd it comes to you at a Comet discount price
you can certainly afford! Featuring 2- motor and
solenoid operations, the RD- 1000 also incorporates feather touch control with LED indication ( IC logic circuit), auto-stop, auto- rewind,
auto- repeat,
timer- recording,
timer- playing,
memory- rewind, memory- play, push- push pause
.
;ontrol and direct function change without
:hrough stop in between.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Heads Super Hard Permalloy ( REC/PB)
Ferrite ( Erase) Wow and Flutter ( WRMS)
0 045% Frequency Response 30.•
15,000Hz
3d13 ( Normal/LH Tape). 30w
16,000Hz x3dEt ( Chromium Tape) 30w
16.500Hz
3d8 ( Ferri- Chrome Tape).

RB-1000 STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER

Signal- to- Noise Ratio ( Chromium Tape)
5 5dB ( Dolby NR OUT). 64d8 ( Dolby NR
IN) Winding Time 90 sec ( C-60/ FF
REW) Motor FG Servo ( capstan). DCServo ( winding) Dimensions overall
(W•H.D) 430.110.290mm

RD -1000 STEREO CASSETTE TAPE DECK

COMET PRICE £ 179.90 inc. VAT
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RA300 STEREO AMPLIFIER

With ample power to ` fill' the average listening room, the RA300 delivers 20
waits RMS per channel from 20 to 20,000 Hz with no more than 0.5% total
harmonic distortion. Features include Darlington direct- coupled OCL
complimentary output circuitry to assure stable power at wide dynamic
range with low distortion, plus — minus split power supply, direct- coupled
Negative feedback phono equaliser, direct- coupled Negative feedback
tone control, tape monitor and loudness switches. Facility for two pairs of
speakers. LED function indicators. .
Dimensions: 410W X 130H X 263D ( mm).

Comet Price £ 59.50 inc. VAT

RA350 STEREO AMPLIFIER
With the added feature of full tape dubbing ( 1-2, 2-1), 35 watts RMS per
channel, both channels driven in to 8ohms, RA350 offers outstanding value
for money at Comet. Consider: Darlington direct- coupled OCL
complimentary output circuitry, plus- minus split power supply, Darlington
direct-coupled Negative feedback phono equaliser and tone control
amplifier. LED function indicators. Loudness switch.
Dimensions: 410W X 131H X 270D ( mm).

Comet Price £84.90 inc. VAT

RT300 LW/MW/FM STEREO TUNER
Matched in style and performance with the RA300 Stereo Amplifier the
RT300 with smooth flywheel tuning knob features FM FET front end for
high sensitivity and outstanding rejection characteristics, FM phase lock
loop MPX circuit to assure high stereo separation beside wide range
response at low distortion, LED stereo beacon and connection for 300
ohms and 75 ohms antenna. And LW waveband.
Dimensions: 410W X 130H X 263D ( mm).

Comet Price £59.90 inc. VAT

RX300 LW/MW/FM STEREO RECEIVER
20 watts per channel RMS both channels driven in to 8ohms from 20-20,000
Hz with no more than 0.5% total harmonic distortion. Darlington directcoupled Negative feedback phono equaliser and tone control amplifier. FM
IF section with IC, ceramic filters. Signal strength tuning meter, LED stereo
indicator. Facilities for two pairs of loudspeakers. LW waveband.

7%;

Comet Price £ 95.90 inc. VAT

RD300 FRONT LOADING DOLBY STEREO CASSETTE DECK
This Dolby front loader incorporates all the features you need for true Hifidelity recording and playback: Super hard permalloy record/playback
head, tape selector for Ferrichrome, chrome and normal tape, 2large VU
meters. Dolby noise reduction, peak indicators and also ou idamped eject
cassette door, headphone jack, mic jacks, full auto shut off.
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Comet Price £87.90 inc. VAT
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RA314 STEREO AMPLIFIER
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RA414 STEREO AMPLIFIER
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Delivering apower output of 25 watts RMS per channel with total harmonic
distortion as low as 0.05% at full power, the RA314 is an impressive all-round
performer. Circuitry is DC coupled, giving improved bass performance, and an
important feature is the inclusion of large, quick- response twin power meters
which also serve as ' power- on' indicators. Other features include full tape
dubbing in both directions, low and high filters, loudness and mono/stereo
buttons, and provision for 2 pairs of speakers.

Comet Price £ 79.90 inc VAT
Moving up in performance from the RA314 is the 35 watts RMS per channel
RA414 — astereo amplifier sharing the same low distortion qualities and fine
specification of the lower power unit. DC coupled circuitry is used with a
thick- film power output stage to ensure simplicity of construction and servicing
plus a notable bass performance. An additional feature is a control for
mono/stereo and reverse stereo.

:o:

Comet Price £ 102.90 inc VAT

RE700 STEREO GRAPHIC EQUALISER
With the RE700 you are in complete control. Capable of ' shaping' sound,
improving and expanding individual frequency ranges with 7bands per channel
(40 Hz to 15,000 Hz) variability. The RE700 includes specially selected low
noise/distortion components and features inductorless active discrete
resonant circuitry, stabilised current limit power supply, tape monitor switch
and defeat switch.

Comet Price £69.90 inc. VAT

RD18F FRONT LOADING DOLBY CASSETTE DECK

0

Electronic governor DC motor, super hard permalloy record/playback head,
Dolby tape selector for Ferrichrome, chrome and normal tapes with bias
variable adjustment control. Oil damped eject cassette door. 2 large VU
meters, peak indicator. Headphone jack. MIC jack.
Dimensions: 430W X 147H X 272D ( mm).

—0

Comet Price £99.90 inc. VAT

RD25F FRONT LOADING DOLBY STEREO CASSETTE
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RT 426 AM/FM TUNER

A cassette deck for the serious Hi Fi enthusiast! Electronically controlled DC
motor, super hard permalloy record/playback head, tape selector for Fen:lchrome, chrome and normal tapes with bias adjustment control. Dolby noise
reduction 2large VU meters. LED peak level indicator. Input selector ( UNE,
MIC/DIN), MPX filter. Headphone jack. MIC jacks. Damped ejection. The
Comet price belies its capabilities.

Comet Price £ 123.90 inc. VAT

The RT 426 is packed with features to ensure excellent AM/FM reception. And
impressive specification includes Negative feedback phase lock loop MPX to
pull in marginal programme signals and to give long term stability of stereo
separation, low drift and low distortion. A signal meter serves for both FM
tuning and signal strength — and buttons for hi- blend and interstation muting
are also provided.

Comet Price £79.90 inc. VAT
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Here's an IC equipped front-loading Dolby deck that is
literally bristling with Hi Fi features. Powered by an
electronically-controlled DC motor, the CS 702D Mk. 2
includes a large flywheel with aflat belt drive to assure
smooth capstan rotation. The impressive specification
includes a superhard permalloy recording/playback head,
limiter switch, direct function change control, tape
selector switch, pause and auto-stop. This deck was a
"Recommended Buy" in HiFi Choice Cassette Decks
and Tapes. At this new Comet cut- to- the- bone discount
price, the CS 702D Mk. 2 has to be incredible value for
money!
SPECIFICATIONS
Track System: 4 track, 2channel stereo. Wow and Flutter ( WRMS): <0.08%. Frequency
Response (± 3dB): Chrome 40-15. Distortion ( 1kHz OVU): < 1.5%. Signal- to- Noise ratio
(Dolby on + 10 dB): >50 dB. Heads: (2) Permalloy. Motor: DC Electronically speed
controlled. Dimensions: 380(W) x 157(H) x287(D) mm.

COMET PRICE £88.90 inc. VAT
158A
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Fantastic
performers-.
incredible
prices!

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
Completely independent left and right power
supplies, Class A equaliser, SEPP tone control
circuitry, an output of 110 watts RMS per channel
-the RA- 1412 is built to aformidable specification.
Numerous other features make this amp an
outstanding example of state-of-the-art electronics.
COMET PRICE

Rotel Hi -Fi technology reached a new high
with this impressively- engineered, powerpacked trio.
Now see what they cost from Comet. Was
there ever such a low price for perfection?

£189.90 inc. VAT

RX-1603 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER
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COMET PRICE £ 294.90 inc. VAT

Delivering a tremendous 180 watts
RMS per channel with no more than
0.1% total harmonic distortion, the
RX-1603 is a stereo receiver with just
about everything. Split power supply,
3- stage Darlington direct- coupled
OCL
parallel
push-pull circuitry,
precise RIAA equalisation, rollover
treble and bass, relay protection
circuitry, full tape dubbing and MIC
mixing are only some of the features
of the amplifier section. With a
MOSFET FM front end, FM IF, FM
muting, FM Dolby, phase- lock- loop
MPX and IC-equipped AM section,
the RX-1603 is big in both power and
performance.

RX-1203 AM/FM
RECEIVER
With an output of 120 watts RMS per
channel of low distortion power, the
RX-1203 incorporates a directcoupled phono equaliser and directcoupled NF tone control section. FM
muting,and de-emphasis, split power
supply, rollover treble and bass controls are a few of its many features.
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6025 TURNTABLE
This semi-automatic, belt- drive unit
features the revolutionary tonearm design
used on every Marantz turntable. Tracking
error distortion has been lowered by 30% below
that of a conventional tonearm. Other features of this
perfectly engineered turntable include: AC synchronous
motor, bias control and calibrated counterweight, and
automatic return/shut-off.
Rec. Ret. Price £94.04 inc. VAT.

COMET PRICE £ 57.90 inc. VAT
Audio Technica AT11E magnetic cartridge recommended for use with above
Rec. Ret. Price £ 12.83 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £ 8.90 inc.

VAT

4G SPEAKERS
Superbly styled, these compact bookshelf speakers have an
all-round performance to match their elegant looks, Marantz
4G loudspeakers are yet another outstanding example of
Marantz Hi Fi technology.
Rec. Ret. Price £90.98 inc. VAT.

COMET PRICE £ 57.90 inc. VAT

5000 CASSETTE DECK
This new front- loading Dolby deck is designed to mix and
match with all of the separate components in the Marantz
range. The impressive specification includes: super hard
permalloy head, separate bias and EQ switches for normal,
Cr02 and FeCr tapes, defeatable peak limiter, separate left
and right record level controls, professional extended VU
meters and total shut-off.

Rec. Ret. Price £ 190.13 inc. VAT.

COMET PRICE £ 104.90 inc. VAT

e
1050 AMPLIFIER
Delivering 25 watts RMS per channel into 8 ohms, with no
more than 0.1% total harmonic distortion, the 1050 provides
4e
power to spare for the average-sized listening room.
Features include: full complementary direct coupled output
,r9
stage ( DC), loudness and mono switches, low filter, 41
e
stepped detented volume control, detented graphic bass and
Rec. Ret. Price £ 135.96 inc. VAT.
treble tone controls, tape monitor, stereo headphone jack
and provision for operating 2 pairs of speaker systems.
COMET PRICE £ 79.90

3te.
inc. VAT

2050 AM/FM TUNER
With a specification that includes dual gate MOSFET FM
front end circuitry based on ceramic IF filters, and phase
locked loop ( PLL) demodulator which gives exceptional
selectivity as well as optimum FM stereo channel separation,
the 2050 is the ideal match for the 1050 amplifier. Other
features include: 3 gang FM tuning capacitor, signal strength
and centre tuning meters, and mono and FM muting
switches.

COMET PRICE £ 79.90 inc. VAT

Complete System £ 389.40 inc. VAT
232
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6025 TURNTABLE
This semi-automatic, belt- drive unit
features the revolutionary tonearm design
used on every Marantz turntable. Tracking
error distortion has been lowered by 30% below
that of aconventional tonearm. Other features of this
perfectly engineered turntable include: AC synchronous
motor, bias control and calibrated counterweight, and
automatic return/shut-off.
Rec. Ret. Price £94.04 inc. VAT.

COMET PRICE £ 57.90 inc. VAT
Audio Technica ATI IE magnetic cartridge recommended for use with above.
Rec. Ret. Price £ 12.83 inc. VAT. COMET PRICE £8.90 inc. VAT

4G SPEAKERS
Superbly styled, these compact bookshelf speakers have an
all-round performance to match their elegant looks, Marantz
4G loudspeakers are yet another outstanding example of
Marantz HiFi technology.
Rec. Ret. Price £90.98 inc. VAT.

COMET PRICE £ 57.90 inc. VAT
ACJI

5000 CASSETTE DECK
This new front- loading Dolby deck is designed to mix and
match with all of the separate components in the Marantz
range. The impressive specification includes: super hard
permalloy head, separate bias and EQ switches for normal,
Cr02 and FeCr tapes, defeatable peak limiter, separate left
and right record level controls, professional extended VU
meters and total shut-off.
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Rec. Ret. Price £ 190.13 inc. VAT.

1

COMET PRICE £ 104.90 inc. VAT

1072 AMPLIFIER
With ahealthy, low- distortion output of 35 watts RMS per
channel, the 1072 is packed with HiFi features. These
include: full complementary direct coupled output stage
(DC), 41 stepped detented volume control, detented graphic
bass and treble tone controls, loudness and mono switches,
low filter, tape monitor and provision for operating 2pairs of
speaker systems.

Rec. Ret. Price £ 176.84 inc. VAT.

COMET PRICE £ 104.90 inc. VAT
2100 AM/FM TUNER
High sensitivity and selectivity are the outstanding features
of this well equipped tuner. There's adual gate MOSFET
FM front end circuitry based on ceramic IF filters, and
phase locked loop ( PLL) demodulator which combines
exceptional selectivity with optimum FM stereo channel
separation. Professionally styled, the 2100 also incorporates
Rec. Ret. Price £ 163.56 inc. VAT.
3gang FM tuning capacitor, muting switch, signal strength
COMET Price £89.90 inc. VAT. and centre tuning meters, and gyro touch tuning.

Complete System Rec. Ret. Price £ 728.39 inc. VAT

Complete System £424.40 inc. VAT
170
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SX.590 Stereo Receiver
Delivering a useful 20 watts RMS per channel, the SX-590 AM/FM
stereo receiver's many advanced features include power output using
hybrid ICs, Pioneer exclusive tuner ICs and dual-gate MOS FET FM
front end. Despite its practical price, there's even a function switch
backed by amuting curcuit as in more expensive models to eliminate
power on/off and switching noise. Other value-for-money features
include direct readout watt meters, tuning meter and phase-lockedloop MPX with automatic pilot signal canceller.
SPECIFICATION
Audio Section:
Continuous power both channels driven at
8ohms 2 x 20 W.
Total Harmonic Distortion: <0.3%.
S/N ( IHF) Phono: 73 dB.
FM Section (87.5 — 108 MHz):

Sensitivity (IHF): 10.8 dB( ( 1.9uV).
Selectivity (± 400 kHz): 60 dB.
Stereo Separation ( 1kHz): 40 dB.
AM Section (525 — 1,605 kHz):
Sensitivity (IHF) (ext. ant.): 15uV.
Selectivity: 26dB.
Dimensions: 435(W)X144.5(H)X314(D)mm.

COMET PRICE £ 124.90 Inc. VAT

SX -690 Stereo Receiver
Incorporating 2 hybrid ICs power amp output containing bias, driver
and output stages in quasi-complementary circuits, the SX-690
produces alow-distortion power output of 30 watts RMS per channel.
The specification is impressive . . . with such Pioneer HiFi features as
phase-locked-loop MPX IC and CR type tone control network with a
negative feedback loop circuited in the power output amplifier itself.
The Comet discount price will impress you too.
SPECIFICATION
Audio Section:
Continuous power both channels driven at
8ohms: 2 x 30 W.
Total Harmonic Distortion: <0.1%.
S/N ( IHF) Phono: 75 dB.
FM Section (87.5 — 108 MHz):

Sensitivity (IHF): 10.8 dB) ( 1.9uV).
Selectivity (± 400 kHz): 60 dB.
Stereo Separation ( IkHz): 40 dB.
AM Section (525 — 1,605 kHz):
Sensitivity (IHF) (ext. ant.): 15uV.
Selectivity: 26 dB.
Dimensions: 435(W)X144.5(H)X314(D) mm.

COMET PRICE £I47•90 inc. VAT

SX -980 Stereo Receiver
Pioneer have really packed in the power and the features with the
SX-980 AM/FM stereo receiver. The stylish cabinet houses aconstant
current loaded 2- stage differential amp and a direct-coupled 2- stage
Darlington single push-pull DC configuration power amp. Output is a
low-distortion 80 watts RMS per channel — aperformance that ensures
outstanding sound quality from the superbly equipped tuner section.
Pioneer turnover tone controls, high and low filters, and outputs for two
pairs of speakers are amongst this receiver's host of
facilities.
SPECIFICATION
Audio Section:
Continuous power both channels driven at
8ohms 2 x 80 W.
Total Harmonic Distortion: <0.05%.
S/N (IHF) Phono: 76 dB.
FM Section (87.5 — 108 MHz):

Sensitivity ( II-IF): 9.8 dB( ( 1.7uV).
Selectivity (± 400 kHz): 80 dB.
Stereo Separation ( 1kHz): 50 dB.
AM Section (525 — 1,605 kHz):
Sensitivity (
IHF) (
ext. ant.): 15uV.
Selectivity: 26dB.
Dimensions: 526(W)X176(H)X440(D)

COMET PRICE £368.90 inc. VAT
SX-1080 Stereo Receiver
With aformidable output of 120 watts RMS per channel, the SX-1080 is
one of the most impressive and well-equipped receivers in its class. This
is Pioneer engineering at its best — with features including directcoupled DC power amp, outputs for two speaker pairs, turnover tone
controls and high and low filters. There are two large watt meters,
meters for tuning and signal, and easy-to-read tuning scale. The
specification also includes current mirror loaded Class-A SEPP in
phono equaliser with one- stage differential amplifier and new voltageproof IC equivalent to 15 discrete transistors.
SPECIFICATION
Audio Section:
Continuous power both channels driven at
8ohms: 2 x 120 W.
Total Harmonic Distortion: <0.05%.
S/N (IHF) Phono: 76 dB.
FM Section (87.5 — 108 MHz):

Sensitivity (IHF): 9.8 dB) ( 1.7uV).
Selectivity (± 400 kHz): 80 dB.
Stereo Separation ( 1kHz): 50 dB.
AM Section (525 — 1,605 kHz):
Sensitivity (IHF) (ext. ant.): 15uV.
Selectivity: 26 dB.
Dimensions: 526(W)X176(H)X440(D) min

comm. PRICE £44910 In. VAT
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PIONEER MAGNI-WIDE...
bringing anew dimension to high fidelity sound

SA-7800 Magni-Wide Stereo Amplifier
Delivers 65 watts RMS per channel with no more than
0.009% THD. This low distortion figure is achieved by an
exclusive Pioneer ' non- switching' power amp, acool- running
unit which improves every aspect of the overall performance.
Other features include DC configuration amps, super- linear
RETs, Van- bias and fast- response fluorescent peak- reading
display meter.

Comet Price £239.90 inc. VAT

If you think you've been listening to true threedimensional sound on your current Hi Fi system,
Pioneer's Magni-Wide amplifiers will make you think
again! They bring a new realism, a new accuracy to the
three technical parameters which are directly related to
the nature of sound: frequency range ( for accurate
pitch), dynamic range ( for controlled intensity or
amplitude), and dynamic characteristics ( for precise
timing, including transient response). All three are
improved . . . not one at the expense of another.
Features such as high speed, ultralinear Ring Emitter
Power Transistors ( RETs) and a Van- bias circuit
developed by Pioneer are amongst the reasons for this
dramatic step forward in sound engineering. Not
forgetting Pioneer's attention to accurate engineering and
high quality components. Magni-Wide . . . three new
integrated amplifiers that are always on pitch, with the
right volume, at the right time. And at the right discount
price from Comet!
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SA-8800 Magni-Wide Stereo Amplifier

SA-9800 Magni-Wide Stereo Amplifier

Super- linear RETs combine with the Pioneer Van- bias circuit
to end switching distortion and provide ' cool amp' efficiency
in this 80 watts RMS per channel unit. THD is down to
0.005%. A host of features includes: fluorescent peak meter,
apair of selectors for phono cartridge load, 5- position mode
switch, and separate switches for tape duplicate and monitor.

The biggest in the Magni-Wide range, the SA-9800 delivers a
100 watts RMS per channel with no more than 0.005% total
harmonic distortion. Once again this low- distortion
performance is achieved by super-linear RETs and Van-bias
circuitry in the power amp, together with state-of-the-art
Pioneer engineering. A fluorescent peak meter, built-in
moving coil head amp, versatile cartridge load selectors and
2- position turnover tone controls are amongst its many
features.

Comet Price £289.90 inc. VAT

TX-7800 AM/FM Tuner
A worthy complement for the SA- 7800 Magni-Wide amp, this
tuner takes full advantage of the all-round increase in Hi Fi
performance. There's servo-lock/touch sensor tuning to
eliminate drift, automatic re- lock, selectable AM IF
bandwidth, MOS FET FM front end, MPX, PLL ( phaselocked- loop), quadrature discriminator and many other
features designed to give superb reception.

Comet Price £ 169.90 inc. VAT

Comet Price £379.90 inc. VAT

TX-9800 AM/FM Tuner
The outstanding high fidelity performance of the SA-9800
Magni-Wide amplifier demands an equally outstanding tuner
— and here it is. The TX-9800 literally bristles with HiFi
features including: Quartz- locked tuning for drift- free
performance, touch- sensor tuning knob, IC- equipped MOS
FET front end, phase- locked- loop MPX, selectable
wide/narrow IF bandwidth, quadrature discriminator and FM
muting/mode.

Comet Price £227.90 inc. VAT
187
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2125 TUNER/AMPLIFIER

2150 TUNER/AMPLIFIER

Delivering a useful 27 watts RMS per channel of lowdistortion power, Alba's Model 2125 receiver shares the
same advanced styling and specification as its more
powerful stablemate. FM and AM reception is loud and
clear, and the all-round performance combined with the
low Comet price makes the 2125 one of the best valuefor- money buys in its class.

Superbly styled and producing a low distortion 50 watts
RMS per channel, this 3 frequency band receiver
includes amplifier overload indicator, and amplifier and
speaker protection in its impressive specification. The
tuner section features AFC, variable interstation mute,
signal strength and FM tuning meters, phase locked loop
(PLL) stereo decoder, mono/stereo switch and a MOS
FET equipped FM front end. An outstanding unit.

COMET Price £ 112•25 inc. VAT

COMET Price £ 148.00 inc. VAT

ICI IC
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2025 AMPLIFIER
A cut- to- the- bone Comet discount price brings this 27
watts RMS per channel amplifier within the reach of most
pockets. Features include bass and treble tone controls,
balance, loudness and level controls, and twin power
meters. Easy- to- operate front control keys are provided
for phono, tuner, tape, mono, speakers A and B and two
pairs of speaker sockets.

COMET Price £ 72•90 inc. VAT

2050 AMPLIFIER
A low- distortion output of 50 watts RMS per channel
enables the stylish 2050 to provide power and to spare
for the average- sized listening room. The specification
includes high and low filters, bass and treble tone
controls, balance control, a volume control that can also
be switched to a loudness control, twin power meters,
overload indicator, two tape inputs and two pairs of
speaker sockets. Full amplifier and speaker protection is
provided.

COMET Price £104.90 inc. VAT

2000 TUNER

2200 CASSETTE DECK

The perfect complement for the two new Alba amps,
this 3 band tuner offers high fidelity listening at a
dramatically low Comet price. Features include: switched
AFC, variable interstation mute, signal strength and FM
tuning meters, phase locked loop ( PLL) stereo decoder,
mono/stereo switch, low ultrasonic output switch, stereo
noise filter ( high blend), MOS FET equipped FM front
end and AM bandpass circuits.

Here's an impressive front- loader with the distinctive new
styling — a cassette deck with a performance in keeping
with its elegant good looks. There's Dolby, of course,
and features such as 3- step bias and equalisation
selectors for spot-on tape matching. There's a memory
rewind facility, solenoid- assisted buttons for controlling
tape movement, large VU meters, record balance
control, and a40-step recording level control. With full
auto-stop on all modes.

COMET Price V71.25 inc. VAT

COMET Price £ 158.90 inc. VAT
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KA3750 STEREO AMPLIFIER
Delivering an output of 25 watts RMS per channel of low
distortion power, the KA3750 is superbly engineered to deliver
excellent tonal quality with crisp, clear efficiency at every
audible frequency. This no-nonsense amp has an advanced
specification which includes direct-coupled low noise phono
equaliser, click-stop tone controls and low-boost loudness
control.

COMET PRICE £74.90 inc. VAT

KD- I033B, C TURNTABLE
Belt-driven from asynchronous motor, this attractively styled
turntable has a resonance- free «tonearrn, is statically
counter-balanced, with viscous-damped cueing, and the special
Trio suspension system in the stylish plinth guards against
acoustic feedback and transmitted vibrations.

COMET PRICE £59.90 inc. VAT
GOLDRING G800 magnetic cartridge recommended for use
with above:

KT-5550 AM/FM STEREO TUNER
Here is an AM/FM tuner which fully reflects Trio's
uncompromising attitude to tonal quality and stereo performance. Even the weakest of FM stations are received very
clearly without interference and noise, and an advanced PLL
(phase- lock-loop) IC maintains a wide stereo separation.
Junction FETs give a high stability, and 65dB of selectivity
enables you to choose from stations that are crowded together
without overlap distortion.

COMET PRICE £82.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £5.40 inc. VAT

...stacks beautifully
in its specially
designed rack!
SRC-75 I
SYSTEM RACK
This beautifully \
designed rack
brings your
system together
into an eyecatching and
space- sac ing
unit that will
enhance your I
listening room. I
There's ample
storage space
too.

KX-503 STEREO CASSETTE DECK
This Dolby front- loader has been designed to match the KA
3750 and KT-5550 in terms of size and performance, and is
impressively styled in the same handsome black finish. Aservocontrolled motor system provides maximum stability, and
other features include: bias and equalisation selection, large VU
meters and auto shut-off.

COMET PRICE £ 109.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £39.90 inc. VAT
Total price (
bought individually) £372.90

Special Comet package price
(speakers extra)
£359.90 incVAT
I/OA
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GX-60
AUDIO SYSTEM

SR-B200s AUTO- RETURN
TURNTABLE
Belt- driven from a synchronous motor, the
SR- 200s has a die-cast aluminium platter,
resonance- free S-shaped tonearm and anti- howl
cabinet. Complete with magnetic cartridge.

Put together an FM/AM stereo
receiver delivering a clean 25
watts RMS per channel, a fine
front- loading Dolby cassette deck
and an elegant automatic return
belt- driven turntable. House them
in a superbly- finished, custommade cabinet, and you have the
Sansui GX-60 Audio System — a
Hi Fi installation that brings the
best out of your records and
tapes. See this combination of the
R-30, D-90 and SR-B200s at
Comet. It combines ear-appeal
and eye- appeal at an unbeatable
discount price!
COMET PRICE
inc. VAT

£56.90

R-30 STEREO RECEIVER
Low distortion output of 25 watts RMS per
channel, with features including LED Signal/
Tune display. Gives superb FM/AM reception.
COMET PRICE inc. VAT

£99.90

D-90 STEREO CASSETTE DECK
With Dolby noise reduction, independent bias
and EQ controls, timer start facility, auto shut-off
and large VU meters.
COMET PRICE inc. VAT

£89.90

£281 60

GX-70
PO ' DIO SYSTEM

SR-B200s AUTO-RETURN
TURNTABLE

If yo .
0
,prefer a separate amp and
tutu.k in your system, then the
GX-70 is the HiFi combination for
you. Behind the glass doors of the
elegant black cabinet are housed
the Sansui A-40 integrated amp,
the T-60 FM/AM stereo tuner and
the D-90 cassette deck. Surmounting the unit is the SR-B200s
turntable to complete a compact,
uncluttered high fidelity system
which delivers a comfortable 25
watts RMS per channel of low
distortion sound. A super system
at a super discount price from
Comet.
COMET PRICE £3C
inc. VAT
a.)
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COMET PRICE inc. VAT

en

Belt- driven and with a resonance- free S-shaped
tonearm, the SR-B200s incorporates an automatic return/shut-off system. Complete with
magnetic cartridge.
COMET PRICE inc. VAT

£56.90

T-60 STEREO TUNER
An AM/FM tuner with features including phaselocked- loop ( PLL) MPX, junction FET, FM
muting and LED Signal/Tune display.
COMET PRICE inc. VAT

£69.90

A-40 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
Output 25 watts RMS per channel. Features
include complementary OCL power amp
section, defEsatable tone controls, loudness
switch.
COMET PRICE inc. VAT

£69.90

D-90 STEREO CASSETTE DECK
An outstanding front- loader with Dolby, independent bias and EQ controls, timer start
facility, auto shut-off and large VU meters.
COMET PRICE inc. VAT

£89.90
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A60 AMPLIFIER

Sansui technology and acut- to- the- bone Comet discount price
combine to make this 45 watts RMS per channel integrated
amplifier fantastic value for money. With aTHD figure of no
more than 0.05%, it offers nearly everything found in the large
models plus atrue complementary OCL power amp section.
Amongst ahost of features are: twin power meters, defeatable
tone controls, loudness, and provision for 2 stereo sets of
speaker systems.
SPECIFICATION

COMET Price £99.90 inc. VAT

Power Output: 45W per channel,
min. RMS, both channels driven,
20-20 kHz, 0.05% THD at 8 ohms.
Load Impedance: 8 ohms. Total
Harmonic Distortion: 0.05%.
Intermodulation Distortion: 0.05%.
Frequency Response OVERALL
(from AUX): 5-70 kHz, +0.5 dB,
—2 dB. Hum and Noise ( IHF):

PHONO 75 dB; AUX 95 dB. Input
Sensitivity/Impedance: PHONO
2.5 mV/47k ohms; AUX, TAPE
150 mV/47k ohms. Max. Input
Capability: 180 mV-RMS ( Phono).
Power Voltage: 110-120/220-240V
50/60 Hz. Power Consumption:
200W. Dimensions: (W) 430 mm
(16 15), ( H) 147 mm (5' 5'16%
(D) 251 mm (9,3
/6 ).
4

A80 AMPLIFIER

Big in performance, comparatively low in price — this is
Sansui's impressive A-80. The DC-Servo power amp at the
heart of the unit includes Darlington-connected true
complementary OCL output and delivers apure 65 watts RMS
per channel with no more than 0.05% total harmonic distortion.
A formidable specification includes moving coil cartridge
facility, wide-range meters and 5-LED peak display. For an
incredible Comet discount price you also get: REC/OUT
selector, variable loudness, speakers A-B, bass/treble tone
controls, tape dubbing between 2decks (in either direction),
high and subsonic filters, and audio muting.
(MC); AUX 95 dB. Input
SPECIFICATION

COMET Price £ 129.90 inc. VAT

Power Output: 65W per channel,
min. RMS, both channels driven,
20-20 kHz, 0.05% THD at 8 ohms.
Load Impedance: 8 ohms. Total
Harmonic Distortion: 0.05%.
lntermodulation Distortion: 0.05%.
Frequency Response OVERALL
(from AUX): 5-70 kHz, +0.5 dB,
—2 dB. Hum and Noise ( IHF):
PHONO 80 dB (MM), 60 dB

Sensitivity/Impedance: PHONO
2.5 mV/47k ohms (MM), 0.1
mV/10 ohms (MC); AUX, TAPE
150 mV/47k ohms. Max. Input
Capability 180 mV RMS ( MM)
(Phono). Power Voltage: 110-120/
220-240V 50/60 Hz. Power
Consumption: 255W. Dimensions:
(W) 430 mm ( 16 ,5/
i
a ( H) 147 mm
eiy1.1, ( D) 251 mm (9%,").

T80 TUNER

There's abig Comet discount off the price of this superb
FM/AM stereo tuner too — ahigh fidelity unit that features
Sansui's patented digitally quartz-locked LSI tuning system to
eliminate drift. In addition to the conventional tuning dial
there's also adigital display of tuned frequencies for FM and
AM for extra convenience. The specification also includes: high
quality FM stereo circuitry featuring 3-ganged variable
capacitor and PLL ( phase-locked-loop) MPX, junction FET,
digital- type signal strength/centre tune display, noise cancellor
and FM muting.
SPECIFICATION

COMET Price £ 104.90 inc. VAT

FM SECTION
Tuning Range: 88-108 MHz. 5 dB
Quieting Sensitivity: MONO 15
dBf; STEREO 37 dBf. Sensitivity
(IHF): 10 8 dBf ( 1.9,uV). Signal- to.
Noise Ratio: 72 dB (at 65 dBf).
Frequency Response: 30-15 kHz
+1 dB, —2 dB. Total Harmonic
Distortion: 0.2%. Capture Ratio:
1.5 dB. Selectivity: 60 dB. Stereo
Separation: 40 dB. Antenna Input

Impedance: Balanced 300 ohms;
Unbalanced 75 ohms.
AM SECTION
Tuning Range: 530-1,600 kHz.
Sensitivity ( bar antenna): 50 dB/m
(30QuV/m). Signal- to-Noise Ratio:
45 dB. Total Harmonic Distortion:
0.5%. Power Voltage: 110120V/220-240V 50/60 Hz. Power
Consumption: 90W. Dimensions:
(W) 430 mm ( 16,,"), ( H) 147 mm
(5 ,5 ,
6 ), ( D) 251 mm (9,5 i6 ").
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Goodmans

SPECIFICATION

SPECIFICATION

Frequency Range
(DIN): 60-20,000 Hz
Recommended
Amplifier Impedance:
4or 8ohms
Recommended
Amplifier Music Power:
10-40 Watts
Sensitivity ( DIN):
5.6 Watts
Drive Units: 200mm
Bass, 26mm dome HF
Crossover Frequency:
2,000 Hz
Effective Internal
Volume: 18 litres

Frequency Range
(DIN): 50-20,000 Hz
Recommended
Amplifier Impedance:
4 or 8 ohms
Recommended
Amplifier Music Power:
10-50 Watts
Sensitivity ( DIN):
5.5 Watts
Drive Units: 200mm
Bass, 85mm Mid- range,
26mm dome HF
Crossover Frequencies:
1and 6 kHz
Effective Internal
Volume: 20 litres,
includes 0.4 litres for
mid- range unit.

RB 18

MI 20

A 3•speaker design utilising
200mm longthrow bass unit, 26mm
dome HF unit, plus an 85mm midrange unit in its own sealed
enclosure,
linked
by a seven
element crossover network, giving
the RB20 big power handling capability — up to 50 watts music
power.

A 2- way speaker system with
200mm longthrow bass unit with
foam surround and 26mm dome HF
unit linked by a five element crossover network to give this compact
speaker clean, undistorted sound.

COMET PRICE £ 58.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 74.90 inc. VAT

SPECIFICATION

RI335

Frequency Range
(DIN): 40-20,000 Hz
Recommended
Amplifier Impedance:
4 or 8 ohms
Recommended
Amplifier Music Power:
10-60 Watts
Sensitivity ( DIN):
5.4 Watts
Drive Units: 260mm
Bass, 85mm Mid- range,
26mm dome HF
Crossover Frequencies: •
1and 6 kHz
Effective Internal
Volume: 35 litres
includes 0.4 litres for
mid- range unit

The RB35 still only measures
approx. 24 ins. x 12 ins., but can
handle up to 60 watts undistorted
music power! Sharing the same
mid- range and HF units as the
RB20, the RB35 incorporates 260mm
bass unit for extended low frequency response and greater power
handling.

COMET PRICE £ 109.90 inc. VAT
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SPECIFICATION

R13 65

Frequency Range
(DIN): 40-20,000 Hz
Recommended
Amplifier Impedance:
4 or 8 ohms .
Recommended
Amplifier Music Power:
10-75 Watts
Sensitivity ( DIN):
4.5 Watts
Drive Units: 300mm
Bass, 130mm Midrange, 26mm dome HF
Crossover Frequencies:
1and 6 kHz
Effective Internal
Volume: 65 litres,
includes 3.5 litres for
mid- range unit
Dimensions: 700 x 380
x 310mm ( 27 1/
2 x 15
X 12% ins.)

Big brother of the range, the
RB65 is a three-way system with
dome HF radiator, 5 inch cone midrange unit in its own enclosure, and
12 inch bass driver — and can
handle up to 75 watts undistorted
music power.

COMET PRICE £ 129.90 inc. VAT
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Goodmans

GOODMANS HI-TI
4000 CASSE!VER
with Dolby

"

'71
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All the convenience of
afront-loading cassette
recorder combined with AM/FM
radio and ahigh performance stereo
amplifier — this is the Goodmans Hi-Fi
Casseiver 4000. With alow distortion output
of 28 watts RMS per channel, the 4000 offers pinsharp reception of VHF/LW/MW/SW transmissions and
Dolby noise reduction to give you superb high fidelity recording and playback.
The compact, handsomely styled cabinet is designed with ease of operation in
mind and incorporates ahost of Hi-Fi features. These include: piano key
controls on the tape section, twin recording level meters, radio signal strength
meter, Dolby and recording indicator lamp, stereo
beacon, and buttons for contour, rumble filter,
scratch filter, Mono, tape, pick up, AFC, mute and
VHF, LW, MW and SW selection. Supplied
complete with matching MC 35 loudspeakers in
black ash finish, the Goodmans Hi-Fi Casseiver
4000 brings you high quality home entertainment
. . . for an incredibly low Comet discount price.

Comet Price £ 274.90
16î
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WHARFEDALE

TEESDALE SP2
With the new Teesdale SP2, Wharfedale have
proved that good bass performance need not
depend on size or power. Its computerised design
enables it to go down to an impressive 40 Hz at —3
dB, yet at the same time its new isodynamic tweeter
reaches new highs in treble performance. With a
power handling of 40 watts, the Teesdale SP2's
compact combination of tweeter, mid- range and 200
mm bass unit produces clean, faithful, virtually
colouration- free sound at both high and low listening
levels. This is aloudspeaker that is economical in
terms of both space and power. At this low Comet
discount price it doesn't soak up your money either.

TEESDALE SP2 SPECIFICATION
Power Handling 40 watts ( DIN 45500)
Sensitivity ( measured at twatt at tmetre) 87 dB S PL
Frequency Response -1-3 dB 40 Hz 26 kHz
Amplifier Impedance Matching 4 8ohms
Crossover Frequencies 800 Hz. 5kHz
Cabinet Size ( litres) 40
Dimensions ( H1578 mm. ( W1340 mm. ( D1278 mm

Rec. Ret. Price £ 192.33 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £ 34.90 inc. VAT

DENTON XP2

SHELTON XP2

With two new drivers to provide abigger margin of power handling than
before, the Denton XP2 has a performance which proves Wharfedale's
determination to maintain the company's lead in the budget loudspeaker
market. Suitable for amplifiers of 10-30 watts RMS output, the Denton
incorporates anew fibrous cone which is terminated in acompliant, highly
plasticised PVC surround. This gives the speaker an exceptional acoustic
performance.

Meet the Shelton XP2, anewcomer to the Wharfedale range which incorporates adome tweeter to put it firmly on the peak of the budget market.
Power handling is 10-35 watts, and the performance is well in keeping with
Wharfedale's impressive international reputation. Behind the attractive
grille is speaker engineering dedicated to producing pure, colouration- free
sound . . . anew deep- flared bass unit cone, 70% more metal around the voice
coil than on conventional speakers to improve power handling, and a
complex 8-element crossover network.

DENTON XP2 SPECIFICATION

SHELTON XP2 SPECIFICATION

Nominal Enclosure Volume 12 hires
Frequency Response) — 3dB) 65Hz to 18 kHz.
Drke Unit Complement Bass/mid Ix170 rnm
Treble Ix 50 mm

Nominal Enclosure Volume: 15 litres
Frequency Response ( — 3dB) 63Hz to20kHz.
Drwe Unit Compktment Bass/Mad 1X 200mm
Treble 1x 19 rnm dome
Power Handling Ito DIN 45573) 28 watts
Suitable Amplifier Matching 10 to 35 walls

Power Handling ( 10 DIN 45573) 25 watts.
Suitable Amplifier Matching: 10 to 30 watts
Sensitnxty for twatt input, measured al
1metre 88 dB S.P.L with respect to 2X 10)
Nrn ,1
Nominal /impedance: 6ohms.
Crossover Points 35 kHz.
Dimensions- ( H) 355 mm. ( W/246 mm,
(D) 222 mm.

Sensitivity for 1watt onput. measured at
1metre. 86 dB S.P L. tenth respect to 2x 10,
Nmr)
Nominal Impedance 6 °tuns.
Crossover Points and Rates. 35 kHz. 12 dB/
octave 8ekment.
Dimensions: ( H) 412 mm. ( W) 246 mm.
(D) 240 mm.

Rec. Ret. Price £75.37 inc. VAT

Rec. Ret. Price £96.05 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £48.90 inc. VAT

LIN TON XP2

GLENDALE XP2

A world-famous model with an improved performance that is destined to
make it an even bigger HiFi household word — this is the new Linton XP2.
Wharfedale have applied the full weight of their advanced engineering and
measurement programme to the new XPs, and the Linton has emerged with
apower handling of 10-40 watts, an increase of 5watts over the previous
model. Bass and treble drivers are new, and join the outstandingly.
successful mid- range unit proved on the Linton 3XP to complete a3-way
speaker that generates smooth, undistorted sound.

Wharfedale continue to make you sit up and listen with the new Glendale
XP2, aspeaker producing apower handling of 15-50 watts, and designed for
either floor standing or bookshelf locations. Again, the bass and treble
drivers are new — the large 250 mm bass unit being used with acoustic
suspension loading to give a —3dB cut off point of 50 Hz. The bass response
is superb, and the new Glendale certainly enhances its reputation as aloudspeaker that has proved capable of covering the entire musical spectrum,
from classical through to jazz and pop in even the most difficult of acoustic
environments. This is a unit heading a range of loudspeakers bearing
advanced development not seen on
products costing twice as much
or more.

LINTON XP2 SPECIFICATION
Nominal Enclosure Volume. 20 litres.
Frequency Response (- 3dB): 60Hz to 20 kHz.
Dove Unit Complement: Bass 1x 200 mm.
Mid Ix 100 mm. Treble Iu 19 mm.
Power Handling ( to DIN 45573): 35 watts.
Suitable Amplifier Matching: 10 to 40 watts
rms.
Sensitivity for Iwatt input measured at
tmetre 87 dB S.P.L. with respect to 2x 10 ,
Nrn+).
Nominal Impedance. 6ohms.
Crossover Points and rates: tkHz, 45kHz 6 &
12 dBioctave 9element.
Dimensions, ( H) 476 mm. ( W) 264 min.
(D) 240 mm.

Rec. Ret. Price £ 116.71 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £81.90 inc. VAT
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COMET PRICE £ 8.90 inc. VAT

GLE1VDALE XP2 SPECIFICATION
Nominal Enclosure Volume 31 litres
Frequency Response ) — 3dB) 50Hz to 20 kHz
Drive Unit Complement Bass IX 250 mull.
Mid 1X 100 mm, Treble 1x 19 rnm dome
Power Handling ( to DIN 45573) 40 watts
Suitable Amplifier Matching 15 to 50 watts
Sensitivity for 1watt most, measured at
/metre 86 dB S P L ( with respect to 2x 10 ,
Isfin ,1
Nominal Impedance 6ohms
Crossover Points and Rates I3kHz, 45 kHz
6 & 12 dB/octave 11 element
Dimensions ( H) 565 mm. ( W) 305 mm.
(D) 265 mm

Rec. Ret. Price £ 155.04 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £ 107.90 inc. VAT
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High Fidelity for an,bw low price!
QUANTA 500 TURNTABLE
Here's a value for money EtSR belt-driven, semiautomatic turntable that is packed with HiFi features.
The specification includes S-shaped tonearm,
aluminium plug-in headshell, viscous-damped cueing,
auto-return and aluminium platter with anti-static
mat. A good buy made even better by the inclusion of
an ADC QLM 32 magnetic cartridge.

Comet Price £ 51.90 inc. VAT.

QUANTA 600 TURNTABLE
A low resonance cabinet houses a frequency
generator servo-controlled DC motor driving a
precision ground belt. There's electronic speed
changing with illuminated strobe — and features
including statically balanced S-shaped tonearm,
aluminium plug-in headshell, viscous-damped cueing
and aluminium platter with anti-static mat. Includes an
ADC QLM 32 magnetic cartridge!

Comet Price £68.90 inc. VAT.
QUANTA 700 TURNTABLE
Direct-driven by alow speed, electronically controlled
DC brushless motor, the stylish 700 incorporates an
illuminated strobe and variable speed control over a
range of 6%. A cut switch allows smooth record
rejection without touching the S-shaped tonearm.
Included in the cut-to-the-bone Comet price is ahigh
quality ADC QLM 34 magnetic cartridge to make this
one of the most competitively-priced direct drive
units around.

Comet Price £ 79.90 inc. VAT.
QUANTA 800 TURNTABLE
From the accurate quartz phase- locked- loop motor
to the superb ADC XLM magnetic cartridge, the 800
represents outstanding direct-drive quality for an
incredibly low price. An electronic phase comparator
constantly monitors and corrects the speed which is
shown by an illuminated digital display, and drift
against time, temperature, voltage and load is
virtually eliminated. Even when out of the quartzlocked mode, an optical scanning system keeps drift
at below 0.2%. A low resonance cabinet, micron
polished bearings in the S-shaped tonearm . . . the
800 competes in both price and performance with
the best.

Comet Price £ 109.90 inc. VAT.
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Strathearn Innovation
... Sets new high in Performance ± Style
With the handsome, elegant STM4 Strathearn have
achieved standards of accuracy matching turntables that
would normally cost much more. This is adirect-drive
turntable you can afford — aprecision-engineered product
that comes to you at an incredibly low price! This all-British
unit incorporates all the basics of good HiFi . . . an
electronic servo-controlled direct-drive motor, short straight
low-mass pivoted tonearm, built-in anti-skating and viscousdamped cueing. As aworthy complement for this superbly
styled turntable atop quality branded magnetic cartridge is
fitted. See the STM4 at Comet today. It offers very sound
proof that Strathearn have succeeded in raising the
standards of British high fidelity.
SPECIFICATION
Motor. Type: Electronic servo- controlled direct drive.
Wow and Flutter: 0.08% weighted RMS.
Rumble: better than —55dB.
Speeds: 3.3 ,
/
3 and 45 rpm.
Pickup arm. Type: Low mass pivoted arm.
Stylus pressure: 1 — 3.5gm.
Acceptable cartridge weight range: 3.5gm — 10gm.
Bias: Adjustable for spherical and elliptical styli.

COMET PRICE £39.90 inc. VAT
The Strathearn SM2000 represents the very best in British
turntable design. Slim and elegantly styled, it embodies the
most up-to-date British integrated circuit technology and
offers facilities rarely found altogether in one turntable.
Direct driven by asingle coil motor, this Strathearn
turntable incorporates variable pitch control, electronic
strobe, low mass tonearm with anti-skate, and touch sensor
controls. A photo-electronic sensor detects stylus run-out,
automatically lifts the arm and stops the motor at the end of
the record. Friction hinges hold the lid in any position, and
even the feet of the cabinet are independently adjustable
and designed to give good acoustic isolation and eliminate
feedback. The SM2000 comes complete with ahigh quality
magnetic cartridge — areally outstanding buy from Comet!
SPECIFICATION
Turntable and Motor. Type: Electronic servo-controlled direct drive.
Speeds: 33 1/
3 and 45 rpm.
Pitch Control Range: ±4%.
Wow and Flutter: 0.06% Peak weighted ( DIN 45507).
Rumble: — 70dB ( DIN 45539).
Pickup arm. Type: Low mass detachable pivoted arm.
Effective mass: Less than 5gm.
Maximum tracking error: 2 degrees optimised for minimum distortion.
Effective length: 222mm.
Stylus pressure range: 0 — 3.5gm.
Maximum cartridge weight: 7.0gm.
Bias ( anti- skating): Adjustable for spherical and elliptical styli.
Dimensions: 420(W) X 108(H) X 380(D) mm.

COMET PRICE £ 79.90 inc. VAT
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Tarez:
Complete

All branches are open daily to the public
Saturday 9 am 530 pin Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10 am . 530 pm ( with the exception of branches marked t

Monday- Friday 9 am 8 uni
SCOTLAND
WARCHOUM5
DUNDEE
EDINBURGH

Wmt Hendersom Wynd

Tel 0382 28101

1Newhoven Road

Tel 031-554 4454

GLASGOW

West Lodge Road, Blythmood
Tradrng E•Mte. Rentre*
Tel 041 856 5731
Kalmar Road. Efirken•Pumo Industnal

GLASGOW

Estate. Tannocheide. Uddongaton
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ABERDEEN
tAYR
rDUMFRIES
tDUNFER MIME
EDINBURGH
FALKIRK
GLASGOW
GREENOCK
tKILMARNOC1(
IKIROC. AL DV
PPERTH

Tel Uddongston
815134
Tel 0224 29434

Constolulan Street
41.43 OMM. Arcade

Tel. 0292 622M
Tel 0367 euese
Tel 0363 35136/7
Tel 031-346 0191/2
Tel 0324 34247

94 Glesgowx Street
12/14 Charmera Street
118 Delly Road. West Flayrnarket
Horrnate

Tel 041-334 4687
Tel 0475 20261

22 Byres Road
4 » marc& Street
30 Grange Street
27/29 High Street
35-39 George Street

Tel 0563 20126
Tel 0592 68405/6
Tel: 0738 36316

NEWCASTLE
ROCHDALE

10-22 Memnon Street
3O9 VIctora Street

Tel 051-647 5555
Tel: 0472 59623

Reservoir flood. Clough Road
TAC 0442 46441
56414 ENI.. Shen
Tel: 0632 692211
78 Armley Road
0532 40551
Saron Works, F
Lane. Ilem I
and Tel. 051-928 6866
Marlborough M'a
Poplar Street. Ferlsworth
Melle Row.
fief Northumberland Street)
Corner of Wall 1'09 Lane

Tel 0514826016
Tel 0632 29996

SHEFFIELD

and Gueensway
The MM, 1Loaley ROM.

Tel. 0706 50606

STOCKPORT
STOCKTON
WIGAN

Malin Bridge
Lower èfillgote
Portrack Lane
Wharf Ma. Pm." Street

Tel 0742 341721
Tel. 001-477 2000
Tel 06421512311
Tel 0942 34741

DISCOUNT STIOPS
ASHTON UNDER
LYNE Clarence Arcade. Stamford Street
BARNSLEY
72 Eldon Street

Tel 061-3064225
Tel 0220 03358/9

BARROW-INFURNESS Rawarnson Street
BIRKENHEAD
220 New Chester Ro..
Lower Tranmere. IN Rock Ferry
BLACKBURN
BOLTON
BRADFORD
BRIDLINGTON
BURNLEY
CARLISLE

49-51 Dam. Street
63-79 Blackburn Road
105-107 MannIngharn Lm*
65 The Promemde
38-40 Manchester Road
40-42 Cecd Street

CHESTER

43-45 SI James Street
oIl Block Marmora Street

CHESTERFIELD
CREWE
DARLINGTON
DEVISBURY
DONCASTER
DRIFFIELD
GOOLE
HALIFAX

40 St Mary'. Gate
2491251 Edle•ton Road
57 Ruseell Street
71 Demy MM
17 Market Place
30130a Market Place
62/84 Posture Road
70 Horion Street

HARROGATE

16 Reniement Street

96-104 George Street
65 Losv Street
9George Street
OB Breflarowgate
52 Bold Street
17A Chestergale

LANCASTER
LEIGH
LIVERPOOL
MACCLESFIELD
MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER
PONTEFRACT
PRESTON
ROTHERHAM
SCARBOF1OUGH
SCUNTHORPE
SOUTHPORT
ST HELENS
SUNDERLAND
WAKEFIELD
WORKINGTON
YORK

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

0532 568679
0484 40261
048220681
0535 67021

Tel 0524 62904
Tel 0912670711
Ter 051-700 7170

Oeanagwe House. 274 Commegale
320-326 ;femme Road. Northenden
1:l'Hymne
37 Church Stroll
Canklowo Rood
9York Place
156 High Street
167 Lord Street
Krak Save Centre. Boundary Road
4-7 St Thomas Sireel
14-16 Morygale
23A Peler Shoot
55 Peccrufilly

CATEORD
CHELSEA
HOUNSLOW
KINGSTON
PUT
TO
TN
TE
EPAN
Z

Tel 02» 31520/31595
Tel.
Tel.
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

051-647 4427
0254 57813
0204 387153/ 5
0274 35353
0262 72050
0282 35214
0228 3844112

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

0244 313724
0246 71390
0270 214328
0325 57361
0924 461203
0302 61520
0377 43277

Tel 0405 3449
Tel 0422 59434
Tel 0423 67312

BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM

15 Marron Street

EASTLEIGH
OXFORD
READING

Chickentall Lane
Ferry HonIrmy Road. Otney 61.0
Monarch Horae.

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON

75911 Caversharn Rua
Mardstone Road
Eml Street Centre. East Street

Tel 0734 599911
Tir 0634 49171
Tel 0703 36944

HIgh Road. Venge. Prtma
18/20 St Peler • Street
210 010 Christchurch Road
72/74 Newernarlet Road

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

Unit 4, Conon Road.
Wacheace IHdca0,Bl Esta.

Tel 0223 56744

0724 M815/6
0704 31813
0744 35116
0783 51193
0924 71499
0900 63476/7
0904 21654/5

Tel 021472 6161

DISCOUNT 11110P8
BURTON-ON-TRENT
DUDLEY
GREAT YARMOUTH
HANLEY

Bargale ShopOrn9 Centre
119 W•Ifington Road
137/1» Krng Street
52 Town Road

Tel. 026345751/2
Tel 0384 214511
Tel 0493 80620/9
Tel -0782 264495

KETTERING
KINGS LYNN

93-97 Montagu Street
18120 Rai lway Road

Tel 0536 515191
Tel 05536204314

LEAMINGTON SPA
LINCOLN

39 MM Street
12-14 Claskelgale

Tel 0926 39417 .
Tel 0522 37437/8

Tel 021-706 0684
Tel. 0533 52236
Tel .0803 419831
Tel 0602 391116
Tel 0902 60411

MANSFIELD
57 Weatmde
NEWCASTLE UNDER
LYME London Roed/Broolr Lena
NORTHAMPTON
36 Gord Street
NUNEATON
96/100 °faon'. flood

Tel 0623 35112

PETERBOROUGFI
SHREWSBURY
TELFORD
WEST BROLIWICH

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

Tel 0782 626435
Tel: 0804 22151/2
Tel. 0682 367023
0733 46633/46683
0743 67629
0952 47261/2
021-553 1157/8

WOLVERHAMPTON 41 Exchange Street. Dumas Sou.» Tel 0902 21113/4
WORCESTER
4Wylds Lens
Tel 0105 356805

LONDON
WAREMOUSES

POTTERS BAR

Rarnnam Road South

Tel 01.5955111

190London Road
Srlyerdale Road. Pump fane
The Old Book Contre Ba dont.
North Draa*, Rom'

Tel 0146(14321
Tel 81.5721601

Statan Close Duras Lane

WAREHOUSES

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BASILDON
BEDFORD
BOURNEMOUTH
CAMBRIDGE
CANTERBURY

268-290 Broadway

BROMLEY

2614272 High Street

Tel 0273 692421/6
Tel 0703 614722
Tel 0865 46232

50 Kmarsher
Langney Darne Shoppong Centre

FOLKESTONE

26-30 Tomme Street

GUILDFORD
HASTINGS

9400048514000004
369 London Road.

HIGH WYCOMBE
IPSWICH
LUTON
PORTSMOUTH

St Leonerds.on Sm
16 Frogrnoor
St Margaree er Green
52.52A Werfington Street
84/90 Palmerston Road. Southma

SALISBURY
SLOUGH

33 Catherrn• Street
294 Han Street

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

$562991554349
4662516
293334/5
312248

0424 436162
0494 44477112
0473 21551617
0582 41496514196M
0705 240661718
0722 2056213

Tel 0753 70535/6

817421 London Road.
We•Icafion-See
14 Omensway
STEVENAGE
73.75 Cocklede Road
SWINDON
TUNBRIDGE WELLS 41 LIMAI Pleasant Road
WATFORD
WEYMOUTH
WOKING

0266
0234
0202
0223

Tel 0323 781010
Tel 030359104/7
Tel 0413 38003/4

SOuTHEND

Tel 0702 115151
Tel au 86545/6
Tel 0713 41606/7
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

78 Queens Road
54 St Thornas Street
6/7 Ffign Street

0892 41477
0923 213110
03057 74711
OU 62 20026

WALES AND SOUTH WEST
WARIHOUSES
BRISTOL
NEWPORT
PLYMOUTH
DISCOUNT 11110PS
BATH
BRISTOL
CARDIFF
CHELTENHAM
EXETER
GLOUCESTER
HEREFORD
SWANSEA
TAUNTON
TOROuM
WREXHAM

Tel 0272 559841
Tel 0633 50431
Tel 0752 29501

Berton 5811 Tf•défla Estate
Alpesglas Industral Esta.
119 Meyllower Street

Tel 02256430213
Tel 0272 213395/6

Unit 2. Hirn Gardent
16à Si Thom. Street
558 Cowbrodge Road Ede,
16-22 St James Street
Surnmertand Street
Morroway Houe., Statron Ro«,
65 St Owen Street
218 Hrgh Street
45 St James Street
164 Higher timon Street

Tel
Te/
Tel.
Tel
Tel
Te/
Tel
Tel

20-26 Brook Street

Tel 0970 57115

Tel 01-459 8877
Tel 0707 43491

CHANNEL ISLANDS
Puces are as Mme operalrng rn the u K le»
AT
but watt • mnall Island banspatalron charge mcluded
GUERNSEY
Chanotene Mills. St Prote Porl

Tel 01-301 11161
Tel 01-4E40430

JERSEY
9Commercrel Burldrngs. St Hem,
*Cloud ah Say UendAy

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BEXLETHEATH

Tel 1)1-785 9691/2
Tel 01-601 6777

Tel 01-549 6799

422 High Road

BRIGHTON

LEICESTER
NORWICH
NOTTHAM/DERBY
WILLENHALL

DAGENHAM
HACK BRIDGE
(Nr Croydon)
HAYES ( Madle•ml
NEASDEN

278 pape. Ffichmond Road

SOUTH

Tora, shopferng Centre.
1570-1572 Coventry Road. Yardley
Syston Street
Roundtree WeY
121 Town Street. Sendrecre
Walsall Road

8The Hereward Centre
7Barker Street
6.10 T•rr B•nle. Won r
ngton
121 09h Street

Tel 014908611/2
Tel 01.352 4646
Tel 01.572 5013/5023

Tel 061-988 1183
Tel 0877 704249
Tel. 0172219.09
Tel. 070961901
Tel 0723 75537

EASTBOURNE
Heeley Road. Seo, Oek

80/82 Rushey Green
413/415 Ifing• Road
10 Sternes Rood
35-37 London Road

Tel 0625 610030
Tel 061.1341061

WARENOUSES

kaME couses
GRIMSBY
HULL
JARROW
LEEDS
LIVERPOOL
*MANCHESTER

101 New Road Sede
12 Zetland Street

HULL
KEIGHLEY

MIDLANDS

NORTHERN ENGLAND
BIRKENHEAD

HORSFORTH
HUDDERSFIELD

0222 506136/9
0E42 25786
0392 79435
0452 411233
0432 59259
0792 41014
0823 86116/7
0803 2115810

Tel 0461 27141
Tel 0534 72501

ORDERING BY MAIL
Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable
to "COMET". If buying on ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD include your card
number and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD".
MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO:
LEEDS 78 Armley Road. LS12 2EF
Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 30p; Headphones £ 1; Pick-up
Arms el: Headshells 30p: Blank tapes - per order, irrespective of quantity:
Spool tapes 50p: Ca -settes 30p: Microphones 75p.
SecurIcOr Dellvery All stock items will be delivered by Securicor ( mainland
U.K. only). Please add £ l.50 to your order for this service.
All goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.

ORDERING BY PHONE
For telephone orders simply ' phone your nearest Comet branch and pay
the driver on delivery. Comet also offer an extra service for all ACCESS or
BARCLAYCARD holders. Simply ' phone Leeds 0532 40551, ask for Credit
Mail Order, stating your card number with your order. You can leave the
rest to us!
CREDIT FACILITIES

on Comet Discount Prices
(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES)

Any item or number of items whose total value exceeds VC) can be
purchased on Credit on Comet's discounted prices over 8, 12, 24 and 30
months. Send your requirements to the Mail Order Department ( address at
right) marked " Credit Mail Order" and we will send you by return of post an
application form and details of our repayment terms - all entirely without
obligation

Order by Mail or Telephone

SATICLAYCARIÏ

Leeds 0532 40551
using ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD.

VISA
r

All prices quoted in Comet's Advertisements are correct at time of going to
press.
COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
Mail Order Department,
78 Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF.
These facilities are also available to personal callers at all branches: no deposit
credit terms over 9 months, goods delivered on first month's payment in
advance
10/79
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Clean
Sweep

The Clean Sweep 'static draining'
constant record cleaner is fitted with
athousand extra fine conductive
fibres which reach down to the
deepest record groove. The whole,
easily fitted apparatus is electrically
earthed, cleaning statically charged
records automatically during
playing.

Z~pet°
15, Richmond Grove, Surbiton, Surrey, England.
Telephone: 01-399 0966/7/8. Telex: 929679

0

0%1

PRESENT THE

MIGHTY MIDGET

AIWA MICRO 22 SYSTEM

A miniature hi-fi system that delivers abig 30 watts per
channel. Comes complete in its own simulated teak finish
rack. Comprises of:
SA- C22 Pre-Amplifier
SA- P22 Power Amplifier
30 watts per channel. DC Amplifier. LED Power Output
Display.
ST- R22 AM/FM Digital Tuner
Quartz Controlled. Digital Frequency Readout. MOSFET Front
End. Phase Lock Loop Decoder. 5LED Signal Strength
Indicator.
SD- L22 Dolby Cassette Deck
Features Peak Reading LED Indicators. Chrome/ Ferric Tape
Bias and Equalisation Switch.
All Enclosed in simulated teak finish rack.
£389.00
CARTRIDGES, ARMS AND EQUALIZERS
ADC Astrion
ADC Integra XLM
ADC ZLM Mk3 Improved
ADC XLM Mk3 Improved
ADC VLM Mk3 Improved
ADC OLM 36 Mk3 Improved
ADC ALT- 1Arm
ADC SS3 Equalizer
ADC SS110 Equalizer
Rotel RE703 Equalizer
SME S3S Equalizer

£166.00
£55.00
£59.90
£42.00
f:28.00
£17.50
£36.00
£199.90
£89.90
£75.00
f75.00

LOUDSPEAKERS
Celestion Ditton 121
Celestion Ditton 332
Celestion County
Tannoy Cambridge

£69.90
£239.90
£95.00
£140.00

TURNTABLE PACKAGES
ADC 2000 Cut for SME
£95.00
ADC 2000 plus SME S3S
£ 169.95
ADC B3001
£125.00
Aiwa AP21C0
£75.00
Aiwa AP2300
£115.00
Aiwa AP2400
£125.00
Hitachi HT324 Inc. Cartridge
£58.50
Hitachi HT354 Direct Drive
£80.00
Hitachi HT356 Direct Drive
£98.00
Hitachi HT353 Quartz Lock Inc. Cart
£107.00
Hitachi HT463
£116.00
Hitachi HT660 Quartz Lock
£ 179.00
Pioneer PL514X Er Cart
£59.90
Toshiba SRQ660 Quartz
£116.50
Toshiba SRA110
£62.50
TAPE RECORDER
Akai GX620D
MUSIC CENTRES Ft SYSTEMS
Aiwa System 1
Aiwa System 2
Aiwa Micro System A
Hitachi Mini System ACTO1
Pioneer Mini System 3000
Rotel A300
Rotel RS40
Rotel X300 System

£399.90
£445.00
£529.00
£389.00
£322.00
£569.50
£380.00
f385.00
£344.00

Tosh ba SMD30 Casseiver Et SMAD30
Turntable
£499.00
Tosh ba 445V Excl. Loudspeakers
£569.00
RECEIVERS
Aiwa AX7300
Aiwa AX7700
Aiwa AX7800
Sansui R30
Sansui R50
Sansui R70

£127.00
£165.00
£265.00
£99.90

£119.00
£155.00

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Aiwa AA8100
£91.00
Aiwa AA8300
£132.00
Hitachi HA3500S 33 Watts, Sliml ,ne
£94.50
Hitachi HA4500S 43 Watts, Slimbne
£112.50
Hitachi HA5700S MOSFET, 50 Watts, Slimline £169.90
Hitachi HCA65C0 Control Amplifier
£79.90
Hitachi HMA6500 50 Watts
£143.00
Hitachi HAT700 MOSFET 65 Watts
£259.90
Pioneer SA408
£63.90
Pioneer SA508
£94.90
Pioneer SA608
£131.90
Pioneer SA708
£171.90
Pioneer SA7800 Magniwide
f243.90
Pioner SA8800 Magniwide
£298.00
Quad 44
£245.55
Rogers A100
£315.00
Sansui AU117 Mk2
£ 13.00
Sansui AU217 Mk2
£110.00
Sansui AU317 Mk2
£167.00
CASSETTE RECORDERS
Aiwa ADL40
Aiwa ADM700
Akai GX-M10 Metal Super GX Head
Akai GX-M30 Metal Super GX Head
Akai GX-M50 Metal 3Head
Akai GX-M80 Metal 3Head
Akai GX-M90 Metal 3Head
Hitachi 0230
Hitachi 030S Slimline
Hitachi D4OS Slimline
Hitachi D55S Slimline
Hitachi D75S Slimline
Hitachi 0555 Auto Reverse Play

£215.03
£270.00
£ 139.90
£ 159.90
£224.90
£299.90
£359.90
£85.50
£98,00
£116.00
£130.00
£170.00
£139.00

131 The Parade, High Street,Watford WD1 1NA
166 St. Albans Road,Watford WD2 4AS.
lz!rn,
Tel: Watford ( STD Code 0923, or London Area 92) 34644
EXPORT SALES- EXPORTATIONS- EXPORT VERKAUFE-VIENTAS EXPORTADAS-EXPORTAZIONI

Hitachi 0777 Auto Reverse Record/Play
Hitachi 0980 3- Head, Direcz Drive
Hitachi 05500 3- Head Direct Drive
Pioneer CT506
Pioneer CTF650 Metal
Pioneer CTF750 Metal
Pioneer CTF850 Metal
Pioneer CTF950 Metal
Pioneer CTF1250 Metal
Sansui 090
Toshiba PCX10
Toshiba PCX 20 Metal
Toshiba PCX 40 Metal
TUNERS
Hitachi FT4000 Slimline
Hitachi FT5000 Digital Quartz
Synthesizer 14 preset channels
Hitachi FT8000 Digital Quartz Synthesizer
Sansui T60
Sansui T80

£197.00
£269.00
£449.00
£99.50
£173.75
£213.90
£233.90
£333.90
£458.90
£89.043
£83.00
£132.50
£152.50
£89.90
£142.90
£206.00
£74.00
£108.00

TELEPHONES
Not Post Office approved. Supplied with Jack Plug.
Encophone RA01
£47.90
Contempra RA15D
£63.35
Flipphone EE48
£75.00
Slimline Recall EIM03
£127.00
Contempra Recall EIM07
£170.00
Gondola RA11
£58.55
Available in various colours. Telephones in fancy styles
available to order. Recall models will re- dial number
electronically.

EIC 11'•
Ç

Open 9.15-1, 2-5.30 Mon. to Sat. ShutN
1Wed. Cheques with £50 cheque cards
only accepted for counter sales, with
only one cheque per transaction.
Cheques accepted for Mail Orders.
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS CARD
accepted for normal prices.
P.O.A.-Price on application.
Sp. off.- Special offer price for cash.
P to be advised.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 15%.
All prices correct at time of preparation and
sublect to alteration without notice. E&OE.
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

eTAPE

Akai
Aka,
Akai
Akai
Teac
Teac

RECORDERS (P/P £ 4.50)
GXC4000D .. .. . • £ 220.00
GXG4000DB Dolby .. .. £ 259•00
1722 Mk 2 .. .. .. £ 240.00
VS9300 Video ( Sp. off.) .. £ 599•00
A3300SX .. .. .. £ 499•00
A3340S Simul Sync .. .. 1750'00

£17.90
£27 50
£157 50
£9.90
£17 25
£19 90
£11 90
£6 50

• KITS, LOUDSPEAKERS, DRIVE
UNITS (P/P on application)
Celestion HF 1300 8- and I5- ohm £ 8.20
Celestion HF2000
£9.50
Coles 4001G£ 650
Decca London Ribbon Tweeter
£41'00
KEF 104 AB Kit ( add £5 P/P)
£130.00
KEF Cantata Kit ( add CS P/P)
£209.00
KEF B110 SPI003
£11.00
KEF B139 SP1044
KEF B200 SP1014
£25•25
KEF DNI2 SPI004
£12.00
£7.10

KEF DNI3 SPI 106
£4•90
KEF DNI3 SPI017
£ 5•00
KEF DN22 pair ( 104AB Crossover) £ 35.50
KEF T27 SPI032
•
•
£8.60
Micro Seiki Shock Absorbers MSB1 £ 10.00
Wharfedale Linton 3XP Kit ( pair)
£42.00
Wharfedale Denton XP2 Kit .. £29•90
Wharfedale Shelton XP2 Kit .. £ 38.90
Wharfedale Linton XP2 Kit
£ 53-90
Wharfedale Glendale XP2 Kit . £ 66.90

•

CASSETTE RECORDERS (P/P £ 4.50)
Aiwa AD1250 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 125.00
Aiwa AD6400
.. £177.00
Aiwa AD6500 .. .. £188.00
Aiwa AD6550 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 199.00
Aiwa AD6600 .. .. [ 265.00
Aiwa AD6800 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 199 90
Aiwa AD6900 .. .. .. £353-00
Aiwa AD6900 Mk 2 ( remote, Metal £ 399 90
Aiwa AD700 ( Metal) .. £ 325.00
Aiwa ADL40 ( Metal)
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD6350
£ 135.00
Aiwa ADM100
£ 99 90
Aiwa ADM200
.
£ 149 90
Akai CS702D Mk 2 ( p. off.) £ 99 -95
Akai GXC310D ( Sp. off.)
£134.00
Akai GXC325D ( Sp. off.) £210 .00
Akai GXC570D/2 ( Sp. off.) £480.00
Akai GXC725D• .. .. £ 235.00
Akai GXC730D• ( Sp. off.) £220-00
Akai GXC709D ( Sp. off.) .. £ 169.90
Akai GXC750D ( Sp. off.) £ 359.90
Akai GXC706D ( Sp. off.) £ 129.00
Akai GXCSIOD ( Sp. off.) £ 149.00
Akai GXC704D
..
£ 128•00
Akai GXC715D
..
£245.00
Akai GXC735D
.
£299.00
Akai CS703D ( Sp. Off.) .. £97.00
Akai CS732D
.
..
£255.00
Harman Kardon FIK2
000 "
( Sp. off.) £ 169.00
Hitachi D220 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £85.00
Hitachi D560
[ 152.00
Rtachi 0580
£ 186.00
Hitachi D555
£ 139.00
Hitachi D850 ( Sp. off.)
£ 190.00
Hitachi 0900 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 254.00
Hitachi D2310 ( Sp. off.) ..
£49.00
Hitachi D2360 ( Sp. off.) .. £83.00
JVC K025•
•
..
P.O.A.
Marantz CD3I2 ( Sp. off.) . .. £79.90
Maranta CD330 Portable Dolby .. £ 134-00
Marantz 5010B ( Sp. off.) .. £ 135.00
Marantz C205 Portable .. £ 87.00
Maranta 5000 .. .. £ 107.00
Marantz 5010 ( Sp. off.) .
£127.50
National Technics RS612US" £ 89.90
Pioneer CTF600
..
£ 121.50
Pioneer CTF650
..
£ 171.90
Pioneer CTF750
£213.90
Pioneer CTF850
..
£ 233.90
Pioneer CTF950
..
£ 333.90
Pioneer CTFI250 .. .. £ 458-90
Pioneer CTF500 .. .. £ 99.50
Pye 9I48A DNL ( Sp. off.) .. £ 94.50
Sansui SC 1100 ( Silver) .. £ 7-00
Sansui SCI 110 ( Black) ( Sp. off.) £ 97.00
Sansui SC1120 .. .. £ 105.00
Sansui SC2000 .. .. £ 145.00
Sansui SG5100 .. .. £ 299-00
Sharp RT3I51 Timer .. £ 179.50
Teac A103 ( Sp. off.) ..
£121.50
Teat A106, A107 .. .. £ 159.00
Toshiba PC230D .. .. £ 115•00
Toshiba PC3060 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 84.00
Toshiba PC4030 ( Sp. off.) .. £99.00

•

TUNERS ( P/P £3.50)
Aiwa AT9300
P.0.4
Aiwa AT9700
£240.00
Akai AT2200 ( Sp. off"
.)
£57.50
Akai AT2250L
.. £78.00
Akai AT2450L
.. £ 132-00
Armstrong 623
.. £ 134.00
Armstrong 624 ..
.. £ 104.00
Harrison ST2I0 ( Sp. off.) ..
.. £ 196.50
Hitachi FT340 ( Sp. off.) ..
.. £ 87.50
JVC JTV6 .
.. £ 99 00
Marantz 2100 ( Sp. off.) ..
.. £89.00
Maranta 2120
.. £196.00
Marantz 2050
.. £79.90
Pioneer TX408L
.. £69.90
Pioneer TX608L
.. £93.90
Pioneer TX7800/2
.. £ 169.90
Pioneer TX8500/2
.. £182.90
Quad FM3
•
.
.. £112.00
Rogers T75 ( Series 2) Teale/Wal. From Stock
Ratel RT426 ( Sp. off.) .. [79.90
Rotel RT226
£59.50
Sansui TU2I7
£109.00
Sansui TU3I7
£ 110.00
Sansui TU517
..
£ 181.00
Teat ATX30
£ 99.00
Toshiba ST220 .. .. £76.00
Toshiba ST420 ( Sp. off.)
£ 99.90

e

STEREO AMPLIFIERS (P/P [3.50)
Akai AM2600 ( Sp. off.)
£199.00
Akai AM2250
£75.00
Akai AM2450
£129.50
Akai AM2350
£124.00
Akai AM2650
£195.00
Akai AM2800
£220.00
Aiwa AA8I00
£95 50
Ai wa AA8300
£129 90
Aiwa AA8700
£267.00
Armstrong 621 ( teak)
£120.00
HHV FET P.O.A.
Harrison S200 ( Sp. off.) .. • . £185.00
Hitachi HA250 ( Sp. off.) .. • .
£79.90
Hitachi HA330 ( Sp. off.) ..
£99.90
Hitachi HA5300 ( Sp. off.) .. • • £129.90
Hitachi HMA7500 Mosfet .. • . £356.00
Marantz 1030 ( Sp. off.) .. • •
£68.50
Marantz 1050
£86.50
Maranta 1072
£112.50
Marantz 1090 .. • . £134.00
Pioneer SA408
£69 90
Pioneer SA508
£93.90
Pioneer SA608
£129.90
Pioneer SA708
.
• £171.90
Pioneer SA7800 Magniwide
£243.90
Pioneer SA8800 Magniwide
£298 90
Pioneer SA9800 Magniwide
£383.90
Quad 44 ..
P.O.A.
Quad 33/303
£234.50
Quad 33/405
£299.00
Rogers A75 ( Series 2)
P.O.A.
Rogers A100
P.O.A.
Rote RA2I4
£63 00
Rote RA3I2 ( Sp. off.)
£62.50
Rote RA4I2 ( Sp. off.)
£79.90
Rote RA414 ( Sp. off.)
£89.00
Rote RA7I4
£119.90
Rote RA4I3 ( Sp. off.)
£89.90
Sansui AUII7 ( Sp. off.)
£72•90
Sansui AU2 I
7 ( Sp. off.)
£110.00
Sansui AL1517
£265 00
Sansui AU7I7
£312 00
Teat ASM30. •
£99 00
Teac ASM50..
£159.00
Toshiba 513620 ( Sp. off.)
£159 90

•

MICS., ACCESSORIES (P/P £ 1.25)
ADC SLM2 ( P/P ([ 2.50) .. .. £41.00
ADC SSI Sound Shaper ( P/P [150) £ 61 -00
ADC SS2 Mk 2 ( P/P [ 2.50) .. £ 142.00
Aiwa CM2000A Stereo .. .. £23.50
Akai ADM20 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 6-60
Akai ADM40
Akai ADM80 . . . • .. £ 10•50
Akai ACMI00 Electret Cardioid .. £ 23 50
Akai ACM50 Electret Cardioid .. £ 9 10
Beyer M8I8LM .. .. .. £ 63 00
Disc 22 Mat .. .. • . .. £ 15 80
Ferrograph Demagnetiser 02 .. [ 11.25
Harman Kardon TS4 Stand ( pair) £ 19-00
Harman Kardon HSI, HS2. HS3 .. £ l8 50
Micro H505 Headshell .. .. £ 7.90
Monitor Audio C3F Cable 5m ( each) £ 7-50
Monitor Audio Stylift .. .. £ 5•50
Monitor Audio Sound Cable 5 m ( each) £7.70
Monitor Audio Sound Cable 10 m
(each) round .. .. .. £ 1410

Neal 101 Resolver Mk 2 ..
Ratel RMC1 ( Sp. off.) .
Sansui AX Mixer .
Sennheiser MD72.2LM and "
MZAI12
Spectrarnat
Toshiba EM4I0 Stereo ( pair) ..
Toshiba EM 120 Electret
Zerostat Pistol ( add £ 1.00 P/P)

\

e RECEIVERS (P/P [ 3.50)
Aiwa AX7400
AX7600

.
Aiwa

£163.00
C209.00.1

otAkai AA175
£ 180 001.
Akai AA 1200
£ 235.00
Akai AA 1125 ( Sp. off.)
£ 108.00
Akai AA1135
£ 134.00
Akai AAII50 ( Sp. off.)
£ 160.00
Armstrong 625
.
£185•00
Armstrong 626 Long wave
£218•00
Audio- Pro 3D Gruppen Microprocessor Receiver £ 594 00
Harman Kardon 330C
£99.95
Hitachi ST703 ( Sp. off.)
£ 155.00
Hitachi SR903 ( Sp. off.)
£ 210•00
Hitachi 59.302 ( Sp. off.) . £ 95.00
Hitachi SR303L Long wave
£ 127 .50
Hitachi 5111503 Long wave
£ 135.00
JVC JRS2OIL
£225.00
Marantz 22268 ..
£169•90
Marantz 22I6B
£ 122 -00
Maranta 2238BL ( Sp. off.) £ 259.00
Marantz Superscope 9.1220 £56•75
Marantz Superscope RI262 .. £114.00
Maranta Superscope RI270 .• £105•00
Pioneer LX690
£ 165•90
Pioneer SX590
£ 126•90
Pioneer 5)(690
..
£ 151 .90
Pioneer SX980
£ 397•90
Pioneer 5)(790
£202•90
Pioneer SX890
"
£ 264.90
Rote RX7707 ( Sp. off.) Long wave £162.50
Rote
..
£99.90
Rote RX403L
..
£ 112.00
Rote RX203L
£ 85•00
Rote RX403 ( Sp. off.) .. [ 108.00
Rote RX503 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 129.90
Rote RX603 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 185•00
Sansui 9090 (
P.P.T.B.A.) (Sp. off.) .. £ 359•00
Sansui G301 ( Sp. off.)
£ 115•00
Sansui G401
[ 13100
Teac AG5700
Toshiba SA220L Long wave ( Sp. off.) £79.90
Toshiba SA420 ( Sp. off.) .• .. £ 112.00
Toshiba SA620 ( Sp. off.)
£ 188•00
Toshiba SA750
£206.50
Toshiba SA735 • . . • .. £170.50

e

STEREO SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
(P/P on appl.) ( Some exclude spkrs.)
Aiwa Micro System A ex. Speakers £ 389 00
Aiwa Micro System B inc. Speakers £449 00
Aiwa System I
..
£ 399 00
Aiwa System 2
..
£499.00
Aiwa AF3060 ex. speakers .. £232.00
Aiwa AF5300 + speakers ..
£348.00
Aiwa AF5600 ex. speakers .. £465.00
Akai AC3500, limited stock .. £279.00
Akai AC3750L . .. £299.00
Ekco ZU4L, ZU5.1,"ZU7 ( Sp. off.) £ 135.00
Garrard GAISO + speakers ( Sp. off.) £ 199.00
Goodmans MCD100 Mk 2 ex.
speakers " . . "£299•00
Goodmans MCD100 Mk 2 + MC35
(Sp. off.) .. £380.00
Goodmans 4en Casseiver plus
MC35 " " .•
E285.00
Hitachi SDT300•.
£ 373-00
Hitachi SOT 4001 Casseiver £254.00
Hitachi SDT7820
£245•50
Hitachi SDT7840 ( Sp. off.) £231.00
Hitachi SDT7765 ( Sp. off.) £278.00
Hitachi SDT768OR ( Sp. off.) £ 386-50
Hitachi SDT7785 ( Sp. off.) . £352.50
Hitachi HA330/FT340/D220/HT3.53/
CVW4 Rack
..
£ 390.00
Maranta DC9/2L System .. £ 395 -00
Marantz 15I5L Rack System .. £ 374.90
National 3000 ..
P.O.A.
National 4000 ..
P.O.A.
National 5000
P.O.A.
Panasonic 5G5090 ex. speakers .. £449.90
Panasonic SG5070L
SB208 £ 390-00
Panasonic SG6070L ex. speakers
(Sp. off.) .. .• . E599 00
Panasonic SG.70 Casseiver . • £220.00
Panasonic SG208OLD ( Sp. off.) .. £ 335•90
Panasonic SG2080L ( Sp. off.) • • £299.90
Panasonic 5G30601- ( Sp. off.) . • £269.90
Panasonic 5G3090 ( Sp. off.) .. £349.90
Pioneer X33
•
[ 339 .90
Pioneer X55H
.. £449 -90
Pioneer X55V
£466.90
Pioneer X77H
£ 508.90
Pioneer XT7V
£519.90
Pioneer X99H
£ 618.90
Pioneer X99V
£ 629.90
Pioneer 424-1 ( SX590)
£ 334.90
Pioneer 424-2 ( SX690)
£ 359.90
Pioneer Mini System
£568 00
Sansui G301 Rack System A•
£ 399.00
Sansui AU2I7 Rack System B•
£496.00
Sharp SG400 excl. speakers
£
242.00
Sharp SG450 excl. speakers £295•00
Sharp SG500 .. • .
P.O.A.
Teac CRI500 Casseiver
£185-00
Teac Rack System ASM30, A1055,
ATX30, TES IS. with KEF Celeste
Ill Speakers..
£ 399 00
Toshiba SM2700.
•
£ 175.00
Toshiba SM3750•
•
£ 395.00
Toshiba SM3350•
.
£ 296.00
Toshiba SM2950.
•
[265.00
Toshiba SM3650
..
£389.00

F

Toshiba 220' Rack System ( excl.
speakers) .. •.
Toshiba 225' Rack System
Toshiba 335' Rack System ( exc).
speakers) ..

£450•00
£490.00
£485•00

• LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prices per pair ( P/P on application)
Armstrong 602 ( 12 stand extra) .. £175.00
Audio Pro B2.50 Sub Woofer .. £ 495.00
B & W DM2A, DM5
Bolivar ( Sp. off.) ..
C139 90
Castle
Richmond ( teak) Mk 2
(Sp. off.) .. .. £ 74.00
Castle Kendal Mk 2 ( teak) ( Sp. off.) £ 108-00
Celestion 442*
£290•00
Celestion 551*
£ 345•00
Celestion 662.
.
"£ 499.00
Celestion Dittos 15 at R Teak/Black £110 00
Celestion Dicton 25'
£280.00
Celestion Dicton 33'
£ 195•00
Celestion Dicton 44'
•
£245•00
Celestion Dittos 66.
£425•00
Celestion UL6'
.
..
£ 135.00
Celestion UL8' . • • • .. £170.00
Chartwell LS3/5A, PMI I0, PM2I0
P.O.A.
Dalesford D ( Sp. off.)
£99.90
Goodmans RBI8
£57.50
Goodmans RB20
£73.50
Goodmans HE1•
£249.90
Goodman, HET'
£222.90
Goodmans RB35
£105•00
Goodmans RB65
£126.00
Goodman, MC35
£85.00
Goodmans Mini ..
£49.90
Goodman, Achromat Beta' £ 139.90
Goodmans Achromat Kappa' £ 184.90
Goodmans Achromat Sigma' £259.90
IMF ..
P.O.A.
JR 149 ( various finishes to order) £ 124.50
KEF Cantatat•
£ 390.00
KEF Calinde•
E218.00
KEF Corellif•
•
£ 140.00
KEF Reference 101
£ 169.00
KEF Reference 104' ( Sp. off.) £215•00
KEF Reference 104A8f• £261•00
KEF Reference 105t•
£645•00
KEF Celeste Ill'
..
£ 89 00
KEF Concorde 3.
£ 159•90
KEF 104AB Black ( Sp. off.) £ 215•00
Marantz 4G ( Sp. off.) ..
£56.00
Monitor Audio MA3 Mk 2t
£ 350.00
Monitor Audio MA4 .1
.•
£ 175•00
Monitor Audio MAS Mk 2"
£ 125-00
Monitor Audio MA6t•
£ 130.00
Monitor Audio MA7t•
£ 79.95
Monitor Audio MA8 -1
-•
£ 110.00
Monitor Audio Mini Monitors £ 79 90
Mordaunt Short Carnival* £ 77-50
Mordaunt Short Festival* .. £ 99-50
Moradunt Short Pageant ( Series 2). £ 149.50
Mordaunt Short Signifer Teak/
Quad Electrostatic
Rogers Export Monitor and stands
P.O.A.
Rogers LS3/5A ( teak and walnut)
P.O.A.
Rogers Compact Monitor
Sansui E5203.
£ 54•00
Sansui E5207*
..
£ 145 00
Sansui E5209*
.
£ 167 00
Spendor BC' Mk 2, BC2, B
" C3 and
Mini Monitor SA1, various finishes P.O.A.
Tannly Arden Mk 2
Tannoy Berkeley Mk 2 ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy Cheviot ( Sp. off.) _ £250.00
Tannoy Devon ..
£240-00
Tannoy Eaton
..
£210-00
Tannoy Oxford, Chester. Ascot,
Dorset, Mayfair ..
Videotone Minimax 2 ( add P/P £ 3.50) £46.00
Wharfedale E301-*
£ 195•00
Wharfedale Mt" ..
£268•90
Wharfedale E70t•
£331•00
Wharfedale Chevin XP2
.. £ 31.50
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2
.. £ 127.95
Wharfedale Dovedale SP2.
.. £ 178.00
Wharfedale Denton XP2
Wharfedale Shelton XP2 ..
£59.50
Wharfedale Linton XP2
£74.50
Wharfedale Glendale XP2'
£ 99 90
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP ( Sp. off.) £ 89 90

•

STEREO HEADPHONES (P/P £ 1.50)
Aiwa HP30
..
£ 15.00
Akai ASE7
£8.70
Akai ASEII
[ 12.75
Akai ASE22 + Volume control ..
£14 50
Aka, ASE80C Electret
£ 69 00
AKG K240 ( Sp. off.)
£ 43.90
Beyer ET1000
£ 114.00
Beyer DT220
[24.50
Beyer DT440
£24.50
Beyer DT44I
£ 31.00
Goodmans OHPIO
..
£ 19.50
Koss ESPIO
..
£ 240.00
Koss HV IA
..
[28.00
Koss HV ILC
..
£31.00
Koss HV2 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 15.50
Koss K6A
£ 16.00
Koss
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Koss K6LC ( Sp. off.)
Koss K6LCQ Quadraphone
Koss KI25
•.
Koss KI35
Koss KI45
Koss Phase 2
Koss Phase 2 + 2 excl. record
Koss Pro Triple A
Koss Technician 2 ..
Koss Technician VFR
Pioneer Monitor 10
Pioneer 5E205
Pioneer SE305
Pioneer SE500
Pioneer 5E505
Pioneer 5E700 ..
Pioneer SEQ404 Quadraphonic
Sansui SS30
Sansui SS60
Sennheiser HD224X
Sennheiser HD400
Sennheiser HD4I4X
Sennheiser HD424X
Sennheizer HD420
Sennheiser HD430
Sennheiser Unipolar 2000
Stax SR5/SRD6SB Electrostatic
Stax 5R44 Electret • .
Stax SRX3/SRD6S13
Stax Sigma + SRD6SB
Wharfedale Isodynamic 2 ..

[15.00
£50.00
£16.25
£19.75
£26.00
£37.50
£87 00
£39.75
£36.25
£40.50
£35.00
£11.50
£18.00
£37.00
£32.00
£38.25
£24 00
£16 50
£28.00
£35 75
£11.25
£17.00
£26 50
£23.50
£30.50
£102.00
£91 50
£70 00
£143.00
£221-00
£26.00

eTURNTABLES

( P/P £ 3.50) AND
ARMS ( P/P £ 1.50)
ADC LMF I
.
•.
•
£ 61.00
ADC LMF2 . • • • £67.50
ADC LMG-I Headshell• • £5.00
ADC LMH-2 Shell .• .. £6.75
Audio Technica ATIOOS Mk 2 •
£25 50
Audio Technica AT 1005 L2 Lift ..
£27 50
BSR BDS95 Chassis .. £28-00
Decca International Arm .. • • £55.00
Garrard SB25 Mk 6 Chassis . • £ 18-00
Hadcock D Arm
£75 00
Hadcock GH228 and Unilift pip free £61.00
Micro Seiki MA303 Arm ..
£39 90
Reference Fluid Arm ..
P.O.A.
SME 52 Headshell .• £5•75
SME 3009 S/2 Dec. Head .. . £66•00
SME 3009 Fixed Head .. £61.00
SME Series 3
£ 112.00
SME Series 35
£85 00
SME Damper FD200 ( P/P £ 1)
£ 19.00
SME CAI Series 3 Spare Arm/Shell £ 16.25
Sugden BDI Chassis Kit .. £ 17.90
Sugden BDI Module Kit .. £44.00
Sugden BDI Chassis • • .. £20.90
Sugden BD2 & SAU2 Chassis
(Sp. off.) . • .. £36.00
Sugden BD2A and SAU2 Chassis £46•00
Sugden SAU2
.
•
£ 18.00
Sugden SAU4
£41.25

•

TURNTABLE PACKAGES
(P/P ( 5.00)
ADC 1500FG di 0).9134/3
ADC 160000 & QLM36/3
ADC 170000 Quartz & XLM/3
ADC 2000 ex. arm
Aiwa AP2200 and cartridge
Aiwa AP2300
Aiwa AP2400
Aiwa AP2500
Aiwa AP2600
Akai AP100 ( Sp. off.)
Akai AP101 ( Sp. off.)
Akai AP206 4.- Cart.
Akai AP306 (
Sp. off.)
Akai AP006 ( Sp. off.) .
BSR BDS80 Mod. ex. Cart. ( Sp. off.)
135R BDS95 Module ex. Cart. ..
G
d 86SB Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) ..
G
d 13075 M75EDT2 ( Sp. off.)
G
d DDI30 & M75ED2
Garrard DD I
31 with M75 EDT2
Garrard 00132 with M75 EDT2
Garrard SP25 M6 Module & Cart.
Garrard GT20 and M75 EDT2
Garrard GT25 & M7SEDT2 ( Sp. off.)
Harman Kardon ST7 ( Sp. off.) ..
Hitachi PS38 Direct Drive ( Sp. off.)
Hitachi PS48 Direct Drive ( Sp. off.)
Hitachi PS58 Direct Drive (Sp. off.)

£69.50
£89.00
£112.00
£95 00
£99.90
£115.00
£125.00
£158.50
£189.00
£59.90
£69•90
£135 00
£118.00
£105•00
£29.90
£5•00
£62.00
£69 99
£87.00
£98 00
£105 00
£43 50
£59 00
£67 00
£255 00
£79 90
£99 90
£125.00

Hitachi HT350 Direct Drive
(Sp. off.)
£87-00
Hitachi HT353 Quartz ( Sp.
off.)
..
£99 -90
Hitachi HT463 Quartz ( Sp.
off.)
..
£ 126.50
Hitachi HT550 Quartz ( Sp.
off.)
..
£ 129.90
JVC QLA2..
£99 -90
Marantz 6100W ( Sp. off.) £57.50
Marantz 6025
£59.90
Marantz 6170 .. £92.00
Marantz 6070Q
£ 135•00
Micro Seiki MBIO and FFISE
Mk 2
£85•00
Micro Seiki MBIO .. £71.00
Monitor Audio ET500 excl.
arm
..
£141.00
Pioneer PL200 .. £88-90
Pioneer PL300
£ 111.00
Pioneer PL400 • • . £ 129.90
Pioneer PL600
£ 199.90
Pioneer PL512
£49•90
Pioneer PLI I7D ( Sp. off.) £79.90
Pioneer
PL55X
Direct
Drive ( Sp. off.) .. £ 120.00
Rotel RP900 ( Sp. off.) .. £49.90
Rotel RP5300 Direct Drive
(Sp. off.)
Sansui SBR200+ Cart. .. £ 57-50
Sansui SR222 Mk 2 .. £57.50
Sansui SIMS Direct Drive
(Sp. off.) . £94.50
Sansui FRIO8OP (S p. off.) £39.00
Sansui SR333E Direct
Drive ( Sp. off.) .. £99.90
Sansui SR838E • £218.50
Sugden 60101 and SAU2 £64.00
Sugden 60101 and SAU4 £82.00
Sugden 60101 excl. arm £48.00
Sugden BD2 and arm, black £38.00
Sugden 2 P&C & SAUS £51.50
Sugden 60103 and arm .. £94.00
Sugden BDI 03 excl. arm
peso
Sugden BD103 & SAU4 £ 1119.00
Sugden BDIA P&C and SAU2 £62-00
STD 3050 ......£25800
STO 305M
£195.00
STD 305D x GH2280 .. £350.00
STD 305M x GH228D £287-00
Teac TSFIS + ATI I .• £66.00
Teat TSF30 + ATI I ..
C78-00
Thorens TD104
£85•00
Thorens TD105
£ 102.00
Thorens TOI 10 ( manual £ 110.00
Thorens TOI IS (automatic) £ 127.00
Thorens TDI26 Mk 3/BC £ 188.00
Thorens TDI26 Mk 3/C .. 229.00
£
Thorens TDI26C Mk 2
(Sp. off.)
LI6P-00
Thorens TD16013id Mk 2 £89.00
Thorens TDI60B/C / SME
3009 Fixed ( Sp. off.) .. £141-00
Toshiba SR220, 5R22.5,
SR335, SR370, SRA230,
59330. 5R430
Toshiba SRF225D .. [85 00
Toshiba FRS325 + cart. £85.00
Toshiba
FRS530
Direct
Drive + cart.
[99.90

e

CARTRIDGES ( P/P £ 1.50)
ADC X LM Mk 3 .
£37.00
ADC XLM Super, Case and
Headshell [33.75
ADC VLM Mk 3
£25 00
ADC ZLM
£61 00
ADC QLM30/3
£9.25
ADC QLM32/3
£ 10 25
ADC QLM34/3
[ II 25
ADC QLM36/3
£ 18 50
AKG P6E
.
£ 17 50
AKG P7E
£26 00
AKG P8E
£46 50
AKG P8ES
£57 00
Decca Deram Con. L. Blue £625
Decca London Mk 5Export £38 00
Decca London Export Gold £55 00
Decca London Maroon .. £42 00
Decca London Blue .. [33 00

Empire 999REX
Empire 2001 E
Empire 2000E IV ..

• . £600
• £6.90
. • £13.90
• £26.00
• • £69.25
• £17.25

Empire 2000X ..
Empire EDR9
Goldring G900E
Goldring G800
£4.90
Goldring G800E
£7.90
Goldring G900SE Mk 2 ..
[37.25
£3.10
Goldring DI 10 Stylus ..
Goldring 0110E Stylus ..
[5.90
Lentek Pre-amp Din or
£57.00
Phono ..
Lentek Entre ..
£99.90
Ortofon FFIOE (
Sp. off.)..
£8.90
Ortofon MCIO
£43.20
Ortofon FI
5E Mk 2 ..
£23.00
Ortofon FFISE Mk 2 ..
£16.50
£49.50
Ortofon M20E Super ..
£56.00
O rtofon M20FL Super .
Ortofon VM S20E/2 CAP210
£33.50
(Sp. off.) .
Ortofon MC20 and STM72
£75•50
£61.50
Ortofon MCIO and STM72
Ortofon MCAIO
£61.50
£13 25
Ortofon FF I5E
Satin M1170 ( Sp. off.)
£58 90
Satin MII7Z
£38 90
Shure M44E
£8•00
Shure 1155E
£8.90
Shure 1175-6S ..
£7.90
Shure M758 Type 2
[II- 00
Shure M7SED Type 2
£16.00
Shure M7SEJ Type 2
£13.50
Shure M95ED
£20.50
Shure M95E1 ..
£14 00
Shure VIS Type 3
£49 00
Shure V15 Type 4
£66-00
Shure M95HE
£25.00
Signet TK3E (Sp. off.)
£14.90
Stanton 500E ..
£13.95
Stanton 500A
£11•95
Stanton 500EE
£20 50
Stanton 680EE
£23 95
Stanton 68IEEE
£37 95
Stanton 88IS
£59 95
Stanton 68IEES
£52.00
Ultimo 20A
£75.50
Ultimo 10X
..
£49.50
UAD Pre-amp .. .• [37.50

Aiwa TPR905
Aka, A.1480 ( Sp. off.)
Marantz CRI053L
Marantz CRI203L
Marantz CRS2024
Panasonic DR26
Panasonic DR28
Panasonic DR49
Roberts RT22
Roberts R606MB
Roberts RM20
Roberts RM30
Roberts RM50
Roberts Rambler
Sharp GF13585
Sharp GF9I91
Sharp GF9090
Shlrp GF9I91

e

VHS VIDEO TAPE
(P/P 65p)
Akai VHST60 ( 1hour) ..
Akai VHSTI20 (2 hours)
Akai VHSTI80 ( 3 hours)
TDK VHSE60
TDK VHS E120
TDK VHS E180

e

RADIOS AND
RADIO CASSETTES
(P/P Free)
Aiwa TPR I
80 .. .. £63.90
Aiwa TPR903 .. .. [ 109.00
Aiwa TPR940 .. .. [ 143.00
Aiwa TPR950 .. .. £189•00

TOSHIBA
SA320L
SYSTEM
Toshiba SA320L Receiver
Sansui 5R222 Mk 2 Turntable
Ortofon FFISE Mk 2 Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Shelton XP2
Speakers

Special offer £230
-4

HARMAN
KARDON 330C
SYSTEM

Harman Kardon 330C Receiver
Micro Seiki MBIO Turntable inc.
Magnetic Cartridge
Pair Tannoy TI25 Oxford
Speakers
SPECIAL £.90
OFFER
16,
-

£7.90
£11.10
£13.50
£7.90
£10.50
£13.00

IN CAR HI- F1 ( P/P ( 3.50)
Philips AC860
[156.00
Philips AC890
£195.00
Pioneer TS168 3- way pr £77.00
Pioneer T5695 3- way pr £78.00
Pioneer 15160 20 watt pr £12.00
Pioneer
AD30
Amp/
equalizer £ 108.00
Pioneer GM40 16 W Amp £43-00
Pioneer KP66G
£81.00
Pioneer KP88G
£ 108.00

e PORTABLE

,.

SPECIAL OFFERS IN
£125.00
TOSHIBA
£135 00
£39.95
£49.95 QR2000 Portable Clock/
Radio
C43.00
£89.95
£170-90
£197.90
Radio Cassettes
£349.90 RT6410
.. £66.00
£36 00 RT7410
.. £79.00
£54.00 RT/3600S Stereo ..
.. £ 113.00
£2810
£44.00
£65.50 Cassette Deck
.. £239-00
£24.75 PC6030 ..
£159-90
£182.00
£149.50 Tuner Amplifiers
.. £ 117.00
£182 00 SA420 ..
SAS 20 ..
.. £147.00
SA620
.. £ 195.00

Or with Aiwa AD6300 Cassette
Deck for £129 extra

All these Systems sent Carriage FREE on UK Mainland

Latest New Models:
Quartz Clocks
TCQI28
TCQ153

.. £38.00
.. £44.50

Music Centres
SM2750
SM-D30
SM4750

.. £ 157.00
£449.00
.. £598.00

£89 SO
£ 125 00

Special offer £320
Aiwa AP2200 Turntable +
Cartridge £95 extra

AIWA AF3090
SYSTEM
Aiwa AF3090 Cassette Receiver
Pair Celestion Ditton 22
Speakers

Hitachi SR503L Receiver
Hitachi D220 Cassette Deck
Hitachi HT350 Turntable - ICartridge
Pair KEF Celeste Ill Speakers

Special
offer £499

.. £ 103.50

Aiwa AF3060 Cassette Receiver
Pair Celestion Dicton I5XR
Speakers

HITACHI
SR503L
SYSTEM

Aiwa AX7600 Receiver
Aiwa AP2500 Turntable
Stanton 680EE Cartridge
Pair Mordaunt Short Pageant 2
Speakers

Tuner
ST420

AIWA AF3060
SYSTEM

Sansui AU2I7 Amplifier
Sansui TU2I7 Tuner
Sansui SC I110 Cassette Deck
Sansui SR222 Mk 2 Turntable
and Cartridge
Sansui GX5 Rack RX100
Accessory unit
Pair KEF Celeste Ill Speakers
SPECIAL £519
OFFER
e•

AIWA AX7600
SYSTEM

.. £ 172.50
.. £248-00

Cassette Decks
PC- X10
PC- X20 ( Metal Tape)

SANSUI AU2I7
RACK SYSTEM

Special offer £380

Stereo Amplifiers
511620 ..
S13820

Special offer £459
1

Or with Aiwa AP2200
Turntable Cartridge for
£95 extra

SANSUI G301
RACK
SYSTEM
Sansui G301 Receiver
Sansui SCI ( 20 Cassette Deck
Sansui SR232 Turntable • Cart.
Sp ansui GX100 Rack
.air Celeste Ill Speakers
_ Special

offer £438
'

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 15% EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER SERVICE

camel». Britains

leading Hi Fi and Cassette Centre

Major stockists of A.D.C., A.R. Aiwa, Akai, Amstrad, Celestion, Castle, Ferguson, Goodmans, Hitachi, JVC, Marantz, NAD, Nakamichi,
Panasonic, Philips, Pioneer, Rotel, Sanyo, Sony, Sharp, Sansui, Technics, Tea c,Ta nno y, Tos hiba,Trio, Wharfedale, & Yamaha
Our Price

A PL IFIERS

Akai
A
Li
AM 2350/2450/2250
S
Ama AA8700

£47.95

Our Price

Amstrad EX 330

£69.95

t JVC

./7

TRIO KA 3i00
Beautiful 25w per channel stereo
amplifier giving no more than 0.1% total
harmonic distortion, loudness switch,
i
nput sefectoalor phono, tuner or aux. reallytrernendoui cost/performance ratio

Amstrad EX 220
Quality Hi Ei at alow price with
this 25W output stereo amplifie
giving afull range of filters and
bars, treble and balance conVols

Our

AS3/AS5

Our Pnce

POA

Teac AS30

99.95

Technics SU8011/8022

POA

Yamaha CA 710

POA

Castle RIchmorp1 II

£78.95
Wharfedale Linton 0P2
Successor to the famous Linton
3XP, this unit has an improved
Hi Frequency unit. apower rat 10 9
of 35W and suitable for amplifiers

e

Goodmanst"----RB20
Superb true Hi•Fi speakers to sui
amplifiers rated at 1G5OW
undistorted music power

_A,

SYSTEII"

POA
79.95

Gershon Dimon 15XR

POA
POA

JVC SK 500/SK 700)500

POA

JAL 19/40/50

Poe

librartz 1515

Aiwa Micro- System ( En
with SCE 11 speakers

f449.95

£52.95

Mordant Short Range

POA

PL-512

Tannoy/K1.11 Complete range

Wharf ESRUES70,/431)

POA
£49.95
POA

Pioneer Mini System £ 569.95
with CSx2 speakers £659.90
(optional rack 63000 £64.95)

Amstrad Mini System £ 199.95

JTVII

51 95

Sony ST212
Sony ST515

POA

auto programme locating deem
LCD quartz clock /timer, memory
full auto stop & many other features.

Sanyo RD 4028
Beautifully designed "Wedge"
Amend EXTDO
, shape Dolby Stereo Cassette
Front loading hiai Stereo Dolby e:assette deck featuring record level controls

JVC
Ma.aata

Pennon« 611
P.m« ,
Sony
Shen/
Sanyo
Teed»

149 95
079 95
PUA
(63 95
PUA
PUA
pou
PO A
PUA
PUA
t132 95
FBI 95

CT F500
In Srock
CTF500H B In Stock
ECV2
P0 A
TCKIA
PO A
RT 1157
e0996
RT1144 ( 92 95
RO 5050 ( 69 95
PCx10
PC31P9

Aka ADM100K
Brand new superb quality Dolby
Stereo Cassette deck, leaturrng CUP
/rev.eW mechanism, peak indicator
:oll out. Stop, extremely low W&F

pou
Cii A

Aiwa

A07000

(Us 95

SCI110

(133 95

TCK4A
OCAS

'port.

005600

0129 95

M200
A06350
GAC7040
GAC706E1

me 95
f143.95
PUA,
wags

0550
0555
0560
0555
0755

PO A.
P0 A
POA.
POA.
PUA

JVC

1(010
KOA3

PO A.
PO A

Mamie

5010
50108

1139 95
1130 . 1

Trio

Pislrps

2543

fl 09 of

T... 0103

Pioneer

CT506
In Stec'
CT606
In Shook
CTE600H B In St.1,

Char
%tech.

Rotai

Sony

PUA

Shwa
Sane

0104 95

Tastes,,1 05616
Tadiba

Ci24.95

PC2300
PC530

PDA
POA.

K0550
KX530

0119 95
0114 95

Aiwa

RI315 ( 103 95
Rom
I 11'30 9' , Aka.

140
A01,090
5,...

I

I

Miser

0850
0580
0777

Pow,
P0A.
PO A.

ITT

8021

0152 95

JVC

KOA5
KDS201

PUA
P0 A

Maranta 502501

0189.95

Pioneer

CTE750H8
CTE650H8

In Stec
In Stock

Same

SC2100 ( 199 95

Sony

TC1(5

84 95
POA

Bur HitachiFT340£69-95
CASSEIVERS

£89.95

Our

with index markers. Cr02/FeCr/ normal

0101122.0
Affl
6700
006600
A06800
A06900
Altar

elitache

0309
( 239
E233
C364

95
95
"
95

01(C7250
GRE7320
GAC7350
GXC7I50

PUA
P13 A
P0 A
PUA

0900
0980
055000

Pou
P0
PU A

JVC

iI24 95

PUA
PSA
PUA

Toshabe PC5460
PC.1
Too
10(610

PO A.

(19995
P0 A

Yamaha 10521

Pou

Manes 50300
PIDOM

Price

vE950.8 in g-

POA
PO.A
PO A
Pou
PUA
0259 95

CTE8S01.18 In 5,0Ch
Sony

Snack
CTE900
In SW.
CT 10 -10
in Srco
CTE1250Ht3 In
C

,

800)

ICK60
TC1(96R

Udine R5641
RSM56
RSM85

in

SIO0

(17U5
1153 95

pROF ESSIONAL ADVICE •BEST PRODUCTS
AT PRICES WHICH ARE HARD TO BEAT

Right next door to Whitechapel Underground Station

24 Hour Answering Service
6pm Mon Sal

Open 9am --

A

lex 4.44
444
a, HOT lINE
1 01 14/ 1114
re en. era
ayerwer a

L

Ina prices in thaw adytelteemenIS
wars linoluad on
Men. ch•Ck prices and
arelelehry at rime or punihasa

8.8.79

.81\
=1=1

,[8r.ar ,

.
r

I ,

Ferguson 3925
New concept in

stereo -

acasseiver combining Medium

timer stand-by button.

Cavendish
GUARANTEE of SERVICE
OVER 1000 ITEMS TO CHOOSE F ROM

311 WHITECHAPEL RD., LONDON El
HI-FI CENTRE
279/283 WHITECHAPEL RD. LONDON El
CASSETTE CENThE

Tel: 01-247 3453

KO6i
51501
KOA77
K085
KA8

Techaiss OSMIO
Outstanding front loading Dolby
casette deck with super permalloy
recording/playback head, Cr02/FeCr/
Normal tape selector, full auto-stop,

PU

Teeniu, RS8122
R50433
051.103

Under ( 200

Cavendiqi u
CASSE111 MIRE keaies
25()

deck with line in/out controls, record

level meters. Auto-stop. bias/equal facility, tape facility, hies/equal switches. tape
W&F of only 0.085%.
counter and auto stop Marvellous teem

Under E150

Under Elln

Hitachi

Trio 5500

Our Price

£56.95

POA

Yamaha CT 410710 510

hit

counter, second display counter,

7060
CS 7030
CS 340
0220
0230
030S
CMOS
KOA2
K0720
C0312

54.95

with OrtofonFF15E

£117.95

130's with this NEW Microprocessor

Alm

Tr. KO 1033

POA
POA

93 95

PUA
POA

THIS MONTHS STAR

Our Prece -1

79.95 '

foshiba ST???

126 95

Pioneer 1X606

45 95
POA

Toshiba Sfi 255

ics sSi
T4
8020
80-7300
Toerhrmia
T

p0A

Maranta 2100
POA

Amstrad EX202
Hitachi FT340

In Stock
POA

63 95 i
Technics S1210/230/3200/3300 ,
Technics 5200/5300 .

SR222 £64.95

STEREO TUNERS

£74.95

Huai the sounds of the

Amstrad / 050

PL300i400/200
Sony PST 111/10
Technics SL200

..

tonearm.

Amstrad EX303

89.95
99
' 1.9 A5

JVC / 13L5/0L Fe/Oil/LASS/L/111 POA
Marante 6170
96.95
Pioneer 516/514/

fully tapered tonearrn, carbon fibre

THIS MONTHS STAR BUY SanSUi

Akai AT 22501

66 95 I
1136.95
POA

Hitachi HT 353
Hitachi HT 550 01

moulded cartridge head, viscous
cueing, illuminated R PM read out
Complete with XLM3 cartridge

Sharp RT-315IE

Dolby Cassette Deck featuring

I

POA
£ 113.95
151.95
199.95

TURNTABLES
ADC 1500
ADC 1690
Akai AP 206
Garrard SP25 VI
Garrard 0135

AOCITIODD Own:
Superb semi automatic direct drive
quartz lock turntable with low mass

2speed belt drive manual
turn table with W&F of only
0.055%, static- balance S shaped

Our Price

£186.95

'

'Toshiba SA735
Yamaha CR820

(...)
• -

New

fflow■IrD ECK
Our Price

Technics SA TOOL

IMF

JVC 11.V72 77

CIO_DLB

049.95

Sony SIR 212/Sift 313 L

£10695

r O
-ur Price

POA

Amstrad mini speakers LS101 £44.95

Aiwa Micro-System ( A) £382.95

r
TURNTABLES

Monitor Audio MA 6

51/2.1

Sanyo JCX 2400

Altai AA1125
A powerful receiver eying 25W
output, tape monitoring for two
tape machine, boost & combined
FM/AM meters.

AM/FM Stereo Receiver giving 291i
per channel, low filter, FM muting,
signal strength and FM tuning metws,
2sets of speakers facility. tape monitor.

Pioneer

Videotone Minimax

6595
5195
PO A.
149.95
147.95

JVC JAS 201/301/RS5/RS7
Maranta 1515L
112.95 e
Pioneer •
1n stuck •

56 95
86.95
131.95

Technics

Amstrad 212

THIS MONTHS STAR BUY Marantz 1530 £149.95

22

KEF Complete range
Meant, OG
Monitor Audio Mini Monitor

E
le"
R
evs
(985

THIS MONTHS STAR BUY

MINI

Wee,

•
129.95 '
164.95

•Eagle 7200
IHitachi SR 504/604
Hitachi 703
ITT 8031

69.95

SPEAKERS
AR 18/17/15

te'tsess

£109 . 95

Price

P.O.W.

Sony TA3I3

Celethon Dillon

laiede

RECEIVERS
Akai 1115 •
Aiwa AX7400

Our Price

£112 95

THIS MONTHS STAR BUY Sony TA 212 £69.95

4Wiee-gS

ECEIVERS

112.95

See and hear the new tans« from
Hitachi, JVC. Pioneer and Sony all at composure prices.

have click position potentiometers

R

56.95 •

Eagle A7600
eSansui A117

•ny•

POA
259.95

pou
Fo u
Pou
Pou
P0 A
Pou

&Stereo VHF radio, front
loading cassette deck, 20w output
Aiwa 3070
3090
Ferguson 3926
Goodmans 4000
(with speakers/
Maranta 4025
National SG70
Sony HST 89
Teat 1500

229.95
347.95
16E95

Aiwa

275.95
224.95

189 95

ow to order

OROE RING BY MAIL To Order by mail state

the goods required and enclose cheque, postal
order or give your ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD
number ( if sanding cash please use aregistered
envelope). Please see P & Pchew below.
Mail order to:
279/283 WHITECHAPEL RD., LONDON E.1
If paying by ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD you
may phone in your order for prompt delivery.
SECURICOR DELIVERY. Add
U.K. Mainland only.

to order.

POST & PACKING add the following for P&P
Amps, Tuner Amps., Stereo Tuners. Turntables.
Cassette Players, Dolby Decks in Car add ( 1.50.
Music Centres & speakers add £4Securicor 14
Cartridge add 50P.

* OVER 1000 MODELS IN STOCK

"
ir00 0rn

MOW ,40,18

* BIGGEST DISCOUNTS
* TEST ON OUR COMPARATORS

* ESTABLISHED OVER 50 YEARS
MUSIC

TRES

Our Price

e

£389 -95

£369.95

4

i-e
ans-

;*

_

•

_

-G••

osai

AIWA AF 53008
New model high quality 4 band

Goodmans MCD .100 Mark II

MusiciCentre with facility for

with improved turntab,e,

6 FM stations . 0 be preset.
Also Dolby cassette deck with

Hoshpertormancestereu
FMIA61/1/M/S waveband
music centre featuring e35w
per channelame stereo FM tuner
with tivepreser selectors Dolby
cassette deck arid belt drive
torntabie lined won Sshaped lone inn

normal/Cr02/FeCr tape facility
and belt drive auto. turntable.
Complete with speakers.

tr

Hitachi 7785

Our

Pr,ce

£349.95

True Hi Fi Music Centre

National SG 3000

POA

369.95

Aiwa 5600

449.95

Sharp SG400

Ferguson 3971

179.95

Sharp 450

339.95

Grundig RPC 350

359.95

Sharp SG500

51.95

Hitachi STO 170

POA

Sanyo G2002

184.95

Hitachi SOT 300

POA

In MC 22

279.95

Sanyo 4C01

Hitachi SOT 430
239.95

259.95

Sony HMK 80

POA
POA

JVC MF47

POA

Toshioa 3350/3650

JVC MF33

POA

Toshiba SM3600/3750P0A

JVC MF 5511.

receiver with 6 pre tuned controls

National SG4000

POA

and AFC Turntable with

National 5070

PUA

auto return and stroboscope

National 5090

POA

National 6070

POA

chrome nor mal tape facility

Sherri 56460E
Precosionengmeered hi fi music centre
with LW/MW/SW/FM 5Pre valet
stations', redo, auto Programme
search system, turntable with
stroboscope & 'S' shape tonearm,
talky carete deck with auto level
control . ind auto. Cr02 tape :election.
Complete with SG460 speak,.

Aiwa 5300

with SVV ,MW1W/FM stereo

Dolby casseite deck wit h feri lc

.rev
-

Sony HMK 33

POA

POA

I ALL

THESE MUSIC CENTRES
COME WITH FREE STAND

Cavendish introduce you to four
of over 40 different Hi Fi rack systems I
in stock- Come along and test them
in our modern showroom.

7.f
11
*)

This System consists of, Hitachi HT 354 direct
dove turntable,
Hitachi 0220 Dolby
Casatte Dank,
Hitachi FT340
Stereo Tuner,
Hitachi HA 250

_31

SYSTEM CTRS114

SYSTEM

CTRS106

This System consists of JVC JAS5 Stereo Amplifier
JVC JTV5 Stereo Tuner
JVC ( 010 Dolby Cassette Deck
JVCJLAll Turntable
Wharfedale Linton XP2 Speakers
114 Rack and all leads.

"

Our Price

£499.95

£409-95

al

Our Price

£136.95

Magnificent battery/maim stereo
cassette tape recorder fined with
Auto Programme Search System
IAPSS). NW/LIN/SW/FM stereo radio,
twin VU meten, normal, Cr021/ FeChr
tape facility plus many otter features.

Delivery £ 1O.,

Seeurieor delivery f10
Aiwa TPR 1150K
A beautiful 5band stereo maio/cassetts
recorder with 2SW/L/M/FM stereo
5W per channel Auto/ manual recording
with 4wry VU rneters.and aiN!F of
0.07%. also me/review, system.r auto
tern sedtchino oil damped cistern el.!

Stereo Radio
Cassette Recorders
Aiwa '" . 5
Akai AJ 490

VIDEO CASSETTE
CENTRE

f163.95
f144.95

Crown CSC626

112.95

Hitachi 8155

£72 . 95

£75.95

al

•Securicor

Our Price

£ 114.95

Hitacni 8015/80513/8080
JVC 626/838

i POA

Pay avisit to London's Top Video Centre for the
mist competitive prices. Test on comparator Akai, Ferguson,
I
ltacha, JVC. National, Philips & Sons, & tam's, ToshibaBuy now ready to record all your favourite programmes.

POP,
Flrgurron
.

National 4350
Normande 881
JVC RC.545
Fine stereo radio recorder with
Grandia RR280
LW/MW/SW/FM. max output of
4wave band cassette/radio recorder
5.4W 12.7W per char net) onefeaturing FM, SW, MW, SW radio,
25W output, built-in mike, electronic touch recording facility, tine tuning
cueirevresv.auto stop 3way power
pause. autostop, monitoring and
supply lballerY ' AC ,, :
ar battery)

,Ferguson 3711
Grundig RR 400
Hitachi 5300
Hitachi TAO 5404
ITTRC2500

043 95
£47 95
163 95
POA
44.95
/8 95
34.95
P.O.A.

103.95

Sanyc 9979

125.95

Sharp 8585

149.95

Sharp 9090

t31.. 95

Sony 520

PUA

Sony CF 570

79.95

Sanyo 2560 LG

39.95

Hitachi TRIS 299
National 309

Sanyo 2441

62.95

Philips 4i233

23.95

Sharp 1754

36.95

Sharp 610
Sony IC 63

22 95

Sony IC 65
Mini Cassettes

32 95

015236
2152
vt.M Ill
IlLM

JVC M<101)

POA

eve.
AT1IE £95;
', ch.. ATM A C15 35I

Sanyo 10011
Sanyo 30013
Sony IC 44

46 95
44 9!
59 95

Sharp 2800
Sony CFM 31

54.95
( 56.95

39.95
48 95

ITT 720

JVC 324

6995

Marantz 1053

36.95

JVC 1635
Battery Mains
."..
11 772
Ferguson 3007

59.95
POA
POA
21 95

Save on C.90 Superbuys Agfa Carat
Man BASF Chrome
cassette t pes BASF Fe. Chrome

Hitachi 36 'blini'
,

36.95
POA

29 95

POA

CARTRIDGES
00,34

EIO 95 Shun
Es6 9rj
654 95;
123 95
03 95

noolon FF I
r.E
613 Chi
PISE ( 19 Mt
01,
09206 (78 95
M2OF 1 fill 95:
Commie
20 f3F 95

1.75 Memorex
1.80
1.70 Sony Ferro Chrome 2.00
2.00 Sony CR2
1.75

f. 54995

m/5E.,
M75k0 , I195
M9560 ,I9 2h
M95E1 - 13 5
M950 . 17 95
V15111 fuel
V15 iv 258 9

a44

Our Price
Sons -Fletaren

VIDEO TAPE

64.95

Toshiba 8700/8510

ADC

4

Our Price

159.95

-erguson 3T09

Philips AR664

rITT 'Tiny'
1inc RC 232

National 533/301

POA
POA

Video Star 3V00

119.95

Philips AR774

Hitachi 14 7,295

Stereo Recorders/ Battery Mains

POA
POA

Hitachi TRK80110
Encellent take for money 4wave ban
Stereo radionassette recorder. FM/LW
MW/SW radio, AC/DC/car battery liana
2W per clarinet cue/review and auto stop

National 539
POA
Nordmende Gioaecerder 145.95

5595

National 554/553

o

Securicor delivery f10

Our Price

Our Price

Battery Mains/Radios
Aiwa TPR 130
Aiwa IPA 100
Aiwa TPR 180
lAkai 370

e7
, 301

Stereo Amplifier
with Maranta 4G speakers
110 Rack and all leads

This System consists of s
Toshiba SC & SY 335 Power & PreAmp
Toshiba ST 335 Stereo Tuner
a.
Toshiba PC 335 Dolby Cassettr Deck
Toshiba Sin 330 Turntable
Maranta 46 speakers.
114 Rack and all leads

a£M11,;•••--,

Sharp 6F
Akai
Tremendous quality al le
incredible price. An FM/
MW/LW radio and cassette recorder,
with AFC and Auto Level Control.
sl eep timer, battery/AC/DC power
source auto shut oft, tape counter

Our Price

£369.95

SeCur ,ccr delivery £ 10

RADIO CASSETTE.S.._
lIourp;77:£45 95

SYSTEM CTRS105

CTRS100

SYSTEM

'Thu mtere meats o
Amstrad EX3G3 Steno Tuner
Amstrad E0330 Stereo Amplifier
Amstrad 6X700 Dolby Cassette Deck
•Amstrad 80800 Turntable
Amstrad ( 1350 Speakers
MM
Compete with matching rack
and all leads
I
Frnrshedjirr Sll Ye
t309 95
Finutted in black
£319 95

VHS

Philips

30
16.00
60
67.50
120 £ 10.50
180 £ 11.50

LVC 60 ( 10.75
LVC 90 £ 12.05
LVC 120 £ 14.75
LVC 150 £ 15.95

£599-95
Betarriax
L250
M.50
L370 ( 750
L500 £6.59
L750
01.75

al
al
al
al
al
al

LIMITED PERIOD OFFERS ON VIDEO TAPES g
Philips LVC 150 t:15.95 or 10 for £ 155
Thorn/JVC VHS 180 £ 11.50 or
5 for E55. or 10 for £ 106

SWIM

le 95
500EE . 1395
6006E £ 11 95
a/OFR[ 139 5

lictarnax 1.500 £ 8.50 or 10 for £ 80

500A .

Post and Packing

1-3 tapes add 50D

4 -6 tapes add£1.50 6 tapes or more add £ 2.00q

al
al
CASSETTE CENTRE

MConomet
40140/

ROTEL RA300
Stereo
99

Amplifier

-

20 watts RMS

Cie

per channel

•Sie

£59.50

ROTEL RA350
Stereo
Amplifier
35 watts RMS
per channel.

re

£84.90

ROTEL RT300
Stereo
Tuner
LW/MW/FM

STEREO AMPLIFIERS

ROTEL RX300
Stereo
Receiver

e • Qe % s_1

:;"

20 watts RMS
per channel
LW/MW/FM

OUR
PRICE
79.90
95.90
116.90
128.90
152.90
184.90
244.90
294.90
99.90
124 90
154.90
71 90
78.90
98.90
129.90
139.90

CASSEIVERS
Tuner/Amplifier/Cassette combinations
AIWA AF3070 2 30 Dolby cassette
429 17 229 90
AXAI AC3500L 2x 25 Dolby cassette....
224 90
FERGUSON 3926 2 „kr 20 watts RMS.
164 90
4waveband with Dolby cassette
GOODMANS 4000 2x 28 with Dolby cassette
inc. pair Goodmans MC35 loudspeakers
274 90
MARANTZ 4025L 2x 25 with Dolby cassette
249.90
LW/MW/FM

TUNERS
AIWA AT9300 LW/MW/FM
130 04
AXAI 2250L MW/LW/FM
ALBA 2000 MW/LW/FM
AMSTRAD 3000 Mk. 2LW/MW/FM
AMSTRAD EX 202 MW/LW/FM
67.70
AMSTRAD EX 303 MW/LW/FM
77.119
AMSTRAD 1101 Micro Digital MW/LW/FM
ARMSTRONG 624 FM
132.80
ARMSTRONG 623 MW/LW/FM
171.73
MARANTZ 2050
MARANTZ 2020L LW/MW/FM
MARANTZ 2100
113.511
MARANTZ 2060ML LW/MW/FM
PIONEER TX 408 MW/FM
PIONEER TX 608 LW/MW/FM
PIONEER TX 7800 MW/FM
PIONEER TX 9800 MW/FM
ROTEL RT300 LW/MW/FM
ROTEL RT426 MW/FM
ROTEL 81824 MW/FM
ROTEL RT925
ROTEL RT1000 LW/MW/FM
ROTEL RT1025
SANSUI 160 MW/FM
SANSUI 7130 MW/FM
SOLA VOX ST 3002 FM/MW/LW
TENSAI TT 3045
TRIO KT 5550 MW/FM
TRIO KT 5500 MW/FM

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS

£59.90

BEC
PRICE

TunerlAmplasers-cont.
RT(L RX2O3 2e 20
ROTEL RO 300 2x 20
ROTEL RX 304 2e 22 LW/MW/FM
ROTEL RX 404 2if 30 LW/MW/FM
ROTEL RO 504 2Y 40
ROTEL RO 604 2X 50
ROTEL RX 1203 2X 120
ROTEL RX 1603 2x 180
SANSUI R30 2X 25
SANSUI 850 2K 45
SANSUI 670 2X 85
SOLA VOX SR 2220 2x 20
TRIO KR 2090 2x 18
TRIO KR 3090 2x 25
TRIO KR 4070 2x 40 MEN
TRIO KR 40701.2 x 40 LW/MW/FIA

REC
OUR
PRICE PRICE
AIWA AA8100 2X 25
124 41
91.90
AIWA AA8300 2X 45
168 50 132.90
AXAI AM2250 2X 25
78.90
AKAI AM 2450 2X 45
137.75
ALBA 2025 2X 27
-72.90
ALBA 2050 2X50
100.90
AMSTRAD EX 220 2X 25
70.08 48.90
AMSTRAD EX 330 2x 35
85.63 59.90
AMSTRAD A101/P101 Micro 2 25
82.50
ARMSTRONG 621 2X 40 .
153 33 119.90
MARANTZ 1050 2X 25 ...
135 96 79.90
MARANTZ 1040M 2X 20
79.90
MARANTZ 1070M 2X 35
109.90
MARANTZ 1072 2X 36
176.84 104.90
PIONEER SA 408 2X 20
69.90
PIONEER SA 508 2x 25
91.90
PIONEER SA 608 2X 45
127.90
PIONEER SA 7800 2X115
239.90
PIONEER SA 8800 2X 80
289 90
PIONEER SA 9800 1X 100
379.90
ROTEL RA 300 2x 20
59.50
ROTEL RE 700 graphic equaliser
69.90
ROTEL RA 314 2,
e25
79.90
ROTEL RA 350 2x 35
84.90
ROTEL RA 414 2x 35
102.90
ROTEL RC 1000 pre amp inc. graphic equaliser 109 90
ROTEL RB 1000 2,K 65 power amp
ROTEL RA 1000 2,X 40 inc. graphic equaliser 129.90
ROTEL RA 1412 2x 110
189.90
SANSU1 A40 2X 25
69.90
SANSUI A80 2x 45 DC coupled
99.90
SANSUI A80 2)( 65 DC coupled
129.90
SOLA VOX SA 3020 Ox 20
49.90
TENSAI TA 2030 2X 23
66.90
TENSAI TA 2045 2x 35
79.90
TRIO KA3750 2X25
74.90
TRIO KA 3700 2X 25
79.90
TRIO KA305 2X' 40
99 90
GARRARD MRM101 Hi•Fi music recovery
module. this unit is able to see a scratch or
noise pulse in an audio signal waveform then
electronically delete it giving clean record
replay
133.69 09.90

AKAI AA1125 2X 25
124.90
ALBA UA1500 2-x 10
49.90
ALBA 2125 2x 27 LW/MW/FM
112.25
ALBA 2150 2X 50 LW/MW/FM
148.00
AMSTRAD 0%222 2X 25
97.58 60.25
AMSTRAD EX 333 2X30
136 41
95.75
ARMSTRONG 625 FM 2'0(40
242.27 189.00
ARMSTRONG 626 AM/FM 2X40
279.07 214.50
GOODMANS MOD 130 2x 50
129.90
LLOYTRON 6430 2x 30 MW/FM
69.90
LLOYTRON 9440 2e 40 MW/FM
89.90
MARANTZ MR215 2e 15
89.94
MARANTZ MR230 2e30
139.94
MARANTZ MR250 2 • 50
169.94
PIONEER SX590 2e 20
124.90
PIONEER SX690 2 • 30
147.90
PIONEER SX980 2 • 80
368.90
PIONEER SX1080 2e 120
449.50

97.90
79 90
71.25
29.90
47.90
55.00
74.90
102.00
132.75
79.90
79.94
99.90
94.90
69.90
92.90
169.90
227.90
59.90
79.90
79.94
97.90
104.90
109.90
69.90
104.90
49.90
79.90
82.90
89.90

TURNTABLES
AIWA AP2300 Direct drive in.
magnetic cartridge
AIWA AP2400 Direct drive inc.
magnetic cartridge

-

109 90

152 31 129.90
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£95.90
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Super Service - The McOnomy Way...

xe:re
ev:nf'

• CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE • ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT!

ROTEL RD300

• GUA RA NTEE - 12 months guarantee covering parts and labour
on all products.

ee:ere

• DELIVERY SERVICE - up to 25 miles for a small charge.

Front- Loading

• AFTER SALES SERVICE - fully equipped service departments always at your disposal.

Dolby Stereo
Cassette Deck.

•••

IIMICLAYCARD

• BRAND NAMES - products sold by McOnomy bear the
name ( and carry the reputation) of well-known manufacturers.

.111,

• DISPLAY - all products in McOnomy stores are clearly
displayed in comfortable surroundings.

£8790

,

Personal callers welcome at all branches.

,•••

0
,4re re 1,1 ley ter, 1,1 1,1 to 1,
:.
111111

252

ev:ne

• LATE OPENING - 9.00 a.m. - 8.00 p.m. Weekdays
5.30 p.m. Saturdays - Scottish Branches also open Sunday 10.00 pm. - 5.30 p.m

11111111'1

All offers subject to availability.
48848
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Turntables - cont.

ROC

OUR

PRICE

PRICE

AMSTRAD TP120 belt drive
8SR P208 belt drive auto, fitted ADC EILM33
magnetic cartridge
BSR Quanta 500 belt drive. fitted ADC EILM 32
magnetic cartridge
BSR Quanta 600 belt drive DC Servo auto
return. fitted AOC OLM 32 magnetic cartridge BSR Quanta 100 direct drive auto return.
fitted ADC OLM34 magnetic cartridge
9SR Quanta 800 direct drive quartz locked,
auto return, fitted ADC XLM mag cartridge CONNOISSEUR 801 kit.
24.15
CONNOISSEUR 802
GARRARD SP25 Mk. 6belt drive with Shure
M75/6/SM
69.00
GARRARD 5120 belt- drive Shure M7500 103.50
GARRARD 0125 belt- drive auto stop M75ED 116.44
GARRARD GT35 Servo belt- drive auto stop
M75E0
140.16
GARRARD 00130 Direct drive Shure or
°Melon cartridge
142.31
GARRARD 00131 Direct drive semi auto fitted
Ortofon FF15E Mk. 2cartridge
GARRARD 00132 Direct drive fully auto tilted
Ortolan FF150 Mk. 2cartridge
MARANT2 6025 belt drive
94:04
PIONEER PL512 belt drive
PIONEER PL200X Direct drive inc. cartridge
PIONEER M.3000 Quartz locked direct drive
auto return inc. cartridge
PIONEER P14000 Quartz locked direct drive
fully auto inc. cartridge
ROTEL RP1000 Direct drive semi auto
SANSUI SRB2008 belt drive auto stop inc.
cartridge
SANSUI SR222P
STRATHEARN STM4 direct drive with fitted
magnetic cartridge
STRATHEARN SM2000 Direct drive with
cartridge
TENSAI 10861 belt drive semi auto with
cartridge
TENSAI 108550 fully auto direct drive with
cartridge
TRIO K010338 belt drive

29 90
40 90
51 90
68 90
79.90
109 90
19 90
42 50
03.90
66.90
72 90
84 90
92.90
97 90
104
57
49
89

90
90
90
90

109.90
129 90
94 90
56 90
63 90
39 90
79 90
49 90
79 90
59 90

SPEAKERS
ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
AMSTRAD ACOUSTRA 1000
26.89
AMSTRAD Micro 101
CELESTION Hadleigh
62.43
CELESTION Oitton 121
88.64
CELESTION Dillon 15XR
161.51
CELESTION Dillon 22
222.58
CELESTION Ditton 33
250.55
CELESTION Dillon 332
284.18
CELESTION Dillon 442
347.76
CELESTION Dillon 551
410.71
GOODMANS RB18
GOODMANS RB20
GOODMANS DB50 Disco Poizer'
GOODMANS RB35
GOODMANS Beta
167.18
6000MANS R865
GOODMANS Kappa
219.76
GOODMANS HE2
267.02
GOODMANS HEI
303.98
GOODMANS Sigma
312.20
JR 109
166.76
JR L.P.A. System with 30 watt bass amp. for
use with amps 15 to 100 watt priced singly 207.00
JR 150
258.74
MARANTZ 46
90.98

19.90
39.90
41.90
69.90
108.90
154.90
194.90
239.90
274.90
325.90
58.90
74.90
89.90
109.90
119.90
129.90
159.90
194.90
219.90
229.90
137.90
149.90
219.90
57.90

11
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REC
OUR
PRICE PRICE

Speakers - cont.
MARANT2 463
MARANT2 HD440
SANSUI J11 Mini
SOLAVOX TK15
SOLAVOX PR25 Mk. 112 way
SOLAVOX PR35 Mk. II 3way
SOLAVOX PR45 Mk. II 3way
SOLAVOX HS55
SOLAVOX HS70
WHARFEDALE Chevin XP
WHARFEDALE Denton XP2
WHARFEDALE Shelton XP2
WHARFEDALE Linton XP2
WHARFEDALE Glendale XP2
WHARFEDALE Teesdale SP2
WHARFEDALE 030 High power
WHARFEDALE 050 High power
WHARFEDALE E70 High power
WHARFEDALE E90 High power

113 47
156 40
-

50.25
75 37
96.05
116.71
155.04
192.33
302 29
372 91

77 90
99 90
99 90
22 90
39 90
59 90
79 90
99 90
149 90
34 90
48 90
58 90
81 90
107.90
134.90
199 90
269 90
329 90
499 90

SANSUI 440
Stereo =:Amplifier
25 watts RMS
per channel.

£6990

SANSUI 460

TAPE RECORDERS
HI-FI CASSETTE TAPE RECORDERS
128.04
AIWA ADM100 Dolby
157.91
AIWA ADM200 Dolby variable hie, ...
200.15
AIWA AD6350 Dolby
AIWA A02000 Dolby
200.62
AIWA AD- 140 Dolby variable bias metal tape 281.11
AIWA AD6700 Dolby 2head infra red remote
control, metal tape facility
40338
AKAI C57020 Mk. II Dolby
AKAI GXC706 Dolby
AKAI 60070913 Dolby
ALBA 2200 Dolby
AMSTRAD EX700 Dolby
Ill 51
BINATONE 6764 Dolby
_
MARANTZ 5050M Dolby
MARANT2 5000 Dolby
190 13
PHILIPS N2533 Dolby
PIONEER CTF 500 Dolby
PIONEER CTF 600 Dolby
PIONEER CTF 650 Dolby metal tape
PIONEER CTF 800 Dolby
ROTEL RD 300 Dolby
ROTEL RD 18F Dolby variable bias
ROTEL RD 25F Dolby variable bias
ROTEL RD 1000 Dolby
SANSUI 090 Dolby
SOLAVOX SCO 2070 Dolby
SUPERSCOPE by MARANT2 C0330 Dolby
3head battery/mains
SUPERSCOPE by MARANT2 C0320 Dolby
2head battery/mains
TRIO KX503 Dolby
OPEN REEL TAPE RECORDERS
GRUNDIG IS 945 4motor. 3beads and echo
GRUNDIG IS 1000 Semi-professional
electronic switching. 3heads 3motors .
PHILIPS N4512 3motor, 3,speed. 3head
PHILIPS 64515 Sound on sound. echo.
post fade
PIONEER RI 707 Auto reverse

.. ... 1
..... .......
99.90
119.90
149.90
157.90
224.90
336.90
88.90
134.90
169 90
158 90
79 90
71 90
94 90
104 90
79 90
98 90
119 90
168 90
227 90
87 90
99 90
123 90
179 90
89 90
79 90

Stereo
Amplifier
45 watts RMS
per channel.

£99.90

SMISUI A80
Stereo
Amplifier
65 watts RMS
per channel.

£12990

139 90
119 90
109 90

WOW T60

289 90
459 90
199 90
289 90
409 90

CREDIT TOO!
On McOnomy Discount Prices
(available on mainland England.
Scotland and Wales).
Orders with atotal value exceeding
£70 can be purchased on Credit on
McOnomy discount prices over 8,12,
24 and 30 months.

PERSONAL CALLERS ARE WELCOME AT ALL BRANCHES

Stereo
Tuner
MW/FM

£6990

SANSUI

Open 9.00 am - 8.00 pm Weekdays, 9.00 am - 5.30 pm Saturdays.
Scottish
CARDIFF
CLEVEDON _
EDINBURGH GLASGOW
HULL
LEICESTER _
NEWHAVEN

Branches also open Sundays 10.00 am - 5.30 pm.
52 North Road, Cardiff
Tel : 0222 394016
4-9 Kimberley Road, ( off Strode Road), Clevedon
Tel : 0272 876041
Annandale St. Lane, Edinburgh
Tel : 031-557 1004
Anderston Cross Centre, Argyle Street. Glasgow
Tel : 041-204 2355
Status City. Clough Road, Hull
Tel : 0482 442134
Rutland Centre, Yeoman Street. Leicester
Tel : 0533 536741
Avis Way. Newhaven

.jg

7 - •
l

Front- Loading
Dolby Stereo
Cassette Deck.

£8990

Tel : 07912 5081

Customers unable to call at their local branch can phone their order and pay our driver on delivery.

/79
253

Competitive prices
Nearest underground tube station-Goodge Street
Visit our showroom: 61 Charlotte Street
London W1 4DN
01-580 4632/4 lines

AZAlly
RECEIVERSiTUNER AMPS
Akal
AA1125 .. £109.00
AA1134BL
£145.00
AA1135 .. £129.00
AA1115BL
£104.00
Aiwa

P.O.A.

JVC

P.O.A.

Marantz
2238BL
£230.00
2226BL ..
£194.00
1515L
£110.00
1530L .. £152.95
1550L .. £207.95
22528 .. £327.00
Pioneer
SX590
SX690

£117.00
£141.00

Sansui
TA300
G401
G301
TA500
G6000
G7000

£151.00
£145.00
£130.00
£186-00
£373.00
£387•95

Sony ..

P.O.A.

Technics ..

P.O.A.

Yamaha ..

P.O.A.

AMPLIFIERS
Akai
AM2250
AM2350
AM2450

.. £74-95
£109•95
£127•95

JVC
AS3 ..
AS5 ..
JAS22
JAS44
JAS55

P.O.A.
.. £86.00
.. £106.00
.. £172.00
.. £195.00

Marantz
1050
£85•95
1072 .. £113.95
1090 ..
£135•95
1122DC
£243•95
1152DC £302•50
Nakamichi ..
Pioneer
SA606 ..
SA706 ..
SA408 ..
SA508 ..
SA608 ..
SA708 ..
Rotel
RA214
RA314
RA414
RA714

..
..
..
..

P.O.A.

.. £105.00
.. £145.00
.. £65.00
.. £87•00
.. £121.00
.. £1594o

.. mos
.. £74.50
.. £98•00
.. £130•95

Sansui
AU117 Mk 2 ..
AU217 Mk 2 ..
AU317 Mk 2 ..
AU517 .. ..
AU717 .. ..
AU919 .. ..
AX7 .. ..

£79.00
£104.00
£159•00
£190.00
£278•00
£427•00
£154•00

Sony .. ..

P.O.A.

Toshiba ..

P.O.A.

Technics
St18011• •
SU8022• •
SU8044• •
SU8055• •
SU8077K • .
SU8088..
SU9011• •
SE9021 .. • •

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A:
P.O.A.

Yamaha ..

P.O.A.

Denon

P.O.A.
TIMERS

Akai
AT2205L
AT2450L
AT2650

£76•95
£129•95
£173•95

JVC
JTV22
TV5L

£118.00
£98•00

Marantz
2100 ..
2100L ..
2050L ..
2110L ..
2120 ..

•
•
•
.

•
.
•
•

Pioneer
TX6U6
£93•00
TX408L
£65•00
TX608
£87-00
TX7800 .. £159.00
TX9800
£212•00
Rotel
RT226
RT226LW

£60.00
£70.00

• • £101.00
• • £105.00
• • £132.00
£165•00
• • £197.00

Yamaha

P.O.A.

Denon

P.O.A.

Sony ..

P.O.A.

Technics

P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
Akai

P.O.A.

Aiwa ..

P.O.A.

AR 77XB

£68.00

Sony ..

P.O.A.

Technics ..
SL150 II
•. P.O.A.
SL5300 .. . • P.O.A.
SL1500/10 11 . • £250.00
SL1400/10 11 . • £275.00
SL1300/10 11 • • moo•oo
SLB2 .. • • P.O.A.
SLB3 .. • • P.O.A.
SLD2 .. • • P.O.A.
SLD3 .. • • P.O.A.
SLQ 2 .. • • P.O.A.
SLQ 3 .. . • P.O.A.
JVC ..

P.O.A.

Marantz
6025 ..
6170 ..
6270Q ..

£5600
£96•00
£138.00

Micro Seiki
Pioneer
PL512 ..
PL200 ..
PL300 ..
PL400 ..
PL600 ..
PL1000 ..
Sansui
SR222/11
SRB200
SRD3 ..
SRD4 ..
SRQ5 ..

Yamaha ..

P.O.A.

Denon

P.O.A.

.

ARMS & CARTRIDGES
£93•00
£136.00
£98.00
£191.00
£192.00

Nakamichi

Sansui
TU217 ..
TU317 ..
TU417 ..
TU517
TU717 ..

Thorens
10104
£82•00
TD105
nevi
TD110C
£99•00
TD160BC/11
p3•00
TD115 £127.00
TD126/11I/C £233.00
TD126/III/BC £191.00

P.O.A.

..
..
..
..
..
..

£48•00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

..
..
..
..
..

£56.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sony .. ..

P.O.A.

SME
3009/111 S
£76.50
3009/III
moo•oo
3009 Mk 2 .. £64.00
3009 non DT
mom
Shell S2 ..
£6•00
FD200
moo
Ortofon
Complete range

P.O.A.

Denon
DL103

£72•00

Shure
M75ED
£15.00
M75EJ
£14•00
M95ED £.2o•oo
M95EJ
£17•00
V15MK III £51•00
V15MK IV .. £68•00
M95HE
£25•00

SPEAKERS
(PAIRS)
A.R.
AR9
•
AR90 •
AR18 .
AR14 •
AR12 .
AR25 •
AR91 • .
AR92

•
•
•
•
•
•

.. £790.00
.. £602.00
.. £76•00
.. £209.00
.. £295.00
.. P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Celestion
D15XR .. ..
022 .. ..
033 .. ..
D442 .. ..
025 .. ..
UL6, 8 .. ..
JBL .. ..

£111•00
£144.00
£200.00
£279.00

f.286.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

JR
JR149 .. .. £122.00
Woofer .. £150.00
JR150 .. .. £195.00
Dalesford
D .. ..
KLH
300
331
317

..
..
..

£90.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Monitor Audio
MA16 .. .. £60.00
Mini Monitor .. £93.00
MA8 .. .. £109•00
MA6 .. .. £135.00
MA5MK2 .. £138.00
MA4MK2 .. £184.00
MA3MK2 .. £363•00
MA2 .. .. £265•00
MA1MK2 .. £261.00
Marantz
4Mk II .. .. £68•00
5Mk II .. .. £111.00
6Mk II .. .. £140.00
7Mk II .. .. £178.00
HD440 .. .. £102.00
HD550 .. .. £178.00
4G .. .. £59.00
4G/3 .. ..
£73•00

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE

Tannoy
Cambridge •
Oxford .. .
Ascot .. •
Chester
Dorset .. .
Mayfair•

•
•
•
..
•
•

Technics

Yamaha

National

P.O.A.

Hitachi

P.O.A.

Sanyo

P.O.A.

Sony ..

P.O.A.

Toshiba

P.O.A.

Marantz

P.O.A.

£3400
£51.00
£66.00
£79•00
£105.00
£179.00
£131.00
£188•00
£254.00
£315.00
P.O.A.

VIDEO
CASSETTE
RECORDERS
Sanyo, Sovy,
National, Akai
Please call for inquiries
American Express
Access • Barclaycard

Full range

Credit facilities available

CASSETTE DECKS
Akai
C570313 £83.00
CS704D .. £113.00
GXC706D
£128.00
GXC709D
£163.00
GXC715D
£215.00
GXC725D
us»)
GXC730D
noeoo
GXC732D
£2oo•oo
GXC7350
£265•00
GXC750D
£370•00
Aiwa
AD1250• •
AD6400• •
A D6550•.
Ab6350 • •
AD6900 •.
AD6600 • •
AD2000 ..
ADL40 .. • •
ADM100
ADM200 . •
AD6700. •

P.O.A.

£327•00

£286.00
P.O.A.

Wharfedale
Chevin XP2
Denton XP2
Shelton XP2
Linton XP2
Glendale XP2
Dovedale SP2
Teesdale SP2..
E30
E50
E70
E90

JVC ..
P.O.A.
£163.00
£245.00
£245.00

CLEARANCE
BARGAINS
Limited Stocks!
Akai
AA1010

£89.95

Audiotechnica
1005 Mk 2 ..

£ 136.00
moo•oo
£ 19895
£145.00
£359.00
£255•00
£146.00
£204.00
£93•00
£115.00
£300.00

£38•95

AR15+Stands

£140•00

Aiwa
AD1600

emoo

Amstrad
8000 Mk 3 .. £25.50
3000 Mk 2 .. £28•95
EX333
£90.00
Eumig
Concert Centre £724.00

JVC

P.O.A.

Harman Kardon
517
£169•95
Citation 11 .. £130.00
Citation 15 .. £180.00
330C
£91•95

Marantz

P.O.A.

JBL
L110

Nakamichi

P.O.A.JVC

Pioneer
CTF500
CTF600
CTF650
CTF750
CTF850
CTF950
CT F1250

..
..
..
..
..

Sansui
SC1100/1110
SC2100/2110
SC3100/3110
SC5100/5110

..
.•
•.
•.

£94•00
£113.00
£159.00
£198.00
£215.00
£304.00
£397.00
£106.00
£181.00
£21o•oo
£327•00

Sony ..

P.O.A.

Technics

P.O.A.

Technics

Micro Seiki
0040

Sansui
QRX9001
mom
BA2000 .. £320.00

P.O.A.

Sanyo
RD5600..

Pioneer RT707 £420.00

MUSIC CENTRES
Aiwa

P.O.A.

Akai

P.O.A.

MAIL ORDER facilities available.

£210.00

Rotel
RA413
£69•95
RX403
men
RX603
£225•95
RX1603 .. £450.00
RT1024 .. £170.00

P.O.A.

Akai
GX4000D
moo•oo
GX40000B
£229•00
172201 .. £213.00

£483.95

P3030 pre amp
£235.00
M3030 power
amp ..
mew
Leak
3020 speakers.. £77.00
3030 ..
moo
Marantz
H077
£250.00

Sony
STR5800
receiver ..
EL5 cass. deck
EL7 cass. deck
TC510/2 reel to
reel portable
deck ..

REEL TO REEL DECKS

Sony ..

..

moo•oo
£2so•oo
£350.00

£430 00
£150 00

Technics
SU7100 £88 50
RS1500 £720 00
Yamaha
CR2020 .. £420 00
CR1020 .. £395.00
NS1000 Mahogany
finish . £ 750.00

WE SPECIALISE IN EXPORT

Clossítied Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 15p per word ( private), minimum £3.00. Box Nos.
50p extra. Trade rates 18p per word, minimum £3•60. Copy and remittance for advertisements in NOVEMBER
issue must reach these offices by 4th October addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News &
Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly
printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after
Box No. indicates its locality.
Discrimination Act 1975.
No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to
discriminate on grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or
(2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
Sex

statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is
considered to apply.

A

The attention of advertisers is drawn to " The
Business

Advertisements ( Disclosure)

Order

1977", which requires that, from 1st January 1978,
all advertisements by persons who seek to sell
goods in the course of business must make that
fact clear.

From

the above date,

consumers

therefore should know whether an advertisement
relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

FOR SALE-private
Thomas TD12411 Plinth and Cover, excellent condi
tion, £ 110 o.n.o., or exchange Focus One; SME 3012.
£25; Tannoy Lancaster Monitor Golds, £ 150 o.n.o.
Tel.: Doncaster (0302) 55932, evenings.
K.

Dual 601 turntable with V15 Ill cartridge in original
packing. Good condition. Offers around £60. Tel.:
Newcastle, Staffs. 0782 563636
K.
Thorens TD 124 deck (P. & C.), £ 120. Lowther
"Acoustas" ( PM6), £ 100. Akai M.9 R. to R. recorder,
£90. Tel.: Newbury 43625.
K.
”Basset" sub-woofer, constructed as described in HFN
6/8/78. Response substantially flat down to 22 Hz. Just
built, excellent finish. £95. Tel.: Bookham 58211 (Surrey)
K.

Shure Cartridge VIS III excellent condition, £30.
Collection records mainly classical, £ 1each. 20 Southfields Road, Eastbourne. Tel.: 26909.
K.
Leak 2075 loudspeaker (4 unit, 100 W Din, Transmission type enclosure), £250 o.n.o. purchaser must
collect. Tel.: 054-884 2349 (Salcombe. Devon).
K.

Quad 11/22 Control unit and amplifiers for sale. £ 100.
Tel.: 0606/45243.
K.

Quad 33/303 excellent condition, £ 160. Wooden sleeve
for 33/FM3, £ 15. Tel.: 01-686 6765, evenings, weekends.
K.

Aiwa AD 6350, second machine, 5 weeks use, £ 120.
Pair Bailey T.L.S. KEF units, Radford crossovers, woodwork complete, working, require finishing, £80. Tel.:
0454-614216 or 0372-53185.
K.
1.M.F. Domestic monitors, fabulous sound but too
large for new home. Will reluctantly sell for £250 the pair.
Tel.: 0737-65865.
K.
Quad 33 preamp, £65. Ortofon MCA 76 moving coil
preamp., £55. Ortofon STM72 transformer, £ 15. Beolit
707 LW/MW/FM mains/battery portable (black), £40.
Perfect as new. Contact D. Hall, 97 Clearbrook Close,
High Wycombe, Bucks.
K.
Quad 33 four months old and Lentek M/C pre-amp.,
£110. Cash sale. Can demonstrate. Tel.: 01-688 8496
South Croydon.
K.
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Siemans Quad Four channel Studio master 5C2 100
watts tuner amplifier, four speakers, cost £900, accept
£350. Must sell. Tel.: 01-592 7800.
K.

Thorens TD 125 Plinth and cover. Arm board cut for
SME. As new condition, £90 o.n.o. Tel.: Wilkinson,
Wigan (0942) 58912.
K.

Pair Chartwell PM400 loudspeakers. Walnut, excellent
condition, £ 190. Technics cassette deck 675 USD high
performance, £ 180. Chris Hine, Office: 764 5000 X 266.
Home: 549 1924.
L.

Quad 33/303 just serviced manufacturers boxes and
instructions, SME 3009 fixed head, manufacturers box
and instructions, £200 or split, £ 1.80 and £40 respectively.
D. A. Campbell, 24 Alnwickhill Drive, Edinburgh
EH16 6XX.
K.

Quad Electrostatics, black, £300 o.n.o.
Harman
Kardon 1000, Dolby cassette deck, £65 o.n.o. Edinburgh
wireless Company tuner, £ 120 o.n.o. All immaculate.
Tel.: Bushnell 041-339 8855, ext. 7526.
K.

Thorens Turntable 124 Mk2 Ortofon arm, Shure cartridge, teak plinth, perspex cover, immac. condition £65.
Scott, IWorcester Road, Blackpool. Tel.: 62374
K.

Dual CS 701 Direct Drive Auto Turntable fitted with
Supex SD 900E moving coil cartridge. Superb condition.
Best offer over £200 secures. Tel.: 01-888 8243, evenings.
K.
Sansui 9090 Receiver 110 x 110w. Perfect. £275. AKG
P8ES Cartridge new plus new stylus, £50. KEF speakers
professional 4ft. 6in. teak cabinets, £300 pair. Phillips,
Bishopsteignton, Teignmouth (
06267) 5326.
K.

KEF 105 speakers. Meridian 101 + 105 pre-power amps.
Yamaha CT 710 tuner. Michell hydraulic reference
turntable, plus SME arm. Decca Gold cartridge. Six
months old. Will split. Tel.: Stevenage 50806.
K.

Cambridge Audio P50 amplifier, 35 W.P.C. mint
condition, £85, carriage paid. D. H. Bowers, 6 Gooding
Avenue, Leicester. Tel.: 825201.
K.
Shure V.15 Ill new stylus, £25. Quad bronze electrostatics, £280. Quad 33-303, £ 150. SME III 2spare arms.
£70. SME II fixed head, £25. Buyer collects. Tel.:
Ashby-de-la-Zouch 3809, daytime 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
K.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
THE FIRM FOR SPEAKERS
'For the best prices and largest stocks in
the country, see our full page advertisement in this issue.'

Sansui AU101 Amplifier, Garrard SP25 Mk. III turntable, fitted with Shure M75 ED cartridge. Also Wharfedale unit 3. Kit speakers, £90 o.n.o. complete. Haywards
Heath. Tel.: 58802, evenings and weekends.
K.
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FERROGRAPH
7602H Deck £ 516
7604H Deck
£416
7622H Amps £594
762414 Amps £ 594
7602DH Dk'Doi £ 612
7604DH Dk Dol £ 612
7622DH Am DI £690
7624DH Am DI £ 690
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VAT and Carriage extra, pro rata
PHOTO ACOUSTICS LIMITED
2SSa St. Albans Road, Watford.

Tel. 32006

Newport Pagnell 109081 601625

SME 3009 series Ill mint condition, also spare tone
arm, £90 the pair. Tel.: 04917-205.
K.
Wharfedale E70 speakers, Yamaha CT 1010 tuner,
Quad 405, Radford Zd22 Pre amp., all as new. Offers
please. Tel.: Tottington (Lancs.) 2550.
K.
Pair Chartwell PM400 speakers, only three months old,
£320 o.n.o. Luxman 1.85v amplifier. Mint condition,
£220 o.n.o. Hadcock GH 228 arm with A.K.G. P7E
cartridge, £50 o.n.o. Will demonstrate. Tel.: Ashton in
Makerfield 713565 after 7 p.m.
K.
Two Quad valve amplifiers plus preamp. and mono
tuner. Recent Quad overhaul, £95 o.n.o. Buyer collect
unable to demonstrate. Tel.: 021-445 3804.
K.
Sony TC 229SD Cassette deck with RM30 remote
control, and wood sides. As new, complete with 30
quality C90 cassettes and TDK head demagnetizer, £200.
Tel.: Bolton 55017 after 6 p.m.
K.
SME 3012/11 arm, Shure VI 511, Sony servo controlled
turntable. Immaculate in SME plinth. Delivered in
Greater London area, £ 175. Bennett. Tel.:01-628 6957 K.

Radford SC24 Pre. and SPA50 Power amps., £80 o.n.o.
Stephen Ebdale, 38 Claudian Way, Chadwell St. Mary,
Grays, Essex.
K.

Pair Quad Speakers. £275. Quad 33, £75. Shure
VI 5/111, £20. Lentek pre amp., £40. Technics RS/615
US cassette deck, £75. ff 14. Preiss. 29 Shrubbery Road,
Gravesend, Kent. Tel.: 01-637 9041, office hours.
K.

Amer« 0 150 Power amp., £ 140; CI50 preamp., £ 130;
Yamaha CT7000 tuner, £320; Teac A450 cassette deck.
K.
£110. Genuinely little used, evenings, Esher 64575.

Thorens 124 deck with Stax AU7 arm in perfect condition, £ 150. Pair of Quad Corner Ribbon speakers, just
serviced. £300. Tel.: 01-242 5763, before 9 a.m. or
weekends.
K.

Accoustat Electrostatics, pair, 40 hours use, good condition. Will take good British equipment. Part ex. these
are the best. Sensible offers please. Broughton, White
House, North Ormsby, Louth, Lincs. LN1 IOTJ
K.

Monitor Audio MA3 loudspeakers. Perfect condition.
£265 pair. Stands available. Tel.: (evenings) Harlow
31552.
K.

Philips combined car FM stereo radio and stereo
cassette player with speakers and aerial, £90. Tel.:
Bristol (0272) 685-767, evenings.
K.

Pair Radford latest T90 speakers mint condition, £250.
Teac A 1500 open reel deck, auto reverse, echo sound on
sound, good order, £70. Tel.: Bristol (0272) 683156. K.

Shure M95HE cartridge, used for only 20 minutes therefore mint condition, £ 19. Tel.: 01-262 4542, ext. 200.
Thomson office hours.
K.
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FOR SALE- private
Quad 22 Control Mk II amps. Ouad steroe FM tuner
Quad AM tuner restored to riginal spec. by Manufacturers, £ 150. SME 3012 arm and 301 Garrard, £50.
Teak cabinet with perspex top, free to purchaser of both
lots. Tel.: 04-427 5126 (Herts.).
K.
Two Ditton 66 speakers, Walnut, immaculate, £205.
"Hi Fi News" 1975-77 offers invited. Tel.: Chelmsford
(0245) 50358.
K.
Technics RS-9900 cassette system comprising 3 motor
3 head deck coupled with record/reproduce amplifier,
superb condition, £475. Micro Seiko DDX-1000 turntable with supex M/C cartridge, £250. Tel.: 01-435
5341/5399
L.

FOR SALE-trade
Formula 4 Alignment Protractor enables correct setting
up of all Pick-up assemblies and measures tracking
accuracy over entire record, £2•99, original ' Hi Fi News'
review available. Mayware Ltd., P.O. Box 58, Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 9UH.
A.
Sugden A48 Amplifier. RRP £253, few £219. Holdings
Photo Audio Centre, Mincing Lane, Darwen Street.
Blackburn BB2 2AF. Tel.: (0254) 59595/6
X.
Hawaiian Music Traditional and Contemporary LPs
Popular in Hawaii, imported by Westwind Records, 60
Talfourd Avenue, Reading, S.A.E. for Brochure.
K.
Cartridges Tonearms: Lowest prices! Stanton 500EE,
£14•50. ADC XLM Ill, £33. Grado FR-, £28•75.
A-T 1005 + lift, £29. P & Pfree. Christchurch Cartridges,
5 Bodowen Close, Burton, Christchurch, Dorset. Tel •
0202 471654.
K.
David Hafler Pre-Amplifiers, brand new and fully
assembled, £215 each, including delivery. Main amps.
Available soon. Tel.: Yatton 833112.
K.
Ex Demonstration equipment by Spendor, Boothroyd
Stuart Meridian, 1AS, Leeson available. Good discounts.
Tel.: Aston Audio on Northwich (0606) 79902
K.
Bailey/Wireless World T.L. Owing to buyer's illness,
we have several export quality cabinets (Walnut) for only
£72 pair collected, £82 with wool, castors, cloth etc. Trade
enquiries welcome. Clark Speakers, 122 Hull Road,
Anlaby, North Humberside. Tel.: 0482-656706.
K.

Viennese Operetta Records Inc. Extensive range,
superb vocal performances on currently available LPs.
Free list. Box 50-U, Dover, Massachusetts 02030, USA.
L.
Send only an Sp stamp for our full list of HiFi accessories by Michell, Audio Technica, Bib, Metrosound,
Osawa. Nagaoka, LAM, Shure, SME, Zerostat, etc to:
Quadraphenia (Dept HFN), 10 Nursery Street, Sheffield
S3 8GG.
X.
A.D. Period HiFi Cabinets are individually made to
your requirements. Send rough sketch of cabinet you
have in mind, with your phone number. We will quote
a price if we are able to help, or visit our workshop.
Village Workshop, 14A Vickers Road, London NW5 4NL.
Tel OI-267 8504.

CROSSOVER
WITH
FALCON

Refreshes the hearing
where other stereo fails
to reach.
You have the headphones? We have the
binaural records!
S.A.E. Lists:
WHITETOWER, 2 ROCHE GARDENS, MILTON
KEYNES MK3 6HR.

8111411«

Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters,
studio/mobile. Newmann disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure,
I Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel.: 048361684.
X.
COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE. Stereo and mono
masters and lacquer discs from your tapes on our Scully
lathe. London Road, Binsfield, Bracknell, Berkshire,
Tel.: Bracknell 54935.
X.

Your guarantee of high quality Crossover Networks and Components, available direct or from
your specialist supplier. We also stock most units
by: KEF, SonAudax, Peerless, Coles, Celestion,
Dalesford, etc. Send large S.A.E. ( 94p stamp) for
price list PL 12 ( Overseas SI bill).
Fabric available Bexhill only.

Warren Recordings (members A.P.R.S.). Tape-disc
demos-discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile.
59 Hendale Avenue, London NW4 4LP. Tel.: 01-203
0306.
X.
J. & B. Recordings. Disc cutting service. Demos,
pressings from your tapes. Tape copying and editingstereo/mono. Sae. 14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey.
Tel.: 01-648 9952.
X.

FALCON ELECTRONICS

Your tapes to disc. Mono or stereo cutting. Vinylite
pressings, sleeve/labels. Top professional quality. S.a.e.
for photo leaflet. Deroy Records, ' Eastwood', Cove,
Dunbartonshire, Scotland.
X.

Mail Orders and Callers:
Tabor House, Mulbarton, Norfolk N RI4 8JT
Telephone: 0508-78272
Callers only:
26 Station Road, Bexhill- on- Sea, Sussex
TN40 1RG. Telephone: 0424-219950 or 04243 4932

SERVICES

STUDIO FACILITIES
Disc Cutting. Master and Demos. Pressings. Cassettes.
Mobile recording studio. Free brochure. TAM Studio,
13n Hamilton Way, London N3. Tel.: 01-346 0033. X.
Sound News, Productions. Britain's oldest full-time
tape disc cassette transfer service. Direct transfer, pressing for private and for trade. Fund raising advisory
service for Societies, Choirs, Bands. Ferrograph, Grundig, Philips, Revox equipment promptly serviced.
18 Blenheim Road, London W4. Tel.: 01-995 1661. M.

For that Small Cassette production contact Aduicord
Records. High speed duplicating, label and Inlay card
printing. Write for rate card to: Audiocord Records, 10
The Chapel, Shilton Road, Barwell, Leicester LE9 8HB.
M.
Ambient Audio-realistic concert hall atmosphere from
stereo. Remote control conversions. Large S.A.E. Installation repairs. P.C. Audio Services ( N) 282, Hatfield
Road, St. Albans.
K.

STEREO
ADVERTISEMENT

Mail Order Protection Scheme
(Limited Liability)
If you order from mail order advertisers in this magazine and pay by
post in advance of delivery, this publication (
HiFi News) will consider
you for compensation if the advertisers should become insolvent or
bankrupt, provided:
1. You have not received the goods or had your money returned; and
2. You write to the publisher of this publication (
HiFi News)
explaining the position not earlier than 28 days from the
day you sent your order and not later than 2 months from
that day.
Please do not wait until the las ¡ moment to inform us. When you write,
we will tell you how to make your claim and what evidence of payment is
required.
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance with
the above procedure as soon as possible after the advertiser has been
declared bankrupt or insolvent up to a limit of £2,650 per annum for any
one advertiser so affected and up to £7,950 per annum in respect of all
insolvent advertisers. Claims may be paid for higher amounts, or when
the above procedure has not been complied with, at the discretion of
this publication (
HiFi News); but we do not guarantee to do so in
view of the need to set some limit to this commitment and to learn
quickly of readers' difficulties.
This guarantee covers only advance payments sent in direct response
to an advertisement in this magazine ( not, for example, payments made
in response to catalogues etc., received as a result of answering such
advertisements). Classified advertisements are excluded.
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STEREO OISC AMPLIFIER 3

DISC AMPLIFIER 3
A reference amplifier for disc monitoring
and transfer when replay signals of the
highest quality are required.
Noise measurements are often quoted
OmMnus
with the disc input short circuit thus
ignoring the noise contribution of the
cartridge and the noise figure of the amplifier itself when loaded with the complex
source impedances characteristic of magnetic cartridges.
Stereo Disc Amplifier 3noise is specified with asimulated high inductance cartridge
source. The CCIR noise weighting curve is also used as it gives abetter correlation
with the subjective annoyance of noise than other weighting or broadband measurement techniques.

II

High ( Line) output; ! kHz at - 44dBV.7 ( 5mv) set for OdBV.7 output.
CCIR468-2 weighting CCIR/ARM 20Hz-20kHz average
and peak meter
Ref. 2kHz
reading meter
Short circuit input
- 64dBV.7 - 75dBV.7 - 71 dBV.7
Cartridge source 1H + 11K42 - 56dBV.7 - 67dBV.7
-68dBV.7

Do minus
Cranleigh. Surrey

P.O. Box I,
Tel. 04866 6477

Price: Cash with order, UK postage
and 15% VAT inclusive £ 169.

IN SEARCH OF PERFECTION ?
When it comes to HI- F Ieveryone wants perfection in
sound and looks. Choice too is important. And that's
why perfectionists everywhere call at Taylor's. We have the
choice, the best names, service and advice. If that sounds perfect
to you - Good, we'll see you soon.
TECHNICS • HARMAN KARDON • QUAD & E LS SPEAKERS •
RADFORD • MICRO SEIKI • THORENS • ORTOFON •
GRADO • AKG • DECCA • MICRO ACCOUSTICS • REVOX •
TEAC • SMC • KEF • TANNOY • GRIFFIN • KLH.
W.J. TAYLOR ( MUSIC) LTD.
126-130 HAWTHORN RD.
KINGSTANDING,
BIRMINGHAM B44 8QA. 129

021-382 1312

.110....••••••

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS
LOUDSPEAKER SUNDRIES
CRUM FABRICS GALORE!,
¡OP MUM PMDDINGS
PURE P/001 FIRM
ACOUSTICALLY-TRANSPARENT
SLACK FOAM PADDING

IT HELPS
TO MENTION

Fabric Samples,

BUBWITH, SELBY, N.YORKS.
Telephone 0757 85-206

when
answering
advertisements

1974 Rogers Ravensbourne Stereo Amplifier in good
condition, please write Funnell, 3 Manor Road, Milton
Keynes, Bucks.
L.
Audio and Design 15 OHM Titanium Cone speaker with
or without Cabinet. Replies to B. I. Smalley, 28 The
Raddings, Coventry CV5 6AU.
K.
Wanted— Faulty, non-working amplifiers, tuners etc.
For cash especially Goodmans.
150-50, Sycamore
Crescent, Ty-Sign, Risca, Gwent NPI 6AF.
K.

12p ( stamps)

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS

HI-FI NEWS

WANTED

SITUATIONS VACANT
Grahams HiFi require Experienced Senior Hi-Fi Sales
Assistant at Pentonville Road, London, NI. Good
musical knowledge, natural sales ability plus an interest in
hard work will find acreative and satisfying reward in one
of London's top Hi Fi Showrooms, Ring M. L. on
837 4412.
K.

Build your own P.A., Group and Disco Speakers,
by R. F. C. Stephens. Save money with this practical
guide. Plans for 17 different designs. Line source. I.B.,
Horn and Reflex types, for r-18" drive units. MS
post free ($ 8 overseas).
The Infra- Bass Loudspeaker by G. Holliman.
Full constructional details for versions using 15", 12' and
10" drive units. £2•95 post free ($ 6overseas).
The Dalaeford Speaker Book, by R. F. C. Stephens.
This book is a must for the keen home constructor.
Latest technology DIY designs. Plans for 1.B., and
Reflex designs for 10-100 watts. Also unusual centrebass system. £2•20 post free ( 85 overseas).

VAN KAREN PUBLISHING
5 Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire.

SERVICING
Audio Servicing in the West Midlands; specialist
service, installation, modification, all makes.
CMS
Electronics. Tel.: Sedgley 3579.
B.
Audio repairs by electronics engineer, 30 years' experience; extensive facilities enabling equipment restoration,
etc. Quality valved equipment included. Personal service. Location: Woodford, Essex. Tel.: 01-504 5467. X.
Audio and radio servicing, design, modification, installation, etc. Will travel. Tel.: R. Lucas, Tadworth
(Surrey) 2703.
X.

Are you
legal, decent,
honest and
truthful?

C

EXCHANGES
SME 3009 improved with fixed head wanted in ex
change for my 3009 det. head plus spare shell. Tel.
Auckland, Cambridge 45115 day, Royston 61156 even
ings.

n,,‘ The sign of the small family firm where
j
»i personal service to customers still counts
'
HAVE YOU FAILED TO FIND A CABINET
TO SUIT YOUR EQUIPMENT?

We would be pleased to help, as we specialize in ' one-off'
cabinets.

Below is an example of a craftsman built unit,

tailor made for one or our customers. Write now for an
estimate for your perfect cabinet, and end a frustrating
search.

Advertisers have to be.
The Advertising Standards Authority
Knit. to The SclvenrsIng Standards Aulhont>
IS Il RK1grnouni Suret London WC IE /5W

For details of our wide range of wood and melamine
cabinets, please send two 10p stamps quoting HFN/79
to:
ECC, 4 BRUNSWICK DRIVE, HARROGATE, YORKSHIRE

•
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Please use this coupon for your private sales and wants. Rates: Trade 18p ( minimum £3.60); Private 15p per word
(minimum £3.00); Box Nos. 50p extra. To: HiFi News & Record Review, Classified Advertisements Dept., Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA. Please publish the advertisement indicated below for
under the heading

insertion/s

Cheque/P.O. enclosed £

Nome

Is a Box No. required Yes/No.

Address

If no, please include

remittance to cover name and address and/or Tel. No.
Please write in block capitals.
-.à
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... in amidst the drudgery,
treachery, betrayal and
boredom of our 3xistence;
let MUSIC touch your mind.

Mission Electronics Ltd.
Unit 9a George St. Huntingdon
Cambridgeshire ( 0480) 57151

e.dor
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The Metal Age dawns.
Nakamichi reflects its brilliance.

A new day in sound recording. Pure metal tape, bright with
magnetic energy.
Energy that could be wasted on lesser equipment
than Nakamichi.
Our 582 Discrete 3-Head cassette deck, forged with
infinite skill and patience, captures the brilliance of metal.
Losing nothing.
It sets the standard for others to follow.
The new micro-precision Crystalloy head handles
metal's super-high bias requirement with room to spare.
The 2nd Generation Direct Flux Erase Head leaves nothing
behind. While the Discrete 3-head configuration is the
perfection of its kind. Shedding new light on sound.
Listen to conventional tape on the 582, and the sound
is illuminating.
Then listen to metal. And hear how it dazzles the ear.

nkNakamichi
Products of unusual creativity and competence.
Write for more information to Nakamichi, Natural Sound Systems, 10 Byron Road, Wealdstone, Harrow, Middx. HA3 7TL. Tel: 01-863 8622

